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Summary 
Service-orientation and the underlying concept of service-oriented architectures are a means 
to successfully address the need for flexibility and interoperability of software applications, 
which in turn leads to improved IT support of business processes. With a growing level of 
diffusion, sophistication and maturity, the number of services and interdependencies is 
gradually rising. This increasingly requires companies to implement a systematic 
management of services along their entire lifecycle. Service lifecycle management (SLM), 
i.e., the management of services from the initiating idea to their disposal, is becoming a 
crucial success factor.  
Not surprisingly, the academic and practice communities increasingly postulate 
comprehensive IT support for SLM to counteract the inherent complexity. The topic is still 
in its infancy, with no comprehensive models available that help evaluating and designing 
IT support in SLM. This thesis presents a reference architecture for SLM and applies it to 
the evaluation and designing of SLM IT support in companies. The artifact, which largely 
resulted from consortium research efforts, draws from an extensive analysis of existing 
SLM applications, case studies, focus group discussions, bilateral interviews and existing 
literature. 
Formal procedure models and a configuration terminology allow adapting and applying the 
reference architecture to a company’s individual setting. Corresponding usage examples 
prove its applicability and demonstrate the arising benefits within various SLM IT support 
design and evaluation tasks. A statistical analysis of the knowledge embodied within the 
reference data leads to novel, highly significant findings. For example, contemporary 
standard applications do not yet emphasize the lifecycle concept but rather tend to focus on 
small parts of the lifecycle, especially on service operation. This forces user companies 
either into a best-of-breed or a custom-development strategy if they are to implement 
integrated IT support for their SLM activities. SLM software vendors and internal software 
development units need to undergo a paradigm shift in order to better reflect the numerous 
interdependencies and increasing intertwining within services’ lifecycles. The SLM 
architecture is a first step towards achieving this goal.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Initial Situation and Problem 
Service-oriented architectures (SOA) have been discussed as the major architectural pattern 
in science and practice since many years [Bardhan et al., 2010; Lusch et al., 2008] and are 
still gaining importance both in technical and business domains [Demirkan & Dolk, 2013; 
Fielt et al., 2013]. SOA aims at decomposing monolithic, and thus rather inflexible, 
application systems into business-oriented services that shall flexibly support dynamically 
changing business processes [Chen et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2010; Ren & Lyytinen, 
2008]. For example, while the core banking application at the multinational bank Credit 
Suisse (CS) has a lifecycle of more than 30 years, product specific applications only last for 
around 10 years, whereas channel specific presentation services run only two years on 
average until they are replaced by new services and applications. Service-orientation aims at 
decoupling the lifecycles of these applications by deriving services that can be flexibly 
orchestrated. This flexibility is achieved by endowing services with certain characteristics 
such as interoperability [Erl, 2005] and standardized interfaces [Alwadin et al., 2011].  
As an example, CS maintains over 1200 technical services with an average re-use factor of 
four. Only by decomposing their mainframe application landscape into services, it was able 
to achieve a net present gain of 9mn Swiss Francs over five years [Huettenegger, 2012]. As 
another example Entris Banking (ENTB), a Swiss transaction bank acting as an integrator, 
buys services from external suppliers, bundles them with own services and provides 
customers with a full-service offering in the areas of payment and security processing1. By 
establishing standardized service models that allow denoting a service’s constituents and 
attaching relevant performance indicators, alongside with appropriate management 
processes and applications, ENTB has been able to realize an almost real-time end-to-end 
monitoring for certain services. This helped drive down outage times of their client’ branch 
workplaces by more than 30%2. 
However, with a growing maturity and diffusion of SOA, companies are faced with 
managing an increasing number of services. [Janssen & Feenstra, 2006, p. 1] find that “[t]he 
number of services that is available and that can be (re)used in business processes is gigantic 
and grows continually. Accordingly, the attention shifts from service deployment to service 
management.” For example, since the beginning of service-orientation at CS in 2000, the 
number of services has gradually risen to 600 in 2003 and to almost 1300 in 2012 
[Huettenegger, 2012]. An increasing number of services leads to higher complexity, which 
in turn increases the challenge of managing these services [Kohnke et al., 2008].  
As services are a service-oriented company’s central asset [Masak, 2007], their management 
along the whole lifecycle is becoming a crucial success factor (SLM – Service Lifecycle 
Management). In their research roadmap for service oriented-computing, [Papazoglou et al., 
2008] postulate a research focus on the management of services, an aspect they find a basic 
SOA does not address3. Similarly, according to [Berbner et al., 2005] most SOA-related 
                                                            
1 As of 2013, Swisscom acquired ENTB. This thesis discusses both companies as case examples. In order to avoid 
naming confusion, Swisscom and ENTB are treated as separate legal entities. 
2 Bilateral conversation with Peter Hofer (former Head of Service Management) in August 2010 at the ENTB 
headquarters (Guemligen, Switzerland). 
3 The term basic SOA relates to the standard triangular SOA model in which the interactions between a service 
provider, a discovery agency and a service requestor are explained [Papazoglou et al., 2008]. Interactions 
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work focuses on the nature and features of SOA itself, while not much work has been done 
on the topic of how to manage the resulting service landscapes and especially how to 
achieve benefits for business operations. The following examples illustrate exemplary tasks 
and related challenges of SLM: 
Service development and enhancement: Finnova, a Swiss-based core banking application 
manufacturer, is faced with numerous service enhancement requests. These may be driven 
by regulatory changes or individual customers’ needs. Finnova offers a Development Kit 
(FDK) for its biggest customers Migros Bank and ENTB, enabling them to create and 
integrate new services into the Finnova core system. Managing different releases of these 
additional services, maintaining an overview of the overall service portfolio and ensuring 
adherence to certain guidelines (e.g., security) is demanding, given the high number of 
services, dependencies and stakeholders. 
Service operation: CS is operating a centralized service repository providing service-
metadata for the selection and invocation of services. On average, more than 5 billion 
service calls are issued and delivered per year [Murer, 2012]. This results in extensive 
coordination and monitoring efforts and requires stable run-time systems. Given manifold 
dependencies between services and applications, even short outages may have substantial 
impact on the business. For example, CS’s ebanking portal relies on the CustomerData 
service. If the service is down, the portal is not working properly. 
Consequently, companies need to establish a comprehensive SLM approach consisting of 
strategic, organizational and IT-related elements [Puschmann & Alt, 2011]. Although 
comprehensive IT support4 is not the only ingredient for successfully managing services, it 
is nevertheless crucial for dealing with the underlying complexity [Sailer, 2005]. Already in 
2002 [Bloomberg, 2002, p. 3] predicted that “management complexity grows with the 
number […] of services deployed, and therefore companies will soon require [IT, author’s 
note] tools that support and automate their management efforts”. [Baskerville et al., 2005] 
and [Antikainen & Pekkola, 2009] find that IT support in service development improves 
service management efforts. Forrester provides a quantification and states that firms could 
save up to 25% of their IT budget by means of adequate software support [O’Neill et al., 
2007]. Empirical evidence suggests that new procedures and methods in the area of SLM 
become established more easily if adequate support by modern IT exists [Bullinger et al., 
2003]. However, they study also identifies a clear underdevelopment in this regard and 
hence points out IT support in this domain as one of future’s outstanding challenges. 
Companies need to find ways to establish information systems (IS) that holistically support 
SLM instead of focusing on single management aspects [Treiber et al., 2008], as is the case 
today.  
A rather mature practice example is LGB5 , which operates a custom-built software 
application that supports SLM tasks such as release management, re-use identification, new 
service modeling and service versioning. The tool helps to accelerate service development 
by comprehensive review workflow support, fosters re-use of services by offering search 
functionality and helps driving down error rates by centrally maintaining all relevant data 
types. Reportedly, LGB would not be able to achieve a re-use factor of four without this 
                                                                                                                                                  
provider, a discovery agency and a service requestor are explained [Papazoglou et al., 2008]. Interactions 
comprise the publishing, finding and binding of services [Champion et al., 2004]. 
4 Throughout this thesis the term IT support denotes the support that SLM-related application functions (and, hence, 
their providing applications) provide for the conduction of SLM-related activities. 
5 LGB = “Large Global Bank”. The company has been anonymized. LGB is a large globally operating universal 
bank. 
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system6. Their application landscape in the SLM domain aims to support the central SLM 
process, which comprises all activities from service creation to advancement and retirement.  
Despite the obvious and long acknowledged importance, literature and practice still lack 
artifacts that help analyzing and designing adequate IT support for SLM. [Närman et al., 
2006] find that the decision of which IT-investments to conduct (i.e., the applications to be 
bought) is traditionally taken in one of two ways: either it is based on no formal analysis, or 
on rigorous and lengthy, mostly rather unstructured requirements engineering and 
procurement processes. They argue that there is no in-between solution available that allows 
determining application investment needs and helps choosing the right applications. As a 
practice example, ENTB’s SLM IT support is still in an early development stage, e.g., the 
administration and management of Service Level Agreements is still largely paper-based. 
The development of new services, including idea and requirements management, is also not 
supported by IT. ENTB states that the main reason for these deficits is a lack of knowledge 
on IT support potentials in SLM as well as adequate instruments to identify, evaluate and 
compare different applications with regard to their usefulness for the pursued SLM 
strategies. As a consequence, projected analysis and evaluation costs commonly exceed 
available budgets. 
The diversity of existing SLM software solutions and their inherent heterogeneity with 
respect to functionality pose a challenge on both, user companies and vendors, with respect 
to SLM application architecture design and evaluation. Academia does not yet provide 
approaches that emphasize IT support design and evaluation in SLM7. 
1.2 Research Questions, Results and Benefits 
Based on the sketched gap in research and academia, this section derives corresponding 
research questions, points out the main results and discusses the addressees as well as their 
likely benefits from using the SLM architecture. 
Research questions 
The SLM architecture aims at enabling the analysis, evaluation and discussion of current 
and (potential) future IT support in SLM. The overall research question reads: How can 
SLM be adequately supported by information technology? 
Three sub-questions operationalize this research question. First, in order to be able to 
investigate IT support in SLM, SLM has to be defined in terms of its actors and processes: 
A. How is SLM defined, what are the main types of actors, what are the main SLM-related 
processes and which parts of the processes do the different actors cover? Second, once 
SLM is defined and characterized, the investigation of IT support follows: B. Which IT 
support possibilities exist in SLM and how precisely do they support the processes? 
Research questions A and B result in an architecture addressing the three layers of Business 
Engineering (BE), strategy, processes and IS [Österle & Winter, 2003]. Research question C 
aims at utilizing the resulting artifact and deriving implications: C. How can the architecture 
                                                            
6 Personal conversation with an employee of LGB’s SOA department in February 2012. In line with this, [Becker et 
al., 2009] and [Zo et al., 2012] identify service re-use as the primary source of SOA’s economic potential. 
7 As a consequence, [Zhao et al., 2008] more generally state that most enterprises do not have business strategies that 
are tightly linked with their IT operations. 
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be meaningfully applied for evaluating and designing IT support in SLM, which benefits and 
findings result and what are their implications? 
Main results 
This dissertation helps reducing the mentioned problems by proposing a three-layered 
architecture for IT support in SLM and corresponding application examples: 
The architecture’s strategy layer (chapter 3) presents a generic SLM role model and a 
corresponding mapping to the activities that these roles cover. It enables collaborating 
companies to align their SLM efforts and to discuss the resulting need for IT support. 
Further, it enables analyzing IT support possibilities for different SLM role coverages 
(subsequently denoted as SLM orientations). 
The architecture’s process layer in chapter 4 presents a process architecture for SLM. The 
processes and a mapping to the functional reference model (see below) enable the 
discussion of IT support in SLM. For example, companies can infer which application 
functions are suitable for supporting certain SLM activities. 
The IS layer in chapter 5 contains two main results. First, an identification and analysis of 
contemporary applications in the domain of SLM help organizations gaining an overview of 
existing instantiations that may be utilized for realizing IT support in SLM. Second, a 
functional reference model abstracts from these instantiations and provides a systematic, 
ordered overview and examination of application functions that support SLM.  
Mappings between roles, activities, functions and applications allow configuring the 
architecture for company-specific situations and consequently yielding better (i.e., more 
specific) analysis results and recommendations. A software tool and examples for 
architecture application aid companies in applying the results (chapter 6).  
Benefits and beneficiaries 
The SLM architecture provides several benefits that apply to both, practitioners and 
scientists. Terminology: It helps defining a common understanding of terms and 
relationships within SLM. Different SLM orientations: The architecture is a means to 
discuss and evaluate different SLM orientations and their IT support. By consistently 
connecting roles, processes and application functions it allows configuring different SLM 
orientations and discussing required IT support capabilities. The results support dispositive 
decisions and scientific evaluations, as will be shown by means of architecture application 
examples. Further analyses: The generic process- and role models serve as the basis for 
investigating further aspects of SLM, e.g., performance metrics derivations, 
integration/alignment of different SLM approaches, discussion of strategic SLM 
positionings and IT support maturity models. Service cost- and revenue management: 
Various artifacts related to service cost- and revenue management provide a basis for the 
development of solutions in this largely untouched field. Business-/IT-alignment in SLM: 
The architecture considers strategic, process-related and IT-related aspects. Hence, in 
contrast to most other SLM approaches (see section 2.3) it fosters business-/IT-alignment. 
For example, it helps IT architects to evaluate potentials for improved IT support in SLM 
and to discuss these with business staff8.  
In addition, several benefits specific to practitioners arise. Inter-organizational alignment: 
Frequently, SLM efforts are shared between multiple network partners. For example, while 
                                                            
8 Based on a literature analysis [Amrit, 2012] finds that literature still lacks models supporting the diffusion of 
knowledge across the business-/IT-frontier. 
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Swisscom IT Services (Swisscom) provides implementation, operation and maintenance 
services for core banking systems, the system itself is developed and programmed by 
Finnova. The SLM architecture allows discussing adequate IT support and facilitates 
decisions on functional distributions among the participants. SLM application design: SLM 
application vendors and company-internal software development units are faced with 
selecting a suitable set of functions for their applications. The architecture supports 
designing applications that target specific activities and roles within SLM and helps aligning 
applications that are part of the same product line in order to avoid redundant functionalities 
and to foster compatibility between the different applications. One of the architecture 
application examples in this thesis addresses the former issue in detail. Further, a statistical 
evaluation of the analyzed standard software applications provides an indication on possible 
improvements of SLM application design in general. 
Finally a benefit uniquely applying to scientists is that the SLM architecture is a means to 
conduct and compare case studies in order to analyze and compare existing SLM 
approaches and especially their IT support in practice. Additionally it allows lecturers to 
provide students with an integrated view of strategic, process-related and IT related issues in 
SLM. 
The thesis focuses on IT support in SLM, thus investigating how IT can be beneficial for 
business activities. As such, the architecture’s aforementioned benefits are mainly 
applicable for practitioners and researchers being active in interface areas between business 
and IT. These comprise management staff in strategy and architecture units and employees 
responsible for strategic positioning and development of SLM. Although the prototypes 
presented in this thesis provide technical details, computer scientists are not in focus. Rather, 
IT support is examined from a business-perspective. From a scientific viewpoint, the 
architecture addresses researchers in the fields of business informatics, especially in the 
domain of SOA and Service Science (see [Spohrer et al., 2008]). Table 1-1 provides an 
overview of the beneficiaries.  
Benefit area (see above) Main audience 
Terminology All researchers and practitioners active in the field of SLM. 
SLM orientation Business developers and researchers concerned with the evaluation of different 
SLM orientations. 
Further analyses All researchers and practitioners concerned with developing artifacts that either 
support or measure SLM processes. 
Service cost- and 
revenue management 
Researchers and practitioners in the field of controlling, especially service-related 
controlling. 
Business-/IT-
Alignment 
Staff at the interface of business and IT units. Specifically, personnel dedicated to 
enhancing business-orientation of the IT support capabilities for SLM. 
Inter-organizational 
alignment 
Management staff that are responsible for the establishment and maintenance of 
inter-organizational collaborations in the field of SLM. 
IT support development 
and improvement 
IT architects designing IT support capabilities for SLM. 
SLM application design Software designers designing SLM software applications. 
Case study analysis Researchers analyzing IT support in SLM or SLM as a whole. 
Table 1-1: Beneficiaries of the architecture. 
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1.3 Research Approach 
IS research, business informatics and design science research 
The Anglo-American IS research community, originating in the 1970’s, has traditionally 
pursued a descriptive and mostly quantitative research approach, designated as Behaviorism. 
It aims at ex-post analysis and explanation of real-world observations. For several years now 
a discussion on the completeness of this approach has been observed in literature and 
practice. In this sense, [Robey & Markus, 1998] postulate the allowance for methodologies 
that enable the designing of IS rather than just explaining them ex-post. [Österle et al., 2011] 
propose a design-oriented approach to business informatics, the European counterpart of IS 
research, that addresses the issue. Design-orientation is implemented by applying the 
principles of Design Science Research (DSR) [Hevner et al., 2004]. The main constituent 
characteristic of DSR is constructivism: it aims at constructing and applying new artifacts as 
opposed to providing an ex-post analysis of existing artifacts.  
This dissertation constructs and applies an architecture. Architectures describe socio-
technical systems. Dealing with this kind of systems bears several problems with respect to 
their analysis, referred to as wicked problems [Rittel & Webber, 1984]9: 
• Requirements and context instability: organizational reality is coined by constantly 
changing context parameters (e.g., the competitive landscape). This in turn leads to 
changes in requirements of solution artifacts. 
• Complex, multiple interactions between the problem and possible solutions: for 
example, highly standardized SLM processes and applications might lead to lower 
operating costs, but in turn eventually result in decreased flexibility. Correlations 
(especially negative) of that kind need to be considered during systems design. 
• Flexibility to change design processes as well as design artifacts: in socio-technical 
research solutions are not either true or false, but rather better or worse. Hence, 
there is some flexibility with respect to the solution design and the design process. 
The researcher needs to find ways to distinguish between better and worse 
solutions. 
• Dependence on humans’ cognitive and social abilities: humans are an important 
part of socio-technical systems. Consequently, investigating IT support 
possibilities for SLM is an act of investigating how IT can support humans that 
perform certain activities within the respective processes. Humans, however, have 
different abilities and viewpoints that affect the quality and comparability of 
communicated knowledge. 
[Hevner et al., 2004] argue that DSR is particularly suitable for tackling these problems. The 
collaboration between practitioners and researchers promotes applicability and relevance of 
the artifact [Avison et al., 1999]. The research process underlying DSR is segmented into 
Artifact Development/Construction and Artifact Justification/Evaluation [Hevner et al., 
2004]. [Peffers et al., 2008] provide a more detailed instantiation of the process, comprising 
the phases Identify Problem & Motivate, Define Objectives of a Solution, Design and 
Development, Demonstration, Evaluation and Communication. Complementing this 
process, [Hevner et al., 2004] formulate seven guidelines: The outcome of DSR needs to be 
1) a viable artifact and 2) a technology-based solution that solves a relevant business 
problem, whereas an evaluation of the problem-solving power is necessary (3). Besides its 
practical usefulness, a clear scientific contribution is required (4). Both, construction and 
                                                            
9 For an in-depth discussion of wicked problems see [Conklin, 2005]. 
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evaluation need to be grounded in rigorous methods (5). The environmental instability 
arising from the wicked problems requires a thorough selection of suitable means that 
counteract the instability (6). Finally, a communication of the results to practitioners and 
researcher ensures its diffusion (7). For the research endeavor at hand, DSR is an 
appropriate research methodology. Especially the intensive involvement of practitioners into 
a structured research process that aims at generating clearly defined artifacts, promises to 
deal with the inherent wicked problems. However, [Österle & Otto, 2010] find that DSR 
falls short of sufficiently structuring a crucial component, the collaboration between 
practitioners and researchers. 
Extended DSR: consortium research 
Recognizing the aforementioned shortcoming, Österle and Otto propose a consortium 
research method as a formalized basis for collaboration between practitioners and 
researchers. A practice perspective helps researchers grasping the dynamics of IT in 
organizations [Orlikowski, 2000]. Österle and Otto identify four factors that necessitate such 
a systematic collaboration. First, research and innovation is mainly conducted in the 
practitioners’ domain, among them are user companies, consultants and software vendors, 
as IS research is a field of applied research [Starkey & Mardan, 2001]. Second, researchers 
and practitioners have accumulated a large domain-specific knowledge base. The time and 
effort necessary to oversee this knowledge is not granted within an academic career path. 
Third, the practitioners’ environment (see above) is under constant change. As practitioners 
tend to approach professional consultants rather than academics, the latter are faced with 
having to keep track of these changes. And fourth, public research agencies increasingly 
demand collaboration within the research ecosystem in order to optimally exploit research 
results [Information Society Research and Innovation, 2008]. 
Consortium research aims to provide support and guidance for gaining access to knowledge 
of practitioners [Österle & Otto, 2010]. In order to be able to capture the current state of 
problem solutions and its importance (as postulated by [Peffers et al., 2008]), a collaborative 
setting between researchers and the research environment needs to be established [Hevner et 
al., 2004]. Collaboration within the consortium research paradigm takes place within 
institutionalized, usually multiannual, consortium research projects. Thereby, it pursues four 
main goals [Österle & Otto, 2010] that in turn address the stated guidelines of Hevner et al. 
These goals are: 1) ensuring relevance by involving practitioners into the artifact 
construction process, 2) ensuring adequate input resources from industry partners by 
establishing long-term contracts that last for at least two years, 3) ensuring rigor of the 
resulting artifacts by multiple iterations with more than one company, 4) publicly spreading 
resulting knowledge within both researchers’ and practitioners’ communities10.  
The SLM architecture has been developed within the Competence Center Sourcing in the 
Financial Industry (CC Sourcing) between 2009-2012. This consortium research project has 
been founded in 2004 and is currently in its fifth two-year phase. As of end 2012, 18 partner 
companies from the German-speaking financial industry are collaborating with researchers 
from the Universities of St. Gallen, Zurich and Leipzig. The partner companies jointly cover 
the industry’s entire value chain.  
The CC Sourcing consortium research process is grounded in the consortium research 
method of Österle and Otto, distinguishing the phases Analysis, Design, Evaluation and 
Diffusion (see Figure 1-1). The Analysis phase aggregates the DSR activities Problem 
                                                            
10 Footnotes throughout this thesis indicate where the respective results have been communicated. Appendix 10 
contains a complete list of the author’s publications. 
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Identification and Motivation and Definition of Objectives for a Solution. It covers all 
activities ranging from the first research idea to a complete research- and budget plan 
(including terms, partner needs and research objectives) signed by all consortium members. 
The Design phase, comprising the DSR phases Design and Development, is concerned with 
artifact development. During the Evaluation phase the resulting artifacts are demonstrated 
and subsequently assessed with respect to their applicability and appropriateness for the 
targeted problem space. This phase corresponds to Demonstration and Evaluation in DSR. 
Once researchers and practitioners agree on the suitability and appropriateness of the 
artifacts, Diffusion encloses by means of teaching, field application and scientific as well as 
managerial publications. 
Formalized contracts between the research partners ensure the stability of the consortium. 
The contracts statically specify six consortium meetings over two years. While these 
meetings are preserved for discussing, evaluating and refining the main results, dynamically 
scheduled bilateral and multilateral meetings serve to discuss certain aspects in-depth and 
iteratively improve the obtained results. Additionally, bilateral projects apply results to a 
single company’s problems and thus ensure their applicability. 
Input from industry partners has been of utmost importance for the construction and 
validation of the SLM architecture, which underlines the appropriateness of having applied 
the consortium research approach. 
 
 
Source: [Österle & Otto, 2010] 
Figure 1-1: The applied consortium research process. 
Research process instantiation 
The CC Sourcing research project comprises different research streams, one of which is the 
architecture for IT support in SLM. Figure 1-2 shows the corresponding research process 
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identifying companies’ main contemporary problems with respect to service-orientation. 
Especially, a growing diffusion of service-orientation and hence a growing number and 
interrelations of services could be identified, which in turn requires a dedicated management 
of all services along their lifecycle. Due to the inherent complexity, as pointed out in the 
introduction, IT support in SLM is an important factor and may be regarded as an enabler 
for many SLM-related activities. Iteratively, available literature has been screened for 
artifacts concerning with IT support in SLM. However, literature in this respect is scarce. 
Especially, no contribution so far investigates the topic by including process-related and 
strategic aspects (see Business Engineering in section 2.1). A list of requirements on such an 
integrated approach served as further evaluation criteria for the analysis of existing SLM 
approaches. Consequently, the analysis phase yielded research questions, the anticipated 
objectives and the corresponding requirements. 
 
Figure 1-2: Research process instantiation. 
As proposed by [Peffers et al., 2008], design, evaluation and diffusion have been performed 
iteratively in three cycles. The first iteration, lasting from end-2009 to mid-2011, concerned 
with the basic conception of the architecture’s constituents. This involved extensive desk 
research on relevant topics (Service Management (SM), SLM and SOA in general), 
discussions among researchers and industry partners within workshops and bilateral 
meetings as well as an in-depth analysis of existing instantiations [Hevner et al., 2004], i.e., 
software solutions for SLM. A generic process architecture, a network role model and a first 
version of the functional reference model for SLM resulted. 
The second iteration from mid-2011 to mid-2012 aimed at detailing and refining the 
architecture. Parts thereof have been applied within bilateral projects in order to refine and 
validate the results. For example, Finnova, a Swiss-based banking software provider, 
configured and adopted the cost and revenue management processes for pricing potential 
software offerings11. Additionally, the SLM process’s top-level phases were utilized to re-
structure Finnova’s Application Management (AM) service offering. Further, mappings 
                                                            
11 This application is not part of this thesis, as it does not directly concern with IT support in SLM. 
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between the architecture’s layers (e.g., between processes and application functions) have 
been derived by means of practice-oriented (manuals, whitepapers, software 
documentations) and academic literature analyses and workshops. Initial case studies at 
LGB12 and ENTB served to derive/refine parts of the architecture (e.g., the functional 
reference model) and ensure the completeness of the artifacts (e.g., the inclusion of all 
relevant process phases/activities). Various software prototypes have been implemented, 
applying parts of the architecture and thereby closing some of the identified research gaps. 
The results have been documented within working reports. 
In the third iteration, from mid-2012 to mid-2013, the architecture’s constituents have been 
finalized and consolidated. A detailing of the case study at LGB led to the identification of 
further SLM application functions. The systematic application of reference modeling 
techniques endowed the architecture with multiple perspectives and configuration options. 
Further, a statistical evaluation of IT support in SLM revealed innovative findings with 
respect to current software offerings in the field. The architecture has been documented in 
this thesis, various working reports, scientific publications (see Appendix 10) and public 
presentations. 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
The thesis comprises four parts with seven sections in total. The first part (chapter 1 and 2) 
motivates the problem, presents required foundations and provides an overview on the 
practice cases’ explanatory contributions. Part 2 (chapters 3-5) constructs the reference 
architecture, which is applied in various contexts in part 3 (chapter 6). Part 4 (chapter 7) 
evaluates, concludes and presents limitations as well as further research opportunities. 
Chapter 1 first elaborated on the research problem and the corresponding research questions. 
A discussion of the objectives and benefits of the thesis enclosed. After a discussion of the 
research methodology the chapter closes with this overview of the thesis structure. 
Chapter 2 lays the theoretical groundwork. A basic discussion of the purpose and structure 
of reference models and (enterprise) architectures (EA) provides necessary methodological 
basics. A theoretical discourse on service-orientation and SOA encloses. Each of the 
mentioned disciplines poses requirements on the anticipated architecture. After a derivation 
and discussion thereof, they serve to evaluate existing SLM approaches, leading to an 
identification of shortcomings and resulting challenges. In view of these, the latter part of 
the chapter elaborates on the rationale behind choosing the case studies and case examples, 
states their explanatory contributions and provides introductory information about the 
selected companies. 
Chapter 3 commences with a presentation of guidelines for architecture construction and 
subsequently describes its basic structure, accompanied by the corresponding metamodel. 
The construction of the architecture’s first layer, the strategy layer, encloses. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the process layer, which consists of an SLM process architecture 
comprising the core SLM process, a service portfolio management (SPM) process and 
processes for the cost and revenue management of services. Mappings between the 
processes’ activities and the roles from the role model (role-/activity-mapping) connect both 
architecture layers. 
                                                            
12 The case study has been anonymized.  
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Chapter 5 presents the architecture’s IS layer. It starts with an in-depth functional analysis of 
contemporary SLM-related applications, literature contributions and a practice case at LGB. 
The analyses result in a functional reference model for the domain of SLM. The model 
provides a structured overview of IT support possibilities for SLM from a functional 
perspective 13 . Mappings between the functional reference model and the processes’ 
activities (activity-/function-mapping) specify how each application function supports the 
activities. Additionally, mappings between the analyzed applications and the functions 
allow determining possibly suitable applications for a given functional need. 
Chapter 6 applies the architecture. First, it is utilized to analyze current IT support of SLM 
at LGB and to derive recommendations for future improvements thereof from a functional 
perspective. Aside from the functional perspective, further influential factors affect 
investment decisions, e.g., costs and interoperability of software solutions. Recognizing this, 
as an example of architecture extension the second application example aggregates the 
architecture with a model for the valuation and comparison of alternative software solutions, 
thus supporting decision-makers in choosing between these (real-) options. Third, a 
statistical analysis of the architecture’s reference knowledge yields significant inferences 
about the examined SLM software applications with respect to various hypotheses. Based 
on these findings, the fourth example describes how the architecture supports in determining 
the appropriate functional scope of an integrated SLM software application for a specific 
case example. The example also constructs and selectively implements the resulting 
functions and applies the prototype. 
Chapter 7 summarizes, evaluates the artifact and its potentials, describes the findings and 
provides a comprehensive overview of the answers to the research questions. Thereafter, a 
discussion of limitations leads to future research opportunities. Figure 1-3 illustrates the 
resulting structure. 
                                                            
13 Various definitions for the term function exist. Section 5.1.3 elaborates on these and derives a detailed definition 
for the scope of this thesis. Basically, a function denotes a partial functionality of an application (application 
function). 
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Figure 1-3: Structure of the thesis. 
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2 Foundations 
2.1 Architectures and Reference Modeling 
Models as the supertype of reference models 
Models are an abstract representation of reality or, specifically, parts thereof. [Stachowiak, 
1973] postulates three features: mapping, reduction and pragmatism. First, a model is 
grounded in an original, i.e., it can be mapped to this original. Second, a model restricts to 
the reflection of selected, relevant parts of the original’s properties. And third, a model 
needs to be applicable in place of the original to fulfill some purpose. Considering the first 
two, a model is a reduced projection of reality. The specific form and extent of abstraction 
thereby relies on the application purposes [Kuehne, 2005].  
Reference models and reference modeling 
Reference models are a specific type of model. [MacKenzie et al., 2006] define reference 
models as abstract frameworks that help understanding significant relationships among the 
entities of a pre-defined environment. They are independent of specific standards, 
technologies, implementations and other specific details. In this sense reference models are 
templates for developing either more specific reference models or concrete models 
[MacKenzie et al., 2006]. Importantly, reference models exhibit reference character, 
meaning they are applicable in different contexts [Fettke & Loos, 2007], e.g., for a certain 
class of organizations they provide patterns to deal with practical problems [Rosemann & 
Schütte, 1999; Schütte, 1998]. 
This generosity makes reference models particularly useful within repetitive tasks that share 
similar characteristics [Bögl et al., 2006]. Evaluating, establishing and enhancing a reference 
architecture for IT support within SLM are of that kind. A pre-defined reference model is a 
blueprint that may be re-used during the modeling process in order to foster economic 
viability. Additionally, it leads to contentual correctness by providing access to specialized 
knowledge from the respective domain [Winter & Schelp, 2006], e.g., knowledge about the 
process support possibilities of available functions in the field of SLM. 
According to [Winter & Schelp, 2006], the discourse on reference models often implicitly 
assumes a specific type of reference model, namely process models. However, reference 
models can also focus on other aspects, e.g., data structures and functions [Melchert et al., 
2005]. Independent of the model’s focus, two types exist, methods and architectures. While 
the former provide procedures for a systematic development and application of results 
(which may be of type architecture) [Becker et al., 2001a], the latter illustrate entities (and 
their relationships between each other) of a system that is to be observed or to be designed 
[Gutzwiller, 1994b]. As such, architectures provide means to describe and structure physical 
and logical systems. Besides, they provide guidelines for designing and enhancing these 
systems. 
Historically, architectures are attributed to the technical realm, describing IT-related 
artifacts, e.g., software components, technical services and applications. [Winter & Fischer, 
2007] designate this understanding as IS Architecture. They criticize that it fails to address 
business-related artifacts, e.g., business processes and business goals. In line with this 
finding, [Lankhorst, 2005, p. 223] defines an architecture as “a coherent whole of principles, 
methods, and models that are used in the design and realization of an enterprise’s 
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organizational structure, business processes, IS, and infrastructure”. In this notion, 
architectures can address both business- and IT-aspects14. [Winter & Fischer, 2007] use the 
term Enterprise Architecture (EA) in this respect. 
Reference modeling is the act of creating and applying a reference model. It embodies two 
main tasks, model construction and application. According to [Fettke & Loos, 2005], model 
construction comprises problem definition, model development, model evaluation and 
model maintenance. Model application includes the selection of an appropriate reference 
model, its context-specific adaption, subsequent integration and usage. The corresponding 
usage principles are presented below. Both, construction and application are iterative and 
interwoven processes. In order for a reference model to be accepted and applicable by/in 
practice, it needs to adequately address practitioners’ problems. Further, to be of use for 
scientists it has to adhere to scientifically rigorous standards. The research paradigm pursued 
in this thesis, DSR (see section 1.3), is particularly suitable for constructing and applying 
reference models, as it involves both, practitioners and scientists in the construction and 
application process. 
Different representations of reference models exist. While often specific standards, e.g., 
process-related standards like the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) or Business 
Process Execution Language (BPEL) are used, also generic modeling standards are 
available, especially the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the Architecture of 
Integrated IS (ARIS). Besides, natural language descriptions are important to communicate 
semantics. For example, BPMN is used to model the different reference processes on the 
SLM architecture’s process layer. Additionally, the mappings follow a custom notation. The 
identified functions within the functional reference model, among others, are partially 
described by means of natural language. 
Enterprise architecture and business engineering 
Literature coincides that EAs can be structured along two dimensions, layers and views 
[Winter & Fischer, 2007]. A layer describes parts of a system from a certain viewpoint, e.g., 
a process viewpoint. Views, in turn, help dealing with complexity on each layer (often, the 
term perspective is used instead [Sowa & Zachmann, 1992]). In this notion, a layer 
describes the system from a specific viewpoint, while a view describes certain parts of one 
or more layers [Heutschi, 2007]. Hence, views can span one or more layers. Processes are 
an example for a one-layer view, while the three mapping types15 jointly form a view that 
spans all three layers. 
Several EA frameworks emerged. The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) 
distinguishes a business-, a data-, an application- and a technology layer [Harrison, 2008], 
thus covering business- and technical layers of an EA. In contrast, the Federal Enterprise 
Architecture Framework (FEAF) [E-Gov, 2007], which has been adapted from the 
Zachmann framework, neglects business layers and solely focuses on technical ones, 
namely technology-, application- and data-architecture. ARIS [Scheer, 2001] has recently 
been extended and since then it covers several business- and IT-layers. However, [Winter & 
Fischer, 2007] attest ARIS a deficient coverage of strategy-related artifacts. Besides, a 
multitude of less diffused EA frameworks exist. According to an investigation of [Winter & 
Fischer, 2007] an EA should cover the following core artifacts: 
                                                            
14 The second type of reference model, a method, comprises a metamodel, activities, results, roles and techniques 
[Gutzwiller, 1994a]. Methods are out of the scope of this thesis and only mentioned for the sake of completeness. 
15 Role-/activity-mapping, activity-/function-mapping and function-/application-mapping. 
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• Business Architecture: represents the fundamental organization of a corporation 
from a strategic viewpoint. 
• Process architecture: represents the fundamental organization of service 
development, creation and distribution in the relevant enterprise context. 
• Integration architecture: represents the fundamental organization of IS 
components, e.g., services and applications. 
• Software architecture: represents the organization of software artifacts, e.g., 
software services and data structures. 
• Technology/infrastructure architecture: represents the organization of computing 
hardware and network infrastructure. 
The coverage of business- and IT layers enables the integration of business models, 
organizations and technologies and thus is a prerequisite for establishing adequate and 
meaningful IT support for business operations. The Business Engineering (BE) framework 
[Österle & Winter, 2003] comprises all postulated layers, while the latter three are 
subsumed within one IS layer. Consequently, it distinguishes the three layers strategy, 
processes and IS. BE focuses on the IT-enabled transformation of organizations [Österle & 
Winter, 2003] and their interrelations between each other. Given the comprehensive 
coverage of relevant layers, BE subsequently serves to structure the SLM architecture. 
According to an analysis by [Kohlmann, 2011], contrary definitions of views and layers 
exist. While some authors regard layers as a sub-ordinate of views (see, e.g., ARIS), others 
utilize views for encapsulating related elements within one layer (e.g., [Braun & Winter, 
2005]). Kohlmann states that all definitions agree that layers – in contrast to views – 
embody hierarchical and granularity-related aspects. Consequently, he defines a layer as a 
granularity-oriented aggregation of elements belonging to the same hierarchical level. 
Views in turn are a subsumption of related elements (eventually) across more than one 
layer. This thesis adopts the definition of views. However, the hierarchy-aspect within the 
layer definition would imply that the presented BE layers differ with respect to hierarchy, 
which is not the case. Consequently, layers and views are defined as follows: A layer groups 
elements according to the addressed EA dimension. As BE serves as the structuring EA 
framework, the architecture comprises the three layers strategy, process and IS. A view is a 
subsumption of topically related elements. Views may, but do not need to, span across 
multiple layers. 
Basic reference modeling concepts 
The (reference) architecture for IT support in SLM incorporates two concepts, re-usability 
and multi-perspectivism. Re-usability has been pointed out as a central feature of reference 
models. Construction principles constitute the basis for re-usability [vom Brocke, 2003]. 
Specifically, five re-usage options exist: configuration, instantiation, aggregation, 
specialization and analogy construction [vom Brocke, 2007]. Configuration selects parts of 
the original reference model and composes them into a new model16. Instantiation means 
inserting elements into a designated place within another model [Becker et al., 2004; vom 
Brocke, 2003], while the inserted elements may vary from simple numeric values to 
complex model elements [Becker et al., 2007]. Aggregation involves the integration of one 
or more models into a single model. Re-using all elements within a model, but allowing for 
changes or extensions, is referred to as specialization. Finally, analogy describes the 
                                                            
16 [Becker et al., 2007] distinguish five configuration options: model type selection, element type selection, element 
selection, synonym management and representation variation. A detailed discussion follows in section 6.1, prior 
to the application of the SLM architecture. 
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construction of a new model that is equal to the existing model with respect to a certain 
feature [vom Brocke, 2007]. The architecture for IT support in SLM relies on the first 
principle, configuration, as it can be configured for the analysis and evaluation of current 
and planned SLM IT support within a specific company/network. Further, one architecture 
application example in chapter 6 will demonstrate an aggregation with another model in 
order to enable the valuation of different IT support options. 
The economic viability of a reference model depends on two factors, the extent of modeling 
effort reduction and the adaptation effort [Becker et al., 2007]. Reference models only 
provide economic benefit if the reduced modeling effort is not over-compensated by the 
adaptation effort that is required for re-using the model within the specific application 
context. The latter relies on two influential factors, namely company specifics (business 
characteristics) and requirements from different user groups within the company 
(perspectives) [Becker et al., 2007]. While the former require a pre-configuration of 
reference models on an organizational level, the latter describe different perspectives of the 
model on a user level [Fettke & Loos, 2005]. Perspectives are motivated by the modeling 
intention (e.g., process re-engineering, software development), the user’s role (e.g., user, 
topic expert, method specialist) and individual preferences regarding terminology and model 
layout. Multi-perspectivism within the context of reference modeling refers to endowing the 
model with the necessary means to adapt it to more than one specific perspective [Becker et 
al., 2007]. Two main benefits are associated with multi-perspectivism: a) it allows to 
consider multiple application scenarios (i.e., for different perspectives); b) it helps 
coordinating design objectives of multiple stakeholders [Becker et al., 2001b]. 
[Becker et al., 2001b] propose a five-step approach to account for both, the business 
characteristics and the perspectives: 1) identification of the applying company and specific 
users within the company; 2) definition of relevant company characteristics and 
perspectives; 3) requirements analysis; 4) determination of company characteristics and 
perspective-specificity (reference model construction); 5) determination of company- and 
perspective characteristics (reference model application). The approach serves as the 
foundation for the architecture application procedures in chapter 6. 
2.2 Service-Oriented Architectures 
SOA is an architectural pattern that models the overall structure of a system in terms of 
services that are loosely coupled and communicate with each other [Zhang et al., 2008]. It is 
grounded in the features of service-orientation and regards services as the main vehicle for 
exposing and offering operations [Kohlborn et al., 2009b]. This section presents these 
features, discusses different viewpoints on the topic and provides an overview of existing 
service-oriented architectures. 
2.2.1 Services, Service Orientation and Service-Oriented Architectures 
Notions and characteristics of service-orientation 
Two different notions of service-orientation prevail, a business-oriented and a technical one. 
The technical interpretation, rooting in the software engineering domain, regards service-
orientation as an architectural style that aims at abstracting from heterogeneous applications 
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landscapes in order to enhance flexibility in response to changes in business processes. 
Application functionality is encapsulated in services that are a) either exchanged between 
applications or b) used within business processes17. Commonly authors define service-
orientation by enumerating its main features: 
Use of standards (interoperability): Technical services should offer interfaces that are based 
on widespread standards in order to ensure interoperability. Examples are the Web Service 
Description Language (WSDL) for metadata specifications and messaging specifications, 
e.g., the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). According to [Heutschi, 2007], 
interoperability efforts have certain objectives: a platform-spanning integration, re-usability 
(for a detailed discussion of re-usability see [Bardhan et al., 2010; Baskerville et al., 2005]) 
and a reduction of redundancies. 
Loose coupling (autonomy and modularity): Autonomy and modularity stand for a high 
cohesion within a single service and concurrent low logical coupling and loosely coupled 
communication between services. SOA’s goal is to group application logic and 
corresponding data into a set of services [Klesse et al., 2005]. These services are structured 
in a way that highly inter-dependent logic and data are combined in a service, while keeping 
dependencies between different services as low as possible [Simon, 2002]. Cohesion 
measures the extent to which the encapsulated functions and data serve the same higher 
purpose [Papazoglou & Yang, 2002]. According to [Gall et al., 1998], weak logical 
coupling means that business-requirements causing a change in one service are not causing 
a change in the other service as well. 
Platform-independence (interface-orientation): With interface orientation, services abstract 
from implementation details and service interfaces provide metadata specifying the outcome 
to be expected and how to invoke the service. However, it does not specify the way in which 
the service produces the outcome [Erl, 2005]. By providing a programming language-, 
platform- and middleware-neutral service description [Dodd, 2005] (e.g., WSDL), service 
interfaces also abstract from the technical implementation of the services and thus service 
usage becomes platform-independent [Legner & Vogel, 2007] . 
This perspective puts application functionality in its very focus. However, with the diffusion 
of inter-organizational business networks, it is no longer appropriate to restrict to this 
technical perspective [Kohlmann & Alt, 2007; Krafzig et al., 2005; Legner & Vogel, 2007]. 
More recently, a business-driven interpretation of service-orientation emerged. [Werth et al., 
2006] regard service-orientation as the centralization of business processes that are 
consumed by multiple organizational units in order to avoid redundancies and to reduce 
costs. Similarly, for [MacKenzie et al., 2006, p. 8] service-orientation is “a paradigm for 
organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be under the control of different 
ownership domains”. The discipline of Service Science aims at overcoming the dichotomy 
between business- and IT-centered notions by taking an interdisciplinary view on problems 
[Bardhan et al., 2010; Maglio et al., 2009]. Thereby it qualifies as a valid research object for 
the IS domain as it assumes an integrator role between management and computer science. 
This thesis can be attributed to the Service Science domain. 
 
 
                                                            
17 This differentiation stems from the evolution of the technical understanding of service-orientation. Originally, 
technical services solely have been regarded as a means to facilitate communication between applications. Later, 
this understanding was extended by the notion that services may also directly be used within business processes. 
A discussion of these different understandings can be found in [Erl, 2005]. 
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The concept of service-oriented architectures 
The architectural SOA pattern is based on the presented features of service-orientation and 
exhibits a similar definitional dichotomy. [He, 2003] regards SOA as an architectural 
blueprint for delivering distributed systems in which application functionality is delivered in 
the form of services that are composed into end-user applications. Besides this purely 
technical viewpoint, an integrating perspective emerged, commonly referred to as Enterprise 
SOA [Krafzig et al., 2005, 2007]. Enterprise SOA aims to align the technical- and business-
oriented understanding of SOA [Woods & Mattern, 2006]. In this sense, [Krafzig et al., 
2005] state the importance of not only focusing on the technical aspects of SOA, but also to 
put emphasis on the establishment of SOA at the enterprise level. Common to all mentioned 
definitions is the central role of the service concept. 
Service definitions 
A wide array of attempts to define the service term exist, being either enumerative, negative 
or positive in nature [Kohleick, 2008]. Enumerative definitions describe services by citing 
examples, e.g., haircutting service, weather forecast service, currency conversion service 
etc. Negative definitions provide examples of what services are not, e.g., a car is not a 
service18. A problem with these two definition attempts is that they are not suitable to infer 
theoretical implications [Kohleick, 2008]. Positive definitions describe what a service is in 
terms of its features. By analyzing various positive service definitions, Kohleick identifies 
three constituting characteristics: readiness of the service provider, inclusion of an external 
factor and intangibility. First, readiness denotes the permanent ability of the service provider 
to deliver the service, which is owed to the fact that services cannot be stored. Second, each 
service provisioning involves one or more external factors, e.g., the customer and external 
suppliers. And third, services are always intangible in nature. Although existing positive 
service definitions do not contradict to these characteristics, they vary widely with respect to 
both extent and content, mainly due to two factors. 
First, definitions are coined by the researcher’s or practitioner’s domain [Bardhan et al., 
2010]. While IS researchers tend to follow rather technical definitions, business researchers 
(e.g., marketing researchers) employ a more business-oriented viewpoint. A technical 
definition is followed by [Lawler & Howell-Barber, 2007] who regard a service as a 
responsive application component that is deployed on a network and described by a 
structured webservice description. Similarly, [Arsanjani, 2004, p. 2] defines services as „a 
software resource (discoverable) with an externalized service description“. Like many 
others, this definition implicitly assumes that services are instantiated as webservices, 
adhering to certain technical standards such as the WS-* family [Weerawarana et al., 2005], 
e.g., WSDL. Wilson regards services as referring „to some functionality of reusable 
software components that can be performed when called upon by another software 
component.“ This definition primarily regards services as a means for inter-application 
communication. Wilson also proposes another, business-driven definition that regards 
services as „a revenue generating offering, something that the company performs for a 
customer who sees value in it and is therefore willing to pay for it.“ (both [Wilson, 2006, p. 
31]). More formally, [Marks & Bell, 2006, p. 31] state services to be “units of business 
                                                            
18 [Vargo & Lusch, 2004] proposed the so-called Service Dominant Logic (SDL). In this paradigm, everything is a 
service. For example, a car denotes the readiness to drive and thus it is a service. Consequently, in SDL negative 
service definitions do not exist. 
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capabilities, processes, or functions that are delivered in a repeatable way to consumers of 
those services.“19 
Second, the nature of a given service may vary widely with respect to several features, 
including the degree of automation, IT intensity and others [Cook et al., 1999]. While a 
haircut is a manually performed service, an Internet-based currency rate calculator service is 
fully automated. Many real-world settings comprise different kinds of service. For example, 
a payments processing service in the financial services industry includes both manual 
payment slip digitization and fully automated interbank payments transfer.  
The thesis adopts the CC Sourcing definition of services, which considers both the technical 
and the business-driven viewpoints: From a business viewpoint, a service is the result of a 
process. From a technical viewpoint, a service provides a defined performance, is 
comprehensively specified and exhibits an interface that hides the internal realization of the 
service from the environment (encapsulation)20. While this definition is overall consistent, it 
does not explicitly capture the mentioned differences of different service types’ features. For 
this purpose, service typologies emerged. 
Service typologies as the basis for integrating service-oriented architectures 
A large number of attempts to categorize different types of services exist, denoted as service 
typologies [Erl, 2005], see e.g., [Erl, 2007; Rosen et al., 2008]. The applied categorization 
criteria vary, including the degree of automation, IT intensity, granularity and others [Cook 
et al., 1999]. Most of the typologies focus on an integration of technical and business-
oriented service types [Kohlmann, 2011].  
[Kohlmann, 2011] conducts an in-depth analysis of existing service typologies and 
identifies several characteristics of technically- and business-oriented service typologies, 
respectively. Most technical typologies include a service type that encapsulates application 
functionality and another service type that bridges between technical application services 
and business-oriented (business) services. From a business perspective, he finds that a) all 
approaches regard services as an encapsulation of business process functionality, b) some 
typologies include a purpose-oriented classification in addition to the granularity-oriented 
one and c) some approaches include specific services addressing the inter-organizational 
integration. Based on the identified dichotomy between business-oriented and technical 
typologies, Kohlmann proposes an integrating service typology that embodies both aspects. 
It consists of four layers, each of which contains one or more service types: 
Business services encapsulate business logic and directly support business processes. An 
example is an account balance retrieval service. Kohlmann distinguishes three types of 
business service according to their purpose21:  
• Process services cover process functionalities and are derived from the process 
architecture. They are deducted from business processes, while the pursued 
                                                            
19 This definition exemplifies the similarities between technical and business-driven service definitions: The authors 
stress the repeatable nature of service delivery, which corresponds to many technical definitions’ postulation for 
standardization. 
20 The German translation of this definition is published in [Alt et al., 2009b, p. 106]: „Ein Service (=Leistung) ist 
aus betriebswirtschaftlicher Sicht das Ergebnis eines Prozesses. Aus technischer Sicht erbringt er eine definierte 
Leistung, ist umfassend spezifiziert und verfügt über eine Schnittstelle, welche die tatsächliche Realisierung für 
die Umwelt verbirgt (kapselt)“. 
21 Besides the generic service design principles introduced at the beginning of this chapter, Kohlmann suggests 13 
further design principles. Each of them applies to one or more of the service types. The following descriptions are 
based on Kohlmann’s mapping between service types and these design principles. 
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sourcing model and the positioning of the company in the network influence the 
service’s specific design. 
• Rule services execute business rules, e.g., the routing direction of an international 
payment order. They are designed to accommodate bank-specific and regulatory 
rules, while important design conditions are stability, complexity and re-usage of 
the rules. 
• Data services perform basic operations (CRUD22) on business objects. 
Service clusters are a logical synopsis of several business services that serve the same 
business purpose, i.e., that are semantically close. As in the case of process services, specific 
sourcing models the company pursues influence the design of service clusters. Their 
granularity is aligned to business-related concepts (e.g., supporting the same process area, as 
for instance regulatory checks). Further, they are usually under the control of a single actor. 
Application services perform technical, however business-related tasks and constitute the 
bridging between the business and the technical perspective. From a modeling perspective 
they regard the existing application landscape, i.e., they are modeled bottom-up. An 
exemplary service is the retrieval of limit checks23. Infrastructure services provide basic 
technical functionality without specific business logic. An example is the electronic 
archiving of payments transactions. Figure 2-1 depicts the resulting typology.  
[Kohlborn et al., 2009b] argue that the tasks and activities for managing services differ with 
respect to the service type. Kohlmann’s typology serves as the basis for implementing 
service type-specific SLM activities (see chapter 4). Service typologies are the basis for 
deriving service-oriented reference architectures. The following section focuses on the 
reference architecture proposed by Kohlmann (which is based on the presented service 
typology). 
 
Remark: adapted and translated from German. 
Figure 2-1: Kohlmann’s geSAB service typology. 
                                                            
22 Create, Read, Update, Delete. 
23 When a bank customer wants to transfer money from her account, an automated limit check ensures that the 
transaction would not exceed the account limit. 
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2.2.2 GeSAB – the Business-Oriented Reference Service Architecture 
Introduction 
Several service-oriented reference architectures exist, aiming at facilitating the introduction 
of service-orientation. Two basic types prevail, generic and domain-specific ones. As this 
thesis is part of an ongoing cumulative research endeavor (CC Sourcing, see section 1.3), 
the reader is referred to [Kohlmann, 2011] for an in-depth comparison and discussion of 
existing service-oriented architectures. The remainder of this section focuses on 
Kohlmann’s geSAB reference architecture for the financial industry, a former result of the 
CC Sourcing project. His service architecture, especially the underlying service typology 
discussed before, poses an important side condition to the construction of the SLM 
architecture. By means of documented procedures, geSAB derives a reference service 
architecture for the financial industry. 
Structure of geSAB 
GeSAB differentiates three architecture layers and five perspectives24. Based on the service 
typology’s structuring, the layers are defined by the service type they contain: geSAB-C 
contains service clusters, geSAB-G business services and geSAB-A application services. 
The services in geSAB-G are business-oriented and independent from any application-
induced modeling restrictions. GeSAB-C establishes a link between business services and 
the network roles serving the respective service. GeSAB-A finally connects business 
services with application modules being required for performing these services. Spanning 
across one or more of these layers, five perspectives prevail: 
• Service perspective: the architecture’s core perspective. It contains all identified 
services. GeSAB excludes the infrastructure service type, leading to a total of three 
covered different service types25. 
• Service description perspective: supplements the service layer. It comprises a 
directory containing one description for each service. 
• Graphical visualization perspective: contains three service maps, one for each 
service type, displaying all services and their relationships. The service maps are 
graphical representations of a subset of the information that is contained in the 
service directory. 
• Responsibility perspective: contains a generic model stating responsibilities for 
each service. Specifically, service clusters are in the responsibility of two 
competence centers, whereas business services and application services are in the 
responsibility of business departments and IT departments, respectively. 
• Data perspective: describes and maps the business objects required by each 
service.  
                                                            
24 The notion of layers and perspectives corresponds to the terminology from section 2.1. 
25 The type business service subsumes process services, rule services and data services. 
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2.2.3 Positioning of this Thesis 
As this thesis is a result of the CC Sourcing research project, it is part of a cumulative 
research endeavor building upon and complementing prior results. 
The first of these results is geSAB. While geSAB provides the procedures (which may be 
understood as manuals) for deriving and defining services, the SLM architecture concerns 
with the lifecycle-wide management of these services (i.e. both, design-time and run-time 
management issues). In this notion, the geSAB procedures may be used within different 
SLM activities. For example, the geSAB procedure for deriving business services from an 
existing process architecture is an instrument applicable during the service identification and 
conception lifecycle phases. Hence, geSAB constitutes a toolset for SLM. Further, as stated, 
the geSAB service typology serves to specify service type-specific management activities 
on the SLM architecture’s process layer. 
Another result of CC Sourcing is the approach for the integrated design and valuation of 
services. [Mansfeldt, 2011] developed a metamodel-based approach integrating the 
valuation and construction of services. Given the resulting ability to valuate different design 
alternatives during construction time, Mansfeldt’s approach is capable of leading to an 
improved outcome in terms economic viability. Based on an analysis of literature and case 
studies, he derives a model of 32 valuation-related service description attributes. By means 
of a prototype for an integrating SLM software application, the functionality of which is 
derived from the SLM architecture, this thesis exemplarily shows how Mansfeldt’s 
integrated construction and valuation approach can be applied. Specifically, at the example 
of costs (which is one valuation-related element of the service model) a model and 
corresponding algorithms for determining the costs of different service compositions are 
constructed. For this purpose, the prototype extends the Unified Service Description 
Language (USDL), a contemporary service description approach. Although the example 
focuses on costs, the generalized model and algorithms are adaptable to any kind of 
valuation-related attributes. 
Third, [Eckert, 2010] proposed a network management architecture. The architecture 
supports organizations within vertically decentralized markets in managing relationships to 
collaborating network participants in order to efficiently and effectively provide services. 
The architecture addresses seven network management areas, one of which is SM. The 
SLM architecture extends the latter by providing an SLM role model, detailed processes and 
a reference model for IT support possibilities, alongside detailed interconnections. In this 
sense, the SLM architecture is a selective extension of Eckert’s architecture. 
Fourth, [Reitbauer, 2008] developed and applied a procedure model for the design of value 
creation networks in the financial industry. While Reitbauer’s network models distinguish 
roles by the financial services these roles provide (e.g., a broker, a transaction bank), the 
SLM architecture’s role model distinguishes roles based on the SLM-related activities they 
cover. The example of ENTB illustrates how these two viewpoints complement each other: 
In Reitbauer’s role model, ENTB covers the role of a transaction bank as it processes 
different kinds of transactions, e.g., cash transactions. This role attribution, however, does 
not reveal anything about how ENTB produces and operates the service. ENTB is a service 
integrator that buys externally produced subservices and composing the offered transaction 
services from these subservices. Consequently, the SLM architecture imposes another 
viewpoint that complements Reitbauer’s network role models. 
As outlined in the introduction, in their research roadmap for service oriented-computing 
[Papazoglou et al., 2008] postulate an extension of the basic service-oriented architecture. 
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They propose an extended SOA with additional (service) management-, composition- and 
description-layers. This thesis sorts into the management layer and touches aspects of the 
other two layers as required. Specifically, service description will be touched upon during 
the construction of the SLM software prototype in the application chapter (section 6.5) in 
order to realize the prototype’s data model. Given the relevance of service composition as 
an inherent part of service management (especially in the early stages of the service 
lifecycle), the topic is discussed at various places throughout the thesis. Especially the latter 
is an ongoing research concern in the CC Sourcing consortium. 
As all the consortium’s industry partners are from the financial industry, the SLM 
architecture specifically focuses on this domain. After having provided a general 
introduction into the concepts of architectures, reference modeling and service-orientation, 
the subsequent section conducts an in-depth analysis of existing SLM approaches. 
2.3 Service (Lifecycle) Management 
This section analyzes and evaluates existing SLM approaches. An initial discussion of the 
term SLM leads to a precise definition. After identification and consolidation of applicable 
requirements and an outline of the assessment methodology, the identification, filtering and 
analysis of existing SLM approaches encloses. Systematic shortcomings of contemporary 
SLM approaches with respect to several of these requirements are identified, yielding 
implications for the construction of the SLM architecture. 
2.3.1 Definition and Delimitation 
Definition 
So far the term SLM has been positively defined by enumerating exemplary tasks and 
features in chapter 1. [Bullinger et al., 2003] state that a constitutive approach describing a 
series of characteristics is considerably more useful than exemplary enumerations. Hence, a 
more structured and detailed definition is necessary. A decomposition of the term into its 
components and subsequent discussion of each element facilitates this definition. 
[Grönroos, 1994] finds SM (remark: not SLM) to involve four aspects: 1) understanding the 
utility customers receive and how services might serve this utility, 2) understanding the way 
the organization will produce and deliver the service, 3) understanding how to manage and 
develop the organization in order to yield the desired quality and utility and finally 4) to 
leverage the findings from 1-3 in order to make the organization function so that it provides 
the desired services. Similarly, [Hurwitz et al., 2009] state the objective of SM is to ensure 
that the service meets critical outcomes for the customer.  
[Joachim et al., 2013] distinguish between SM and Service Development. While the latter 
focuses the design-time of a service, the former targets run-time. As opposed to this, 
[Walker, 2007] states that SM exhibits control during the entire service lifecycle. The 
inherent lifecycle concept further specifies the management activities’ focus throughout the 
service life: SLM covers the whole service lifecycle, ranging from the first service idea to 
deactivation and archiving. Hence, it covers both, design-time and run-time aspects (see also 
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[Raverdy, 2008]). Design-time aspects include the modeling, development and packaging of 
services, whereas run-time comprises deployment, discovery and execution26. 
Taken together, SLM is the act of being responsible for and exercising control over service-
related resources in order to design and run services that are demanded by service users. 
Importantly and in line with the argumentation from section 1.3, SLM includes strategic, 
process-related and technological aspects. Thereby the service understanding from section 
2.2.1 applies. This definition serves as the basis for the identification and subsequent 
evaluation of existing approaches. As suggested by research question A, the SLM 
architecture’s role- and process models will further detail this definition by identifying 
relevant actors and activities of SLM. 
SLM versus SM 
SLM may be regarded as a subset of SM. Unlike the rest of the set, SLM covers the whole 
service lifecycle rather than focusing on certain phases. As an example, [Casati et al., 2003] 
focus on run-time aspects of (web-)service management and therefore do not qualify as an 
SLM approach. However, despite their narrowed focus the work may nevertheless contain 
useful input for the SLM architecture. Therefore, the subsequent analysis of existing 
approaches does not restrict to SLM approaches, but rather draws from the entire SM set. 
Management vs. governance 
During the identification of existing SM approaches, numerous works from the field of 
service governance appeared, suggesting a relationship or even an overlapping with SM. 
IBM’s white paper on SOA [Brown et al., 2005] is a good example: although they mention 
both SOA governance and SLM as distinct terms, throughout the paper it is not possible to 
distinguish between these. Hence, the two terms are at least blurred and partially 
overlapping. 
Not surprisingly, there is no unified definition of the term SOA governance27, which 
corresponds to the findings of [Kohnke et al., 2008]. [Fabini, 2007] regards SOA 
governance as a management structure that conveys both, creational and administrative 
elements. This exhibits similarity to the change- and run-time differentiation of the SLM 
definition. In a more detailed fashion, [Brauer & Kline, 2005, p. 5] define SOA governance 
as “a set of solutions, policies and practices which enable companies to implement and 
manage an enterprise SOA”. Implementing and managing an enterprise SOA ultimately 
embodies the implementation and management of services. Additionally, the term practices 
refers to some kind of guided action, which in turn comes close to the notion of a process. 
[Bloomberg & Schmelzer, 2006] add another aspect by stating that SOA governance 
describes the way in which IT Governance should be aligned within an organization that 
relies on SOA as its EA approach. Apart from the exact definition, most works agree that 
governance is an important topic in any SOA (see e.g., [Joachim et al., 2013] and the 
Forrester study by [Heffner, 2009]). These findings lead to the conclusion that governance 
approaches (both SOA governance and IT governance) might contribute to the answering of 
research question A. Consequently, they are included in the subsequent analyses28. 
                                                            
26 A comprehensive detailing of what the service lifecycle covers is derived in section 4.2. 
27 An analysis of the identified approaches led to the notion that authors tend to use the terms service governance and 
SOA governance interchangeably. 
28  For example, COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology), an IT governance 
framework, is part of the analyses. See further section 2.3.4. 
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2.3.2 Requirements 
Requirements can be structured according to the aspects they address. A first class addresses 
methodological/formal requirements that do not touch industry specific or SOA-related 
(which constitutes a specific type of architecture paradigm) requirements. It includes 
requirements stemming from the general concepts of reference modeling and EA, especially 
BE. The second class comprises requirements relating to context-specific aspects, especially 
the industry-specificity (i.e., the banking industry) and SOA-specificity. In order to keep 
complexity at an affordable level, existing approaches are assessed by means of 
consolidated requirements (CR) that are aggregated from the following atomic requirements 
(AR). In line with DSR (see section 1.3), the requirements stem from both, scientific 
literature and practice examples from the CC Sourcing consortium. 
Enterprise architecture- and reference modeling requirements 
AR1) Configurability and low adaptation effort: A main objective of the architecture is to 
solve practical problems. Companies may exhibit different features and environmental 
factors, which in turn might considerably affect the architecture’s applicability. 
Configurability and adaptability to these specifics is crucial for practical applicability. An 
example is variability in SLM-related process architectures: While some companies 
designed their processes according to industry standards (e.g., ENTB heavily draws from 
ITIL, the IT Infrastructure Library), others have developed their processes solely based on 
past experience and continual improvement (e.g., LGB). In order to be able to investigate IT 
support of both approaches, the architecture has to be adaptable. Another example is the 
service type focus of SLM approaches: While some companies focus on the management of 
technical services (e.g., application services being implemented as webservices), others 
focus on the management of business services and service clusters. The architecture needs to 
be configurable based on different objects of interest and objectives. Consequently, 
adaptation mechanisms and corresponding procedures are required. 
AR2) Unambiguous, clearly defined wording: Applicability in inter-organizational contexts 
requires consistent and unambiguous definitions of the architecture’s elements and their 
relationships to concepts from other existing approaches. 
AR3) Compatibility (or adaptability) to (other) existing SLM approaches: Various 
approaches to SLM already exist (see remainder of this section). Considering the finding 
that IT support of these approaches has not yet been subject to substantial research, the 
proposed architecture has to be compatible (or at least adaptable) to these approaches in 
order to close the research gap. Instead of forcing companies to adapt the proposed process 
architecture, possibilities to use (or at least map) their existing SLM-related processes need 
to be incorporated. This would enable companies to investigate and develop IT support for 
their specific SLM processes that are already in place. 
AR4) Metamodel: A metamodel is a model of models [Miller & Mukerji, 2003]. Thus, a 
model is an instance of some metamodel [OMG, 2004]. In this notion, metamodels provide 
the basic concepts for building models. Applicability of architectures depends on consistent 
definitions of their constituents and relationships. Additionally, this consistency fosters 
integration with existing SLM approaches (see AR3). Therefore, a metamodel is required. 
AR5) Multi-perspectivism: Different perspectives enhance the applicability of the 
architecture (see section 2.1). Multi-perspectivism allows different users with differing 
knowledge bases and objectives to use the architecture. For example, system engineers 
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being responsible for ensuring optimal IT support for service operations might only be 
interested in this specific lifecycle phase. 
AR6) Applicability in multiple contexts: Given the postulated reference character of the 
architecture it has to be applicable within multiple contexts. Consequently, it needs to 
exhibit a certain level of generality and provide corresponding means for adaptation to 
specific contexts. Real-world application examples as well as examples synthesized from 
multiple different companies (e.g., from consortium members) serve as evidence. 
AR7) Affordable complexity level: Applicability of the architecture requires an acceptable 
complexity level. If complexity becomes too high, usability decreases (i.e., the application 
costs rise and at some point outweigh the expected benefits). Generally, the measurement of 
complexity is a complex problem itself and subject to extensive scientific discourse (see 
e.g., [MacCormack et al., 2010]). The inclusion of different views and layers is widely 
regarded as a means to reduce complexity [Winter & Fischer, 2007]. 
Banking requirements 
AR8) Consideration of IT intensity of banking operations: Most services in the financial 
industry are IT-intensive or even purely technical in nature [OECD, 2000]. Therefore, SLM 
in the financial services industry needs to target IT-intense services29. 
AR9) Addressing of service cost- and revenue-management aspects (value-orientation): The 
financial industry is experiencing increasing cost pressure and decreasing margins [Daruvala 
et al., 2012; Schlich et al., 2012]. Consequently, financial institutions increasingly have to 
manage their services from a value-oriented viewpoint [Buhl et al., 2011]. Considering the 
IT intensity of most financial services (see AR8), it becomes clear that companies need to 
employ cost- and revenue-management facilities that consider both, technical- and business-
services. 
AR10) Consideration of (increasingly) decentralized value creation: Growing service 
complexity and resulting decentralized value creation require an inter-organizational 
perspective on SLM. Related studies agree that specialization and hence decentralization is 
increasing in the financial industry (see e.g., [Alt et al., 2009a]). The basis for fulfilling this 
requirement are processes, standards and applications that are suitable for the support of 
service creation networks [Bardhan et al., 2010]. 
AR11) Provision of procedures for architecture extension: The lifecycle of financial 
services is continually shortening [Vater et al., 2012]. Given the IT intensity of these 
services (see AR8), underlying IT systems are constantly changing as well. This in turn 
forces SLM to constantly develop new IT support capabilities. For example, the rise of the 
Internet some two decades ago paved the way for ebanking portals. SLM had to react by 
developing processes and supporting IT capabilities for cross-browser testing and webload 
testing, among others. The architecture needs to allow for such extensions; it has to provide 
corresponding procedures. 
AR12) Consideration of different SLM orientations: Discussing IT support in SLM requires 
a holistic view on strategic-, process-related and IS-related aspects (see AR14). Depending 
on the breadth and depth of process coverage, different SLM orientations may be pursued 
[Puschmann & Alt, 2011]. For example, a transaction bank might integrate most services 
from different external suppliers and act as an integrator (e.g., ENTB). Another option 
would be to produce most of the services in-house and thus not to rely on external 
                                                            
29 This is in line with the focus of Service Science, see [Spohrer et al., 2008]. 
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companies. Consequently, investigating IT support in SLM needs to consider different 
strategic orientations and provide means for innovative positionings that have not explicitly 
been considered during architecture construction. Examples for the latter are appstores: the 
concept goes well beyond traditional marketplaces, with appstores requiring substantially 
more management-related tasks, e.g., gatekeeping. 
SOA requirements 
AR13) Lifecycle-wide management of services: Service orientation aims to abstract from 
heterogeneous application architectures. This abstraction leads to a decomposition of 
applications into fine-granular services. An example is a bank’s core banking system: it 
might offer a credit worthiness check, the data of which is gathered from a Customer 
Relationship Management System. As these systems might be based on different SOA 
models (e.g., SAP, Oracle), increasing modularity causes higher complexity, due to 
heterogeneous service specifications, service development processes, service 
implementations and operating models [Puschmann & Alt, 2011]. Without a dedicated 
management of services along their lifecycle (SLM) additional efforts would occur due to 
insufficient alignment. The lifecycle comprises all phases ranging from service idea 
conception to elimination/enhancement. [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] regard the 
lifecycle-wide management of services as crucial for successfully managing a service-
oriented environment. 
AR14) Integrated view on all EA layers, especially IS: In order to investigate IT support of 
business operations, a holistic view on all BE layers is required (see section 2.1), i.e., the 
strategy, process and IS layer. This allows accounting for different strategic positionings of 
SLM (SLM orientations) and the resulting differences in process coverage. 
AR15) Management of integrated service architectures: Most approaches concentrate on 
either technical or business services and do not foster an integrated view. The latter is 
paramount to deal with IT-intensive business services [Barros et al., 2011d] (see AR8). 
Recognizing this, several authors suggested integrated service architectures (see section 
2.2). The anticipated SLM architecture needs to target the management of such integrated 
service architectures. 
AR16) Addressing of technical and business-related aspects: SLM-related activities may be 
technical or business-oriented. Technical activities comprise testing and programming, 
among others. Examples of business-oriented activities are business case calculations and 
market analyses. Both aspects are necessary. 
AR17) Consideration of both a single-service and a service portfolio layer: An integrated 
approach has to encompass the complete (single) service lifecycle as well as a service 
portfolio management (SPM) view [Kohlborn et al., 2009a]. SPM assumes tasks that relate 
to more than one service, e.g., performance comparisons or the identification of 
redundancies within the service portfolio. 
AR18) Focus on business-oriented investigation of IT support potentials: IBM [Brown et al., 
2005] regards adequate IT support as crucial for the success of any SOA. IT support may be 
investigated from different aspects. Technical considerations focus on the specific 
programmatic implementation of application functionality, whereas a business-oriented 
viewpoint abstracts from implementation issues and focuses on the business impact of IT 
support within SLM. The former depends on multiple company-specific influential factors, 
including preferred programming languages and paradigms that do not directly influence the 
business impact. Consequently, focus is to be put on the latter. 
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AR19) Covering a broad range of available software solutions: [Hevner et al., 2004] 
suggest considering existing instantiations (i.e., software applications) when deriving 
functional overviews for a certain domain. Broad coverage of existing applications ensures 
a) a complete picture of current IT support possibilities and thus b) a valid basis for 
statistical conclusions (e.g., to determine suitable application architectures for certain SLM 
orientations). 
Requirements consolidation 
Although the identified requirements address distinct aspects, partial coherence allows for 
consolidation as shown in Table 2-1. These requirements subsequently serve as the basis for 
the analysis and evaluation of existing approaches. 
No. 
Consolidated 
requirement (subsumed 
requirements) Description 
CR1 Metamodel 
(AR2-4) 
The approach is based on a metamodel that provides a clear definition of 
all relevant element types and their relationships. The metamodel further 
serves as the basis for integrating with other approaches. 
CR2 Application examples 
(AR1,6) 
Application procedures guide the user during model application. Detailed 
instructions on how the approach is to be applied in company-specific 
contexts are provided. Real-world and synthesized industry examples 
provide evidence on the applicability. 
CR3 Configurability and 
extensibility (AR1, 3, 
5, 7, 11) 
The approach is configurable and extensible. Configuration describes the 
adaptation to context-specific circumstances. Extension is required to react 
to unforeseen changes in the environment, e.g., new technological 
developments. 
CR4 Business-oriented 
investigation of IT 
support potentials 
(AR18, 19) 
Focus is put on the analysis and evaluation of IT support from a business 
point of view rather than concerning with technical implementation details. 
It needs to be ensured that all relevant IT support possibilities and 
potentials are captured. 
CR5 Integrated view on EA 
layers (AR12,14) 
The SLM architecture addresses the BE layers strategy, process and IS. 
While on the IS and process layer IT support potentials are identified, the 
strategy layer allows to discuss these in the light of different SLM 
orientations. 
CR6 Integrated view on 
services 
(AR8,15,16) 
Due to the intensity and consequent importance of IT in banking, several 
authors express the need for integrated service architectures that consider 
both business and technical services. Consequently, a corresponding SLM 
approach needs to target such integrating service architectures. 
CR7 Inter-organizational 
perspective 
(AR10) 
For several years now, industrialization is being observed in the financial 
industry [Alt et al., 2009a]. Industrialization leads to decentralized value 
creation. Thus, an approach to investigate IT support of SLM needs to 
account for the influence of different network configurations. 
CR8 Lifecycle coverage 
(AR13) 
Heterogeneous service specifications and operating models, among others, 
require a holistic view on a service’s complete lifecycle rather than 
restricting to certain phases. 
CR9 Single service and 
service portfolio 
coverage 
(AR17) 
Service-orientation results in decomposition of formerly monolithic 
software applications. Commonly a large number of different services with 
manifold interdependencies result. The SLM architecture also needs to 
consider service portfolio issues.  
CR10 Value-orientation 
(AR9) 
Tightening regulations, growing competition and shrinking margins 
increasingly lead to cost pressure on financial institutions. More than ever 
organizations are forced to systematically consider (expected, planned) 
costs and revenues at the service level. 
Table 2-1: Consolidated requirements (CR). 
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2.3.3 Analysis and Evaluation Procedure 
Due to the general absence of objective quantitative characteristics of the derived 
requirements, the analysis and evaluation needs to rely on subjective, qualitative 
assessments. This subjectivity may lead to result contortions. To keep these low, a pre-
defined rating mechanism is used for the analysis and evaluation. A five-point directed 
Likert-type scale, visualized by Harvey Balls, serves to indicate the extent of requirements 
coverage. While each Likert point is generically characterized, a specific definition for the 
scope of each requirement allows an objective coverage of the specifics30. The following 
generic Likert point definitions serve as guidelines for the formulation of the requirement-
specific definitions in Table 2-2: 
• 0 - the requirement is not addressed at all. 
• 1 - the requirement is mentioned, but only addressed as a sideline. 
• 2 - the requirement is partially addressed. 
• 3 - the requirement is addressed in most aspects. Overall, the requirement is 
addressed in detail, but it lacks important details. 
• 4 - the requirement is comprehensively addressed. 
Require-
ment 
Requirement-specific definitions 
0 1 2 3 4 
CR1: 
Metamodel 
Neither a 
dedicated 
metamodel, nor 
clear element 
type and 
relationship 
definitions are 
available 
Unstructured 
definitions of 
basic concepts 
are available 
More detailed 
definitions of all 
relevant 
concepts and 
relationships are 
available 
A dedicated 
metamodel 
describing the 
central concepts 
and 
relationships is 
available 
An extensive 
metamodel 
describing all 
element types 
and 
relationships is 
available 
CR2: 
Application 
examples 
No practice 
application 
evident 
Authors 
mention 
hypothetical 
application 
scenarios or 
real-world 
application 
scenarios that 
are not publicly 
accessible 
The approach is 
applied within 
fictional case 
studies 
One real-world 
case study 
shows the 
applicability 
More than one 
real-world case 
study 
comprehensi-
vely proofs 
applicability of 
the approach 
CR3: 
Configurabi-
lity and 
extensibility 
Configura-tion 
and extension 
are not 
discussed 
Configuration 
and extension 
are mentioned, 
but no 
instructions 
provided 
One or more 
brief 
configuration 
and extension 
examples are 
provided. No 
generali-zations 
(e.g., formal 
procedures) are 
presented 
One or more 
detailed 
configuration 
and extension 
examples are 
provided. No 
generali-zations 
(e.g., formal 
procedures) are 
presented 
Detailed 
procedures on 
how to 
configure and 
extend the 
approach are 
presented and 
illustrated by 
means of 
detailed 
examples 
Table 2-2: Requirement-specific Likert point definitions. 
 
                                                            
30 The argument for individual attribute descriptions per requirement is adopted from [Eckert, 2010]. 
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Require-
ment 
Requirement-specific definitions 
0 1 2 3 4 
CR4: 
Business-
oriented 
investiga-
tion of IT 
support 
potentials 
IT support 
neither is 
investigated nor 
mentioned 
IT support is 
briefly 
mentioned but 
not investigated 
Part of the work 
is dedicated to 
IT support 
possibilities / 
potentials, but 
only specific 
support areas 
are focused 
The work 
mainly focuses 
on IT support 
analysis and 
evaluation, but 
either mainly 
from a technical 
viewpoint or it 
solely focuses 
on certain 
aspects/areas 
The approach 
provides 
detailed 
evaluations of 
IT support 
potentials from 
a business 
perspective. A 
broad coverage 
of support areas 
is ensured 
CR5: 
Integrated 
view on EA 
layers 
Only one layer 
is addressed 
One or two 
layers are 
mentioned, but 
only one is 
addressed in 
detail 
All three layers 
are mentioned 
but only one or 
two are 
addressed in 
detail without 
focusing on 
interrelations 
All three layers 
are addressed in 
detail, but 
relationships 
between layers 
are not 
extensively 
elaborated on 
All three layers 
are addressed in 
detail, including 
relationships 
between layers 
CR6: 
Integrated 
view on 
services 
The approach 
focuses on 
either technical 
or business-
services; or: no 
distinction 
made 
[not assigned] The approach 
mentions the 
importance of 
an integrated 
view, but only 
concentrates on 
the 
management of 
either business 
or technical 
services 
[not assigned] The approach 
focuses on the 
management of 
integrated 
service 
architectures 
CR7: Inter-
organiza-
tional 
perspective 
Inter-organiza-
tional issues are 
neither 
addressed nor 
mentioned 
Inter-
organizational 
issues are 
mentioned, but 
not further 
detailed 
Inter-
organizational 
issues are 
discussed 
briefly 
Inter-
organizational 
issues are 
discussed in 
detail 
The presented 
approach can be 
considered 
inter-organiza-
tional (e.g., 
because it 
includes 
network role 
models) 
CR8: 
Lifecycle 
coverage 
The approach 
focuses on a 
single aspect 
from the 
lifecycle, but 
does not 
mention the 
lifecycle 
The approach 
focuses on a 
single aspect 
from the 
lifecycle and 
explicitly 
mentions the 
lifecycle 
The approach 
focuses more 
than one phase 
from the service 
lifecycle, but 
does not 
explicitly 
mention the 
lifecycle 
concept 
The approach 
explicitly 
covers most of 
the lifecycle 
The approach 
explicitly 
covers the 
complete 
service lifecycle 
Table 2-2: Requirement-specific Likert point definitions (cont.).  
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Require-
ment 
Requirement-specific definitions 
0 1 2 3 4 
CR9: Single 
service and 
service 
portfolio 
coverage 
Only single 
services are 
targeted 
Service 
structures (i.e., 
services and 
their functional 
dependencies) 
are considered, 
but there is no 
explicit 
portfolio 
perspective 
A portfolio 
perspective is 
explicitly 
mentioned, but 
subsequently 
focus is put on 
the single 
service 
perspective 
A portfolio-
perspective is 
included, but 
only technical 
(e.g., 
dependencies) 
or business-
oriented (e.g., 
cannibalization 
effects) aspects 
are considered. 
There is no 
integrated 
portfolio view 
A portfolio 
perspective is 
included and it 
addresses both 
technical and 
business-related 
aspects 
CR10: 
Value-
orientation 
Neither 
(service) costs 
nor revenues 
are mentioned 
Either (service) 
costs or 
revenues are 
mentioned, but 
not detailed 
further 
(Service) costs 
and revenues 
are both 
mentioned, but 
only one is 
focused on 
(Service) costs 
and revenues 
are mentioned 
and focused on. 
Conceptual 
artifacts (e.g., 
processes) are 
presented, but 
no implemen-
tations are 
presented. 
(Service) costs 
and revenues 
are mentioned 
and both 
focused on. 
Conceptual 
artifacts (e.g., 
processes) as 
well as 
implementation
s (e.g., 
prototypes) are 
presented 
Table 2-2: Requirement-specific Likert point definitions (cont.). 
 
While for each requirement the overall cross-sample minimum or maximum coverage can 
be stated, quantitative comparisons are not valid. For example, while stating that 40% of all 
examined approaches have at least a basic metamodel in place is allowed, concluding that 
“approach 2 provides 25% higher coverage of the metamodel requirement than approach 5” 
would obviously neglect the scale’s non-interval property. In this respect, [Jamieson, 2004, 
p. 1217] recognizes that “the response categories in Likert-type scales have a rank order, but 
the intervals between values cannot be presumed equal”. Consequently, ordinal scales are 
not equal unit scales and thus one cannot compute ratios of the responses [Carifio, 2007]. 
Two consequences arise: first, comparisons between approaches are limited to ordinal 
statements, as exact quantitative measures would lead to distorted results. Second, average 
(cross-sample) calculations for a single requirement across all approaches are valid. The 
results indicate the extent to which the requirement is on average covered by the examined 
approaches and whether there is a high variation. 
2.3.4 Analysis and Evaluation 
The preceding sections laid the foundation for assessing existing SLM approaches. Building 
on this, identification and filtering of approaches as well as an in-depth analysis and 
evaluation follow. 
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The identification comprises three steps. First, keyword searches in relevant databases and 
search engines yield a set of candidates. Second, a backward search based on the identified 
articles extends the list. Numerous approaches for the management of services have been 
identified. In deciding which contributions to consider, a pre-screening filtered only those 
approaches that obviously fulfill at least some of the requirements. Additionally, only 
service management and service governance approaches are considered (see section 2.3.1), 
while those that describe SOAs (and thus are not directly concerned with the management) 
were neglected, e.g., [Kohlmann, 2011]. The identification procedure builds on [vom 
Brocke et al., 2009]. 
Similar to the dichotomy between business- and technical services within the concept of 
SOA itself (see section 2.2), a dichotomy between SM31 approaches focusing on the 
management of either business-services or on technical services prevails [Buhl et al., 2008]. 
Technical service-orientation roots in software development. In this paradigm, services are 
bundles of application functionalities. By means of standardized interfaces these services 
can be consumed without being aware of their specific implementation (programming 
language, platform etc.) [Erl, 2005]. Different approaches for the management of technical 
services emerged, e.g., [Yelmo et al., 2007] and [Gu & Lago, 2007]. Another class of 
technical approaches contains SOA-(and, more generally, IT-) governance frameworks and 
models. As stated before, governance approaches are also subject to analysis in this thesis, 
as the boundaries between management and governance are fluent and subjective (see 
section 2.3.1). A number of different SOA- and IT governance approaches exist, differing 
largely in scope and capability [Niemann et al., 2008]. ITIL and COBIT are examined in 
detail, as they are the most well known representatives. Many others are derivatives or 
supplements, including ValIT and ISO 2000032. These only differ in certain details and are 
thus not subject to separate analysis. Additionally, specific governance approaches for SOA 
exist, commonly derived from traditional IT governance approaches. While the majority of 
these focus on strategic and (partially) process-related aspects, there is also a class being 
concerned with IT support potentials (e.g., [Treiber et al., 2008] propose an integrated 
service evolution information model and corresponding implementations). In recent years 
another, more business-driven, perspective on the topic emerged. This perspective does not 
primarily focus on technical, but rather on business-oriented aspects of services. Questions 
concerning possible business models or cooperation between and coordination of companies 
in inter-organizational service systems33, e.g., via electronic service marketplaces [Bardhan 
et al., 2010], arise. Finally, works from the stream of Service Engineering, i.e., the 
systematic development of services using engineering methods and procedures [Bullinger et 
al., 2003], are still prevalent in literature [Fielt et al., 2013] and thus included in the 
analyses. Table 2-3 provides an overview of the identified approaches that are subsequently 
analyzed in detail. Due to space constraints, the verbal description focuses on aspects that 
are interesting for the construction of the SLM architecture and does not necessarily provide 
a description of how each approach performs in the light of CR1-10. Rather, this complete 
assessment is summarized at the end of the analysis section.  
                                                            
31 Lifecycle-orientation is only a feature of an SM approach. There might well be approaches that fulfill several of 
the stated requirements, but lack lifecycle-orientation. In order to not neglect important input from these 
approaches, they are included into the analyses, as indicated before. Therefore, the examined approaches are 
coined as SM approaches instead of SLM approaches. 
32 ValIT is based on COBIT and provides support for IT-related investment decisions. ISO 20000 was originally 
intended to provide best practice guidance contained within ITIL [Dugmore, 2005]. 
33 A service system is „a dynamic value-cocreation configuration of resources, including people, organizations, 
shared information (language, laws, measures, methods), and technology, all connected internally and externally 
to other service systems by value propositions“ [Maglio et al., 2009, p. 399]. 
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Author(s) resp. main source Examined approach 
[OGC, 2007] ITIL 
[ISACA, 2012] COBIT 
[Kohnke et al., 2008] SOA-Governance: An approach for the management of service-oriented architectures 
[Niemann et al., 2008] Generic governance model for service oriented architectures 
[Brown et al., 2006] IBM SOA governance and service lifecycle management 
[Brauer & Kline, 2005]* HP SOA governance 
[Treiber et al., 2008] Service evolution management framework 
[Casati et al., 2003] Business-oriented management of webservices 
[Berbner et al., 2005] Approach for the management of service-oriented architecture (SOA) based application systems 
[Raverdy, 2008] and [Yelmo et al., 2007] Service lifecycle management within OPUCE 
[Chaves et al., 2006] Service lifecycle management infrastructure for smart items 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009b], extension by 
[Krug et al., 2010] 
Business and software service lifecycle management (incl. 
extension) 
[Behara & Inaganti, 2007] Approach to service management in SOA space 
[Gu & Lago, 2007] A stakeholder-driven service lifecycle model for SOA 
[Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] Webservice lifecycle hierarchy model and service-oriented design and development methodology 
[BIAN, 2009a] The banking industry architecture network (BIAN) 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009a] Service portfolio management framework 
see [Bullinger et al., 2003] for an overview Various service engineering approaches 
Table 2-3: Overview of existing SM approaches. 
 
The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)  
The IT Infrastructure Library [OGC, 2007] is a set of common practices for the 
management of IT services 34 . IT services include, among others, workplaces and 
corresponding software applications. ITIL aims at improving the alignment of these services 
to the need of business users. It is divided into five core parts, each reflecting a different 
stage in the service lifecycle [OGC, 2007]. Part one, Service Strategy, is the starting point of 
the lifecycle. It supports companies in shaping their IT strategy and determining 
corresponding investments and thus helps to achieve long-term sustainability. Activities 
include the development of business cases and the definition of value drivers (for the IT 
organization as a whole rather than for single services). Part two, Service Design, concerns 
with the design of services as well as their interaction with the remaining elements of the IT 
organization, e.g., networks and business users. Activities comprise availability-, capacity- 
and demand-planning, service catalogue-, service level-, continuity-, supplier- and security-
management. Once the service is completely designed, the third part, Service Transition, 
offers processes for setting the service into operational use. Activities include transition 
planning, change-management and -evaluation, service testing, configuration- and asset-
management. After the service has been put into operation, Service Operation ensures an 
                                                            
34 Two additional ITSM frameworks, HP ITSM and Microsoft MOF adopted ITIL. Hence, they are not covered 
separately. 
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efficient and effective operation, including the management of events and incidents, the 
corresponding fulfillment of requests and problems as well as access management. Part five, 
Continual Service Improvement, helps establishing evolutionary and revolutionary 
enhancement mechanisms. While ITIL is the most disseminated IT Service Management 
(ITSM) framework [Galup et al., 2009; Nerney, 2003], two main criticisms remain. First, it 
is commercial and thus rather expensive to introduce. Second, the documentation only 
defines what to do (e.g., by defining processes) but neither how to do it nor how to 
implement it [Marguis, 2008]. Thus, no adaptation mechanisms are provided. Some authors 
stress that although ITIL addresses the whole lifecycle, focus actually is on service 
operation (see, e.g., [Galup et al., 2009; Marrone & Kolbe, 2011]). ITIL neither provides a 
metamodel. Recognizing this, [Strahonja, 2009] proposes a definition metamodel that 
covers the main ITIL terms. Recently, the so-called ITIL Software Scheme was launched as 
a certification mechanism for ITIL-supporting software applications [APM Group, 2012]. 
The scheme is commercial and thus publicly available details are scarce. However, public 
sources indicate that the certification does not primarily pay attention to the functionalities 
of the application that is to be certified, but rather on metrics like number of current user 
companies and appropriateness of documentation, see [Pink Elephant, 2012]. Although 
ITIL frequently mentions the necessity of value-orientation in ITSM, no dedicated processes 
for the management of costs and revenues exist. Regarding addressed service types, ITIL 
focuses on (IT-intensive) business services rather than purely technical services (e.g., 
application services) and thus cannot be regarded integrating in this respect. ITIL comprises 
a portfolio layer that contains currently operating services, planned initiatives and projects. 
Owed to its focus on business services, the portfolio layer is not explicitly concerned with 
technical aspects, e.g., technical redundancies and dependencies. 
Control objectives for information and related technology (COBIT)  
COBIT is another common practices framework for the management and governance of IT 
organizations [ISACA, 2012]. ISACA, the inventor of COBIT, states that it was established 
“to research, develop, publish and promote an authoritative, up-to-date, international set of 
generally accepted IT control objectives for day-to-day use by business managers, IT 
professionals and assurance professionals.” [The IT Governance Institute, 2007, p. 1]. The 
framework comprises 34 processes. For each of these, it defines inputs, outputs, key 
activities and objectives, performance indicators and a maturity model. Objectives describe 
high-level requirements that need to be considered by top-level management for effective 
process governance. Corresponding management guidelines help to determine and assign 
responsibilities and to measure performance for each process. Further, it comprises means to 
define and align business and IT goals with the IT processes [ISACA, 2012; Lainhardt, 
2000]. Similar to ITIL, COBIT is lifecycle-oriented, distinguishing the four phases Plan and 
Organize, Acquire and Implement, Deliver and Support, and Monitor and Evaluate. While 
these cannot be exactly mapped to the ITIL phases, they comprise similar activities. From a 
BE perspective (see CR5), COBIT only addresses the strategy (partially) and process layers 
of SM. Consequently, it is not concerned with IT support. As is the case for ITIL, it focuses 
on the management of business services, not on application- or infrastructure services. 
COBIT does not provide means for the adaptation of its processes to company-specific 
parameters either. A metamodel is only available in a draft version and currently being 
completed [Thurner, 2011]. 
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SOA-Governance: an approach for the management of service-oriented architectures 
[original German title: Ein Ansatz zum Management serviceorientierter 
Architekturen] 
In contrast to the aforementioned IT governance frameworks, [Kohnke et al., 2008] propose 
a dedicated SOA Governance framework. Four reasons justify the notion that IT governance 
frameworks (e.g., ITIL, COBIT) may not directly be adaptable to the domain of SM without 
alterations. First, they state that IT governance frameworks focus on applications and 
systems, while SM regards services as the central object of concern. Second, within the 
SOA domain detailed knowledge about business processes is required on both business and 
IT side. They argue that IT governance approaches concentrate on IT production processes 
rather than business processes. Third, SM requires specific roles that are not covered by IT 
governance approaches, e.g., Service Managers. And fourth, the employee perspective is not 
addressed. Within SM (or SOA in general) however, employees need to acquire new 
abilities, which in turn requires systematic management. In this sense, Kohnke et al.’s 
approach is a specialization of IT governance approaches. Based on these findings, it is 
structured into three distinct building blocks. First, Structures comprise organizational 
issues (tasks, roles, committees and financing) and guidelines (service-, architecture- and 
application-standards). Second, the Employees block contains artifacts that help developing 
employee capabilities and institutionalizing performance management structures. Third, the 
Processes block concerns with strategic alignment, process management, service 
management and service controlling. Especially the latter two are of interest for the 
anticipated SLM architecture: their SM block comprises SPM, Application Management 
and Service Support; Service Controlling covers Service-Level-Management, Service 
charging and SOA-Compliance. In line with other authors (see e.g., [Charlesworth & Davis, 
2006]) Kohnke et al. understand services as a new class of object (relative to IT governance 
approaches) that undergo a lifecycle and require dedicated management. This would lead to 
the conclusion that their approach employs an integrated service understanding. However, 
they regard applications as the basic providers of services and thus explicitly include 
application management. This in turn leads to the conclusion that focus is on application 
services. Unfortunately, Kohnke et al. restrict to a basic description of their framework and 
it is not verifiable whether they worked out the aspects in more detail. 
Generic governance model for service-oriented architectures 
[Niemann et al., 2008] propose a generic governance model for SOA. They claim their 
approach to be the first one that considers all elements of prior approaches to SOA 
governance. A SOA Governance Control Cycle, the first constituent, is a process for 
steering the entire SOA system. It is lifecycle-oriented, comprising the four phases planning, 
design, realization and operation, while the latter constitutes the actual governance feature. 
The second constituent, the Operation Model, describes competencies, activities and their 
relations. Its objective is to achieve predefined SOA goals. Specifically, seven main 
elements prevail: 1) SOA Goals: SOA goals stem from company goals. The main goals are 
compliance (e.g., legal, technical, internal) and Business-/IT-Alignment (regarded as the 
alignment between company strategy and SOA strategy). Exemplary goals are conformity 
of service design and general standards conformance. 2) SOA Processes: all processes 
within the SOA system that are governed by the proposed approach. 3) Organizational 
Governance Entities: a SOA Center for Excellence (SCE), consisting of members from 
different departments and professions. It is the central organizational entity that is 
responsible for the definition, adjustment, enforcement and abolishment of governance 
policies. 4) Metrics: enable the assessment of goals achievement. Adopting [Marks & Bell, 
2006], they differentiate business-, process-, performance-, SLA- and SOA-conformance 
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metrics. Further, references to COBIT’s metrics are stated. 5) Best Practices Catalog: 
policies base on best practices. By storing past experiences and publicly available best 
practices in the catalog, the information is accessible for future policy developments. 
Niemann et al. regard the catalog as a fundamental component of the model. 6) Policies: are 
defiend by the SCE and support the achievement of SOA goals. They are stored in a policy 
catalog. 7) SOA Maturity Measurement: assesses an EA system with respect to its SOA 
conformance. 
The authors state their approach to be generic. However, the proposed model is a plain 
symbiosis of other governance approaches. In fact, it constitutes a metamodel for SOA 
governance. The authors do not describe where the constituents stem from and do not 
provide practice examples. They neither include means for configuring or extending the 
model. It is not possible to determine the targeted service types. In contrast to the approach 
of [Kohnke et al., 2008], Niemann et al. focus on the governance of SOA as a whole rather 
than on specific instantiated services. Value-related aspects (specifically costs and revenues) 
are not addressed. 
IBM SOA governance and SLM 
In line with the other approaches, [Brown et al., 2006] regard SOA governance as an 
extension of IT governance. In their view, SOA governance defines changes to IT 
governance that ensure an appropriate management of the concepts and principles of service 
orientation. Additionally, it provides a framework that helps realizing the reuse and sharing 
of services. IBM gets more specific with respect to the necessary extensions of IT 
governance approaches. Specifically, they mention decision rights, policies and measures 
around services, processes and the SOA lifecycle that address a broad variety of concerns35. 
The core process of IBMs approach is the SOA lifecycle, consisting of the phases Model, 
Assemble, Deploy and Manage. Again, this process is not directed towards specific service 
instantiations, but rather relates to the introduction of SOA governance. Therefore, they 
additionally propose an SLM process comprising the phases Model, Assemble, Deploy and 
Manage [IBM SOA Foundation, 2005]. As the approach is sold within commercial advisory 
projects, information is merely disclosed and detailed case studies from implementation 
projects are not available. Several software solutions support parts of the processes, 
including the IBM Websphere Service Registry & Repository. A detailed analysis of these 
applications is conducted during the derivation of the SLM architecture’s IS layer (see 
chapter 5). IBM developed a service typology containing nine different services36, all of 
which are technical in nature. Hence, they denote application- and infrastructure services. 
HP SOA governance 
For several years now, Hewlett Packard (HP) is pursuing the vision of the Adaptive 
Enterprise, an organization in which business and IT are completely synchronized [Brauer 
& Kline, 2005]. Service-orientation, in their technical understanding “a contractual 
architecture for offering and consuming software as services” [Brauer & Kline, 2005, p. 3], 
is regarded as a key ingredient. HP identifies several roles and artifacts of SOA: The central 
                                                            
35 Concerns mentioned are (see [Brown et al., 2006]): service registration, service versioning, service ownership, 
service funding, service monitoring, service auditing, service diagnostics, service identification, service modeling, 
service publishing, service discovery, service development, service consumption, service provisioning, access to 
services, deployment of services and composite applications, security for services. These concerns serve as a 
double check for the completeness of the proposed SLM process in section 4.2. 
36 The IBM SOA Reference Architecture contains business innovation and optimization services, interaction 
services, process services, information services, partner services, business application services, access services, 
infrastructure services and development services [IBM SOA Foundation, 2005]. 
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artifact is a Contract, which is a legally binding document specifying the terms of using the 
services and containing all information for service consumption (e.g., the service interface). 
A Registry keeps track of all available services and provides relevant metadata during 
design- and run-time. While consumers invoke services with the help of the registry, 
providers offer their service via the SOA infrastructure. HP stresses that in contrast to 
traditional client-server architectures where the roles are stable over time, actors in a SOA 
may switch between the provider and the consumer role or even assume both roles at once. 
The authors differentiate a service delivery and a service delivery management layer, thus 
regarding the management perspective as a separate layer. They identify five main 
challenges within SLM: 1) finding and re-using existing services, 2) missing checkpoints to 
control the provisioning of services to the enterprise SOA, 3) missing means to guide the 
service development process and to ensure interoperability, 4) no ability to manage services 
during run-time and 5) no visibility into dependencies and hence no impact analysis 
mechanisms. Although the authors lack detail on how the problems should be solved, they 
state several typical use cases and describe the tasks different roles would assume in this 
regard. This information will be considered during role model and process model 
construction in chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 
Service evolution management framework (SEMF) 
[Treiber et al., 2008] argue that current webservice management systems do not provide a 
holistic view on webservices, mainly due to heterogeneous information models (e.g., quality 
of service (QoS) and licensing). They propose an extensible common information model 
comprising different service attributes. The model assumes a lifecycle perspective in order 
to account for evolutionary and revolutionary service changes and provides means for 
webservice analysis based on the information model. Thus, it aims at overcoming the 
drawbacks of approaches like WSDL that restrict to certain aspects of a service description 
(e.g., access mechanisms) by empowering a lifecycle-based service description. Examples 
are code refactoring and hardware changes during service operation. They apply a two step-
process for model construction. First, influential factors are determined, namely consumers, 
developers, providers and hosting environments. Second, an analysis of contemporary 
webservice description approaches leads to a collection of different data sources, e.g., pre-
conditions, interfaces and taxonomies37 . Noteworthy, only seven different description 
approaches have been analyzed (see A7.2.8 for a broader analysis). The information model 
comprises three levels. While the upper and middle level may be seen as the basic 
components (level 1 is a webservice catalog, level 2 contains the data sources), the third 
level keeps track of changes (i.e., the evolutions) by directly recording corresponding 
information or providing links to external resources. On the lower level, data is gathered by 
connecting to available service containers (i.e., repositories) and structured into the different 
data sources. The SEMF core analyzes the data and generates feeds in Atom38 format. These 
feeds are gathered by the presentation layer, syndicated and finally presented to the user. 
SEMF may also be regarded as a governance approach as it gathers, provides and analyzes 
governance-related information. In this sense, it is an IT-enabler for SOA governance and 
SM. Consequently, this approach will be considered during derivation of the SLM 
                                                            
37 Specifically, they determined eight different data sources: SLA, QoS, pre-conditions, post-conditions, interaction 
patterns, interfaces, taxonomies and folksonomies. These have been derived from the following service 
description approaches: WSDL, OWL-S, WSMO, WSDL-S, ORDL-S, WSLA and WS-Policy. 
38 Atom is an XML-based feed format and commonly used to transfer chunks of human-readable information over 
web infrastructures. A similar, yet better-known format is RSS (Real Simple Syndication). The XML data is 
stored in an XML database and queried using XQuery. 
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architecture’s IS layer. SEMF exclusively focuses on webservices as a specific instantiation 
of technical services. 
Business-oriented management of webservices 
[Casati et al., 2003] discuss different facets of webservices management with special focus 
on the business-oriented management, which in their terminology refers to an assessment, 
correction and optimization of the impact of service execution from a business perspective. 
[Alonso et al., 2003] distinguish two facets of webservice management. The first facet, 
denoted as management through webservices refers to using webservices as a means to 
manage heterogeneous, distributed systems. Webservices’ properties, e.g., standardized 
interaction mechanisms, lead to the emergence of a uniform way for management systems 
to send instructions and receive feedbacks. The second facet, management of webservices, 
refers to the management of webservices themselves. Casati et al. focus on the latter and 
distinguish infrastructure-level, application-level and business-level management. The first 
sketches the webservice management platform and its different components. The main 
objective is to ensure an exception- and error-free operation. As the main source for 
management-related data the authors consider the platform’s log files and automated push 
notifications. The second level, application-level management, concerns with the 
webservices themselves. Tasks include monitoring, exception handling, provisioning (e.g., 
resource provisioning) and access rights control. The necessary data is obtained by 
intercepting message flows and extracting/measuring relevant information, e.g., response 
times and communication flows. The authors argue that these two layers are well addressed 
in academia and practice (due to the similarity of the management tasks to traditional 
application and network management tasks), while the main challenge relates to the third 
level, business-oriented management. Services (and their quality) directly affect business 
transactions and, in inter-organizational contexts, relationships to partners. However, current 
approaches utilize the aforementioned technique of message interception, which causes 
several problems. First, the technical data must be programmatically linked to business 
metrics, a task that cannot be automated/standardized due to differing interface designs and 
analysis goals. Second, with a growing number of desired reports, performance issues arise. 
The main problem however is the lack of a holistic view on all interactions. Recognizing 
this, the authors suggest a webservice management tool consisting of a service model, a 
metric model (defined from a business-perspective) and a development and execution 
environment that allows connecting the metrics to influencing technical aspects, measuring 
these aspects and quantifying the business metrics. For example, a metric might be SLA 
Violation of Boolean type, indicating whether a specific SLA has been violated or not. 
Assuming that the SLA for an order confirmation service specifies a maximum response 
time of 30 seconds, the response time can be tracked by the tool and based on the data the 
business-related metric is calculated (in this case, either true or false). Additionally, the tool 
allows for aggregations (e.g., time-dependent or domain-dependent). Overall, the approach 
focuses on the technical aspects of gathering management-related data within operating 
webservice environments. Thus, only the operations part of the service lifecycle is 
addressed. Nevertheless, the obtained data might well be of utility in other lifecycle phases, 
e.g., in the course of service enhancements. Further, the aggregated analyses provide 
valuable input for assessing the complete service portfolio. Costs and revenues of services 
are not discussed. 
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Approach for the management of service-oriented architecture (SOA) based 
application systems 
According to [Berbner et al., 2005], most SOA-related work focuses on the nature and 
features of SOA itself, while there is not much work having been done on the topic of how 
to manage the resulting service landscapes, i.e., SLM. Recognizing this, the presented 
approach describes different management functionalities, e.g., monitoring and SLA 
management mechanisms. Thereby, the authors exclusively address application services. 
They follow the definition of software architectures stated by (Krafzig, Banke, & Slama, 
2005, p. 56)39 and regard SOA as a specific software architecture. Thus, their approach 
targets the management of composite applications consisting of services. On the upper level, 
the framework distinguishes construction and execution components and thus exhibits basic 
lifecycle-orientation. The former comprises a discovery component, selection component, 
rating component and assembly component. The latter, i.e., the execution component, 
includes an accounting/billing component, monitoring component, SLA management 
component, workflow management component (coined Execution Engine) and a 
deconstruction component. A third upper level component, an Enterprise Repository 
System, spans across both layers and is the central integration point. While a software 
prototype implements some of the components, the work does not include case examples. 
Although the three BE layers are explicitly referred to, only the IS layer is touched upon in 
detail. 
SLM within OPUCE 
[Raverdy, 2008] and [Yelmo et al., 2007] published reports on the federally funded research 
project Mobile Services Platform Cluster – Service Lifecycle Management, which is part of 
the IST (Information Society Technologies) project OPUCE (Open Platform for User-
centric service Creation and Execution) of the European Commission on Information 
Society and Media. The project investigates SLM issues for mobile services. Mobile 
services are purely technical services (specifically, webservices) that are distributed by 
means of mobile devices. Raverdy finds that SLM is mostly seen as a collection of isolated 
steps. Given the features of mobile services, especially increased distribution of resources 
and service components, he postulates a stronger intertwining between these phases. The 
drafted architecture shall allow end-users (possibly without technical skills) to compose 
desired services and control the corresponding lifecycles. As an example Yahoo! Pipes, a 
platform allowing users to simply drag-and-drop different Internet sources (news feeds, 
webservices and others) together in order to build a customized information portal40. The 
architecture comprises six elements: The Service Creation Environment provides end user 
tools for creating their services; the Context Awareness module manages customization to 
users’ ambient conditions (e.g., the mobile phone model); a User Information module 
captures relevant personal data; a Subscription Management module tracks users’ service 
subscriptions; a Service Lifecycle Manager module helps managing the services’ lifecycles; 
and a Service Execution environment orchestrates and executes basic services required for 
the users’ composed service bundles. The service lifecycle differentiates two basic phases, 
design-time and run-time. During design time the service is modeled and built/composed. 
Run-time comprises publishing/provision, integration/deployment, securing/managing and 
evaluating. A peculiarity in this user-composed scenario is the automation between design-
                                                            
39 “A software architecture is a set of statements that describe software components and assigns the functionality of 
the system to these components. It describes the technical structure, constraints and characteristics of the 
components and the interfaces between them. The architecture is the blueprint for the system and therefore the 
implicit high level plan for its construction”. 
40 Other examples include Google Mashups and the numerous personalized news apps for iOS (e.g., Flipboard). 
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time and run-time. Raverdy mentions a complete service description as a necessary 
prerequisite. Thus, a new description model is presented, consisting of so-called facets: 
functional, non-functional and management. Especially the latter facets contain information 
on straight-through validation and execution of services. In the remainder of his work 
Raverdy provides details on the technical capabilities that are required. These will be 
considered in detail in chapter 5 during derivation of the functional reference model for 
SLM. Although real-world examples demonstrating the need of such an architecture are 
mentioned, he lacks to apply his work to such. The services addressed are purely technical 
(mobile) services. The end-user mobile services may be designated as business services (in 
the terminology of geSAB), while the basic services that are required for operating the 
business services may be deemed application and infrastructure services. Consequently, the 
approach targets integrating service-architectures. 
SLM infrastructure for smart items 
[Chaves et al., 2006] suggest an architecture for managing smart item infrastructures. Smart 
items are physical objects that are enhanced by IT, e.g., RFID-tagged41 goods and sensor 
networks. SLM plays an important role in these smart environments, as items frequently 
appear and disappear and thus have to be removed from/added to the network 
[Hasselmeyer, 2003]. As these items typically have little computational power, coordination 
is performed by specialized instances on the network, i.e., dedicated SLM systems. 
However, smart items are heterogeneous with respect to transport protocols and employed 
information models, which poses a challenge to the SLM infrastructure. Recognizing this, 
they propose a protocol-independent SLM infrastructure that assumes tasks within all 
phases of the service lifecycle. The latter comprises service registration, service discovery, 
service deployment and service removal. Specifically, two layers exist: a platform-
independent SLM layer performing all coordination and decision tasks; and a platform-
specific SLM layer acting as a translator of the platform-independent commands so that the 
smart items can understand and execute them. For example, the infrastructure has built-in 
support for all OSGi-enabled devices42. It exclusively targets technical services, thus the 
approach is not focusing on integrated service architectures. Although the coordination of 
different smart items may be regarded as tasks of service portfolio management, no detailed 
information on how this coordination takes place is given. The mentioned SLM process is 
not further detailed, either. However, the technical architecture will be considered later 
during derivation of the functional reference model in chapter 5. 
Business and software SLM 
The approach of [Kohlborn et al., 2009b] is the first presented so far that takes an integrating 
view on business- and software-services from a management perspective. In line with [Sanz 
et al., 2006], business services are regarded as “a specific ‘chunk of operation’ that is 
performed by an organization” [Kohlborn et al., 2009b, p. 1] and eventually offered on-
demand to business partners. Software services either support the provisioning of, or are 
themselves part of, business services43. Recognizing these strong dependencies between 
software- and business services, Kohlborn et al. propose a generic, integrating business- and 
software-service lifecycle. A two-tier concept is adopted: While the top-level process phases 
                                                            
41 Radio-Frequency Identification. RFID is a standard to transfer data between a sender (usually a small chip) and a 
receiver over short distances [Singh et al., 2006]. 
42 OSGi (Open Services Gateway Initiative) is a Java-based system that allows for remote-management of 
compatible devices [de Castro Alves, 2011]. 
43 Thus, software services correspond to application services in geSAB and business services are equivalent to the 
eponymous type. 
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are generic with respect to service types, subprocesses and activities may vary depending on 
the managed service type. The generic lifecycle comprises seven steps: preparation, service 
analysis, service design, service implementation, service publishing, service operation and 
service retirement. An example for variations on finer granularities is service 
implementation: While for technical services this involves programming and technical 
integration, among others, for business services rather organizational integration and user 
trainings might be relevant. Kohlborn et al. attribute SLM to SOA-Governance and map the 
SLM phases to different management layers in order to operationalize SLM. The 
management layers include strategy management, portfolio management, project 
management and operations management. For example, strategy management is mapped to 
the preparation phase, as the SOA strategy sets the overall conditions and objectives. For 
each management layer-/SLM phase-combination they identify exemplary activities that 
need to be performed for one or both of the service types. An exemplary distinction is 
Identify business services vs. Identify software services. 
Kohlborn et al. are the first to take an integrated view on SLM as postulated by the 
respective requirement (see section 2.3.2). Additionally, a portfolio view is incorporated. 
However, they only provide detailing for exemplary process phases. Additionally, they 
formulate processes solely from the service provider’s perspective, while neglecting tasks of 
other participants, e.g., service integrators (CR7). From a modeling perspective, no 
dedicated metamodel is in place. Further, software support of the stated activities is not 
touched upon. 
Approach to SM in SOA space 
By means of a literature analysis, [Behara & Inaganti, 2007] compose a multi-layered SM 
approach distinguishing five management layers that are important for SOA management. 
The underlying service notion is technical, regarding services as part of composite 
applications that consist of an interface, an implementation, a contract and data. The first 
layer, overall SOA management, is the unified view of all other layers. A lifecycle 
comprising the phases define, plan, analyze, test and integrate is at the core. This lifecycle is 
specified for both, application-related and service-related activities. Layer two concerns 
with process management, i.e., “the set of activities that organizations perform either to 
manage or optimize their business processes and adapt them to enterprise needs” [Behara & 
Inaganti, 2007, p. 4]. The third layer addresses the management of services across their 
lifecycle. The corresponding process distinguishes design-time and run-time. Design-time 
process steps include problem identification, service design, service development and 
service testing. Run-time comprises installation & deployment, application integration, 
composite application testing, access management, policy definition & enforcement, 
versioning, metamodel updates, repository updates and monitoring. The fourth layer is 
concerned with middleware management. Middleware comprises server (physical and 
virtual), enterprise application integration (EAI) components, databases, collaboration and 
knowledge management solutions and service-related infrastructure items (service registries, 
service repositories and enterprise service buses). The fifth layer targets service 
infrastructure management, which covers hardware installations, release management, SLA 
conformance checks, network management and IT process management. SOA governance 
denotes a vertical layer spanning across all other layers. The authors regard governance as 
the framework in which management operates. Activities include architecture 
definition/maintenance/communication, IT standards definition, architecture compliance 
review, architecture deviations processing and IT process evaluation and improvement. In 
contrast to the other approaches the authors emphasize the importance of the (composite) 
application perspective: While most others solely focus on the management of services, this 
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approach also draws attention to the integration and management of the resulting composed 
application (which is a kind of service cluster). The layer model is process-centered, i.e., 
focusing on the derivation of different process steps on each of the layers. The process steps 
resp. activities are only explained briefly and mostly not backed by literature references. IT 
support of the outlined management activities is not addressed. 
A stakeholder-driven service lifecycle model for SOA 
[Gu & Lago, 2007] present a stakeholder-driven service lifecycle model for technical SOA. 
Stakeholder-driven refers to a role model assigning activities from the proposed SLM 
process to roles. According to the authors, the main advantage of integrating the role- and 
the process-perspective is improved clarification of duties for each stakeholder. The SLM 
process, composed from existing literature, distinguishes design-, run- and change time. The 
corresponding activities are described textually and not further detailed resp. broken down. 
The role model comprises a service provider, a service broker and a service consumer, 
which corresponds to the commonly referred basic SOA role model (see, e.g., [Erl, 2005]). 
The service consumer is entitled as application provider, an organizational entity that 
composes services into (composite) applications. It may be regarded as an integrator and 
thus addresses the same issue as [Behara & Inaganti, 2007] (see before). The authors do not 
provide application examples, neither real-world nor fictional. 
Webservice lifecycle hierarchy model and service-oriented design and development 
methodology 
Based on [Arsanjani, 2004] and [Brown et al., 2005], [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] 
identify four aspects that need to be addressed when building a sustainable service-oriented 
design and development environment: 
1. Service management that covers the whole service lifecycle. 
2. Proper IT support, specifically a platform and programming model that supports 
connecting, deploying, finding, applying, evolving and maintaining services. 
3. Best practices and tools for architecting the service-oriented artifacts in a 
systematic, repeatable way. 
4. Mechanisms to ensure adequate quality of the produced services, i.e., the QoS. 
Recognizing this, the authors propose a webservice lifecycle hierarchy model and a related 
service-oriented design and development methodology. The webservice lifecycle hierarchy 
is a service typology that differentiates two layers, a physical and a logical. The latter 
comprises the service domain, business processes and business services. The physical part 
consists of infrastructure services, component-based service implementations and the 
underlying operational application systems. The design- and development methodology 
includes an SLM process covering the phases planning, analysis & design, construction, 
testing, provisioning, deployment, execution and monitoring. Each step is explained 
textually and supported by fictional (technical) examples. For example, the authors provide 
BPEL process flow source codes to clarify how business roles can be attached to activities. 
In response to aspect 2 several references to common SOA application types are included 
(e.g., to Enterprise Service Buses) and their role within the respective process steps is briefly 
described. The provided mapping between activities and application functions is exemplary 
and non-structured. Thus, it is not sufficient for achieving the potentials lined out in section 
1.2. Further, solely webservices are targeted, i.e., a specific instantiation of technical 
services. Value-oriented aspects are briefly discussed. The authors describe different forms 
of service billing and their implications on business models. However, they do not provide 
processes to determine (planned) costs and revenues of services. 
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The banking industry architecture network (BIAN) 
BIAN [BIAN, 2009a] is a consortium of currently 22 industry partners from the financial 
industry. It is structured into different working groups whose common objective is to foster 
SOA in the financial industry. Most of the groups are working on the derivation and 
description of banking-specific service landscapes, e.g., for the payments and the investment 
domain. Importantly, unlike ITIL and COBIT, BIAN exclusively concentrates on 
application services, i.e., purely technical services that are provided by applications (i.e., 
application services) [BIAN, 2009b]. Based on a metamodel it offers procedures for the 
derivation of services and comes up with a pre-defined reference service architecture. So far 
BIAN analyzes how services are modeled and implemented rather than being concerned 
with the lifecycle management perspective [BIAN, 2013]. Nevertheless, two working 
groups address this perspective. The first group describes the structure of a service registry 
that captures management-related aspects of the services. Three types of repository are 
mentioned, a contract management repository, a development repository and a SM 
repository. BIAN regards service repositories as storage containers for service definitions, 
service-related artifacts (e.g., SLAs), concepts (e.g., domain-specific models such as 
Business Object Models in order to map the services to the corresponding business objects 
they support) and mechanisms (e.g., service versioning) [BIAN, 2009b]. The results 
published so far only provide basic discussions. The second group is dedicated to SLM. The 
developed SLM process consists of the phases initiation, functional definition, technical 
definition, implementation, usage and retirement. Owed to BIANs application service focus, 
the process concentrates on the management of application services. Thus, technical 
activities are dominating, e.g., programming (services, wrappers, calls and other artifacts) 
and re-use identification. While costs as a relevant decision criterion during the early stages 
of the lifecycle are briefly mentioned, no details are provided. Revenues are neglected at all. 
Besides the discussion of service registries and repositories, BIAN is not working on the 
question of proper IT support in SLM. Although it derives service maps, which may be 
regarded as a kind of service portfolio, they are not concerned with managing service 
portfolios, either. 
SPM framework 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009a] argue that the management of single services is well understood, 
while there is little knowledge on managing a set of services. Based on this finding, they 
derive an approach for the management of service portfolios from existing literature. 
Service Portfolio Management (SPM) is defined as “a dynamic decision-making process 
that is dedicated to the continuous, strategically aligned revision of service portfolios” 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009a, p. 1]. A wide array of portfolio management models from other 
industries and professions are identified and described. The authors cite three main 
objectives from [Cooper et al., 2001]44 and state that none of the analyzed approaches fulfills 
all of them: first, value maximization, e.g., measured in terms of return on investment or 
shareholder value. Second, SPM needs to achieve a balanced portfolio, e.g., in terms of 
market risk and technology risk. Third, it is SPM’s task to align the service portfolio to the 
overall strategic goals of the company. The examined models include (probabilistic and 
deterministic) financial models, scoring models, checklists and decision support artifacts 
(e.g., the BCG matrix [Henderson, 2006]). The authors only provide brief descriptions of 
the approaches and no further insights into the analysis procedure. Figure 2-2 depicts the 
resulting SPM framework. All elements wrap around the service portfolio. It comprises 
                                                            
44 These objectives have been derived for the area of product portfolio management. Kohlborn et al. implicitly 
assume that the same objectives also hold for SPM. 
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internal as well as external services and their dependencies between each other. SPM aims 
at fulfilling the aforementioned goals. Service descriptions and categories, i.e., description 
domains, are regarded as basic enablers for SPM, as descriptions contain the attributes that 
are necessary for the derivation of dispositive management decisions (e.g., dependencies 
between services have an impact on retirement decisions for single services). Exemplary 
categories are service ownership, service type and dependencies. Different tasks provide a 
process-centric view on SPM. According to this process, SPM concerns with introducing, 
maintaining, retiring, bundling, sourcing and commercialization of services. Kohlborn et al. 
propose different methods that support the execution of these tasks. However, no further 
description of how the methods might support and how they can be applied is stated. Lastly, 
with respect to governance, the Service Portfolio Manager is introduced as a new role. 
Kohlborn et al.’s approach is the only one dedicated to SPM. However, based on the 
available information it is not possible to validate the scientific validity of their claims and 
the resulting structure of the artifact. Additionally, no application examples are provided. 
The authors are not concerned with IT support, but state that “it should be investigated in 
how far SPM can be tool-supported in order to increase the efficiency and reliability of the 
different tasks” [Kohlborn et al., 2009a, p. 8]. 
 
Source: [Kohlborn et al., 2009a] (re-built). 
Figure 2-2: The SPM framework. 
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Various service engineering approaches 
This section subsumes a whole class of approaches coined Service Engineering (SE). SE 
denotes the systematic design and development of services by means of pre-defined 
techniques stemming from the industrial product engineering domain [Bullinger et al., 
2003]. The discipline emerged in the late 1990s out of the notion that while for products a 
wide range of engineering methods, models and tools exist, there are almost no comparable 
artifacts for services [Mandelbaum, 1998]. 
Bullinger et al. emphasize that SE is “a technical discipline concerned with the systematic 
development and design of services using suitable models, methods and tools. In contrast to 
New Service Development, which is strictly marketing-oriented, service engineering adopts 
a more technical-methodological approach, attempting to efficiently utilize existing 
engineering know-how in the area of traditional product development to develop innovative 
services.” [Bullinger et al., 2003, p. 2]. Consequently, SE focuses on the early stages (prior 
to operation) of a service’s lifecycle. Specifically, two distinct areas of SE prevail: R&D 
management of services concerns with the question of providing adequate frame conditions 
for service development, namely organizational structures and human resources. Whereas 
the first area focuses on the service-engineering environment, Development of new services45 
is concerned with the models, methods and tools of service development. Models comprise 
resource-, process- and product models. Resource models focus on planning the resources 
(human and non-human) required to perform the service. Process models describe the act of 
achieving the desired outcome (i.e., the service itself). Each process model belongs to one of 
two classes, waterfall models or iterative models. The former describe a sequence of serial 
tasks, whereas the latter allow for iterative loops and may be designated as a more advanced 
version of waterfall models. Finally, product models describe the outcome of these 
processes. While the resource- and product dimensions have little impact on this thesis, the 
proposed process models are considered during process model derivation in chapter 4. 
[Bullinger et al., 2003] also note that it is crucial to support service development efforts with 
IT, as outlined in the introduction. 
  
                                                            
45 Specifically, Bullinger et al. use the term service product in order to stress that services are the outcome of an 
engineering process. 
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Requirements coverage and evaluation summary 
Table 2-4 consolidates the assessment results. The most right column indicates where each 
approach is considered in more detail during derivation of the SLM architecture. 
Approach 
Requirement (CR) 
Input for 
(Strategy, 
Process, 
System) 
 
CR1 M
etam
odel 
CR2 A
pplication Exam
ples 
CR3: Configurability and extensibility 
CR4: Business-oriented investigation of 
IT support potentials 
CR5: Integrated view
 on EA
 layers 
CR6: Integrated view
 on services 
CR7: Inter-organizational perspective 
CR8: Lifecycle coverage 
CR9: Single service and service portf. 
CR10: V
alue-orientation 
ITIL 2 4 1 2 2 0 2 4 2 1 S, P 
COBIT 2 4 1 1 2 0 0 4 n 1 P 
SOA-Governance: An approach for the 
Management of SOAs 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 S, P 
Generic Governance Model for Service 
Oriented Architectures 1 0 0 0 1 n 0 4 n 0 P 
IBM SOA Governance and Service 
Lifecycle Management 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 4 1 0 P 
Service Evolution Management 
Framework 2 3 2 3 1 1 0 3 1 0 IS 
Business-oriented Management of 
Webservices 1 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 IS 
Approach for the Management of Service-
oriented Architecture (SOA) based 
Application Systems 
1 0 0 3 2 1 0 4 1 0 IS 
Service Lifecycle Management within 
OPUCE 1 1 0 3 1 3 0 3 1 0 IS 
Service Lifecycle Management 
Infrastructure for Smart Items 2 3 0 3 1 0 0 4 1 0 IS 
Business and Software Service Lifecycle 
Management 2 1 0 0 2 4 0 4 2 0 P 
Approach to Service Management in SOA 
Space 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 P 
A Stakeholder-driven Service Lifecycle 
Model for SOA 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 0 0 S, P 
Webservice Lifecycle Hierarchy Model 
and Service-oriented Design and 
Development Methodology 
2 1 0 2 2 0 0 4 1 1 P 
BIAN 2 4 0 1 2 0 3 4 2 1 S, P 
Service Portfolio Management Framework 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 5 4 0 S, P 
Various Service Engineering approaches 3 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 P, IS 
Keys: n = not ascertainable; S=strategy layer, P=process layer, IS=Information Systems layer 
Table 2-4: Assessment of existing approaches. 
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2.3.5 Challenges and Implications 
Table 2-5 shows the sample’s main statistics. The calculations restrict to descriptive 
statistics. The use of inferential statistics is not appropriate, as the population size is 
relatively small46. Table 2-5 provides basic statistics of the sample. The following inferences 
from the descriptive statistics reveal unaddressed challenges in the field of SLM. 
Requirement 
Descriptive statistics 
Min Max Mean Medi-an 
Std. 
dev. n 
CR1 Metamodel 0 3 1.47 2 0.80 17 
CR2 Application examples 0 4 1.41 1 1.54 17 
CR3 Configurability and extensibility 0 2 0.29 0 0.59 17 
CR4 Business-oriented investigation of IT 
support potentials 0 3 1.41 1 1.28 
17 
CR5 Integrated view on EA layers 0 2 1.47 2 0.72 17 
CR6 Integrated view on services 0 4 0.69 0 1.25 16 
CR7 Inter-organizational perspective 0 3 0.59 0 0.87 17 
CR8 Lifecycle coverage 0 5 3.47 4 1.18 17 
CR9 Single service and service portfolio 
coverage 0 4 1.47 1 1.06 
15 
CR10 Value-orientation 0 1 0.29 0 0.47 17 
Table 2-5: Descriptive statistics. 
 
Although most approaches precisely define the terms and concepts they embody, none of 
them has a comprehensive metamodel in place (CR1). Even established semi-standards, 
e.g., ITIL, do not natively provide one, although there are initiatives to close the gap 
[Strahonja, 2009]. Metamodels are especially important for configuring and extending the 
artifact.  
In this sense, only one of the analyzed approaches concerns with configuration and 
extension issues (CR3). [Treiber et al., 2008] suggest an architecture for the management of 
service evolutions and endow their artifact with an interface for plugins that allows adding 
or removing data source adapters. This in turn allows an adoption of their approach to 
varying real-world conditions. The other authors are not concerned with this aspect. Hence, 
the shortage of available metamodels might be explained by the fact that authors do not pay 
adequate attention to configurability and extensibility. 
A median valuation of 1 points to an obvious shortcoming of application examples (CR2). 
However, the mean and range47 suggest high dispersion. Especially the most disseminated 
approaches, namely ITIL, COBIT and BIAN, provide multiple case studies describing the 
introduction and operation of the approaches within real-world settings. Apart from these, 
case studies are scarce and mostly fictional. Hence, most authors do not prove practical 
applicability of their artifact, making it difficult to evaluate the usefulness. This underpins 
the importance of research question C. 
                                                            
46 Assuming that all relevant approaches have been analyzed, the terms sample size and population size refer to the 
same quantity. 
47 Minimum valuation - maximum valuation. 
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None of the approaches substantially addresses all BE layers (CR5). Most restrict to one or 
two layers, especially strategy and processes. The majority of approaches propose process-
based artifacts, occasionally supplemented by an unstructured identification of the engaged 
actors. Some technical contributions include basic role models, mainly based on the 
traditional triangular SOA role model (see, e.g., [Erl, 2005]).  
With respect to the investigation of IT support potentials (CR4), a dichotomy between 
technical and business-oriented approaches prevails. All five approaches that are rated 
higher than 2 for this requirement, focus on technical services, mostly webservices. They 
target specific, small-grained areas rather than investigating and/or developing IT support 
from a service lifecycle viewpoint. This finding is in line with past findings of [Bullinger et 
al., 2003] and confirms the appropriateness of research question B. 
While several service typologies and resulting service architectures take an integrated 
perspective on service types (as in the sense of this thesis, see section 2.2), the analyzed SM 
approaches lack this feature (CR6). [Kohlborn et al., 2009b] are the only ones accounting 
for the fact that management tasks and requirements vary with the managed service’s type. 
However, they restrict to describing differences in exemplary activities. Hence, there is no 
service management approach that is capable of managing integrated service-oriented 
architectures. 
No artifact specifically focuses on inter-organizational settings (CR7). While one cannot 
infer that these approaches are incompatible with inter-organizational settings, it can be 
concluded that no work except for [Gu & Lago, 2007] provides a structured mapping 
between organizational roles and activities. Gu and Lago utilize the classical triangular SOA 
role model and identify the SM-related activities these roles perform. The triangular role 
model has several deficits making it unsuitable for investigating IT support of SLM (for 
details refer to section 3.2). Consequently, no approach comprises inter-organizational 
aspects in a way that is suitable for answering the respective part of research question A. 
Approximately 65% of all approaches explicitly concern with lifecycle-wide SM (i.e., SLM) 
(CR8). While the embodied lifecycles vary with respect to granularity, they distinguish 
similar phases. This similarity does not depend on the addressed service types or business- 
vs. technical focus, which is in line with the findings of [Kohlborn et al., 2009b]. As a 
consequence, existing literature will be leveraged to synthesize the top layer of the SLM 
process. The level of process detailing varies, ranging from high-level description to fine-
grained activity derivation. Four findings emerge: Existing SLM approaches 1) tend to be 
either focusing on technical services or not to state the addressed service type at all, 2) are 
either only described on a high-level, mostly only on the first granularity layer, or are 
detailed for certain areas of the lifecycle (e.g., service development), 3) embody either 
technical- or business-related activities and thus are not integrative in this respect, 4) mostly 
do not follow any standardized process notation (e.g., the Business Process Modeling 
Notation, BPMN) and do not propose complete flows, but rather restrict to activity listings. 
All approaches target the management of single services, while especially the technical 
approaches account for the fact that services may be composed of other services and thus 
they consider (technical) dependencies. A comprehensive portfolio perspective covering 
both technical- and business-related management aspects is not available (CR9). ITIL (since 
version 3) proposes a service portfolio management process and corresponding roles 
managing so-called Service Design Packages, which denote packages containing all 
relevant artifacts (description, requirements, improvement concepts, transition plans etc.) of 
a business service. However, ITIL restricts to process descriptions and is not concerned with 
how to support SPM with IT. [Kohlborn et al., 2009a] construct an SPM framework and 
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mention various portfolio management techniques, without further investigating their 
applicability within service contexts. 
Finally, value-related aspects are not part of the analyzed SM approaches (CR10). While 
five authors regard service costs and/or revenues as important for SM, none proposes 
detailed artifacts (e.g., tools or detailed processes) in this respect. 
The analysis shows that none of the stated requirements is fully addressed by contemporary 
SM approaches. Nevertheless, many aspects have been identified as being valuable for the 
construction of the SLM architecture and thus will be taken up in later chapters. 
2.4 Real-world Data Input Selection 
The DSR research approach, embedded within a consortium research setting, is particularly 
suitable to close the identified gaps by means of real-world knowledge extraction. Besides 
focus group meetings, case studies and case examples are further important sources of 
knowledge. Hence, the selection of appropriate cases is a crucial step. A case study is “an 
empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context” 
[Yin, 2003, p. 13]. It aims at capturing the dynamics present within single settings 
[Eisenhardt, 1989]. Properly applied, case study research ensures practical applicability and 
usefulness of the resulting artifact [Hartley, 2004]. Based on the research questions, this 
section motivates the selection of cases used throughout this thesis. 
2.4.1 Selection 
The cases employed in this thesis need to help closing the challenges from section 2.3.5 that 
are not yet addressed by the analyzed approaches. Referring to these challenges, five criteria 
serve as the basis for case selection. 
Objective 
To ensure the mentioned practical applicability and usefulness of the architecture, 
construction needs to consider real-world data. Further, practical utility of the resulting 
artifact needs to be proven using practice cases [Vickers, 2012]. 
Referring to the first three phases of the research process of [Österle & Otto, 2010] 
(“Analysis”, “Design” and “Evaluation”, see section 1.3), case studies may serve one or 
more of the following purposes within DSR: First, they may help to identify and formulate 
the problem. Second, they can be leveraged to design the problem’s solution, i.e., the 
artifact. And third, applying the artifact within a case study enables the researcher to 
illustrate and validate them. 
The first two denote forms of inductive reasoning, as they extract patterns from the analyzed 
cases in order to establish new knowledge. The third applies deductive reasoning to 
illustrate and validate the artifact [Vickers, 2012]. Thereby, the appropriate type of case is 
pre-determined by the respective research question. While research questions A and B aim 
at designing the architecture partially by inductively extracting information from real-world 
observations, research question C regards the resulting architecture as a theory for designing 
and applies it to real-world situations. 
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For the “Analysis” phase, interviews during acquisition meetings within the CC Sourcing 
consortium research project helped identifying the problem, see section 1.1. 
Throughout chapters 3-5 several case examples provide input for the inductive construction 
of the architecture (“Design” phase). In settings involving more than one case study, [Yin, 
1993] postulates selecting cases according to replication rather than sampling logic. 
Consequently, cases are selected so that they a) provide the knowledge required to answer 
the research questions and b) deliberately overlap to a certain extent in order to raise the 
results’ confidence. The SLM role model on the strategy layer draws from the cases of 
LGB, Swisscom, Finnova, ENTB and ZKB. The process architecture partially draws from 
the LGB, ENTB and ZKB cases and minor examples from additional financial institutions. 
The IS layer, especially the functional reference model, including the activity-/function-
mapping, is constructed from an analysis of contemporary SLM software applications and 
the LGB case. 
Chapter 6 presents four different kinds of deductive application (“Evaluation” phase). First, 
section 6.2 applies the architecture to the SLM at LGB and derives recommendations for 
improving IT support. Second, section 6.3 shows extensibility of the artifact by providing a 
holistic valuation model for selecting appropriate SLM applications. While the 
aforementioned application scenarios target the SLM IT support in organizations, section 
6.4 evaluates the contemporary landscape of available SLM applications and infers 
statistically validated findings. Fourth, based on these findings section 6.5 leverages the 
architecture to design an SLM software solution that addresses the identified shortcomings 
and presents a prototypical implementation for a synthesized case example that is based on 
multiple real-world cases. 
Research method: qualitative vs. quantitative research 
Case study research does not necessarily have to be qualitative in nature. Depending on the 
number of analysis objects, statistical (i.e., quantitative) reasoning might be viable in 
addition to qualitative reasoning [Yin, 2003]. Both methods have certain advantages and 
disadvantages. While quantitative reasoning is more reliable in terms of significance, 
qualitative reasoning usually better captures detail information and grants the researcher 
more freedom to react to unforeseen conditions [Jones, 2012]. Hence, this thesis follows 
[Newman & Benz, 1998] and [Mingers, 2001], who argue in favor of combining both 
approaches in order to overcome the dichotomized either-or bias toward qualitative or 
quantitative methods. While the inductive case studies are qualitative in nature, the 
deductive cases comprise a mixture of both. Especially, the assessment of contemporary 
SLM applications in section 6.4 leverages statistical analysis and inference methods. 
Further, the real option-based valuation of different application selection scenarios in section 
6.3 also intensively draws from quantitative concepts. 
SLM orientation: business-focused vs. technical understanding of SLM 
Section 2.2 motivated the necessity of an integrating service understanding. The resulting 
architecture should be applicable to all types of service, especially within integrating 
environments comprising more than one service type (CR6). Additionally, CR4 requires 
considering both business-related and technical aspects/activities within SLM. The 
prevalent dichotomy in organizational practice still causes an absence of integrated SLM 
examples. Consequently, induction needs to draw from both, business-oriented and 
technical cases. While LGB is rather technically oriented, ENTB, ZKB and Finnova focus 
on the business perspective of SLM. Hence, the case selection is suitable for designing an 
integrated approach that covers both kinds of understanding. 
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Focus of analysis: architecture layer coverage 
A holistic view on the strategy-, process- and IS layers of the enterprise architecture is 
necessary for evaluating and designing IT support in SLM (CR5). As a clear shortage of IT 
support in SLM within organizations can be observed (see section 1.1), especially the 
construction of the architecture’s IS layer needs to draw from additional sources. A 
comprehensive analysis of existing SLM software solutions provides further input in this 
regard. 
Object of application: single application vs. application architecture 
The question of IT support in SLM may be answered from different perspectives. While the 
support capabilities of a single application yield insights into this single application’s utility 
(e.g., in terms of process coverage), holistic analyses of complete SLM application 
architectures in companies are better suited to derive courses of action for that company. 
The applied perspective depends on the targeted beneficiaries (see section 1.2). The cases in 
this thesis reflect both, the single application and application architecture perspectives. 
While the company cases target the latter, the analysis of available SLM software solutions 
addresses the former. 
Case presentation: centralized vs. distributed case presentation 
Besides the five introduced selection criteria, a clarification on the mode of case 
presentation is required. There are two ways to depict the knowledge obtained from the 
inductive cases. One possibility is to completely describe each case in a single coherent 
section including all inferences. Another option is to distribute the case description 
throughout the different architecture construction sections. The former makes it easier for 
the reader to capture the overall picture of the situation in a particular case. However, an 
important drawback is that all information is provided in a single place rather than where it 
is utilized for architecture construction. Consequently, this thesis adopts the latter, placing 
the case information directly into the sections where it is required for the construction of the 
SLM architecture. As a common basis, the following section provides an introduction to the 
main cases. 
2.4.2 Case Introductions and Explanatory Contributions 
ENTB 
ENTB is a Swiss transaction bank. It provides IT outsourcing (ITO) and business process 
outsourcing (BPO) services in the core areas paying, investing and financing. Examples are 
payments processing services, valor data feeds and ebanking. ENTB acts as an integrator 
that buys (sub-)services from other providers and sells the composed services to its 
customers. For several years now, ENTB is introducing a business-oriented SLM that aims 
at professionalizing and especially integrating all service-related management activities 
along the covered value chain. Specifically, it employed a process architecture and 
corresponding role model, covering all activities from supplier management, service 
production and integration to customer management. The processes are in operation for 
several years now and thus provide valuable input for the construction of the architecture’s 
process layer (CR8, CR9). The integrator role ENTB assumes is a certain type of SLM 
orientation and thus enhances the generosity and universal applicability of the SLM role 
model on the strategy layer (CR7). 
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LGB 
LGB understands SOA as a set of patterns and guidelines that are applied within the 
Enterprise Integration Architecture (EAI), whose objectives are the reduction of complexity 
and the simplification of data exchange and process execution within the IT landscape. It is 
organizationally situated within the IT-Architecture department. LGB’s banking application 
architecture comprises several thousand applications that are clustered into 22 domains. 
LGB defines services as encapsulated technical functions possessing a standardized 
interface. These services are provided and consumed by applications. Currently LGB runs 
several initiatives that aim at improving the business-orientation of the so far rather 
technical SOA approach. These include a mapping of services to business models, 
especially a Business Object Model (BOM) and a Business Capability Model (BCM). A 
BOM statically describes business objects, e.g., customers, orders and securities. A BOM 
enhances business-orientation as it provides a common vocabulary that is understood by 
business employees and technicians alike. The BCM in turn describes the nature and 
relationships of business capabilities, i.e., the externally visible behavior and performance of 
a service, without stating anything on how these performances are produced [Sehmi & 
Schwegler, 2006]. In this sense, the BCM can be seen as a business-oriented service 
description. As such, it supports service discovery activities and thus fosters re-use. Owed to 
the dominating technical orientation of SOA at LGB, it pursues a more technical approach 
to SLM than ENTB. It targets the management of technical services in the form of CORBA- 
and webservices. 
While ENTB focuses on the provision of services to external customers, LGB’s IT 
department applies SOA to flexibly support the bank’s internal business units. This 
constitutes a different kind of SLM orientation and therefore provides input for the SLM 
role model. LGB’s central SLM process embodies several stage gates ensuring a) technical 
correctness and b) usability within business contexts. This involves both, technical and 
business-oriented viewpoints on SLM and thus adds to the architecture’s process layer 
(especially addressing CR4 and CR6). LGB operates two custom-built applications, a 
service repository and an interface management system employing a lifecycle-based view 
on services by incorporating functions like versioning and service development support 
(e.g., code generators). A detailed analysis of these applications helps constructing the 
functional reference model on the architecture’s IS layer. 
In addition to the inductive contribution, this case study is utilized to demonstrate the 
practical applicability of the result (CR2). LGB’s SLM IT support capabilities are evaluated, 
which subsequently leads to different recommendations for the bank (section 6.2). 
Finnova 
Finnova is a Swiss core banking software provider. Its solution provides functionality for 
the provisioning of all common financial services within the areas of paying, investing and 
financing. SOA at Finnova is twofold: First, the software’s architecture features a so-called 
Open Architecture layer that leverages standards (like XML and SOAP) in order to enhance 
compatibility with other banking systems. Second, the application functionality is 
encapsulated in services that are accessible by means of the aforementioned access layer. 
Finnova targets banks and integrates with other providers’ services. It cooperates with 
implementation partners, e.g., Swisscom, to get its core banking solution implemented and 
configured on the customer’s site. Finnova has not yet employed comprehensive IT support 
in SLM, neither does it maintain formal SLM processes. Therefore, the case mainly 
influences the role model. However, within a four-months lasting project in 2012 the thesis 
author and another researcher collaborated with Finnova to develop and implement a pricing 
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process and a corresponding software prototype allowing valuing different software 
configurations and according pricing models. This process serves as input for the 
architecture’s process layer, while the functional reference model is complemented with the 
identified valuation functionalities. Finnova offers her customers a Software Development 
Kit (called Finnova Development Kit, FDK) that allows her client banks to develop their 
own extensions. The corresponding functions have also been incorporated into the 
functional reference model. 
ZKB 
ZKB, headquartered in Zurich, is the largest cantonal bank in Switzerland. Customer-
proximity and regional anchoring are core elements of the bank’s market appearance. A 
multiple-year project at ZKB focuses on the introduction of a company-wide SLM. ZKB 
regards SLM as a business area-spanning discipline aiming at improved integration of 
internal service creation activities into the company as a whole. The business unit logistics 
supplies all other business units with various services. Sales teams and specialists 
departments (the frontoffice) order services from the logistics, ranging from the processing 
of payments transactions to the installation and maintenance of workplaces, real estate 
valuation and ebanking provisioning. Historically, each SLA for a given service varied 
significantly with respect to the agreed service constituents and prices. There was no 
centralized service catalogue or repository. Dependencies between services had not been 
recorded and thus cost calculation was largely arbitrary. In order to solve the problems, 
ZKB started introducing business-oriented SOA approximately five years ago. During a 
several-month lasting project the author and further researchers derived a basic SLM 
strategy and an SLM maturity model still in operation. Findings from this project are 
considered during role model and process layer construction (fostering CR5). 
Swisscom 
Swisscom is a Swiss corporation offering services across multiple sectors, including 
telecommunications and financial services. One of its sub-branches, Swisscom IT Services 
Finance, acts as an implementation partner for IT-related projects in the financial services 
industry. It collaborates with software vendors, e.g., Finnova, to implement the core banking 
software on customer’s sites and operates the implemented solutions. Its main value 
proposition is the accumulated experience from many similar projects. Subsequently, 
Swisscom refers to this branch. The case example is analyzed during role model design. It is 
the only company in the sample offering implementation services. 
Software application analyses 
[Hevner et al., 2004] suggest considering existing instantiations if literature lacks adequate 
input. Hitherto, IT support in SLM is largely untouched in literature (see section 2.3). 
Hence, especially the construction of the functional reference model on the IS layer needs to 
draw from sources other than literature48. Although the cases provide useful input in this 
regard, the SLM IT support situation in organizations cannot be considered comprehensive. 
Therefore, an analysis and evaluation of the contemporary SLM application market is the 
main source for the identification of application functionalities and the activity-/function-
mapping as well as the function-/application-mapping.49 
                                                            
48 See chapter 5 for more details. 
49 Although this source cannot be considered a case study, it exhibits similar characteristics. First, it is analyzed in 
the same manner as a case study (in terms of procedure). Second, it delivers input for architecture construction. 
And third, the applications (and the SLM application market as a whole) denote an element of the real world. 
Given these reasons, it is introduced in this chapter along with the case studies. 
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Table 2-6 summarizes the selected cases’ characteristics. 
Characteristic 
EN
TB 
LG
B 
Finnova 
ZK
B 
Sw
isscom
 
SLM
 softw
are 
application analysis 
Objective 
(a=analysis, e=evaluation, d=design) 
a,d a,e,d a,d a,d a,d d,e 
Research method 
(quant=quantiative, qual=qualitative, 
semi-q=semi-quantitative) 
qual semi-q qual qual qual quant 
SLM orientation  
(b=business, t=technical) b t b b b both 
Focus of analysis  
(s=strategy, p=process, is=information 
system) 
s, p, is s, p, is s, p s, p s is 
Object of application*  
(sa=single application, aa=application 
architecture) 
- aa - - - sa 
* criterion only applicable to deductive cases. 
Table 2-6: Characteristics of the utilized cases. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
A discussion of conceptual basics of architectures, reference modeling and service-
orientation laid the foundation for requirements derivation. The enclosing identification, 
analysis and comparison of existing SM approaches revealed that no single approach covers 
all requirements to a satisfactory degree. Especially, an integrated view on all BE layers is 
absent, which results in none of the approaches being capable of investigating IT support in 
SLM in a way that solves the stated challenges (see sections 1.1 and 1.2).  
Many of the existing role models base on the classical triangular SOA role model. An 
indicative discussion of real-world examples revealed that these lack important role 
distinctions. Further, no model provides a systematic role-/activity-mapping. Instead, 
existing models restrict to textual role definitions. 
The processes within the contributions exhibit one or more of the following deficits. They 
tend to solely focus either on technical or on business-related management tasks, employ 
either a high-level view or focus on single parts of the lifecycle and do not provide 
comprehensive coverage of inter-organizational aspects. Further, the processes either focus 
on technical services or do not differentiate between service types at all. Almost all 
approaches cover single services, whereas none considers both, single services and service 
portfolios. Finally, no approach addresses valuation-related aspects, i.e., cost and revenue 
management issues. 
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With respect to IT support, the examined works also exhibit important shortcomings. First 
and foremost, no work comprehensively concerns with examining IT support for SLM, 
especially not from a functional perspective. Further, while some works outline application 
architectures for certain problems, none of them a) targets the whole service lifecycle and b) 
provides detailed discussions of the contained application functions. 
The identified shortcomings subsequently serve as side conditions for artifact construction 
and hence for answering the stated research questions. Specifically, for each architecture 
layer the applicable consolidated requirements (CRs) are translated into specific design 
guidelines. 
To ensure practical applicability of the architecture, both architecture derivation and 
application need to draw from practice input. Consequently, the selection of cases has 
considerable influence on the result’s quality. To ensure an adequate degree of rigor during 
case selection, six criteria were applied.  
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3 Architecture Structure and Strategy Layer 
3.1 General Structure 
3.1.1 Structure of the Architecture 
The three BE layers strategy, process and IS constitute the architecture’s top-level structure. 
The strategy layer comprises a generic SLM role model. This role model later serves a) to 
configure and discuss different SLM orientations and b) to investigate corresponding 
implications from an application support perspective. In order to be able to discuss 
application support in detail, the process layer consists of a process-architecture that 
embodies different SLM-related processes, which are detailed down to single activities. The 
IS layer investigates existing SLM applications and derives a functional reference model 
depicting application support possibilities in the field of SLM. The role-/activity-mapping, 
the activity-/function-mapping and the function-/application-mapping connect the three 
layers. First, the mapping between activities and network roles allows determining those 
activities that need to be covered given a company’s role coverage. Second, functions from 
the functional reference model are mapped to activities: once the activities that are to be 
covered are clear, the mapping can be leveraged to determine possible IT support. Third, a 
mapping between functions and application provides a means to select the appropriate 
applications for a given functional need. Altogether, the architecture allows characterizing 
an organization’s/unit’s SLM orientation (in terms of covered roles), determining the 
resulting process coverage and working out the corresponding IT support. Figure 3-1 depicts 
the architecture’s structure. 
 
Figure 3-1: Overview of the architecture’s constituents and relationships. 
Keys: 
Strategy 
Process 
Information 
System 
Roles 
Processes 
21 SLM roles 
4 SLM-related 
processes 
Functions 
152 functions 
36 function sub-
groups 
Applications 
7 function 
groups 
26 SLM-related 
Applications 
SLM software 
prototype 
152 function 
descriptions 
Mappings 
690 role-/
activity-
mappings 
161 Activities 
612 activity-/
function-
mappings 
maps to activities 
maps to roles comprises 
is part of 
comprise 
described by 
contained in 
maps to activities 
implements  
selected 
imple- 
ment 
Perspective Architecture  layer 
Architecture 
element 
352 function-/
application-
mappings 
maps to activities 
maps to applications 
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3.1.2 Metamodel 
Core-business-engineering metamodel 
As the architecture’s structure is grounded in the BE framework, it adopts and extends the 
corresponding Core-Business-Engineering metamodel (CBE) of [Höning, 2009]. Höning 
endowed the model with several features, especially minimalism and extensibility. 
Minimalism postulates to focus solely on important elements, while allowing for context-
specific reductions. Extensibility in contrast is a feature that allows to enrich the model with 
further detailing in order to adapt it to context-specific scenarios. Literature coincides that 
traditional EA approaches, e.g., BE, need to be updated to accommodate the service notion 
(see e.g., [Brooks, 2009; Perko, 2008]). [Kohlmann, 2011] included the Service perspective, 
which defines several service-related element types, especially the different service types.  
Extensions for SLM 
This thesis proposes extending the Service perspective with another sub-perspective for 
SLM. Introducing a completely new perspective does not seem appropriate, as the 
management of services obviously has strong semantic ties with the Service perspective. 
However, including the management-related element types within the Service perspective 
without further separation from the existing element types does not seem appropriate 
either 50 . Thus, a new Service Lifecycle Management sub-perspective of the Service 
perspective accommodates the SLM element types. The necessary extensions obey to the 
rules proposed by [Kurpjuweit et al., 2007] and refined by [Höning, 2009]. Table 3-1 
provides a brief overview of the applicable rules and their notations. 
No. Short description Notation 
1 Adding a new element type  
2 Adding a new association  
3 Specialization of an element type  
4 Detailed description of an element type by adding 
new detailing element types 
 
5 Detailed description of an association by adding 
element types or classes of associations  
7 Rearrangement of associations to a higher level of 
aggregation  
Remark: based on [Höning, 2009] and [Kurpjuweit et al., 2007]. 
Table 3-1: Extension rules. 
 
Additional element types Function, Function sub-group and Function group (rule 1): in 
order to investigate application support in SLM, it is necessary to abstract from specific 
instantiations, as software solutions vary in scope and breadth of detail. In the former 
metamodel version, an application consists of Application-(Software-)Components. 
However, according to [Chandren, 2012, p. 1] a software component is „a software package, 
                                                            
50 [Höning, 2009] denotes the metamodel’s entities as Gestaltungsobjekte (German, English translation: design 
objects). [Kohlmann, 2011] uses the terms Gestaltungsobjekte, Gestaltungselemente (German, English 
translation: design element) and Elementtypen (German, English translation: element types) interchangeably. For 
consistency, this thesis restricts to the term element types. 
Element'
type'1'
Element'
type'1'
Element'
type'2'
Element'
type'3'
Element'
type'1'
Element'
type'2'
Element'
type'3'
Element'
type'1'
Element'
type'2'
Element'
type'2'
Element'
type'1'
Element'
type'2'
Element'
type'1'
Element'
type'3'
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a Web service, or a module that encapsulates a set of related functions (or data).” For the 
purpose of this thesis, this element type is too broad, as it possibly comprises more than one 
function. Therefore, three additional element types are introduced, which jointly allow for a 
structured analysis and depiction of SLM application functionality: first, the element type 
Function is the elementary function-related type. It depicts an atomic application function. 
Second, applying the concept of hierarchical function structuring [Scheer, 2001], functions 
belonging together from a semantic point of view (e.g., when they operate on the same 
object and follow the same purpose51) are grouped into the same Function sub-group. Third, 
these are grouped into Function groups (by applying the same principle). Basically, the 
latter two are structuring elements that help keeping an overview within the functional 
reference model (see section 5.5 for a more detailed discussion). Further, during 
configuration they comprise a starting point for element selection on architecture instance 
level (see chapter 6). The corresponding changes in associations are: 
• new association consists of between Application-(Software-)Component and 
Function (rule 4). 
• re-arrangement of the association between Application-(Software-)Component and 
Activity, switch from Application-(Software-)Component to Function (rules 5 and 
7). 
• new contains association between Function sub-group and Function and between 
Function Group and Function sub-group (rule 4). 
The associations might lead to the conclusion that Functions and/or Function groups are 
semantically equal to Application-(Software-)Components. However, while the former 
might vary with the specific instantiation (i.e., the respective application it is part of), the 
latter denote stable structuring elements within the functional reference model. 
Additional element type ‘Process for SLM’: [Höning, 2009] allows for model extension by 
specialization of element types (rule 3). In order to investigate IT support for SLM, the 
corresponding SLM-related processes need to be detailed. Therefore, the existing element 
type Business Process is specialized by associating the new element type SLM Process52. An 
SLM process is any process that is directly concerned with SLM. The element is specialized 
by the processes Service lifecycle management, Service portfolio management, Service cost 
management and Service revenue management (see chapter 4) 53 . The corresponding 
associations stem from rule 3. These processes are supported by different (application) 
functions, which is already covered by the previous adaptations. The processes comprise 
activities and aim at managing Services (association according to rule 2). 
Additional element type SLM Role (short: role): One of the architecture’s purposes is to 
discuss different SLM orientations in order to derive implications for SLM IT support. 
Therefore, the element type Business Partner Role is specialized with the new element SLM 
role (rule 3, same argumentation as before). An aggregation of existing metamodel 
relationships reveals that SLM roles (indirectly) perform certain activities within the SLM 
                                                            
51  An example is the analysis of WSDL descriptions. WSDL, the Webservice Description Language, is a 
standardized approach to describe interfaces of webservices. Exemplary SLM-related applications’ subfunctions 
are WSDL consistency check and WSDL visualization. Both a) operate on WSDL descriptions and b) are 
concerned with some kind of analysis. Therefore, they may be subsumed into a function sub-group called WSDL 
analysis or -more abstract- Service description analysis. 
52 Strictly, this kind of specialization is not allowed, as it does not cover all possible specializations (specifically, 
non-SLM processes are not covered anymore). However, in order to keep the metamodel simple and focused, the 
minimalism principle (introduced before) has priority. 
53 It is debatable whether these specific processes are part of the metamodel or rather denote instantiations within the 
specific model. To enhance clarity, the author decided to include them into the metamodel. 
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processes. Thus, discussing application support for certain types of SLM roles becomes 
feasible. 
Additional element type SLM-related application: The new element type inherits from 
Application (rule 3) and (via the element type Application (Software-) Component) 
implements functions. Due to this existing linkage no new (direct) link is established. 
However, the Application (Software-) Component element type is not further considered. 
Figure 3-2 depicts the resulting extended CBE metamodel, which subsequently serves as the 
architecture’s metamodel. 
 
Remark: translated to English, original language: German. 
Figure 3-2: The extended and adapted metamodel.  
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3.2 Strategy Layer 
3.2.1 Introduction and Definitions 
In today’s service economy the creation, operation and delivery of services typically takes 
place in service networks. Network role models provide a means to express such settings 
and define an organization’s positioning therein (i.e., they depict roles and relationships) 
[Barros et al., 2011c]. [Barros et al., 2011c] state that roles require a specific set of 
applications and tools. This implies that appropriate IT support for SLM depends on the 
roles an actor assumes. Hence, in order to enable an investigation of IT support for SLM, 
this section constructs and presents a corresponding SLM role model. 
For [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2007] a role is a type of participant in some system. 
This definition does not touch upon the question of a role’s purpose. Therefore, it is not 
possible to utilize it in the context of role model construction. [Reichardt & White, 2007] 
employ a functional perspective and regard roles as functional classes of agents within a 
network. In this sense, referring to [Borgatti & Everett, 1992] and [Wasserman & Faust, 
1994], they state that the connectivity pattern is related to the function of an agent in the 
network. Put differently, roles are defined by the activities they perform. [Kohlmann & Alt, 
2007] define roles by the services they provide. Each role provides one or more service 
clusters, i.e., sets of coherent services, to other roles within the network. Services are the 
result of processes [Oracle, 2013]. Processes in turn consist of activities [Lewis & Slack, 
2003]. Hence, Kohlmann et al. also employ an activity-based definition of roles. According 
to [Barros et al., 2011c, p. 8], a role conceptualizes „a certain behavior or mode of operation 
[...]“. The role concept in their view is an (abstract) „[...] super type of roles that participate 
in the provisioning and delivery of a network provisioned entity [...]“54 [Barros et al., 2011b, 
p. 9], which also corresponds to a process-based definition. Additionally, they state that an 
actor can assume one or more roles simultaneously and switch roles over time, which is in 
line with [Gu & Lago, 2007]55. Given these viewpoints, a role exhibits three features. First, it 
characterizes a participant within some kind of system, e.g., an industry network. Second, a 
role is defined by a set of activities it performs. Third, collaborating roles jointly perform a 
set of activities, resulting in a specified outcome. Lastly, a real-world actor may assume 
more than one role at once and switch roles over time56. 
  
                                                            
54 Network provisioned entity is the abstract supertype for all entities that can be exposed to a service network. 
[Barros et al., 2011a] distinguish between services and service bundles as concrete exposable entities, with the 
latter being the entirety of two or more services. 
55 [Gu & Lago, 2007] argue that, for example, an IT department that is responsible for developing a service-oriented 
application can be both a service consumer and an application provider. 
56 [Alt et al., 2009a] forecast future competition to take place between networks rather than between single 
companies. In this respect networkability, describing the ability to efficiently establish, maintain and enhance IT-
based business relationships, is gaining importance [Alt & Smith, 2007]. It enables companies to actively switch 
between different roles and harness upcoming business opportunities. Given the shortening service lifecycles in 
most industries, role changes are likely to occur more frequently. An example is the platform-as-a-service 
provider heroku.com: Starting out as a pure service hoster in 2007, it continuously broadened its scope and now 
also is a database provider, among others (see www.heroku.com). 
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3.2.2 Construction Process, Design Guidelines and General Structure 
Construction process 
Building on the specified role understanding, requirements on the anticipated role model are 
derived. Based on these, an analysis of existing literature and subsequent identification of 
shortcomings follows by means of practice case analyses. The final role model for SLM 
addresses these shortcomings. Figure 3-3 details the procedure. 
 
Figure 3-3: SLM role model construction process (strategy layer). 
Design guidelines 
In order to be of use for the problems at hand, the role model needs to fulfill the following 
two design guidelines. 
Power to express different real-world SLM orientations: CR2 postulates the provision of 
real world application examples. Hence, the role model needs to be capable of providing an 
abstracted representation of (real-world) market-based settings. This is ensured by 
considering real world cases during the construction process in addition to existing literature 
on role models. !Design guideline 1: the role model needs to be able to depict common 
real-world SLM orientations. 
Balance between granularity and usability: Granularities of existing role models vary 
considerably. While for example the classical triangular SOA model only distinguishes 
three roles [Erl, 2005], [Barros et al., 2011c] identify seven roles. Some role models even 
comprise more than 20 roles (see e.g., [Alt et al., 2009b]). Theoretically, roles may be 
detailed so as to cover only a single activity each. Higher detail levels allow for a more 
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precise characterization of actors, but in turn lead to an increased complexity for the 
modeler. Hence it is important to find a balance by subsuming activities into a single role 
whenever appropriate. Practice cases serve as an indicator for adequate aggregations in this 
respect. !Design guideline 2: while still obeying design guideline 1, the role model needs 
to keep the number of different roles at an acceptable level (in terms of complexity). 
General structure 
As stated, the role model relies on both, existing literature and practice cases. This section 
identifies the model’s roles and defines them in terms of the activities they cover. Rather 
than providing detailed descriptions on the activity coverage for each role, for the time being 
the role definitions restrict to aggregate descriptions. This is because literature does not fully 
agree on the atomic activities within SLM (see chapter 4 for details). Therefore, the detailed 
role-/activity mapping is not provided until section 4.4, subsequent to the derivation of 
consolidated SLM-related processes and the corresponding activities. 
3.2.3 SLM Role Models in Literature 
The analysis and comparison of existing approaches in section 2.3 identified several 
literature contributions proposing role models. This section provides an in-depth analysis 
thereof. As section 2.3 solely focused on SM approaches, other contributions that might also 
embody relevant role models were not covered, as for example [Barros et al., 2011c], who 
propose a role model as part of their service description approach. These are, however, part 
of the forthcoming analyses. 
Technical SOA contributions commonly rely on the triangular SOA role model, 
distinguishing service provider, service consumer and service broker [Brauer & Kline, 2005; 
Erl, 2005]. In service-oriented environments, service consumers consume services that are 
offered by the provider. Importantly, consumers are not aware of the service’s 
implementation, but rather only possess information on how to use the service, i.e., its 
interface [Erl, 2005]. The broker acts as a matchmaker between provider and consumer. 
Different types of service brokers exist, including service registries, message brokers, 
marketplaces and others. Common to all is their intermediating function. [Gu & Lago, 2007] 
argue that the triangular role model implicitly assumes a setting in which no further 
collaboration between actors takes place, except for the final exchange of services. This 
understanding is not compatible to the integrated SLM approach this thesis is developing, as 
it neglects frequent interactions between roles along the entire service lifecycle [Tsai, 2005], 
e.g., during joint service development. 
Recognizing the emergence of composite services and open service marketplaces, 
[Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] extend the triangular role model with a service 
operator and a service aggregator (Extended SOA – ESOA). Service aggregators use 
services or service composites as inputs for further service compositions. In this sense, an 
aggregator is a special type of service provider. It assumes tasks including coordination 
(execution and dataflow control), monitoring (event gathering and consolidation), 
conformance (business rules enforcements, parameter type checking) and QoS 
(determination and communication). Service operators are responsible for managing SOA-
critical applications required for service provision and service deployment. A service 
operator may be both, client or aggregator and is especially important for the management 
of open marketplaces with multiple interacting players [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 
2006]. 
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[Treiber et al., 2008] note that a growing diffusion of the SOA paradigm leads to an 
increasing specialization of actors and thus adds the hosting environment (i.e., a service 
hoster) as an additional role. This is owed to the observation that service providers tend to 
host their services externally57. 
While the authors mentioned so far align their role models to the management of technical 
services in the form of webservices, ITIL [OGC, 2007] maintains an extensive role model 
for the domain of IT service management, e.g., workplaces and IT infrastructures. It puts 
more emphasis on the service lifecycle than the aforementioned models and provides fine-
granular roles covering small parts of the lifecycle. ITIL maintains 50 different roles [IT 
Process Wiki, 2013]. As a main drawback it does not consider inter-organizational exchange 
settings in which service brokers exist. As ITIL is rather business-oriented and client facing, 
it does neither accommodate roles concerned with implementing and hosting services, e.g., 
service programmers and service hosters. 
In contrast, [Barros et al., 2011c] put emphasis on inter-organizational exchange and 
technical implementation. Their model may be regarded as an extension of the ESOA 
model. It introduces the additional roles service hoster, service gateway and service channel 
maker58. The former hosts and catalogues services. It provides standardized interfaces for 
service access, either by leveraging webservice technologies or by re-hosting through cloud 
computing environments. A service gateway is an intermediary providing message 
translation and store-forwarding services59. The service channel maker is responsible for 
channeling services into the end-user environment. An example for the latter is Apple, who 
allows the user to deploy apps (which are a kind of service) onto their smartphones. Barros 
et al. do not explicitly consider an equivalent to ESOA’s service operator role, but instead 
subsume the corresponding tasks within the service provider role. 
In order to assess the completeness and suitability of the analyzed models, the forthcoming 
section conducts applies them to real-world cases and evaluates the outcome. 
3.2.4 SLM Roles in Practice 
In practice, a wide range of different SLM orientations exists. In order to assess a role 
model’s practical applicability and usefulness, it has to be successfully tested on a broad 
range of SLM orientations. Coverage of possible scenarios is a widespread test metric 
deemed important by many researchers [Lyndsay & van Eeden, 2003]. However, the 
appropriateness of coverage indicators varies with the context and is hard to determine60. 
                                                            
57 A multitude of offerings are available, differing both in scope and breadth of service. For example, heroku.com 
and Amazon’s webservices offer their customers extensive services along the whole lifecycle of a software 
service, including hosting, monitoring, version control (by subcontracting with github.com) and automatic 
resource scaling. 
58 Besides, the role model of [Barros et al., 2011c] comprises the roles service provider, service aggregator, service 
broker and service consumer. Service provider and service aggregator correspond to the equally-named roles of 
[Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006]. Service consumer is analogous to service client and service broker 
assumes the tasks of the market maker. 
59 Message translation is the conversion of messages to another format, e.g., from SOAP to some DFDL (Data 
Format Description Language)-style format [Oh & Fox, 2007]. Store-forwarding describes the storage of 
messages sent between electronic services in case the receiver is currently unavailable. The message is buffered 
and delivered once the receiver becomes available [Oracle, 2010].  
60 See [Kaner, 1995] for an in-depth discussion of completeness-metric appropriateness. He presents 101 different 
completeness metrics at the example of software testing and shows that indicators might lead to completely 
different results. 
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Further, [Kaner, 1997] notes that it is almost always impossible to cover all possible 
scenarios. Consequently, case selection needs to adopt systematic patterns ensuring broad 
coverage. Section 2.4 already elaborated on the case selection criteria. To further ensure 
diversity, cases were chosen from different market segments in the financial network61. 
Finnova and Swisscom cover support roles in the financial network. ENTB as a transaction 
bank is situated in the backoffice. Finally, LGB and ZKB are frontoffice actors. The 
investigated service offering of LGB is directed towards internal customers and exclusively 
comprises technical services. While the analyzed area of ZKB is also focusing on internal 
customers, the services are not exclusively technical in nature. This diversity of cases 
ensures a broad coverage of possible real-world situations. In the following, a brief 
description of each firm’s positioning is accompanied by a comparing analysis, yielding 
implications for the anticipated role model. 
Finnova’s software is designed, developed and programmed in-house. The solution requires 
a database provided by Oracle. Finnova developed a so-called Finnova model bank, a set of 
standard configurations meeting the demands of an average customer. First-time 
introduction of the software on customers’ sites requires resource-intensive projects usually 
lasting several months, with tasks comprising interfacing to existing applications, 
parameterization of the banking master, organizational integration and testing. 
Implementation partners like Swisscom (see below) provide most of these tasks. Finnova 
offers an ebanking iPhone app, which can be branded by the client banks and offered to the 
end user via the Apple Appstore and used over the mobile network. Finnova itself does not 
host the core banking application; it is rather either deployed directly on the client bank’s 
hardware or at bank providers’ sites, e.g., ENTB (see below). For their biggest customers 
Finnova offers the Finnova Development Kit (FDK), an integrated development 
environment for the design and implementation of extensions to the core software. Proposed 
extensions are reviewed by Finnova experts and eventually later integrated into the standard 
package. With this FDK, the client acts as a service designer, developer and implementer 
and thus assumes tasks that have formerly been conducted exclusively by Finnova62. 
Swisscom acts as the implementation partner for the Finnova solution, among others. 
Basically, it provides three main services. First, it supports customers during the 
introduction of the new IT solutions, e.g., Finnova’s core banking solution. Swisscom 
provides on-site consulting for both technical and business-related integration tasks. Second, 
it acts as an IT Outsourcing (ITO) provider that operates and maintains the IT infrastructures 
of client banks. This involves application- and hardware-management,      -operation and -
support, while the degree of insourcing varies from partial (e.g., operating a certain 
application domain) to full (i.e., operating and maintaining the complete IT infrastructure 
                                                            
61 Common segmentations include frontoffice, backoffice, interbank and support. The former is the interface to the 
end customer, e.g. a retail bank. Backoffice refers to all operation behind the scenes, e.g. the processing of 
payment transactions. The interbank market encompasses all interactions between financial institutions, including 
bank-to-bank loans, securities trading and re-financing. The support area encompasses all actors providing 
services not directly related to banking, e.g., software provisioning and output management. For details, refer to 
[Alt et al., 2009b]. 
62 The topic of customer involvement already received much attention in literature. [Michaelidou & Dibb, 2008] and 
[Kaasinen et al., 2010] provide comprehensive overviews of the different facets of customer involvement. [Alam, 
2002] conducts exploratory research and identifies increased service differentiation and reduced cycle times as 
the main objectives of customer involvement. However, [Auh et al., 2007] state that uncertainty for the firm may 
rise, as the customer denotes an additional source of uncertainty. The FDK currently is only accessible to the two 
biggest customers (in terms of served clients) ENTB and Migros Bank. Finnova already reports higher customer 
satisfaction due to customizability and lower cycle times, thus confirming the findings of [Alam, 2002] (source: 
personal conversation with Christoph Erb, member of the board of directors, June 2012). However, until now 
there are no specific metrics in place. 
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including applications and hardware). Third, Swisscom’s service portfolio comprises 
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) 63 , serving cantonal banks and universal banks 
throughout Switzerland, Austria and Singapore. This service handles all securities and 
payments transactions for the client banks. 
ENTB as a transaction bank is mainly offering backoffice banking services as, e.g., the 
processing of payments transactions. In contrast to Finnova, ENTB acts as an integrator 
buying most of the subservices contained in their offering from external suppliers (e.g., 
interbank connection services from BBP, exchange services from SIX, core banking 
software from Finnova), integrating these and providing the resulting service to the client 
banks. ENTB performs some subservices itself, e.g., the scanning of paper-based payment 
slips. ENTB operates and manages the Finnova core banking software for the client banks 
including required hardware and infrastructure. 
While the SLM of Finnova and ENTB are directed towards the provisioning of services on 
external markets, SLM at LGB provides technical services solely for company-internal 
customers. As stated before, over a decade ago LGB’s IT department has begun introducing 
a technical SOA with CORBA- and webservices. Today, it provides more than 1200 
services that support and enable business processes. The IT department develops, 
implements, hosts and operates all services (and the required applications, databases and 
hardware). Additionally, it provides implementation and run-time support. All offered 
technical services are produced internally and delivered to internal customers. 
ZKB’s logistics department offers and delivers various services to the bank’s frontoffice. 
The services are advertised by means of a service catalogue in MS Word format that is 
published on the intranet. ZKB’s logistics is a full-service provider covering all 
implementation and operation tasks. One of the offered banking services is the processing of 
payments transactions. Frontoffice customers can choose from three service levels (bronze, 
silver, gold) with different QoS features, e.g., varying processing speed and paper-based vs. 
electronic notifications. This exemplary service is aggregated from several subservices that 
are delivered by internal providers. Occasionally, ZKB relies on external programmers (due 
to resource limitations and cost considerations) for the programming of newly developed 
services or parts thereof. 
Table 3-2 provides an allocation of the case examples to the roles of Barros et al.’s role 
model64. Unless stated otherwise, the mapping is performed a) from the perspective of the 
analyzed company and b) relates to the company’s/unit’s main service(s) described in the 
preceding paragraphs, e.g., the core banking software in the Finnova case or the webservices 
in the LGB case65.  
                                                            
63 For an in-depth definition and an overview of relevant macro trends and challenges in BPO and ITO markets refer 
to [Lacity et al., 2008]. 
64 See [Barros et al., 2011c]; as argued, this role model is the most comprehensive one currently available. 
65 Role attributions may vary with the perspective: While from Finnova’s clients’ perspective Finnova is the 
provider of the iPhone app, from the bank’s end customers’ perspective the bank provides the app, while Finnova 
is the producer. 
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Case example ! 
Finnova Swisscom ENTB LGB ZKB Role 
Service provider Finnova Swisscom ENTB IT department Logistics department 
Service hoster 3rd party or consumer 
Impl.:- 
ITO: 
Swisscom 
BPO:- 
ENTB IT department Logistics department 
Service gateway - - - 
IT department 
(by means of 
the LGB 
Exchange 
Bus) 
- 
Service aggregator - - ENTB IT department Logistics department 
Service broker - - - 
IT department 
(offering a 
service 
catalogue) 
Logistics 
department 
(by means of a 
service 
catalogue) 
Service channel 
maker 
For iPhone 
app: Apple 
For core 
system: - 
- - - - 
Service consumer 
For iPhone 
app: Internet 
provider 
Bank 
Internet 
provider (e.g., 
for on-site 
workplace 
connections) 
Consuming 
internal bank 
units 
Consuming 
internal bank 
units 
Table 3-2: Allocation of case examples to the roles of Barros et al.’s role model. 
 
The allocation reveals several shortcomings of Barros et al.’s (and thus other existing) role 
model(s): 
Missing separation of service design, production and provisioning roles: contemporary 
models agree on the existence of the service provider role. A service provider assumes all 
tasks with respect to service design, building, deployment and operation [Gu & Lago, 2007]. 
While this role suffices to characterize many real world settings, it exhibits shortcomings in 
others; for example, ZKB designs new services but does not necessarily perform all 
programming tasks itself, i.e., service production may be bought from external providers. 
Hence, ZKB is the service designer, whereas the external company is the service producer. 
Who the service provider is depends on the considered service: The external company 
provides the programming (which is a service in itself), whereas the programmed service is 
later provided by ZKB to its customers. Consequently, the service provider role is narrowed 
in scope in that it is only responsible for transferring the service, whereas the other tasks Gu 
and Lago attribute to it are shifted into distinct roles66. Finnova’s iPhone app is another 
                                                            
66 This separation is in accordance with [Dollery et al., 2008], who postulates a strict distinction between service 
provision and service production. He further specifies seven possibilities for linking provision and production (in 
the local governmental services sector; see parentheses for examples from the financial industry): 1) in-house 
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example requiring this separation: from the perspective of the client bank’s customers, the 
bank is the provider of the iPhone app (service provider). However, Finnova is the producer. 
The same holds for the FDK: Migros bank and ENTB leverage the SDK to produce a 
service (i.e., a new banking system module/functionality) and Finnova eventually later 
provides it to the community. The following implications for the SLM role model arise: 
• Implication 1: Narrowing of the service provider role’s scope. Responsibility 
restricts to the transfer of services between two parties. 
• Implication 2: Introduction of service producer, service designer and service 
developer as new, distinct roles. 
Missing role for implementation partner: [Kumar et al., 2003] regard implementation 
partners as important for implementation projects, as these organizations’ experience makes 
them capable of facilitating the adoption, implementation and stabilizing of the new service. 
During implementations of new software solutions in the financial industry, implementation 
partners like Swisscom are commonly involved as they can draw from experiences of 
numerous comparable projects. Implication 3: introduction of the service implementer role. 
Missing role for subservice provider: ENTB integrates services from different providers. An 
example is BBP, a Swiss interbank connectivity provider. BBP’s services enable ENTB to 
communicate with other financial institutions by means of established networks that are 
operating on standardized protocols, e.g., SWIFT67. From ENTB’s perspective, BBP is a 
subservice provider68, as the delivered service is a constituent of the resulting composite 
service ENTB offers to its customers. Implication 4: introduction of the subservice provider 
role. 
Lack of detailing of roles related to IT infrastructure: Most banking services are IT 
intensive [Rubin, 2011]69. Therefore, a detailing of the participating IT-related roles is a 
prerequisite for the meaningful discussion of different SLM orientations in the financial 
industry70. A broad variety of different IT operation models exist: while LGB maintains all 
hard- and software infrastructure on its own, many Swiss cantonal banks consume 
Swisscom’s ITO service. Depending on the extent of outsourcing (see above), Swisscom 
takes care of core banking application hosting and management, database hosting and 
operation of the underlying hardware. If, for instance, Finnova provides the core banking 
application, the database would be provided by Oracle. Additionally, Swisscom has to 
decide on suitable hardware providers. Implication 5: introduction of database provider, 
database hoster, application provider, application hoster, application manager, hardware 
provider and hardware operator as additional roles. 
                                                                                                                                                  
production: LGB produces all technical services in-house; 2) coordinated production: Financial institutions 
coordinate their efforts within standardization initiatives, e.g., BIAN; 3) joint production: E-research is a joint 
venture of several Swiss cantonal banks conducting research on financial innovations; 4&5) inter-organizational 
contracting: standard form of cooperation in the financial services industry; 6&7) franchising & vouchering: not 
(yet) applied in the financial industry. 
67 SWIFT, the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication is a global network between 
participating financial institutions for the conduction of financial transactions. The SWIFT messaging syntax is 
considered as the primary standard worldwide. For more information, see SWIFT’s webpage at 
http://www.swift.com. 
68 [Arcieri et al., 2004] defines a subservice provider as an organizational entity that „must [...] both carry out 
assigned institutional activities [...] and cooperate with service providers, which are in charge of providing the 
overall service to the end-user“. 
69 According to [Rubin, 2011] the financial services sector is the most technologically intense sector in terms of IT 
spending relative to revenue and operating expenses. He states that on average 7.4% of operating expenses are 
spent for IT (with investment banks even spending 16% on average). 
70 The roles defined in this paragraph denote specializations of the generic role subservice provider. 
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Missing role for support provider: Support providers offer different support facilities, 
including remote helpdesks and on-site support. Requests vary from general support 
questions to specific incident- and problem solution requests. ZKB’s logistics department, 
for example, offers centralized support for all services. Depending on the request’s level of 
specificity, it is forwarded to the respective business unit. In contrast Clientis, a Swiss 
affiliation of regional banks, only provides first-level support for software-related requests, 
while all other support levels are handled by ENTB. ENTB operates a specialized software 
solution (BMC Remedy), combined with a custom-made user interface, for handling all 
request tickets. Many financial institutions, e.g., GE Commercial Finance, have outsourced 
their internal technical support to India71. Hence, it is not necessarily the service provider 
who is responsible for support provision. Implication 6: introduction of support provider as 
an additional role. 
Extension of the service aggregator role: ENTB is an example of a service aggregator in the 
financial industry. It buys subservices from external providers, adds own services and offers 
the aggregate to its customers. Similarly, LGB aggregates technical services into composite 
services and offers the composite to internal clients. There are mainly two different options 
of combining resp. connecting services [Piccinelli et al., 2001]: aggregation refers to the 
pooling of several services into a service bundle, without further integrative measures. An 
example is a bank offering a giro account in combination with health insurance. Integration 
implies a form of interaction between the constituent services72. For example, a BPEL-based 
webservice providing real-time stock quotes might integrate another webservice delivering 
time zone conversions at some point in the process. Integration is also referred to as 
composition73. In order to explicitly account for both types in the model, Barros’s service 
aggregator role is renamed to service aggregator/integrator. Implication 7: renaming of the 
role to service aggregator / integrator. 
Missing coordination roles: A network of decentralized operating actors requires 
coordination [Malone, 1987, 1988; Malone & Crowston, 1990, 1994]. In this sense, IT is 
regarded as an enabler and thus an examination of IT support in SLM needs to consider 
coordination issues. While the general conditions of collaboration (e.g., secrecy obligations) 
may be facilitated by common adherence to a network codex, roles and responsibilities need 
to be precisely defined and coordinated [Eckert et al., 2010; Gross et al., 2006]. In each of 
the analyzed cases, the service provider assumes both the role of the service lifecycle 
manager and the portfolio manager. These roles are responsible for the overall coordination 
of all actors involved in a) the currently examined service and b) the overall coordination of 
the service portfolio74. There are, however, cases in which the service provider delegates 
these tasks to another actor. For example nexio75, a Canadian firm, offers insourcing of the 
entire IT service management. Nexio assumes all related tasks, but the resulting IT services 
are still provided by the other company. Implication 8: introduction of service lifecycle 
manager and service portfolio manager as additional roles. 
These eight implications are subsequently used to construct the new SLM role model. 
                                                            
71 According to author’s personal experience as an employee of GE Commercial Finance Sydney in 2005. 
72 In programming, the semantic difference between composition and aggregation is similar [Marcos et al., 2001]: 
While composition denotes an is-part-of relationship, aggregation refers to has-a relationships. In compositions, 
the member object does not survive after destruction of the containing object, whereas in aggregations it does. 
Services are integral parts of their composites, while they are standalone parts within aggregations. 
73 [Wainewright, 2006] differentiates between integration and composition. He regards composition as a tool-guided 
approach to integration. However, this differentiation grounds on different ways of conducting the same task. 
Hence, there is no semantic difference. 
74 Service portfolio management will be discussed in detail in section 4.3. 
75 See http://www.nexio.com. 
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3.2.5 SLM Reference Role Model 
This section presents the resulting SLM role model. Following a definition of each role, the 
model is clustered in order to enhance its clarity and comprehensibility. Third, notes on 
standalone applicability of the role model exemplify re-usage possibilities. 
Role definitions 
Service consumer: the receiving actor of the service, also referred to as the service requester 
[Arning et al., 2003]. Service consumers can be human entities, corporate bodies or services 
themselves. A bank customer receiving the annual bank statement is an example for a 
human consumer. ENTB consuming services from BBP is a corporate consumer. Finally, an 
example for technical service consumers is a webservice consuming another webservice. 
There are settings were the determination of the consumer is not definite. For instance, 
consider a financial data feed service provided by SIX and consumed by ZKB: one may 
either regard ZKB as the consumer, or the service run by ZKB that consumes the data feed. 
Hence, role assignment depends on the purpose the model shall serve or, stated differently, 
on the perspective76. 
Service provider: the actor providing the service on her behalf. The service provider is the 
visible entity offering the service. It may be, however is not necessarily, different from the 
producer. 
Intermediary/broker: an intermediating actor. Literature distinguishes four main tasks of 
intermediaries [Bailey & Bakos, 1997]: matching, facilitating, trust creation and 
aggregation. First, intermediaries help matching demand and supply of providers and 
consumers [Malone et al., 1987]. In a technical SOA, service repositories publish available 
service descriptions to potential customers. Second, intermediaries facilitate the exchange 
by providing additional information hard to determine for individual buyers and thus to 
drive down transaction costs [Resnick et al., 1994]. For example, a service repository might 
offer additional comparisons of equal services (e.g., a comparison of response times). Third, 
intermediaries may take advantage of exclusive information and make it available to all 
users. Publicly available track records (e.g., collected by rating mechanisms) of services and 
providers create trust77. Fourth, aggregation refers to the bundling or integration of services. 
Given the importance of aggregators/integrators in SOA as well as in the financial industry, 
the latter task is assumed by the respective role (see below). 
Channel provider: is positioned between the service consumer and the service provider. It 
provides means to channel the service into the user’s environment [Barros et al., 2011c]. For 
example, the iPhone serves as a channel for providing apps. In this case, Apple is the 
channel provider. 
Service producer: as in the case of the service consumer, assignment may vary with the 
perspective and the objectives of reference model application. For technicians discussing the 
implementation of a technical service, the producer might be the person actually writing the 
code. However, within macro discussions about inter-company collaborations, the producer 
could be the programmer’s employer, i.e., a legal entity. 
Service designer and Service developer: [Gummesson, 1991] defines service design as the 
concretization of services by means of different tools such as flowcharts and drawings. 
[Zeithaml et al., 1990] follows a broader definition, attributing all tasks from the idea to 
                                                            
76 Refer to section 2.1 for a discussion of multi-perspectivism. 
77 For an in-depth discussion of trust in the context of markets and hierarchies see [Williamson, 1975]. 
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specification to the area of service design. Generally, the boundaries between design and 
development are floating. Nevertheless, the role model distinguishes between the service 
designer and the service developer: while the service designer is responsible for the detailing 
of vague ideas and requirements into more specific artifacts (e.g., flowcharts, structured 
textual descriptions), the service developer details out all necessary aspects (e.g., 
organizational integration) required for service implementation. The emergence of 
crowdsourcing platforms justifies this decision78 : Companies take advantage of these 
platforms in order to have their service ideas discussed and detailed by a non-affiliated mass 
of people (the crowd). The firm then performs the detailing of service features and further 
relevant aspects (i.e., the service development) itself. Put differently, service design answers 
the question of what exactly to offer, whereas service development focuses the how. In this 
manner, the service developer is the entity responsible for decisions about each component 
of the service [Meyer Goldstein et al., 2002]. 
Database provider: the entity providing a database, for example Oracle in the case of 
Finnova. Database hoster: hosts and operates the database. Finnova’s customers license the 
database from Oracle but are themselves responsible for hosting. For example, Swisscom 
offers database-hosting services as part of her ITO offering. 
Application provider: the entity providing a software application. May be either a software 
vendor or, in the case of custom-built solutions, the company itself (e.g., the bank). LGB 
operates a custom-built SM system79 (IFMS - Interface management system) and thus is its 
own application provider in this respect. In contrast, for their banking needs all Clientis 
banks rely on Finnova’s core banking solution. Application hoster: the entity hosting the 
application. Depending on the business model, hosting may involve additional services: 
heroku.com offers a broad range of additional services including terminal-based API access, 
automatic resource scaling and monitoring. In contrast to the application manager, the hoster 
focuses on basic hardware-related services necessary to operate the solution. Application 
manager: actively manages a software application. Definitions of the term application 
management are manifold and frequently coined by the researcher’s or practitioner’s 
domain [O’Donnell, 2004]. Software programmers tend to regard the term as synonymous 
to the transformation of requirements into usable software, while operations staff focuses on 
performance and availability. According to O’Donnell, application management covers the 
whole lifecycle of an application, from its first conception to retirement, which corresponds 
to the notion of numerous other authors (see e.g., [Chappell, 2008; Keuper et al., 2011]). 
Service hoster: a service hoster employs a server (or clusters thereof) in order to host 
services for its clients [Mazzucco et al., 2007]. WSO2, a firm specializing in enterprise 
middleware, provides a technical SOA platform allowing users to host their webservices. 
The solution itself is offered as a PaaS (Platform-as-a-service)80. WSO2 takes care of scaling 
                                                            
78 The term is coined by [Howe, 2006b]. In [Howe, 2006a, p. 1], he defines it as “[…] the act of a company or 
institution taking a function once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined (and generally 
large) network of people in the form of an open call. This can take the form of peer-production (when the job is 
performed collaboratively), but is also often undertaken by sole individuals. The crucial prerequisite is the use of 
the open call format and the large network of potential laborers.” 
79 Refer to section 5.3 for details. 
80 PaaS is a cloud computing service model providing a complete software platform over the Internet. Users do not 
have to setup their own environments, but rather buy the complete package, commonly on a pay-per-use basis. 
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) defines PaaS as „[t]he capability [...] to deploy onto the 
cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages, libraries, 
services, and tools supported by the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 
infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed 
applications and possibly configuration settings for the application hosting environment.“ [Mell & Grance, 2011, 
p. 2]. 
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underlying resources and platform-related QoS. In the case of LGB, for example, service 
hosting is performed in-house using a custom-built solution. 
Hardware provider: the entity providing hardware, e.g., servers. Hardware operator: a 
hardware operator operates and maintains hardware. For example, data centers assume this 
role. While LGB is operating all hardware on its own, Swisscom’s client banks may choose 
to outsource hardware and the operation thereof (ITO) to Swisscom’s data centers. 
Service lifecycle manager and Service portfolio manager: the service lifecycle manager 
coordinates all SLM-related management activities and has overall responsibility for the 
respective service. Hence, the service lifecycle manager is the main governing and 
coordinating actor. The service portfolio manager is responsible for tasks related to 
coordinating a company’s service portfolio. 
For definitions of the roles support provider, service implementation partner, service 
aggregator / integrator and subservice provider, refer to the preceding section. 
Role model structure and role model 
Structuring is a common means to reduce complexity and increase clarity in the area of 
reference modeling. In SOA contexts, for example, reference models are often structured 
along different service types (see e.g., [Kohlmann & Alt, 2009]). Another example is a 
functional grouping in [Otto et al., 2011]. Independent from the specific structuring criterion 
they all tend to follow the principles of strong cohesion and loose coupling: elements of the 
same group belong together with respect to certain criteria, while the groups themselves are 
largely independent from each other (see also [Kawaguchi et al., 2004]). Additionally, the 
number of different categories should be at an acceptable level in order to avoid adverse 
impact on the model’s readability, i.e., its aesthetics [Hay, 1998]. Aggregated service 
lifecycle phases serve to structure the SLM role model81: 
• Coordination: accommodates the service lifecycle and service portfolio manager 
roles. 
• Development and production: contains roles concerned with service design, 
development, production and aggregation/integration. 
• Transfer: comprises roles related to service provision and brokerage. 
• Infrastructure provisioning and operation: encompasses roles providing necessary 
infrastructure for service provisioning and operation, e.g., hardware facilities. 
• Consumption: contains the service consumer and the support provider roles. 
Figure 3-4 depicts the resulting SLM role model. 
                                                            
81 For an in-depth discussion of service lifecycle concepts refer to sections 2.3 and 4.2. 
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Figure 3-4: The SLM role model. 
Model application options 
The role model’s primary purpose in the scope of this thesis is to depict a company’s SLM 
orientation in order to assess and design adequate SLM IT support. However, further usage 
options exist. Section 2.1 describes five re-usage options for reference models, so-called 
generic reference model adaptation mechanisms [Becker et al., 2007]. Leveraging these, the 
following are exemplary standalone application possibilities of the SLM role model: 
• The role model constitutes the basis for the construction of more detailed models. 
For example, further detailing of the service producer role by considering the 
different forms of service production ([Dollery et al., 2008], see preceding section) 
would result in a specialized model which may be applied during make-or-buy 
decisions or negotiations with potential suppliers. LGB might be evaluating 
possibilities of opening up their service environment to external firms and could 
use the specialized model to discuss different partnership options (and the resulting 
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SLM orientations) with other firms. This form of application leverages 
specialization. 
• Re-usage by analogy refers to the transfer of parts of the model (or at least its 
structure) to other, yet similar, contexts. The model exhibits characteristics that are 
tailored to technology-intensive environments. Hence, as an example, these roles 
might be adapted to other technology-intensive contexts, e.g., the insurance 
domain. The corresponding re-usage option is analogy. 
• Selection of the model’s elements (i.e., roles) according to the company’s actual 
role coverage reveals its SLM orientation. This depiction can be used to discuss 
inter-organizational SLM role distributions during the setup of new collaborations. 
Re-usage here takes places in the form of configuration. 
3.3 Chapter Summary 
A company may assume various roles with respect to the management of its services. Role 
models allow for an abstract representation of real-world positionings. This chapter first 
analyzed existing role models. The most comprehensive one has been applied to several 
real-world case examples, yielding various deficits. The findings led to a new SLM role 
model, situated on the SLM architecture’s strategy layer. The role model allows determining 
a company’s SLM orientation. It partially answers research question A and constitutes the 
basis for investigating IT support capabilities: knowing a company’s SLM orientation 
allows pre-filtering those processes and activities for which IT support needs to be analyzed 
in that particular case. However, the role definitions do not provide a complete enumeration 
of covered activities, but rather restrict to textual definitions. Therefore, to complete the 
answer to research question A, the following chapter constructs relevant SLM-related 
processes, details the contained activities and maps these activities to the roles. 
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4 Process Layer 
4.1 Construction Process and General Structure 
4.1.1 Introduction and Construction Process 
The analysis of SLM definitions and existing approaches in section 2.3 demonstrates the 
diversity of prevailing perspectives. Especially, a dichotomy between technical and 
business-oriented approaches prevails. Partially owing to this diversity, available SLM-
related processes vary widely with respect to scope and granularity. The aim of this thesis is 
to present an integrated SLM approach that a) is applicable to service architectures 
comprising different types of service and b) combines technical- as well as business-
oriented management tasks. These features have to manifest within the SLM processes. This 
section constructs an SLM process architecture that addresses the respective shortcomings82 
(see section 2.3). Specifically, the process architecture 
• focuses on technical and on business-related management tasks within service 
architectures that comprise multiple service types (CR6), 
• accounts for inter-organizational settings (CR7), 
• covers the whole service lifecycle and contains detailed activities (CR8), 
• employs both, a single service and a portfolio perspective (CR9) and 
• incorporates valuation-related aspects (CR10). 
Layer-specific design guidelines operationalize these requirements (section 4.1.2). After 
defining a suitable notation (section 4.1.3) and drafting the layer’s general structure in 
section 4.1.4, process derivation takes place (sections 4.2 and 4.3). Specifically, an analysis 
of relevant literature, practice cases, results from several focus group meetings and further 
interviews provide input for the process structuring and activity detailing83. Section 4.4 
derives the role-/activity-mapping’s structure, followed by a summary in section 4.5. Figure 
4-1 details the procedure. 
                                                            
82 Note that this listing only contains the shortcomings that directly relate to the process layer. The others, namely 
missing metamodels (CR1), missing application examples (CR2), lack of configurability and extensibility (CR3), 
business-oriented investigation of IT support potentials (CR4) as well as the absence of an integrated view on all 
EA layers (CR5), either relate to the architecture as a whole or to another layer. Thus, they are not covered here. 
83 Figure 4-1 depicts the literature analysis, practice case analysis and process construction phases as distinct steps. 
However, following [Hevner et al., 2004] these steps were performed iteratively. 
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Figure 4-1: SLM process architecture construction process (process layer). 
4.1.2 Design Guidelines 
A translation of the requirements into specific design guidelines for the process model lays 
the basis for model construction. 
Focus on technical and on business-related management tasks within service architectures 
that comprise multiple service types (relates to CR 6): This requirement addresses two 
different aspects. First, the combination of business-related and technical management tasks; 
second, the coverage of different service types. A combined analysis of both business-
oriented and technical approaches addresses the former. [Cooper, 1998] points out literature 
synthesization as a common means to extract and consolidate knowledge from existing 
literature. In this sense, part of the process architecture is synthesized from existing 
literature. Additionally, while the cases of ENTB and ZKB are examples for a business-
oriented SLM, LGB emphasizes technical management tasks. !Design guideline 1: the 
processes need to embody both, business-related and technical SLM activities, which is 
achieved by synthesizing suitable input sources. The proposed architecture aims at fostering 
an integrative approach to SLM. Hence, it may be applied to assess a company’s degree of 
integration by comparing the percentage coverage of business-oriented resp. technical 
activities (see section 6.2 for an example). A prerequisite is to record whether an activity is 
business-oriented or technical. For example, while the programming of a webservice 
obviously is technical, service costing is a business-oriented activity. !Design guideline 2: 
The orientation (technical vs. business) is to be determined and recorded for each activity. 
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Second, the required management-related activities vary with the type of service. For 
example, while services that are intended for use by business users require some sort of end-
user training, application services designed for inter-application exchange do not. A BPEL-
based process service determining a bank customer rating involves intense human 
interaction: bank employees need to enter the client’s financial information and a personal 
assessment of the client. Once the process flow changes or is completely replaced by 
another service, bank personnel needs respective training. In contrast, changing an 
application service for currency rate conversion does not lead to any end user training 
requirements. [Kohlborn et al., 2009b] employ a dichotomic differentiation between 
business services and software services and confirm that the management activities differ 
for these service types. In order to account for different service types, the service typology 
of [Kohlmann, 2011] (see section 2.2.2) serves as the basis for differentiation. Each activity 
is assessed as to whether it is required for the management of a certain service type. 
!Design guideline 3: The process model needs to provide indications on whether a given 
SLM activity is required for managing a certain service type. 
Suitability for inter-organizational settings (relates to CR7): Decentralized value creation 
causes SLM activities to be distributed along multiple actors in the network. The SLM role 
model is capable of expressing these settings. However, until now the roles’ definitions lack 
detailed activity listings. The role-/activity-mapping specifies how the roles and activities 
relate to each other. By leveraging this mapping, detailed activity listings become possible 
once a company’s SLM role coverage has been determined. !Design guideline 4: The 
processes’ activities need to be mapped to the performing roles. 
Coverage of the whole service lifecycle and detailed containment of activities (relates to 
CR8): The analyses in section 2.3 revealed that many existing SLM approaches solely focus 
on certain parts of a service’s lifecycle. [Raverdy, 2008] argues lifecycle-phases to be 
strongly and increasingly intertwined and thus sees the necessity of a holistic service 
lifecycle coverage. While several authors focus the whole lifecycle, they restrict to a naming 
of the top-level phases with occasional, largely unstructured, detailing. Confirming this, [Gu 
& Lago, 2007] state that most of the models are made of processes that are at low 
granularity. [Holschke, 2010] finds that lower granularities of process models lead to worse 
modeling performances84. !Design guideline 5: The process layer needs to address the 
whole service lifecycle and provide detailed activities for each process phase. 
Employment of a single service and a portfolio perspective (relates to CR9): While the 
single service perspective aims at managing one service (which may, however, be a 
composite or an aggregation), the portfolio perspective covers tasks involving more than 
one service, e.g., detecting and eliminating redundancies in the portfolio. Therefore, 
specialized processes need to be embedded. !Design guideline 6: The process layer needs 
to embody both, a single service perspective and a service portfolio perspective. 
Incorporation of valuation-related aspects (relates to CR10): The bridge between value 
oriented corporate management and process-oriented corporate organization is considered a 
gap in science and practice [Buhl et al., 2011], which at least partially stems from the 
unavailability of approaches that address cost- as well as revenue-related aspects for the 
management of services (cf. section 2.3.5). Transparency of the costs associated with a 
service along its whole lifecycle is a prerequisite for value-oriented decision making in 
SLM. Similarly, pricing issues influence the demand for services and thus determine the 
                                                            
84 [Holschke, 2010] conducted a study on the effects of reference process granularity on the intensity of human-
induced process changes during model application. He finds that lower granularities of the reference model lead 
to worse quality of the instantiated processes (and hence, the modeling performance). 
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overall profitability. !Design guideline 7: The processes need to incorporate activities for 
the valuation of services. 
In total the process layer’s design needs to consider seven design guidelines relating to 
different design dimensions. Guideline 6 affects the process layer’s overall structure. 
Guidelines 1, 5 and 7 influence the specific process design. Finally, guidelines 2, 3 and 4 are 
concerned with the meta-information that needs to be documented for each activity element. 
4.1.3 Process Notation and Description 
[Giaglis, 2001] distinguishes modeling methodologies, techniques and tools. Methodologies 
refer to modeling paradigms, e.g., service-oriented, data-focused or process-focused 
modeling. Techniques describe the type of applied notation, e.g., diagrammatic. They 
support modeling methodologies. Specialized software solutions emerged supporting 
modeling methodologies and their respective techniques. The architecture’s process layer 
employs a process-centric view. Consequently, the methodology is process-centered as well. 
The modeling tool selection has no influence on the processes’ semantics and hence does 
not require further argumentation. [Giaglis, 2001] and [Becker et al., 2000] regard business 
process- and IS-modeling as highly complex tasks and thus attribute high importance to the 
selection of the correct modeling technique. Based on [Curtis et al., 1992], they recommend 
five selection criteria. First, the technique needs to be easily understandable by humans. 
Second, it should support process improvement, e.g., it should support process evolution 
and re-usability of modeling blocks. Third, management-related activities should be 
addressed, including monitoring and measurement. Fourth, the technique ought to provide 
integration facilities with development environments. And fifth, the technique needs to be 
capable of automatic execution. A static investigation of software support in SLM only 
requires the first criterion to be fulfilled. Automatic execution, process improvement 
capabilities, management and monitoring as well as integration with development 
environments are optional. Although they facilitate process implementation, operation and 
enhancement, there is no influence on the quality of the anticipated analyses. 
Further, [Curtis et al., 1992] distinguish four process perspectives, one or more of which a 
process modeling technique needs to address: 
• Activity perspective: denotes the activities embodied in the process85. 
• Behavioral perspective: depicts the sequence of activities and applicable conditions 
(e.g., decision points, feedback mechanisms). 
• Organizational perspective: specifies who performs the activities. 
• Informational perspective: identifies data that is affected by the process. 
The informational perspective is not considered further, as data considerations are not in the 
scope of the research questions. The role-/activity-mapping in section 4.4 addresses the 
organizational perspective. The activity and behavioral viewpoints comprise the core of a 
process model. As such, they are necessary for evaluating IT support in SLM and have to be 
addressed by the modeling technique. 
Different standards for the notation of processes in the course of IS analysis and design 
emerged. These include the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the Business Process 
                                                            
85 Precisely, they regard this perspective as the functional perspective. However, in order to avoid confusion with the 
function term in this thesis, the perspective is coined activity perspective. 
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Model and Notation86 (BPMN) [I4 Process, 2012; White, 2004]. Additionally, [Becker et al., 
2000] use Event-driven Process Chains (EPC). UML defines several diagram types that 
describe static application structures, management and organization of software solutions 
and/or dynamic behaviors. The latter are used for process modeling [Owen & Raj, 2003]. 
UML follows the object-oriented paradigm [Owen & Raj, 2003] and is particularly suitable 
for software modeling tasks that target automatic code generation. However, given its many 
features it requires extensive training. For the purposes of this thesis it is too feature-rich. 
There is an ongoing discussion, especially among practitioners, on whether to use BPMN or 
EPC for process modeling (see e.g., [Velitchkov, 2011]). As both fulfill the stated criteria, 
they are equally valid for modeling the problem at hand. [Rodríguez et al., 2007] state that, 
despite its richness of features, business as well as technical staff understands BPMN easily. 
Consequently, BPMN is selected as the modeling technique.  
Figure 4-2 depicts relevant modeling elements87. BPMN 2.0 defines activities as constructs 
representing things happening within a business process. Two kinds of activities prevail: 
tasks and subprocesses. Tasks are atomic, while subprocesses contain further subprocesses 
or tasks, respectively. Subsequently, tasks are defined as (atomic) activities. For tasks or 
subprocesses marked with three vertical lines, multiple instances may exist simultaneously, 
whereas a looped arrow indicates a loop. Start and end events mark the process’s beginning 
and end, respectively. Gateways may be used for sequence flow splitting and merging. 
Parallel gateways simultaneously activate all outgoing branches or wait for all incoming 
branches until proceeding to the next node. Exclusive gateways route the sequence flow to 
exactly one outgoing branch or wait for one incoming branch before triggering the outgoing 
flow. Complex gateways depend on more complex conditions and hence need further 
annotation. A right pointing encircled arrow denotes the end of the whole process, unless 
otherwise stated88. Groups allow aggregating a set of related elements without affecting the 
model’s flow. Text annotations allow the modeler attaching additional meta-information to 
each of the model’s elements. Similar to groups, text annotations do not affect flows. Flows 
connect activities or processes with each other and indicate the sequence. In addition to 
simple flow indicators, default flow indicators fire if all gateway branches evaluate to false. 
Design guidelines 2 to 4 require adding meta-information to the model89. In order to not 
overload the process model, additional notations are introduced as extensions to the BPMN 
rather than exclusively utilizing text annotations. Extensions are commonly used for 
inclusion of special issues not considered by the standard. For example, [Rodríguez et al., 
2007] introduce additional notations for security issues. Eight new notation elements capture 
the required meta-data. First, two symbols indicate whether an activity is technical or 
business-oriented (design guideline 2). Second, six symbols indicate whether an activity is 
required for the management of a specific service type (design guideline 3)90. 
                                                            
86 Formerly called Business Process Modeling Notation. The current version is 2.0. 
87 For the complete BPMN 2.0 specification refer to http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0. 
88 In its original intention, the arrow is a goto marker. However, in the context of this thesis it serves as a termination 
event for the whole process, unless otherwise annotated. 
89 In addition to this metadata, further (standard) information needs to be recorded. These include names and 
descriptions. Technically these data are captured by means of annotations. However, for readability reasons they 
will not show up in the diagrams; instead, tabular description sheets for each process and activity are provided in 
Appendix 1. 
90 Based on the service typology of [Kohlmann, 2011]. For a description of the six service types and the containing 
service architecture, see section 2.2. The notations are compatible to Kohlmann’s notations. To avoid confusion 
between these notations, a small arrow is added to each symbol. It symbolizes the applies to the management of 
(short: AppliesToServiceType) relationship between activities and service types. 
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Figure 4-2: Utilized existing BPMN 2.0 notation elements. 
Table 4-1 introduces the new notations and Figure 4-3 provides an annotated generic 
example. The ActivityOrientation notation elements are only applicable for activities, while 
the AppliesToServiceType notation elements may be applied to two different elements: 
• Activities: the additional notation indicates that the activity is required for the 
management of the respective service type. If an activity is not marked with an 
AppliesToServiceType symbol, it applies to all service types. 
• Gateways: applying the new notation elements to gateways allows for type-
specific process flows. For example, only rule services require activities that deal 
with the design or alteration of rules. This type of gateway is subsequently referred 
to as a ServiceTypeGateway.91 
Each process, subprocess and activity has a unique identifier that is placed in brackets after 
the name. The following patterns apply92: 
• Processes: [P][ProcessNumber], where P is a constant string and ProcessNumber a 
non-negative integer. 
• Subprocesses: SP[Containing(Sub-) ProcessNumber].[SubprocessNumber]. The 
part prior to the dot repeats for each cascading process layer. SubprocessNumber is 
a non-negative integer. 
• Atomic Activities: [A] [ProcessNumber] .[SubprocessNumber].[ActivityNumber], 
where ActivityNumber is a non-negative integer. The .[SubprocessNumber] part 
repeats for each cascading subprocess. 
Design guideline 4 is addressed in the mapping section (4.4). 
                                                            
91 The following consistency checks are applicable: 1) Whenever a ServiceTypeGateway occurs, at some later point 
there has to be an exclusive gateway joining the two outgoing service type branches again (or the process’s end 
event has to follow). 2) Between the ServiceTypeGateway and the joining exclusive gateway only 
AppliesToServiceType notations that point to the service types specified on the ServiceTypeGateway are allowed. 
For example, a sequence for rule services can only contain activities that apply to rule services. 3) For each 
service type at least one sequence needs to go from the start event to the end event, i.e., no service-type specific 
sequence is allowed to end before the process’s end, unless explicitly terminated by an end event. Especially 
concatenated ServiceTypeGateways may lead to this kind of error. 
92 For clarity, the process diagrams in the appendix only include activity identifiers and leave out process- and 
subprocess identifiers. 
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 No Nota-tion Description 
 ActivityOrientation 
IsTechnicallyOriented 1  The activity is technically oriented. 
IsBusinessOriented 2  The activity is business oriented. 
 AppliesToServiceType notations 
AppliesToServiceTypeCluster 3  
The activity is relevant for 
managing service clusters. 
AppliesToServiceTypeProcessservice 4  
The activity is relevant for 
managing process services. 
AppliesToServiceTypeRuleservice 5  
The activity is relevant for 
managing rule services. 
AppliesToServiceTypeDataservice 6  
The activity is relevant for 
managing data services. 
AppliesToServiceTypeApplicationservice 7  
The activity is relevant for 
managing application services. 
AppliesToServiceTypeInfrastructureservice 8  
The activity is relevant for 
managing infrastructure services. 
Table 4-1: New notation elements. 
 
Figure 4-3: A generic example of the extended BPMN 2.0 notation. 
4.1.4 General Structure and Processes 
Following design guideline 6 the process layer distinguishes separate processes. The SLM 
process focuses on the management of single services (and their subservices), whereas the 
SPM process embodies management tasks related to the entirety of a company’s services, 
i.e., the service portfolio93. Separating between a single service perspective and a service 
portfolio perspective is common in literature, see e.g., [Kohlborn et al., 2009a; OGC, 
2007]94. Supplementary to the SLM process, the process architecture contains a cost 
management process and a revenue management process. These constitute a detailing of the 
                                                            
93 Although the SPM process is included, this thesis puts emphasis on the SLM process, as it is the core of the 
proposed process architecture. 
94 For details, refer to section 2.3. 
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valuation-oriented activities within the SLM process (CR10). Each of the four processes is 
detailed with respect to the contained subprocesses and activities, applying the introduced 
notation. 
4.2 The Service Lifecycle Management Reference Process 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The subsequent sections derive and present the SLM process95. The process aims at 
managing single services. Based on the design guidelines, it exhibits several basic 
characteristics. First, in response to design guideline 5, it targets a service’s whole lifecycle 
ranging from a pre-existence stage to retirement. Thereby it is assumed that the upper level 
of the SLM process is the same for all service types, which is in line with findings of 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009b] and [Krug et al., 2010]. Second, following design guideline 1, the 
process encompasses both, business-oriented and technical activities. Special attention is 
paid to the consideration of activities for service valuation (costing and pricing) in order to 
address design guideline 7. 
4.2.2 Top-Level Process Phases 
A literature and practice case synthesis provides the process’s upper level. Existing SLM 
processes vary with respect to the number of process phases and the semantic segmentation. 
As there is no single correct design, the analyses in the forthcoming paragraphs are 
complemented with argumentations in favor of the chosen process design. 
As stated, contemporary authors do not fully agree on the distinction between management 
and governance with respect to lifecycle-based SM96. Hence, the proposed SLM process 
also draws from designated governance approaches that employ an understanding similar to 
the SLM understanding this thesis follows97. 
Common to all approaches is the clear distinction between pre-operation and operation 
phases. [Falkl et al., 2009] for example identify the phases model, assemble and 
implementation for pre-operation and management for operation. Most authors additionally 
include an enhancement/improvement phase, e.g., ITIL [OGC, 2007]. While the 
improvement is part of the operation, these phases often include post-operation activities, 
e.g., retirement. Implication 1: The top-level’s phases cluster into pre-operation, operation 
and post-/end-of-operation. 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009b] distinguish four pre-operation phases: service analysis, service 
design, service implementation and service publishing. Service analysis concerns with the 
identification of possible services [Kohlborn et al., 2009b]. It differs from the design phase 
                                                            
95 The basic process structure and exemplary detailings have been published in [Fischbach et al., 2013c]. 
96 The main literature sources for the SLM process have been determined during the analysis of existing SM 
approaches in 2.3.4. 
97 Specifically, the considered governance approaches do not focus on the lifecycle of SOA as an organizational 
paradigm (e.g., SOA introduction, SOA operation etc.), but rather on the lifecycle-oriented management of 
services. For example, despite ITIL being a governance approach, its lifecycle concept is service-centered. See 
section 2.3.4. 
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with respect to the specificity of the idea: while at the end of the analysis phase vague ideas 
of the service’s features exist, the design phase specifies these ideas into specific concepts 
(often referred to as service models). These models serve as the blueprints for service 
implementation. Upon implementation completion, publishing follows. In contrast to 
Kohlborn et al., [Behara & Inaganti, 2007] subsume the publishing into the implementation 
phase, which is in line with most other approaches (e.g., [The IT Governance Institute, 
2007] and [Falkl et al., 2009]). Service publishing is a more fine-grained activity than for 
example service design. Hence, reserving a top-level phase for publishing would lead to an 
uneven granularity. [Behara & Inaganti, 2007] further bisect the implementation phase into 
development and implementation. The latter specifically focuses on the technical and 
organizational integration into existing structures. This separation stresses the importance of 
integration-related activities: especially in long-term projects (e.g., in BPO settings, see 
section 3.2.4) the integration of the new service into existing structures can be complex and 
success critical. LGB distinguishes the three pre-operation phases requirements 
management, specification & design and implementation. It is the only example that 
considers requirements management as a top-level phase. LGB states that a structured and 
detailed requirements management is key to realizing re-usability of services98. Implication 
2: The pre-operation phase entails service identification, requirements analysis, conception, 
development and implementation as separate phases. 
Almost all analyzed processes agree on the existence of a single operation phase, whereas 
the naming varies99. The operations phase is the time after the service has been completely 
implemented. COBIT separates this phase into deliver & support and monitor & evaluate. 
However, an analysis of the contained activities leads to the notion that only the monitoring-
part really belongs to the operations phase, while the evaluate-part rather deals with 
enhancement and service retirement issues. Implication 3: The operation phase is a single 
phase covering all activities from the time the service has been implemented, while issues of 
service enhancement and retirement are excluded. 
For post-operations, three distinct opinions exist. First, several authors enclose a distinct 
post-operations phase, commonly labeled enhancement, improvement, retirement or change 
time, see, e.g., [Gu & Lago, 2007]. The second group of approaches does not have a distinct 
post-operation phase. Rather, they incorporate all activities related to the identification of 
change needs into the operations phase and argue that once the need for change is identified 
the whole SLM process starts anew, focusing on change implementation. Among these are 
[Behara & Inaganti, 2007] and LGB. [Kohlborn et al., 2009b] propose a hybrid in which 
minor changes are handled within an enhancement phase, whereas major changes trigger a 
new SLM process instance. However, the latter two undermine the basic idea of the SLM 
concept, which aims at managing a service’s lifecycle rather than the lifecycle of a service’s 
enhancement. Instead, the dealing with enhancements should be seen as part of the lifecycle. 
Implication 4: A distinct process phase deals with the realization of service enhancements100.  
Summarizing the findings, Figure 4-4 provides an overview of the investigated approaches 
and depicts the upper level of the synthesized SLM process. 
                                                            
98 This is due to two reasons: First, if the final requirements do not fully reflect the customer’s needs, the service will 
not provide the anticipated utility; second, requirements need to try to abstract from a single user’s needs and be 
formulated in a way that promotes re-use of the resulting service. 
99 While [OGC, 2007] calls it Operations, [The IT Governance Institute, 2007] stresses the support aspect and 
names the phase Deliver and support. [Gu & Lago, 2007] focus on technical services and consider the operations 
phase as Run-time. Similarly, [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] denote it as the Execution phase. LGB 
simply calls it Use. 
100 For a more detailed discussion, see section 4.2.3. 
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1: [OGC, 2007]; 2: [The IT Governance Institute, 2007]; 3: [Behara & Inaganti, 2007]; 4: [Falkl et al., 2009]; 5: 
[Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006]; 6: [Kohlborn et al., 2009b]; 7: [Gu & Lago, 2007]; 8: [Niemann et al., 
2008]; 9: LGB 
Figure 4-4: Synthesis of the SLM process’s top-level structure. 
 
The resulting top-level of the SLM process comprises seven phases. The process starts with 
the identification of a potential service. This mainly includes market analyses, idea 
generation & prioritization and first feasibility assessments. Based on the formulated service 
idea and initial descriptions, the requirements analysis phase deals with the derivation, 
analysis, filtering and evaluation of business and technical requirements. It specifies the 
ideas from the previous phase. Requirements are the foundation for service conception. 
During conception the hitherto largely unstructured concept is detailed. Specifically, an 
initial business case, the operational design, functional design, draft SLA with pilot 
customers, an identification of providing applications and an assessment of re-use potentials 
and make-or-buy decisions are performed. The service concept is the basis for service 
development, which deals with the programming of code artifacts, process implementations, 
organizational integration of network partners, test planning and functional testing. Once 
development is finished, implementation encloses. The service is integrated into run-time 
systems and goes live. Additionally, user documentation creation, user training conduction, 
infrastructure setup, integration testing, data migrations, portfolio integration and finally the 
service rollout take place in this phase. After successful implementation, the service is ready 
to operate. Operation involves critical tasks such as to ensure smooth service operation, 
including incident-, security-, continuity-, capacity-, configuration- and availability 
management. It further comprises activities with regard to service controlling as well as the 
actual service provisioning. Lastly the enhancement phase may be looped multiple times for 
each service. It handles further developments of existing services, especially continual 
process improvements, regulatory adaptations, releasing, technological changes and service 
disposal. For each of the seven SLM phases, the subsequent sections derive detailed process 
diagrams. 
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4.2.3 Process Derivation and Activity Detailing 
This section derives a process diagram for each of the SLM process’s top-level phases. The 
activities and flows stem from three sources: existing literature, real-world cases and focus 
group meetings. The focus group meetings served two purposes. First, the participants and 
researchers discussed and refined the drafted SLM process. Focus groups are especially 
suitable for this kind of task as the participating practitioners bear substantial practical 
knowledge [Österle & Otto, 2010] and thus are able to validate the processes from a 
practitioner’s viewpoint. Second, the integration points and nature of all valuation-related 
activities (i.e., the cost and revenue management processes) have been determined by focus 
groups, as literature lacks adequate processes in this respect (design guideline 7)101 . 
Similarly, the analysis of real-world cases ensures the processes’ practical applicability and 
yields solutions for various issues unaddressed by literature so far. Finally, the inclusion of 
existing literature ensures that the resulting processes consider the current state of academic 
knowledge. 
Identification phase 
Two viewpoints on service identification prevail. [Inaganti & Behara, 2007] regard it as the 
process of identifying an existing service in order to integrate it into a business process. The 
second perspective focuses on the identification of possible new services that do not yet 
exist, e.g., [Arsanjani, 2004]. As the SLM process employs a service-centered rather than a 
process-centered view, it follows the latter understanding. In this sense, service 
identification aims at identifying and describing the functionalities of a new service. 
[Zhang et al., 2005] regard proper service identification as a critical step within a service-
oriented (re-)engineering task and state three distinct steps: 1) service identification in the 
problem domain, 2) service identification in the legacy system and 3) matching between 
legacy functionalities and business functions in the logical service. Similarly, [Kohlmann, 
2011] distinguishes top-down, bottom-up and middle-out service identification. Service 
identification in the problem domain, i.e., top-down, results from either internal or external 
analyses. First, market analyses and customer feedback may reveal deficits of the own 
service offering compared to that of a competitor [Kohlborn et al., 2009b; Krug et al., 2010]. 
[Kohlmann, 2011] notes that only service clusters may be offered to external customers. 
Hence, market analyses are only necessary for this service type. However, as service 
clusters essentially are bundles of business services, the task applies to the latter as well. 
Second, several internal sources for service ideas exist. As part of introducing service-
orientation, service ideas may be derived from existing business processes by translating 
from a process-centered to a service-centered view [Kohlborn et al., 2009b]. Additionally, 
portfolio analyses are another source for service ideas  (e.g., redundancy eliminations, see 
section 4.3). Bottom-up service identification involves analyzing existing applications and 
decomposing them into re-usable application- or infrastructure services. 
To ensure that the resulting service ideas are useful and feasible, LGB incorporated a so-
called First Check into its SLM process. To pass this check, the idea has to successfully 
undergo an initial evaluation, including feasibility-, priority- and strategic conformance 
checking102. As a result, unfeasible and non-conformant ideas are discarded and low-priority 
                                                            
101 During focus group meeting A the SLM process has been evaluated and refined. Focus group meeting B 
especially targeted the identification of valuation-related activities within the process, which have been further 
refined in focus group meeting C, G and H. For detailed participant listings, venues and dates refer to Table A 4-1 
and Table A 4-2 in Appendix 4. 
102 Note: All ideas relate to the same (potential) service. Ideas for other services are evaluated within different SLM 
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ideas suspended. [Kohlborn et al., 2009b] suggest conducting an assessment of the costs and 
revenues the service might yield. A discussion during focus group meeting C concluded that 
given the lack of detailing at this stage, quantitative valuations are not yet feasible. The 
remaining ideas are detailed with respect to the anticipated service functionality. An 
enclosing re-usability check compares the idea to existing services and reveals re-usage 
potentials. In addition to the aforementioned First Check, LGB includes several stage gates 
in its SLM process. The first stage gate ensures that a new service idea will not lead to 
redundancies. A central committee searches the service repository and compares the result 
to the anticipated service functionality103. If the required functionality is already offered by 
an existing service, the idea is discarded. If not, all information about the service idea is 
consolidated and the responsible role finally decides on acceptance or rejection of the idea. 
Accepted ideas are assigned to an internal service owner [Kohlborn et al., 2009b] and enter 
the requirements phase. At this stage [Bullinger et al., 2003] regard the consolidated idea 
bundle as a rough concept that needs further development. Figure A 1-1 in Appendix 1 
depicts the resulting process diagram. 
Requirements analysis phase 
[Davis, 2009, p. 7] defines a requirement as “an externally observable characteristic of a 
desired system”. Requirement-orientation is a main principle services should follow 
[Kohlmann & Alt, 2007]. Davis distinguishes between elicitation, pruning and 
documentation of requirements. 
In technology-intensive services two types of requirements prevail, technical and business-
related ones; traditional requirements engineering techniques fall short of addressing both 
[Gordijn & Akkermans, 2003]. Consequently, the elicitation process is performed for both, 
business and technical requirements104 . [Kohlmann & Alt, 2007] define infrastructure 
services to be operating on a fine granularity to support the transportation of information on 
the data level. In contrast to all other service types, they do not have to fulfill business 
requirements but rather act as a means to an end for the other service types. Consequently, 
while both types of requirement are applicable in the case of service clusters, process 
services, rule services, data services and application services, for infrastructure services only 
technical requirements are recorded. 
Elicitation covers the detailed determination of the anticipated service’s functional and non-
functional capabilities. For example, ENTB as a BPO provider is required by its customers 
to offer availability rates of at least 99.5% for critical services, e.g., trading-related financial 
information services. The collected service ideas serve as the basis for requirements 
elicitation. Elicitation aims at translating the (vague) service-related ideas into a set of more 
precise characteristics that the anticipated service needs to feature. 
                                                                                                                                                  
process instances. 
103 Specifically, it searches the name, description and functionality listing of each service. LGB leverages semantic 
search technologies. Semantic searches augment the input data with additional meta-information in order to 
increase the likelihood of spotting the desired results [Guha et al., 2003]. For example, the WordNet ontology 
provides a large ontology of synonyms allowing search algorithms to automatically extend the search to 
semantically similar terms (see http://wordnet.princeton.edu). [Erl, 2005] proposes to create a custom ontology in 
order to facilitate the identification of re-use potentials. For example, as part of its current research efforts CC 
Sourcing is developing an ontology that describes the needs of end-customers regarding financial services, 
enabling banks to identify and propose suitable service compositions and aggregations. 
104 Different uses of terminology exist. For example, [Wiegers, 2003] distinguishes, among others, between business 
requirements and user requirements. While the former address profitability issues, the latter focus on functional 
and non-functional user-affecting service features. As both address some kind of business issue, the SLM 
architecture employs a combined understanding. 
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A new service commonly affects multiple stakeholders and thus multiple viewpoints (see 
section 3.2). [Finkelstein et al., 1992] define a viewpoint as an object encapsulating partial 
knowledge about some system and some process of design. Accordign to this definition 
each viewpoint encapsulates unique information, therefore successful requirements 
engineering needs to consider all viewpoints. Hence, the requirements elicitation (i.e., 
gathering) process starts with an identification of relevant stakeholders. Once the 
stakeholders are identified, requirements are recorded. Techniques range from bilateral 
interviews to group discussions. [Urquhart, 1997] notes that requirements recording is a 
complex process as it involves the least reliable of all communication means, human 
communication. Hence, a multitude of specialized and context-aware techniques emerged, 
the coverage of which lies beyond the scope of this thesis. 
The resulting list of requirements is yet unfiltered and not evaluated105. For pruning, i.e., 
consolidating, requirements [Gordijn & Akkermans, 2003] suggest to first analyze and 
validate the collected requirements. This involves identifying and resolving contradictions, 
which implicitly requires prioritization of conflicting requirements. Once conflicts are 
resolved, a consolidation of the remaining requirements reduces complexity and 
redundancy. Each requirement is documented in detail [Davis, 2009]106, followed by an 
indicative evaluation [Powell, 2007]. The assessment essentially differs from that of the 
service ideas presented before: As the requirements are more structured and precise, 
indicative estimates of the costs and revenues become feasible107 . Depending on the 
assessment results, the process progresses to the conception phase. At LGB, another stage 
gate ensures that the conception phase is only entered if the requirements seem feasible. 
Figure A 1-2 in Appendix 1 depicts the resulting process diagram. 
Conception phase 
The consolidated list of requirements constitutes the basis for the construction of specific 
service models. Three types of service model exist, resource models, process models and 
product models [Fähnrich et al., 1999; Meiren, 1999]: Product models depict the service’s 
outcome, i.e., its capabilities. Process models detail how the outcome is achieved. This 
involves modeling activities and sequences. Resource models focus on the planning of the 
resources that are necessary for performing the service, including human and IT resources. 
The resource model comprises both, resources required during run-time and change-time 
[Bullinger et al., 2003]. 
Drawing from the requirements, a macro conception phase defines the service features, i.e., 
a first draft of the product model. ZKB’s logistics department specified three possible 
feature sets for their payments processing service, coined bronze, silver and gold. 
Depending on the chosen set (i.e., the service level), the processing speed, processing times 
and confirmation type (electronic vs. paper-based vs. none) vary. These feature sets 
represent different product models and specify functional and non-functional features of the 
                                                            
105 [Behara & Inaganti, 2007] state the importance of reducing the mismatch between business and technical 
requirements. Hence, from here on all activities are jointly conducted for both business and technical 
requirements in order to ensure an integrative view. 
106 Documentation means are diverse and vary with the type of service. For example, for rule services specialized 
rule-modeling languages exist (e.g., the Semantic Web Rule Language – SWRL). Application services are 
completely technical in nature; hence UML might be leveraged to describe the structure. For process services, 
BPMN could be a better alternative. Generally, the choice of the documentation type depends on many other 
factors including the intended reader and anticipated level of detail [Heninger, 1980]. To not lose generality, the 
SLM process does not further elaborate on this. 
107 Finding from Focus Group meeting C. As the procedure for service costing and pricing that this thesis is going to 
propose is similar for all lifecycle phases, it is centrally described at the end of this section. 
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service [Barros et al., 2011a]. Based on the results the process model is constructed. 
[Bullinger et al., 2003] suggest decomposing the model into several sub-models. This is 
equivalent to identifying subservices and enables discovering re-use opportunities of 
existing services108. For the discovery of existing services numerous approaches exist, see 
e.g., [Gu & Lago, 2007]. Additionally, a first resource model estimates the required 
resources [Bullinger et al., 2003] and derives working packets. Resources need to be tailored 
to the estimated future utilization [OGC, 2007]. An indicative time schedule for realization 
supplements the model. 
The next step is to decide which subservices will be bought externally, involving the 
identification of re-usage opportunities of existing internal services and evaluating potential 
external sources109. For each option, a business case is conducted, whereas both quantitative 
and qualitative factors influence the decision. These include functional attributes, i.e., the 
capability match [Barros & Oberle, 2012], non-functional attributes (costs, availability, 
security, capacity etc.) [OGC, 2007] and operational aspects (i.e., integration efforts, 
compatibility of existing systems etc.) [Barros & Oberle, 2012]. Focus group meeting H 
concluded that at this stage the available data suffices to refine the indicative overall 
business case. Based on the outcome, the process either continues or terminates. In the latter 
case, no further pursuance of the service concept happens. If the business case is promising, 
further detailing of the models encloses, referred to as service design. Both at ENTB and 
ZKB this process involves detailing of the service’s capabilities and features, designing the 
processes, planning resources and drafting the technical infrastructure design that is required 
for operating the service. 
At this stage the service’s features are completely defined. In case the service targets 
external customers (i.e., if it is a service cluster or a business service), the marketing and 
sales conception starts, involving four tasks: definition of marketing objectives, definition of 
marketing strategy, derivation of corresponding actions and budgeting110. 
Frequently new services are built upon request of a (internal or external) customer, which 
necessitates legally binding agreements. Within a bilateral project at ZKB in 2010, a 
corresponding document structure has been defined, as shown in Figure 4-5. Two types of 
contract exist. First, the basic contract defines the general conditions for collaboration, not 
focusing on a specific service but rather on the partnership as a whole111. Second, a 
standardized Service Level Agreement (SLA) contains all agreements with respect to the 
specific service. The SLA draws from standardized service description sheets and basically 
contains the product model and parts of the resource model. A supplementary document to 
the SLA specifies individual agreements that deviate from the standard. Each of the 
contracts undergoes three steps: drafting, negotiation and finalization/signing. At this stage, 
the concept’s degree of maturity suffices for realizing the service. After signing, the 
business case is updated, as the individual agreements might have an influence on the 
expected costs and revenues. Upon acceptance of the business case and concepts, the 
process enters the development phase. Figure A 1-3 in Appendix 1 depicts the resulting 
process diagram. 
                                                            
108  Put differently, subservices are modeled based on the process model. [Kohlmann, 2011] presents a 
comprehensive service modeling procedure. 
109 [Mansfeldt et al., 2010] propose an integrated approach for the design and valuation of different sourcing 
alternatives. In addition, [Eckert, 2010] provides a tool to calculate the cost of interfacing with suppliers. 
110 Modeled within focus group meeting A. 
111 [Eckert, 2010] proposes a network governance codex. Network partners commit themselves to follow the 
specified rules, without legal bindings. In contrast, ZKB supplies a legally binding document to each customer 
(Framework for SLA). However, as ZKB logistic’s customers are all internal, there has not yet been a single case 
of legal enforcement (as of 2010). 
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Figure 4-5: Service documentation at ZKB. 
 
Development phase 
In line with [Gu & Lago, 2007] the SLM process distinguishes between development and 
implementation 112 . While development concerns with concept realization (including 
programming), implementation describes the act of implementing the service into the 
operating business113.  
ENTB distinguishes three basic development tasks prior to implementation: development 
(in the narrow sense), testing and documentation. During development, the service is 
realized according to the concepts. This involves service programming and integrating 
subservices. The subservices to be integrated have already been identified during 
conception. They are now composed into the new service [Gu & Lago, 2007]. 
As the service will possibly be used within many different processes and settings, extensive 
testing is important [Kohlborn et al., 2009b]. [Canfora & di Penta, 2006] note that service 
testing is especially demanding since subservices may originate from external sources and 
thus, due to interface-orientation, transparent testing (i.e., white-boxed) is not an option. 
Service testing is not only to detect errors but also to ensure service quality [Gu & Lago, 
2007]. A test strategy defines which aspects of the service should be tested and how the tests 
are setup [Dasso, 2007]. The latter involves the selection of roles, testing tools and a test 
schedule. Further, testing data needs to be generated [Adrion et al., 1982]. Given the usually 
infinite space of test combinations, the strategy needs to prioritize the aspects to be tested. 
[Canfora & di Penta, 2006] distinguish between functional, non-functional, regression-based 
and integration testing. Functional testing assesses whether the service delivers the intended 
capabilities. Non-functional testing focuses on quality-related attributes, e.g., availability 
and response time. Regression testing rather addresses a run-time aspect: The service’s 
implementation may change over time; regression testing refers to repetitive testing each 
time a new release is issued [Bruno et al., 2005]. Lastly, integration testing addresses the 
problem of run-time-errors caused by dynamic binding: Due to polymorphic behavior of 
composed service systems, it is not always possible to determine the exact composition at 
design-time [Canfora & di Penta, 2006]. Rather, services are dynamically bound during run-
time according to the prevailing conditions. For example, depending on the specific 
currency a foreign exchange service invokes different methods (or the same methods with 
different attributes, depending on the coding style) of the currency conversion service. After 
finalization of the test-planning phase, test conduction follows, both for technical and non-
                                                            
112 In [Gu & Lago, 2007] both phases belong to the design-time. 
113 This may be confusing, as programming is often interchangeably used with implementing. However, this SLM 
process regards implementation as the integration into operating structures (systems, processes etc.) rather than 
the coding itself. 
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technical aspects. Based on the testing results, the service is refined. Depending on the 
number and severity of errors, this may comprise a partial or complete re-programming 
and/or process redesign of the service. Depending on where the errors are located, 
refinement may even involve external suppliers and lead to new service compositions. Once 
the service is running stable, dependencies and technical features are documented and the 
business case is updated. As implementation issues may affect the end-user documentation, 
it is created at a later stage. Before the actual integration of the service into run-time systems 
and publishing it on the respective directories (service repository, service catalogue), a final 
quality check and subsequent approval follow114. Once approved, the service’s lifecycle 
proceeds to the implementation phase. Figure A 1-4 in Appendix 1 depicts the resulting 
process diagram. 
Implementation phase 
Implementation describes the process of integrating the service into operational structures 
(technical and organizational). The first step is to provide the required integration 
infrastructure. Depending on the service’s requirements this involves creating workplaces, 
setting up dedicated hardware and establishing interfaces to existing applications. Up to this 
point, the service has only been tested in a test environment, now it is deployed into 
operational infrastructures. According to ENTB, owing to the unique nature of each target 
environment at this stage numerous additional customizing activities are necessary that 
could not be recognized in advance. This includes, e.g., implementing customized endpoints 
that are capable of handling client-specific data-types115. 
The service is integrated into service repositories and service catalogues, but not yet 
published. In the case of service clusters and business services an end-user manual describes 
the service’s features and their usage options. Additionally, all other business-related service 
descriptions are updated and the technical documentation is finalized. For business services 
and service clusters, business user training encloses, showing users how to use the new 
service (e.g., how to use a composite application).  
In parallel, data migration takes place116. This involves gathering migration requirements, 
migration planning, data extraction, -transformation, -loading, problem investigation and -
resolution [Oracle, 2012]. Data migration might be required in case the service replaces an 
existing service. For example, when Swisscom implements the Finnova core banking 
system for a client that formerly operated another system (e.g., Temenos), data is migrated 
from the old databases to the new Oracle database. Even if the old system relied on the same 
database, changes in the data structure necessitate migrations. Different stakeholders pose 
requirements on the migration with respect to its form (batch vs. continuous), the time and 
the extent of migration (i.e., which data is not needed anymore). Based on these 
requirements, a detailed migration plan is elaborated. During migration, data is extracted 
from the source data store, transformed and loaded into the destination data store 
[Vassiliadis et al., 2012]. The transformation involves cleansing and customization. 
Cleansing removes any errors and inconsistencies from the data and customization re-
formats data in order to make it compatible to the new system117. Once everything is setup 
                                                            
114 This corresponds to LGB’s third quality checkpoint (stage gate) prior to going live. In this quality check a review 
board ensures that the service is meeting functional and non-functional SLA requirements. 
115 LGB maintains a dedicated data type repository with several thousand data types, most of which are unique to 
LGB. Examples are a unique data type for specially formatted customer ids and special data types for security 
identifiers. 
116 Data migration describes the moving of data stored on networked devices from one configuration to another [Hall 
et al., 2001]. 
117 An example for re-formatting is data type conversion: Dates may be stored in different formats (e.g., timestamps, 
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and data is migrated, the piloting phase begins, involving end-user testing (in the case of 
service clusters and business services), feedback recording and service refinement. 
Following the successful piloting, the repository entries are published [Gu & Lago, 2007] 
and rollout gets approved. At this point LGB incorporates a final quality check to ensure 
that the service is properly running before it goes live. From then on, service customers may 
create and consume new service instances. Figure A 1-5 in Appendix 1 depicts the resulting 
process diagram. 
Operation phase 
The operation phase differs from the other phases as it executes continuously once a service 
starts to operate. The different subprocesses repeat endlessly until the service is retired, 
whereas the cycle times and frequencies may differ. Generally, the operations phase needs 
to ensure an error-free and stable service instance provision according to the specified 
SLAs118. This is especially demanding since services are available for consumption and thus 
all occurring problems are real-time problems [Gu & Lago, 2007]. In this sense, 
[Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006, p. 15] point out monitoring activities as important 
during operation and define service monitoring as “…the continuous and closed-loop 
procedure of measuring, monitoring, reporting and improving the quality of service…”. 
Monitoring of relevant run-time metrics ensures adherence to SLAs and is the basis for 
service billing [Papazoglou, 2008]. ENTB deployed an electronic real-time monitoring 
system for clients’ on-site workplaces and their Internet connectivity. Up to now, ENTB 
only captures technical metrics, e.g., availability and latency. 
Section 2.3 reveals a focus of most existing works on the operation phase. Hence, instead of 
modeling the whole subprocess from scratch, this thesis draws from a former work of the 
CC Sourcing consortium. [Puschmann & Alt, 2011] identify six operations phases: incident 
management, continuity management, availability management, security management, 
capacity management and configuration management. These subprocesses are used to 
model the corresponding process diagram, whereas the model details are drawn from ITIL 
and ENTB. Especially in the operation phase, ITIL provides rather detailed processes. 
Instead of resembling this level of detail in the SLM process, the granularity is deliberately 
kept lower; depending on the user’s purpose it can be detailed by following the 
corresponding procedure model in Appendix 6. 
Incident management comprises the fulfillment of requests and the management of 
problems. ITIL distinguishes six basic tasks [OGC, 2007]: 1) detection and recording, 2) 
classification and initial support, 3) investigation and diagnosis, 4) resolution and recovery, 
5) closure and 6) monitoring & tracking, whereas the latter is spanning all the others. 
Continuity management relates to step four, as it concerns with the recovery of a service 
once an incident or problem occurred. Continuity management involves the establishment 
and maintenance of a service-specific recovery plan. Usually, the agreed upon SLAs specify 
certain security standards that need to be met. For example, SLAs for the payments 
processing service oblige ENTB to properly encrypt all sensitive data (e.g., customer-
identifying data). In contrast, availability management aims to completely avoid the 
occurrence of service outages. Similarly to continuity management, minimum availability 
figures usually are part of an SLA. The security management subprocess ensures the 
enforcement of these standards. Next, capacity management scales a service’s capacity 
                                                                                                                                                  
datetime strings). According to [Kimbal et al., 1998] a comprehensive data mapping should be established prior 
to transformation. 
118 [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] mention response time, throughput and availability as common QoS 
metrics. 
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according to current demand. While initial capacity dimensioning is already determined 
during a service’s conception and development, the operation phase focuses on monitoring 
current utilization and eventually to initiate a scaling of resources. The latter is a service 
enhancement and is covered in the subsequent section. Lastly, configuration management 
keeps track of all of a service’s functional and non-functional features as well as 
dependencies. Additionally, it records all changes, i.e., it keeps a version log to ensure the 
integrity of the whole service system over time. As an example, the configuration 
management records functional enhancements of a service, e.g., a new service level for 
ZKB’s payments service. This ensures that all (potential) service consumers (applications, 
other services, human consumers) have up-to-date information on a service’s 
functionality119. Figure A 1-6 in Appendix 1 depicts the resulting process diagram. 
Enhancement phase 
Opinions on the existence of an enhancement phase and the included activities are diverse. 
Some authors argue that all enhancements constitute a form of new development and hence 
should undergo the whole lifecycle from the beginning [Behara & Inaganti, 2007]. 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009b] separate between minor changes and substantial changes. While the 
enhancement phase handles minor changes, major changes undergo the whole lifecycle. 
Both viewpoints neglect the service-centered nature of SLM: In stating that service changes 
(e.g., enhancements) undergo the whole process, these approaches implicitly change the 
original purpose of the SLM process. The process was designed with a focus on a service’s 
lifecycle rather than that of a change. Hence, this thesis assumes all service changes to be 
handled in the enhancement phase. The only exceptions are changes affecting subservices: 
A service enhancement might necessitate building a new subservice or changing an existing 
subservice. In that case, a new SLM process instance would be created or the instance of the 
existing subservice triggered, respectively. Consequently, a service change is either 
triggered by the service’s operation phase or by another (containing) service requiring the 
change. The former includes feedback submissions, improvement proposals [Kohlborn et 
al., 2009b] and adverse developments of performance metrics. For example, [Gu & Lago, 
2007] propose to use invocation statistics for identifying retirements candidates. Figure 4-6 
depicts the corresponding relationships. 
                                                            
119  The SLM process covers the enhancement of services as a separate process phase. However, when an 
enhancement project is kicked off, the operation of the service continues. Hence, it is viable to situate the 
configuration management subprocess within the operation phase. 
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Figure 4-6: Different SLM process instances during service changes. 
The enhancement phase covers four possible scenarios: service improvement [OGC, 2007], 
-variation, -harmonization (both [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006])120 and deactivation 
[Kohlborn et al., 2009b]. 
Service improvement: all minor and major service improvements [OGC, 2007]. These 
include switches to newer technologies (e.g., from CORBA to webservices), hardware 
changes and shifts in human resource endowments, among others. In contrast to service 
variation, the service’s functionality remains the same. However, service quality might 
change due to the use of more efficient resources or the more efficient use of resources, 
respectively. Service variation: While improvement refers to non-functional enhancements, 
variation describes functional changes. [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] mention the 
fine-tuning, specialization or variation of business logic functionality. These include adding 
additional service levels or even splitting up the service into two different ones. An example 
for the former is BBP’s interbank messaging service. The Swiss interbank connection 
provider started offering a compliance filter as part of the existing messaging service121. 
Customers may switch to this higher service level upon request. The latter, i.e., splitting up 
of a service, would instantiate two new SLM process instances, while the existing service is 
deactivated upon rollout of the new services. Service harmonization: denotes the 
consolidation of two or more services into a single service. This may be necessary in the 
course of redundancy reductions [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006]122. Usually, the 
rationale behind harmonizing services is to realize scale economies through consolidated 
maintenance and operation. The incorporated services’ lifecycles are terminated upon 
successful incorporation. Service deactivation: the termination of a service. This might 
                                                            
120 [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006] postulate to make services more generic and thus re-usable by abstracting 
from situation-specific differences. However, they also state that specialization and variation are occasionally 
necessary. 
121 Interbank messages (e.g., SWIFT) are standardized electronic messages sent between banks. They serve different 
purposes, including payment transfer and securities settlement. The compliance filter helps checking whether the 
contained information adheres to all regulations. An example is the checking of payments transactions as to 
whether they adhere to money laundering regulations. 
122 [Gu & Lago, 2007] propose the use of scoring mechanisms to detect similar service functionalities. Similarly, 
[Berbner et al., 2005] incorporate a rating component into their SOA management system architecture. Section 
4.3 covers redundancy detection in more detail. 
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either be due to service retirement or due to outsourcing decisions. Prior to deactivation, all 
consuming services need suitable replacement alternatives. Deactivation can only take place 
once all regulatory requirements are met (e.g., grace periods, data archiving). 
Each service change needs to be communicated to the respective service catalogues and 
service repositories123. Additionally, a versioning mechanism needs to provide a unique 
distinction between different service versions [Matjaz et al., 2009]. Based on this 
versioning, LGB maintains a compatibility repository holding information about the 
interoperability of services. Eventually, due to backward incompatibilities, the older service 
version needs to remain in operation [Gu & Lago, 2007]. In this respect, LGB pursues a 
minimum parallelism policy: the simultaneous operation of different service versions should 
at best be temporary. Figure A 1-7 in Appendix 1 depicts the resulting process diagram. 
Table A 1-1 provides activity descriptions for each of the introduced process phases. 
Detailing of valuation-related activities 
CR10 stresses the importance of service valuation. Service valuation bears two components, 
service costs and service revenues. Thereby two dimensions prevail in each, a quantitative 
and qualitative one. Service cost management comprises the determination and proactive 
influencing of all costs and associated risks arising during the service lifecycle. Service 
revenue management in turn is responsible for designing adequate pricing models and price 
positionings in order to achieve the strategic goals (e.g., competition-based pricing, value-
maximizing pricing). Both components jointly make up a business case. A business case is 
maintained and continuously updated throughout the whole life of the service. However, 
continuous updating would be very resource-intensive and lead to significant overhead 
costs. Hence, leveraging the practical experience of the CC Sourcing consortium members, 
the SLM process explicitly integrates service valuation-oriented activities at a discrete set of 
points, as described in the preceeding paragraphs. As all these activities are rather similar 
(i.e., maintaining and updating the service business case), the consortium agreed to further 
detail them in separate processes rather than redundantly integrating all activities into the 
SLM process. From a reference-modeling viewpoint, this detailing is a specialization of the 
respective activities from the SLM process. Specifically, two separate processes were 
designed, a (service) cost management and a (service) revenue management process. In 
focus group meeting B the researcher prepared a presentation on the basics of service 
valuation124. The consortium decided to focus on two aspects: first, a formalization of the 
aforesaid processes; reportedly, no member has formalized processes for service cost- and 
revenue-management (and, hence, for the conduction of business cases) in place. Rather, all 
calculations are performed on an ad-hoc basis, usually within self-developed Excel sheets 
and without strict guidance. Literature also lacks dedicated results, as the analyses in section 
2.3 showed. Interim focus group meeting H discussed and refined first versions of the two 
processes. Focus group meeting C refined and accepted the final processes, alongside an 
Excel-based prototype for service-related business cases125. Appendix 1 contains the cost 
and revenue management processes (Figure A 1-8 and Figure A 1-9), accompanied by 
detailed descriptions of each activity (Table A 1-2 and Table A 1-3). 
                                                            
123 [Kohlborn et al., 2009b] postulates to actively notify the active service user base about impending service 
retirements. Obviously this necessity applies to all four kinds of service change. 
124 The contents of this presentation have been agreed upon in the interim focus group meeting G. 
125 Presentation of the processes and the prototype has been performed by means of the example of a payments 
processing service. Similarly to the proceeding in section 6.5, the case example is synthesized from 8 interviews 
with the following consortium members: BBP, COMIT (now Swisscom), Finaclear, SIX and Sourcag. Due to 
space restrictions, the case is not included in this thesis, but available upon request. 
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4.3 The Service Portfolio Management Reference Process 
SPM has not yet received substantial attention in literature [Kohlborn et al., 2009a]. 
Nevertheless, it is an important part of SLM126. Randy Heffner, the Vice President of 
Forrester research, even stated SPM to be the most important aspect of SM [Seeley, 2008]. 
In a service-oriented environment services typically exhibit dependencies between each 
other. The possible natures of these dependencies are manifold. The majority of SOA 
literature implicitly assumes dependencies to be of type required: A service requires another 
service in order to produce its outcome. All explicitly stated dependencies within geSAB are 
of this type. An example is the processing of paper-based payments, as offered by ENTB: 
The service requires another service (denoted as subservice) for the scanning and digital 
recognition of the payment slips. Without the latter, payments processing would be 
impossible. The predominant focus of SOA literature on that specific dependency type may 
be explained by the fact that all required dependencies have direct influence on the service’s 
availability. However, a range of other dependency types exist [Barros et al., 2011a]: 
• Includes: is weaker than requires, stating that a business service that includes 
another service does not necessarily require it. GeSAB implicitly uses the concept 
to define service clusters: service clusters bundle a set of services; however, this 
does not necessarily imply that a service cluster strictly requires a contained 
service. 
• Enhances: A service may enhance another service. For example, BBP offers an 
interbank messaging service that processes messages between senders and 
receivers. Additionally, they offer another service that additionally includes a 
compliance check ensuring that the message content (e.g., the payment instruction) 
semantically adheres to all regulations. Hence, the latter enhances the former. 
• Mirrors: Two services that are exactly equal in terms of provided functionality 
(capabilities) mirror each other. For example, during competition analysis business 
developers might identify a mirroring service provided by one of the firm’s 
competitors. Another example is post-merger integration: Xchanging is a German 
transaction bank that specializes on buying and integrating transactional 
institutions in order to realize scale economies. The business model depends on its 
ability to identify mirroring services that are subject to consolidation. 
• CanSubstitute: is similar to mirrors, but eventually offering different functionalities 
that, nevertheless, yield the same benefits for the service consumer. 
• CanConflict:  marks two possibly conflicting services. Conflicts may arise in many 
different dimensions, including ethical conflicts and technical conflicts 
(incompatible services), among others. 
An important goal of SPM, as defined in this thesis, focuses on the latter four dependency 
types. [Kohlborn et al., 2009a, p. 1] define SPM as “a dynamic decision-making process that 
is dedicated to the continuous, strategically aligned revision of service portfolios”, whereas a 
service portfolio is the entirety of all services affecting a company’s operations. These 
include internally produced services, externally sourced services and services from 
competitors that are tracked for monitoring or comparison reasons. ITIL, in contrast, only 
includes services offered to end-users (internal or external) into the service portfolio [OGC, 
2007] and distinguishes three sub-portfolios: The service catalogue contains all currently 
offered end-user services, the service pipeline comprises services currently under 
                                                            
126 This thesis regards SPM as a part of SLM. However, it is not part of the SLM process itself, but detailed as a 
separate process. 
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development (i.e., services whose lifecycle is somewhere between conception and 
implementation) and another sub-portfolio contains all retired services. ITIL stresses 
business-oriented tasks that are strongly related to marketing issues, including the 
determination of value propositions for customers and strength/weaknesses comparisons in 
the marketplace. [Janssen & Feenstra, 2006, p. 230] follow a broader definition, regarding a 
service portfolio as “a management instrument guiding decision making about the 
development, reuse, execution, maintenance and evaluation of services”, which largely 
overlaps with the tasks assumed by the presented SLM process and hence is too broad.  
Subsequently, Kohlborn et al.’s definition is adopted. Linked to geSAB this means that a 
service portfolio can possibly contain all types of the geSAB typology, regardless of 
whether the service is directly offered to end-users or not127. Additionally, ITIL’s separation 
into three sub-portfolios is adopted. Referring to the four mentioned dependency types and 
the stated SPM definition, the main task of SPM is to detect and track the described 
dependencies and to resolute arising issues: 
• Enhances: An enhances-dependency might point to unrealized scales, as the two 
services could potentially be merged into a single service, possibly with different 
service levels. 
• Mirrors or CanSubstitute: If both mirroring/substituting services are internally 
produced, they are redundant and subject to consolidation. If one of the services is 
external and competing, it needs close monitoring. 
• CanConflict: SPM needs to employ measures to closely track the services to take 
reactive action once a conflict materializes. 
To address these issues, all new service developments or enhancements need to be approved 
on the portfolio level prior to and after realization, which is implicitly covered by the 
following SLM process activities: A1.1.1.2.2 (SLM phase Identification, activity Check 
strategic conformance) and A1.1.3.2 (SLM phase Identification, activity Decide on idea) 
include the checking and approval of the service idea on SPM level; A1.7.1.2 (SLM phase 
Enhancement, activity Check strategic conformance) includes the approval of the 
anticipated service enhancement. 
Although several works mention the importance of SPM, none of them provides a process 
that suits into the adopted definition. ITIL does provide a formal process, but as said 
employs a different SPM understanding. (Kohlborn, Fielt, et al., 2009) provide exemplary 
listings of SPM tasks, but no structured process. Building on existing knowledge from these 
works and leveraging the experience of the CC Sourcing consortium members, the author 
developed an SPM process. Although none of the consortium members’ companies has a 
dedicated SPM process in place128, most members address the corresponding SPM activities 
in an informal way. During interim focus group meeting G, a first draft of the SPM process 
has been discussed and refined. Special attention was paid to the definition of SPM 
objectives and the resulting general tasks. Based on this input, focus group A discussed the 
first complete version of the process. Focus group meeting B accepted the final process. The 
SPM process comprises the phases Definition/updating of SPM objectives, Analysis of the 
service portfolio, Decision and Realization.  
                                                            
127 Consequently, the concept of service portfolios differs from geSAB’s notion of service clusters in that the former 
may include all service types, whereas service clusters only accommodate business services. 
128 This is the reason why the creation of a formal SPM process has been included into the CC Sourcing research 
agenda as an objective. 
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Definition of SPM objectives: SPM needs to consider any kind of applicable strategic 
guidelines the company has imposed. These may comprise restrictions on the types of 
offered services and applicable architecture guidelines (e.g., service modeling procedures). 
Additionally, a set of performance indicators and corresponding thresholds needs to be 
defined, allowing assessing the service portfolio. 
Analysis of the service portfolio: The second phase concerns with the identification of 
potential portfolio changes and its consolidation, documentation, evaluation and 
prioritization. Identification can stem from two sources, internal or external: SPM needs to 
conduct recurring external environmental screenings in order to detect improvement 
potentials within the portfolio. Possible sources include user feedback [Janssen & Feenstra, 
2006], market analyses (e.g., competition analyses) and incident analyses (see SLM 
process). Three internal sources prevail: First, adverse movements of the formerly specified 
SPM metrics (e.g., profitability of a service) require action; second, active portfolio 
screenings for the mentioned dependencies uncovers potentials for service harmonization, 
variation and deactivation129 ; and third, the SLM process provides further input: As 
described, new service ideas or enhancement proposals need to be evaluated within the SPM 
process prior to their realization. The SPM process runs continuously, while cycle lengths 
vary widely in practice: Assessments of new service ideas at LGB are triggered once new 
ideas come up, whereas ENTB conducts review cycles every 3-5 months. Due to limited 
budgets not all new ideas can be realized, thus requiring prioritization. A filtered and 
prioritized list is the basis for deciding on which ideas to pursue.  
Decision: Based on this list, the service portfolio manager conducts a more detailed 
assessment of each idea, including an evaluation of the conformance to company guidelines, 
legislations and regulations. Further, technical impacts are simulated, including effects on 
consuming and providing applications [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006]. For example, 
while the consolidation of two services into a single service (i.e., one service canSubstitute 
the other) might make sense from a monetary viewpoint, regulatory burdens may prevent 
from doing so: Many banks offer online services that provide customers with investment 
proposals. While the process is always similar130, the customer’s domicile may have 
substantial impact on the offered investment solutions, e.g., denying the advisor to offer 
certain investment solutions. Based on the assessment results, the portfolio manager decides 
and either approves or rejects the item131. The portfolios are updated accordingly, e.g., 
approved ideas are put into the pipeline portfolio.  
Realization: Once approved, service realization takes place within the SLM process, as 
described in section 4.2.3. SPM has to monitor the realization and update the service 
portfolios upon successful completion (triggered by A1.7.6.5, SLM phase Enhancement, 
activity Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation) in case of a service 
enhancement and A1.5.9.1 (SLM phase Implementation, activity Publish in repository and 
catalogue) in case of a new service development). Figure A 1-10 in Appendix 1 depicts the 
resulting SPM process, accompanied by detailed descriptions of each activity in Table A 
1-4. 
                                                            
129 The realization of these enhancements (see section 4.2, enhancement phase, for details) takes place within the 
SLM process. The respective link into the SLM process follows at a later phase of the SPM process. 
130 These services comprise two process steps: First, the customer undergoes a risk-profiling, which usually consists 
of a standardized set of questions; second, based on the risk assessment results, the (possibly electronic) advisor 
offers suitable investment products. 
131 In some companies a committee assumes the service portfolio manager role. For example, LGB maintains a SOA 
review board that decides on service developments and enhancements. 
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4.4 Role-/Activity-Mapping 
Introduction 
From a process-perspective, [Papazoglou & Yang, 2002] regard a clear definition of roles 
and responsibilities for each activity as an important step during process design. Conversely, 
none of the contemporary SLM processes in literature has clear indications on their 
relationship to the SOA stakeholders resp. vice versa ([Gu & Lago, 2007], see also section 
2.3.4). 
The role model in section 3.2 defines roles in terms of covered activities. Until now, only 
aggregated definitions for each role have been provided. The previous section derived a 
detailed SLM process architecture. Leveraging both, the forthcoming section constructs a 
role-/activity-mapping, yielding two benefits: 1) The mapping between the processes’ 
activities and the roles lead to a precise activity-based definition of each role; 2) The 
mapping connects the strategy layer and the process layer, which is necessary to determine 
the nominal process coverage for different SLM orientations. Hence, it is a prerequisite for 
assessing IT support in SLM. 
Mapping structure 
Roles may receive, invoke and reply to activities [Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006]. 
Hence a flat m:n mapping without further specification would not resemble reality 
accurately. Commonly, condensed linear responsibility charts, also known as RACI 
matrices, are used to assign responsibilities to roles [Cleland & Ireland, 2006; Smith & 
Erwin, 2005]. The original RACI matrix distinguishes four responsibility types (for more 
detailed definitions see [Margaria, 2010; Smith & Erwin, 2005]):  
• Responsible (R): the actor being responsible for performing the task. Each activity 
requires exactly one responsible actor. 
• Accountable (A): the actor being answerable for correct activity completion. The 
accountable actor delegates the performing of the task to the responsible actor. 
Only one accountable actor per task is allowed. 
• Consulted (C): an actor being passively included in the activity to provide 
guidance and expert advice. For example, LGB consults domain experts on 
whether a proposed service’s functionality would suit domain-specific needs. The 
relationship is based on two-way communication. 
• Informed (I): actors being updated about the activity’s progress and status. 
Considering real-world cases, one problem remains with RACI matrices. For example, 
while Finnova programs most of its banking solution’s services in-house, some work is 
outsourced to specialized programming companies or even clients. While Finnova remains 
responsible, the external programmer supports in accomplishing the programming task. 
[Dean, 2009] proposes the RASCI concept as an extension to RACI, entailing a break up of 
the responsible category into responsible and supporting (S), with the latter helping the 
responsible actor to complete the activity. This distinction better allows denoting 
collaborating actors for a given activity, as in the Finnova case.132 The role-/activity-
mapping follows this RASCI approach. Two additional examples illustrate its usage: First, 
ENTB covers the service aggregator/integrator role, among others. An integrator is 
                                                            
132 Additional extensions include RACI-VS [Blokdijk, 2008], DACI [Kendrick, 2006], RACIO [Lee, 2008]. Further, 
some deviating definitions of the RACI actors exist, which are, however, not extensively used throughout 
literature. 
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responsible for documenting dependencies between services. Consequently, the mapping 
between role R-DP3 and activity A1.4.5.1 is of type R. Second, subservice providers are 
consulted during dependency documentation, as they might have deeper knowledge on the 
properties of their services. Consequently, the mapping between role R-DP4 and the 
aforementioned activity is of type C. 
Mapping notation 
The architecture features two forms of role-/activity-mapping notation. First, 
complementing the presented process notation, the mapping layer provides a means to 
depict mappings in BPMN diagrams. Second, plain tables serve as another form of 
depiction that abstracts from sequence flows and only focuses on the mappings themselves. 
Notation 1 - BPMN: [Cabanillas et al., 2011] propose a technique to combine condensed 
linear responsibility charts with BPMN diagrams. They annotate the BPMN activities with 
the corresponding first letter of the RACI actor (e.g., R) and use pools for differentiating 
roles. Specifically, each activity is assigned to one pool and annotated with one RACI letter. 
While this technique clarifies the responsibility for a specific actor with respect to a single 
activity, it does not allow to map more than one role to a single activity. Taking the Finnova 
example from above, this would mean that the Program service activity would have to be 
split into two distinct activities, which are in turn placed on different pools and be annotated 
with the corresponding RASCI letter. This way, process diagrams quickly become blown up 
and hard to read. Hence, instead of forcing the use of pools this thesis introduces an 
annotation-based role-/activity-mapping technique: A structured annotation to each activity 
clarifies the associated roles. The annotation consists of a structured expression: 
{RoleIdentifier:RASCIIdentifier;...}. For example, the role Service Producer (R-DP1) is 
responsible for the activity Program service (A1.4.1.1). The mapping aggregates both, the 
mapped role and the mapping type into a single identifier. Consequently, it is no longer 
necessary, although possible, to use different pools. Figure 4-7 depicts the resulting activity 
symbol. 
 
Figure 4-7: Activity-/role-mapping annotation in BPMN. 
 
Notation 2 - tabular format: While the first notation enables modelers to incorporate the 
mapping knowledge directly into the diagrams, it has two drawbacks: First, it is not 
particularly suitable for quickly determining all activities a specific role is involved in. 
Second, it may be overloaded for users that are only interested in the mapping rather than 
the process’s sequence. 
A table-based notation solves the problem. In line which the standard depiction of 
condensed linear charts (see, e.g., [Cabanillas et al., 2011]) it lists all mappings for a given 
role or activity in a matrix format, as shown in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3. The mapping 
between roles and activities in Table 4-3 is of the form 
{ActivitiyIdentifier(ActivityName):RASCItype;…}. The two different tabular depictions 
make it easier to find the desired information depending on whether the model user is 
Program service 
(A1.4.1.1) 
{R-DP1:R;} 
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primarily interested in specific roles or certain activities (i.e., it applies the principle of 
multi-perspectivism). 
Activity ID Activity Mapped roles 
A1.4.1.1 Program service { R-DP1(Service producer):R; …} 
… … … 
Table 4-2: RASCI table template, activity-centered perspective. 
 
Role ID Role Mapped activities 
R-DP1 Service producer { A1.4.1.1(ProgramService):R;…} 
… … … 
Table 4-3: RASCI table template, role-centered perspective. 
 
Mapping procedure and documentation 
The mappings stem from four input sources. First, literature yielded indications on the 
responsibilities of roles within SLM. Especially the investigated SM approaches have been 
useful in this respect (see section 2.3.4), although they do not embody explicit mappings. 
Second, mappings were inferred from the available case study data, especially during non-
structured talks to LGB and ENTB. Third, focus group discussions complemented and 
validated the mappings, especially focus group meetings A, B, D and G. Fourth, additional 
bilateral interviews (see Table A 4-6 in A4.3, e.g., with Gartner) and informal talks to 
practitioners and researchers yielded further input. Most mappings have not been explicitly 
identified during the research process but rather are the result of logical combination and 
aggregated evaluation of the stated sources. [Österle & Otto, 2010] differentiate between 
explicit and tacit knowledge. While the former is expressed systematically, the latter is 
rather unstructured and possessed by individuals. Conversion of tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge relies on the researcher’s ability to interpret the extracted tacit 
knowledge and generalize the results in order to explicate them. As the mappings presented 
in this thesis comprise such generalized, aggregated knowledge it is not practicable to trace 
every single mapping to its origins.  
Table A 1-5 and Table A 1-6 in Appendix 1 list all role-/activity-mappings using the 
presented tabular notations. 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
The preceding chapter presented the architecture’s process layer consisting of four 
processes, with the SLM process at its core. Along the entire service lifecycle this process 
details management-related activities and their sequence. Noteworthy, valuation-related 
activities, especially business case conductions, are of importance throughout almost all 
process phases. Recognizing this, the additional cost- and revenue management processes 
detail how to conduct a service-related business case. The SPM process aims at managing a 
company’s entire service portfolio rather than single services.  
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A multi-faceted role-/activity-mapping leads to a detailed activity-based role definition. 
Altogether, the strategy layer, the process layer and the mapping constitute the answer to 
research question A. The following chapter elaborates on the question of IT support 
possibilities for the presented processes. Specifically, it addresses research question B by 
deriving and populating a model for capturing IT support possibilities in SLM.  
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5 Information Systems Layer 
5.1 Construction Process and General Structure 
5.1.1 Introduction and Construction Process 
Introduction 
As of today, no model concerns with IT support along the service lifecycle. IT support, 
however, is an enabler for dealing with the complexity of SLM. For example, LGB operates 
a custom-built SLM application enabling the handling of release management, re-use 
identification and service versioning, among others, for more than 1200 services. Without 
the solution, realizing a re-use factor of four would reportedly not be possible, as the 
identification of re-usage opportunities is an information-intensive task hard to perform 
manually. 
The contemporary SLM standard application market is strongly fragmented with software 
solutions considerably differing in scope and functionality. This in turn leads to difficulties 
with respect to identifying and comparing them in terms of the likely benefits they would 
yield for a specific organization133. Recognizing this gap, the architecture’s IS layer targets 
research question B. It comprises two views: applications and functions. While the latter 
embodies a functional reference model for SLM, the application perspective provides a 
functional analysis of existing SLM(-related) applications. Thereby the application analyses 
are the main source for populating the functional reference model. A function-/application-
mapping documents the relationships between the two. Further, an activity-/function-
mapping integrates the IS layer into the rest of the architecture. This general structure 
corresponds to the lower part of Figure 3-1 in section 3.1. 
Functional vs. service view 
Instead of the functional view pursued in this research, a service-oriented view could also 
have been applied for structuring SLM-related application functions. This would have led to 
a reference service architecture instead of a functional reference model. Services are an 
encapsulation of one or more functions. They exhibit distinctive characteristics, as discussed 
in section 2.2. Hence, in order to translate the identified application functions into a service 
architecture, guidelines and procedures would be required that ensure adherence of the 
resulting services to these characteristics. An example are the procedures proposed by 
[Kohlmann & Alt, 2007]. Most available SLM applications are not (yet) designed in a 
modular, service-oriented way. Consequently, for the thesis’s objectives, the employment of 
a service-centered view on the applications would not be of added value, while causing 
considerable additional efforts. Therefore, this thesis employs a function-centered view for 
describing SLM IT support possibilities. 
 
                                                            
133 Practitioners from the CC Sourcing consortium reported these difficulties (and application market characteristic) 
during the last focus group meeting of CC Sourcing 3. The meeting was to identify practitioners’ current 
problems (part of the analysis phase [Österle & Otto, 2010]) in order to derive the research agenda for CC 
Sourcing 4, the 2-year phase in which the results for this thesis have mainly been developed. 
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Construction process 
The remainder of this section lays out the construction process. Section 5.1.2 recapitulates 
the consolidated requirements from section 2.3.2 and derives layer-specific design 
guidelines. Section 5.1.3 discusses important definitions and presents additional notations. 
An identification and functional analysis of existing SLM(-related) software applications in 
section 5.2 is the main source for constructing the layer’s views, i.e., the application 
catalogue and the functional reference model. A case analysis at LGB yields further practice 
input (section 5.3). Drawing from these sources, section 5.5 constructs and presents the 
functional reference model134. Section 5.6 describes the structure of the activity-/function-
mapping and the function-/application-mapping. Section 5.7 draws a conclusion. Figure 5-1 
depicts the underlying procedure. 
 
Figure 5-1: SLM IS architecture construction process (IS layer). 
5.1.2 Design Guidelines 
As for the other layers, the applicable consolidated requirements first are translated into 
specific design guidelines for the IS layer. Particularly, CR4, CR6 and CR8-10 influence the 
IS layer design135. 
Business-oriented investigation of IT support potentials (relates to CR4): ARIS 
distinguishes four descriptive views (organizational, control, functional, data) and three 
descriptive layers (business design, technical design, implementation) (Scheer 1992; Scheer 
1997; Scheer et al. 2005). This thesis focuses on the business-oriented investigation of IT 
                                                            
134  During the initial construction phase [Hubacher, 2013] supported in identifying the applications and in 
conducting the case studies. The thesis has been initiated, advised and supported by the author. A mature version 
of the reference model and its construction process was published in [Fischbach et al., 2013b]. 
135 CR1-3 and 5 relate to the architecture as a whole and to its application, CR7 focuses on the strategy layer. 
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support potentials in SLM (CR4), which implies a focus on the business-design of the 
functional layer rather than being concerned with technical implementation issues. This 
business-design may then be used as the basis for technical implementation, as exemplified 
by the prototype in section 6.5. Design guideline 1: The functional reference model focuses 
on the identification and business-design of application functionality. It abstracts from 
technical implementation issues. 
Consideration of technical and business-related application functions and coverage of all 
service types (relates to CR6): One of the architecture’s core features is integrity with 
respect to different service types and business-related as well as technical SLM tasks. The 
process layer already addresses parts of this requirement. The IS layer also needs to exhibit 
these features. Design guideline 2: The IS layer needs to investigate application functions 
that a) support the management of different service types and b) target technical as well as 
business-related management issues. 
Lifecycle-wide application coverage (relates to CR8): For lifecycle-wide investigation of 
application support, the model derivation procedures need to be designed accordingly. They 
have to ensure that the resulting model embodies all functions that might be supporting the 
service lifecycle. Design guideline 3: The IS layer needs to investigate application 
functionality along the whole service lifecycle rather than restricting to single phases. 
Coverage of application functionality for the management of single services and service 
portfolios (relates to CR9): SPM has been emphasized as another important aspect of SLM. 
Hence, the IS layer also needs to identify and include application functions targeting 
portfolio-based management tasks. Design guideline 4: The IS layer needs to identify and 
include both, application functionality targeting portfolio-based management tasks and 
those targeting a single service’s lifecycle. 
Coverage of valuation-related application functionality (relates to CR10): contemporary 
SLM approaches have been identified as considerably lacking valuation-related aspects. The 
process layer already addressed the issue. Design guideline 5: The construction process of 
the IS layer needs to identify and analyze service valuation-related functions and include 
them into the functional reference model. 
5.1.3 Function Definition and Notations 
The functional reference model is the IS layer’s core. A largely heterogeneous definition 
landscape of the term function requires a foregoing discussion136. The understanding of 
functions in business administration (BA) and IS is diverse. BA commonly distinguishes 
between functional- and process-orientation. The former organizes a company according to 
its different functions, e.g., sales and logistics. In contrast, the latter clusters the 
organizational structure in terms of the processes each unit covers, e.g., order processing and 
service provisioning [Markgraf, 2013]. In line with this understanding is [Brown, 2008], 
who thinks of business functions as whole classes of activities. However, as business 
processes are also collections of activities, a business process represents a type of complex 
function [Software AG, 2011]. Hence, a business function’s activities may be part of 
different business processes, but not necessarily137. This understanding is contrary to the 
                                                            
136 The term function is used within many different areas of science, including mathematics, biology, psychology, 
business administration and IS. This discussion focuses on the latter two, as they are nearest in terms of the 
thesis’s topic. 
137 In this sense, [Hammer & Stanton, 1999] regard process-orientation as cross-functional. Multiple business 
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outlined BA understanding, as the function and process concepts are not regarded as 
orthogonal to each other. Common to both is the notion that a function is equal to the 
activity concept, i.e., it describes something that needs to be done. In this sense [Scheer & 
Schneider, 2006] use the terms function, process and activity synonymously. They also state 
that application software encapsulates computer-aided processing rules for functions and 
thus also allocate them to the function view. In a similar notion [Gammelgård, 2007, p. 60] 
states that “functionality relates to the kind of business that an IT system should support”. In 
another publication, Scheer defines a function as “a technical task or activity performed for 
an object to support one or more business objectives” [Scheer, 1992a, p. 63]. Inherent to this 
definition is an is-kind-of relationship between functions and activities: Functions are a 
special (technical) sub-type of activities. 
The SLM architecture largely adopts this understanding and defines a function as “an 
activity that is (mainly) performed or at least supported by software applications”. This 
notion is in line with [Närman et al., 2006], who regard functions as actions performed by 
applications (coined as application functionality138). This leads to a clear distinction between 
activities and functions: Activities are actions performed within the sequence of processes 
(see chapter 4). Importantly the process layer states nothing as to whether these activities are 
supported or even enabled by IT. In contrast, functions are activities (mainly) conducted by 
or with the help of applications. Importantly, only functions that are directly noticeable by 
the user are considered while, e.g., application-internal data transfer functions etc. are 
neglected, as they do not add to the answering of the research question. All functions in the 
functional reference model have been derived from an analysis of existing literature, 
applications, cases and application-related publications. 
Consequently, although functions can be semantically identical to activities, they do not 
have to. The main difference is that for activities no statement on their nature (supported by 
IT or not) is made. Following this understanding, none, one or multiple functions support an 
activity, whereas each activity may be supported by an arbitrary number of functions (re-
usage). The left-hand side of Figure 5-2 shows an example and specifies the applied 
notations139. 
                                                                                                                                                  
functions work together in order to perform a single business process. For example, a sales unit may induce a 
stock order, while a compliance unit checks the customer’s eligibility to place the order. Finally, a transactional 
unit processes the order. Each unit assumes a function. 
138 In their research study [Närman et al., 2013] also use the term application function. 
139  Provided BPMN’s process-orientation it does not offer dedicated concepts for modeling applications or 
application functionality. Recognizing the shortcomings of BPMN with respect to software modeling, [Owen & 
Raj, 2003] propose the inclusion of UML notation elements. While the component concept in UML could be 
borrowed to depict functions, there is still no symbol for applications. This thesis uses custom symbols for 
applications and functions, respectively, as shown in the figure. 
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Figure 5-2: Relationship between functions and activities (examples). 
This definitional de-coupling of activities and functions has several advantages with respect 
to the analysis of IT support potentials: 
• allowance for different granularities of activities and application functions: the 
analyzed applications’ functions differ in granularity. Without a conceptual de-
coupling of functions and activities, the process layer would need to explicitly 
incorporate even the finest granular functions (=activities in that case) in order to 
allow for a depiction of each application’s IT support capabilities (see right-hand 
side of Figure 5-2). As a result, the processes’ complexity would rise dramatically. 
Further, if in future an additional application is added to the sample, this might 
eventually require a reference process redesign (in case the application’s functions 
are more fine-granular than the processes). In contrast, mapping the functions to 
the processes’ activities does not alter the structure and still allows expressing 
available IT support possibilities. 
• allowance for extension: modelers are free to detail out selected activities on the 
process layer and rearrange the mappings to the functions in order to further 
specialize their analyses. They can even decide to exactly match the granularity of 
functions and activities for certain process areas (i.e., transitioning from the left to 
the right side of Figure 5-2).140 
• decreased complexity due to black-box principle: the concept does not concern 
with the exact order of the functions’ execution within a certain activity, i.e., the 
                                                            
140 For example, for the activity conduct integration testing in Figure 5-2 the modeler might decide to further 
decompose the activity into a set of more fine-granular activities, two of which exactly match the stated functions. 
Then each of the two activities would be mapped to the respective function, as they are semantically equal. The 
corresponding procedure model is depicted in Appendix 6 and will be explained further down during architecture 
application. 
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mappings are unordered. This greatly simplifies the analysis without counteracting 
the objective of locating IT support possibilities within the processes.141 
All functions are provided by software applications. Hence, in the next section an analysis 
of contemporary SLM applications follows in order to derive the functional reference 
model. 
5.2 Existing Standard Applications 
Introduction 
Given the lack of artifacts investigating IT support in SLM, literature to draw from during 
the design of the functional reference model is scarce. A backward-engineering approach 
helps overcoming this issue. Hevner et al. (2004) suggest analyzing and generalizing 
existing instantiations in order to come up with scientifically rigorous artifacts142. Obviously, 
existing SLM software applications are suitable instantiations. The market for SLM 
applications is diverse and fragmented. Many different application types exist, including 
Enterprise Service Buses, Requirements Management software and Message Brokers, just 
to name a few. Thereby two classes of application type prevail, business-focused and 
technical. The former are mainly concerned with business issues such as requirements 
engineering, project management, costing and pricing, whereas the latter comprise service 
repositories, service registries and monitoring applications that predominantly focus 
technical SLM issues. 
Identification and clustering of existing applications 
The identification of SLM-related applications has been performed in a multi-step process, 
leading to 63 solutions. First, a web-based keyword search led to 70 application candidates. 
The used keywords were: service management, service lifecycle management and SOA 
management. This step was to get a first overview of what application types exist. During 
the search, additional possible search terms have been recorded, e.g., service registry and 
service repository. Using the extended keyword list, the second step comprised another 
web-based search. Both searches in total yielded 88 unique software solutions. During a 
subsequent screening 25 solutions have been thrown off the stack. Most of them are 
focusing on organizing and coordinating field personnel of manufacturing and construction 
firms and hence do not directly relate to the topic of SLM (as in the understanding of this 
thesis)143. 
It is hardly feasible to analyze 63 solutions in detail, due to two reasons: First, a thorough 
analysis would have gone far beyond the available time resources; second, for many of the 
solutions there are no trial versions available and public documentation is scarce. To 
overcome the issue, two basic selection options exist. First, random sampling randomly 
                                                            
141 This design decision is an act of abstraction. Higher degrees of abstraction always result in loss of information. In 
this case, knowledge about the sequence of functions within an activity is lost. However, for a static analysis of IT 
support this information is not necessary. Existing works on service architectures apply a similar concept. For 
example, [Kohlmann & Alt, 2007] derive a service-architecture and state the dependencies between services. 
Thereby the exact execution order of the required services is not stated. Similarly, the Unified Service Description 
Language (USDL) [Barros & Oberle, 2012] stores a service’s dependencies in an unordered set. 
142 Hevner et al. propose design guidelines to evaluate the resulting artifact’s and to judge whether it suffices 
scientific standards, cf. sections 1.3 and 7.4. 
143 These applications are labeled Field Service Management applications and hence have been captured by the 
searches. 
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constructs a sample set of applications from the identified population for which to perform 
detailed analyses144 . [Marshall, 1996] refers to this kind of sampling as quantitative 
probability sampling. The set of samples is on average representative. As apparently the 
software solutions are focusing on different aspects of SLM, random sampling would not 
have been able to capture the sample’s inherent diversity. There would be no way of 
ensuring that each type of application is represented in the sample. Thus, random sampling 
is not appropriate. Second, selective sampling, also labeled as qualitative sampling, selects 
items based on other than purely quantitative criteria [Marshall, 1996]. Specifically, it 
allows employing criteria that are difficult to model, e.g., the researcher’s opinion on the 
suitability of a given item for the analyses. Given the heterogeneous nature of the 
application sample, selective sampling is appropriate. 
As a necessary prerequisite, the sample needs to encompass each type of application. Given 
the sparse information about the applications’ functionality available at this stage of 
analysis, this could not be guaranteed. Hence, another interim step has been included: pre-
clustering. Cluster analysis describes a set of techniques for grouping items into 
homogenous clusters, with the clusters themselves being heterogeneous [Nickel et al., 
1995]145. Following the suggestion of Kawaguchi et al. (2004), the main criterion for 
categorization was functional coherence within the categories and as much orthogonality as 
possible between the categories. Based on an indicative analysis (using publicly available 
application descriptions) of all applications, seven clusters with 26 sub-clusters were 
identified. The clustering allowed selecting one application from each sub-cluster for an in-
depth analysis. This in turn ensured broader function coverage compared to a random 
selection without prior grouping. The subsequent paragraphs provide definitions for each 
cluster. 
Cluster 1 - Technical SOA: This group contains applications related to the management of 
technical SOA infrastructures. Thereby most applications focus on webservices leveraging 
standard technologies such as WSDL and SOAP. The analysis yielded nine sub-clusters: 1) 
Enterprise service buses (ESB): An ESB is an integration platform that facilitates the 
communication between different applications. Techniques used include messaging, 
webservices, rule-based routings and transformation of data [Chappell, 2009]. ESBs are an 
established type of application and central to technical service infrastructures. Some ESBs 
include the message broker functionalities, while others connect to external message 
brokers. 2 and 3) Registries and repositories: Different opinions about the boundaries 
between both exist. While some regard registries as a catalogue for registering currently 
running service instances, others define it as a catalogue for available services [Tsai, 2005]. 
According to [Lublinsky, 2007] registries contain the endpoints for services, whereas all 
other information (i.e., the rest of the service description and its implementation) subside in 
the repository. Contemporary applications exhibit a similar heterogeneity in their functional 
scopes. The IBM Service Registry and Repository combines both aspects in a single 
solution, whereas for example WSO2’s Repository only focuses on hosting source code and 
service descriptions. 4) Monitors: Service monitoring solutions specialize on gathering and 
tracking service-related QoS data. These applications usually do not cover the monitoring of 
applications and databases but only consider services as the object of interest. Therefore, for 
error tracking commonly further solutions are required (see, e.g., application management). 
                                                            
144 In statistics, a population refers to the entirety of available units, whereas a sample denotes a subset thereof 
[Sullivan, 2013]. 
145 The basic idea of clustering is similar to the loose coupling concept from the software engineering domain. 
Especially in the context of SOA, loose coupling is often defined as strong cohesion within and weak 
cohesiveness between services [Josuttis, 2007]. 
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5) SOA governance applications: Section 2.3.1 already discussed the blurring definitions of 
SM and service/SOA governance. SOA governance applications commonly assume tasks 
like policy enforcement and service metadata management, whereas the latter intersects 
with service repositories. Further, data type schemes (XML schemes) are usually handled by 
this application type. For example WSO2 covers all these functions in its Governance 
Server application and additionally allows managing WSDLs and the contained endpoints. 
Thus, it overlaps with service registries’ functionality. 6) Service wrappers: Service 
wrappers act as a proxy between consumers and applications. They capture incoming 
messages, parse them and call the respective application functions. Once the result is ready, 
wrappers root it back to the requestor. Thus, a wrapper allows encapsulating a whole 
application into a single webservice. Most service wrappers are based on the SOAP 
protocol. This research analyzes the WSO2 Data Services Server, a special kind of wrapper 
that provides access to common relational database management systems (RDBMS). 7) 
Service mashups: Service mashup applications essentially offer service orchestration 
functionality. The aforementioned Yahoo! Pipes are exemplary Mashup services. WSO2 
provides the Mashup Server (which has been analyzed in detail)146. 8) Message brokers: The 
basic function of a message broker is to transfer messages between two or more actors. 
Most applications offer additional functionality, including message buffering, access 
management and topic subscriptions. While several solutions allow for multiple types of 
actors (e.g., webservices and applications, see IBM Websphere Message Broker), some 
specialize on inter-service communication (e.g., WSO2’s Message Broker). 9) Architecture 
management solutions: While EA management (see section 2.1) is not a dedicated SOA 
discipline, corresponding applications are used to model SOA systems. For example, the 
ARIS SOA Architect is an extended version of the classical ARIS modeling software that 
allows modeling the business processes behind (process) services and translating these into 
executable code. 
Cluster 2 - Application management: services are used and provided by applications. Hence, 
applications and the management thereof (application lifecycle management – ALM) play 
an important role in SLM. Two ALM categories could be identified: First, application 
lifecycle management: The functionality of ALM solutions varies largely. Common 
functions include the management of application-related requirements, testing, coding 
(including source versioning), architecture management and release management. An 
intersection with the IT service management (ITSM) solutions described below is prevalent. 
However, while ALM applications mainly focus on managing applications, ITSM solutions 
target services. Obviously, both are tightly related. Further, several solution accentuate 
certain aspects. For example, SmartBear’s ALMComplete specifically emphasizes team 
collaboration functions. Second,  application performance management: While ALM 
solutions commonly offer change-time functions, application performance management 
monitors running applications. Depending on the application’s scope it covers the data 
gathering (i.e., testing), analysis, report generation and even decision support and solution 
tracking systems (often in combination with rules engines, see below). Compuware Gomez 
has been identified as the feature-richest standard application, covering all mentioned 
function areas. 
Cluster 3 - IT Service Management: a large number of applications emerged around the 
ITIL standard. These solutions focus on the management of IT services (see section 2.2.1) 
and are aligned to the ITIL process landscape. However, they are not produced and offered 
by the Office of Government Commerce (OGC), but only certified by the institution (cf. 
                                                            
146 Recently the WSO2 Mashup Server has been integrated into the WSO2 Application Server. However, the 
application analyses focused on the two separated versions. 
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[APM Group, 2012]). Within this cluster two sub-clusters prevail: First, IT service 
management solutions: These applications are mostly certified by ITIL. They at least 
partially support the ITIL process steps of the various lifecycle phases. From a functional 
point of view they commonly intersect with the functions of multiple applications from 
other clusters. Nevertheless, given the solutions’ high practical diffusion and popularity, 
they are separately included into the analyses. Second, IT infrastructure monitoring: Similar 
to ALM, the ITSM cluster contains a separate category focusing on the monitoring. In 
contrast to application monitoring, these applications focus services. Further, as opposed to 
SOA monitors, which commonly monitor completely technical services (e.g., webservices), 
IT infrastructure monitoring applications follow a slightly different, more business-oriented 
approach. For example, ENTB uses an extended version of a monitoring tool offered by 
auditQ, which not only monitors completely technical but also semi-technical services (e.g., 
the payment slip scanning). 
Cluster 4 - Business logic: A number of applications specialize on the management of 
business rules147. These applications rely on a separation of business logic and business rules 
[Rosenberg & Dustdar, 2005]. Due to the possible complexity of business rules and the 
resulting skill and time requirements, dedicated human resources support business analysts 
in managing business rules, while the analyst is responsible for embedding these rules into 
business logic, e.g., into process flows [Rosenberg & Dustdar, 2005]. Business rule 
applications support the process of rule engineering, maintenance and integration. Hence, 
they focus on rule services. The cluster embodies four sub-clusters: 1) Rules engines: Based 
on business events these applications actually process the knowledge that is embedded 
within the rules in order to infer decisions. They constitute the run-time component of a 
rules processing architecture. 2) Rules repositories: These applications store and structure 
the rules by means of standardized or proprietary language as, e.g., the Java-based Drools 
language. In practice, most applications combine both a rules repository and a rules engine, 
as one is useless without the other. 3) Ontology modeling suites: Ontologies are a common 
way to codify knowledge about the semantic ties between objects (labeled concepts) [Bellur 
& Kulkarni, 2007]148. They are of high importance in many areas of SOA [Noy & Musen, 
2004], especially during service discovery, composition and invocation [Barros et al., 
2011d]. Examples for the latter are service proposal tools commonly integrated into banks’ 
websites: the customer searches for a specific banking product, e.g., a mortgage. However, 
customers’ search inputs vary, ranging from house financing to mortgage to home loan. 
Ontologies hold the information that all three refer to the same concept. Stanford 
University’s Protégé application has the most functionality among standard ontology 
modeling suites. 4) Reasoners: Similar to how rules engines operate on rules, reasoners infer 
                                                            
147 For example, a business rule may contain the knowledge to decide on which customer advisory process is 
appropriate for an incoming customer telephone call in a bank. The decision depends on several factors, whereas 
the main factors are the customer’s country of residence, citizenship and current location. Another example can 
be found in [Gozman & Currie, 2012], who analyze a rule-based compliance system for the financial industry. 
[Kieser & Kubicek, 1992] distinguish four types of rule. Deontic rules specify responsibilities. Integrity rules 
denote necessary assertions. Derivation rules state how something is to be derived from something else (e.g., a 
price from different pricing factors). Reaction rules specify responses to actions [Rosenberg & Dustdar, 2005]. 
For example, if the country of the calling customer cannot be served due to legal restrictions, the system would 
tell the advisor to terminate the call. 
148 Ontology in its very nature is a branch of metaphysics concerning with beings and their relationships [Merriam-
Webster, 2013]. In IS ontologies denote knowledge structures consisting of concepts and their relationships. For 
example, a metamodel ontology might link different metamodel elements with similar semantic meanings, 
enabling the modeler to translate models from one model domain to another. In SLM, ontologies are used for 
conducting semantic text searches in service repositories or for automatic formatting of service input data 
according to the requirements. 
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knowledge from ontologies. Both, ontology and rule processing are commonly combined, 
as ontologies are used to evaluate certain rule conditions. 
Cluster 5 - Processes: Processes are tightly connected to services, as services a) are the 
result of processes and b) are consumed by processes [Srivastava & Koehler, 2003; 
Traverso & Pistore, 2004]. Hence process management applications are an integral part of 
any SLM application architecture. Two sub-clusters prevail: First, business process 
management suites (BPM): Given processes’ hybrid role in a SOA, different types of 
application emerged. While the EA management applications in the Technical SOA cluster 
focus on modeling the processes within (process) services, the (traditional) BPM suites 
rather target on managing business processes. With the emergence of SOA, the latter 
solutions started to include the service concept, allowing the modeler to model service 
invocations directly into the business process models (commonly using the BPEL standard). 
Second, business process repositories: Store the modeled processes and provide further 
functions including process execution, versioning and updating. The WSO2 Business 
Process Server, for example, wraps all mentioned functions into a webservice, allowing the 
modeler to deeply integrate the repository with arbitrary BPM applications. Occasionally, 
the latter applications already include a process repository. 
Cluster 6 - Business Information: this cluster contains applications that mainly concern with 
storing, processing and distributing business-related information that are relevant for SLM. 
Examples are information on competitors, sales figures and performance metrics. Four sub-
clusters resulted from the analysis: 1) Datawarehousing (DWH): DWH applications provide 
structured databases to store arbitrary service-related information in order to analyze the 
data. The information is typically gathered from multiple operational SOA systems, 
including registries, repositories and monitoring applications. Given the flexibility inherent 
to most DWH applications with respect to data structures, there are no DWH solutions that 
are dedicated to SOA environments. 2) Business intelligence (BI): BI represents a class of 
data-processing applications that support (human or technical) actors in inferring findings 
from large databases, e.g., DWHs. Especially due to the overall growing SOA maturity and 
the resulting rise in the number of services, BI solutions are steadily gaining importance in 
the area of SOA. In this regard, the term Service Intelligence has been coined [Taylor, 
2011]. 3) Business activity monitoring (BAM): This application sub-cluster overlaps with 
several others, including Technical SOA Monitors and BPM applications. Like parts of 
these applications, BAM solutions monitor certain process activities (within business 
processes and hence, within services). Despite this overlapping, the sub-category is included 
in the analyses in order to prevent from omitting functions. 4) Complex event processing 
(CEP): applications that gather information from various operational resources (e.g., 
monitoring applications) and provide real-time assessment of the data in order to trigger 
certain events. For example, CEP techniques are commonly used to generate trading signals 
on a bank’s trading floor: by evaluating data that has been gathered from trading systems 
and applying defined rules, a decision support tool generates investment proposals. 
Cluster 7 - Service configuration: The main source of the economic potential of service-
orientation is re-usage of services in different contexts. The benefits comprise lower 
maintenance costs and faster responses to changing requirements. Configuration software 
supports the user in realizing service re-use by providing service configuration 
functionality149. The sub-clusters include: First, service configurators: Service configurators 
support end-users and/or expert users in composing and configuring services. End-user 
                                                            
149 For example, most solutions leverage semantic searching techniques to help identifying possible candidates for 
re-use. 
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configurators expose an easy-to-use, often drag-n-drop based interface that allows 
combining and configuring services based on rule sets specified by experts. In contrast, 
expert configurators require substantially more knowledge about the service features and 
compatibility issues. Service configurators deeply integrate with service repositories to 
extract relevant information from the service descriptions. Second, pricing engines: Service 
pricing engines focus on the pricing of services. They are also deeply integrated with service 
repositories, as pricing schemes usually relate to certain service levels and are contingent on 
the selection of different service features (i.e., the service’s configuration). Third, CPQ 
suites: Due to the dependence of a service’s pricing on its configuration, integrated suites 
emerged. These support the whole process from configuration to pricing to quoting. 
However, the initial analyses showed that these applications are less mighty than dedicated 
configurators or pricing tools. 
The final application clustering and a proposal of which applications should be further 
analyzed have been presented during focus group meeting E. Table 5-1 lists the applications 
that were selected for the in-depth analysis.  
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Application 
category 
Application subcategory and examined solution 
Technical SOA 
ESBs:    Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services 
Registries:                      Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry 
Repositories:   IBM Websphere SR and Repository 
Monitors:    Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor 
SOA governance:   WSO2 Governance Registry 
Service wrappers:   WSO2 DataServices Server 
Service mashups:   WSO2 Mashup Server 
Message brokers:   WSO2 Message Broker 
Architecture management:  Software AG ARIS SOA Architect 
Application 
Management 
A. lifecycle management:  SmartBear ALM Complete 
A. performance management:  Compuware Gomez 
IT Service 
Management 
ITSM:  BMC Software Remedy IT Service Management 
Suite 
IT infrastructure monitoring:  Nagios XI 
Business Logic 
Rules engines:  IBM Websphere Operational Decision 
Management 
Rules repositories:   OpenRules Rules Repository 
Ontology modeling suites:  Protégé 
Reasoners:   Clark & Parsia Pellet 
Processes 
Business process repository:  WSO2 Business Process Server 
Business process management:  IBM Business Process Manager 
Business 
Information 
Datawarehousing:   IBM InfoSphere Warehouse 
Business intelligence:  Information Builders WebFOCUS 
Business activity monitoring:  WSO2 Business Activity Monitor 
Complex event processing:  TIBCO Business Events 
Service 
Configuration 
Service configurators:  jCatalog Product and Service Configurator 
Configuration/pricing/quoting:   Camilion Product Authority 
Pricing engines:   Zafin Labs miPricing 
Table 5-1: Application (Sub-) categories and analyzed solutions. 
 
Application analysis procedure and documentation template 
Software artifacts are multi-attribute, complex units, whereas each attribute may be 
measured and evaluated. Exemplary metrics include complexity, modularity and 
functionality. [Morision et al., 2002]  
Software evaluations may either focus on single attributes or on a combination thereof. The 
latter is commonly applied in the course of software certifications and holistic software 
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comparisons [Stamelos & Tsoukias, 2003]. The main objective of the forthcoming analyses 
is to construct a functional reference model that abstracts from individual software 
applications. Hence, rather than evaluating applications as a whole, functionality is the sole 
attribute of interest. The analyses rely on four sources of information: 
1. Trial versions: Frequently software vendors offer trial versions. These differ from 
the full version in one of three ways: a) they only work for a certain period of time, 
or b) the quality (e.g., processing speed) is limited, or c) they exhibit restricted 
functionality. WSO2 for example offers a full-fledged version for free, but limits 
the service messaging speed. Hence, it allowed for detailed functional analyses. 
Types a and b are suitable for evaluating the application without any restrictions. 
Type c would prevent from gathering the full functionality. Hence, no such 
application has been selected for detailed analysis. 
2. White papers and manuals: While manuals are seldom open to the public, most 
vendors release white papers about their solutions. These describe the application’s 
functionality and occasionally contain case studies. An example is IBM’s 
RedPaper on service registries and repositories, see [Neave & Perepa, 2009]. 
3. Publicly available presentations: Companies frequently participate in public events 
(fairs, conferences) to present their solutions. As these presentations are commonly 
directed towards experts, they usually contain substantial knowledge from which 
the application’s functionality can be derived. 
4. Direct interaction with vendors, users and technology analysts: Several interviews 
with vendors and users provided further insights into the functionality of 
applications. See A4.3 for details on interview dates, durations and topics. 
The application analyses were performed in strictly sequential order. In order to avoid 
double entries, for each application the identified functionality has been compared to all 
functionality recorded so far. Only new functions were added. 
The results for each application are recorded in an application profile sheet. The sheet 
distinguishes five sections, each of which contains different description attributes. The first 
section records basic information. These include the application name, its vendor and the 
examined version in order to clearly identify the application. A short unique alphanumeric 
string serves to identify the application within the reference architecture. Another attribute 
indicates the application’s category and sub-category it represents in the sample (see 
before). Second, a textual description characterizes the application, i.e., its main purpose and 
a high-level view on functionality. In order to keep the design process transparent and 
replicable, the third section indicates the type of sources from which the analysis drew (see 
above). Section four provides statistics of the application’s  functionality. By means of the 
functional reference model’s grouping, which will be presented in section 5.5, three 
parameters are stated: the number of covered functions, the number and percentage of 
functions the application covers in each group and the percentage of these functions of the 
total application’s functionality150. This allows users to quickly get an overview of the 
application’s functional focus. The fifth section lists the contained functions, i.e., it states the 
function-/application-mapping; section 5.6 further elaborates on this mapping. Table 5-2 
depicts the resulting description template. Appendix 3 provides an overview of all identified 
SLM-related applications and contains an instantiated template for each analyzed 
application.  
                                                            
150 Obviously these figures implicitly assume that all identified functions are equal with respect to the breadth of 
functionality. This assumption is reasonable, given that equal granularity of the model’s functions has been paid 
attention to during model construction. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services 
Identifier: AP01 
Examined version: 11gR1 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > ESBs 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 Oracle's Service Bus is tailor-made to serve the needs of financial institutions. Specifically it 
provides extensive coverage of the SWIFT protocol and various other financial messaging standards. 
An included message library from a third-party provider (Volante Technologies) offers templates for 
the most common financial messaging standards (SWIFT, FIX, SEPA...). The solution provides all 
functions a regular ESB offers. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: 
if % of application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 1 (3%,9%) FG5: S. monitoring, 
analysis & reporting 
1 (3%,4%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
1 (3%,3%) FG6: Process 
management 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 5 (17%,19%) 
FG4: Service exchange 
and integration 
21 (72%,57%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.2.3(service description change preview); F2.3.3(proxy service creation); F4.3.1(message format 
library); F4.3.2(message configuration (rules, transformations, messages)); F4.4.10(message storage 
and forwarding); F4.4.11(message priority management); F4.4.12(message tracing (request and 
response)); F4.4.13(service-based business events publication); F4.4.2(topics publishing via WS 
standards); F4.4.3(subscription to topics via WS standards); F4.4.4(message box management); 
F4.4.5(add or remove new topic); F4.4.6(browse topic); F4.4.7(add or remove message box); 
F4.4.8(add or remove queue); F4.4.9(message sending and receival); F4.6.1(role based topic 
authorization); F4.6.2(topics management and permission queueing); F4.6.3(user based topic 
authorization); F4.6.4(service access rights control); F4.6.5(message transport encryption); 
F4.8.2(service registration); F4.8.3(mediation policy authoring); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) 
monitoring); F7.1.1(SLM interface maintenance); F7.1.2(SLM adapter maintenance); F7.4.1(single-
sign on); F7.4.3(multifactor authentication); F7.4.4(identification key storage);} 
Table 5-2: The application description template. 
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5.3 IT Support in Practice 
The preceding section identified and analyzed a representative sample of contemporary 
SLM-related applications. Besides these standard software products companies are 
developing their own custom-built solutions. LGB is an example for a company that almost 
exclusively relies on custom-built solutions for managing services. It operates two custom-
built SLM applications, the IFMS and the Exchange Bus (XB)151. LGB prefers custom 
developments to standard solutions because there is no single solution offering all required 
functions. Hence, LGB would have had to stick to a best-of-breed approach causing 
numerous functional redundancies. Additionally, it regards standards solutions as too 
inflexible, as the customization potential is rather limited. Subsequently, a description of the 
IFMS and XB applications follows. 
IFMS 
The IFMS system features four basic building blocks. The Interface Repository provides 
functions for the management of service interfaces. At LGB, these are mainly WSDL-based 
interfaces. The functions allow specifying new interfaces, retiring obsolete interfaces as well 
as monitoring and reporting service-/portfolio-related metrics. LGB maintains several 
thousand different data types that are re-used throughout the interface definitions. By 
centralizing the creation and maintenance of data types within the Information Type 
Designer, LGB ensures that each type of data is only represented by one formal data type 
(e.g., no multiple definitions of the same date/time notation). This guarantees that whenever 
two services offer/demand a certain type of data the format matches exactly, which 
ultimately improves the search for re-use potentials and the subsequent service composition 
activities. Besides WSDL, LGB leverages several other interface standards, e.g., the 
Interface Definition Language mainly used within CORBA environments. To remain 
flexible, LGB introduced its own generic interface definition language and implemented a 
Code Generator module that automatically converts the artifacts to the respective standard, 
e.g., WSDL. The fourth building block is a stateful workflow engine that coordinates and 
tracks all running SLM process instances. Figure 5-3 depicts the IFMS architecture. 
XB 
The XB application is the central backbone of service communication at LGB. Each service 
encapsulates application functionality and is accessible over its interface. Communication 
between services takes place by sending messages (e.g., SOAP messages). The XB 
coordinates these message flows. The bus allows for sending bilateral messages (coined 
exchanges) between two services and multilateral messages (called events) between 
multiple services. It further connects the service infrastructure to LGB’s various portals 
providing composite applications. Additionally, LGB implemented a monitoring module. 
There is no direct integration of the XB and the IFMS. However, the structure of messages 
largely depends on the interfaces’ structures (e.g., data types). Hence, LGB is planning to 
integrate both solutions. Figure 5-4 depicts the application’s architecture152. 
                                                            
151 The information has been obtained from three distinct sources. First, various case study interviews were 
conducted, as listed in Table A 4-3: Case study interviews at ENTB.. Second, LGB representatives held two 
presentations in the course of focus croup meeting D and a lecture series on Service Science. And third, a book 
published by LGB employees especially helped gathering the general organizational structure and strategy of 
SOA at LGB. 
152 The two figures in this section have been published by LGB in a similar form. To keep LGB anonymous, the 
source is not stated here. 
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Figure 5-3: Architecture of the IFMS application at LGB. 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Architecture of the XB application at LGB. 
 
Functional analysis results 
The functional analysis of the two applications will be used as input for the architecture 
application case in section 6.2. Table A 5-3 in Appendix 5 lists the respective functions, 
which are integrated into the functional reference model153. 
                                                            
153 The author considered analyzing further practice cases in order to derive additional functions from these cases 
and to further stabilize the functional reference model. However, it turned out that SLM IT support in all 
considered comapnies (ENTB and Finnova, among others) is not far developed. This, however, confirms the 
research and practice gap. 
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5.4 IT Support in Literature 
Introduction 
The analysis of existing SLM approaches revealed that no contemporary work puts 
dedicated focus on SLM IT support. This section analyzes the few contributions that at least 
partially deal with IT in SLM, namely [Berbner et al., 2005; Bullinger et al., 2003; Casati et 
al., 2003; Chaves et al., 2006; Raverdy, 2008; Treiber et al., 2008; Yelmo et al., 2007]. A 
twofold analysis follows: First, an identification and generalization of all mentioned 
functions yields further input for the functional reference model. Second, general 
implications for the design of the function model are derived. To avoid redundant 
discussions, the subsequent analyses build on and extend those from section 2.3.4. In 
addition to the SLM approaches, further literature contributions that do not present full-
fledged SLM approaches, but rather focus on certain IT-related parts of SLM, are taken into 
account. 
Analysis and assessment 
In their work [Casati et al., 2003] focus on the monitoring of webservices, proposing a so-
called Web Service Manager (WSM) tool. Their technical framework aims to assess the 
impact of service execution on business operations and to help decision-makers take 
corresponding corrective actions. The webservice management platform on the 
infrastructure level serves a single purpose: it crawls log files (from the registry, repository 
etc.), analyzes the data and passes the results to the application level154. Thereby only 
service-unspecific data is analyzed, i.e. data that relates to the whole platform instead of 
single services. The application level interprets this data from a business perspective (by 
means of metrics) and alerts users in case of adverse developments. It conducts automated 
capacity scaling and handles service access control. Further, the tool gathers data by 
intercepting and analyzing the message flows between services in order to assess SLA 
conformity. The tool’s business-level component builds reports from all collected data. 
Users may create custom reports that are instantaneously published as a JSP page155 with 
direct access to the WSM’s API. 
While Casati et al. focus on run-time monitoring, the concept and corresponding platform of 
[Treiber et al., 2008] helps to track and manage service changes, i.e., evolutions. 
Specifically, they identify twelve change categories along the service lifecycle that require 
corresponding IT support: 1) adding/removal of operations from a service’s interface, 2) 
change of pre-conditions and 3) change of post-conditions, 4) change of the messaging 
structure (e.g. protocols), 5) change of QoS, 6) change of measured QoS, 7) hardware and 
software changes in the execution environment, 8) source code refactoring, 9) feedback 
from consumers, 10) modification/creation of SLAs, 11) service description changes and 
corresponding documentation and 12) change of the service’s license. Treiber et al. endow 
their tool with the respective functions to detect, handle and conduct these changes. 
Apparently, 1-3, 5, and 10-12 relate to the manipulation of service descriptions, 4 to the 
exchange between services, 6 to monitoring, 7 and 8 to technical implementation and 
hosting issues and 9 to the recording of user feedback. 
                                                            
154 The term application level is misleading, as it does not refer to the applications that are composed from the 
webservices. Rather, it describes a module of the proposed platform that concerns with various webservice 
management functions, as explained above. 
155 Java Server Pages is a technology for creating dynamic webpaes that are based on widespread standards, e.g., 
PHP and XML. These pages run in a servlet container on a web server (e.g., Apache Tomcat). The syntax 
reference including examples can be found at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/syntaxref12-149806.pdf. 
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Both works discussed so far have in common that the proposed tools are used by roles 
involved in service provisioning. The user-driven service configuration environement of 
[Raverdy, 2008] and [Yelmo et al., 2007] has a slightly different focus, as it targets service 
users instead. The OPUCE architecture entails six different modules: The Context 
Awareness module lets the user configure the service according to her needs. Thereby the 
module focuses on end-user service configuration that does not require any technial 
expertise. The User Information Management module captures and stores user-related 
information as, e.g., the type of mobile device she is using, as this may influence the service 
composition. The Subscription Management module controls all user subscriptions to 
services. The Service Lifecycle Manager module allows the user to execute the following 
functions (the service lifecycle from section 4.2 serves to structure the list):  
• Conception, Development: service composition and description generation  
• Implementation: service deployment into the repository and publishing. 
• Operation and Enhancement: service monitoring and analysis, service deactivation 
and withdrawal (including eventual physical de-installations) 
And finally, the Service Creation environment is a user-facing portal to create, deploy and 
share services. Specifically it comprises two sub-portals, one for managing user-related data 
(e.g., subscriptions) and another one for actually managing services. The latter, which is of 
particular interest in this analysis, offers functions for testing, monitoring and versioning of 
services. Further functions handle access rights and user registration for the platform itself. 
[Berbner et al., 2005] propose a concept and prototypical implementation of a management 
system for SOA-based applications. The two main components and numerous sub-
components provide various SLM-related functions. The Construction component 
comprises the following five sub-components: 1) The discovery component identifies 
suitable services for a given business process. The contained functions allow manual and 
automated searches for existing services based on free-text and/or more specific functional 
requirements. 2) The selection component supports the user in selecting from the set of 
determined re-use candidates in case multiple suitable services are found. The decision is 
based on non-functional metrics, e.g., availability. The authors mention respective 
assessment approaches in literature, but seemingly do not include them into their prototype. 
3) The rating component analyzes historic behavior of the service candidates and ranks all 
potential services based on the results. The ranking supports the modeler in selecting the 
appropriate service(s) (see before). 5) Once service selection is finished, the assembly 
component helps integrating the service with other services in order to finalize the 
composite application. One of the most important functions in this respect is data type 
integration, as has been described in the LGB example before. The Execution component 
also encompasses five sub-components: 1) The SLA management component parses SLA 
from the specified input source (e.g., a customer database or a service repository) and 
determines relevant metrics. 2) The accounting/billing component logs service consumption 
and calculates the respective costs for each consumer. Additionally it measures the relevant 
SLA metrics. 3) By processing the measurement results, the monitoring component records 
any violations to the SLAs in order to calculate penalties. 4) The deconstruction component 
supports the removal of services. 5) A workflow management component controls the 
workflows of all other modules. In addition, the Enterprise Repository System contains a 
service catalogue that lists all services in the service system and is the central integration 
point for the other components. 
[Chaves et al., 2006] present an infrastructure for managing so-called smart items, i.e., 
physical objects endowed with some kind of IT integrating them into the smart item 
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network. The architecture’s platform-independent layer encompasses five different 
components. First, the device manager component records static metadata for all items in 
the network, including an ID, the hardware platform and the amount of available memory, 
among others. Next, the system state component monitors all available items and records 
their current state (e.g. location and availability). Third, all management services are stored 
in a service repository using standardized description approaches, e.g., WSDL. As an 
exemplary service the authors mention a service that retrieves information about all 
harzardous goods that are currently logged into the smart item network. Fourth, a service 
mapper deploys the specified services onto the smart item’s IT devices (e.g., a RFID chip). 
For example, a service might collect environmental data and calculate the average 
temperature of items that contain food in order to monitor its SLA requirements. Finally, a 
logger logs arbitrary data as provided by the other components. The platform-dependent 
layer contains a service lifecycle manager component that manages the deployment, 
stopping and starting of services. For each supported smart item platform, e.g., OSGi, one 
service lifecycle manager instance exists. While the device manager and the system state 
components are certainly specific to the problem of managing smart items, the other 
components are considered as input for the functional reference model. 
The work of [Bullinger et al., 2003] differs from the others in three aspects. First, rather 
than describing a specific IT support solution for a narrow problem the authors concern with 
general IT support possibilities in S(L)M. Second, they propose different application types 
that are not inherently built for the SLM domain, but are nevertheless suitable to support 
SLM. And third, the concepts and models are all derived from the domain of product 
engineering, which, however, has no immediate implications for this thesis. In their analysis 
Bullinger et al. put emphasis on early lifecycle phases (coined service development in their 
terminology), which corresponds to the identification, requirements analysis, conception, 
development and implementation phases of the presented SLM process (see section 4.2). 
They identify six application types: 1) office products, e.g., word and spreadsheet 
processing tools, 2) tools supporting specific methods, such as FMEA and QFD156, 3) 
process modeling applications, 4) project management applications, 5) groupware systems 
fostering collaboration between human actors and 6) knowledge management systems for 
storing and using accumulated knowledge. Office products have been regarded as too 
unspecific and generic during focus group meeting E and are thus not part of the functional 
reference model. Applications of type 2 are not considered either, as they are too specific. 
While the fairly superficial listing of application types does not yield any specific functions 
for the reference model, it nevertheless enables a cross-check if these types are included into 
the analyses of standard applications presented before, which is the case. 
Generalization and implications 
The identified functions constitute input for the functional reference model. Given the 
anticipated reference character of the model, a foregoing generalization is necessary: First, a 
comparison of all identified functions leads to a non-redundant, abstracted list of functions. 
Second, these functions are integrated into the functional reference model, if they are not 
already included (from the practice case and standard application analyses). While the latter 
                                                            
156 QFD (Quality Function Deployment) is an approach to translate requirements into the corresponding user 
demands. Stemming from the manufacturing domain it has also been applied to services [Mazur, 1993]. FMEA 
(Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) is a method for failure analysis in physical systems. Similar to QFD some 
works apply it to service systems, although it has originally been developed for military purposes [Steven & 
Koshuke, 2004]. 
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step is straightforward, Table A 2-3 in Appendix 2 documents the result of the former. 
Altogether the literature contributions mention 33 distinct functions157. Except for the 
costing-related ones, all of these functions have already been identified during the analysis 
of standard applications. In addition to the function list, the literature analysis yielded the 
following findings: First, all contributions include the service hosting function. This is not 
surprising given their focus on webservices. Second, all contributions explicitly mention 
service description management functions as basic ingredients of an SLM application, 
suggesting high importance of a service information model and corresponding manipulation 
functions. And third, all authors structure their tool’s functions into different groups. No 
author uses the service lifecycle as the grouping criterion. This might be owed to the fact 
that many functions are re-used throughout different phases of the service lifecycle (e.g. 
service description functions are relevant in all phases). Instead, functions addressing similar 
issues tend to be grouped together. 
The following section consolidates the results from the analysis of applications, the LGB 
case and the analyzed literature into the final functional reference model. 
5.5 The Functional Reference Model 
5.5.1 Basic Structure of the Functional Reference Model 
Usability and expressive power of a model strictly depend on the way it is structured. A 
mere listing of functions without further grouping would lead to high complexity and be 
rather confusing to the model user. However, [Hay, 1998] postulates the number of different 
structuring elements not to be too high, as this would impact the model’s readability. 
[Scheer, 2001] proposes to use hierarchical structuring, i.e., to allocate functions into a 
nested structure. Several works adopt a three-layered approach to achieve this nesting. 
[Närman et al., 2006] break down functions into subfunctions and subfunctions into so-
called abstract components. [Otto et al., 2011] distinguish function groups, functions and 
subfunctions within their functional reference model for master data quality management, 
whereas function groups contain functions and functions encompass subfunctions. Possible 
grouping criteria may be derived from the model’s intended application scenarios and its 
contents: The model is a collection of application functionalities. Hence, it could be 
structured according to application types, as for example the application categories that 
served to sample the analyzed application set (see section 5.2). This would result in groups 
like Service Repository functions and Message broker functions, for example. Further,  the 
contained application functions support actors in performing the processes. Hence, a 
grouping based on process-affiliation is possible [Software AG, 2011], e.g., by means of the 
service lifecycle phases. The third option is to structure the model according to functional 
coherence by applying the same principle that has been adopted for structuring the role 
model in section 3.2.5. With this option, functions belonging to the same domain from a 
functional viewpoint are grouped together158. 
                                                            
157 For these functions, the sourceLiterature flag in the respective function description sheets is set to 1, see section 
A2.1. 
158 This grouping approach follows the principle of grouping based on a single variable [Cox, 1957], in this case 
functionality. 
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The first option, grouping by application types, is not practicable due to heterogeneous 
definitions and partial overlapping of the application types. For example, while many 
service repositories include functionalities related to registering run-time instances of 
services (e.g., IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository), others do not (e.g., WSO2 
Service Repository) and instead offer standalone solutions (e.g., WSO2 Service Registry). 
This definitional heterogeneity would lead to confusion among model users and eventually 
require assignments of functions to multiple categories. The second option, grouping along 
processes, is not practical either. There is an m:n relationship between functions and 
activities, which allows for functions to be mapped to multiple activities. For example, the 
various functions for describing services are relevant for many different activities in various 
SLM process phases. Consequently, a process-oriented grouping would not be unambiguous 
either159, as already suggested by the analysis of literature contibutions in section 5.4. 
Consequently, the functional reference model’s structure adheres to the third option, 
functional coherence. The containing units are chosen in a way that yields high cohesion of 
the contained units, whereas the containing units exhibit weak cohesiveness between each 
other [Kawaguchi et al., 2004]. The following definitions result160: 
• A function group (FG) encompasses n function sub-groups. Each function group 
addresses a specific SLM topic, e.g., Service Exchange and Integration. 
• A function sub-group (FSG) encompasses m functions. Each function sub-group 
addresses a specific issue within the containing function group’s scope, e.g., 
Service and Message Security. 
• A function (F) is an elementary functional unit. It is part of exactly one function 
sub-group. An example is service access rights control. 
Figure 5-5 summarizes the entities’ relationships and depicts the resulting model structure. 
 
Figure 5-5: Model entities, relationships and resulting generic structure. 
  
                                                            
159 Despite not being suitable for structuring the model, the indication of the supported activities is important 
information. It is key for investigating IT support possibilities in SLM and hence is separately treated in section 
5.6. 
160 m and n are positive integers. The following relationships result: a) function group:function sub-group ! 1:n, 
function sub-group:function ! 1:m and given the relationship’s transitivity: c) function group:function ! 1:k, 
where k is a positive integer as well. 
Function group Function  sub-group Function 
n 1 1 n 
Function group 
Function sub-group Function sub-group 
Function Function Function Function 
Relationship 
Resulting generic 
structure 
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5.5.2 Function Description 
The previous sections detailed the function definition and described the data gathering and 
function derivation process. Further, the general structures of the functional reference model 
and the application description template have been introduced. This section discusses the 
attributes and features, i.e., the function description elements, that need to be recorded for 
each of the functions for the reference model to be of practical use. The documentation of 
both, the result itself and the design process are of critical importance [vom Brocke & 
Buddendick, 2006]. Consequently, the function descriptions comprise two distinct parts, a 
content dimension and a construction dimension. 
The construction dimension records the sources from which the function has been derived. 
Specifically, there are three sources: the application analyses (section 5.2), the case study at 
LGB (section 5.3) and existing literature (section 5.4). Feedback during focus group 
meetings did not yield new functions, but rather fixed naming and granularity issues. Hence, 
focus group meetings are not included as a separate source. There is an m:n relationship 
between functions and sources, i.e., a source can yield an arbitrary number of functions and 
a function can yield from an arbitrary number of sources. An example for the latter is the 
function service description validation (e.g., WSDL validation), which has been identified 
from both, the application analyses and the case study at LGB. The construction dimension 
serves two basic purposes. First, as postulated by [Hevner et al., 2004], it provides 
transparency on the model construction process. Second, knowing from where the functions 
have been derived is a prerequisite for applying the architecture. For example, one 
application scenario is the assessment of a company’s current IT functionality in the area of 
SLM and a subsequent deduction of specific software applications that would further 
enhance the IT support. Necessarily, only the functions that have been derived from the 
application analyses can be used for identification of suitable applications (see section 6.2 
for an example). 
The content dimension comprises three layers. The description layer specifies the function’s 
name, a unique function identifier and a textual description of the function. Additionally, it 
indicates the containing function sub-group and function group161. This information enables 
the model user to uniquely identify the function and get an idea of its capabilities. The 
second layer, orientation-/integration, provides a more detailed function characterization. 
Following the same rationale as for the activities on the process layer, the first attribute 
indicates whether the function is business-oriented or technical. For example, while the 
Service hosting function (F7.5.1) obviously addresses a technical issue, the Service pricing 
engine (F3.1.1) is rather business-oriented. Or, as another example, while the Message 
collection and archival function (F4.7.1) obviously fulfills a purely technical task, the Idea 
valuation support function (F2.6.2) is business-oriented. 
It is important not to confuse a function’s orientation with the function character itself: 
While all functions in the model are technical (because they are provided by applications), 
they may be either technically or business-oriented. Up to now, there is no work in literature 
featuring this distinction. Tracking this attribute enables inferences about the degree to 
which SLM software applications resp. the complete SLM application architecture in a 
certain company are technical resp. business-oriented (see section 6.4 for an examplary 
                                                            
161 These content elements stem from the domain of software engineering. The function’s name in conjunction with 
its containing class serves as the unique identifier. Usually, functions are annotated with human-readable 
metadata describing what the function does (e.g., in PHP the identifier „/**...*“ sets metadata). Further, a function 
is a member of a single class, which corresponds to the reference model’s function sub-group. Java organizes 
classes in packages, which is equivalent to subsuming function sub-groups into function groups. 
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usage). The second attribute captures whether the function fosters an integrated 
management of different service types. It comprises a Boolean assessment and a textual 
description that specifies the way in which it integrates, if any. For example, while the 
Service structure visualization function (F7.7.2) fosters an integrative view on different 
service types, Idea valuation support does not particularly contribute to the integration of 
different service types. The former function, which is prototypically implemented in section 
6.5, fosters an integrated management of services by plotting a service graph containing 
services of all types and offering algorithms that enable the user to perform cost calculations 
for a composite service. 
The content dimension’s third layer records mapping-related information. First, an 
indication of the addressed service types states to the management of which service types 
the function is applicable. For example, a Service pricing engine (F.3.1.1) is only applicable 
to the management of service clusters and business services, as the other types are by 
definition not separately sold to external customers. Second, the mapping layer documents 
the activity-/function-mapping and the function-/application-mapping. After presentation of 
the functional reference model in the forthcoming section, section 5.6 derives these mapping 
structures that integrate the model into the architecture. Table 5-3 depicts an exemplary 
function description sheet. Appendix 2 contains an instantiation for each of the 152 
functions. 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service versioning Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1.1 (Service Description Creation 
and Maintenance) 
Description: Updating of the service version. Includes subfunctions for code archiving and version 
propagation. Further manages a service’s different addresses (endpoints) for each service 
version. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH  Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-
mapping (r=required, 
o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; 
A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):o; 
A1.7.6.4(Maintain versioning):r;} 
Function-/application-
mapping 
{ AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA 
Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
Table 5-3: The function description template. 
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5.5.3 The Functional Reference Model 
In line with the applied consortium research process (see section 1.3) the design and 
evaluation phases have been performed iteratively, with a final evaluation cycle in focus 
group meeting F. [Närman et al., 2006] define four criteria for validating a functional 
reference model, namely correctness, completeness, granularity and measurability. To 
address these criteria, the focus group followed [Gammelgård, 2007], who suggests a four 
step procedure for evaluating functional reference models: First, during an initial scoping 
the reference model and application list have been presented in a 60-minute presentation. An 
enclosing 10-minute discussion clarified upcoming questions. For example, one participant 
was not familiar with the exact technical definition of a message in the context of SOA. 
Second, the focus group has been divided into three sub-groups. In a 30-minute session each 
group discussed the model structure and validated the model’s correctness and completeness 
on the FG and FSG levels. As a result, the FGs have been shifted in order, with all groups 
directly related to services being shifted up. Additionally, various minor naming changes 
resulted. Steps three and four comprised the evaluation of the completeness on a detailed 
level and a verification of the model’s granularity. These steps were jointly conducted in a 
45-minute discussion. Given the high number of functions, each group worked on a subset. 
As a major remark, the group members agreed that the model requires a higher degree of 
abstraction. For example, they suggested abstracting from specific webservice technologies, 
which led to a renaming of the WSDL description validation function to Service description 
validation, among others. The granularity was found to be adequate. Table A 2-2 in A2.2 
lists all major changes to the model. The fourth criterion, measurability, describes “the 
ability to use the functional reference model to conduct a measurement of functional 
fulfillment of an information system“ [Närman et al., 2006, p. 8]. It is addressed twofold: 
Based on the model’s state at the beginning of focus group meeting F, an indicative 
assessment of the SLM applications at LGB has been performed and discussed during the 
meeting. After model refinement, a more detailed application to the LGB case proved its 
applicability (see section 6.2). 
The final model comprises 35 FSGs in seven FGs, as depicted in Figure 5-6. The number of 
functions totals to 152. While in the following a description of each FG and exemplary 
detailings follow, A2.1 contains a description of all FSGs and functions: Table A 2-1 
describes the FSGs, appended by an instantiated description sheet for each function. 
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Figure 5-6: Function groups (gray) and contained function sub-groups. 
FG1 – Service description: Especially within service systems containing different types of 
services that are distributed over multiple network players, the multitude of different 
services and relationships results in high complexity. Numerous coordination challenges 
arise along the service lifecycle, e.g., joint service development, service operation and 
service advancement or retirement (see section 4.2). One major problem is to establish a 
common agreement on how to describe services and their interrelationships. For this sake, 
the participating network players have to establish unified and thus interoperable means of 
service description [Currie & Parikh, 2006]. A systematic service description approach 
allows keeping track of a service’s functional and non-functional features as well as 
operational features like dependencies to other services [Barros & Oberle, 2012]. A large 
variety of different service description approaches exists, ranging from purely business-
driven ones aiming to be human-readable to sophisticated technical approaches facilitating 
automatic selection, composition and invocation of technical services (e.g., the Webservice 
Description Language – WSDL162). In-between, several hybrids exist. Section A7.2.8 
contains an identification of contemporary service description approaches and conducts a 
detailed examination and evaluation. Section 6.5 leverages the Unified Service Description 
Language (USDL) for the construction of an integrated SLM software prototype. The 
functions in this FG address the creation, maintenance (FSG1) as well as the analysis and 
visualization (FSG2) of both technical and business-oriented service descriptions. 
                                                            
162 See [Cerami, 2002] for an in-depth introduction to WSDL and other related webservice technologies. 
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FG2 – Service modeling and design: Most of a service’s features are determined during its 
design and modeling stages [Krug et al., 2010]. IT offers supporting functionality in this 
area, ranging from business-related and technical requirements management to 
implementation and testing of services or parts thereof. Specifically, five FSGs were 
identified. Functions related to requirements management offer support for the recording, 
storage, maintenance and evaluation of requirements. A basic rationale behind service-
orientation is the re-use of services, which inevitably leads to the need for configuring and 
composing services. Related functions are captured in the second FSG. Creating a technical 
service involves the programming of methods and interfaces. Sophisticated development 
environments offer a large range of functions, e.g., code completion and debugging. These 
functions constitute the third FSG. Once programmed, services need testing (FSG2.4). The 
fifth FSG comprises a special type of functions. It supports the creation and maintenance of 
arbitrary templates. These include service models, code snippets and procedures for 
requirements recording, among others. In this sense, it is a support group for the other four 
FSGs. 
FG3 – Service valuation: These functions support valuation-related decision-making 
throughout the whole service lifecycle. Four FSGs prevail. FSG3.1 includes functions for 
service pricing, for example pricing engines. FSG3.2 subsumes functions related to costing 
and controlling. Actively managing a service’s revenue requires a consolidated view on 
both, pricing and costing issues; FSG3.3 includes integrating functions in this respect. An 
example is simulation functionality supporting the user in evaluating potential revenues in 
different scenarios. 
FG4 – Service exchange and integration: Decentralization of service production and the 
resulting decomposition of services into finer-grained services require means to exchange 
the resulting (sub-)services between the participating network players and to integrate them 
into the final service. Eight FSGs support the respective activities. FSG4.1 focuses on the 
discovery of services. In the case of LGB, prior to the development of new services, a 
rigorous search for re-use opportunities is performed. The detection of re-use candidates 
involves semantic full text searches in the service repository, among others. FSG4.2 
includes functions supporting the contracting of services. A service contract specifies three 
basic aspects [Schmelzer, 2005]. First, the parties agree on the functional requirements, i.e., 
the functionality that the service should offer. Second, non-functional requirements specify 
how the service is provisioned. This includes the rights and obligations of each party (e.g., 
ENTB requires her client banks to deliver payment slips in order to be able to conduct a 
paper-based payment processing) and QoS metrics (e.g., availability and processing time). 
And third, policies govern various rules not fitting into the former categories, e.g., escalation 
rules and security requirements. In a SOA the communication between services is based on 
messages. A common format is the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), an XML-based 
standard. A message contains all information that needs to be passed between services. 
FSG4.3 to 4.7 comprise functions for the creation, exchange and management of such 
messages. Examples for the former are standard message templates (message format 
libraries, e.g., for SOAP messages). The exchange of messages highly relies on IT support. 
For example, almost all message broker applications provide a store-and-forward function 
that buffers messages in case the recipient is not available. Message broker applications also 
provide security mechanisms and archiving functionality (e.g., for regulatory compliance 
and roll-backs). 
FG5 – Service monitoring, analysis and reporting: Dispositive decisions within SLM 
depend on the availability of adequate information. Monitoring refers to the collection of 
information about functional and non-functional aspects of a service [Baresi et al., 2005]. 
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The collected data is analyzed (e.g., by data-mining techniques) and reported. Thereby the 
recipient of the report may be human or non-human. An example is ENTB’s real-time 
workplace monitoring and escalation system. The solution, provided by auditQ and refined, 
checks the connectivity and responsiveness of the workplaces ENTB provides on the client-
sites of her customer banks. Once a problem occurs, the system first tries to resolve it on its 
own (e.g., by resetting the Internet connection). If this is not successful, the error is reported 
to an employee who initiates suitable measures. 
FG6 – Process management: As stated, services support processes and are themselves the 
result of processes. Consequently, process management plays an important role in SLM. 
Functions address the complete process lifecycle. FSG6.1 comprises functions for the 
administration of processes, e.g., process repository functionality to host and describe both, 
operating and non-operating (e.g., archived, in development) processes. The second FSG 
houses functions that support the development and enhancement of processes. These 
include, among others, modeling and updating of processes. Process deployment, FSG6.3, 
covers the deployment of new or changed processes. For example, a process export function 
allows exporting the graphically modeled processes into an executable process language, 
e.g., BPEL. Once deployed, various other functions ensure proper execution. Among these 
are instance data cleanup, process caching and workflow management functions. The 
process integration sub-group (FSG6.5) contains functions fostering the integration between 
a) process-related applications and b) processes and human actors. An example is the 
Process import function, which allows converting processes of different formats into the 
application-specific format. Most process management and modeling applications feature 
this function. FSG6.6 focuses on the monitoring of operating processes. 
FG7 – Cross functions: This group consists of functions that do not fit into any of the other 
groups163. This group has been subject to extensive discussions during model design, as the 
functional coherence within the group is not necessarily given. Instead of establishing 
additional function groups with only few functions in each, all these functions were 
subsumed into a single FG and sub-grouped into eight FSGs. FSG7.1, SLM integration, 
concerns with the integration of SLM-related applications. Thus it does not address a certain 
aspect of SLM itself but rather can be seen as an enabler for SLM in general. Business 
intelligence, FSG7.2, collects and analyzes data from various sources in order to endow 
SLM decision-makers with necessary information, e.g., forecasts and monitoring results. 
FSG7.3 touches an important aspect of SLM, ontologies. The recorded functions correspond 
to those mentioned by [Noy & Musen, 2004]. FSG7.4 covers functions related to SLM 
security, including user authentication, key storage and others. Thereby, these functions may 
either be offered by a single application/service (e.g., a centralized single sign-on service) or 
redundantly prevail in multiple applications, depending on the degree of SLM application 
landscape integration. FSG7.5 and FSG7.6, service hosting and service level management, 
have been intensively discussed during the focus group meeting. Some participants regarded 
them as being part of the service exchange & integration group as, they argued, these 
functions are relevant during the operation phase of a service. However, in fact they are 
relevant throughout several lifecycle stages (e.g., implementation) and hence have been 
placed into FG7. FSG7.7 contains functions for the visualization and analysis of service 
structures. These include graph-based visualizations and analyses of composite or otherwise 
related services (e.g., competing services, redundant services etc.). The last FSG includes 
functions that support the coordination of and foster the collaboration between SLM 
personnel. 
                                                            
163 The function group was originally named Other. As most of the included functions address more than one phase 
of the service lifecycle, the focus group meeting participants suggested renaming it to Cross functions. 
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Section 6.4 provides a statistical proof of the grouping’s appropriateness in terms of high 
inner-group cohesiveness and low inter-group cohesion. The following section elaborates on 
the mappings between the functions, applications and activities. 
5.6 Activity-/Function- and Function-/Application-Mapping 
Introduction 
Functions are at the core of the presented reference model and one of the architecture’s 
building blocks, which enables the analysis and evaluation of IT support in SLM. Hence, a 
comprehensive embedding into the architecture is paramount for its applicability. 
Specifically, two links need to be constructed: 1) the function-/application-mapping, 
connecting functions and applications; 2) the activity-/function-mapping, connecting 
functions and activities. 
Mapping Structure 
Function-/application-mapping 
Mappings between functions and applications allow identifying suitable (sets of) 
applications for a given list of functions. This supports a) practitioners in identifying suitable 
applications for their needs and b) researchers for drawing inferences for certain SLM 
orientations from the set of available applications164. An application either provides a certain 
function, or not. Consequently, the mapping exhibits a dual structure165. Obviously, if the 
application does not provide a certain function, there is no mapping. 
One major critic remains with this definition: it is unable to depict partial function coverage. 
An example is the hypothetical situation in which an application only offers the validation 
of the ports within a WSDL file rather than a complete interface validation. Or, as another 
example, the validation function might only check for syntactical errors, while it neglects 
auditing the correctness of the specified endpoints. However, given the functional reference 
model’s construction process, it is reasonable to neglect this shortcoming: The model 
reflects common functional cuts, as it is derived from existing applications. Consequently, 
cases in which the mapped applications only provide parts of a function should be scarce. In 
case a more precise differentiation is required within real-world application scenarios, the 
architecture may be extended accordingly. Specifically, two specialization options exist in 
this respect166: 
• A function may be replaced by a set of more detailed functions, which are in turn 
mapped to the applications. 
• The proposed function-/application-mapping may be enhanced by an attribute 
indicating the percentage coverage of an application. For example, it could state 
that a certain application covers 50% of a given function. 
To enhance the architecture’s readability, the mappings are included in both the function 
description and the application description, as shown in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3. This 
                                                            
164 A detailed elaboration on both examples follows in chapter 6. 
165 The mapping concept is similar to the ArchiMate 2.0 specification [The Open Group, 2009], which states that an 
application (component) provides one or more functions. 
166 See section 2.1 for a discussion of architecture re-usage options. Appendix 6 contains the respective procedure 
models. 
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allows for a quick evaluation of the relationship from either a top-down (i.e., finding 
suitable applications given certain functionalities) or a bottom-up (i.e., identifying which 
applications provide a certain function) perspective167. 
Activity-/function-mapping 
The mapping between activities and functions enables to determine and discuss IT support 
possibilities for different process configurations. These configurations, in turn, depend on 
the SLM roles an actor assumes. Hence, this mapping is the last missing architecture 
constituent that is required for discussing IT support for different SLM orientations. In 
contrast to the function-/application-mapping, the activity-/function-mapping needs further 
qualification. In response to CR6 the process layer specifies for each activity the service 
type(s) it addresses, see section 4. Consequently, the same attribution is required on the 
function level, as the following examples illustrate: 
• The function Rule service creation only applies to rule services. 
• A Service pricing engine is only required for services offered directly to 
customers. By definition, these are either business-services (process-, rule- or data 
services) or bundles thereof (i.e., service clusters). 
• The function Business process caching and throttling solely supports the operation 
of process services. 
• In contrast to the aforementioned examples, the function Service structure 
visualization applies to all service types: it is capable of visualizing a service’s 
subservices regardless of the respective service type. 
The specification of addressed service types on the function level always needs to be a 
subset of the range of addressed service types on the activity level. For example, an activity 
that applies to different service types can only be mapped to a function that applies at least 
to a subset of these service types. It would be of no use having a function that addresses 
business services (e.g., Service pricing engine) to support the management of infrastructure 
services (as these are not directly sold to customers). Hence, specifying the service types a 
function applies to yields two main advantages: 
1. It allows to further limit the function’s scope to certain service types rather than to 
all service types the mapped activity addresses (see above examples). 
2. During architecture extension it constitutes a consistency check preventing the 
modeler from mapping functions that do not apply to service types that are 
addressed by the mapped activity. 
The mapping’s cardinality is of type m:n, wich means that a function can support an 
arbitrary number of activities (>0) and an activity may be supported by more than one (>0) 
function. Attached to each mapping is an attribute vector specifying the addressed service 
types. The respective relationship is 1:1, as each function only possesses one service type 
vector, which in turn only relates to that single function. For example, the Functional 
service description function applies to all service types: {SC, PS, RS, DS, AS, IS}.  
Until now, the relationship between functions and activities has been described as 
supportive, i.e., a function supports an activity. This specification needs further detailing, as 
the following example shows: LGB included a search function into the IFMS, which allows 
finding possible service candidates for re-usage. Additionally, LGB operates hosting 
facilities on which its services are deployed. Obviously, both functions are relevant for some 
                                                            
167 As such, the mapping depiction fosters multi-perspectivity. 
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of LGB’s SLM activities. However, the important thing to notice is that there is no way of 
hosting services without suitable IT functionality, while the discovery of service candidates 
could be performed without the search function. While the latter surely speeds up the 
process of identifying services, it is optional. In contrast, the service hosting function is 
unconditionally required. Consequently, one of the following two characteristics further 
qualifies each activity-/function-mapping168: 
• Required: The function is essential for conducting the activity. Stated differently, 
the function enables to perform the activity. 
• Optional: The function is not required for activity conduction. It may nevertheless 
be employed for several reasons, including raised efficiency, lower error rates and 
disburdening of human resources. In the LGB example, the search function speeds 
up the search process and disburdens the employee from having to perform a 
manual search169. 
Further splitting of the latter, e.g., using the indicated effects of employing an optional 
function, would provide additional expressive power. For example, a detailing of the 
optional flag could indicate the estimated time this optional function would save during 
activity conduction. However, the specific benefits of employing an optional function may 
vary in each case and are not generalizable. For example, considering the large portfolio of 
services at LGB, a semantic search function is likely to yield huge benefits, while this may 
be different for portfolios comprising only a small set of services 170 . Additionally, 
discussions during several focus group meetings revealed that there is no inter-subjective 
agreement on the (relative) benefits of optional functions. Depending on the practitioner’s 
domain, preferences tend to vary: While sales people put priority on service pricing 
functionality, technicians rather prioritized functions supporting the configuration and 
composition of services. Hence, the architecture only distinguishes between required and 
optional. Nevertheless, for illustrative purposes the application example in section 6.2 
refines the optional characteristic with a prioritization, which allows deriving a development 
roadmap for IT support.  
Mapping notation 
Similar to the role-/activity-mapping in section 4.4, two forms of notation exist, a tabular 
and a BPMN-based one. The former is part of the function description and the application 
description, respectively (see sections 0 and 5.2). The latter allows embodying the mapping 
knowledge into BPMN diagrams. For the function-/application-mapping, the following 
notations apply: 
• Within the application description sheets, {FunctionIdentifier(FunctionName);…} 
indicates that the application provides the specified function. Example: 
{F2.3.1(Data type definition);…}, see application description sheets in Appendix 
3. 
• Within the function description sheets, {ApplicationIdentifier(ApplicationVendor 
ApplicationName);…} indicates that the function is provided by the specified 
                                                            
168 As a design option the characteristic could have been attached to the function instead of the mapping. However, a 
function’s optionality may vary with the mapped activity. For example, while the function Repository activity 
analysis is optional for reporting-related activities (depending on what is to be reported), it is required for the 
automated scaling of IT-resources during operation. 
169 Additionally, while it reportedly increases the false positives, the number of false negatives is significantly 
lowered. Hence, it also decreases the chance of missing a re-usable service. 
170 As of end 2012, LGB’s service portfolio comprised more than 1200 services. In contrast, the service portfolio of 
ZKB’s logistics department merely contains slightly over 100 services (as of end 2010). 
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application. Example: {AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server);…}, see function 
description sheets in Appendix 2. 
• Within function symbols in BPMN, {ApplicationIdentifier;…} indicates that the 
function is provided by the specified application. Example: {AP06;…}, see Figure 
5-7171. 
• Within application symbols in BPMN, {FunctionIdentifier;…} indicates that the 
application provides the specified function. Example: {F2.3.1}, see also Figure 
5-8. 
 
Figure 5-7: Application mapping annotation in a BPMN function symbol. 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Function mapping annotation in a BPMN application symbol. 
For the activity-/function-mapping, the following notations apply: 
• Within activity-/function-mapping tables, {FunctionIdentifier 
(FunctionName):mappingType;…} indicates that the specified function is either 
supportive (i.e., optional, o) or required (r) for the specified activity. Example: 
{F2.3.1(Data type definition):o;...}, see Table A 1-7 in Appendix 1. 
• Within function description sheets, {ActivityIdentifier(ActivityName): 
mappingType;} indicates that the function either is supportive (i.e., optional) or 
required for the specified activity. Example: {A1.4.1.1(Program service):r;...}, see 
the function description sheets in Appendix 2. 
• Within functional symbols in BPMN, {ActivityIdentifier:mappingType;…} 
indicates that the function is either supportive for (i.e., optional) or required by the 
specified activity. Example: {A1.4.1.1;...}, see Figure 5-7. 
• Within activity symbols in BPMN, {FunctionIdentifier:mappingType;…} 
indicates that the specified function is supportive for (i.e., optional) or required by 
the activity. Example: {F2.3.1:o;...}, see also Figure 5-9. 
 
Figure 5-9: Function mapping annotation in a BPMN activity symbol. 
                                                            
171 The symbols for applications and functions were introduced in section 5.1.3. 
Data type definition 
(F2.3.1) 
{AP06;...} {A1.4.1.1;...} 
WSO2 DataServices 
Server (AP06) 
 
{F2.3.1;...} 
 
 
 
Program service 
(A1.4.1.1) 
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The presented BPMN notations relate to cases where only one concept, either activities or 
applications, are modeled in the diagram. If both concepts are included, the presented 
notation can optionally be attached to the connectors in order to enhance transparency. 
Mapping procedure and documentation 
The mapping procedure corresponds to the one used for the role-/activity-mapping in 
section 4.4. In addition to the stated sources, application manuals, whitepapers and related 
publicly available presentations have been analyzed. Additionally, especially focus group 
meeting F yielded input. Further, the mappings have been validated during the LGB case 
study. Table A 1-7 in Appendix A1.3 depicts all activity-/function-mappings from an 
activity-based perspective. The function description sheets in Appendix A2.1 include a 
listing of all mappings per function. 
5.7 Chapter Summary 
The previous three chapters derived the SLM architecture. On the strategy layer, a role 
model allows describing the SLM orientation of a company by selecting the covered roles. 
The role model distinguishes from existing works in two main aspects: First, existing role 
models fail to describe certain real-world situations due to inadequate granularity of role 
separation. An example is the missing separation between the service producer and the 
service provider roles. Second, none of the existing models provides comprehensive details 
on the corresponding activities each role covers. Rather, they restrict to high-level textual 
definitions, which makes them unsuitable for detailed discussions on activity distribution 
and IT support. 
The proposed role model addresses the former issue by validating it against several real-
world examples. The architecture’s process layer tackles the latter. It features detailed SLM-
related processes. The role-/activity-mapping enables the modeler to determine the SLM 
activities a company needs to cover, given its SLM orientation. Hence it provides a way to 
formulate detailed role definitions by stating the activities they are involved in. The 
employment of linear condensed responsibility charts allows distinguishing different types 
of involvement. Compared to existing SLM process models, the proposed processes feature 
five innovative characteristics: 
• Both, business-related and technical activities are included. Most existing 
approaches solely focus on one type. 
• The level of detailing is rather high. Most works restrict to high-level textual 
definitions. 
• The core SLM process covers the whole service lifecycle, whereas (many) other 
approaches tend to focus on certain parts thereof. 
• Whereas existing approaches do not distinguish between different service types, 
the proposed processes account for the fact that management-related activities may 
differ for each service type. 
• The role-/activity-mapping concerns with activity responsibilities, which is at best 
superficially addressed by existing approaches. 
The achieved definition of SLM orientations in terms of roles and activities addresses 
research question A and is the basis for investigating IT support possibilities. In pursuance 
of research question B, these possibilities are captured by a functional reference model on 
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the IS layer. A case study, existing applications and further available sources led to a 
functional reference model listing, categorizing, analyzing and describing application 
functions in the SLM domain. The functions are mapped to the activities, which enables to 
discuss IT support possibilities. The functional reference model addresses various research 
gaps: 
• It is the first reference model that holistically (i.e., across the whole service 
lifecycle) concerns with IT support in SLM. 
• The model captures both, business- and IT-related application functions. Thereby, 
it overcomes the dichotomy of existing approaches. 
• Multi-faceted mappings to the process layer precisely indicate where each function 
is capable of supporting/enabling SLM. It is the first artifact in this respect. 
To validate the architecture and to endow prospective users with guidance on how to apply 
it in real-world situations, the next chapter presents various application examples within 
both academic and scientific contexts, thereby addressing research question C.  
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6 Architecture Application and Extension 
6.1 Architecture Configuration 
Introduction 
For the architecture to be of use in real-world situations, it needs to be adaptable to the 
prevailing environmental conditions. The discussion on multi-perspectivism in section 2.1 
revealed that a pre-configuration according to specified criteria speeds up the application 
process and thus enhances the economic viability. Pre-configuration is achieved by selecting 
those subsets from the reference architecture that are relevant for the problem at hand. 
Thereby, the current perspective and the problem characteristics determine a subset’s 
relevance. 
[Becker et al., 2007] identify different pre-configuration techniques. First, depending on the 
perspective and problem characteristics, different types of notations might be preferable [La 
Rosa et al., 2007], e.g., due to its execution support BPEL might be better suited for 
implementing process workflows than other process modeling notations. An example is the 
provisioning of alternative notations for the depiction of the activity-/function-mappings: 
While a tabular format seems most suitable for presenting the high number of mappings 
within written documents (e.g., in this thesis), the annotation of BPMN modeling elements 
is more figurative for visually presenting a small set of mappings. Second, element naming 
conventions can be adapted to local customs [Becker et al., 2007], e.g., by providing 
specific dictionaries. And third, the (specialized) model might only comprise a subset of the 
available element types or even restrict to selected elements. 
Differences in model types and notations address aspects of model representation and thus 
do not influence its semantics and contents. Element naming neither influences the 
semantics. Element type- and element selection are the sole configuration techniques 
exhibiting semantic influence on the resulting model172 . Consequently, the following 
sections restrict to these configuration mechanisms. Element type selection refers to the 
inclusion or exclusion of certain elements from the metamodel, e.g., applications or roles. 
For example, if the architecture is used to determine a company’s SLM orientation and the 
corresponding nominal process coverage, the element types on the IS layer can be excluded, 
as they would not be relevant for the problem solution. In contrast to element type selection, 
element selection takes place on an individual architecture instance and either includes or 
excludes certain elements. For example, an organization focusing on service conception 
(while outsourcing the rest of the service lifecycle) might only be interested in evaluating IT 
support for activities related to service conception. Hence, on the IS layer the functional 
reference model can be reduced by all functions that do not support conception-related 
activities. 
Besides configuration, [vom Brocke, 2007] mentions further re-usage options: instantiation, 
aggregation, specialization and analogy construction (for details, see section 2.1). An 
example for the latter is the transfer of the SLM architecture to another domain (e.g., 
process management) or to another industry (e.g., the retail industry). Due to the focus on 
SLM in the financial industry, this kind of usage is not in the scope of the thesis. Further, 
                                                            
172 The argumentation for exclusion of configuration techniques basically follows [Kohlmann, 2011], although the 
actually included techniques differ. 
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breaking down or adding additional functions to the functional reference model or 
detailing/customizing certain process steps within the SLM process are examples for 
specialization and instantiation. Both may occur during architecture configuration to further 
refine the adaptation of the reference architecture to specific real-world situations. Figure A 
6-3 to Figure A 6-7 provide procedure models for the following specializations173: 
• Split role: splits up a role into two or more new roles, which may be required for 
more detailed discussions of SLM orientations and their IT support. 
• Specialize activity: splits up an activity into two or more new activities, which 
allows more detailed element selections on the process layer. 
• Add function: If a new SLM function comes up it can be included into the 
reference architecture. 
• Add application: The modeler might want to include further SLM applications into 
the architecture as they appear on the market. 
• Establish new mapping: Each of the aforementioned add-procedures requires the 
creation of new mappings to integrate the new elements into the architecture. The 
corresponding procedure applies to the creation of all three mapping types. 
Application of the architecture for an evaluation of an organization’s SLM IT support (see 
LGB case study in section 6.2) involves techniques of instantiation and specialization during 
the configuration process. The same holds for the construction of the SLM software 
prototype in section 6.5. Section 6.3 provides an example for aggregation, i.e., a 
combination with another model. Finally, the statistical analyses in section 6.4 involve 
multiple different configurations to extract the required data from the reference architecture. 
After a definition of the configuration notation, the following paragraphs provide an 
overview of the architecture’s configuration options and discuss the respective addressees 
and utilities. 
Configuration term notation 
The configuration techniques either result in a reduction of the number of element types or 
elements, both of which corresponds to a selection of a subset from a given set. [Becker et 
al., 2007] term this process model projection and propose a corresponding grammar, based 
on predicate logic, allowing the modeler to codify the selection procedure. A slight 
disadvantage of this notation is that it requires substantial preliminary understanding of 
predicate logic. Hence, especially within practice applications this confronts the modeler 
with a serious burden. Similarly to predicate logic, query languages (e.g., MySQL, 
PostgreSQL and SQL174) also describe rules for selecting certain subsets from another set. 
Subsequently, the architecture configuration terms (CTs) will be described using a MySQL-
based pseudo syntax, for the following reasons: First, the basic syntax and concepts are 
intuitively comprehensive, even allowing novices to understand it. The notation is 
considerably simpler than the one proposed by Becker et al. 175 Second, MySQL is the most 
well-known and disseminated MySQL dialect, being used in some of the largest websites 
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter and Wikipedia) [Schroder, 2011]. And third, some of the 
forthcoming architecture usage examples employ a supporting software tool, whose data 
                                                            
173 Table A 6-2 to Table A 6-6 describe each step in detail. The four specialization types are derived from the 
architecture’s metamodel. 
174 SQL (Structured Query Language) denotes a family of languages for querying data from (structured) datasets, 
especially relational databases. 
175 A drawback of using MySQL pseudo code syntax is the resulting statements’ length compared to Becker et al.’s 
terminology. However, this is overcompensated by the increased comprehensibility. 
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model is also implemented in MySQL. Hence, using the same notation for expressing the 
configuration terms improves the understanding of how the tools actually work. 
A basic MySQL query sentence comprises three parts: it specifies what to select, from 
where to select and the applicable restrictions. The following exemplary (pseudo code) 
statement selects all activities from the SLM process that are labeled as business-oriented176:  
SELECT * FROM activities WHERE business-oriented=true AND 
containingProcess=‘Service Lifecycle Management’”177 
A large number of possible configurations exist, both on the metamodel and model layer.  
Section 2.1 describes a process by [Becker et al., 2001b] for considering individual business 
characteristics and different perspectives. The following configurations implicitly build on 
this process: they a) allow for an adaptation of the architecture to company-specific 
characteristics and b) each configuration addresses certain users, which in turn ensures 
multi-perspectivism. Specifically targeting the architecture’s addressees from section 1.2, 
the following treatise restricts to a discussion of selected configurations, some of which are 
demonstrated in the enclosing architecture application examples. Besides showing 
possibilities to apply the architecture for IT support analysis and design, the forthcoming 
discussions also deliberately include further application options and the respective 
configuration terms. 
Configurations yielding role sets 
Role selection: Selecting the SLM role element type on the strategy layer and subsequently 
only filtering certain roles178 (element selection) allows describing the strategic positioning 
of a company’s SLM from a role perspective. This in turn enables inter-organizational 
discussions regarding the allocation of roles to different collaborating actors. The real-world 
cases in section 3.2 provide examples for different role allocations. This configuration 
addresses business developers responsible for new service developments and management 
staff responsible for the establishment and maintenance of inter-organizational 
collaborations in the field of SLM. The configuration term (CT1) reads:  
SELECT * FROM roles WHERE covered=true,  
whereas the covered attribute is to be specified by the modeler. 
Configurations yielding activity sets 
Activity selection by process and/or subprocess: Rather than including the complete process 
layer, modelers may want to focus on certain processes or even subprocesses. For example, 
during a several months lasting bilateral project the author and further researchers 
implemented an Excel-based prototype for the pricing and revenue management of 
Finnova’s core banking system. Specifically, possibilities for separate (sale and) pricing of 
individual services from the core banking system were discussed (e.g., a stand-alone 
financial portfolio management service cluster). By means of element selection on the 
process layer, only the cost and revenue management processes have been selected. The 
                                                            
176 Pseudo-code contains (structured) programming language constructs and (less structured) natural language 
expressions. It combines the unambiguity of formal languages with the intuitive clarity of natural languages and is 
widely used throughout the IS literature to provide semi-formal descriptions. Naturally, the actual 
implementations are considerably more complicated, as becomes apparent in subsequent sections. 
177 In this context, the asterisk (*) indicates that all elements of the specified set are selected (if they fulfill the 
imposed criteria). 
178 For example, according to actual role coverage or anticipated role coverage. 
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resulting activity set served as the basis for the implementation of the prototype. The project 
was led by the Head of Business Development at Finnova. The corresponding configuration 
term (CT2) reads:  
SELECT * FROM activity WHERE containingProcess=’Cost Management’ OR 
containingProcess=’Revenue Management’ 
Activity selection by role coverage and RASCI-type: The element type selection on the 
strategy layer yields a set of roles (see CT1). The role-/activity-mappings allow specifying 
these roles in terms of the activities they cover. For each role the mapped activities are 
obtained, while a filter with respect to the relationship’s RASCI type may be applied. The 
result denotes a reference for process designers designing a company’s SLM processes. 
Further, the set of covered activities is required for the determination of IT support 
possibilities. The following term takes the resulting set of CT1 as input and determines all 
mapped activities for which the selected roles are Responsible. For demonstration purposes, 
the selection is narrowed down to activities from the SLM process. Step one extracts the 
activities’ ids from the role-/activity-mapping (CT3pre)179:  
SELECT activityId FROM role-/activity-mapping WHERE role IN CT1 AND 
mappingType=‘R’ 
Step two retrieves the corresponding activities (CT3):  
SELECT * FROM activity WHERE id IN CT3pre AND containingProcess=’Service 
Lifecycle Management’ 
Activity selection refinement by features: The foregoing configuration term filtered activities 
according to the process they belong to. This filter can be generalized to any of the 
activities’ attributes. Section 4.1.3 defined AppliesToServiceType and ActivityOrientation as 
further attributes. Depending on the specific filter, different addressees are targeted. For 
example, filtering all activities that target the management of application services (which 
are, according to [Kohlmann, 2011], the connecting elements between business-oriented and 
technical SOA) would be a starting point for process improvements aiming at better 
business-/IT-alignment in SLM and thus target staff at the interface of business and IT. CT4 
reads:  
SELECT * FROM activity WHERE [activityAttribute]=[attributeCharacteristic], 
whereas [activityAttribute] and [attributeCharacteristic] are placeholders. Obviously, the 
WHERE clause can also serve to further specify other CTs. 
Activity selection by function mapping: CT3 selects activities based on the company’s role 
coverage, i.e., top-down. Bottom-up selection filters activities according to functional 
support possibilities. For example, an IT architect might want to determine the degree of 
current application support in his company. She first determines all functions that are 
implemented by the current SLM application landscape (CT5pre1): “SELECT * FROM 
function WHERE covered=true”, whereas the covered attribute of course is not part of the 
reference architecture, but rather needs to be determined by the IT architect. Based on this 
function set, mapped activities are extracted from the reference architecture’s activity-
/function-mapping (CT5pre2):  
                                                            
179 To avoid data redundancies, the mappings only contain references to the roles and activities, called ids. In 
relational database terms these ids are foreign keys. 
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SELECT activityId FROM activity-/function-mapping WHERE functionId IN 
CT5pre1 
Finally, she determines all currently IT-supported activities by executing CT5:  
SELECT * FROM activity WHERE activityId IN CT5pre2 
By subtracting the resulting set from the set of all activities, the architect would get the list 
of activities that are not yet supported by IT. This would be a starting point for constructing 
an SLM IT support development roadmap, as exemplified in section 6.2. 
Configurations yielding function and/or application sets 
Function selection by activity mapping: The inverse to CT5 selects functions based on a 
given activity set. IT architects aiming to design IT support for a given set of activities can 
get a starting point by determining all mapped functions from the reference architecture’s 
knowledge base. In a first step, the user specifies the set of activities for which IT support 
possibilities are to be determined. Using the activities’ ids (selectedActivitiyIds) she extracts 
the ids of the mapped functions from the activity-/function-mapping (CT6pre):  
SELECT functionId FROM activity-/function-mapping WHERE activityId IN 
selectedActivityIds 
The final configuration term yields all mapped functions (CT6):  
SELECT * FROM function WHERE functionId IN CT6pre 
Application selection by function mapping (and vice versa): The function-/application-
mapping allows determining suitable applications for a given set of functions. This enables 
the IT architect to select applications suiting his needs, i.e., providing the desired functions. 
First, the modeler specifies the ids of the functions for which suitable applications are to be 
determined (selectedFunctionIds). Next, she extracts the ids of all applications that offer one 
or more of these functions from the function-/application-mapping (CT7pre):  
SELECT applicationId FROM function-/application-mapping WHERE functionId 
IN selectedFunctionIds 
The set of suitable applications results from CT7:  
SELECT * FROM application WHERE applicationId IN CT7pre 
The set can be further narrowed by running various algorithms, e.g., for selecting a subset of 
applications so that all required functions are covered and redundancies are minimized or 
only the top applications measured by % of provided functions are included, as exemplified 
in section 6.2.  
Further element selection restrictions are applicable for all CTs that deal with the selection 
of functions. Table 6-1 states the most important constraints.  
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Configuration extension Effect 
„...AND containingFunction(Sub)Group = 
[functionSubGroup]„ 
Only includes functions from certain function sub-groups 
or function groups. 
„...AND B-/IT aligning = true/false“ Only includes functions that foster business-/IT alignment, 
see section 6.4. 
„...AND orientation = business/technical“ Restricts to either business-oriented or technical functions. 
„...AND source = application OR ...„ Filters functions that are provided by at least one of the 
analyzed applications. 
„...AND type = optional/required“ Differentiates between required and optional functions. 
Table 6-1: Further constraints for element selection on the IS layer. 
Composite configuration 
All configuration terms discussed so far involve at most two element types, e.g., activities 
and functions. While each of the configurations is useful in various scenarios, a composite 
configuration that spans across more than two element types harnesses the full potential of 
the architecture’s three-layer structure. This composite configuration is important for 
answering research question C, architecture application. Specifically it operationalizes the 
aforementioned criterion of [Närman et al., 2006], i.e., the usability of the reference 
architecture to measure the functional fulfillment of an information system: 
Function selection by role coverage: By selecting a company’s SLM role coverage the 
model user can determine a target function coverage, which in turn serves as the basis for 
the derivation of current gaps in SLM IT support. Put differently, it allows measuring the 
completeness of SLM IT support in a specific real-world setting. Figure A 6-1 and Figure A 
6-2 in Appendix 6 depict the formal procedure model, which comprises seven steps180: 
1. Role coverage determination: selection of the company’s/unit’s SLM role 
coverage, corresponds to CT1. The user selects all roles the respective 
company/unit actually covers. 
2. Activity determination and manual adjustments: determination of the activities 
mapped to the selected roles, using CT3. An evaluation of the role-/activity-
mappings yields all activities that are mapped to the selected roles. The selection 
may be further constrained by limiting the mapping type(s) (e.g., only including 
mappings of type responsible). Additionally, the specific company situation might 
necessitate manual adjustments: the reference processes, mappings and roles have 
been established from the input of many practitioners and researchers. Hence, they 
constitute (average) common practice. Necessarily and deliberately they abstract 
from the peculiarities of individual companies. Hence, the modeler may have to 
employ refinements or even extensions to the reference model. [Becker et al., 
2007, p. 35] define specialization as “adding, changing or removing model 
elements without any semantic restrictions”. In this sense, the user may alter the 
resulting processes resp. the contained activities. For example, the role service 
provider is responsible for all activities related to idea generation. However, there 
might be cases where this process is outsourced to some crowdsourcing platform, 
which in turn takes the lead (responsible) and transfers the resulting ideas to the 
service provider (informs). In this case, the respective activities would have to be 
manually removed from the selected activity set. 
                                                            
180 The procedure has been validated by means of the case study at LGB (section 6.2), the prototype construction 
(section 6.5) and its discussion during focus groups E and F. 
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3. Function determination (nominal): Based on the resulting activity set, the mapped 
functions are determined, using CT6. For example, the selection might restrict to 
all functions that are marked as required, yielding all functions that are regarded as 
required for the given set of activities. 
4. Actual function coverage determination: In order to derive recommendations for 
improving the IT support, the company’s/unit’s actual function coverage needs to 
be determined. 
5. Gap identification: A comparison of nominal and actual function coverage (steps 4 
and 5) reveals the gap in function coverage. The resulting set of uncovered 
functions is further processed for the identification of possible solutions, e.g., by 
means of a functional comparison of different standard software applications. 
6. Solution space identification: Mappings between the uncovered functions and the 
analyzed applications lead to applications that are suitable for closing the gaps. 
7. Solution space evaluation and investment decision: While step 6 results in possible 
solutions, the decision in favor of one solution requires an evaluation that goes 
beyond functional analyses. Exemplary influential factors are ownership costs and 
risks associated with each alternative. The applied instruments vary, ranging from 
standard cost calculations to sophisticated scenario simulations and risk 
considerations. 
Architecture application examples 
The case example of LGB in section 6.2 applies steps 1 through 6 of the composite 
configuration procedure. Applying the principle of aggregation, section 6.3 extends the 
architecture with a model and prototypical implementation for the cost-based valuation of 
different IT support options in SLM under uncertainty. Special focus is put on cloud-based 
SLM applications. The example addresses step 7 from the introduced procedure. Section 6.4 
conducts a statistical analysis of the analyzed applications’ functions, yielding interesting 
insights into the contemporary SLM application market. In contrast to the other case 
examples, this application targets software vendors and scientists rather than user 
companies. Section 6.5 picks up the findings from the statistical analysis and constructs an 
SLM software prototype. It shows how the SLM architecture can be used to accelerate and 
improve software prototyping efforts. Specifically, the architecture is used to determine the 
prototype’s functions, thereby using steps 1 to 4 of the composite configuration procedure. 
6.2 SLM IT Support Assessment and Improvement at LGB 
6.2.1 Introduction 
LGB’s SOA department provides business services and service clusters supporting various 
business processes. As stated, the number of services has been gradually risen since the 
introduction of SOA 12 years ago, now amounting to almost 1300 services with an average 
re-use factor of four. 
This usage example applies the SLM reference architecture to derive recommendations on 
further improvements of the SLM IT support at LGB. By comparing current IT support 
capabilities with those suggested by the configured reference architecture, a gap in 
functional coverage can be derived and further analyzed. The current IT support at LGB has 
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been gathered by means of a case study conducted in collaboration with the LGB 
Integration Architecture department between September 2012 and May 2013. Parts of the 
case study have already been discussed throughout this thesis, especially the current SLM 
IT support at LGB (section 5.3). The subsequent discussion refers to these results. The 
potential IT support is derived from the reference architecture by first characterizing the 
SLM at LGB in terms of role and activity coverage and subsequently deriving potential 
application functions. A comparison of currently implemented and potential additional 
functions reveals opportunities for future investment and allows deriving potentially suitable 
standard software applications. The analysis applies the composite configuration procedure 
from section 6.1. Given that the procedure involves the processing of a large number of 
elements (mappings, functions, activities etc.), a custom-built software tool supports in 
conducting the procedure. The following section outlines the prototype’s architecture and its 
functionality. Section 6.2.3 conducts the analysis and derives recommendations, followed 
by a conclusion in section 6.2.4. 
6.2.2 Tool Support 
Introduction 
A number of architecture modeling tools are available, e.g., TopEase by Pulinco and the 
ARIS Platform by Software AG. The decision to implement a new application instead of 
using an existing one stems from three notions: First, existing software tools are built to 
capture a single architecture for a specific company. However, in order to conduct the case 
analyses, the tool needs to contain both the reference architecture and the instantiated 
version. Further, it needs to offer comparison functionality. Second, the SLM architecture 
comprises peculiarities, e.g., the RASCI-annotations in the role-/activity-mappings and the 
service type distinctions with respect to the activities and functions. Incorporating these into 
an existing solution would have been more effort than building it from scratch, if possible at 
all. Third, the custom-built tool allows creating and exporting arbitrary reports into MS 
Excel. The programming of these reports was significantly simplified by the fact that the 
author had full control over the source codes, which would not have been the case with 
standard applications. 
Software architecture 
The SLM reference architecture’s knowledge is stored in a relational MySQL database. The 
server-side backend is PHP-based and features functions for querying the database and 
manipulating data. Given the high amount of data, client-server communication is 
completely asynchronous in order to ensure frontend responsiveness. The client side relies 
on JavaScript using the popular jQuery, jQuery Mobile and jQueryUI frameworks. Three 
main considerations led to this architecture: First, the jQuery frameworks provide ready-to-
use standard user interface elements, allowing the author to focus on implementing the 
individual application logic. Second, MySQL is freely available and flexible with respect to 
data modeling and querying, which is particularly important within DSR research projects 
that allow for a constant evolution of the artifact (introduced as one of the wicked 
problems)181. And third, JavaScript is a web-based language. Most banking companies have 
strong restrictions as to which applications are allowed to run on their computers. Relying 
                                                            
181 For example, frequent changes to the architecture’s metamodel caused numerous adaptations in the tool’s data 
model and the corresponding data manipulation functions. 
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on web-based technologies allows external hosting of the application and accessing it over 
the Internet without a local installation. 
The data model is derived from the SLM architecture’s metamodel, while various 
extensions enable the modeler to distinguish between the reference architecture’s 
knowledge and the case knowledge. Figure A 7-2 in Appendix 7 shows the extended entity-
relationship model (EER). Specifically, five entities have been added: Case_case and 
Case_coveredServiceTypes hold information about the case in order to distinguish between 
different case studies and to store further meta-information about cases (e.g., a full-text 
description). Case_coveredRoles, Case_coveredActivities and Case_coveredFuntions store 
references to the roles, activities and functions covered by the case company. In order to 
avoid data inconsistencies, only references to the main architecture datasets are stored 
instead of creating multiple instances of the same dataset. 
Figure A 7-1 in Appendix 7 provides a schematic overview of the prototype’s architecture, 
further descriptions, exemplary screenshots and the MySQL statements for the main 
database operations. The tool offers all operations that are required for maintaining, editing 
and extending the SLM architecture and thus for conducting the composite configuration 
procedure from section 6.1.182 
6.2.3 Analysis 
Role coverage determination (step 1) 
The determination of LGB’s SLM orientation is the first step during reference architecture 
configuration. A description of the SLM orientation is obtained by deciding which roles 
from the reference SLM role model LGB covers. This analysis solely focuses on 
characterizing the SOA department of LGB rather than LGB as a whole. The SOA 
department provides services to consuming business units. Table 6-2 shows the resulting 
role coverage as jointly defined by the researcher and LGB. Subsequently, this case study 
restricts to the SLM process, as LGB has not yet considerably touched upon the topic of 
SPM. The resulting SLM orientation is described by the role set {R-CO2;R-C2;R-T1;R-
T3;R-DP1;R-DP2;R-DP3;R-DP4;R-IPO2;R-IPO3;R-IPO4;R-IPO5;R-IPO6;R-IPO8;}. 
Subsequently, it refines the query for selecting the corresponding set of mapped activities 
from the reference architecture. 
  
                                                            
182 Due to space constraints, the application source code is not included in this thesis (>8000 lines of code). It is 
available upon request. 
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Identi-
fier Role name 
Co-
vered? Further explanation (if necessary) 
R-CO1 Service portfolio manager no As defined, SPM is not part of the analysis. 
R-CO2 Service lifecycle manager yes - 
R-C1 Service consumer no Focus is put on the SOA-department, not on the end-user 
(i.e., consumer) perspective. 
R-C2 Support provider yes The SOA department provides all support levels. 
R-T1 Service provider yes LGB’s SOA department provides business services and 
service clusters (e.g., in the form of composite 
applications) to business users. 
R-T2 Intermediary-/broker no - 
R-T3 Service implementation 
partner 
yes LGB’s SOA department implements the services into 
LGB’s systems. There are no external implementation 
partners. 
R-T4 Channel provider no - 
R-DP1 Service producer yes LGB’s SOA department produces all services internally, 
no external sources. 
R-DP2 Service developer yes Development completely takes place in-house. 
R-DP3 Service 
aggregator/integrator 
yes LGB’s SOA department acts as an aggregator/integrator 
whenever service re-use is possible. 
R-DP4 Subservice provider yes - 
R-DP5 Service designer no As stated, this case focuses on investigating IT support 
from the perspective of the SOA department. The early 
stages of a service’s lifecycle, i.e., from the first idea to an 
initial service design are under the responsibility of the 
initiating department and only overseen by the SOA 
department. Hence, the role is not covered. 
R-IPO1 Database provider no - 
R-IPO2 Database hoster yes - 
R-IPO3 Application provider yes - 
R-IPO4 Application hoster yes - 
R-IPO5 Service hoster yes - 
R-IPO6 Application manager yes - 
R-IPO7 Hardware provider no - 
R-IPO8 Hardware operator yes - 
Table 6-2: LGB’s  SLM role coverage. 
 
Activity determination and manual adjustments (step 2) 
The set of covered roles allows determining the activities that LGB should cover according 
to the reference architecture. The first step is to extract all role-/activity-mappings that are 
mapped to (at least) one of the selected roles, whereas the element selection is narrowed by 
focusing on certain RASCI-types: Although a role is mapped to an activity, it is not 
necessarily responsible for establishing IT support for that particular activity, as the 
following discussion shows. 
A role that is accountable for the outcome of an activity (RASCI-type A) has a certain 
interest that the activity is performed both efficiently and effectively. Assuming that, on 
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average, IT support contributes to at least one of these, the accountable role has an interest 
in proper IT support. However, it is unlikely that it has ownership in this regard. A 
supporting role, a consulted role and an informed role (RASCI-types S, C and I) may be 
either actively or passively operating on the SLM applications, but they are unlikely to be 
responsible for establishing proper IT support, either. As the responsible role (RASCI-type 
R) has ownership of the respective activity, real-world evidence from the consortium 
research activities suggests that it is responsible for proper IT support of that activity183. For 
example, the employees being responsible for detecting service re-usage opportunities at 
LGB are also in charge of the respective functions of the IFMS system184. Consequently, the 
element selection restricts to activities for which one of the covered roles is responsible. 
With respect to activities, two additional element selection options exist. First, only 
activities that are relevant for the management of certain service types may be filtered. 
However, LGB maintains services of any geSAB service type185. Consequently, all activities 
that are relevant for the management of at least one service type are included, i.e., all 
activities. Second, an activity’s orientation (business/technical) may serve as a further 
selection criterion. However, this attribute has been included into the reference architecture 
for drawing inferences about a company’s degree of business/technical orientation. Hence, 
in this case it would make no sense to use it for the configuration, because restricting to one 
of the two orientations would lead to the exclusion of either business-oriented or technical 
activities, neither of which is desired. Given these configurations, CT3 and CT4 are merged 
and instantiated to yield the activity selection term for steps 2.1 through 2.4 of the procedure 
(see Figure A 6-2 in A6.1). The selection yields all activities that LGB should cover 
according to the reference architecture:  
SELECT * FROM activity WHERE id IN (SELECT activityId FROM role-/activity-
mapping WHERE role IN {R-CO2;R-C2;R-T1;R-T3;R-DP1;R-DP2;R-DP3;R-
DP4;R-IPO2;R-IPO3;R-IPO4;R-IPO5;R-IPO6;R-IPO8;} AND 
mappingType=‘Responsible’) AND containingProcess=’Service Lifecycle 
Management’ AND AppliesToServiceType IN {SC,PS,RS,DS,AS,IS} AND 
ActivityOrientation IN {BUSINESS, TECHNICAL} 
The obtained activity set might still differ from the actual situation at LGB, as the 
architecture only denotes a reference. Consequently, manual adjustments are necessary. To 
determine these adjustments, a comparison of activities in LGB’s SLM process to those 
from the SLM reference process is performed, as conceptually shown in Figure 6-1186. The 
following element de-selections result: 
                                                            
183 Note that this does not mean that the role actually implements and maintains the IT support means itself. Usually, 
as is the case at LGB, dedicated units assume this task. 
184 Importantly, this is not always the case: For example, in inter-organizational settings a service provider may be 
responsible for maintaining service descriptions in a service marketplace, but the respective functions for the 
manipulation of that service description are obviously under the control and responsibility of the marketplace 
rather than the user. The DNAappstore exemplifies this: Service providers can upload their service, e.g., a 
currency conversion service, into the Appstore and are responsible for keeping its description up to date. 
However, the Appstore itself (and thus also the service description maintenance function) are under the 
responsibility of the marketplace provider. 
185 As stated, only business services and service clusters are offered to internal customers. However, as there are no 
relationships to external suppliers, LGB’s SOA department also operates all other services that are required for 
providing the business services. 
186 As LGB was not willing to expose their process activities in detail, the author suggested the activities to be 
excluded based on his case knowledge. LGB confirmed these suggestions. 
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• As LGB is not offering services to external customers and internally only charges 
costs, they are not concerned with service pricing. Consequently, all corresponding 
activities are de-selected. 
• The same argumentation holds for marketing, leading to a de-selection of all 
A1.3.5.x activities: define marketing objectives, define marketing strategy, derive 
and schedule actions, budgeting. 
• Buying services from an external source currently is not an option for LGB, which 
leads to a de-selection of activity A1.3.2.3 (Decide on make or buy). 
• The services of LGB’s SOA department currently only target internal consumers. 
Consequently, while SLAs are in place, no general contracts exist. Activities 
A1.3.6.1, A1.3.6.3 and A1.3.6.5 are de-selected. 
The element selection leads to a set of 101 (out of 160) covered activities, listed in Table A 
5-1 in Appendix 5. The comprehensive activity coverage reflects the broad SLM positioning 
of LGB. 
 
Figure 6-1: Comparison of the SLM reference process vs. real process. 
Function determination (step 3) 
To investigate the IT support possibilities for the 101 activities, first all activity-/function-
mappings need to be queried from the reference architecture. Two different types of 
activity-/function-mapping exist, those denoting that the function is optional and those 
indicating that it is required. To draw a complete picture, this analysis includes both types187. 
The set of functions results from CT6:  
SELECT * FROM function WHERE functionId IN (SELECT functionId FROM 
activity-/function-mapping WHERE activityId IN selectedActivityIds), 
whereas selectedActivityIds represents the result from step two. The function set contains all 
functions that, given the actual activity coverage at LGB, are either required or optional for 
LGB (according to the reference architecture). This set is printed in Table A 5-2 (Appendix 
                                                            
187 A restriction to optional would suffice, because the processes at LGB are already in operation. Consequently, 
there can be no function that is both, uncovered and required at the same time. However, for the sake of 
completeness, the analysis includes both types. 
Keys 
Activity R2 Activity R1 
Activity R3 
Activity 
LGB2b 
Activity 
LGB1 
Activity 
LGB2a 
x R3 from the reference architecture is not covered by LGB at all. Hence, it needs to be removed from the analysis. 
Ok, because R2 from the reference 
architecture covers both LGB2a and 
LGB2b from LGB. 
Ok, because R1 from the reference 
architecture exactly matches LGB1 from 
the LGB process architecture. 
Reference SLM 
process 
LGB SLM 
process 
matching 
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5) and subsequently referred to as nominallyCoveredFuntions. Step three led to a de-
selection of 16 functions. 
 
Actual function coverage determination (step 4) 
To draw inferences, knowledge of the actual function coverage at LGB is required. LGB 
went through each of the functions within the functional reference model and determined if 
it is currently deployed at LGB. All currently covered functions were recorded and labeled 
as actuallyCoveredFunctions (see Table A 5-3 in Appendix 5). 
Gap identification (step 5) 
Subtracting the actuallyCoveredFunctions from the nominallyCoveredFuntions set yields 
the gap. The resulting set comprises all functions that are mapped to one or more of LGB’s 
SLM activities, but not yet implemented. Hence, they are possible candidates for further 
improving the SLM IT support at LGB. By backward querying the reference architecture 
(which is straightforward and thus not further described), additional details on these 
functions are determined, including the containing function group and function sub-group as 
well as the (2nd level) process(es) the functions are mapped to. This information enables a 
deeper analysis, as conducted in Table A 5-4 and in Appendix 5. Several aggregated 
observations and improvement suggestions for LGB’s SLM IT support arise: 
Observation 1 – overall maturity: Overall, 33 out of 138 functions are not essentially 
covered, which amounts to 24%. Inferring from correspondence with consortium partners 
during focus group meeting F, LGB’s relative function coverage is rather high. Hence, LGB 
can be regarded as mature in terms of SLM IT support. Nevertheless, as the subsequent 
findings show, several opportunities for further improvement exist. 
Observation 2 – technical bias: 16 of all uncovered functions are business-related, whereas 
only 10 are technical (7 are both). This suggests a slight bias of LGB’s IT support towards 
technical functions. 
Recommendation 1 – deficient IT support for requirements management: The analysis 
reveals that LGB should improve IT support for gathering, storing and evaluating 
requirements during early lifecycle stages. Obviously, almost all outgoing mappings from 
these functions point to the requirements analysis and the enhancement phases (83% and 
15%, respectively). This schortcoming might be the main source for the high costs of early 
phase service development: LGB reports that especially the efforts for aligning the requests 
of all stakeholders with respect to the desried service functionality are very high. Better IT 
support for requirements management could decrease the problem. 
Recommendation 2 – deficient IT support for service testing: LGB conducts extensive 
testing before publishing a service in the repository. Currently it does not harness the full 
range of IT support possibilities in this respect. Functions for specifying tests (e.g., test 
building support), storing tests (i.e., a test repository), automating tests and analyzing test 
results should be evaluated. 100% of all mappings from these functions point to the 
development and implementation phases, suggesting improvement potentials particularly 
for the change-time prior to operation. 
Recommendation 3 – SLA templates: According to the analysis, LGB does not maintain 
SLA templates. Templates help standardizing SLAs by fostering re-use and speed up the 
SLA creation. LGB should consider working on this. The function exclusively supports 
during the conception and development phases.  
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Recommendation 4 – Service costing: Currently neither the IFMS nor the XB provide 
substantial means to depict service costs. The integration of corresponding functions could 
accelerate the costing process and lead to more accurate cost rates. This shortcoming was 
already identified by LGB before (and thus confirms that the architecture application leads 
to correct and meaningful results). LGB is working on the integration of costing functions 
into their IFMS, but a) faces company-political resistance because of the higher cost 
transparency that would result and b) lacks a comprehensive data model to do so (a 
shortcoming addressed by the software prototype in section 6.5). 
Recommendation 5 – Service monitoring: Several opportunities for improving service 
monitoring exist, whereas two foci prevail: First, the analysis of activity correlations and 
service invocations could lead to a better understanding of the reasons for peak demands 
and might yield implications for load balancing efforts. Second, real-time SLA monitoring 
functionality would allow quicker reactions to adverse service quality developments and 
eventually help automating service billing (which is related to recommendation 4). 82% of 
all outgoing mappings of the respective functions target the operations phase, suggesting 
that implementing these functions would particularly lead to run-time improvements. 
Recommendation 6 – Cross functions: Several functions from the cross functions group are 
not covered. Among these are functions for the visualization of service structures, which 
would help during the analysis of service dependencies (also addressed by the software 
prototype in section 6.5). Further, functions for the automation of service level maintenance 
and creation are missing, which is connected to recommendation 3. LGB should evaluate 
these functions.  
Solution space identification (step 6) 
While the discovered function gap is already a value added for LGB, the enclosing question 
is how and in which order to address these gaps. In order to identify and evaluate possible 
solutions, LGB first needs to prioritize the recommendations (i.e., the list of uncovered 
functions) from the previous step. As a prioritization depends on the company’s individual 
preferences, the procedure cannot be generalized. However, the reference architecture 
supports the decision finding process: The function description sheets in A2.1, especially the 
contained activity-/function-mappings, show where exactly each of the functions supports 
the SLM process (i.e., which activities are supported)188. Based on this information, the 
modeler can prioritize the missing functions using various criteria, for example: 
• sorting in descending order by the number of supported activities. 
• choosing functions that support activities whose performance metrics are worse 
than others (e.g., error rates). 
Subsequently two different prioritization criteria are applied. First, the interview partner at 
LGB manually prioritized the missing functions without applying any formal prioritization 
logic. The rightmost columns of and Table A 5-4 and Table A 5-5 in Appendix 5 contain 
LGB’s detailed manual prioritization results per function, while the rightmost column of 
Table 6-3 below provides an aggregated view per FG.  
Second, the reference architecture is backward queried using CT3: for each missing function 
the number of mapped activities is counted. The decision logic is as follows: The more 
activities a function supports, the higher it should be prioritized. The middle result column 
                                                            
188 Instead of manually looking up the mappings in the function description sheets, the user may use CT5, whereas 
the set of uncovered functions is inserted as a restriction. 
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of Table 6-3 provides an aggregated overview (also per FG) of the resulting prioritization as 
suggested by the reference architecture.  
The following finding results: While for FG1 and FG3-5 both prioritizations are quite 
similar, they differ considerably for FG2 and FG7 189 . This clearly shows that the 
prioritization should not solely rely on the number of supported activities, but also include 
further, company-specific, factors. Nevertheless, the automated prioritization by means of 
the reference data is a reasonable good approximation and capable of providing substantial 
decision support. 
Function group 
Average number of 
mappings between 
functions and 
activities (reference 
architecture) 
Resulting prioriti-
zation 
Manual 
prioritization by 
LGB (aggregated) 
FG1: Service Description 9 1 1 
FG2: Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation 5.25 3 6 
FG3: Service Valuation 5.5 2 3 
FG4: Service Exchange and Integration 3 6 5 
FG5: Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting 4.14 4 4 
FG7: Cross Functions 3.66 5 2 
Table 6-3: Gap prioritization. 
At this point the function gap is determined and prioritized. In a next step, the function-
/application-mapping from the reference architecture is queried to determine possible 
software candidates for closing the gap. Traditionally LGB prefers extending its custom-
built SLM application landscape instead of relying on standard software. It values the 
flexibility provided by custom software more than the resulting higher development costs. 
Nevertheless, the identification of suitable standard software is beneficial, as an evaluation 
of these applications helps gaining an understanding of how the desired functions can be 
custom-built and implemented into LGB’s IFMS or XB systems. 
The selection problem is rather complex, as it is unlikely that a single standard application 
provides all additional functions LGB needs. Consequently, multiple applications need to be 
selected from the set of analyzed applications, with the number of possible combinations 
being very large. However, the fact that LGB does not intend to buy standard software but 
rather only wants to identify existing applications for further analysis, simplifies the 
selection problem considerably: For each uncovered function all standard applications are 
determined that provide that particular function. LGB may then analyze the respective 
applications and derive implications for its planned custom-built implementations. CT7 
serves as the basis for extracting the applications from the reference architecture. First, all 
function-/application-mappings pointing to one of the gap functions are determined. Second, 
these mappings allow identifying the applications:  
SELECT * FROM application WHERE applicationId IN (SELECT applicationId 
FROM function-/application-mapping WHERE functionId IN selectedFuntionIds), 
                                                            
189 FG6 is already fully covered by LGB and thus not part of the prioritizations. 
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whereas selectedFuntionIds contains the ids of all functions from the gap set (see step 5). 
Table 6-4 lists the top 5 applications, sorted in ascending order by the number of gap 
functions each application provides. LGB should consider evaluating those applications that 
provide the highest share of uncovered functions190. For example, as a starting point LGB 
should take a closer look at IBM’s Websphere Service Registry and Repository solution, 
because it covers 30% of all functions that are currently missing. 
Identi-
fier Application 
Number of provided 
uncovered functions (out 
of 33)191 
AP03 
IBM Websphere Service Registry and 
Repository 10 (30%) 
AP25 Camilion Solutions Product Authority 8 (24%) 
AP02 Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry 6 (18%) 
AP10 SmartBear ALM Complete 6 (18%) 
AP04 Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor 5 (15%) 
Table 6-4: Standard software applications providing the missing functions. 
Step 7, solution space evaluation and investment decision, is not covered, as LGB has not 
yet conducted this step. However, the forthcoming extension of the SLM architecture 
presents a corresponding valuation approach that targets a specific portion of the investment 
decision: It allows user companies to decide whether it is economically viable to choose 
cloud-based SOA applications instead of on-premise solutions to close a functional gap. 
6.2.4 Summary and Conclusion 
This application example demonstrated how the architecture can be used for the analysis 
and improvement of a company’s SLM IT support. Following the composite configuration 
procedure from section 6.1, first LGB’s SLM orientation was determined, which in turn 
served to adapt the reference processes to LGB’s situation. The resulting set of activities has 
been examined with respect to a) the function support possibilities as suggested by the 
reference architecture and b) the actual function support at LGB. A comparison of both led 
to various findings and recommendations. While LGB’s IT support for SLM is rather 
mature, it exhibits a technical bias. Specifically, LGB should consider implementing 
functions for requirements management, service testing, SLA management, service costing 
and service monitoring. Two prioritization mechanisms have been discussed: a manual 
prioritization by LGB and an automated prioritization by means of the architecture’s 
reference data. The latter turned out to be a good approximation. Consequently, the 
architecture is able to provide substantial decision support. As a starting point for closing the 
identified gap, a set of suitable standard applications has been extracted from the reference 
architecture by evauating the mapping between functions and applications. LGB may 
                                                            
190 Additionally LGB could also consider the function prioritization in order to filter those applications that provide 
functions with higher priorities. However, for demonstration purposes this case study includes all gap functions 
regardless of their priority. This is reasonable because LGB first wants to analyze how the applications implement 
the functions in order to determine the efforts required for custom-building the functions. This in turn serves as 
the basis for a refinement of the prioritization. At the time of printing LGB has not yet conducted these steps. 
191 The table foregoes a detailed function listing. Please refer to the respective application description sheets in 
Appendix 3. 
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analyze these applications to gain a detailed understanding of how it can implement the 
missing functions. 
The following findings with respect to the validation of the SLM architecture result: 
1. The architecture successfully helps determining and evaluating the current SLM IT 
support of a company and leads to precise improvement suggestions. Further, the 
architecture suggests a prioritization of the missing functions. The similarity to the 
manual prioritization conducted by the LGB representative proved the 
architecture’s decision-support capabilities. As starting points for constructing the 
missing functions, specific standard applications were identified. Reportedly, no 
other artifact is capable of yielding recommendations in such a level of detail, 
which confirms the architecture’s benefit and innovative character192. 
2. The function model’s granularity proved suitable for substantial discussions of 
gaps in SLM IT support. Talks to the LGB employees revealed that an 
implementation of these functions would require a higher level of detail. However, 
the SLM architecture explicitly does not focus technical implementation aspects 
(see section 5 and CR4). 
3. The manual adjustments on the process layer (i.e., the de-selection of activities) are 
necessary to account for the specific situation of LGB. Without these adaptations, 
the resulting function list would contain functions that LGB actually does not need. 
This demonstrates the limitations of a reference architecture and stresses the 
importance of manual adjustments. The author checked whether the de-selected 
activities exhibit any pattern (e.g., that they all were de-selected because of a 
specific, hitherto unconsidered company characteristic). If this were the case, the 
configuration procedure would need adaptation. However, no pattern in this 
respect is prevalent. 
4. Although the chosen role-, function- and activity-granularity levels have been 
deemed adequate, especially the function definitions required deeper foregoing 
discussions with LGB. As an example, LGB maintains several code conversion 
functions, one for each language-pair. Hence, given the architecture’s generalizing 
nature, the company-specific elements’ semantics need to be taken into account 
and discussed during application. 
5. The time required for architecture configuration depends on the user’s company-
specific knowledge (about the process architecture etc.). In the case of LGB it only 
amounted to a few hours, which suggests that the costs of using the architecture are 
negligile193. 
  
                                                            
192 Up to now, LGB did not apply any systematic procedure for identifying missing SLM application functions. 
Consequently, it is not possible to perform quantitative benefit calculations. Consequently, this case example 
restricts to a qualitative utility description. The forthcoming architecture application examples, however, provide 
quantitative utility assessments.  
193 Consequently, these costs are not further considered in the forthcoming architecture application examples. 
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6.3 Architecture Extension: Selection of SLM Applications 
under Uncertainty 
6.3.1 Introduction 
The previous example applied the SLM architecture in order to evaluate the functional 
coverage of a company’s SLM software landscape. A functional gap and corresponding 
prioritization resulted. Further, a list of possible software solution has been identified. So far 
the only objects of interest were functions. 
In recent years the SLM software market has been undergoing a significant shift. In addition 
to classical licensing offers for on-premise deployment, vendors increasingly started 
offering cloud-based solutions (Software-as-a-Service, SaaS), promising various advantages 
for their customers. For example, the Sri Lanka-based company WSO2 offers a cloud-based 
SOA platform that customers can simply subscribe to without having to care about setting 
up, hosting and scaling the platform. Migrating to this cloud service would cause initial 
costs, but promises increased flexibility with respect to fluctuating platform utilization. As 
another alternative, WSO2 offers the same stack for self-deployment on the customer’s 
servers (e.g. eBay just started using the included ESB). LGB chose yet another approach: 
they built and run their own ESB that is designed to be scalable. Companies need to choose 
between these alternative paths. 
This software selection problem is complex: besides being challenged with the 
identification, evaluation and selection of suitable applications, companies need to make the 
basic decision whether to switch from their existing on-premise applications to cloud 
solutions. Besides a general lack of knowledge about cloud computing [Redmond et al., 
2010], [Benlian & Hess, 2011] find that companies do not yet take full advantage of the 
possibilities because they lack tools and methods to evaluate the economic potential. 
While from a purely functional viewpoint there is no difference between these two 
provisioning models, the models differ largely in other respects, e.g. security, scalability, 
openness and especially the cost of buying, implementing and operating the solutions. 
The forthcoming section presents a model that regards these two provisioning alternatives as 
real-options and allows to valuate them by means of real options theory and simulation. The 
model is the first that explicitly considers future uncertainty, which results in better 
decisions compared to other valuation approaches, as will be proven. 
Taken together, the following starting situation prevails: applying the SLM architecture 
according to section 6.1 yields a certain functional gap and possible software candidates (see 
for example the LGB case in the previous section). The forthcoming architecture extension 
helps to decide whether the gap should be closed by means of (extending) a traditional on-
premise solution or by subscribing to a cloud-based solution. Although by construction the 
model allows comparing all kinds of software, even solutions not related to SLM, the 
following discussions focus on a narrowed problem space: First, the model is applied to 
comparing only three specific options, namely a cloud-based software solution and a 
(classical) on-premise software solution, whereas the latter is split into two different options: 
a) the on-premise solution is already fully scaled and cannot be re-scaled and b) the on-
premise solution is designed to be scalable. Second, the example assumes that the company 
already has an on-premise application in place (as, e.g., in the LGB case). And third, the 
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model is applied to a specific SLM software type, namely message broker, because fot this 
type many different cloud-offerings are available. 
Formally, the model extends the SLM architecture. Referring to the reference model 
application possibilities from section 2.1, this example denotes an aggregation of the 
architecture with another model. It enhances the SLM architecture with a cost-based 
dimension in order to improve its decision power. The model has been derived and applied 
in collaboration with LGB194. The practice input serves to determine the costs and benefits 
associated with each provisioning model and helps to determine and quantify the main 
uncertainties inherent to the specific selection problem. Using this information, a Monte 
Carlo approach simulates future outcomes and assesses the performance of the software 
provisioning alternatives in terms of total costs.  
The forthcoming section (6.3.2) presents existing approaches and argues why it is beneficial 
to consider uncertainties. Section 6.3.3 provides relevant basics with respect to cloud 
computing, message brokers as well as real-options theory and discusses past works in these 
fields. Section 6.3.4 derives the approach and applies it to the example of message broker 
applications. Finally section 6.3.5 sums up the results and draws a conclusion. 
6.3.2 On the Need of Considering Uncertainty 
Existing software valuation approaches leverage a static feature catalogue to value the 
potential software applications [Chau, 1995]. This procedure allows to focus on relevant 
features (e.g., functionality, interoperability, scalability). However, all existing approaches 
assume a single or at best a few expected future states as a reference for their valuations. No 
approach explicitly accounts for the effects of the uncertainty that is inherent to these 
estimates. With respect to SLM, uncertainties are manifold: First, unexpected declines in 
service demand might lead to highly underutilized infrastructure and significantly drive up 
unit costs. For example, LGB states that the financial success of their SOA infrastructure 
highly depends on excessive service re-use. Second, unexpected rises in service demands 
might require higher throughput of service provisioning infrastructures. LGB is currently 
only serving internal customers with their SOA infrastructure. Opening up the platform to 
external clients (e.g. smaller private banks that couldn’t afford maintaining their own 
platform) would require scalable infrastructures. And third, new and unexpected more 
efficient SLM applications might provide the opportunity to shift away from current 
solutions in order to increase competitiveness. 
In each of these events, the discussed software provisioning mechanisms perform 
differently. Cloud-based solutions commonly offer seamless scalability [Ragsdale, 2009], 
which allows reacting to unexpected demand shifts. However, due to their high degree of 
standardization they are less adaptable compared to custom-developments. Additionally, 
migrating to the cloud requires a substantial upfront investment. Obviously, the choice of 
the suitable software-provisioning alternative largely depends on the future conditions; and 
these are uncertain. Consequently, grounding the investment decision solely on the 
estimated average future conditions can be misleading, referred to as the “flaw of averages” 
[de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011]. The flaw of averages refers to the erroneous notion that 
                                                            
194 The model is a result of a six-months research visit at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in early 2013. 
During that time several MIT researchers, especially Prof. Dr. Richard de Neufville and Prof. Dr. Allen Moulton, 
have provided valuable feedback. The researcher further collaborated with employees from the London branch of 
LGB’s SOA Department. 
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systems design based on the average expectation is the best possible guess. Therefore, the 
anticipated model needs to account for uncertainties that are inherent to the decision. 
6.3.3 Basic Concepts and Related Work 
This section briefly discusses relevant basics. First, the focused SLM application type, 
namely message brokers, is analyzed in more detail (section 6.3.3.1). The analysis builds on 
the discussions from chapter 5. Next, section 6.3.3.2 identifies different kinds of cloud 
computing and further specifies the research scope. Third, section 6.3.3.3 discusses existing 
approaches for valuating cloud investments. Lastly, section 6.3.3.4 focuses on existing 
works that use real options theory for IT investment valuation. 
6.3.3.1 Message brokers as a central application in a SOA 
Message brokers coordinate message flows between services [Erl, 2005]. They receive 
messages from services and applications, transform them into a format that is understood by 
the receiver (a service or an application) and deliver them. An example is the IBM 
WebSphere Message Broker: A development module allows matching the attributes of 
different protocols and defining corresponding message flows. The resulting artifacts are 
stored in a Broker Archive and deployed on the message broker platform. The application 
automatically converts messages at run-time and distributes them to one or more receivers. 
In case a receiver is not reachable, the message is stored and re-delivered at a later point in 
time, referred to as store-and-forward. The message number estimates that will be presented 
also include messages sent for testing purposes during design-time, which may amount to a 
significant share of total messages, according to LGB. The main functions, i.e., the store-
and-forward and the delivery itself are explicitly considered in the cost model. 
With a growing number of services in a SOA, message brokers need to scale. Scalability 
touches three dimensions: message quantity, message size and number of users 
[Wickramarachchi et al., 2012]. Message brokers mainly require three resources: memory, 
processing power and storage [Marhendra, 2011]. Consequently, the availability of these 
three resources influences the scalability of a message broker. In addition, scalability is 
influenced by a number of other factors related to the software architecture. For example, 
multi-threading [Perry et al., 2001]: Message flows may be serviced by multiple threads in 
order to increase the throughput. Further, distributed message broker architectures with a 
centralized load balancer offer increased scalability compared to non-distributed 
environments [Wickramarachchi et al., 2012]. While the discussion of the specific software 
architecture certainly is very relevant, focus here is on the former aspects. Therefore, 
subsequently it is assumed that the broker is completely scalable from a software viewpoint. 
Hence, memory, processing power and storage are the three sole determinants of scalability. 
6.3.3.2 Cloud Computing 
The National Institute of Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing as “a model for 
enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and 
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 
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service provider interaction.” [Mell & Grance, 2011, p. 2]. Examples are Amazon’s EC2 
Webservices, SAP’s cloud stack and heroku.com. Cloud computing enables to shift the 
operation and maintenance of these assets from the user company to specialized third party 
providers that in turn offer their services on a scalable basis (“as needed”) [Aviles & Rutner, 
2012]. Due to economies of scope, scale and skill on the provider’s side and usage-based 
pricing, cloud computing has the potential to drive down costs. Consequently, the topic is 
highly relevant in both, practice and academia and its potentials are currently being 
discussed in both domains (see [Benlian & Hess, 2011] and [Mazhelis & Tyrväinen, 2011] 
as starting points). 
NIST identifies five characteristics: First, the consumer can autonomously use the 
provider’s computing capabilities. Second, all capabilities are accessible over a network. 
Third, providers pursue a multi-tenant model, enabling them to realize scale economies. 
Fourth, the cloud systems are self-optimizing (e.g. auto-scaling). And fifth, capacity changes 
can be conducted rapidly without major restrictions. Especially, the latter is a main source of 
the economic potential for customers, as shall be shown later. 
NIST further identifies three service models and four deployment models, which serve to 
narrow down the subsequent focus. The first service model, Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS), provides basic IT capabilities, e.g., storage, processing and networks. Consumers are 
free to deploy their applications on the infrastructures. An example is Amazon’s Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2). In contrast to this passive infrastructure provisioning, Platform-as-a-
Service (PaaS) offerings provide an infrastructure that the costumer can actively control and 
parameterize. For instance, heroku.com provides a platform for deploying and managing 
web applications. The third model, SaaS, does not only provide the IT infrastructure, but 
also the software applications. Focus is put on the latter, i.e., SaaS, because the objective is 
to choose between on-premise and cloud applications rather than only considering the 
underlying infrastructure. 
Besides different service models, cloud computing may be structured according to its 
deployment models [Mell & Grance, 2011], which mainly differ with respect to their 
openness. A private cloud is exclusively established for a single organization. A more open 
alternative is a community cloud that serves several collaborating organizations. Third, 
public clouds are operated by a specialized provider and open to the general public. The 
aforementioned WSO2 cloud SOA stack is an open cloud service.195 
The following discussions assume continuous and endless scalability of the cloud alternative 
and target a commodity service (i.e., message brokerage). Further, most SLM application 
providers offer their cloud solutions within a multi-tenant public cloud. Hence, the proposed 
model focuses public clouds. 
6.3.3.3 Cloud investment valuation approaches 
Some works assess the value of cloud computing solutions. As a basis [Repschlaeger et al., 
2012], [Wind et al., 2012] and [Son & Lee, 2011] contribute frameworks for addressing the 
adoption and selection of cloud services. [Benlian & Hess, 2011], [Truong & Dustdar, 
                                                            
195 Various works examine the suitability of different deployment models for the financial industry. The study of 
[Sriram, 2011] points out challenges and success factors for adopting cloud solutions in banking. [Sardet & Viale, 
2012] discuss application potentials for cloud computing in banking, thereby especially distinguishing between 
public and private clouds. They find that for core services private clouds will emerge, while commodity service 
areas will be covered by public cloud solutions. 
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2010] and [Yogesh & Mustafee, 2010] analyze potentials and risks from adopting SaaS 
solutions and find significant uncertainties regarding how to value cloud solutions. 
[Weinhardt et al., 2009], [Armbrust et al., 2010] and [Sultan, 2011] discuss the resulting 
business opportunities and challenges of cloud computing in a qualitative manner. [Truong, 
2010] generically discusses the strategic benefits of cloud computing, such as competitive 
advantages. [Mazhelis & Tyrväinen, 2011] provide an analytical approach to determine 
cloud costs, i.e. the costs associated with adopting a cloud solution, while neglecting 
possible benefits and also uncertainties. Yet no model approaches the problem from a cost-
based perspective considering future uncertainties and providing decision support. 
6.3.3.4 Real options for technology investment valuation 
Some works apply real options theory to derive investment decisions in information 
technology (IT). Real options “confer the right to an entity to enter into a transaction at a 
specified date in the future by making an upfront small payment” [Banker et al., 2010, p. 3]. 
[Hilhorst & Smits, 2004] and [Crasselt & Tomaszewski, 1997] show the drawbacks of 
traditional valuation methods such as Discounted Cash-Flow or Resource-based Theory in 
the area of IT investment decisions. [Banker et al., 2010] show the suitability of financial 
option pricing techniques for valuing IT-related real options. While the real-options concept 
strongly lends from financial option techniques, it differs in important aspects, namely the 
inability to price and trade the underlying [McGrath, 1997]. For financial options the 
underlying (e.g. a stock) is tradable and thus has a known price [Black & Scholes, 1973]. 
This, however, does not hold for IT investment decisions. Nevertheless, the research 
community agrees on the suitability of real-option pricing techniques for valuing IT 
investments, as it exhibits appropriate characteristics. 
In IT investment, three main types of real option exists: postponement options, growth 
options and abandonment options [Copeland & Keenan, 1998; Scarso, 1996]. Postponement 
options allow deferring an investment decision to a later point in time to avoid decision-
making under unfavorable present conditions. Growth options endow the holder with the 
right to scale up the respective assets at a future point in time. Abandonment options, on the 
contrary, allow scaling down the IT assets to avoid under-utilization. In cloud computing 
especially the latter two are relevant. These two notions, in conjunction with the presented 
definition of a real option, constitute the basis for defining the real options discussed here: 
• Companies need to decide if they want to switch from their current on-premise 
solution to a cloud-based offering. The decision is taken today and its 
implementation involves an upfront investment in the form of migration and setup 
costs, let alone the associated risks and security concerns. The switch to a cloud 
solution enables the company to seamlessly scale up and down as needed. In 
contrast, scaling of on-premise solutions is less flexible and usually much more 
costly. 
• Besides migrating to a cloud solution, endowing the current on-premise solution 
with means to scale it up in future denotes another real option that needs to be 
analyzed. 
In this manner scalability denotes the main option that is investigated here. The option is 
acquired by migrating from an on-premise application to a cloud-based offering or by 
endowing the current on-premise solution with scalability. The former is special compared 
to most other works focusing on real options valuation: the option under consideration 
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offers multiple exercise rights. Precisely, it has an arbitrary number of exercise rights, 
because each small scaling step (up or down) is considered as an execution of one exercise 
right. 
Hitherto only one work applies real options theory to cloud computing investment decisions. 
The tech report by Hewlett Packard [Yam et al., 2011] focuses on modeling security-related 
issues and determines their influence on the option value. The authors rely on a purely 
quantitative approach and remain largely unclear how they translate economic conditions 
into quantitative estimations. Further, the approach focuses on security concerns and does 
not account for further aspects.  
The foregoing analyses reveal several findings that constitute the basis for the anticipated 
model: First, there is strong evidence on the suitability of option pricing techniques in the 
area of IT-investment decisions. Second, uncertainty regarding the appropriateness of cloud 
solutions is still high and adequate systematic evaluation instruments are not yet available. 
Third, no work leverages real-options theory to account for uncertainty in cloud investment 
decisions, neither in general nor specifically for the SLM domain. Given these notions, the 
following section proposes an approach for using the real options concept to ponder 
between migrating to a cloud-based application, staying with the current on-premise 
application as is or extending the current on-premise solution.  The model helps 
organizations in judging whether it is reasonable from a cost perspective to migrate from an 
existing on-premise application to a SaaS solution or to endow existing on-premise 
applications with the ability to scale in the light of an uncertain future. 
6.3.4 Model Derivation and Application 
The proposed model aims at identifying the alternative space, valuing the alternatives and 
comparing their performance in the light of uncertainty. The comparison result helps to 
decide which application provisioning strategy the company should follow for a certain type 
of application. The valuation procedure comprises five consecutive steps: 
1. Alternative space identification: which alternative provisioning possibilities exist 
and should be analyzed? 
2. Creation of cost models for alternatives: What are the alternatives’ cost structures 
and what are reasonable estimates? 
3. Identification and forecasting of main uncertainties: What are the main uncertain 
factors influencing the alternatives’ total costs and how can their behavior be 
modeled? 
4. Simulation: What is the average outcome for each alternative over a large number 
of simulated scenarios? Which further statistical properties result? 
5. Migration decision: Which alternative is preferable? 
The procedure grounds on the basic model of [de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011] and has been 
specialized by practice input from LGB. All consulted researchers and practitioners agree on 
the chosen order and segementation of the consecutive steps. 
Step 1: Alternative space identification 
The alternative space contains alternate solutions for the problem at hand. In the scope of 
the current example three main alternatives prevail. Alternative A1: The organization 
remains using its on-premise message broker and does not migrate to the cloud. The current 
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solution’s capacity meets all future capacity requirements, i.e. it is fully scaled from the 
beginning. Alternative A2: The organization remains using its on-premise message broker 
and does not migrate to the cloud. The current solution meets current demand and is 
scalable. The company may scale it at discrete point(s) in the future once the current 
capacity requirements are exceeded (!decision rule). Strictly speaking, the ability to scale 
at discrete points in the future is a real option with multiple exercise rights. Alternative A3: 
The organization migrates to the cloud solution today and starts using it directly. The on-
premise solution is then shut down. Stated differently, the company buys a call-option on 
seamless scalability in future at the price of migration and associated risks today. In contrast 
to the option in A2, this option can be exercised in smaller steps (in fact, in arbitrarily small 
steps), as scalability is seamless. Note that it is assumed that the organization already has an 
on-premise solution in place. 
Step 2: Creation of cost models for alternatives 
For each of the identified alternatives detailed cost models are required in order to assess the 
inherent uncertainties and calculate the alternative’s total cost. In the following the cost 
model for alternatives 1 and 2, i.e., the on-premise scenarios, is derived. The cost model for 
the cloud scenario is considerably easier and presented thereafter. 
Message brokers deliver messages and store-and-forward them in case the receiver is not 
available. The utilized capacity of a message brokerage application can be described by 
three variables [Marhendra, 2011]: message throughput, required memory for throughput 
and required persistent storage. All three strongly depend on the number of service calls. 
Consequently, the starting point for setting up the cost models is the number of service calls. 
Number of service calls: The demand model is derived from LGB’s past record. LGB 
started introducing SOA in 2001. By the end of that year they maintained 109 services. The 
number rose gradually with decreasing pace to 1276 services in 2012. The average number 
of service calls per day is 15 674, leading to 20’000’000 service calls per day in 2012. A 
logarithmic best-fit results in the following demand equation for the number of issued 
messages per day (mesday): 
7000000* ln(10+ year)+864439  ( 1 ) 
with an R2 of 0.97. The future annual message volatility is estimated to be 25%. Based on 
these central figures it is possible to calculate the necessary (and uncertain) throughput, 
memory and storage demand. 
Message storage demand: In each service system outages occur, resulting in the message to 
be undeliverable for a certain amount of time. Outages may be due to scheduled 
maintenance of single services or unexpected outages as a result of software or hardware 
failures. If the receiving service is unavailable, the message needs to be persistently stored 
until it can be delivered. The buffer requirements depend on three influential factors: the 
fraction of undeliverable messages (mesundelFraction), the average buffer time of a message 
(bufTimeavg) in hours (i.e., the average service outage time) and the storage demand 
(storavgPerMes) in kilobytes for a message. The resulting equation reads: 
(mesday *mesundelFraction *bufTimeavg ) / 24* storavgPerMes                                 ( 2 ) 
The fraction of undeliverable messages is estimated to be 5%, while the average outage time 
is 2 hours. Further, it is assumed that additional metadata is stored in addition to the original 
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message (e.g. times of delivery attempts, error messages etc.), totally amounting to roughly 
twice the message size, i.e. 2*400=800 kbyte. 
Message memory demand: The processing of messages from a sender to a receiver requires 
certain memory resources. Thereby the memory demand of a single message depends on 
two factors, the in-memory time memTimeperMessage in milliseconds and the memory storage 
requirement memStorperMessage in kbyte. The resulting total memory requirements in kbyte 
for message handling amounts to: 
mesday *memTimeperMessage / 86, 400, 000*memStorperMessage ,                  ( 3 ) 
where 86.4mn is the number of milliseconds in a day. The estimated average in-memory 
time for a message is 500 ms and the average memory requirement 1,600 kb. The yearly 
memory cost per kb are estimated at 0.008 cents per kb. Please note that the resulting 
storage costs are not calculated using this figure. Rather, the current scaling step’s maximum 
capacity is used, as it is assumed that excess capacity cannot be utilized in other contexts 
and hence remains unused. This holds for all forthcoming equations. A discussion of the 
scaling steps encloses further down. 
Message throughput demand: Throughput refers to the required computing power. A 
common unit to measure this is the number of calculations, commonly reported in number 
of trillion calculations (trics). Influential factors are, obviously, the number of messages, the 
processing time of a message (procTimeperMessage) and the average number of required 
calculations per message (procCalcperMessage). The corresponding throughput equation reads: 
mesday * procTimeperMessage / 86, 400, 000* procCalcperMessage                    ( 4 ) 
The first term yields the total processing time for all messages in a day. Division by the 
number of milliseconds in a day expresses how many messages are simultaneously 
processed on average. Multiplying this figure by the number of required calculations per 
message yield the average amount of required computing power. Per assumption the 
distribution of the message numbers per day is even. This is reasonable due to three reasons: 
First, the bank is globally operating in different time zones. Second, non-critical tasks 
(archiving etc.) are postponed to night hours. And third, due to its international focus the 
bank is unlikely to experience seasonal peaks stemming from salary payments, because 
paydays vary in each country. The processing time of a message corresponds to the in-
memory time, i.e., 500 ms. The number of calculation amounts to 30 trics, whereas a tric 
costs 0.000008 cents. 
Message-independent demand: Until this point all cost constituents (indirectly) relate to the 
number of transferred messages, i.e., they are variable. In addition, several fixed cost 
elements prevail. First, the application itself needs certain IT resources, including storage 
(appStorkbyte), memory (appMemkbyte) and CPU power (appCalctric). Further, there are 
maintenance costs (appMaintUSD), as the application management for the on-premise 
solution is completely performed in-house. Finally, the acquisition price for the application 
itself is a cost constituent. For the calculations in this paper it actually does not matter 
whether the application has been acquired with a one-time payment or whether there is a 
recurring license fee. The former could be translated into a recurring fee by taking the 
respective deprecation. However, this case example assumes a recurring yearly license fee 
(appLicUSD). The corresponding fixed costs per year amount to: 
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appStorkbyte * storCostUSD + appMemkbyte *memCostUSD +
appCalctric *calcCostUSD + appMa intUSD+ appLicUSD
                    ( 5 ), 
The application requires 5mn kbytes (roughly equal to 4.75 GB) of permanent persistent 
storage, 1mn kbytes of memory and on average 200 trics of processing power. 
Scaling of A2: A2 involves a scaling up of systems once the application’s messaging 
handling capacity is exceeded. In order to keep things simple it is assumed that only three 
discrete scaling levels exist, with each level offering certain storage, memory and 
throughput capabilities. Once at least one of these figures is exceeded, the application needs 
up-scaling to the next scaling step. Each scaling step causes certain one-time costs for 
acquiring and installing the new hardware components and eventual software 
configurations. In addition, there is a recurring effect on fixed costs. While this effect 
depends on quantities mentioned before (e.g. yearly costs for a storage unit), it is assumed to 
be of absolute size. A downscaling to a lower step is not possible. Further, the variable costs 
do not depend on the precise message numbers, but rather on the maximum capacity of the 
current step. This is because once a certain scaling is setup, resources are there and cause 
costs, no matter if they are utilized or not. Consequently, the variable costs are calculated 
from the current level’s maximum capacity instead of the actual utilization. This is turn 
means that for A1, which operates on maximum scale from the beginning, the costs for full 
utilization occur immediately. Equation (6) depicts the scaling steps and their attributes 
(note that backscaling is not possible; the costs are in addition to the aforementioned 
licensing and maintenance costs). 
ScalingCost fixed =
step 0 : one− time : 0000USD∧ yearly : 0000USD if storage ≤ 68mn kByte∧memory ≤1mn kByte∧CPU ≤ 3mn trics
step 1: one− time : 6000USD∧ yearly : 4000USD if storage ≤ 75mn kByte∧memory ≤1.1mn kByte∧CPU ≤ 3.5mn trics
step 2 : one− time : 6000USD∧ yearly : 5000USD if storage ≤ 80mn kByte∧memory ≤1.5mn kByte∧CPU ≤ 4mn trics
step 3 : one− time : 6000USD∧ yearly : 6000USD if storage ≤100mn kByte∧memory ≤ 2.5mn kByte∧CPU ≤ 5mn trics
$
%
&
&
&
'
&
&
&
 ( 6 ) 
Altogether, as an example, the total cost for the staged on-premise message broker (A2) in 
year 1 amounts to 27,240 USD for a daily message quantity of 17.65mn. Given the message 
number, this already necessitates a scale-up from scale 0 to scale 2 in the second year (year 
1). Assuming a discount rate of 10% the cost is 24,764 USD. In contrast, the non-staged, 
full-capacity, on-premise message broker (A1) only causes costs of 18,182 in year one, 
because no scaling costs occur. However, per definition full scaling has already been 
performed in year 0, having caused substantial scaling costs during that period. The picture 
changes a year later, where A1 already is around 3,000 USD more expensive, because it is 
full scaled in contrast to A2, which operates on scale 2. 
Costs of the SaaS solution: The cost model of the SaaS cloud solution is considerably easier 
from a consumer’s viewpoint, as it corresponds to the pricing model of the provider. 
Common cloud-based message brokers, e.g., the WSO2 Message Broker charge based on 
three components. First, there is a one-time subscription fee for setting up the account. In 
addition, a yearly recurring fee accrues, similar to a license fee. And third, a usage-based 
component, which usually accounts for the majority of costs, realizes the pricing schemes’ 
flexibility and thus makes cloud solutions attractive from a cost perspective. The latter may 
be based on different drivers, including but not limited to the number of messages or the 
total transfer volume. A one-time setup fee of 6000 USD, a recurring fee of 4000 USD/year 
and a variable costs of 85 USD for 100mn messages are assumed here. The resulting costs 
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for year one amount to 7,728 USD, which is less than for A1 and A2. However, the 
migration to the cloud solution requires substantial efforts in year 0, which are quantified to 
80,000 USD for the case at hand. 
The remaining steps investigate how each alternative performs, considering the inherent 
uncertainties. 
Step 3: Identification and forecasting of main uncertainties 
The previous step constructed the cost model for each analyzed item from the alternative 
space. Using the linear fit equation for the number of messages allows forecasting the 
message numbers for the next, say, 20 years and consequently enables the calculation of the 
total discounted costs for each of the alternatives. A comparison of the resulting costs would 
lead to the selection of one specific alternative. For example, if it turns out that A3 performs 
best, the company would buy the real-option of seamless scalability today. Or, if A1 turns 
out to be the cheapest, the company would keep running the on-premise solution and 
already scale it up to the maximum in year 0. This kind of calculation and comparison is a 
common part of almost all business cases and frequently used for making software 
investment decisions [Richmond et al., 2006]. However, and this is the crucial point, it leads 
to inaccurate results and ultimately to wrong decisions. The static forecasting of message 
numbers, for example, does not account for the uncertainty that is inherent to these 
forecasts. While the point forecast for an arbitrary year might eventually be correct, most 
likely it is not. Various events might cause the message numbers to drop suddenly, e.g., due 
to a business unit’s decision to discontinue the further development of SOA in their domain. 
Or it might rise unexpectedly as a new company manager fosters the development of SOA. 
The important thing to notice is that an increase and a decrease of message numbers do not 
have the same cost effect: An increase of the message quantity requires A2 to be scaled-up. 
However, if in the next period the message numbers drop, a scaling down is not possible or 
at least expensive. If in the case of A1 and A2 the message numbers exceed the maximum 
capacity of the on-premise solution, further up-scaling is not possible or at least very 
expensive, as it would require a complete system change. In contrast, the SaaS solution is 
seamlessly scalable without a (practical) limit. 
An elaboration on the former example clarifies the problem: the expected costs that are 
calculated from the estimated number of messages for a given year are not necessarily equal 
to the average of, e.g., the costs in case the message number turns out to be 10% higher and 
the case where it is 10% lower. Due to the mentioned asymmetric scaling profile the costs 
that are calculated from the point estimate will always be lower or at best equal to the real 
costs that are going to occur. Based on Jensen’s inequality (see [Godunova, 2013]), the 
following always holds for the case at hand (ceteris paribus): 
costs(E[numberOfMessages]) ≤ E(costs[numberOfMessages])       ( 7 ) 
Consequently, point estimates almost always lead to inaccurate results196. To overcome the 
problem, Monte Carlo simulations (MC) are frequently used. The basic concept of MC is to 
simulate multiple possible future outcomes based on statistical assumptions about the 
uncertainties inherent to the sampling process [Doucet et al., 2001]. However, in order to be 
able to perform these simulations, the corresponding uncertainties have to be identified and 
statistically characterized. To keep the modeling and data gathering efforts low, commonly 
MC restricts to a small set of uncertain influential factors, while for the other factors point 
estimates are used. Consequently, this step has three objectives: 1) to identify all uncertain 
                                                            
196 Only exception: if the actual future situation turns out to be exactly as forecasted. 
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factors, 2) to select those uncertain factors that are likely to have the highest influence on the 
outcome and 3) to model the selected uncertain factors’ distribution functions. 
Ad 1) None of the influential factors mentioned so far is completely certain. For example, 
the number of messages per day is subject to fluctuations, the storage costs may fluctuate 
and even the appropriate discount rate may change. Consequently, all factors are subject to a 
more detailed analysis.  
Ad2) By means of practice and academic literature analyses and input from LGB, a first 
estimation on the volatility of each factor was performed, shown in Table A 9-1 in the 
Appendix. However, selecting factors only according to this metric would neglect 
differences in the relative overall influence of each factor. A sensitivity analysis based on a) 
the introduced point estimates for each number, b) the presented cost model structure and c) 
the volatility estimates solves the problem. The result shows the absolute upside and 
downside effects of each factor on the overall costs. Note that this kind of analysis 
significantly differs from standard sensitivity approaches that only assume the factor’s 
volatility instead of its overall impact. A common visualization technique are tornado 
diagrams [Eschenbach, 1992]. The calculation period is set to 20 years. Figure A 9-1 shows 
the resulting tornado diagrams. The following findings result: 
• The upside and downside effects of A2 differ for most factors, i.e. they are non-
linear. Specifically, the cost reductions are smaller than the increases. This is owed 
to the inability to downscale the on-premise solution: in some cases the increase of 
a factor may result in an up-scaling of the application, while a decrease does not 
result in down-scaling. 
• For some factors of A2, upside and downside are identical: first, for the fixed 
costs. If, for example, license fees increase/decrease by 1,000 USD, the net effect 
on the total costs is 1,000 USD. Second, for all factors not influencing the system’s 
scale. For example, a fluctuation of the storage costs has no influence on the 
system workload197. Due to the seamless scalability of A3, all factors exhibit a 
symmetric profile. 
• As A1 is fully scaled from the beginning its costs depend on fewer influential 
factors. Precisely, the fixed costs and the discount rate are the sole determinants. 
• The migration costs have a large influence on the overall costs of A3. This means 
that the upfront payment of acquiring the real-option is rather large. 
• The total costs of A3 depend on considerably fewer factors. This is a main value 
proposition of SaaS offerings, as it shifts away uncertainty from the consumer to 
the provider. From an economic viewpoint the provider can much better handle 
these uncertainties, as the multi-tenancy feature of his platform allows him to 
realize portfolio-effects by exploiting time-differences in peak demands. 
• The volatility of the number of messages has no influence at all, as the current 
calculations are based on static estimates and do not account for uncertainty. This 
has been mentioned as a main drawback of most valuation approaches and will be 
touched upon further down. 
A first step in selecting the factors that should be modeled in detail is to eliminate those 
factors that are unlikely to change. The decision is based on the same information that is 
used for the initial volatility estimate. For example, the message size is unlikely to change in 
                                                            
197 At least not in the presented model. Of course, one might consider service demand functions that depend on the 
actual storage cost. 
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future (based on past observations at LGB). Using the same argumentation drops most of 
the other factors as well. Additionally dropping those factors with no or no noteworthy 
influence leads to five remaining influential factors for the on-premise solution: 1) number 
of messages, 2) license cost, 3) storage costs per kb per year, 4) memory costs per kb per 
year and 5) the discount rate. For the cloud solution 6) the migration costs, 7) the yearly 
fixed costs, 7) the variable costs per 100mn messages and 5) the discount rate remain. 
The final selection of factors depends on the availability of reliable information and cost-
/benefit-considerations. The estimation on the future number of messages (1) may be 
calculated from the planned number of services (as the number of messages tends to linearly 
grow with the number of services, assuming the company does not perform basic strategic 
changes, e.g., lowering the average granularity of the services which in turn results in higher 
re-use factors). In contrast, while the future development of license costs (2) might be 
derived from past developments, it is influenced by many factors, including competition 
structure in the respective software market, future consolidation activity etc. As no public 
information is available in this respect, a meaningful estimate is hard to obtain for a single 
company and hence rather costly. 3) and 4): A basic modeling approach would be to apply 
Moore’s law (see [Brock, 2006]). Consequently, although some company-specific 
influential factors remain, modeling these uncertainties is not costly. However, the pure 
hardware costs only account for a small portion of the overall costs for storage and memory. 
The larger share is due to maintenance of the hardware, which, in turn, is not likely to 
significantly change in future, according to LGB. Consequently, these uncertainties are not 
explicitly modeled. 5) Assuming that the company’s risk situation does not change, the only 
influential factor for the discount rate is the overall interest rate level. Both, the point 
estimates and corresponding uncertainty estimates can easily be obtained from public 
sources (e.g., the Federal Reserve Bank). 6) As migration takes places in period 0 only, 
simulation is only required for one period. The company may well be able to quantify the 
risk that is inherent to their estimate. 7) Similar to the argumentation in 2) the uncertainty 
inherent to this figure is not accurately predictable. Consequently, factors 1, 5 and 6 are 
modeled in detail. 
Ad 3) Finally, each selected factor is modeled in detail. The following descriptions restrict to 
the modeling of message numbers (factor 1). Equation (1) leads to a point estimate for each 
year. Apart from the fact that it does not consider uncertainties, the actual quantity of a 
given period does not depend on the realized quantities from the former periods, which is 
also not realistic. For year 1 the forecasted quantity amounts to 
7mn*ln(11)+864439=17.65mn. The corresponding figure for year 2 is 
7mn*ln(12)+864439=18.26mn. The percentage change deltayear2 is (18.26-
17.65)/17.65=3.45%. As stated before, the future yearly message volatility messageVolayearly 
is estimated at 25%. The corresponding stochastic process is: 
 numberOfMessagesyearXstochastic = numberOfMessagesyearX−1stochastic *deltayearX −messageVolayearly + N(0,1)*2*messageVolayearly         
( 8 ), 
where N(0,1) is an equally distributed random variable on the interval [0,1]. The two right-
most terms ensure that a certain amount is either added or subtracted from the static 
forecast, based on this random process. As for year one no percentage change is available, 
the determined static forecast is used. The equation is applicable for each time step. Figure 
A 9-2 in the Appendix shows the complete time series. The underlying procedure is the 
same for all other factors (3)-(6). 
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Step 4: Simulation 
The basic cost model, the corresponding point estimates and the stochastic models are the 
main input for the MC. The main advantage of MC is that it does not require the overall 
probability distribution to be described in an analytical way, but rather determines this 
distribution by sampling a large number of stochastic instantiations of the cost model and 
taking the average over all outcomes (i.e., the right-hand side of equation 6). The result is a 
more accurate guess than point estimates, as explained before. This section describes and 
discusses the simulation results that were obtained from a sampling of 2000 paths and 
compares these results to the point estimates. Figure A 9-3 plots the histograms, while 
Figure A 9-4 shows the corresponding cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) and the 
outcomes of the non-stochastic point estimates.  
For the exemplary message broker valuation, the following observations result: 
• A1, i.e., the non-staged on-premise solution is the most expensive, according to 
both the static expectation and the simulation. This is not surprising, as it is fully 
scaled from the beginning and consequently on average leaves a substantial 
amount of capacity unused. The only advantage is that the costs are completely 
predictable, as shown by the perpendicular CDF. 
• A2, i.e., the staged on-premise solution results in the lowest expected costs 
according to the static forecast, while A3 is slightly more expensive. However, 
and this is the central point, the picture changes completely once the model 
accounts for uncertainty: now the cloud solution is preferable. The seamless 
scalability of A3 grants the company much more flexibility, which is indicated by 
the clinched CDF and the leptokurtic histogram, respectively. As a consequence, 
the absolute costs as well as the inherent volatility for A3 are lower than for the 
staged on-premise solution. There is a straightforward explanation for these 
contradictory results: the traditional static calculation uses one specific estimate for 
each factor per time period. In contrast, the proposed method accounts for the 
inherent uncertainty by formulating stochastic processes for the uncertain factors 
and averaging over a large number of simulated outcomes. Consider, as an 
example, the number of messages, an important uncertain influential factor: 
according to the forecast equation (1) the message number continually grows each 
year, as it is assumed that the company constantly develops new services. 
However, there could also be years where the number stagnates or even decreases, 
e.g., due to strategic shifts, budget cuts or serious technical errors. This would 
result in more underutilization of resources. In extreme cases it could even leave 
the company with a higher scaling step than actually needed. The static method 
does not account for these cases, as it builds on an average best guess, which is 
trending upwards. By including the volatility estimate and averaging over a large 
number of simulations, the proposed method accounts for these cases. 
Consequently, it leads to more realistic and thus more accurate results. 
The results are clearly in favor of incorporating real-options. A1 does not contain any real 
option, as it is fully scaled from the beginning and thus does not allow for any context-
dependent staging. In A2 the system is initially endowed with a low capacity, but designed 
for extensibility, i.e., the possibility to scale up. Consequently, the company can scale up 
only if and when needed, which obviously results in lower underutilization rates and 
consequently in lower costs. Due to this real option, A2 performs much better than A1. The 
negative skewness of A2’s CDF also indicates that A2 allows for more upside potential (i.e., 
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lower costs) than downside potential: in very negative scenarios the solution is simply not 
scaled at all and remains on scale 0, substantially saving costs. As argued, A3 may also be 
regarded a real option: for an initial upfront investment, i.e., the migration to the cloud 
solution, the company is able to seamlessly scale in future, i.e., it only has to pay for the 
resources it uses. The seamless up- and down-scaling constitute multiple exercise rights that 
are exercised for each new message that is sent198. Consequently, A3 exhibits considerably 
lower variance than A2. Figure A 9-5 in the appendix shows the same model, but now with 
an estimated yearly message quantity volatility of 5% rather than 25%. The picture changes 
again: the cloud solution A3 now becomes less favorable than A2. Due to the low volatility 
(i.e., uncertainty) the seamless scalability of the cloud solution is not of great benefit 
anymore. Rather, the migration costs overweigh and lead to an overall preference for A2. 
This is in conformance with options theory: the higher the volatility of the underlying, the 
higher the option value. Due to the asymmetric payoff profile of options (low downside, 
higher upside potential) an increasing volatility makes the option more valuable. 
Consequently, cloud solutions are especially favorable in environments where the future 
utilization rates are hard to predict and/or expected to be very volatile. 
Step 5: Migration decision 
Based on the simulation results, the following implications for the application selection 
problem result: First, the simulations are in favor of A3, the cloud solution. From a sole 
direct cost perspective, LGB should migrate its message broker to a cloud solution. The 
fully scaled on-premise solution is not favorable at all. Second, the volatility assumptions 
need to be carefully tested, as they have a striking influence on the outcome. If the company 
is very certain that the static message number forecast is stable and likely to continue in 
future, it should go for the staged on-premise solution. In that case the costs of migrating to 
the cloud application outweigh the benefits from seamless scalability. 
6.3.5 Summary and Conclusion 
The model constitutes a novel way of decision support for software investment problems. 
While the SLM architecture provides the user with recommendations on missing SLM 
software support (i.e., it has a functional focus), the presented architecture extension helps to 
decide whether the determined functional gap should be closed by using a cloud-based, a 
staged or a non-staged on-premise software solution. In contrast to existing works it 
accounts for uncertainties, which improves the decision support accuracy. 
The exemplary application to message brokers shows that a cloud-based solution is 
preferable if the volatility of the demand-shaping factors, in this case mainly the number of 
transferred messages, is high. In these situations cloud solutions allow seamless scalability 
and mitigate the risk to the provider. While the staged on-premise solution performs less in 
high-volatility environments, it may be preferable if message quantities are adequately 
predictable. The non-staged on-premise solution is never the best choice. Although it 
provides complete certainty with respect to the total costs, these costs are much higher than 
for the other two alternatives. However, companies need to thoroughly estimate the inherent 
uncertainties, as volatility is a main value driver of real options and consequently the results 
strongly depend on it.  
                                                            
198 In practice, providers tend to offer ranges instead of charging every single message. However, this does not 
considerably change the results as long as the offered ranges are small enough (i.e., smaller than the scaling steps 
for the staged on-premise solution). 
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Overall, the SLM architecture in combination with the presented extension provides a 
means to evaluate and improve the IT support in SLM. In the particular case discussed 
before, it identified a cost saving potential worth 35’000 USD 199  for LGB over the 
considered time horizon, while the suggested cloud migration would also considerably drive 
down the inherent risks. 
6.4 Statistical Analysis of IT Support in SLM 
6.4.1 Introduction 
The foregoing two architecture application examples aimed at evaluating and designing 
SLM IT support for a specific company. This section leverages the reference data from the 
SLM architecture for a statistical assessment of the contemporary SLM software market200. 
The hypotheses arose during architecture construction, while some are already backed by 
(non-rigorous) literature. A rigorous statistical assessment aims to confirm these, leading to 
important implications for both, user companies and application vendors. After stating the 
hypotheses and discussing basic assumptions, a configuration of the reference architecture 
operationalizes the hypotheses. An assessment of the obtained sampling data using 
appropriate statistical tests either leads to an acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses. 
6.4.2 Hypotheses Derivation, Assumptions and Test Selection 
Hypotheses Derivation 
A large number of applications target the operations phase of the service, for example 
service repositories and registries. CR8 requires SLM to cover the whole lifecycle. 
[Raverdy, 2008] further postulates a stronger integration of the lifecycle phases. 
Consequently, IT support capabilities need to foster a lifecycle-wide and integrated 
management of services. Two basic possibilities with respect to the corresponding 
application architecture prevail: Either the companies manage to acquire an integrated SLM 
application that covers all required functions, or they need to adopt a best-of-breed 
approach. The latter bears several disadvantages, including increased maintenance costs, 
multiple application suppliers and the need to establish interconnectivity between the 
different applications. Given these reasons, the former choice seems favorable. 
Consequently, it is to be tested whether currently available software solutions are positioned 
accordingly, which leads to Hypothesis 1: Companies seeking for comprehensive, 
lifecycle-wide IT support in SLM are forced to adopt a best-of-breed approach. The 
operationalized null and alternative-hypotheses read201: H1.0: There is at least one single 
application available that provides all or at least most of the functions for SLM across the 
entire service lifecycle. H1.1: No available application provides all or at least most of the 
required functions for SLM across the entire service lifecycle. 
                                                            
199 See Figure A 9-4 in the Appendix. 
200 Reference data includes roles, processes, application functions and the respective mappings. 
201 In line with scientific literature H0 states the opposite of what is to be proven [Lehmann & Romano, 2005]. 
Hence, a rejection of H0 confirms the initial hypothesis (expressed by H1). 
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The postulation for complete lifecycle coverage is rather strict. Hence, in addition to 
hypothesis 1 the degree of the analyzed applications’ vertical integration, i.e., in how far 
they focus on one specific lifecycle phase, needs to be examined. During the construction of 
the functional reference model it appeared as if most applications clearly address the 
operation phase. Hypothesis 2: Most applications are vertically focused, i.e., their 
functions target one specific lifecycle phase. H2.0: Most applications evenly target more 
than one lifecycle phase. H2.1: Most applications put significant emphasis on one specific 
lifecycle-phase. 
CR6 requires a comprehensive SLM approach to account for a) different service types and 
b) both business-related and technical SLM activities. The performed application analyses 
led to the impression that most applications almost exclusively seem to address technical 
issues, which would be at variance with CR6. This notion is to be tested. Hypothesis 3: 
Available SLM applications tend to provide technical rather than business-related 
functions. H3.0: Functions offered by contemporary applications evenly are of technical 
and business-related nature. H3.1: Significantly more functions offered by contemporary 
applications are of technical nature than of business-related nature. 
[Sailer, 2005] and [Barros et al., 2011d] state that a systematic service description is a 
necessary prerequisite for most service management activities, which remains to be tested. 
Hypothesis 4: Service description is a necessary prerequisite for most SLM activities. 
H4.0: Functions related to service description are equally dispersed like other functions in 
terms of the number of lifecycle phases and/or activities they address202. H4.1: Functions 
related to service description are the most dispersed in terms of the number of lifecycle 
phases and/or activities they address. 
The final hypothesis aims at a retrospective statistical confirmation of the proposed 
functional reference model’s structure. The model’s structure relies on high cohesiveness 
within and weak cohesion between the FGs. Put differently, if two functions serve similar 
purposes they should be in the same group. One possibility of measuring this is evaluating 
their mappings to the process activities: functions addressing the same activities are 
relatively likely to serve similar purposes. Hypothesis 5: The functional reference 
model’s function group structure succeeds in grouping functions according to the high 
coherence/weak coupling principle. H5.0: Functions from the same FG do not tend to 
address the same SLM activities. H5.1: Functions from the same FG tend to address the 
same SLM activities. 
Necessary assumptions 
Irrespective of the applied statistical test, several basic assumptions are required. First, all 
functions need to exhibit a similar granularity. The assumption is met, since the derivation 
procedure from section 5.1.1 includes a granularity harmonization step. Second, the 
functions need to be of similar quality in terms of their support capabilities. The perceived 
amount of support provided by a certain function depends on subjective judgment. For 
example, a programmer might value a code conversion function higher than a controller. 
Due to the subjectivity there is no way of proving the assumption. However, given that the 
focus group participants represented a broad range of different interests and professions (see 
Appendix A4.1) it is save to regard it as met. Third, each SLM phase is included in the 
analysis and assumed to be of equal importance. The statistical analyses do not account for 
different SLM orientations, but rather assume coverage of the whole lifecycle. Further, there 
is neither a difference between the lifecycle phases’ importance nor between that of single 
                                                            
202 A discussion of the and/or statement follows below. 
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activities. Literature does not provide indications in this respect. For example, there is no 
evident difference in importance between conduct functional testing and conduct non-
functional testing. Fourth, the different samples need to be statistically independent 
[Kruskal, 1988]. For example, the functionality of one application needs to be independent 
from that of another203. Fifth, all relevant application functions need to have been captured. 
If this is not the case, generalized statements about the current SLM application markets 
would be invalid. The rigorous application selection procedure (see section 5.2) minimizes 
the likelihood that functions have been missed out204. Consequently, the assumption is also 
met. 
Test selection 
The selection of the appropriate statistical test is an important step as it strongly influences 
the results. Further, a wrong test selection is unlikely to be discoverable from the resulting 
statistics. [Motulsky, 2010] presents criteria for selecting the appropriate statistical test. 
Thereby two characteristics are decisive, the type of input data and the goal of the analysis. 
First, the type of data: The mapping concepts employed within the SLM architecture follow 
a dichotomic approach: A function either is mapped to an activity or it is not. Similarly, an 
application either covers a function or not. Consequently, only two possible outcomes can 
occur, i.e., the sample data is binomial205. Second, the goal of the analysis: All hypotheses 
deal with differences in frequencies between sets, e.g., number of supporting standard 
applications for each process phase and number of function groups each application 
addresses. In this sense, all tests determine whether there are sets that differ from all other 
sets in some respect. From a statistical viewpoint this corresponds to a comparison of 
multiple unmatched groups. 
Following the selection scheme of [Motulsky, 2010], the forthcoming analyses apply the 
Pearson’s chi-squared test (short: chi-squared)206. The chi-squared test is used to assess 
frequency data from different categories [Foster, 2006]. The non-parametric resp. 
distribution-free nature allows conducting it without any further assumptions on the 
underlying population’s distribution, e.g., a normality assumption [Witt & McGrain, 1986]. 
6.4.3 Data Gathering and Hypothesis Operationalization 
Configuring the reference architecture and extracting the results yields the necessary data 
for hypothesis testing. For this purpose the architecture’s CTs are applied (as introduced in 
section 6.1). 
Hypothesis 1: The hypothesis is to examine the extent of lifecycle-wide coverage of 
contemporary standard SLM software solutions. Data gathering comprises three steps: First, 
an element selection using CT4 on the process layer yields all activities. This research 
                                                            
203 This assumption might lead to confusion: For example, WSO2 certainly designed its different solutions in their 
SOA stack so that function overlapping is minimized. So one might infer that they are not independent from 
another. However, the postulated independence is related to the sampling process: Irrespective of what 
application has been drawn from the sample before, this does not affect the functionality of the next application, 
as it is fixed. For example, the assumption is violated if balls are drawn from an urn and not returned before the 
next draw. 
204 Selective instead of random application sampling, numerous discussions, refinements and the analysis of the 
LGB case altogether ensure that all relevant functions are captured. 
205 Section 2.3 briefly touched upon different types of data during the analysis of existing SLM approaches. 
206 The same selection results from applying the procedure of [Nayak & Hazra, 2011]. In an email conversation on 
May 19, 2013, Prof. Dr. Klaus Edel (statistician at the University of St. Gallen) confirmed the choice. 
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focuses on the SLM process, while no additional restrictions with respect to the addressed 
service types are imposed. Further, both technical and business-related activities are 
included. Second, for each obtained activity, CT6 retrieves all mapped functions by 
evaluating the activity-/function-mappings. To yield a complete picture both optional and 
required functions are considered207. Importantly, CT6 needs to omit all functions that have 
not been derived from the application analyses (but rather exclusively stem from cases or 
literature), as the hypothesis focuses on the analysis of software applications. The obtained 
data comprises knowledge about which SLM phases each function targets. An SLM 
application’s functionality can be regarded as a subset of this function set. Consequently, in 
a third step the respective functions are filtered for each software solution, enabling to 
calculate the extent to which the application addresses each process phase. The existence of 
least one application that significantly deviates from an expected value of 0 in each SLM 
phase (computed using phase-wise chi-squared statistics), leads to a confirmation of H1.0. 
Hypothesis 2: The operationalization is almost identical to that of hypothesis 1, while the 
interpretation varies slightly. For each application it is tested whether the covered functions 
significantly address more than one SLM lifecycle phase. If this is not the case H2.0 is 
rejected, implying that contemporary solutions tend to focus on one specific lifecycle 
phase208. 
Hypothesis 3: Based on the set of all activities within the SLM process (see data gathering in 
hypothesis 1), CT6 extracts all mapped functions. The SELECT part of CT6 is modified to 
include each function’s orientation (business vs. technical). A significant chi-squared test for 
differences in proportions from the expected proportion (i.e., 50% business-oriented and 
50% technical functions) in favor of technical functions would lead to the rejection of H3.0. 
Hypothesis 4: Again, CT4 retrieves all SLM activities. For a selection of the mapped 
functions CT6 is refined to only consider functions from FG1 (Service Description). For 
each function two statistics are calculated209: the number of addressed (2nd level) SLM 
phases and the number of addressed activities. Next, the average over all functions from 
FG1 is computed210. The resulting figures serve as proxies for the importance of service 
description functions across the SLM process. A comparison of the figures to the same 
calculations for all other FGs reveals whether the importance of service description 
functions throughout the service lifecycle is systematically higher, in which case H4.0 
would be rejected. 
Hypothesis 5: For each function, CT5 determines all mapped activities. Next, functions are 
grouped by the containing FG and the following statistic is calculated for each FG: number 
of mapped distinct activities / total number of mappings211. The lower the ratio, the more are 
the contained functions addressing the same activities and thus the more coherent from a 
business viewpoint they are. The resulting values for each FG are compared to the average 
                                                            
207 This decision is debatable. While it is true that only the required functions are mandatory, a comprehensive SLM 
should also be supported by optional functions. In the following it is assumed that comprehensive includes both 
types of function. 
208 If a solution addresses two lifecycle phases, for example, it may still be regarded as vertically focused. As there is 
no inter-subjectively correct boundary, the statistics are separately presented for each SLM phase, allowing the 
reader to judge based on her preferences. 
209 Both figures are evenly suitable for evaluating the hypothesis. While the former provides an idea of the 
importance of service description functions per SLM phase, the latter calculates the overall importance without 
separating the phases. In case of contradictory results, a differentiated interpretation is necessary. 
210 This is valid due to the imposed equal importance assumption from section 6.4.2. 
211 Importantly each activity is only counted once regardless of how many activity-/function-mappings point to it. 
Otherwise, the result would always be 1 and not contain any information about the coherence. 
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of 2,000 randomly sampled groups212. A significant positive difference between both values 
would lead to a rejection of H5.0 for the respective FG. 
6.4.4 Hypothesis Testing and Results Interpretation 
Hypotheses 1 and 2 
Appendix A8.1 provides the detailed test results and a verbal interpretation. Regarding 
hypothesis 1, there is no single solution addressing the complete service lifecycle. Each 
application leaves at least one SLM phase completely unaddressed. H1.0 is rejected. H2.0 is 
also rejected, thus confirming hypothesis 2. 8 out of the 18 (valid) application analyses 
exhibit a statistically highly significant focus on a single SLM phase213. Most of them target 
the operation phase. Almost all of the other 10 solutions focus on not more than two SLM 
phases, while they barely (significantly) address the other five phases. This shows that SLM 
software vendors seem to tailor their solution to specific lifecycle phases instead of 
supporting the management of services across the whole lifecycle, which is contradictory to 
the postulate for a better integration of lifecycle phases [Sailer, 2005]. Three main 
conclusions arise. 
Conclusion 1: Software vendors need to rethink their offering and design their SLM 
solutions to better support the whole service lifecycle. Although first developments in this 
regard can be observed, there is still a long way to go (e.g., WSO2’s SOA stack claims to be 
interoperable. However, practical tests by the author showed that interoperability is rather 
limited and interfaces need to be manually set up and customized). 
Conclusion 2: User companies currently have to adopt a best-of-breed approach if they want 
integrated IT support for SLM. No single solution serves all needs across the lifecycle. In 
this respect the SLM reference architecture is a valuable instrument, as it helps identifying 
and selecting a suitable set of applications (as shown in the LGB case) and/or helps 
determining functions for custom developments. 
Conclusion 3: Current solutions are clearly biased towards the operation phase. The 
corresponding statistical results are highly significant (see Table A 8-19 in Appendix A8.1). 
Vendors should consider extending their scope especially to earlier lifecycle phases, i.e., the 
identification, requirements analysis, conception and development phases. 
Hypothesis 3 
From the analyzed applications it is not possible to infer that contemporary applications 
predominantly cover technical functions. Only one of the 19 (valid) applications provides 
significantly more technical functions. For all others, no significant difference prevails. 
Hence H3.0 cannot be rejected. Importantly, not rejecting H3.0 does not mean that it is 
accepted. Rather, the dataset does not allow inferences of any kind in this respect. Table A 
8-20 in Appendix A8.2 contains the corresponding statistics. Despite the average non-
significance, one clear deficit with respect to business-related functions can be observed: 
None of the identified applications offers service costing functions. In fact, service costing 
                                                            
212 The average number of functions per FG is 152/7= 21.7. Therefore, the randomly sampled groups are assumed to 
contain 22 functions. The number of 2000 samples for the Monte Carlo simulation is arbitrary. Given the Central 
Limit Theorem, very small sample sizes (>20) would already lead to acceptable results [Rice, 1995]. However, 
the number of 2000 paths ensures the resulting sampling error to be very small, i.e., negligible. 
213 The chi-squared test requires a minimum expected count of 5 per cell. All case exclusions for this and the 
following hypotheses are due to non-fulfillment of this criterion. 
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functions are the only functions in the reference model that are not provided by at least one 
standard application. 
Conclusion 4: While it cannot be inferred that SLM-related applications have no bias 
towards technical functions, the statistics suggest that contemporary applications evenly 
comprise both business-oriented and technical functions. 
Conclusion 5: None of the identified applications provides service costing functions. 
Hypothesis 4 
The average number of activities addressed by a service description function is 10.2, which 
is 2-7 times higher than for the other FGs. Measured in terms of SLM 2nd level process 
phases, service description functions address on average 3.9 out of seven process phases, 
whereas the others range between 0.4 and 3.0. Table 6-5 depicts the corresponding statistics. 
Although FG1 is not significantly more dispersed than FG2 and FG3, it still can be said that 
it is a) absolutely more dispersed and b) significantly more dispersed than most other FGs. 
Hence, H4.0 is rejected: Service description functions are more dispersed throughout the 
service lifecycle than functions from other FGs. 
Conclusion 6: Service description functions support more SLM activities than functions 
from any other FG. Further, they are most dispersed throughout the service lifecycle. 
Consequently, service description is relatively (i.e., compared to the other FGs) more 
important for SLM214. 
Hypothesis 5 
Table 6-6 shows the analysis results. The average association ratio for the randomly 
sampled groups is 0.61, whereas for FG1-7 the same metric amounts to 0.14 to 0.38. A chi-
squared test for difference is highly significant for each FG. Consequently, the chosen 
function grouping clearly succeeds in bundling functions according to their coherence. H5.0 
is rejected215. The statistic for FG7 (Cross Functions) is less significant than the others. This 
is explained by the fact that FG7 contains all functions that did not fit well into one of the 
other groups (and thus, not surprisingly, coherence within FG7 is lower). 
Conclusion 7: The functional reference model’s grouping successfully groups the functions 
according to their cohesiveness. The principle of high cohesiveness within and weak 
cohesion between FGs is fulfilled.  
                                                            
214 What cannot be inferred is, of course, whether these functions also have the highest relative impact on the 
activities. The impact is specific to each company and therefore not part of the reference architecture. 
215 Theoretically a heuristic could be used to test for grouping optimality. However, 3.02*E25 groupings are possible 
(n!/((n-r)!*r!), where n=number of functions in the model and r=function group size), which exceeds today’s 
calculation capacities. From the 2000 randomly sampled groups only 29 have a better association ratio than the 
worst FG, implying that the current choice of FGs is very successful. FG1-7 have been jointly agreed upon by 
numerous practitioners and researchers. Hence, while the 29 better performing random groups are better from a 
mathematical viewpoint, they do not necessarily outperform the chosen FGs from a logical perspective. 
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Function Group 
N
um
ber of addressed 
activities 
N
um
ber of contained 
functions 
A
verage num
ber of 
addressed activities 
A
verage num
ber of 
addressed SLM
 phases 
Chi-squared statistic for 
activities 
(FG
1 vs. FG
 x) 
Chi-squared statistic for 
SLM
 phases 
(FG
1 vs. FG
 x) 
FG1: Service Description 112 11 10.2 3.9 - - 
FG2: Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation 151 30 5.0 2.1 1.91 1.33 
FG3: Service Valuation 56 10 5.6 3.0 1.47 0.37 
FG4: Service Exchange and Integration 57 37 1.5 1.3 6.72**** 2.48* 
FG5: Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting 80 23 3.5 0.4 3.54* 4.4** 
FG6: Service Exchange and Integration 48 14 3.4 0.7 3.61* 3.67* 
FG7: Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation 73 27 2.7 0.6 4.63* 3.77* 
Keys for p-value: *=0.05, **=0.025, ***=0.01, ****0.005, *****= <0.005 
Table 6-5: Statistics for hypothesis 4. 
Function Group 
Number of 
distinct mapped 
activities 
Number of 
total mappings 
Association 
ratio 
Difference to 
average 
Chi-squared 
statistic 
Average of 2000 
randomly sampled 
groups 54 89 0.61 - - 
FG1 38 119 0.32 0.29 17.6***** 
FG 2 62 163 0.38 0.23 12.37***** 
FG 3 8 56 0.14 0.47 30.78***** 
FG 4 16 59 0.27 0.34 16.47***** 
FG 5 16 88 0.18 0.43 34.08***** 
FG 6 12 49 0.24 0.37 17.01***** 
FG 7 35 78 0.45 0.16 4.43** 
Keys for p-value: *=0.05, **=0.025, ***=0.01, ****0.005, *****= <0.005 
Table 6-6: Statistics for hypothesis 5. 
6.4.5 Summary and Conclusion 
This section applied the reference architecture to draw statistically valid conclusions with 
respect to currently available SLM standard software. It is apparent that software vendors 
need to shift their solutions from targeting single SLM phases toward more lifecycle-
orientation. Especially due to this contemporary shortcoming user companies are forced to 
apply a best-of-breed approach if they are to implement IT support for the whole service 
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lifecycle, which may result in a large number of application interfaces and redundant data 
siloes. The SLM architecture supports in designing an appropriate application landscape, as 
demonstrated in section 6.2. Even a best-of-breed strategy is hard to achieve, because most 
standard solutions tend to focus on the operation phase, while their support especially for the 
early lifecycle phases is deficient. The previous impression that applications exhibit a bias 
towards technical functions could neither be confirmed nor rejected. Nevertheless, one 
conclusion arising in this respect is that none of the analyzed applications provides service 
costing functions. 
From the seven FGs in the functional reference model the Service Description FG is most 
dispersed throughout the service lifecycle, suggesting it is of high importance for SLM. 
Companies should prioritize the implementation of functions for adequate service 
description, as these functions are re-used throughout most SLM activities. A substantial 
information base is crucial for successful SLM. 
From a construction perspective, the statistics validate the functional reference model’s 
structure. It successfully applies the principle of high cohesiveness within and weak 
cohesion between FGs.  
Regarding the SLM architecture itself, the following findings arise: 
• The architecture’s CTs proved successful for complex data gathering. They served 
well in querying the data from the architecture reference knowledge base. The 
novel approach of using reference architecture data for statistical analyses proved 
valid and beneficial. The applied composite CTs’ structures depend on the 
hypotheses’ specifics. Consequently, no further generalization is possible, which 
confirms the adequacy of the chosen modular configuration approach. 
• The architecture tool from section 6.2.2, which has also been used for the case 
study at LGB, has been successfully used to gather the statistical data as well. 
• The reference knowledge that is embodied within the architecture successfully 
allows to infer innovative insights and to derive substantial implications for 
improving currently available standard software solutions in SLM. 
6.5 Prototyping of an SLM Application 
6.5.1 Introduction 
The statistical analysis from the previous chapters revealed several findings with respect to 
the contemporary SLM standard software landscape. The following example applies the 
architecture in order to construct and prototypically implement an integrated SLM software 
application addressing some of these findings. First, the prototype that is going to be 
constructed provides an extensive data model for creating comprehensive service 
descriptions as well as the corresponding description management functions. Second, 
building on this data basis the prototype incorporates a novel graph-based service 
description visualization and manipulation mechanism that makes it easier for human users 
to deal with an increasing number of services and service descriptions. Third, the graph-
based approach is the fundamental building block for the realization of service costing 
functions, thereby addressing another shortcoming revealed by both the LGB case and the 
statistical analyses in the previous section. And fourth, while many applications focus on the 
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operations phase, the software prototype includes functions that address the whole service 
lifecycle, thereby demonstrating an exemplary lifecycle-wide integration. Thereby, the 
prototype aims at selectively supporting the SLM process instead of providing holistic 
coverage. 
The SLM architecture is utilized to determine the prototypes functionality. In this sense the 
resulting prototype is a) an example of how software vendors and user companies can use 
the SLM reference architecture within software development projects and b) an example for 
a partial implementation of the architecture itself in order to address prevalent shortcomings 
of existing software solutions. Due to the latter, a detailed description of the actual 
implementation accounts for a substantial part of this section. 
Prototype construction and application took place within the CC Sourcing consortium. To 
avoid abstract discussions and to show the applicability of the artifact, prototype 
construction and evaluation are based on a valor data service (VDS) offered by an interbank 
provider. The case has been worked out with five consortium members in eight bilateral 
interviews and adheres to real-world conditions216. Subsequently, the provider is called T-
Bank. Presentation, discussion and refinement of the case took place during focus group 
meeting C, whereas the final prototype has been presented in focus group meeting F. 
After an introduction of the case example and the prototyping process in sections 6.5.2 and 
6.5.3, a description of the SLM architecture configuration follows, leading to a list of 
possible functions for the prototype (section 6.5.4). Section 6.5.5 describes the prototype’s 
architecture, implementation and application217. The discussion focuses on the two main 
prototype functions. Section 6.5.6 summarizes and draws a conclusion. 
6.5.2 Case Example 
The VDS provides corporate customers with financial information on tradable securities, 
e.g., stocks, bonds and currencies. The information includes current market prices (opening 
and closing rates) and corporate actions, among others. The VDS sources raw data from 
several financial data providers, e.g., SIX Telekurs in Switzerland, Reuters and Bloomberg. 
Additionally, information is sourced from specialized providers, e.g., LIPPER in the case of 
fund data. The VDS consolidates all raw data sources and eliminates inconsistencies, 
referred to as data cleansing. Additional value-added information is appended to the data set, 
e.g., statistical analyses218. In a next step, the VDS prepares individual data packages for 
each customer. These packages differ from one another in terms of number of contained 
securities, depth of information, currency notation and other features. Next, the VDS maps 
the standardized data attributes to the customer-specific data model in order to account for 
different security identifiers, notations etc. The VDS provider directly delivers the resulting 
dataset into the customer’s core banking application. The service also contains corporate 
                                                            
216 The author preferred a consolidated case example rather than a single-company case, due to two reasons: First, 
the involvement of multiple companies increases the likelihood that the important functional and non-function 
aspects are covered. Furthermore, it is likely that the average of the provided financials is a better estimate than 
the data from a single company. For the basic structuring of the service, SIX has delivered most input. For 
interview dates, participants and topics, see Table A 4-4: Case study interviews at LGB. in the appendix. 
217 Parts of this section and the corresponding appendices have been disseminated within the scientific community in 
[Fischbach et al., 2013a] and [Fischbach et al., 2013d]. 
218 For example, several Swiss VDS providers offer information that help banks assessing the risk that is associated 
with different securities, which is an important additional information considering the steadily growing regulatory 
burdens (e.g., suitability and appropriateness regulations). 
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action (CA) data219. This resembles real-world conditions: Both, B-Source’s and SIX’s 
VDS220 provide extensive CA data coverage. The service structure, depicted in Figure 6-2, is 
modeled by means of the geSAB procedures221. Applying a scenario-based format, the 
figure also shows the connections between the services and the activities that need to be 
performed in order to deliver valor data to a customer. Table A 7-3 describes each service. 
The case will later serve to explain the implemented SLM functions and their benefits. 
 
Figure 6-2: The VDS service cluster. 
6.5.3 Prototyping Process 
The implementation is a major hurdle during the realization of new ideas and methods 
[Kohlbacher & Lenhof, 2000]. Prototypes are a means to implement parts of the anticipated 
software solution in order to demonstrate and test the functionality before actually 
producing the application. Prototyping speeds up the development process and reduces its 
cost, as the user involvement allows for a more focused and user-suited implementation. 
Based on the extent of implementation, horizontal and vertical prototypes exist [Nielsen, 
1993]. While the former offer a broad overview of the anticipated software’s functionality, 
they do not concern with actually implementing these functions, but rather focus on the 
issue of graphical user interface representation. In contrast, the latter commonly focus on a 
                                                            
219 Corporate actions are business actions by listed companies that in some way affect the shareholder’s position. 
Examples are stock splits, dividends and annual meetings. 
220 SIX’s VDS is still in conception and not yet operating. The project is currently suspended due to a strategic re-
ordering of projects. 
221 The geSAB reference architecture also contains a VDS [called Valorenzentrale]. In order to fully reflect the case 
example, certain extensions are necessary. The level of modeling detail has been increased and the CA part is 
added to the service cluster. Due to space restrictions, the detailing is limited to the main services. 
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certain subset of the application’s planned functionality and provide usable 
implementations. The CC Sourcing consortium demanded the SLM prototype to be testable. 
Hence, it is of the latter type. Besides, a common distinction between evolutionary and 
close-ended prototyping characterizes the prototype’s purpose [Carter et al., 2001; Davis, 
1992]: The former serves to determine the exact functionality of a system, but is not 
incorporated into the final product; in contrast, the latter is intended to seamlessly evolve 
into the final application. The SLM prototype aims to provide the consortium members with 
a usable and extensible implementation; hence it is of the second type222. Independent of the 
type, literature commonly either explicitly or implicitly distinguishes four basic prototyping 
phases (see, e.g., [Warfel, 2009]). First, a recording of basic requirements leads to an 
overview of the application’s required functionality. Based on these, an initial 
implementation is built. Subsequently, at least some of the prospective users assess the 
prototype. Based on the recorded feedback, the software designer improves the prototype. 
The latter two phases commonly take place iteratively. The SLM prototype creation adhered 
to these phases. The subsequent sections provide detailed descriptions on how each phase 
has been conducted and their results. Figure A 7-7 in Appendix A7.2.2 depicts the detailed 
prototyping process. 
6.5.4 Function Derivation 
The SLM reference architecture is applied to accelerate phase one, derivation of the 
anticipated prototype’s functionality. The architecture is configured to the described case 
example and consequently yields a set of pre-selected possible SLM functions that support 
the management of the VDS service. This in turn avoids lengthy requirements elicitations: It 
enables the software designer to present the (prospective) users a pre-selected set of possible 
functions rather than having to determine all functions from scratch223. The architecture 
configuration follows steps 1 to 3 from the composite configuration procedure (section 6.1). 
Role coverage determination (step 1) 
In a first step the T-Bank’s SLM orientation is determined, i.e., the SLM roles it covers in 
this particular service example, applying CT1224. Based on the described case example, 
Table 6-7 states the role coverage of T-Bank alongside a short description225.  
                                                            
222 Currently, B-Source/Avaloq evaluates the use of the SLM prototype as the basis for their planned SLM 
application. Further, the prototype has been demonstrated and discussed at ENTB/Swisscom, who is planning to 
use parts of the source code within its own solution. Additionally, CC Sourcing researchers are currently 
extending the prototype with new results from the consortium research activities. 
223 A detailed discussion of the benefits follows in section 6.5.6. 
224 Although the selection procedure is formally described by CT1, it cannot be automated. The role coverage 
selection always is a manual task that needs to be performed by the modeler. 
225 To keep complexity at an affordable level, the roles from the category Infrastructure provisioning, operation are 
not further considered. This avoids lengthy descriptions of the provisioning situation at T-Bank, which would not 
add to the purpose of the example. 
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Identifier Role name Description 
R-CO2 Service lifecycle 
manager 
T-Bank is the owner of the service. As it is not a white-labeled service, T-
Bank is responsible for managing it. 
R-C2 Support provider T-Bank offers its clients (banks, investment advisors) a SPOC (single point 
of contact). 
R-T1 Service provider T-Bank is the producer of the service and provides it directly to the client 
banks without further intermediaries.  R-DP1 Service producer 
R-DP2 Service developer T-Bank enhances the service on an ongoing basis, without external 
developers. It performs both, the design and the actual development of the 
service. R-DP5 Service designer 
R-DP3 Service aggregator/ 
integrator 
The VDS is a service cluster comprising several business services. Some of 
these services, at least the raw valor data service, are obtained from external 
providers. T-Bank integrates these into its own services and is thus able to 
provide the service cluster. 
R-DP4 Subservice provider As T-Bank also provides the CA service, which is part of the VDS service 
cluster, it also assumes the subservice provider role. 
Result of CT1: {R-CO2;R-C2;R-T1;R-DP1;R-DP2;R-DP3;R-DP4;R-DP5; } 
Table 6-7: T-Bank’s SLM role coverage. 
Activity determination and manual adjustments (step 2) 
The set of selected roles allows determining the SLM activities T-Bank needs to cover. For 
this purpose, the role-/activity-mapping is leveraged to perform an element selection on the 
process layer. It yields all activities that are mapped to the selected roles, whereas the 
following restrictions apply: First, this example assumes that companies only need to 
establish IT support for activities that are under their responsibility (i.e., the R in RASCI). 
Consequently, the selection only includes mappings of type responsible. Second, the 
example only comprises the four service types service cluster, process service, rule service 
and data service. Consequently, the activity set is restricted to SLM activities that apply to 
at least one of these types. The resulting configuration term CT3, further qualified by CT4, 
reads:  
SELECT * FROM activity WHERE id IN (SELECT activityId FROM role-/activity-
mapping WHERE role IN {R-CO1;R-C2;R-T1;R-DP1;R-DP2;R-DP3;R-DP4;R-
DP5} AND mappingType=‘responsible’) AND AppliesToServiceType IN 
{SC;PS;RS;DS} 
Function candidate determination (step 3) and function selection 
Function candidate determination 
By evaluating all activity-/function-mappings that are outgoing from the activities obtained 
in step 2, the next step determines all functions that are mapped to these activities. Thereby, 
the following two conditions apply: First, the software prototype should focus on functions 
that foster the alignment between business and IT. Hence, the consortium decided that the 
prototype’s functionality should comprise a) both business- and technically-oriented 
functions and b) only include functions that are marked as aligning (see section 5.5.2 for 
definitional details). The according filter is constructed by using the respective function 
description attributes226. Second, as per decision in focus group meeting E, both supporting 
and required functions are considered. Based on CT6, the resulting configuration term 
reads: 
                                                            
226 The restriction is explicitly allowed for, see section 6.1 (Table 6-1). 
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SELECT * FROM function WHERE functionId IN (SELECT functionId FROM 
activity-/function-mapping WHERE activityId IN selectedActivityIds) AND B-/IT-
aligning=true,  
whereas selectedActivityIds corresponds to the activity set from step 2. The configuration 
results in 43 functions, listed in Table A 7-4 in Appendix A7.2.3.  
Function selection 
Due to budget restrictions the implementation of all 43 functions was not feasible. 
Therefore, the CC Sourcing researchers agreed on a revised list containing 17 different 
functions, as shown in Table 6-8. Table A 7-5 in the Appendix discusses the reasons for 
including and excluding functions. The selection is biased toward functions that are 
addressing business-related issues. This is on purpose, as first talks about the prototype at 
focus group meeting D revealed the consortium members’ preference for business-oriented 
functions. 
Function 
identifier Function name Containing FG 
F1.2.4 Description visualization 
Service Description 
F1.1.1 Service metadata management 
F1.1.2 Description storage 
F1.1.4 Operational service description 
F1.1.5 Functional service description 
F2.6.1 Idea repository Service Modeling, Design 
and Implementation F2.6.2 Idea valuation support 
F3.2.1 Service costing engine 
Service Valuation F3.2.2 Cost planning 
F3.2.3 Cost analysis 
F4.1.2 Plain-text repository search Service Exchange and 
Integration 
F5.2.2 Service-related reporting Service Monitoring, Analysis 
and Reporting F5.2.4 Governance reporting 
F7.6.1 SLA management 
Cross Functions 
F7.6.3 Service level maintenance 
F7.7.1 Service provider and user visualization 
F7.7.2 Service structure visualization 
Table 6-8: List of selected functions for the prototype. 
 
Function detailing 
Provided that the available time within a focus group meeting is rather limited, the 
researcher set up a detailed definition for each function. Instead of just presenting the plain 
function list and definitions, wireframes were utilized to represent each function in a 
graphical way (i.e., their input/output GUI elements227). A wireframe is a non-functional 
depiction of an anticipated GUI [Constantine, 2003]. Wireframing techniques foster a 
                                                            
227 GUI = Graphical User Interface. 
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usage-centered design and hence are commonly used within software development projects 
[Constantine & Lockwood, 1999]. In contrast to tabular function listings, they comprise an 
intuitive way of discussing application functions. The wireframes have first been evaluated 
during interim focus group meeting G and have been finally discussed at focus group 
meeting E. A depiction and description of all wireframes is attached in A7.2.4 in Appendix 
7228. A division of the focus group into three smaller groups, each focusing on a different set 
of wireframes, allowed for more detailed discussions. The following section describes the 
second prototyping phase, concept implementation. 
6.5.5 Implementation 
6.5.5.1 Basic Architecture 
The prototype’s architecture reflects the common separation between data, functions and 
presentation. The GUIs are derived from the wireframe discussions. The functions stem 
from the configured SLM architecture (as explained, the researcher further narrowed down 
the list). Lastly, a unified data model acts as the central point of integration. 
The prototype is based on the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP), a Java-based set of plug-
ins that collectively provide a basic executable program skeleton. It comes with an extensive 
set of pre-built elements (file opening dialogs, application windows etc.) that spare the 
developer from having to begin from scratch. Extension points enable the integration of 
virtually any functionality. For example, the author integrated the publicly available USDL 
editor, a prototype presented by the THESEUS research project229, offering basic functions 
for the manipulation of the USDL data model, which has been chosen for reasons explained 
below. The Java programming language is used as the USDL data model relies on the 
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which generates Java source-code from Ecore-based 
models230. Another advantage of Java is the possibility to compile the whole application, 
including the data, into a single executable file; this has been particularly helpful during 
bilateral remote-discussions with consortium members. Figure 6-3 visualizes the prototype’s 
general architecture and the main element relationships. 
The following sections elaborate on each element. The data model section restricts to a basic 
introduction into USDL, as the function section includes details on the data model 
extension. To keep the descriptions of the function implementations at an acceptable length, 
they are grouped as indicated in Figure 6-3231. While the prototype implements all of the 
functions, due to space constraints the discussions in this thesis focus on a subset, namely 
those from the Service Description and the Service Valuation groups as well as cross 
functions for the visualization of service structures (i.e., groupings 3 and 4). They are 
selected due to the following reasons: First, the statistical analyses from section 6.4 reveal 
that service description functions are relevant and important across all lifecycle phases. In 
fact they accommodate the data basis for most SLM activities. Second, the service valuation 
                                                            
228 Please note that all wireframes as well as the prototypical implementation are in German, which is the primary 
language of the consortium. 
229 See http://www.internet-of-services.com/ for details. 
230 Ecore is a generic metamodel. It provides extensive run-time support, including XML persistence functions, an 
API for manipulating the corresponding data models and a change notification mechanism. Detailed introductions 
to EMF, Ecore and the corresponding Eclipse Ecore Tools are located at http://wiki.eclipse.org/Ecore_Tools. 
231 Functional coherence again served as the grouping criterion. 
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functions contribute to the research gap described by CR10. Further, the same gap prevails 
with respect to service description approaches, as confirmed in [Fischbach et al., 2013a]232. 
Third, the visualization functions rely upon graph-based algorithms, which are required for 
several other functions, especially those concerned with service valuation. And fourth, 
visualization functions constitute another research gap, as confirmed in [Fischbach et al., 
2013d]233. 
 
Figure 6-3: The SLM prototype’s architecture. 
                                                            
232 The author proposed the respective artifacts in these publications. All reviewers agreed on the scientific 
relevance. 
233 [Casati et al., 2003] find that there is a shortcoming of tools and methods that provide a holistic view of service 
interactions. According to the author’s analyses this is still the case today. 
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6.5.5.2 Data Model 
[Sailer, 2005] regards an appropriate information base as essential for managing services, 
which has been confirmed by the foregoing statistical analyses. The data model captures all 
service description attributes and thus constitutes the central information base for SLM. 
Numerous service description approaches exist, varying in scope, expressiveness and 
practical applicability. An identification, analysis and comparison of 30 contemporary 
approaches led to the selection of USDL (see Appendix A7.2.8). USDL is a service 
description approach that captures business, technical and operational aspects of a service 
[Cardoso et al., 2010]. As such it directly addresses CR6. Currently USDL consists of nine 
different modules, each focusing certain domains of service features, e.g., pricing, legal, and 
functional. USDL aims to provide a comprehensive, standardized approach for the 
description of services in order to foster inter-organizational service exchange by enhancing 
searching, composition and integration of services [Kona et al., 2006]. Given its extensive 
documentation and its reliance on the EMF, it is straightforward to implement and extend 
the model. Figure A 7-31 depicts an overview of USDL’s modules, alongside a description 
in Table A 7-10. As a comprehensive entry point for detailed specifications, the reader 
should refer to [Barros et al., 2011d]. A main feature of USDL is its capability to record 
service dependencies, of which it distinguishes seven different types. While these have 
already been mentioned in section 4.3, Table 6-9 provides a more detailed explanation. 
DependencyType Definition 
CAN_CONFLICT Indicates a possible conflict between two services’ functionalities. 
ENHANCES The service provides additional functionality compared to the referenced service. 
MIRRORS The service provides the same functionalities as the referenced service. 
CAN_SUBSTITUTE  The service provides different functionalities than the references service, could however substitute it. 
INCLUDES  One service includes another service. 
REQUIRES One service requires another service in order to be operable. USDL provides further details, however in the scope of this paper these are neglected. 
OTHER Covers all other types of dependency. 
Remark: For a detailed discussion of each type, please refer to [Barros et al., 2011e]. 
Table 6-9: Types of dependencies. 
6.5.5.3 Visualization and Analysis Functions (Grouping 3) 
Motivation and solution approach 
While USDL provides a rich data basis for SLM, the question of maintaining, analyzing and 
manipulating the resulting descriptions arises. For humans it is hard to maintain an overview 
of thousands of services and their dependencies without suitable visualization and analysis 
techniques. Consequently, tasks such as redundancy detection and cost analysis quickly 
become very complex. In many research areas, e.g., network planning and data mining, 
graph-based techniques are being utilized to gain transparency in complex, interwoven 
systems. A system of services and their relationships may also be represented as a graph. 
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Contemporary SLM-related applications lack means to visualize service systems and their 
dependencies, an issue subsequently tackled by means of graphs234. 
Graph theory has been leveraged within various applications, e.g., mobile networks 
planning [Chun-Chen et al., 2006] and sensor network construction [Liu et al., 2008]. 
Especially in computer science many possibilities arise, e.g., data mining, network and 
database design and webservices matchmaking [Bellur & Kulkarni, 2007], to name a few. 
[Biggs et al., 1976] state that the major role of graph theory in computer applications is the 
development of graph algorithms that solve problems being modeled as graphs. They 
further identify graph coloring as one of the most important concepts in graph theory, as it 
denotes a human-friendly form of information presentation. Graphs consist of vertices and 
connections between vertices, named edges. Vertices allow for more than one parent, which 
is required to model a service structure, as services may have more than one incoming 
dependency (e.g., they can be required by more than one service). Several forms of graph 
representation exist, ranging from plane figures to matrix representations. While the latter 
are particularly common within complex calculation problems, the former have their 
strengths in being human-readable and mostly intuitive to understand, which is of particular 
importance for the problem at hand [Shirinivas et al., 2010]. 
Service systems can be modeled as graphs, whereas the vertices represent the entities in the 
system (services, stakeholders etc.) and the edges represent the relationships between these 
entities. 235 
Necessary features 
During prototype construction, the consortium jointly agreed on six necessary features that 
the functions of grouping 3 need to fulfill: 1) Complete view on the service system: All 
services and their dependencies are displayable in one graph, while the graph allows 
zooming in on certain parts of the service system (e.g., on only one service and its 
subservices). 2) Visual service description manipulation: The user can create, change and 
delete new service descriptions directly on the visual graph tier. 3) Visual relationship 
manipulation: Dependencies between services can be established and deleted directly on the 
graph tier. 4) Visualization of critical service paths: For a given service, overviews of all 
required and requiring services enable an assessment of the likely impact of an outage and 
support in the creation of recovery plans. 5) Service redundancy detection: The prototype 
has to allow for marking and analyzing redundancies between services, which may support 
in the creation of redundancy-reduction roadmaps and in aligning service-orientation efforts 
in different units of a company. 6) Service variant detection: An analysis of the existence of 
services that provide similar yet better functionalities than a given service supports reducing 
the number of variants and fosters re-use. 
A tier model that maps a (human-facing) graph tier to the underlying service description tier 
implements the first two features, allowing for straightforward manipulation and analysis of 
the service descriptions using a graph representation. Algorithms operating on this tier 
model, e.g., for the creation and deletion of service descriptions and dependencies, realize 
the latter four features. 
  
                                                            
234 The idea of using graphs (including the concepts and algorithms that are subsequently presented) to model 
service systems has been published and validated in [Fischbach et al., 2013d]. 
235 Precisely, the service descriptions (i.e., not the service implementation) are represented by vertices and the edges 
resemble service dependencies. 
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Solution: tier-model and algorithms 
A two-tier model for the mapping between the visual graph representation and the 
underlying USDL-based service descriptions allows for graph-based analysis and 
manipulation, see Figure 6-4. 236  A graph’s edge has a source and a target, labeled 
EdgeSource and EdgeTarget, respectively. These are always vertices. Depending on which 
side a vertex is connected to the edge, it is either a SourceVertex or a TargetVertex. Vertices 
have an Edges property containing references to all edges they are attached to, both inbound 
and outbound. Further, the edges’ and vertices’ Value property is the central mapping point 
for the underlying USDL service descriptions: Each vertex is mapped to exactly one Service 
object, while each edge is connected to one DependencyType. Dependencies in USDL are 
attached only to the originating Service (via its Dependencies property), i.e., the 
SourceService, while the targeted Service (TargetService) is not directly aware of the 
incoming Dependencies. A DependencyTarget and a DependencyType property completely 
specify dependencies in USDL. While the former references the TargetService, the latter 
captures the semantics of the Dependency, e.g., REQUIRES. This mapping between the 
graph and USDL concepts enables automated processing of user-driven manipulations of 
the graph in the underlying USDL service descriptions. Thus, it provides the basis for the 
operation of consistency-keeping visualization and simulation algorithms, which addresses 
the first two postulated features. 
 
Figure 6-4: Integration between graph tier and data model tier. 
Building on this basic integration concept, five algorithms allow the user to manipulate the 
visual graph tier, while changes are automatically reflected in the underlying USDL model: 
• Algorithm 1 - Rearrange existing single dependencies between services (in partial 
fulfillment of feature 3): captures a dependency-rearrangement on the graph tier 
and synchronizes the USDL data model accordingly. 
• Algorithms 2 and 3 - Create and delete dependencies between two services (in 
partial fulfillment of feature 3). 
• Algorithm 4 - Substitution of a service (in partial fulfillment of feature 3). 
                                                            
236 The graph terminology corresponds to that of the freely available JGraph library. However, the concepts 
themselves are general in nature. In fact every tool/approach that is capable of representing entities and 
relationships in a graph-based way may be used. 
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• Algorithm 5 - Highlight service requirements, redundancies and services with 
enhanced functionality (in fulfillment of features 4-6). 
A7.2.5 explains algorithms 1 to 4 in detail. The following discussion restricts to algorithm 5, 
as it is the basis for the USDL costing extension presented in the next section. Algorithm 5 
concerns with multi-perspective analyses of the service system at hand. It traverses the 
graph according to specified criteria and subsequently colors all relevant paths. Although the 
graph coloring as a means of results visualization is in focus here, other forms of results 
processing are straightforward to include. The algorithm is the basis for realizing the 
functions from grouping 4, i.e., service costing, as described further down. 
The basic idea is to traverse the graph starting from a specified vertex, into a specified 
direction, evaluate it according to different criteria and either include or exclude vertices and 
edges (or, in terms of the data model, Services and Dependencies) into/from the result set. 
First, the user chooses the starting vertex, denoted as StartVertex resp. StartService. Next, 
she specifies the direction in which to analyze the graph: Either only vertices and edges 
further up in the hierarchy are considered, or only those further down, or both. Additionally 
the user specifies which DependencyTypes to include in the analyses and the number of 
graph layers to traverse, i.e., the depth of evaluation (see Table 6-10). Figure A 7-22 shows 
the algorithm. Table 6-10 discusses different configuration options and describes the 
respective business utility. 
No Algorithm Configuration Result and utility 
1 
DependencyType: R 
Direction: INCOMING 
Layers: 1 
Yields all services that directly require the selected service. If changes 
of the service’s functionalities are planned, the service manager can 
determine all the services that would be affected and run deeper 
analyses. For example, a change in batch processing times of a 
payments processing service would require changes in the delivery 
times of all requiring services. 
2 
DependencyTypes: E, M, CS 
Direction: INCOMING 
Graph layers: 1 
Lists all services that could possibly be used instead of the selected 
service without decreasing the offered functionalities. Provides 
information on redundancies in the service portfolio. 
3 
DependencyType: CC 
Direction: INCOMING 
Graph layers: 1 
Returns all services that could possibly conflict with the service. 
Provides side conditions (restrictions), for example for a service 
portfolio manager that is seeking for new service bundles to offer to 
customers. 
4 
DependencyTypes: arbitrary 
Direction: both 
Graph layers: all 
Returns all services and edges in the service universe at hand. Can be 
used to generate complete service catalogues or to compute statistics 
for the dependencies. For example, the number of 
CAN_SUBSTITUTE relationships provides insights into the degree 
to which redundancies are eliminated in the portfolio. 
5 
DependencyTypes: E, M, CS 
Direction: OUTGOING 
Graph layers: 1 
Lists all services that could possibly be replaced by the service 
without decreasing the offered functionalities; can thus provide 
information on unused scale economies and redundancies in the 
service universe. 
6 
DependencyTypes: R, I 
Direction: OUTGOING 
Graph layers: all 
In combination with a sub-algorithm to extract further information 
about the services, such as guaranteed availability rates, the results 
provide input for further calculations, e.g., minimum estimated 
availability rates. This helps in working out disaster recovery plans 
and building SLAs. 
Keys for DependencyTypes: CC: CAN_CONFLICT, E: ENHANCES, M: MIRRORS, CS: 
CAN_SUBSTITUTE, I: INCLUDES, R: REQUIRES, O: OTHER 
Table 6-10: Exemplary algorithm configurations and utility. 
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Interim conclusion 
The presented two-tier model imposes a graph tier on top of the USDL data model, yielding 
two benefits: First, graphs are a human-friendly way of visualizing and manipulating the 
dependencies that are codified in the USDL service descriptions. Algorithms 1-4 allow the 
user to create, update and delete dependencies between services by simple drag-and-drop 
operations. Second, algorithm 5 evaluates service dependencies and performs complex 
analysis tasks within the service graph. Among others, it can be used to determine a 
service’s subservices, gather the respective cost rates from each subservice description and 
calculate the resulting overall costs of the service. 
After presenting a costing extension of the USDL data model the subsequent section 
leverages algorithm 5 and the USDL extension to construct the costing mechanism. The 
application to T-Bank’s VDS service demonstrates the benefit of the algorithms and the 
costing extension within various scenarios. 
6.5.5.4 Service Costing Functions (Grouping 4) 
Motivation and solution approach 
CR10 stresses the importance of service valuation in SLM, a fact the SLM process layer 
accounts for (see section 4.2). Provided that service descriptions are a major information 
base for SLM they need to include corresponding capabilities. The monetary factor is a non-
functional element of a service and a measure for the objective quality, which in turn can be 
accessed by objective financial metrics (e.g., currencies). It comprises two elements, costs 
and revenues. Generally, two kinds of cost exist, depending on the perspective: the costs of 
a service provider and the costs of a service consumer. While the latter corresponds to the 
price and charging model set by the service provider as well as all additional costs that occur 
during service exchange (transactions costs) [Carr et al., 2009; Ellram et al., 2008; Gray, 
2008], the former indicates the amount a provider or a network of collaborating providers 
has to spent for service production and delivery. Cost calculation for a provider is a multi-
faceted problem, as a service encapsulates a multitude of resources, including labor, circuits, 
equipment, software and others [Gerlach et al., 2002]. Neither USDL nor any other 
description standard incorporates means for depicting service costs (see Appendix A7.2.8). 
A costing extension for USDL closes the gap. 
Necessary features 
[Gerlach et al., 2002] identify three objectives a costing approach has to achieve: costs and 
efforts (especially of IT resources in IT intensive environments) can be allocated to the cost 
objects in an objective manner, all costs are considered and the composition of the costs of a 
service is transparent and comprehensible. While the ability to satisfy these criteria depends 
on different aspects such as costing data granularity and costing data quality, the USDL 
costing extension this thesis presents cannot necessarily ensure a proper fulfillment on its 
own; it can and does, however, support the achievement of the objectives by providing a 
suitable basic structure. Specifically, the CC Sourcing consortium defined nine necessary 
features during focus group meeting C: 1) Multi-periodicity: consideration of multiple time 
periods. 2) Multiple cost positions: capturing of an arbitrary number of different cost 
positions. 3) Linkage between cost position and service constituent: A cost position clearly 
identifies the associated service constituent it relates to. 4) Costing scheme 
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characterization237: incorporation of means to depict various attributes of the costing 
scheme, namely fixed/variable, direct/indirect, unit (unless absolute), internal/external, cost-
driver tagging, absolute amount, additional remarks. 5) Simulation: provision of the data 
basis for basic cost simulations. 6) Multiple cost schemes: possibility to define multiple 
costing schemes for one service. 7) Means to specify the applied costing scheme (e.g., 
activity based costing). 8) Possibility to specify the currency. 9) Service level specificity: 
mapping of a costing scheme only to certain service levels, if desired.  
These features served as design guidelines for an initial Excel-based prototype that allowed 
depicting costs for a given service. Figure A 7-24 shows an exemplary resulting Excel-
based costing scheme, from which the following USDL costing extension is derived. 
Solution: USDL costing extension 
The proposed costing model comprises basic concepts to express costing schemes within a 
USDL service description. The costing module specifically refers to (or is referred by) five 
concepts from USDL238: Resources represent classes of real-world objects, e.g., applications. 
The cost model uses this concept to identify the origins of the costs. The Description 
concept allows describing arbitrary concepts by means of unstructured text. It is used 
throughout the costing module to let the user describe the cost positions. StartToEndInterval 
describes the different time periods in a costing scheme. Further, a 
NetworkProvisionedEntity and a ServiceVariant are necessary to integrate the costing 
module with the other USDL modules. A NetworkProvisionedEntity is the central concept 
of USDL and the main entry point into the model. This concept is an abstract super class for 
the concrete classes Service and ServiceBundle. The costing module includes a reference 
from the NetworkProvisionedEntity concept to the CostingScheme concept.  
The USDL costing module itself comprises five main and several minor concepts: 
CostingScheme: The main artifact and entry point. It encapsulates all cost-related 
information. Exactly one NetworkProvisionedEntity refers to it. A 
NetworkProvisionedEntity can refer to an arbitrary number of CostingSchemes, which 
allows depicting multiple costing approaches or different costing scenarios. A 
CostingScheme relates to one or more TimePeriods. Additionally it can define 
SimulationParameters, a concept discussed further down. CostingSchemes can differ in 
several respects. For example, they could target different phases of a service’s lifecycle 
(e.g., development vs. operation cost planning). Further, schemes might relate to different 
time frames and either capture actual or planned cost-related data. 
AbsoluteCostTimeSeries and RelativeCostTimeSeries: Each CostingScheme contains at least 
one CostTimeSeries (CTS). A CTS contains all necessary information about a specific cost 
position. An exemplary cost position is the maintenance of the hardware infrastructure for a 
bank’s payments processing service. A CTS contains the respective cost elements for each 
time period. A CTS can either be internal or external  and fixed or variable, both represented 
as Boolean attributes. The CTS is an abstract concept; the costing module distinguishes two 
concrete subtypes, AbsoluteCostTimeSeries and RelativeCostTimeSeries. The former 
contains AbsoluteCostElements, while the latter contains RelativeCostElements. 
AbsoluteCostElement (ACE) and RelativeCostElement (RCE): CostElements are part of 
exactly one CTS and relate to exactly one TimePeriod in the CostingScheme. An ACE 
                                                            
237 A costing scheme is subsequently defined as the entire model depicting service-related costs. 
238 Subsequently, properties are styled as follows: (Direct) attributes are styled „attribute“, while (relationships to 
other) concepts are styled „Concept“. 
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specifies costs by providing a quantity and a unitCost. For instance, a cost element might 
specify that the maintenance cost of hardware infrastructure for a scanning service amounts 
to USD 80,000 in June 2013. Two types of quantity subsist: An internalQuantity is directly 
typed in, whereas an externalQuantity points to a centrally maintained quantity that can be 
re-used by multiple AbsoluteCostTimeSeries. This kind of central quantity maintenance 
makes it easier to perform simulations. For example, the estimated quantity of the 
aforementioned scanning service might depend on the prospected quantity of payments 
transactions during that period. In contrast, an RCE only specifies a percentage and a 
relationship to a cost element (onCostElement). 
Figure A 7-25 in the Appendix depicts the resulting costing model and its integration into 
USDL. Table A 7-8 provides a linkage between the model’s concepts and the postulated 
features. 
Application 
Figure 6-5 represents the T-Bank’s VDS example as a graph. Each service has one 
operational CostingScheme attached that embodies information about the cost for 
consuming one instance of the service. Besides this operational scheme there may be others, 
e.g., different schemes for future cost forecasts, discussed below. 
To keep the example simple, only two aggregated cost positions per service are included: 
First, the cumulated costs that accrue from all required and included subservices. This cost 
position is modeled as a RelativeCostTimeSeries that only contains one period (i.e., the 
current period), which in turn comprises one RelativeCostElement. This RCE equals the sum 
of costs for all direct subservices. For example, the RCE for the Corporate Action service 
amounts to the sum of costs of services 8-14, which is 70 CHF. Second, the Corporate 
Action service generates additional costs, e.g., for composing the mentioned subservices and 
other value-added features (e.g., support). In the example, this amounts to 12 CHF. The sum 
of these two cost positions is the total cost for consuming the service. Consequently, one 
instance of the Corporate Action service costs 82 CHF. This amount, in turn, is part of the 
VDS service’s subservice costs. 
This cost determination procedure is implemented by algorithm 5, whereas the algorithm 
configuration corresponds to number 6 in Table 6-10: First, the user selects the service for 
which to calculate the costs, in this case the VDS service. Second, the algorithm reads the 
composition costs from the service. In order to gather the subservice costs, it evaluates all 
outgoing dependencies that are of type REQUIRES or INCLUDES239 and determines the 
corresponding mapped services. This procedure is repeated until all subservices are 
obtained. At this stage, the generated graph looks as shown in Figure 6-5. Third, by reverse 
traversing the graph, the algorithm obtains the costs from each operational CostingScheme, 
sums up these costs and finally yields the total costs for the VDS service. 
In this example the operational CostingSchemes are fairly simple, as they only contain one 
period (i.e., now) and one RCE. The picture gets much more complex in scenarios where 
complicated, multi-period cost calculations are required. As an example, Figure A 7-26 in 
the Appendix shows an example of the VDS service’s calculation sheet for the pre-run SLM 
phases (i.e., identification, requirements analysis, conception, development and 
implementation). It indicates how the calculation is represented by the USDL costing 
                                                            
239 These two types are the only relevant types form an operational viewpoint and hence the only ones that are 
relevant for calculating costs For example, the MIRRORS relationship has no influence on costs as it just states 
that there is another service with the same functionality. This service, however, is in no way required to perform 
the VDS service and hence has no influence on the costs. 
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extension240. Figure A 7-27 in the Appendix depicts a documented excerpt from the 
corresponding XML-based serialization. The example uses the SLM reference process to 
structure the cost positions. In order to proof the practical applicability of the costing model, 
the structure of the calculation sheet itself has been synthesized from the real-world sheets 
that are in operation at the interviewed companies. 
While this section elaborated on the second prototyping phase, phases three and four have 
been operationalized by focus group meeting F. The final artifact is published within a 
repository that is accessible to all consortium members. Appendix 7 contains exemplary 
screenshots of the SLM prototype. 
                                                            
240 The numbers are gathered from consortium partners. As stated, some of these partners operate VDS services. 
Therefore, the numbers can be regarded as realistic. 
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Figure 6-5: Cost determination in the T-Bank VDS example. 
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6.5.6 Summary and Conclusion 
This example applied the SLM reference architecture to streamline software development 
efforts. Specifically, the architecture and the corresponding configuration procedure served 
to pre-filter a possible set of functions, leading to a reduced function list for the prototype. 
110 functions out of 152 functions have been dropped, corresponding to a reduction of 72%. 
This sharp reduction spares software designers substantial evaluation resources. Assuming 
that a decision about the inclusion or exclusion of a function takes an estimated 240 minutes 
(including feasibility assessments, utility- and effort-estimation), the total time to assess the 
filtered function candidates amounts to 172 hours (240 minutes*43 functions). Without the 
configuration procedure, an assessment of all 152 functions would have been necessary, 
adding up to 608 hours. Assuming an hourly gross wage of 200 CHF (which is a common 
consultancy wage in Switzerland), the usage of the SLM reference architecture saved 
86’600 CHF241. As the case example was constructed from real-world cases (SIX and B-
Source, among others), the calculation suggests that the SLM architecture yields 
considerable benefits in practice. 
Besides applying the architecture for function selection, this section actually implemented 
some of the resulting functions, closing several research gaps. Following typical prototyping 
steps, wireframes served to discuss the details for each function, i.e., their GUIs and specific 
behavior. Based on feedback from focus group meeting E, the prototype was implemented, 
applied to the T-Bank example and subsequently validated at focus group meeting F. The 
prototype addresses several innovative aspects and various research gaps: First, the service 
graph visualization model is a way of human-friendly presentation and manipulation of 
complex service structures by means of graphs. The corresponding algorithms ensure 
synchronicity between the graph representation and the underlying USDL service 
descriptions. Second, leveraging the graph structure, an additional analysis algorithm was 
presented. Combining this algorithm with a new USDL costing extension provides a 
structured way to store and manipulate joint cost calculations, supporting both run-time and 
pre run-time SLM phases. Practical applicability is proven by means of a case example that 
has been synthesized from several real-world cases. 
6.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter described different application scenarios for the SLM reference architecture. 
Section 6.1 introduced a configuration syntax and derived various configuration terms that 
allow leveraging the architecture’s configuration options, which have been incorporated 
during the construction. 
The first application example in section 6.2 investigated the current SLM IT support 
situation at LGB and compared it to the suggestions of the configured reference architecture. 
The analysis followed one of the documented procedure models and was supported by a 
custom-built software prototype offering extensive functionality for entering, maintaining 
and reporting the data of both the case studies and the reference architecture. The 
application at LGB yielded several recommendations on how LGB could improve its SLM 
IT support and determined specific standard applications that should be evaluated. 
                                                            
241 The hourly wage and the assessment time have been estimated by SIX and LGB (averaged). The assessment time 
includes all coordination activities between the involved parties. The time for configuring the architecture is 
negligible, as the LGB in section 6.2 case showed. 
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Complementing the sole focus on functionality that was pursued until that point, section 6.3 
extended the scope by presenting an architecture extension for the simulation-based 
valuation of different SLM application provisioning models from a cost perspective. The 
artifact constitutes an extension of the SLM reference architecture. The model, which 
exemplarily focuses on cloud-based SLM solutions, accounts for uncertainty and shows that 
the usage of cloud-based applications is not necessarily cheaper than their corresponding on-
premise counterparts. From a methodological point of view it could be shown that software 
selection decisions based on the proposed model always lead to lower expected overall costs 
compared to decisions that are based on traditional software selection approaches. 
Section 6.4 focused on the SLM application market in order to detect structural patterns and 
shortcomings by means of a statistical analysis. As such it constitutes a rather academic 
application example and targets both, user companies and software vendors. A main finding 
is that companies are currently forced to adopt a best-of-breed approach if they aim at 
establishing comprehensive IT support for their SLM. For software vendors this implies a 
need to restructure their applications to provide more comprehensive lifecycle-wide support. 
Finally, section 6.5 leveraged the architecture to accelerate the prototyping of an SLM 
application. Again by configuring the architecture for a specific case example, a set of 
suitable functions has been derived. It could be shown that the use of the reference 
architecture yielded substantial time savings within the prototyping process. The enclosed 
implementation description focused on two sets of functions: First, functions for the graph-
based visualization and manipulation of service structures. Second, the implementation of a 
USDL costing extension. Both artifacts close current research gaps.  
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7 Results, Evaluation and Outlook 
7.1 Summary and Results 
The paradigm of service-orientation and the corresponding architectural SOA style help 
companies dealing with heterogeneous application architectures and the resulting 
inflexibility of IT. Especially in the light of shortening development cycles and a resulting 
increase of process dynamics, SOA may significantly increase a company’s 
competitiveness. However, along with a growing maturity of SOA and an increasing 
number of services the management of the resulting architectures becomes more complex. 
As IT generally is regarded as a means to deal with high complexity, companies need to find 
ways of supporting their SLM activities with IT. 
As a response numerous SLM-related software solutions came up during the last ten years. 
Companies need to choose from these solutions or design their own custom solutions. Up to 
now, there are no systematic approaches to deal with this problem and to assist practitioners 
in determining the required application functions and selecting appropriate applications. 
Experiences in the CC Sourcing community and contemporary literature confirm that the 
absent of a suitable approach holds for both academia and practice: All participating 
companies state that they do not have any guidance (in the form of systematic models and 
approaches) that support them in evaluating and designing their IT support in SLM. They 
rather tend to follow either a heuristic approach or take for granted what standard solutions 
offer and design their processes accordingly. Literature neither provides artifacts in this 
respect. 
The SLM reference architecture addresses this gap. In response to research question A, the 
architecture presents two reference models: an SLM role model and a process model. In 
order to investigate IT support in SLM, SLM needs to be clearly defined in terms of its 
activities. In this respect, the process architecture proposes four reference processes, with 
the SLM process at its core. Compared to available processes in literature, the process 
architecture comprises several innovative aspects: First, it provides holistic coverage of the 
service lifecycle, while being modeled on a comparably sophisticated level of detail (CR8). 
Most existing approaches either focus on certain phases of SLM or tend to restrict to a high-
level overview of included activities. Further, none of the available approaches offers 
process models that use a rigorous modeling language, which is a prerequisite for 
implementing the processes (e.g., within software applications). Second, the processes 
comprise both technical and business-related activities. Existing approaches tend to 
dichotomize in this respect (CR6). Additionally, the process architecture embodies 
configuration possibilities for adapting it to managing certain service types (also CR6). 
While academia agrees on the necessity of service type-specific process design, no approach 
so far presents a corresponding implementation. Third, besides the single service layer, the 
process architecture includes a portfolio layer (CR9). Fourth, none of the existing 
approaches pays considerable attention to service valuation as part of the processes. The 
conduction and refinement of quantitative business cases (e.g., costs, prices and revenues) is 
not detailed within existing SLM approaches. As part of the consortium research activities, 
corresponding activities have been included into the SLM process and detailed by means of 
two separate cost and revenue management processes (CR10). 
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The second reference model is an SLM role model allowing to specify a company’s SLM 
orientation. While several SLM role models already exist, an application to real-world cases 
revealed important shortcomings with respect to role detailing. Inferring from these deficits, 
the thesis presents a new reference role model. Special attention has been paid to finding a 
suitable balance between expressiveness and applicability: While a high role detailing 
improves expressiveness, applicability decreases due to increasing modeling complexity. 
The role model allows for a sufficiently detailed depiction of the SLM orientation, while 
still preserving its applicability (CR2). It especially allows discussions on the distribution of 
roles among collaborating business partners (CR7) and a definition of a single company’s 
SLM orientation therein. While most existing approaches mention a relationship between 
SLM roles and processes, they restrict to informal, exemplary descriptions and lack further 
details. However, designing IT support for a given SLM orientation requires precise 
knowledge about the process coverage. The role-/activity-mapping closes the gap by 
providing a RASCI-based connection between the two layers, allowing determining the 
precise process coverage for a given SLM orientation. 
While the answer to research question A lays the foundation for investigating IT support in 
SLM, research question B elaborates on analyzing and structuring these IT support 
possibilities. Given a lack of substantial literature on the topic, the thesis mainly relies on 
analyzing existing instantiations, i.e., standard and custom-built applications. Following a 
systematic search and filtering procedure, existing SLM-related standard applications are 
identified and analyzed in detail. Drawing from these analyses as well as the case study at 
LGB and minor literature input, the third reference model emerged, a functional reference 
model for SLM. It provides a detailed overview, analysis and structuring of existing 
application functions in the area of SLM. It is the first functional reference model for SLM. 
As the model constitutes the basis for examining IT support in SLM, it closes an important 
research gap. A dedicated mapping between the analyzed applications and the model’s 
functions allows selecting suitable applications given a certain functional coverage gap (see 
further down). A mapping between the contained functions and the activities on the process 
layer is central to investigating IT support: It contains knowledge on how the functions 
support the activities. The model especially addresses CR4. 
The reference architecture’s resulting three-layer structure is a prerequisite for investigating 
SLM IT support (CR5). It enables the modeler to account for a company’s individual SLM 
orientation, allows to determine the corresponding process coverage and thus to conduct 
individual investigations of current and potential IT support possibilities. 
To answer research question C, the thesis comprises selected application examples (CR2). 
To realize multi-perspectivism, the reference architecture encompasses configuration and 
extension procedures (CR3). Several configuration terms constitute the basic building 
blocks for adapting the architecture to different situations. The CTs allow selecting certain 
element types from the metamodel and to fade out all architecture constituents that are not 
necessary for the problem at hand. The architecture’s metamodel is the basis for performing 
element type selections. Besides, element selection on the instance level allows to further 
adapt the reference architecture to company-specific circumstances (CR1). Three examples 
for leveraging the configuration options are presented. First, the case at LGB configures the 
architecture in order to reveal gaps in functional coverage. Besides gap identification, a set 
of standard applications is identified which may serve as a starting point for ensuing detailed 
evaluations. A corresponding procedure model is documented and implemented by means 
of a software prototype. Second, combined queries on the reference architecture yield 
datasets for statistical analyses. As a main finding, companies need to adapt a best-of-breed 
approach for their SLM application architecture, as current standard solutions tend to focus 
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on one or two lifecycle phases instead of pursuing holistic process coverage. Especially the 
early stages of the service lifecycle are not yet comprehensively addressed by current 
applications. The usage example itself showed that the architecture is not only beneficial for 
designing an individual company’s SLM IT support, but also for scientific analyses. A third 
example applies the SLM architecture to accelerate the prototyping of an SLM application. 
Configuration of the architecture to a synthesized case example from the CC Sourcing 
consortium yields a list of possible application functions to support SLM in that specific 
case. Using this list, the prototype’s functionality is designed and partially implemented. 
The presented functions especially address CR10. It could be shown that the reference 
architecture accelerated the prototyping process. In addition to the three architecture 
configuration examples, a fourth section shows how the architecture can be aggregated with 
another model in order to endow it with cost-based decision power. Quantitative and 
qualitative discussions/calculations provided proof of the architecture’s utility in each of the 
four architecture application examples. 
7.2 Potentials 
In summary, seven potentials prevail. The SLM architecture: 
• is a means to identify IT support improvement possibilities within SLM. Starting 
with a characterization of the SLM orientation by means of the role model and a 
detailing using the process layer, the IS layer allows to determine corresponding 
IT support possibilities and potential applications to address the need. IT and 
business staff can use the results to jointly discuss, prioritize and detail 
improvements for IT support in SLM. 
• is the first artifact allowing to determine IT support possibilities based on a 
company’s specific characteristics (i.e., its SLM orientation and the processes). By 
exhibiting reference character and configuration procedures, it is generally 
applicable within the specified domain. 
• allows to discuss inter-organizational SLM role distributions and the 
corresponding IT support. The RASCI-based mapping structure enables detailed 
analyses of the collaborative settings. 
• accounts for service-type dependent differences in the management of services 
and the resulting IT support possibilities, which in turn enables to customize IT 
support to the maintained types of service. 
• improves the consistent, BE layer-spanning discussion of IT support in SLM. The 
detailed, multi-attributed mapping concept provides a level of detail that surpasses 
the standard BE framework. 
• also is beneficial for researchers, as it allows conducting and comparing case 
studies of SLM IT support and enables to infer statistical conclusions. The 
mapping concept constitutes an extension to the BE framework and allows 
straightforward analyses of IT support. 
• helps accelerating the software prototyping process of SLM-related applications 
by pre-filtering potential functions based on the application’s anticipated usage 
context. 
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7.3 Evaluation of Requirements Fulfillment 
The reference architecture in combination with the procedure models and application 
examples jointly answers research questions A-C and thus the overall research question. 
Table 7-1 consolidates the assessment of requirements addressing (CR1-10). The scales 
correspond to those used for the assessment of existing approaches in section 2.3. 
No. CR Assessment 
Degree 
of fulf. 
1 Metamodel The SLM architecture extends the Core BE metamodel. In 
conjunction with the extensions of [Kohlmann, 2011] the metamodel 
considers both aspects of service-orientation, the service architectures 
themselves and the management thereof. 
4 
2 Application 
examples 
Various examples prove the applicability of the SLM architecture. 
Additional examples would provide further validation; especially it 
remains to be shown if the architecture is beneficial within other 
application contexts (e.g., during the design of SLM processes or parts 
thereof: The bilateral project at Finnova, which is not part of this 
thesis, successfully performed an implementation of the cost- and 
revenue-management processes in order to solve a problem not related 
to IT support in SLM, but rather to SLM itself).  
3 
3 Configurability 
and extensibility 
A formal configuration terminology and a corresponding procedure 
model a) allow configuring and extending the architecture to different 
real-world conditions and b) provide guidance for applying the 
architecture. 
4 
4 Business-
oriented 
investigation of 
IT support 
potentials 
The architecture’s IS layer contains a reference model for SLM 
application functions. As it draws from extensive application analyses, 
cases and literature, it captures at least the majority of contemporary 
IT functions for SLM. In conjunction with the other layers a business-
oriented investigation of IT support potentials becomes feasible. The 
procedure models allow continuously updating the SLM reference 
architecture. 
4 
5 Integrated view 
on EA layers 
The SLM architecture comprises all three EA layers strategy, 
processes and IS and connects them by means of detailed mappings. 4 
6 Integrated view 
on services 
The process layer accounts for service type-specific management 
activities. Further, both business-related and technical management 
activities are covered. The same holds for the functions in the 
functional reference model. 
4 
7 Inter-
organizational 
perspective 
The role model allows discussing role distributions among multiple 
collaborating organizations, which in turn enables the investigation of 
SLM IT support for these constellations. A case example including 
multiple legally independent actors could further validate architecture 
usage in these settings. 
3 
8 Lifecycle 
coverage 
The core SLM process covers the whole service lifecycle. The 
functional reference model contains functions addressing activities of 
all lifecycle phases. 
4 
9 Single service 
and service 
portfolio 
coverage 
The process layer addresses the management of both, single services 
and the service portfolio by means of separate, interwoven, processes. 
However, the thesis puts focus on the SLM process, while it does not 
consider the SPM process within the architecture application 
examples. 
2 
10 Value-
orientation 
The SLM process comprises activities for the creation and refinement 
of quantitative service business cases. The cost- and revenue 
management processes refine these activities. 
4 
Table 7-1: Summarizing assessment of requirements fulfillment. 
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7.4 Scientific Evaluation from a DSR Viewpoint 
Besides evaluating the degree of CR fulfillment, the quality of the artifact also needs to be 
evaluated from a DSR viewpoint. Although both are addressing partially overlapping 
aspects, the CRs predominantly focus on the contents of the result (e.g., that it covers the 
whole lifecycle, contains a metamodel etc.). In contrast, the DSR guidelines of [Hevner et 
al., 2004] aim to ensure the validity of the resulting artifact and especially its design process 
from a general scientific viewpoint. 
DSR artifacts are not exactly quantifiable in terms of their correctness and suitability, which 
at least partially stems from the mentioned wicked problems inherent to the research of 
socio-technical systems. In response, [Hevner et al., 2004] propose seven DSR guidelines a 
viable artifact needs to address (see section 1.3). These guidelines serve to assess the 
scientific validity of the SLM architecture and its construction process. 
1. Design as an artifact: Viable artifacts comprise constructs, models, methods and specific 
instantiations that address IT-related organizational problems [Hevner et al., 2004]. Thereby 
DSR artifacts usually are not full-grown systems ready to be used in practice, but rather 
constitute ideas and concepts by means of which the analysis, design and implementation of 
IS can be accomplished [Tsichritzis, 1998]. The SLM architecture constitutes a reference 
model that can be adapted to specific problems, as exemplified in the application chapter 
(see section 2.1 for relevant details on reference models and reference modeling). Further, it 
is a means to assess and design IT support in SLM. Given these features, it is an artifact. 
2. Problem relevance: As opposed to behavioral research, DSR aims at proactively solving 
problems by constructing corresponding artifacts. Hence, an artifact’s relevance depends on 
its ability to tackle prevalent problems in the respective domain [Hevner et al., 2004]. The 
SLM architecture tackles the very specific problem of evaluating and designing IT support 
in SLM. The application examples demonstrated its problem solving capabilities, whereas 
the relevance has already been proven in section 1.1. 
3. Design evaluation: This guideline postulates to demonstrate the utility and quality of the 
design artifact. The main utilities are discussed during the application examples in section 6. 
Further, an important aspect of quality and utility assurance in consortium research settings 
are focus group meetings [Österle & Otto, 2010]. Recurring presentations, discussions and 
refinements of the artifact’s constituents ensure a certain level of quality and utility242. While 
this thesis focuses on IT support in SLM, the architecture might yield benefits in other 
settings (see section 7.5). However, this remains to be proven. A basic monetary benefit 
calculation in section 6.5 exemplifies the artifact’s economic viability. However, additional 
cases need to be conducted in order to provide a generalized proof as to that. 
4. Research contributions: DSR research needs to be innovative in that it proposes 
something useful that did not exist before. Contributions may be of one or more of the 
following types [Hevner et al., 2004]: First, mostly the artifact itself is the contribution, e.g., 
a specific architecture or even a single software system implementation. Second, 
foundations: Hevner et al. name modeling formalisms, ontologies, design algorithms and 
innovative information systems, among others. The third class of contributions includes 
development and evaluation methodologies. The SLM architecture comprises all three. The 
architecture itself addresses the hitherto largely untouched, however highly relevant 
                                                            
242 [Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2008, p. 1] refers to this recurrence as „learning as an act of building“. Learning, in turn, 
implies the possibility of errors. Focus group meetings are particularly suitable because they do not punish errors 
(as opposed to consultancy projects, for example). 
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problem of analyzing, evaluating and designing IT support in SLM (1). Further, e.g., to 
account for service type-sensitivity on the process layer, it extends the BPMN2 modeling 
standard, constituting a kind of foundation (2). Similarly, the architecture’s mapping 
perspective and its three mapping types constitute an extension to the BE framework that 
enables a more detailed analysis of IT support (also 2). Finally, the architecture is a 
methodology to evaluate IT support capabilities of existing application architectures and 
single applications. As such, it constitutes an evaluation method for IS as in the sense of 
Hevner et al. (3). 
5. Research rigor: Construction and evaluation need to follow rigorous methods. Section 1.3 
elaborated on the difficulties of researching social-technical issues. These wicked problems 
require a rigorous research approach. Adherence to the consortium research process of 
[Österle & Otto, 2010], which is an extension of the original DSR process, at least reduces 
the stated problems. Although the intense human-interaction within the research process is 
relatively error-prone compared to exact sciences, the followed research approach is best 
suited to the problems at hand and ensures rigor, as reasoned in section 1.3. 
6. Design as a search process: The iterative character of DSR has been emphasized 
throughout the thesis. The consortium research approach is particularly suitable as it 
involves repetitive interaction with practitioners within focus group meetings and bilateral 
settings. This allows for a constant, iterative improvement of the artifact. Hevner et al. note 
that given the wicked nature of the problems at hand, the design process is faced with the 
difficulty that the objectives eventually are not clearly stated. This in turn does not allow 
finding an optimal solution, but rather a solution that is satisfactory. During SLM 
architecture construction three aspects ensured that the solution is satisfactory. First, 
multiple recurring discussions and refinements in line with the consortium research process 
of [Österle & Otto, 2010] constituted an iterative approximation to a good (i.e., satisfying) 
solution. Second, the architecture application examples in section 6 show the usefulness of 
the final solution and occasionally hint to the resulting monetary benefits, although the latter 
is generally hard to measure. Third, interim scientific publications confirm acceptance of the 
artifact within the scientific community, which points to the 7th guideline. 
7. Communication of research: Hevner et al. postulate presentation of the results to both 
technology-oriented and management-oriented audiences, serving two purposes: first, the 
audience may utilize the results within organizational contexts or to build a cumulative 
knowledge base. Second, this audience might provide valuable feedback for further 
improvements. Most parts of the SLM architecture have been published in scientific outlets 
(see Appendix 10). Lectures, guest presentations, and focus group presentations served as 
further outlets.  
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7.5 Limitations and Need for Future Research 
The preceding sections showed that the SLM reference architecture fulfills most of the 
stated requirements and denotes a scientifically valid artifact. Nevertheless, several 
limitations prevail, leading to opportunities for future research. 
Further detailing of service portfolio management: Although the SPM process is an 
inherent part of the architecture, it is not considered within the architecture application 
examples. Consequently, additional application examples need to validate the process and 
its mapping to roles and functions. 
Evaluation of further application scenarios: The presented usage examples focus on 
evaluating and designing IT support in SLM. However, further application scenarios exist. 
For example, a standalone usage of the role model allows discussing role distributions 
between collaborating network players and thus can be helpful during early stages of 
collaboration initiation. Additionally, the reference processes constitute the basis for 
designing company-specific SLM-related processes. A bilateral consulting project with 
Finnova, in which the cost and revenue management processes have been instantiated, 
provides a first indication on the architecture’s usefulness in this respect. Additional case 
studies need to further prove applicability in these settings. 
Further proof of economic viability: Section 6.5 calculates the monetary savings the 
architecture yields in a specific application scenario. In contrast, the economic viability 
within the other application examples has only been discussed indirectly by pointing out 
qualitative benefits. Additional quantitative benefit calculations would further justify the 
artifact’s economic viability. A foregoing feasibility analysis needs to examine whether 
generalizable quantitative benefit calculations are possible at all. 
Application to further industries: So far all usage examples focus on the financial 
industry. Provided that the industry-specific requirements are equally applicable to different 
industries, the architecture would be generic in this respect. Corresponding case studies need 
to proof this and eventually identify necessary adaptations. 
Advancement of the presented architecture application prototype: The presented tool 
for maintaining and applying the reference architecture enables dealing with large amounts 
of reference data and configuring the architecture to specific cases. The tool is tailor-made 
to the presented usage examples. Further, the GUI design is not yet in a stage that would 
allow usage by third parties without the researcher’s advise. Further developments in this 
respect would foster the architecture’s diffusion. 
Further detailing of the functional reference model to provide enhanced decision 
support capabilities: The LGB case encompasses a manually performed prioritization of 
the determined gap functions. Future research needs to evaluate whether it is feasible to 
directly incorporate corresponding decision support into the reference architecture, e.g., by 
extending the functional reference model with information regarding the relative importance 
of each function. However, past experiences indicate that generalizability in this respect is 
limited. 
Multi-criteria valuation: Given the architecture’s functional focus, further decision criteria 
are not holistically covered. Section 6.3 presents an architecture extension that allows taking 
into account uncertainties and the resulting impact on costs as another criterion for selecting 
SLM-related applications. Future research needs to determine which additional factors – 
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besides functionality and costs – influence decisions on adequate IT support in SLM and 
provide corresponding valuation approaches. 
Preparation for comprehensive usage in teaching: Parts of the architecture have already 
been used within various lectures. These include the Summer School Service Science in 
Wroclaw, the Business Networking course at the University of St. Gallen and the Service 
Science course at the University of Leipzig. However, so far no comprehensive teaching 
material covers the whole architecture. A corresponding book section is currently being 
written. 
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Appendix 1 Process Details and Mappings 
A1.1 Process Diagrams and Descriptions 
The SLM process 
Figure A 1-1 to Figure A 1-7 depict the SLM process. Table A 1-1 provides a definition for 
each activity. 
 
Figure A 1-1: SLM process diagram - subprocess Identification. 
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Figure A 1-2: SLM process diagram - subprocess Requirements analysis. 
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Figure A 1-3: SLM process diagram - subprocess Conception. 
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Figure A 1-4: SLM process diagram - subprocess Development. 
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Figure A 1-5: SLM process diagram - subprocess Implementation. 
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Figure A 1-6: SLM process diagram - subprocess Operation. 
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Figure A 1-7: SLM process diagram - subprocess Enhancement. 
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Identifier - Process/subprocess/activity: Description 
P1 Service lifecycle management 
P1.1 Identification 
P1.1.1 Idea generation 
P1.1.1.1 Generate ideas 
A1.1.1.1.1 - Conduct market analysis: Analysis of the external environment, especially the relevant markets, to 
extract new service ideas. Denotes a kind of top-down analysis. 
A1.1.1.1.2 - Conduct process analysis: Top-down analysis in the narrower sense. Most service derivation 
procedures include top-down derivation activities. Processes are analyzed in order to derive new service 
candidates. 
A1.1.1.1.3 - Conduct portfolio analysis: Analysis of the service portfolio as a whole to uncover unaddressed 
needs and derive new service candidates. 
A1.1.1.1.4 - Conduct application analysis: Bottom-up analysis of the existing application landscape to infer new 
infrastructure- and application service candidates. 
A1.1.1.1.5 - Record ideas: Recording of all ideas that have been collected from the foregoing analyses. The 
result is an un-evaluated list that eventually contains redundancies. 
P1.1.1.2 Indicative evaluation (of each idea) 
A1.1.1.2.1 - Check priority: An initial assessment of the priority for each item on the ideas list. 
A1.1.1.2.2 - Check strategic conformance: Assessment of each idea’s strategic conformance. For example, if the 
service candidate belongs to a service domain that is not part of the current SOA strategy (e.g., because it is 
unlikely to yield high re-usage rates), it lacks strategic conformance. 
A1.1.1.2.3 - Check feasibility: A first feasibility assessment for each remaining service idea. The specific 
assessment methods may vary for each specific case/company. 
A1.1.1.2.4 - Suspend idea: If the current priority for the idea is low, it is suspended for the time being. It remains 
in the idea repository for future re-evaluation. 
A1.1.1.2.5 - Discard idea: Discarding of the idea in case strategic conformance is not given and unlikely to be 
given in future. The idea may be stored in the idea repository for future re-evaluation or disposed, depending on 
the likelihood of becoming strategically conformant. 
P1.1.1.3 Idea consolidation and detailing 
A1.1.1.3.1 - Consolidate ideas: All remaining ideas are consolidated, leading to an ideas list that is free of 
redundancies and strategically conformant. 
A1.1.1.3.2 - Detail ideas: A first detailing of each idea, including anticipated service capabilities (i.e., 
functionality) and non-functional attributes. Further includes a discussion about potential customers and an 
estimate of the required realization efforts. 
P1.1.2 Indicative re-usability check 
A1.1.2.1 - Compare idea to existing services: Based on the detailing from the previous step, each idea is 
compared to existing services in order to avoid redundancies. 
A1.1.2.2 - Identify re-usage opportunities: Service re-use is a central justification of SOA and addressed 
twofold: First, this activity ensures that there is no service available that mirrors the anticipated service 
(depending on company policies also external sources may be checked); second, an initial assessment of 
possible re-usage opportunities for the new service reveals a first idea of its economic potential and importance. 
Table A 1-1: SLM Process: description of activities. 
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Identifier - Process/subprocess/activity: Description 
P1.1.3 Approval for requirements analysis 
A1.1.3.1 - Consolidate information: Consolidation of all available information about the service idea, including 
market analyses, initial functional and non-functional detailing and the results of the re-use analysis. 
A1.1.3.2 - Decide on idea: Decision on further pursuance, based on the collected information. 
A1.1.3.3 - Release idea for requirements analysis: The authorized actor (within the reference architecture this is 
the service lifecycle manager, who is both responsible and accountable) releases the idea for the next lifecycle 
phase. 
P1.2 Requirements analysis 
P1.2.1 Requirements gathering 
P1.2.1.1 Business requirements gathering 
A1.2.1.1.1 - Identify relevant stakeholders: The objective of the requirements analysis phase is to detail the 
vague service ideas into specific requirements. Commonly multiple stakeholders influence the configuration of 
these requirements. Among them are customers, regulatory bodies, management and others. This activity 
concerns with identifying relevant business stakeholders. 
A1.2.1.1.2 - Conduct interviews: Gathering of the stakeholders’ requirements on the potential service. This may 
be done by bilateral- or group-interviews, product fabrics or other requirement gathering techniques. 
A1.2.1.1.3 - Record requirements: Recording of all gathered requirements without any filtering or 
consolidation. 
P1.2.1.2 Technical requirements gathering 
A1.2.1.2.1 - Identify relevant stakeholders: Identification of relevant technical stakeholders. 
A1.2.1.2.2 - Conduct interviews: Gathering of the technical stakeholders’ requirements. 
A1.2.1.2.3 - Record requirements: Recording of all gathered requirements without any filtering or 
consolidation. 
P1.2.2 Requirements analysis and contradiction resolving 
A1.2.2.1 - Identify contradictions: Screening of the recorded requirements and identification of contradictory 
requirements. 
A1.2.2.2 - Prioritize contradictory requirements: As it is usually impossible to satisfy all requirements, 
especially contradicting ones, a prioritization is required. 
A1.2.2.3 - Revise list according to prioritization: Based on the priorities, the requirements list is revised and a 
pre-assessment of the feasibility follows. High-priority requirements are further detailed. 
P1.2.3 Requirements consolidation 
A1.2.3.1 - Identify redundancies: Recording of redundancies that may have been exposed during the initial 
detailing. 
A1.2.3.2 - Consolidate requirements: Based on the redundancy analysis results, the list is consolidated, if 
required. 
A1.2.3.3 - Provide detailed description for each requirement: Detailed analyses enrich each requirement. 
Especially for the highly prioritized requirements additional information is collected as, e.g., from the 
stakeholders. 
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Identifier - Process/subprocess/activity: Description 
P1.2.4 Requirements approval 
P1.2.4.1 Individual assessment 
A1.2.4.1.1 - Perform indicative assessment: Under consideration of all collected information an indicative 
assessment evaluates each requirement. 
A1.2.4.1.2 - Decide on release for conception: The authorized role decides on promoting the service idea to the 
next lifecycle phase. 
A1.2.4.1.3 - Release for conception: If the idea is promising and the requirements seem feasible, it is promoted 
to the next stage of the service lifecycle, i.e., the conception phase. 
P1.3 Conception 
P1.3.1 Macro conception 
A1.3.1.1 - Define service features: Based on the requirements and the indicative capability listing, all the 
service’s features are defined, especially focusing on the exact capabilities. Depending on the degree of 
information detailing being available at this stage formalization, e.g., by means of process models, may be 
feasible. However, the feature definition commonly restricts to verbal descriptions at this stage. 
A1.3.1.2 - Identify subservices: In order to maximize service re-use within the service system, an identification 
of possible subservices is conducted at this stage. It involves searching the service repository/repositories 
(internal and possibly external ones). In contrast to the indicative repository search at an earlier stage 
(identification phase), the detailing of the service’s intended capabilities is likely to yield better results at this 
stage. 
A1.3.1.3 - Derive working packets: Derivation of working packets for the realization of the service, based on all 
collected information. Usually service developments denote separate projects that require a dedicated planning 
of resources. 
A1.3.1.4 - Plan realization time (scheduling): Based on the working packets, an indicative time schedule is 
constructed. 
P1.3.2 Make or buy decision 
A1.3.2.1 - Identify alternative sources: Possibly there is more than one source available for the required 
subservices (e.g., internal and external sources). These are identified. 
A1.3.2.2 - Compare identified sources: A comparison of all alternative sources with respect to costs, reliability 
and quality. Further, regulatory issues need to be considered. For example, providers from another country may 
not be an option due to data privacy laws. 
A1.3.2.3 - Decide on make or buy: Based on the comparison of alternative sources (especially internal vs. 
external), a make-or-buy decision is made. 
P1.3.3 Indicative business case refinement 
A1.3.3.1 - Gather business case data: The service detailing is sufficient to conduct a first comprehensive 
business case. All relevant data is gathered. 
A1.3.3.2 - Conduct indicative business case: Calculation of the business case based on the collected data. The 
business case commonly is obtained by improving the indicative (possibly informal) business cases/calculations 
that have been conducted during earlier stages of the service lifecycle. 
A1.3.3.3 - Decide on further pursuance: The business case is the basis for deciding on the further pursuance of 
the service project. 
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P1.3.4 Service design 
A1.3.4.1 - Detail service features: Further detailing of service features. This is the final detailing step prior to the 
construction of formal service models. 
A1.3.4.2 - Design processes: Creation of formal process models that describe how the service produces its 
capabilities and how it will be integrated into existing processes. 
A1.3.4.3 - Design technical infrastructure: Designing of the technical service infrastructure. For electronic 
services this comprises hosting environments, among others. Services involving human interaction may further 
require additional hardware, e.g., workplaces. 
A1.3.4.4 - Refine business case: The detailing of processes and technical infrastructure allows for a more 
precise estimation of service costs. The business case is updated accordingly. 
P1.3.5 Marketing and sales conception 
A1.3.5.1 - Define marketing objectives: Definition of objectives the marketing efforts should fulfill. These are 
tightly related to the pricing objectives that are set within the revenue management process. 
A1.3.5.2 - Define marketing strategy: Based on the objectives, suitable strategies are derived. 
A1.3.5.3 - Derive and schedule actions: A schedule plans the implementation of the anticipated marketing 
efforts. 
A1.3.5.4 – Budgeting: Based on the plan of required action, the budget is set. 
P1.3.6 Contract and SLA design and signing 
A1.3.6.1 - Contract drafting: The contract is an agreement on the general relationship between the contract 
parties. Relates to a single service or to several/all services that are exchanged between the two parties. 
A1.3.6.2 - SLA drafting: The SLA relates to a service cluster or a business service and defines the functionality 
and quality of that service, including capabilities and availability rates, among others. 
A1.3.6.3 - Contract negotiation: After the first draft has been circulated between the parties, contract 
negotiations enclose. 
A1.3.6.4 - SLA negotiation: After the first draft has been circulated between the parties, SLA negotiations 
enclose. 
A1.3.6.5 - Contract finalization and signing: After successful negotiations the contract is finalized (based on the 
agreed adaptations) and signed. In case the business relationship between the partners already existed before, 
the existing contract is amended/updated. 
A1.3.6.6 - SLA finalization and signing:After successful negotiations the SLA is finalized (based on the agreed 
adaptations) and signed. 
P1.3.7 Approval for development 
A1.3.7.1 - Review and refinement of concepts and business case: After closing the SLA, all relevant conditions 
of service exchange are agreed. Consequently, all relevant data is available to revise and detail the business 
case. In case the final agreements differ from what was planned before, concepts need corresponding 
adaptation. 
A1.3.7.2 - Release for development: After closing the SLA (and the contract, if not already existent) the service 
concept is released for development. 
P1.4 Development 
P1.4.1 Service development 
A1.4.1.1 - Program service: Actual implementation of the technical service parts that need programming. 
A1.4.1.2 - Compose subservices into service: Once the service structure is implemented, all required 
subservices are composed into it. This task is iteratively performed with the programming activities. 
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P1.4.2 Test planning 
A1.4.2.1 - Define test objectives: Following implementation, the service needs testing. The first step is to define 
the test objectives. Commonly the number of possible service configurations and modes of usage is very large, 
which necessitates prioritizing and selecting certain configurations and tests. The appropriate selection depends 
on the likelihood of occurrence for each situation. 
A1.4.2.2 - Define test strategy: Based on the objectives a test strategy is built. The strategy includes initial 
selection of tests (e.g., penetration tests), assignment of responsibilities and a first test schedule. 
A1.4.2.3 - Select test environment: Different test environments exist, each of which performs differently based 
on the conditions (test strategy, types of tests). 
A1.4.2.4 - Select tests: Final selection of tests. The decision depends on the test objectives and the test strategy. 
A1.4.2.5 - Specify test data: Determination of suitable test data that ensures coverage of as many different cases 
as possible/necessary. 
A1.4.2.6 - Schedule tests: Refinement of the test schedule. 
A1.4.2.7 - Prepare tests: Preparation of the tests according to all preliminary decisions. The tests are 
implemented into the test environment. 
P1.4.3 Testing 
A1.4.3.1 - Conduct functional testing: The functional testing focuses on an assessment of the service’s 
functionalities and a comparison to the functionality agreed upon in the SLA. 
A1.4.3.2 - Conduct non-functional testing: The non-functional testing focuses on an assessment of the service’s 
non-functional properties and a comparison to the functionality agreed upon in the SLA. An example is the 
service’s average response time. 
A1.4.3.3 - Conduct integration testing: Testing of all technical and non-technical interfaces to the customer. 
These include programmed and organizational interfaces. 
P1.4.4 Service refinement 
A1.4.4.1 - Evaluate test results and derive required actions: The analysis of the test results points to errors. 
Adequate actions to resolve these errors need to be constructed. 
A1.4.4.2 - Refine service: Realization of the corrective actions. 
P1.4.5 Service documentation 
A1.4.5.1 - Document dependencies: At this stage the service is completely developed and ready to be 
implemented (i.e., to be integrated into run-time systems). A proper documentation enables stakeholders to use 
and administer the service. Dependency documentation is an important part of the overall documentation, as it 
documents all dependencies to subservices, including the responsible roles’ contact details and the dependency 
types, among others. 
A1.4.5.2 - Document technical features: Documentation of technical service features. Features include class 
structures, applied programming paradigms and technical interfaces. 
A1.4.5.3 - Update business case: Updating of the business case after implementation of all refinements. 
P1.4.6 Approval for implementation 
A1.4.6.1 - Review documentations, test results and refinements: Final review of the current service state. 
Especially checking whether all refinements have been successfully implemented and if the service meets the 
SLA standards. 
A1.4.6.2 - Approve service for implementation: The responsible role grants approval for service 
implementation. 
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P1.5 Implementation 
P1.5.1 Infrastructure provisioning 
A1.5.1.1 - Implement technical infrastructure: Implementation of all technical infrastructure elements that are 
relevant for operating the service. Examples include servers, networks and workplaces. 
A1.5.1.2 - Implement organizational infrastructure: Implementation of all organizational infrastructure elements 
that are relevant for operating the service. Examples include process responsibilities and management processes. 
P1.5.2 Customizing 
A1.5.2.1 - Derive necessary customization: Based on the customer-specific SLA further customization needs 
are determined. 
A1.5.2.2 - Determine feasibility: Assessment of the customizations’ feasibility. 
A1.5.2.3 - Customize: Realization of the customizations. 
P1.5.3 Integration 
A1.5.3.1 - Integrate into service repository: Integration of the service into the repository, without publication 
yet. 
A1.5.3.2 - Integrate into service catalogue: Integration of the service into the service catalogue, without 
publication, yet. 
P1.5.4 End-user documentation 
A1.5.4.1 - Create end-user manual: Collecting of all usage-related information that is relevant to end-users and 
subsequent creation of documentation. For example, in the case of composite applications this may be an 
application manual describing the application functionality and its usage. 
A1.5.4.2 - Finalize business-related service description: Finalization of all the service description parts that 
address business-related issued. Examples are textual function descriptions, costing- and pricing-related 
information and QoS thresholds. 
P1.5.5 Technical documentation 
A1.5.5.1 - Document technical features: Documentation of all features that might be relevant for understanding 
and manipulating the technical implementation details of the service. Examples include available endpoints and 
coding-related details. This activity builds upon the results of activities A1.4.5.1 and A1.4.5.2. 
A1.5.5.2 - Finalize technical service description: Finalization of the technical service description. 
P1.5.6 User training 
A1.5.6.1 - Plan user training: Determination of necessary user training contents and derivation of a user training 
plan. 
A1.5.6.2 - Conduct user training: Conduction of user training. 
P1.5.7 Data migration 
A1.5.7.1 - Gather migration requirements: All relevant stakeholders need to be consulted in order to determine 
requirements for (data) migration. 
A1.5.7.2 - Plan migration: Creation of a migration plan based on the collected requirements. 
A1.5.7.3 - ETL (Extraction, transformation, loading) data: Data migration. Involves ETL. 
A1.5.7.4 - Investigate and resolute problems: Investigation and resolution of problems that came up during the 
migration. 
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P1.5.8 Piloting 
A1.5.8.1 - Conduct end-user tests: After successful migration, end-user tests enclose. These tests do not 
necessarily have to be conducted by end-users, but at least need to be performed from the end-user's 
perspective. For example, a composite application is to be tested using the actual live GUIs. 
A1.5.8.2 - Conduct expert tests: Expert tests aim at testing all available service features under a broad range of 
possible conditions. These may also involve conditions that cannot occur to the user, but only occur, e.g., during 
service enhancement activities. 
A1.5.8.3 - Record feedback: Collection of test feedback. 
A1.5.8.4 - Refine service: Service refinement, based on the collected feedback. 
P1.5.9 Rollout 
A1.5.9.1 - Publish in repository and catalogue: Set repository and catalogue entries visible for users. 
A1.5.9.2 - Approve rollout: The responsible role approves the successful rollout. 
P1.6 Operation 
P1.6.1 Incident management 
A1.6.1.1 - Record incident: Recording of all incidents during operation, either triggered by human users or by 
automated monitoring processes. 
A1.6.1.2 - Provide initial support and define ownership: First-level support by helpdesk staff. If the problem 
cannot be solved directly, an expert is assigned and the problem is forwarded. 
A1.6.1.3 - Investigate incident: The expert investigates the incident. 
A1.6.1.4 - Resolute incident: The expert tries to resolute the problem. 
A1.6.1.5 - Close incident: Upon successful resolution the incident is closed. 
P1.6.2 Continuity management 
A1.6.2.1 - Conduct resp. refine business impact analysis (BIA) for service: A BIA evaluates the likely impact 
on business activities caused by an outage of the service. 
A1.6.2.2 - Compare to other service‘s BIA results and assign priority: Comparison of the service's BIA to other 
services’ in order to determine a priority for that service. This priority is relevant in case more than one outage 
occurs at the same time and the staff is not able to handle both. 
A1.6.2.3 - Identify and assess recovery options: Identification and valuation of recovery options for the service. 
A1.6.2.4 - Derive resp. refine and test recovery plan: The selected recovery options need testing to ensure they 
work as intended. 
P1.6.3 Availability management 
A1.6.3.1 - Determine or derive availability requirements: The service’s SLA(s) provide information on the 
required availability rate of the service. 
A1.6.3.2 - Evaluate and audit current availability: Measurement of the actual availability. 
A1.6.3.3 - Perform corrective actions (e.g., increase redundancy): If the current availability is below the 
required availability, corrective actions need to be performed. 
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P1.6.4 Security management 
A1.6.4.1 - Determine resp. derive service-related security requirements: Determination of service-related 
security requirements (e.g., from SLAs, company guidelines, SOA policies). 
A1.6.4.2 - Evaluate and audit current security measures: Evaluation of current security measures. Evaluation 
instruments include probabilistic security-related models. 
A1.6.4.3 - Implement missing security features (people, processes, technical infrastructure): Comparison of the 
demanded and actual security measures and performance of corrective actions in case of deviation. 
P1.6.5 Capacity management 
A1.6.5.1 - Determine current performance and capacity requirements: Determination of current performance 
and capacity requirements from the SLAs. 
A1.6.5.2 - Forecast future performance and capacity requirements: Projection of future performance and 
capacity requirements. Data sources involve demand forecasts and projected technological developments. 
A1.6.5.3 - Determine current performance and capacity: Determination of the service's current performance and 
capacity by analyzing the service and running performance benchmarks. 
A1.6.5.4 - Compare required and actual capacity and performance: Comparison of actual and required capacity 
and performance. Discrepancies are recorded. 
A1.6.5.5 - Perform corrective action: If any negative performance/capacity gaps exist, corrective actions are 
required. 
P1.6.6 Configuration management 
A1.6.6.1 - Configuration (change) identification or adaption: Tracking of all service changes (functional, non-
functional). 
A1.6.6.2 - Configuration recording: Recording of all changes. 
A1.6.6.3 - Configuration verification and refinement: Verification of the recorded changes with domain experts. 
P1.6.7 Service controlling 
A1.6.7.1 - Update business case, analyze and perform corrective actions: The business case may change during 
the service's operation, due to service changes or demand shifts, among others. The business case needs 
respective updating and adverse movements need to be addressed. 
A1.6.8.1 - Provide service: Actual provisioning of the service. 
P1.7 Enhancement 
P1.7.1 Pre-phase activities 
A1.7.1.1 - Work out details: Once an enhancement is proposed, it needs to be detailed. This includes specifying 
its likely impact on service operation and an initial assessment of feasibility and costs. 
A1.7.1.2 - Check strategic conformance: Evaluation whether the proposed enhancement adheres to strategic 
guidelines (company and/or SOA guidelines). 
A1.7.1.3 - Determine dependencies: Determination of all dependent services and applications that may be 
affected by the proposed enhancement. 
A1.7.1.4 - Ensure regulatory compliance: Ensuring that the proposed enhancement conforms to all regulations 
(internal and external). 
A1.7.1.5 - Decide on change: The responsible role decides on the further pursuance of the proposal. 
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P1.7.2 Service variation 
A1.7.2.1 - Construct additional functionality: Construction of the additional service functionality as suggested 
by the enhancement proposal. 
A1.7.2.2 - Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services: In case of a service split, new SLM instances are 
started for each new service. 
A1.7.2.3 - Implement variation: Implementation of the proposed service variation. 
P1.7.3 Service deactivation 
A1.7.3.1 - Specify replacement subservices: If the service will be deactivated, all consuming services need a 
suitable replacement. This activity specifies the respective replacement services and propagates the information 
to all systems. 
P1.7.4 Service harmonization 
A1.7.4.1 - Implement change: Implementation of the change. 
P1.7.5 Service improvement 
A1.7.5.1 - Implement change: Implementation of the change. 
P1.7.6 Post-phase activities 
A1.7.6.1 - Notify active users: All active users (humans, services and/or applications) need to be notified about 
the change. This step is skipped if the service's interface is not altered. 
A1.7.6.2 - Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance: Deactivation of services and termination of the 
SLM instance. 
A1.7.6.3 - Keep old version running for a limited period: Regulations may require the service provider to keep 
the service running for a certain time period. 
A1.7.6.4 - Maintain versioning: Update service versioning to reflect the change. This also involves adding meta-
information to the service description about backward compatibility and a change log. 
A1.7.6.5 - Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation: Updating of all publicly visible 
artifacts. 
A1.7.6.6 - Reject change: Rejection of the proposed enhancement. 
Table A 1-1: SLM Process: description of activities (cont.). 
 
The cost management process 
Figure A 1-8 depicts the cost management process and defines each activity. Importantly, 
the cost management process does not imply any special costing method, e.g., activity-based 
costing, due to two reasons: First, the work of [Mansfeldt, 2011], which is also part of the 
cumulative research efforts in the CC Sourcing research project, concerns with the 
application of specific costing techniques to service-oriented architectures. Rather, the cost 
management process provides a reference for deriving measures from the application of the 
respective costing techniques and to track the implementation of these measures. Second, 
company-specific circumstances largely influence the configuration and exact nature of the 
applied costing approach. As the cost management process is intended to be a reference 
process, by definition it cannot restrict to a certain costing approach. 
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Figure A 1-8: Cost management process diagram. 
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P3 Cost management 
P3.1 Cost analysis and structuring 
A3.1.1 - Determine object of analysis (service): Selection of the service. If the process is invoked from the SLM 
process, this activity is skipped. 
A3.1.2 - Determine analysis perspective: The perspective depends on the organizational unit that is executing 
the cost management process. For example, LGB’s SOA department may only be interested in the risks (in 
terms of cost fluctuations) of the analyzed service for that specific department. 
A3.1.3 - Analyze cost structure of service (incl. surpluses): Determination of the service’s costs structure, i.e., 
identification and quantification of relevant cost positions (including margins and possible risk premiums). This 
step utilizes the costing approach prevailing in the company. 
A3.1.4 - Determine cost behavior: Indicative assessment of the identified cost positions’ behavior, i.e., their 
sensitivity and elasticity. This indicative assessment is the basis for the identification of cost drivers. 
P3.2 Impact analysis of cost drivers 
A3.2.1 - Identify cost drivers: Sensitivity and elasticity analyses (i.e., risk analyses) are an integral part of any 
business case and cost calculation. However, the number of different costs positions of a service quickly 
becomes very large, especially in composite service structures. As this leads to high complexity, the analyses 
need to focus on a few cost positions. Based on the analyses from the previous step, the main cost drivers are 
identified (common practice among the CC Sourcing partner companies is to choose the top 3 cost drivers for 
further analysis). Cost drivers denote those factors that have a significant influence on the overall costs. For 
example, SWIFT message costs for a payments transaction are highly dependent on the number of payments. 
Additionally, the SWIFT costs denote a significant portion of the overall service costs. Consequently, the 
number of payments transactions is a cost driver in this case. 
A3.2.2 - Analyze behavior of cost drivers (linearity, limits etc.): An analysis of the selected cost drivers with 
respect to their (non-) linearity, caps/floors, influential factors and possibly other factors related to their 
behavior. The objective is to gather all information that is required for an in-depth analysis of the service costs’ 
elasticity and flexibility with respect to the cost drivers. 
A3.2.3 - Determine sensitivities (elasticity, flexibility): Analysis of how changes of the cost drivers’ absolute 
size influence the overall service costs. A vast number of risk assessment methods exist. A common method is 
Monte Carlo simulation (see section 6.3). 
A3.2.4 - Analyze risk associated with cost drivers: Based on the results from the previous step, a risk assessment 
records relevant risk-related information. 
P3.3 Derivation of measures 
A3.3.1 - Derive measures: Creation of measures that address the identified risks. This does not necessarily mean 
to avoid risk, but rather to control it. For example, if 90% of a service’s turnover comes from international 
customers, the company should consider hedging the currency risk. 
A3.3.2 - Evaluate measures: Evaluation of each proposed measure.  
A3.3.3 - Select measures: Selection of measures to be implemented. 
P3.4 Implementation of cost reduction measures 
A3.4.1 - Involve affected personnel: Identification and involvement of all affected personnel. 
A3.4.2 - Gather important metrics: Identification of metrics to measure the measure’s degree of success. 
A3.4.3 - Check surrounding conditions: Check whether surrounding conditions allow for implementing the 
measures. For example, if the measure aims at introducing a new risk management application for monitoring a 
certain service, a proper technical infrastructure needs to be in place.  
A3.4.4 - Refine framework conditions: If surrounding conditions currently do not allow implementing the 
measure, they need refinement. 
A3.4.5 - Implement resp. refine measures: Once all surrounding conditions are suitable, the measure can be 
implemented. Possibly it needs refinement if the surrounding conditions are still not adequate. 
A3.4.6 - Check measure implementation: Checking of the implementation. 
Table A 1-2: Cost management process description.  
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The revenue management process 
Figure A 1-9 depicts the resulting revenue management process and Table A 1-3 provides a 
definition for each activity. 
 
Figure A 1-9: Revenue management process diagram. 
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Identifier - Process/subprocess/activity: Description 
P4 Revenue management 
P4.1 Definition of revenue- and price strategy 
A4.1.1 - Define revenue- and price-targets: General definition of the revenue- and price-targets that should be 
achieved with the service. At this point, only rough estimates are possible. 
A4.1.2 - Define price positioning (price leadership, premium etc.): Decision on how the service is positioned in 
the market. Generally, a trade-off between price and market share prevails. 
A4.1.3 - Derive revenue- and pricing guidelines: Based on the decisions from the foregoing phases, guidelines 
for the design of the pricing are derived. 
P4.2 Design and implementation of target prices 
A4.2.1 - First definition of price levels: Price levels refer to the absolute price. Several different price levels may 
co-exist, accounting for differences in regions, customers or service levels. 
A4.2.2 - Design price components and –models: Commonly a price consists of several components. For 
example, ENTB’s pricing for paper-based payments processing comprises a fixed price, a variable price 
depending on the number of transactions the customer routes over ENTB and another variable fee for exception 
handling. There may be several different constellations for a single service. Each one may have a pricing model. 
A4.2.3 - Formulate scenarios and conduct simulations: Future demand for the service is uncertain, so are its 
costs and the prices of competitors. It is common practice to define scenarios and simulate the outcome. 
A4.2.4 - Specify target prices: Based on the simulation outcomes and the risk appetite of the company, it 
specifies target prices. These are prices that should on average be achieved (accounting for discounts). 
A4.2.5 - Define price bandwidth: A bandwidth (especially a floor) around the target prices enables sales staff to 
provide discounts. 
A4.2.6 - Negotiation of customer-specific prices: The target price and bandwidth are not known to the 
(potential) customers, of course. Based on these figures, the sales department negotiates customer-specific 
prices. 
A4.2.7 - Communicate prices internally and update systems: After successful (re-)negotiation, changes are 
internally propagated to all relevant systems and personnel. 
A4.2.8 - Communicate prices externally: A confirmation to the customer regarding the new prices. 
P4.3 Monitoring, controlling and refinement 
A4.3.1 - Monitor and control target prices and bandwidths: Ensuring adherence to the prices and bandwidths is 
crucial to ensure long-term profitability. 
A4.3.2 - Monitor and control assumptions (planned sales figures etc.): Continuous observation of the cost 
structure and changing market conditions has to make sure that the service will remain profitable despite 
altering conditions. 
A4.3.3 - Refine pricing and assumptions: Refinement of pricing and assumptions in case the monitoring results 
are not favorable and require changes. 
Table A 1-3: Revenue management process description.  
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The service portfolio management process 
Figure A 1-10 depicts the resulting SPM process and Table A 1-4 provides a definition for 
each activity. 
 
Figure A 1-10: SPM process diagram. 
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Identifier - Process/subprocess/activity: Description 
P2 Service portfolio management 
P2.1 Definition/updating of SPM objectives 
A2.1.1 - Determine applicable strategic guidelines: Collection of all relevant strategic guidelines for SPM. 
Guidelines may stem from the company strategy, among others. 
A2.1.2 - Define applicable portfolio metrics and thresholds: A pro-active SPM requires a definition of 
formalized portfolio metrics. 
A2.1.3 - Derive implications for SPM: Translation of the determined applicable strategic guidelines into 
specific implications for SPM. 
P2.2 Analysis of the service portfolio 
A2.2.1 - Gather and evaluate incident and problem records: Incident and problem records are an important 
source for the derivation of portfolio improvements. 
A2.2.10 - Prioritize suggestions: After an evaluation of each suggestion, a prioritization is conducted. 
A2.2.2 - Perform market screening and analysis: External analyses involve market screenings and analyses, 
including the analysis of competitor's offerings. 
A2.2.3 - Gather and evaluate user feedback: User feedback may also point to portfolio improvement 
potentials. 
A2.2.4 - Receive new service ideas or enhancement proposals from SLM: SLM enhancement suggestions are 
captured here, as they also need to be evaluated from a portfolio-perspective. 
A2.2.5 - Gather SPM metrics and identify adverse movements: Evaluation of SPM metrics. 
A2.2.6 - Perform dependency screenings: Dependency screenings may point to service redundancies or even 
unused services and hence lead to corrective actions. 
A2.2.7 - Consolidate results: Periodic consolidation of all analysis results. 
A2.2.8 - Derive improvement suggestions: Derivation of specific improvement suggestions for the portfolio. 
A2.2.9 - Evaluate suggestions: Evaluation of each suggestion. 
P2.3 Decision 
A2.3.1 - Conduct detailed assessment (conformance evaluation): Conduction of a detailed assessment of each 
proposed action. 
A2.3.2 - Simulate technical impacts: Simulation of technical impacts, if applicable. 
A2.3.3 - Decide on further pursuance and accept or reject: Acceptance or rejection of the proposed action. 
P2.4 Realization 
A2.4.1 - Notify owners: Notification of staff that leads the implementation of the corrective actions (e.g., 
service lifecycle manager). 
A2.4.2 - Monitor realization: Monitoring of the action's implementation. 
A2.4.3 - Update portfolio: Upon successful implementation the portfolio needs to be updated accordingly 
(e.g., delete services, rearrange dependencies). 
Table A 1-4: Service portfolio management process description. 
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A1.2 Role-/activity-mapping 
The following listing shows all mappings between roles and activities. Specifically, Table A 
1-5 employs an activity-centered perspective, listing mapped roles per activity. Table A 1-6 
is role-centered, listing all activities per role. The tables’ structure conforms to the notation 
from section 4.4. 
Activity ID Activity Mapped roles 
A1.1.1.1.1 Conduct market 
analysis 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):AI; R-DP2(Service developer):R;} 
A1.1.1.1.2 Conduct process 
analysis 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):AI; R-DP2(Service developer):R;} 
A1.1.1.1.3 Conduct portfolio 
analysis 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):S; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):AI; R-DP2(Service developer):RA;} 
A1.1.1.1.4 Conduct application 
analysis 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):AI; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):RA; R-IPO3(Application provider):S; R-
IPO4(Application hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application manager):S;} 
A1.1.1.1.5 Record ideas { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):AI; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):R;} 
A1.1.1.2.1 Check priority { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):AI; R-DP5(Service Designer):R;} 
A1.1.1.2.2 Check strategic 
conformance 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):AI; R-DP5(Service Designer):R;} 
A1.1.1.2.3 Check feasibility { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.1.1.2.4 Suspend idea { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):C;} 
A1.1.1.2.5 Discard idea { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):C;} 
A1.1.1.3.1 Consolidate ideas { R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.1.1.3.2 Detail ideas { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):RA;} 
A1.1.2.1 Compare idea to 
existing services 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):I; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.1.2.2 Identify re-usage 
opportunities 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):I; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.1.3.1 Consolidate 
information 
{ R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.1.3.2 Decide on idea { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):C;} 
A1.1.3.3 Release idea for 
requirements analysis 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA;} 
A1.2.1.1.1 Identify relevant 
stakeholders 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.1.1.2 Conduct interviews { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.1.1.3 Record requirements { R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
Table A 1-5: RASCI table, activity-centered (role-/activity-mapping). 
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Activity ID Activity Mapped roles 
A1.2.1.2.1 Identify relevant 
stakeholders 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.1.2.2 Conduct interviews { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.1.2.3 Record requirements { R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.2.1 Identify 
contradictions 
{ R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.2.2 Prioritize 
contradictory 
requirements 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):AC; R-DP5(Service Designer):R;} 
A1.2.2.3 Revise list according 
to prioritization 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):AC; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):R;} 
A1.2.3.1 Identify redundancies { R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.3.2 Consolidate 
requirements 
{ R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.3.3 Provide detailed 
description for each 
requirement 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.2.4.1.1 Perform indicative 
assessment 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):AC; R-DP5(Service Designer):R;} 
A1.2.4.1.2 Decide on release for 
conception 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):C;} 
A1.2.4.1.3 Release for 
conception 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA;} 
A1.3.1.1 Define service 
features 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.3.1.2 Identify subservices { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.3.1.3 Derive working 
packets 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP2(Service 
developer):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):C; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):S;} 
A1.3.1.4 Plan realization time 
(scheduling) 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):C; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
DP5(Service Designer):S; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.3.2.1 Identify alternative 
sources 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.3.2.2 Compare identified 
sources 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):S; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):RA;} 
A1.3.2.3 Decide on make or 
buy 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):C;} 
A1.3.3.1 Gather business case 
data 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service 
developer):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):C; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):S; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; 
R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
Table A 1-5: RASCI table, activity-centered (role-/activity-mapping) (cont.). 
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Activity ID Activity Mapped roles 
A1.3.3.2 Conduct indicative 
business case 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):S;} 
A1.3.3.3 Decide on further 
pursuance 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA;} 
A1.3.4.1 Detail service 
features 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA;} 
A1.3.4.2 Design processes { R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):C; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
DP5(Service Designer):RA; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.3.4.3 Design technical 
infrastructure 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service 
developer):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):C; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):RA; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO4(Application hoster):C; R-
IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application manager):C; R-
IPO8(Hardware operator):C; R-T1(Service provider):C; R-
T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.3.4.4 Refine business case { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service 
developer):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):C; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):S; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; 
R-T1(Service provider):C; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):C; R-
T3(Service implementor):C; R-T4(Service channel 
provider):C;} 
A1.3.5.1 Define marketing 
objectives 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service Designer):I;} 
A1.3.5.2 Define marketing 
strategy 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service Designer):I;} 
A1.3.5.3 Derive and schedule 
actions 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service Designer):I;} 
A1.3.5.4 Budgeting { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):S; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP1(Service producer):I; R-
DP2(Service developer):I; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):I; R-DP4(Subservice provider):I; R-
DP5(Service Designer):C; R-IPO2(Database hoster):I; R-
IPO5(Service hoster):I; R-IPO6(Application manager):I; R-
IPO8(Hardware operator):I; R-T3(Service implementor):I;} 
A1.3.6.1 Contract drafting { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):ASCI; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
DP5(Service Designer):S; R-T1(Service provider):R;} 
A1.3.6.2 SLA drafting { R-C1(Service consumer):R; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):A; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service 
developer):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):C; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-DP5(Service Designer):C; R-
IPO1(Database provider):C; R-IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; 
R-T1(Service provider):R;} 
A1.3.6.3 Contract negotiation { R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
Table A 1-5: RASCI table, activity-centered (role-/activity-mapping) (cont.). 
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Activity ID Activity Mapped roles 
A1.3.6.4 SLA negotiation { R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO5(Service 
hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware 
operator):C; R-T1(Service provider):RA; R-T3(Service 
implementor):C;} 
A1.3.6.5 Contract finalization 
and signing 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.3.6.6 SLA finalization and 
signing 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.3.7.1 Review and 
refinement of 
concepts and 
business case 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):S; R-T1(Service provider):C;} 
A1.3.7.2 Release for 
development 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-DP2(Service developer):I; R-DP5(Service 
Designer):I;} 
A1.4.1.1 Program service { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-DP1(Service 
producer):R; R-DP2(Service developer):S; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):S; R-IPO1(Database provider):C; R-IPO5(Service 
hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware 
operator):C;} 
A1.4.1.2 Compose subservices 
into service 
{ R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP2(Service developer):S; 
R-DP4(Subservice provider):S;} 
A1.4.2.1 Define test objectives { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service 
developer):RA; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.4.2.2 Define test strategy { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP2(Service 
developer):RA;} 
A1.4.2.3 Select test 
environment 
{ R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service developer):RA; 
R-T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.4.2.4 Select tests { R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service developer):RA; 
R-T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.4.2.5 Specify test data { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-
DP2(Service developer):RA;} 
A1.4.2.6 Schedule tests { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):A; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service 
developer):R; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):I; R-IPO6(Application manager):I; R-
IPO8(Hardware operator):I; R-T1(Service provider):I; R-
T2(Intermdiary/Broker):I; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.4.2.7 Prepare tests { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP1(Service 
producer):C; R-DP2(Service developer):RA;} 
A1.4.3.1 Conduct functional 
testing 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP2(Service 
developer):S; R-T1(Service provider):I; R-T3(Service 
implementor):S;} 
A1.4.3.2 Conduct non-
functional testing 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP2(Service 
developer):S; R-T1(Service provider):I; R-T3(Service 
implementor):S;} 
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A1.4.3.3 Conduct integration 
testing 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):S; R-DP2(Service 
developer):S; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):RA; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):S; R-IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-
IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application manager):C; R-
IPO8(Hardware operator):C; R-T1(Service provider):I; R-
T2(Intermdiary/Broker):C; R-T3(Service implementor):C; R-
T4(Service channel provider):C;} 
A1.4.4.1 Evaluate test results 
and derive required 
actions 
{ R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP2(Service developer):S; 
R-T1(Service provider):S; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.4.4.2 Refine service { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP2(Service 
developer):S; R-T1(Service provider):C;} 
A1.4.5.1 Document 
dependencies 
{ R-DP1(Service producer):AS; R-DP2(Service developer):C; 
R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):R; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.4.5.2 Document technical 
features 
{ R-DP1(Service producer):R; R-DP2(Service developer):S; R-
DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application 
manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; R-T1(Service 
provider):I;} 
A1.4.5.3 Update business case { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP2(Service 
developer):S; R-T1(Service provider):C;} 
A1.4.6.1 Review 
documentations, test 
results and 
refinements 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP1(Service 
producer):C; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):C; R-T1(Service provider):C;} 
A1.4.6.2 Approve service for 
implementation 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA;} 
A1.5.1.1 Implement technical 
infrastructure 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO4(Application 
hoster):C; R-IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application 
manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; R-T1(Service 
provider):C; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):C; R-T3(Service 
implementor):RA; R-T4(Service channel provider):C;} 
A1.5.1.2 Implement 
organizational 
infrastructure 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-C2(Support provider):S; R-
CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
T1(Service provider):C; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):C; R-
T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.2.1 Derive necessary 
customization 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):A; R-T3(Service 
implementor):R;} 
A1.5.2.2 Determine feasibility { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):A; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP2(Service 
developer):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):C; R-
T1(Service provider):C; R-T3(Service implementor):R;} 
A1.5.2.3 Customize { R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-IPO6(Application manager):S; R-
T3(Service implementor):S;} 
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A1.5.3.1 Integrate into service 
repository 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.5.3.2 Integrate into service 
catalogue 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.5.4.1 Create enduser 
manual 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-C2(Support provider):C; R-
CO2(Service lifecycle manager):S; R-DP1(Service producer):S; 
R-DP2(Service developer):RA; R-DP5(Service Designer):C; R-
T1(Service provider):C; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):C; R-
T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.5.4.2 Finalize buisness-
related service 
description 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-DP2(Service 
developer):R; R-T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.5.5.1 Document technical 
features 
{ R-DP1(Service producer):R; R-DP2(Service developer):S; R-
DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application 
manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; R-T1(Service 
provider):I;} 
A1.5.5.2 Finalize technical 
service description 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-DP2(Service 
developer):R; R-T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.5.6.1 Plan user training { R-T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.6.2 Conduct user training { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.7.1 Gather migration 
requirements 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-
DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):C; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; 
R-T1(Service provider):C; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):C; R-
T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.7.2 Plan migration { R-T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.7.3 ETL data { R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):S; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-IPO2(Database hoster):S; R-
IPO6(Application manager):S; R-T3(Service 
implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.7.4 Investigate and 
resolute problems 
{ R-T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.8.1 Conduct enduser tests { R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.8.2 Conduct expert tests { R-DP1(Service producer):S; R-DP2(Service developer):S; R-
DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):S; R-IPO6(Application manager):S; R-T3(Service 
implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.8.3 Record feedback { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-T3(Service 
implementor):RA;} 
A1.5.8.4 Refine service { R-C1(Service consumer):S; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP2(Service 
developer):S; R-T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.5.9.1 Publish in repository 
and catalogue 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-T1(Service provider):I; R-T3(Service 
implementor):S;} 
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A1.5.9.2 Approve rollout { R-C1(Service consumer):I; R-C2(Support provider):I; R-
CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-DP1(Service producer):I; R-DP2(Service 
developer):I; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):I; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):I; R-DP5(Service Designer):I; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):I; R-IPO4(Application hoster):I; R-
IPO5(Service hoster):I; R-IPO6(Application manager):I; R-
IPO8(Hardware operator):I; R-T1(Service provider):I; R-
T2(Intermdiary/Broker):I; R-T3(Service implementor):I; R-
T4(Service channel provider):I;} 
A1.6.1.1 Record incident { R-C2(Support provider):RA;} 
A1.6.1.2 Provide initial 
support and define 
ownership 
{ R-C2(Support provider):RA; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):I;} 
A1.6.1.3 Investigate incident { R-C2(Support provider):R; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I;} 
A1.6.1.4 Resolute incident { R-C1(Service consumer):I; R-C2(Support provider):R; R-
CO2(Service lifecycle manager):AI; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):S; R-T1(Service provider):S;} 
A1.6.1.5 Close incident { R-C2(Support provider):RA; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I;} 
A1.6.2.1 Conduct resp. refine 
business impact 
analysis (BIA) for 
service 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.2.2 Compare to other 
service‘s (BIA) 
results and assign 
priority 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.2.3 Identify and assess 
recvovery options 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application 
manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; R-T1(Service 
provider):RA;} 
A1.6.2.4 Derive resp. refine 
and test recovery plan 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):S; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):S; R-IPO4(Application hoster):S; R-
IPO5(Service hoster):S; R-IPO6(Application manager):S; R-
IPO8(Hardware operator):S; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.3.1 Determine or derive 
availability 
requirements 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.3.2 Evaluate and audit 
current availability 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):C; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-IPO5(Service hoster):C; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; 
R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.3.3 Perform corrective 
actions (e.g., increase 
redundancy) 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP1(Service 
producer):S; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
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A1.6.4.1 Determine resp. 
derive service-related 
security requirements 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO1(Service portfolio 
manager):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-T1(Service 
provider):RA;} 
A1.6.4.2 Evaluate and audit 
current security 
measures 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-T1(Service 
provider):R;} 
A1.6.4.3 Implement missing 
security features 
(people, processes, 
technical 
infrastructure) 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-DP1(Service 
producer):R; R-DP2(Service developer):S; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):S; R-T1(Service provider):I;} 
A1.6.5.1 Determine current 
performance and 
capacity 
requirements 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.5.2 Forecast future 
performance and 
capacity 
requirements 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-T1(Service 
provider):R;} 
A1.6.5.3 Determine current 
performance and 
capacity 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP4(Subservice 
provider):C; R-IPO1(Database provider):C; R-IPO5(Service 
hoster):C; R-IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO7(Hardware 
provider):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; R-T1(Service 
provider):RA; R-T4(Service channel provider):C;} 
A1.6.5.4 Compare required 
and actual capacity 
and performance 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-T1(Service 
provider):RA;} 
A1.6.5.5 Perform corrective 
action 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):A; R-DP1(Service producer):S; R-DP2(Service 
developer):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):S; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):S; R-IPO2(Database hoster):S; R-
IPO5(Service hoster):S; R-IPO6(Application manager):S; R-
IPO8(Hardware operator):S; R-T1(Service provider):R;} 
A1.6.6.1 Configuration 
(change) 
identification or 
adaption 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-T1(Service 
provider):RA;} 
A1.6.6.2 Configuration 
recording 
{ R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.6.3 Configuration 
verification and 
refinement 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP1(Service 
producer):C; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):C; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.6.7.1 Update business case, 
analyze and perform 
corrective actions 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-DP1(Service producer):S; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):S; R-
IPO6(Application manager):S; R-T1(Service provider):C; R-
T3(Service implementor):S;} 
A1.7.1.1 Work out details { R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):I; R-DP2(Service developer):R; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):S; R-
IPO6(Application manager):S; R-T1(Service provider):A;} 
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A1.7.1.2 Check strategic 
conformance 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-DP2(Service 
developer):S; R-T1(Service provider):R;} 
A1.7.1.3 Determine 
dependencies 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-DP1(Service producer):S; R-
DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
T1(Service provider):RA; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A1.7.1.4 Ensure regulatory 
compliance 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-T1(Service 
provider):R;} 
A1.7.1.5 Decide on change { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-T1(Service 
provider):C;} 
A1.7.2.1 Construct additional 
functionality 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO1(Service portfolio 
manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA; R-
DP1(Service producer):S; R-DP2(Service developer):RA; R-
T1(Service provider):S;} 
A1.7.2.2 Instantiate new SLM 
processes and realize 
services 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):R; R-DP1(Service producer):RA; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):S;} 
A1.7.2.3 Implement variation { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):I; R-DP1(Service 
producer):S; R-DP2(Service developer):S; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-T3(Service implementor):RA;} 
A1.7.3.1 Specify replacement 
subservices 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):C; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):RA; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-
DP2(Service developer):C; R-T1(Service provider):I;} 
A1.7.4.1 Implement change { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-DP1(Service 
producer):S; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):S; R-
T1(Service provider):S; R-T3(Service implementor):R;} 
A1.7.5.1 Implement change { R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):A; R-DP1(Service 
producer):S; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):S; R-DP4(Subservice provider):S; R-
T1(Service provider):S; R-T3(Service implementor):R;} 
A1.7.6.1 Notify active users { R-C1(Service consumer):I; R-T1(Service provider):RA;} 
A1.7.6.2 Deactivate services 
and terminate SLM 
instance 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):I; R-C2(Support provider):I; R-
CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):A; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):I; R-
DP4(Subservice provider):I; R-IPO2(Database hoster):I; R-
IPO4(Application hoster):I; R-IPO5(Service hoster):I; R-
IPO6(Application manager):I; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):I; R-
T1(Service provider):R; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):I; R-
T4(Service channel provider):I;} 
A1.7.6.3 Keep old version 
running for a limited 
period 
{ R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):RA;} 
A1.7.6.4 Maintain versioning { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA;} 
A1.7.6.5 Update interfaces, 
repositories, 
catalogues and 
documentation 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):I; R-T3(Service 
implementor):R;} 
A1.7.6.6 Reject change { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):I; R-CO2(Service lifecycle 
manager):RA;} 
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A2.1.1 Determine applicable 
strategic guidelines 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA;} 
A2.1.2 Define applicable 
portfolio metrics and 
thresholds 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA;} 
A2.1.3 Derive implications 
for SPM 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA;} 
A2.2.10 Prioritize suggestions { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA;} 
A2.2.2 Perform market 
screening and 
analysis 
{ R-C1(Service consumer):C; R-CO1(Service portfolio 
manager):RA; R-CO2(Service lifecycle manager):C;} 
A2.2.3 Gather and evaluate 
incident and problem 
records 
{ R-C2(Support provider):C; R-CO1(Service portfolio 
manager):RA; R-IPO2(Database hoster):C; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; 
R-T1(Service provider):C;} 
A2.2.4 Receive new service 
ideas or enhancement 
proposals from SLM 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):C; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-
T1(Service provider):C;} 
A2.2.5 Gather SPM metrics 
and identify adverse 
movements 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA;} 
A2.2.6 Perform dependency 
screenings 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):C; R-DP3(Service aggregator/integrator):C; 
R-T1(Service provider):C;} 
A2.2.7 Consolidate results { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA;} 
A2.2.8 Derive improvement 
suggestions 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-T1(Service 
provider):S;} 
A2.2.9 Evaluate suggestions { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):C;} 
A2.3.1 Conduct detailed 
assessment 
(conformance 
evaluation) 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):C; R-T1(Service provider):C;} 
A2.3.2 Simulate technical 
impacts 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-DP1(Service 
producer):C; R-DP2(Service developer):C; R-DP3(Service 
aggregator/integrator):C; R-DP4(Subservice provider):C; R-
IPO6(Application manager):C; R-IPO8(Hardware operator):C; 
R-T1(Service provider):S;} 
A2.3.3 Decide on further 
pursuance and accept 
or reject 
{ R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA;} 
A2.4.1 Notify owners { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):I;} 
A2.4.2 Monitor realization { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):C; R-DP1(Service producer):C; R-
DP2(Service developer):C; R-T3(Service implementor):C;} 
A2.4.3 Update portfolio { R-CO1(Service portfolio manager):RA; R-CO2(Service 
lifecycle manager):C; R-T2(Intermdiary/Broker):I;} 
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R-
C1
 Service 
consumer 
{ A1.1.1.1.1(Conduct market analysis):C; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):C; 
A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):C; A1.2.1.1.1(Identify relevant stakeholders):C; 
A1.2.1.1.2(Conduct interviews):C; A1.2.1.2.1(Identify relevant stakeholders):C; 
A1.2.1.2.2(Conduct interviews):C; A1.2.2.2(Prioritize contradictory requirements):C; 
A1.2.3.3(Provide detailed description for each requirement):C; A1.2.4.1.1(Perform 
indicative assessment):C; A1.3.1.1(Define service features):C; A1.3.1.4(Plan realization 
time (scheduling)):I; A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.1(Detail service 
features):C; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):S; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):C; A1.3.6.2(SLA 
drafting):R; A1.3.6.3(Contract negotiation):S; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):S; 
A1.3.6.5(Contract finalization and signing):S; A1.3.6.6(SLA finalization and signing):S; 
A1.4.2.1(Define test objectives):C; A1.4.2.5(Specify test data):C; A1.4.2.6(Schedule 
tests):C; A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional testing):S; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional 
testing):S; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):C; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):C; 
A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):S; A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational 
infrastructure):S; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary customization):C; A1.5.2.2(Determine 
feasibility):C; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):C; A1.5.6.2(Conduct user training):C; 
A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; A1.5.7.3(ETL data):S; A1.5.8.1(Conduct 
enduser tests):S; A1.5.8.4(Refine service):S; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; 
A1.6.1.4(Resolute incident):I; A1.6.2.1(Conduct resp. refine business impact analysis 
(BIA) for service):C; A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery options):I; 
A1.6.3.1(Determine or derive availability requirements):C; A1.6.4.1(Determine resp. 
derive service-related security requirements):C; A1.6.5.1(Determine current performance 
and capacity requirements):C; A1.7.1.1(Work out details):C; A1.7.1.3(Determine 
dependencies):C; A1.7.2.1(Construct additional functionality):C; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate 
new SLM processes and realize services):C; A1.7.6.1(Notify active users):I; 
A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):I; A2.2.2(Perform market 
screening and analysis):C; A2.2.3(Gather and evaluate user feedback):C;} 
R-
C2
 Support 
provider 
{ A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):S; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser 
manual):C; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.1.1(Record incident):RA; 
A1.6.1.2(Provide initial support and define ownership):RA; A1.6.1.3(Investigate 
incident):R; A1.6.1.4(Resolute incident):R; A1.6.1.5(Close incident):RA; 
A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):I; A2.2.3(Gather and evaluate 
incident and problem records):C;} 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
CO
1 Service 
portfolio 
manager 
{ A1.1.1.1.3(Conduct portfolio analysis):S; A1.1.1.2.1(Check priority):C; 
A1.1.1.2.2(Check strategic conformance):C; A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing 
services):C; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):C; A1.3.5.1(Define marketing 
objectives):C; A1.3.5.2(Define marketing strategy):C; A1.3.5.3(Derive and schedule 
actions):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):S; A1.3.7.2(Release for development):I; 
A1.4.6.2(Approve service for implementation):I; A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service 
repository):I; A1.5.3.2(Integrate into service catalogue):I; A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository 
and catalogue):I; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.2.2(Compare to other service‘s 
(BIA) results and assign priority ):C; A1.6.4.1(Determine resp. derive service-related 
security requirements):C; A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective action):I; A1.6.7.1(Update 
business case, analyze and perform corrective actions):I; A1.7.2.1(Construct additional 
functionality):I; A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):C; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate 
services and terminate SLM instance):I; A1.7.6.4(Maintain versioning):I; 
A1.7.6.5(Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation):I; 
A1.7.6.6(Reject change):I; A2.1.1(Determine applicable strategic guidelines):RA; 
A2.1.2(Define applicable portfolio metrics and thresholds):RA; A2.1.3(Derive 
implications for SPM):RA; A2.2.10(Prioritize suggestions):RA; A2.2.2(Perform market 
screening and analysis):RA; A2.2.3(Gather and evaluate incident and problem 
records):RA; A2.2.4(Receive new service ideas or enhancement proposals from 
SLM):RA; A2.2.5(Gather SPM metrics and identify adverse movements):RA; 
A2.2.6(Perform dependency screenings):RA; A2.2.7(Consolidate results):RA; 
A2.2.8(Derive improvement suggestions):RA; A2.2.9(Evaluate suggestions):RA; 
A2.3.1(Conduct detailed assessment (conformance evaluation)):RA; A2.3.2(Simulate 
technical impacts):RA; A2.3.3(Decide on further pursuance and accept or reject):RA; 
A2.4.1(Notify owners):RA; A2.4.2(Monitor realization):RA; A2.4.3(Update 
portfolio):RA;} 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
CO
2 Service 
lifecycle 
manager 
{ A1.1.1.1.1(Conduct market analysis):AI; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):AI; 
A1.1.1.1.3(Conduct portfolio analysis):AI; A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):AI; 
A1.1.1.1.5(Record ideas):AI; A1.1.1.2.1(Check priority):AI; A1.1.1.2.2(Check strategic 
conformance):AI; A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):I; A1.1.1.2.4(Suspend idea):RA; 
A1.1.1.2.5(Discard idea):RA; A1.1.1.3.2(Detail ideas):I; A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to 
existing services):I; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):I; A1.1.3.2(Decide on 
idea):RA; A1.1.3.3(Release idea for requirements analysis):RA; A1.2.1.1.1(Identify 
relevant stakeholders):C; A1.2.1.2.1(Identify relevant stakeholders):C; 
A1.2.2.2(Prioritize contradictory requirements):AC; A1.2.2.3(Revise list according to 
prioritization):AC; A1.2.4.1.1(Perform indicative assessment):AC; A1.2.4.1.2(Decide on 
release for conception):RA; A1.2.4.1.3(Release for conception):RA; A1.3.1.1(Define 
service features):I; A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):I; A1.3.1.3(Derive working 
packets):RA; A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time (scheduling)):RA; A1.3.2.1(Identify 
alternative sources):I; A1.3.2.2(Compare identified sources):S; A1.3.2.3(Decide on make 
or buy):RA; A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):RA; A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative 
business case):RA; A1.3.3.3(Decide on further pursuance):RA; A1.3.4.1(Detail service 
features):I; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):I; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):I; 
A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):RA; A1.3.5.1(Define marketing objectives):RA; 
A1.3.5.2(Define marketing strategy):RA; A1.3.5.3(Derive and schedule actions):RA; 
A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):RA; A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):ASCI; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):A; 
A1.3.6.3(Contract negotiation):I; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):I; A1.3.6.5(Contract 
finalization and signing):I; A1.3.6.6(SLA finalization and signing):I; A1.3.7.1(Review 
and refinement of concepts and business case):RA; A1.3.7.2(Release for 
development):RA; A1.4.1.1(Program service):A; A1.4.2.1(Define test objectives):I; 
A1.4.2.2(Define test strategy):I; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):A; A1.4.2.7(Prepare tests):I; 
A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional testing):I; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional testing):I; 
A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):I; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):I; A1.4.5.3(Update 
business case):RA; A1.4.6.1(Review documentations, test results and refinements):RA; 
A1.4.6.2(Approve service for implementation):RA; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical 
infrastructure):I; A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):I; A1.5.2.1(Derive 
necessary customization):I; A1.5.2.2(Determine feasibility):A; A1.5.3.1(Integrate into 
service repository):RA; A1.5.3.2(Integrate into service catalogue):RA; A1.5.4.1(Create 
enduser manual):S; A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related service description):A; 
A1.5.5.2(Finalize technical service description):A; A1.5.6.2(Conduct user training):I; 
A1.5.7.3(ETL data):I; A1.5.8.3(Record feedback):I; A1.5.8.4(Refine service):I; 
A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue):RA; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):RA; 
A1.6.1.2(Provide initial support and define ownership):I; A1.6.1.3(Investigate 
incident):I; A1.6.1.4(Resolute incident):AI; A1.6.1.5(Close incident):I; A1.6.2.1(Conduct 
resp. refine business impact analysis (BIA) for service):I; A1.6.2.2(Compare to other 
service‘s (BIA) results and assign priority ):I; A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery 
options):I; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and test recovery plan):I; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and 
audit current availability):I; A1.6.3.3(Perform corrective actions (e.g., increase 
redundancy)):I; A1.6.4.1(Determine resp. derive service-related security requirements):I; 
A1.6.4.2(Evaluate and audit current security measures):A; A1.6.4.3(Implement missing 
security features (people, processes, technical infrastructure)):A; A1.6.5.1(Determine 
current performance and capacity requirements):I; A1.6.5.2(Forecast future performance 
and capacity requirements):A; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):I; 
A1.6.5.4(Compare required and actual capacity and performance):I; A1.6.5.5(Perform 
corrective action):A; A1.6.6.1(Configuration (change) identification or adaption):I; 
A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and refinement):I; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, 
analyze and perform corrective actions):RA; A1.7.1.1(Work out details):I; 
A1.7.1.2(Check strategic conformance):A; A1.7.1.4(Ensure regulatory compliance):A; 
A1.7.1.5(Decide on change):RA; A1.7.2.1(Construct additional functionality):RA; 
A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):R; A1.7.2.3(Implement 
variation):I; A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):RA; A1.7.4.1(Implement 
change):A; A1.7.5.1(Implement change):A; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate 
SLM instance):A; } 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
D
P1
 Service 
producer 
{ A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):C; A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; 
A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; 
A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):C; A1.4.1.1(Program service):R; 
A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices into service):RA; A1.4.2.1(Define test objectives):C; 
A1.4.2.3(Select test environment):C; A1.4.2.4(Select tests):C; A1.4.2.5(Specify test 
data):C; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):C; A1.4.2.7(Prepare tests):C; A1.4.3.1(Conduct 
functional testing):RA; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional testing):RA; A1.4.3.3(Conduct 
integration testing):S; A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive required actions):RA; 
A1.4.4.2(Refine service):RA; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):AS; 
A1.4.5.2(Document technical features):R; A1.4.6.1(Review documentations, test results 
and refinements):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; A1.5.2.2(Determine 
feasibility):C; A1.5.2.3(Customize):RA; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):S; 
A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):R; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; 
A1.5.7.3(ETL data):S; A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):S; A1.5.8.4(Refine service):RA; 
A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery options):C; 
A1.6.3.3(Perform corrective actions (e.g., increase redundancy)):S; A1.6.4.3(Implement 
missing security features (people, processes, technical infrastructure)):R; 
A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective action):S; A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and 
refinement):C; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and perform corrective 
actions):S; A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):S; A1.7.2.1(Construct additional 
functionality):S; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):RA; 
A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):S; A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):C; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):S; A1.7.5.1(Implement change):S; A2.3.2(Simulate 
technical impacts):C; A2.4.2(Monitor realization):C;} 
R-
D
P2
 Service 
developer 
{ A1.1.1.1.1(Conduct market analysis):R; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):R; 
A1.1.1.1.3(Conduct portfolio analysis):RA; A1.3.1.3(Derive working packets):C; 
A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time (scheduling)):C; A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; 
A1.3.4.2(Design processes):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):C; 
A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):C; A1.3.7.2(Release for development):I; A1.4.1.1(Program 
service):S; A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices into service):S; A1.4.2.1(Define test 
objectives):RA; A1.4.2.2(Define test strategy):RA; A1.4.2.3(Select test 
environment):RA; A1.4.2.4(Select tests):RA; A1.4.2.5(Specify test data):RA; 
A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):R; A1.4.2.7(Prepare tests):RA; A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional 
testing):S; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional testing):S; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration 
testing):S; A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive required actions):S; A1.4.4.2(Refine 
service):S; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):C; A1.4.5.2(Document technical 
features):S; A1.4.5.3(Update business case):S; A1.4.6.1(Review documentations, test 
results and refinements):C; A1.5.2.2(Determine feasibility):C; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser 
manual):RA; A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related service description):R; 
A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):S; A1.5.5.2(Finalize technical service 
description):R; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert 
tests):S; A1.5.8.4(Refine service):S; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.4.3(Implement 
missing security features (people, processes, technical infrastructure)):S; 
A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective action):C; A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and 
refinement):C; A1.7.1.1(Work out details):R; A1.7.1.2(Check strategic conformance):S; 
A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):C; A1.7.2.1(Construct additional functionality):RA; 
A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):S; A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):C; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):C; A1.7.5.1(Implement change):C; A2.2.4(Receive new 
service ideas or enhancement proposals from SLM):C; A2.3.2(Simulate technical 
impacts):C; A2.4.2(Monitor realization):C;} 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
D
P3
 Service 
aggregato
r / 
integrator 
{ A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):S; A1.3.1.3(Derive working packets):C; A1.3.1.4(Plan 
realization time (scheduling)):C; A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.2(Design 
processes):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; A1.3.4.4(Refine business 
case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):C; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration 
testing):RA; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):R; A1.4.5.2(Document technical 
features):S; A1.4.6.1(Review documentations, test results and refinements):C; 
A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):S; A1.5.2.2(Determine feasibility):C; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):S; A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):S; A1.5.7.1(Gather 
migration requirements):C; A1.5.7.3(ETL data):S; A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):S; 
A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and test recovery plan):S; 
A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):C; A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective 
action):S; A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and refinement):C; A1.6.7.1(Update 
business case, analyze and perform corrective actions):S; A1.7.1.1(Work out details):S; 
A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):S; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and 
realize services):S; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):S; A1.7.4.1(Implement change):S; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):S; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM 
instance):I; A2.2.6(Perform dependency screenings):C; A2.3.2(Simulate technical 
impacts):C;} 
R-
D
P4
 Subservic
e provider 
{ A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):C; A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):C; A1.3.1.3(Derive 
working packets):C; A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time (scheduling)):C; A1.3.2.1(Identify 
alternative sources):C; A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.2(Design 
processes):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; A1.3.4.4(Refine business 
case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):C; A1.3.6.2(SLA 
drafting):C; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):C; A1.4.1.1(Program service):S; 
A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices into service):S; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):C; 
A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):S; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):C; 
A1.4.5.2(Document technical features):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical 
infrastructure):C; A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):C; 
A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):C; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; 
A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):S; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.1.4(Resolute 
incident):S; A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery options):C; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. 
refine and test recovery plan):S; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):C; 
A1.6.4.3(Implement missing security features (people, processes, technical 
infrastructure)):S; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):C; 
A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective action):S; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and 
perform corrective actions):S; A1.7.1.1(Work out details):S; A1.7.1.3(Determine 
dependencies):C; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):S; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):S; A1.7.5.1(Implement change):S; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate 
services and terminate SLM instance):I; A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):C;} 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
D
P5
 Service 
Designer 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):RA; A1.1.1.1.5(Record ideas):R; 
A1.1.1.2.1(Check priority):R; A1.1.1.2.2(Check strategic conformance):R; 
A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):RA; A1.1.1.2.4(Suspend idea):C; A1.1.1.2.5(Discard 
idea):C; A1.1.1.3.1(Consolidate ideas):RA; A1.1.1.3.2(Detail ideas):RA; 
A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing services):RA; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):RA; A1.1.3.1(Consolidate information):RA; A1.1.3.2(Decide on idea):C; 
A1.2.1.1.1(Identify relevant stakeholders):RA; A1.2.1.1.2(Conduct interviews):RA; 
A1.2.1.1.3(Record requirements):RA; A1.2.1.2.1(Identify relevant stakeholders):RA; 
A1.2.1.2.2(Conduct interviews):RA; A1.2.1.2.3(Record requirements):RA; 
A1.2.2.1(Identify contradictions):RA; A1.2.2.2(Prioritize contradictory requirements):R; 
A1.2.2.3(Revise list according to prioritization):R; A1.2.3.1(Identify redundancies):RA; 
A1.2.3.2(Consolidate requirements):RA; A1.2.3.3(Provide detailed description for each 
requirement):RA; A1.2.4.1.1(Perform indicative assessment):R; A1.2.4.1.2(Decide on 
release for conception):C; A1.3.1.1(Define service features):RA; A1.3.1.2(Identify 
subservices):RA; A1.3.1.3(Derive working packets):S; A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time 
(scheduling)):S; A1.3.2.1(Identify alternative sources):RA; A1.3.2.2(Compare identified 
sources):RA; A1.3.2.3(Decide on make or buy):C; A1.3.3.1(Gather business case 
data):S; A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business case):S; A1.3.4.1(Detail service 
features):RA; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):RA; A1.3.4.3(Design technical 
infrastructure):RA; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):S; A1.3.5.1(Define marketing 
objectives):I; A1.3.5.2(Define marketing strategy):I; A1.3.5.3(Derive and schedule 
actions):I; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):C; A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):S; A1.3.6.2(SLA 
drafting):C; A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business case):S; 
A1.3.7.2(Release for development):I; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):C; 
A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I;} 
R-
IP
O
1 Database 
provider 
{ A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):C; A1.4.1.1(Program service):C; A1.6.5.3(Determine current 
performance and capacity):C;} 
R-
IP
O
2 Database 
hoster 
{ A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):C; 
A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):I; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):C; A1.4.5.2(Document 
technical features):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):C; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; 
A1.5.7.3(ETL data):S; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and test 
recovery plan):S; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):C; A1.6.5.5(Perform 
corrective action):S; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):I; 
A2.2.3(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):C;} 
R-
IP
O
3 Applicati
on 
provider 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):S;} 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
IP
O
4 Applicati
on hoster 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical 
infrastructure):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; A1.5.9.2(Approve 
rollout):I; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and test recovery plan):S; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate 
services and terminate SLM instance):I;} 
R-
IP
O
5 Service 
hoster 
{ A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):C; 
A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):C; A1.4.1.1(Program service):C; A1.4.3.3(Conduct 
integration testing):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; A1.5.7.1(Gather 
migration requirements):C; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess 
recvovery options):C; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and test recovery plan):S; 
A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):C; A1.6.5.3(Determine current 
performance and capacity):C; A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective action):S; 
A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):I;} 
R-
IP
O
6 Applicati
on 
manager 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):S; A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):C; 
A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):C; 
A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):C; A1.4.1.1(Program service):C; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):I; 
A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):C; A1.4.5.2(Document technical features):C; 
A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; A1.5.2.3(Customize):S; 
A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):C; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; 
A1.5.7.3(ETL data):S; A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):S; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; 
A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery options):C; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and test 
recovery plan):S; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):C; 
A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):C; A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective 
action):S; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and perform corrective actions):S; 
A1.7.1.1(Work out details):S; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM 
instance):I; A2.2.3(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):C; 
A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):C;} 
R-
IP
O
7 Hardware 
provider 
{ A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):C;} 
R-
IP
O
8 Hardware 
operator 
{ A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):C; 
A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):C; A1.4.1.1(Program service):C; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):I; 
A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):C; A1.4.5.2(Document technical features):C; 
A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; A1.5.5.1(Document technical 
features):C; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; 
A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery options):C; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and test 
recovery plan):S; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):C; 
A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):C; A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective 
action):S; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):I; A2.2.3(Gather 
and evaluate incident and problem records):C; A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):C;} 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
T1
 Service 
provider 
{ A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):C; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; 
A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):R; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):R; A1.3.6.3(Contract 
negotiation):RA; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):RA; A1.3.6.5(Contract finalization and 
signing):RA; A1.3.6.6(SLA finalization and signing):RA; A1.3.7.1(Review and 
refinement of concepts and business case):C; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):I; 
A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional testing):I; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional testing):I; 
A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):I; A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive 
required actions):S; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):C; A1.4.5.2(Document technical 
features):I; A1.4.5.3(Update business case):C; A1.4.6.1(Review documentations, test 
results and refinements):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):C; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary 
customization):A; A1.5.2.2(Determine feasibility):C; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser 
manual):C; A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):I; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration 
requirements):C; A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue):I; A1.5.9.2(Approve 
rollout):I; A1.6.1.2(Provide initial support and define ownership):I; A1.6.1.4(Resolute 
incident):S; A1.6.2.1(Conduct resp. refine business impact analysis (BIA) for 
service):RA; A1.6.2.2(Compare to other service‘s (BIA) results and assign priority ):RA; 
A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery options):RA; A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine and 
test recovery plan):RA; A1.6.3.1(Determine or derive availability requirements):RA; 
A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):RA; A1.6.3.3(Perform corrective 
actions (e.g., increase redundancy)):RA; A1.6.4.1(Determine resp. derive service-related 
security requirements):RA; A1.6.4.2(Evaluate and audit current security measures):R; 
A1.6.4.3(Implement missing security features (people, processes, technical 
infrastructure)):I; A1.6.5.1(Determine current performance and capacity 
requirements):RA; A1.6.5.2(Forecast future performance and capacity requirements):R; 
A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):RA; A1.6.5.4(Compare required 
and actual capacity and performance):RA; A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective action):R; 
A1.6.6.1(Configuration (change) identification or adaption):RA; A1.6.6.2(Configuration 
recording):RA; A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and refinement):RA; 
A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and perform corrective actions):C; 
A1.7.1.1(Work out details):A; A1.7.1.2(Check strategic conformance):R; 
A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):RA; A1.7.1.4(Ensure regulatory compliance):R; 
A1.7.1.5(Decide on change):C; A1.7.2.1(Construct additional functionality):S; 
A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):I; A1.7.4.1(Implement change):S; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):S; A1.7.6.1(Notify active users):RA; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate 
services and terminate SLM instance):R; A2.2.3(Gather and evaluate incident and 
problem records):C; A2.2.4(Receive new service ideas or enhancement proposals from 
SLM):C; A2.2.6(Perform dependency screenings):C; A2.2.8(Derive improvement 
suggestions):S; A2.3.1(Conduct detailed assessment (conformance evaluation)):C; 
A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):S;} 
R-
T2
 Intermdia
ry/Broker 
{ A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):I; A1.4.3.3(Conduct 
integration testing):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; 
A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):C; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser 
manual):C; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration requirements):C; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; 
A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):I; A1.7.6.5(Update interfaces, 
repositories, catalogues and documentation):I; A2.4.3(Update portfolio):I;} 
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Role 
ID Role Mapped activities 
R-
T3
 Service 
implemen
tor 
{ A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):C; A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time (scheduling)):C; 
A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):C; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):C; A1.3.4.3(Design 
technical infrastructure):S; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):I; 
A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):C; A1.4.2.1(Define test objectives):C; A1.4.2.3(Select test 
environment):S; A1.4.2.4(Select tests):S; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):C; A1.4.3.1(Conduct 
functional testing):S; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional testing):S; A1.4.3.3(Conduct 
integration testing):C; A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive required actions):C; 
A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):C; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):RA; 
A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):RA; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary 
customization):R; A1.5.2.2(Determine feasibility):R; A1.5.2.3(Customize):S; 
A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):S; A1.5.3.2(Integrate into service 
catalogue):S; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):C; A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related 
service description):S; A1.5.5.2(Finalize technical service description):S; A1.5.6.1(Plan 
user training):RA; A1.5.6.2(Conduct user training):RA; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration 
requirements):RA; A1.5.7.2(Plan migration):RA; A1.5.7.3(ETL data):RA; 
A1.5.7.4(Investigate and resolute problems):RA; A1.5.8.1(Conduct enduser tests):RA; 
A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):RA; A1.5.8.3(Record feedback):RA; A1.5.8.4(Refine 
service):S; A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue):S; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; 
A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and perform corrective actions):S; 
A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):C; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):RA; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):R; A1.7.5.1(Implement change):R; A1.7.6.5(Update 
interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation):R; A2.4.2(Monitor 
realization):C;} 
R-
T4
 Service 
channel 
provider 
{ A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):C; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):C; 
A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):C; A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout):I; 
A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):C; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services 
and terminate SLM instance):I;} 
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A1.3 Activity-/function-mapping 
Table A 1-7 depicts an activity-centered listing of all activity-/function-mappings. The 
corresponding function-centered listing is part of the function description sheets in 
Appendix 2. 
Activity Id Activity Mapped functions 
A1.1.1.1.1 Conduct market 
analysis 
{F2.6.3(idea gathering process designing):o;F7.2.1(dwh run-time 
integration):o;F7.2.3(dwh results visualization):o;F7.2.4(browser-
based mobile bi):o;} 
A1.1.1.1.2 Conduct process 
analysis 
{F1.1.4(operational service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F2.6.3(idea gathering process 
designing):o;F6.1.2(process repository):r;F6.3.2(process description 
export):o;F6.6.1(business process monitoring):r;F7.2.1(dwh run-time 
integration):o;F7.2.2(dwh webservice and metadata integration):o;} 
A1.1.1.1.3 Conduct portfolio 
analysis 
{F2.6.3(idea gathering process designing):o;} 
A1.1.1.1.4 Conduct application 
analysis 
{F2.6.3(idea gathering process designing):o;F5.1.14(application 
monitoring):r;F5.1.15(server monitoring):o;F5.1.16(database 
monitoring):o;F5.1.17(network monitoring):o;F5.1.3(service 
invocation analysis (trend identification)):o;F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) 
monitoring):o;} 
A1.1.1.1.5 Record ideas {F2.6.1(idea repository):r;} 
A1.1.1.2.1 Check priority {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation support):o;} 
A1.1.1.2.2 Check strategic 
conformance 
{F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation support):o;} 
A1.1.1.2.3 Check feasibility {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation support):o;} 
A1.1.1.2.4 Suspend idea {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;} 
A1.1.1.2.5 Discard idea {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;} 
A1.1.1.3.1 Consolidate ideas {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;} 
A1.1.1.3.2 Detail ideas {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.3(idea gathering process 
designing):o;} 
A1.1.2.1 Compare idea to 
existing services 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation 
support):o;F4.1.1(semantic repository search):o;F4.1.2(plain-text 
repository search):o;} 
A1.1.2.2 Identify re-usage 
opportunities 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, schemas, 
policies)):o;F1.2.4(description visualization):o;F4.1.1(semantic 
repository search):o;F4.1.2(plain-text repository 
search):o;F5.1.3(service invocation analysis (trend 
identification)):o;F5.1.4(activity correlation 
analysis):o;F5.1.6(repository activity analysis):o;F6.1.2(process 
repository):o;F6.6.1(business process monitoring):o;F7.6.1(SLA 
management):o;F7.6.3(service level maintenance):o;F7.7.1(service 
provider and user visualization):o;F7.7.2(service structure 
visualization):o;} 
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Activity Id Activity Mapped functions 
A1.1.3.1 Consolidate 
information 
{F2.6.1(idea repository):o;} 
A1.1.3.2 Decide on idea {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation support):o;} 
A1.1.3.3 Release idea for 
requirements analysis 
{} 
A1.2.1.1.1 Identify relevant 
stakeholders 
{F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;} 
A1.2.1.1.2 Conduct interviews {} 
A1.2.1.1.3 Record requirements {F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;} 
A1.2.1.2.1 Identify relevant 
stakeholders 
{F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;} 
A1.2.1.2.2 Conduct interviews {} 
A1.2.1.2.3 Record requirements {F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;} 
A1.2.2.1 Identify 
contradictions 
{F2.1.1(requirements tracing):o;F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;} 
A1.2.2.2 Prioritize 
contradictory 
requirements 
{F2.1.1(requirements tracing):o;F2.1.2(requirments 
repository):o;F2.1.3(requirements evaluation support):o;} 
A1.2.2.3 Revise list according 
to prioritization 
{F2.1.1(requirements tracing):o;F2.1.2(requirments 
repository):o;F2.1.3(requirements evaluation support):o;} 
A1.2.3.1 Identify redundancies {F2.1.1(requirements tracing):o;F2.1.2(requirments 
repository):o;F2.1.3(requirements evaluation support):o;} 
A1.2.3.2 Consolidate 
requirements 
{F2.1.1(requirements tracing):o;F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;} 
A1.2.3.3 Provide detailed 
description for each 
requirement 
{F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;F7.2.3(dwh results 
visualization):o;} 
A1.2.4.1.1 Perform indicative 
assessment 
{F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;F2.1.3(requirements evaluation 
support):o;} 
A1.2.4.1.2 Decide on release for 
conception 
{} 
A1.2.4.1.3 Release for 
conception 
{} 
A1.3.1.1 Define service 
features 
{F1.1.2(description storage):o;F1.1.3(non-functional service 
description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service description):o;F1.1.6(service 
description import):o;F2.2.2(expert service configuration 
support):o;F6.1.2(process repository):o;F6.2.1(business process 
modeling):o;} 
A1.3.1.2 Identify subservices {F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, schemas, 
policies)):o;F2.2.2(expert service configuration 
support):o;F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and 
maintenance):o;F4.1.1(semantic repository search):o;F4.1.2(plain-text 
repository search):o;F7.7.1(service provider and user 
visualization):o;F7.7.2(service structure visualization):o;} 
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Activity Id Activity Mapped functions 
A1.3.1.3 Derive working 
packets 
{F7.8.1(project management support):o;} 
A1.3.1.4 Plan realization time 
(scheduling) 
{F7.8.1(project management support):o;F7.8.2(team collaboration 
tools):o;} 
A1.3.2.1 Identify alternative 
sources 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F4.1.1(semantic repository search):o;F4.1.2(plain-text 
repository search):o;F7.7.1(service provider and user 
visualization):o;} 
A1.3.2.2 Compare identified 
sources 
{F3.2.2(cost planning):o;F3.2.3(cost analysis):o;F3.3.2(scenario 
comparison):o;F7.7.1(service provider and user visualization):o;} 
A1.3.2.3 Decide on make or 
buy 
{} 
A1.3.3.1 Gather business case 
data 
{2.1.2(MIS pricing data integration):o;F3.4.1(costing and pricing data 
gathering):o;F3.4.2(costing and pricing data 
integration):o;F7.2.3(dwh results visualization):o;F7.2.4(browser-
based mobile bi):o;} 
A1.3.3.2 Conduct indicative 
business case 
{F3.1.1(service pricing engine):o;F3.2.1(service costing 
engine):o;F3.2.2(cost planning):o;F3.2.3(cost 
analysis):o;F3.3.1(revenue simulation):o;F3.3.2(scenario 
comparison):o;F3.3.3(revenue planning):o;} 
A1.3.3.3 Decide on further 
pursuance 
{} 
A1.3.4.1 Detail service 
features 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F1.1.6(service description import):o;F1.1.7(service 
versioning):o;F2.2.2(expert service configuration 
support):o;F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and 
maintenance):o;F6.1.1(process artifact management):o;F6.1.2(process 
repository):o;F6.2.1(business process modeling):r;F6.2.2(process 
notation conversion):o;F6.2.3(process versioning):r;F6.2.4(hot 
process update):o;F6.4.3(workflow management):o;F6.5.1(process 
import):o;F6.5.2(user integration for process tasks):o;} 
A1.3.4.2 Design processes {F6.1.1(process artifact management):o;F6.1.2(process 
repository):o;F6.2.1(business process modeling):o;F6.2.2(process 
notation conversion):o;F6.2.3(process versioning):o;F6.3.2(process 
description export):o;F6.4.3(workflow management):o;F6.5.1(process 
import):o;F6.5.2(user integration for process tasks):o;} 
A1.3.4.3 Design technical 
infrastructure 
{F1.1.4(operational service description):o;F7.7.2(service structure 
visualization):o;} 
A1.3.4.4 Refine business case {2.1.2(MIS pricing data integration):o;F3.1.1(service pricing 
engine):o;F3.2.1(service costing engine):o;F3.2.2(cost 
planning):o;F3.2.3(cost analysis):o;F3.3.1(revenue 
simulation):o;F3.3.2(scenario comparison):o;F3.3.3(revenue 
planning):o;F3.4.1(costing and pricing data 
gathering):o;F3.4.2(costing and pricing data integration):o;} 
A1.3.5.1 Define marketing 
objectives 
{} 
A1.3.5.2 Define marketing 
strategy 
{} 
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Activity Id Activity Mapped functions 
A1.3.5.3 Derive and schedule 
actions 
{F7.8.1(project management support):o;F7.8.2(team collaboration 
tools):o;} 
A1.3.5.4 Budgeting {F3.2.3(cost analysis):o;F3.3.1(revenue simulation):o;F3.3.3(revenue 
planning):o;} 
A1.3.6.1 Contract drafting {F4.2.1(service contract versioning):o;F4.2.2(service contract 
cloning):o;F7.7.1(service provider and user visualization):o;} 
A1.3.6.2 SLA drafting {F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F1.2.4(description visualization):o;F2.5.3(SLA 
template creation):o;F7.6.1(SLA management):o;F7.6.2(service level 
creation support):o;F7.6.3(service level maintenance):o;} 
A1.3.6.3 Contract negotiation {} 
A1.3.6.4 SLA negotiation {F7.6.1(SLA management):o;F7.6.2(service level creation 
support):o;F7.6.3(service level maintenance):o;} 
A1.3.6.5 Contract finalization 
and signing 
{F4.2.1(service contract versioning):o;F4.2.2(service contract 
cloning):o;} 
A1.3.6.6 SLA finalization and 
signing 
{F7.6.1(SLA management):o;F7.6.2(service level creation 
support):o;F7.6.3(service level maintenance):o;} 
A1.3.7.1 Review and 
refinement of 
concepts and 
business case 
{2.1.2(MIS pricing data integration):o;F3.1.1(service pricing 
engine):o;F3.2.1(service costing engine):o;F3.2.2(cost 
planning):o;F3.2.3(cost analysis):o;F3.3.1(revenue 
simulation):o;F3.3.2(scenario comparison):o;F3.3.3(revenue 
planning):o;F3.4.1(costing and pricing data 
gathering):o;F3.4.2(costing and pricing data integration):o;} 
A1.3.7.2 Release for 
development 
{} 
A1.4.1.1 Program service {2.3.7(automated code generation):o;F1.1.3(non-functional service 
description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service description):o;F1.1.7(service 
versioning):o;F2.3.1(data type definition):r;F2.3.2(data type 
integration):r;F2.3.3(proxy service creation):o;F2.3.4(code 
conversion):o;F2.3.5(stub generation):o;F2.3.6(webservice 
creation):o;F2.3.7(source control management):o;F2.4.1(service test 
invocation):r;F2.5.1(registry sequency template 
creation):o;F2.5.2(endpoint template creation):o;F2.5.3(SLA template 
creation):o;F4.3.1(message format library):o;F4.3.2(message 
configuration (rules, transformations, messages)):o;F6.2.1(business 
process modeling):o;F6.2.2(process notation 
conversion):o;F6.2.3(process versioning):o;F7.3.4(ontology 
consistency check):o;F7.3.5(concept satisfiability 
check):o;F7.3.6(ontology classification and realization):o;} 
A1.4.1.2 Compose subservices 
into service 
{F2.2.1(end user service configuration support):o;F2.2.2(expert 
service configuration support):o;F2.2.3(configuration rules definition 
and maintenance):o;F4.1.1(semantic repository 
search):o;F4.1.2(plain-text repository search):o;} 
A1.4.2.1 Define test objectives {F2.4.2(test specification):o;} 
A1.4.2.2 Define test strategy {F2.4.2(test specification):o;} 
A1.4.2.3 Select test 
environment 
{F2.4.2(test specification):o;} 
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Activity Id Activity Mapped functions 
A1.4.2.4 Select tests {F2.4.7(test case repository):o;} 
A1.4.2.5 Specify test data {F2.4.2(test specification):o;F2.4.7(test case repository):o;} 
A1.4.2.6 Schedule tests {F2.4.2(test specification):o;F2.4.6(test automation resp. 
scheduling):o;F7.8.1(project management support):o;} 
A1.4.2.7 Prepare tests {F2.4.3(test implementation):o;F2.4.6(test automation resp. 
scheduling):o;F7.8.2(team collaboration tools):o;} 
A1.4.3.1 Conduct functional 
testing 
{F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-site)):o;F2.4.7(test case 
repository):o;F2.4.8(cross browser testing):o;F2.4.9(webload 
testing):o;} 
A1.4.3.2 Conduct non-
functional testing 
{F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-site)):o;F2.4.7(test case 
repository):o;F2.4.8(cross browser testing):o;F2.4.9(webload 
testing):o;} 
A1.4.3.3 Conduct integration 
testing 
{F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-site)):o;F2.4.7(test case 
repository):o;F2.4.8(cross browser testing):o;F2.4.9(webload 
testing):o;} 
A1.4.4.1 Evaluate test results 
and derive required 
actions 
{F1.1.2(description storage):r;F1.1.3(non-functional service 
description):r;F1.1.4(operational service description):r;F2.4.5(test 
result analysis):o;} 
A1.4.4.2 Refine service {2.3.7(automated code generation):o;F2.3.1(data type 
definition):o;F2.3.2(data type integration):o;F2.3.3(proxy service 
creation):o;F2.3.4(code conversion):o;F2.3.5(stub 
generation):o;F2.3.6(webservice creation):o;F2.3.7(source control 
management):o;} 
A1.4.5.1 Document 
dependencies 
{F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.3(non-functional 
service description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F5.1.4(activity correlation analysis):o;F7.7.1(service 
provider and user visualization):o;F7.7.2(service structure 
visualization):o;} 
A1.4.5.2 Document technical 
features 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;} 
A1.4.5.3 Update business case {2.1.2(MIS pricing data integration):o;F3.1.1(service pricing 
engine):o;F3.2.1(service costing engine):o;F3.2.2(cost 
planning):o;F3.2.3(cost analysis):o;F3.3.1(revenue 
simulation):o;F3.3.2(scenario comparison):o;F3.3.3(revenue 
planning):o;F3.4.1(costing and pricing data 
gathering):o;F3.4.2(costing and pricing data integration):o;} 
A1.4.6.1 Review 
documentations, test 
results and 
refinements 
{} 
A1.4.6.2 Approve service for 
implementation 
{} 
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A1.5.1.1 Implement technical 
infrastructure 
{F1.1.4(operational service description):o;F2.2.4(infrastructure 
integration):o;F4.3.1(message format library):o;F4.3.2(message 
configuration (rules, transformations, messages)):o;F4.4.1(message 
visualization):o;F4.4.7(add or remove message box):o;F4.5.3(event 
stream definition):o;F4.5.6(CEP specification):o;F4.6.4(service access 
rights control):o;F4.8.3(mediation policy authoring):o;F7.1.1(SLM 
interface maintenance):o;F7.1.2(SLM adapter 
maintenance):o;F7.4.2(user profile creation and 
maintenance):o;F7.8.1(project management support):o;F7.8.2(team 
collaboration tools):o;F7.8.3(change management support):o;} 
A1.5.1.2 Implement 
organizational 
infrastructure 
{F2.2.4(infrastructure integration):o;F7.8.1(project management 
support):o;F7.8.2(team collaboration tools):o;F7.8.3(change 
management support):o;} 
A1.5.2.1 Derive necessary 
customization 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F1.2.3(service description change 
preview):o;F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;F2.1.3(requirements 
evaluation support):o;F2.2.2(expert service configuration 
support):o;F7.6.1(SLA management):o;F7.6.3(service level 
maintenance):o;} 
A1.5.2.2 Determine feasibility {} 
A1.5.2.3 Customize {F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.3(non-functional 
service description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F1.2.1(description validation):o;F1.2.2(dependency 
tracking (services, schemas, policies)):o;F1.2.3(service description 
change preview):o;F2.2.1(end user service configuration 
support):o;F2.2.2(expert service configuration 
support):o;F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and 
maintenance):o;F2.2.4(infrastructure integration):o;F6.1.1(process 
artifact management):o;F6.1.2(process repository):o;F6.2.1(business 
process modeling):o;F6.2.2(process notation 
conversion):o;F6.2.3(process versioning):o;F6.3.2(process description 
export):o;F6.4.3(workflow management):o;F6.5.2(user integration for 
process tasks):o;} 
A1.5.3.1 Integrate into service 
repository 
{F1.1.6(service description import):o;F4.8.2(service 
registration):o;F6.3.1(process service deployment):o;F6.3.2(process 
description export):o;F7.1.1(SLM interface 
maintenance):o;F7.1.2(SLM adapter maintenance):o;F7.3.1(ontology 
visualization):o;F7.3.2(ontology editing):o;F7.3.4(ontology 
consistency check):o;F7.3.5(concept satisfiability 
check):o;F7.3.7(ontology debugging):o;} 
A1.5.3.2 Integrate into service 
catalogue 
{F1.1.6(service description import):o;F4.8.2(service registration):o;} 
A1.5.4.1 Create enduser 
manual 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F1.1.6(service description import):o;F1.2.4(description 
visualization):o;} 
A1.5.4.2 Finalize buisness-
related service 
description 
{F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.3(non-functional 
service description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service description):o;} 
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A1.5.5.1 Document technical 
features 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;} 
A1.5.5.2 Finalize technical 
service description 
{F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.3(non-functional 
service description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service description):o;} 
A1.5.6.1 Plan user training {F7.8.1(project management support):o;F7.8.3(change management 
support):o;} 
A1.5.6.2 Conduct user training {} 
A1.5.7.1 Gather migration 
requirements 
{F2.1.2(requirments repository):o;} 
A1.5.7.2 Plan migration {F7.8.1(project management support):o;F7.8.2(team collaboration 
tools):o;} 
A1.5.7.3 ETL data {F2.3.1(data type definition):o;F2.3.2(data type integration):o;} 
A1.5.7.4 Investigate and 
resolute problems 
{} 
A1.5.8.1 Conduct enduser 
tests 
{F2.4.1(service test invocation):o;F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-
site)):o;F2.4.7(test case repository):o;} 
A1.5.8.2 Conduct expert tests {F2.4.1(service test invocation):o;F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-
site)):o;F2.4.7(test case repository):o;F2.4.8(cross browser 
testing):o;F2.4.9(webload testing):o;} 
A1.5.8.3 Record feedback {F2.4.5(test result analysis):o;} 
A1.5.8.4 Refine service {2.3.7(automated code generation):o;F2.3.1(data type 
definition):o;F2.3.2(data type integration):o;F2.3.3(proxy service 
creation):o;F2.3.4(code conversion):o;F2.3.5(stub 
generation):o;F2.3.6(webservice creation):o;F2.3.7(source control 
management):o;} 
A1.5.9.1 Publish in repository 
and catalogue 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F4.8.2(service registration):o;} 
A1.5.9.2 Approve rollout {} 
A1.6.1.1 Record incident {5.1.18(Incident management):o;F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and 
sequency monitoring):o;F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.11(real user monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.12(internet connection analysis):o;F5.1.13(web site 
analysis):o;F5.1.14(application monitoring):o;F5.1.15(server 
monitoring):o;F5.1.16(database monitoring):o;F5.1.17(network 
monitoring):o;F5.1.2(real-time service operation 
monitoring):o;F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring):o;F5.1.8(real-
time service exchange monitoring):o;F5.1.9(routing rules 
monitoring):o;F5.2.5(automated outage user notification):o;} 
A1.6.1.2 Provide initial 
support and define 
ownership 
{5.1.18(Incident management):o;} 
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A1.6.1.3 Investigate incident {5.1.18(Incident management):o;F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and 
sequency monitoring):o;F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.11(real user monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.12(internet connection analysis):o;F5.1.13(web site 
analysis):o;F5.1.14(application monitoring):o;F5.1.15(server 
monitoring):o;F5.1.16(database monitoring):o;F5.1.17(network 
monitoring):o;F5.1.2(real-time service operation 
monitoring):o;F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring):o;F5.1.6(repository 
activity analysis):o;F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) 
monitoring):o;F5.1.8(real-time service exchange 
monitoring):o;F5.1.9(routing rules monitoring):o;} 
A1.6.1.4 Resolute incident {5.1.18(Incident management):o;} 
A1.6.1.5 Close incident {5.1.18(Incident management):o;} 
A1.6.2.1 Conduct resp. refine 
business impact 
analysis (BIA) for 
service 
{F6.1.1(process artifact management):o;F6.1.2(process 
repository):o;F6.6.1(business process monitoring):o;} 
A1.6.2.2 Compare to other 
service‘s (BIA) 
results and assign 
priority 
{} 
A1.6.2.3 Identify and assess 
recvovery options 
{} 
A1.6.2.4 Derive resp. refine 
and test recovery 
plan 
{} 
A1.6.3.1 Determine or derive 
availability 
requirements 
{F7.6.1(SLA management):o;} 
A1.6.3.2 Evaluate and audit 
current availability 
{F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency 
monitoring):o;F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.11(real user monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.12(internet connection analysis):o;F5.1.13(web site 
analysis):o;F5.1.14(application monitoring):o;F5.1.15(server 
monitoring):o;F5.1.16(database monitoring):o;F5.1.17(network 
monitoring):o;F5.1.2(real-time service operation 
monitoring):o;F5.1.3(service invocation analysis (trend 
identification)):o;F5.1.6(repository activity analysis):o;F5.1.7(SLA 
(compliance) monitoring):o;F5.1.8(real-time service exchange 
monitoring):o;} 
A1.6.3.3 Perform corrective 
actions (e.g., increase 
redundancy) 
{} 
A1.6.4.1 Determine resp. 
derive service-related 
security requirements 
{F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring):o;F7.6.1(SLA management):o;} 
A1.6.4.2 Evaluate and audit 
current security 
measures 
{} 
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A1.6.4.3 Implement missing 
security features 
(people, processes, 
technical 
infrastructure) 
{} 
A1.6.5.1 Determine current 
performance and 
capacity 
requirements 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F7.6.1(SLA 
management):o;F7.6.3(service level maintenance):o;} 
A1.6.5.2 Forecast future 
performance and 
capacity 
requirements 
{F5.1.11(real user monitoring and analysis):o;F5.1.3(service 
invocation analysis (trend identification)):o;F5.1.6(repository activity 
analysis):o;} 
A1.6.5.3 Determine current 
performance and 
capacity 
{F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency 
monitoring):o;F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.11(real user monitoring and 
analysis):o;F5.1.12(internet connection analysis):o;F5.1.13(web site 
analysis):o;F5.1.14(application monitoring):o;F5.1.15(server 
monitoring):o;F5.1.16(database monitoring):o;F5.1.17(network 
monitoring):o;F5.1.2(real-time service operation 
monitoring):o;F5.1.3(service invocation analysis (trend 
identification)):o;F5.1.6(repository activity analysis):o;F5.1.8(real-
time service exchange monitoring):o;F5.1.9(routing rules 
monitoring):o;} 
A1.6.5.4 Compare required 
and actual capacity 
and performance 
{} 
A1.6.5.5 Perform corrective 
action 
{} 
A1.6.6.1 Configuration 
(change) 
identification or 
adaption 
{F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.3(non-functional 
service description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service description):o;} 
A1.6.6.2 Configuration 
recording 
{F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.3(non-functional 
service description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service description):o;F1.1.6(service 
description import):o;} 
A1.6.6.3 Configuration 
verification and 
refinement 
{F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.3(non-functional 
service description):o;F1.1.4(operational service 
description):o;F1.1.5(functional service description):o;} 
A1.6.7.1 Update business case, 
analyze and perform 
corrective actions 
{2.1.2(MIS pricing data integration):o;F3.1.1(service pricing 
engine):o;F3.2.1(service costing engine):o;F3.2.2(cost 
planning):o;F3.2.3(cost analysis):o;F3.3.1(revenue 
simulation):o;F3.3.2(scenario comparison):o;F3.3.3(revenue 
planning):o;F3.4.1(costing and pricing data 
gathering):o;F3.4.2(costing and pricing data integration):o;} 
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A1.6.8.1 Provide service {F4.4.10(message storage and forwarding):r;F4.4.11(message priority 
management):r;F4.4.12(message tracing (request and 
response)):r;F4.4.13(service-based business events 
publication):r;F4.4.2(topics publishing via WS 
standards):r;F4.4.3(subscription to topics via WS 
standards):r;F4.4.4(message box management):r;F4.4.5(add or 
remove new topic):r;F4.4.6(browse topic):r;F4.4.8(add or remove 
queue):r;F4.4.9(message sending and receival):r;F4.5.1(XML event 
processing):r;F4.5.2(XML event production):r;F4.5.3(event stream 
definition):r;F4.5.4(event stream registry store):r;F4.5.5(XML event 
filtering):r;F4.5.7(CEP execution):r;F4.6.1(role based topic 
authorization):r;F4.6.2(topics management and permission 
queueing):r;F4.6.3(user based topic authorization):r;F4.6.4(service 
access rights control):r;F4.6.5(message transport 
encryption):r;F4.7.1(message collection and 
archival):o;F4.7.2(repository activity logging and 
filtering):o;F4.8.1(endpoint metadata collection):o;F4.8.2(service 
registration):r;F4.8.3(mediation policy authoring):r;F5.2.2(service-
related reporting):o;F5.2.3(repository event notifications (email, 
webservice forwarding)):o;F5.2.4(governance 
reporting):o;F5.2.5(automated outage user 
notification):o;F6.1.2(process repository):r;F6.2.4(hot process 
update):o;F6.4.1(process instance data cleanup):r;F6.4.2(business 
process caching and throttling):r;F6.4.3(workflow 
management):r;F6.6.1(business process 
monitoring):r;F7.3.3(reasoning):o;F7.4.1(single-sign 
on):o;F7.4.2(user profile creation and 
maintenance):o;F7.4.3(multifactor 
authentication):o;F7.4.4(identification key storage):o;F7.5.1(service 
hosting):r;F7.5.2(automatic host environment scaling):o;} 
A1.7.1.1 Work out details {F2.1.1(requirements tracing):o;F2.1.2(requirments 
repository):o;F2.1.3(requirements evaluation support):o;} 
A1.7.1.2 Check strategic 
conformance 
{} 
A1.7.1.3 Determine 
dependencies 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, schemas, 
policies)):o;F1.2.4(description visualization):o;F7.7.1(service 
provider and user visualization):o;F7.7.2(service structure 
visualization):o;} 
A1.7.1.4 Ensure regulatory 
compliance 
{} 
A1.7.1.5 Decide on change {} 
A1.7.2.1 Construct additional 
functionality 
{F1.1.5(functional service description):o;F6.2.1(business process 
modeling):o;} 
A1.7.2.2 Instantiate new SLM 
processes and realize 
services 
{2.3.7(automated code generation):o;F2.3.1(data type 
definition):o;F2.3.2(data type integration):o;F2.3.3(proxy service 
creation):o;F2.3.4(code conversion):o;F2.3.5(stub 
generation):o;F2.3.6(webservice creation):o;F2.3.7(source control 
management):o;} 
A1.7.2.3 Implement variation {2.3.7(automated code generation):r;F2.3.1(data type 
definition):r;F2.3.2(data type integration):r;F2.3.3(proxy service 
creation):r;F2.3.4(code conversion):r;F2.3.5(stub 
generation):r;F2.3.6(webservice creation):r;F2.3.7(source control 
management):r;F4.8.2(service registration):o;} 
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A1.7.3.1 Specify replacement 
subservices 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):r;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):r;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):r;F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, schemas, 
policies)):o;F1.2.4(description visualization):o;F7.7.2(service 
structure visualization):o;} 
A1.7.4.1 Implement change {2.3.7(automated code generation):r;F2.3.1(data type 
definition):r;F2.3.2(data type integration):r;F2.3.3(proxy service 
creation):r;F2.3.4(code conversion):r;F2.3.5(stub 
generation):r;F2.3.6(webservice creation):r;F2.3.7(source control 
management):r;} 
A1.7.5.1 Implement change {2.3.7(automated code generation):r;F2.3.1(data type 
definition):r;F2.3.2(data type integration):r;F2.3.3(proxy service 
creation):r;F2.3.4(code conversion):r;F2.3.5(stub 
generation):r;F2.3.6(webservice creation):r;F2.3.7(source control 
management):r;} 
A1.7.6.1 Notify active users {} 
A1.7.6.2 Deactivate services 
and terminate SLM 
instance 
{F1.1.1(service metadata management):o;F1.1.7(service 
versioning):o;} 
A1.7.6.3 Keep old version 
running for a limited 
period 
{} 
A1.7.6.4 Maintain versioning {F1.1.7(service versioning):r;} 
A1.7.6.5 Update interfaces, 
repositories, 
catalogues and 
documentation 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F4.2.3(service contract deprecation):r;F4.8.2(service 
registration):o;} 
A1.7.6.6 Reject change {} 
A2.1.1 Determine applicable 
strategic guidelines 
{} 
A2.1.2 Define applicable 
portfolio metrics and 
thresholds 
{F7.7.2(service structure visualization):o;} 
A2.1.3 Derive implications 
for SPM 
{} 
A2.2.10 Prioritize suggestions {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation support):o;} 
A2.2.2 Perform market 
screening and 
analysis 
{} 
A2.2.3 Gather and evaluate 
incident and problem 
records 
{F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring):o;F5.1.6(repository activity 
analysis):o;F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring):o;F5.2.1(service 
monitoring results layouting):o;F5.2.2(service-related 
reporting):o;F5.2.4(governance reporting):o;F7.2.3(dwh results 
visualization):o;F7.2.4(browser-based mobile bi):o;F7.2.5(BI data 
distribution):o;} 
A2.2.4 Receive new service 
ideas or enhancement 
proposals from SLM 
{F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation 
support):o;F2.6.3(idea gathering process designing):o;} 
Table A 1-7: Activity-/function-mapping, activity-centered perspective (cont.). 
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Activity Id Activity Mapped functions 
A2.2.5 Gather SPM metrics 
and identify adverse 
movements 
{} 
A2.2.6 Perform dependency 
screenings 
{F1.1.4(operational service description):o;F1.2.2(dependency 
tracking (services, schemas, policies)):r;F1.2.4(description 
visualization):o;F5.1.4(activity correlation analysis):o;F6.1.2(process 
repository):r;} 
A2.2.7 Consolidate results {} 
A2.2.8 Derive improvement 
suggestions 
{F2.6.1(idea repository):o;} 
A2.2.9 Evaluate suggestions {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation support):o;} 
A2.3.1 Conduct detailed 
assessment 
(conformance 
evaluation) 
{F2.6.1(idea repository):o;F2.6.2(idea valuation 
support):r;F2.6.3(idea gathering process designing):o;} 
A2.3.2 Simulate technical 
impacts 
{F1.1.3(non-functional service description):o;F1.1.4(operational 
service description):o;F1.1.5(functional service 
description):o;F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, schemas, 
policies)):o;F2.2.2(expert service configuration 
support):o;F4.1.1(semantic repository search):o;F4.1.2(plain-text 
repository search):o;F5.1.4(activity correlation 
analysis):o;F7.7.2(service structure visualization):o;} 
A2.3.3 Decide on further 
pursuance and accept 
or reject 
{} 
A2.4.1 Notify owners {} 
A2.4.2 Monitor realization {F2.6.1(idea repository):o;} 
A2.4.3 Update portfolio {} 
Table A 1-7: Activity-/function-mapping, activity-centered perspective (cont.). 
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Appendix 2 Function Details 
A2.1 Description of Function Sub-groups and Functions 
Table A 2-1 describes the purpose and contents of each function sub-group. A function 
description sheet for each of the functional reference model’s functions encloses. 
Function group FG1: Service Description 
Function sub-group FSG1.1: Service Description Creation and Maintenance 
Creation, retrieving, updating (incl. versioning) and deleting of service descriptions, both technical and non-
technical. Exemplary standards are WSDL and USDL. Functions in this group have the highest re-use factor, which 
is owed to the importance of service descriptions within most SLM activities. 
Function sub-group FSG1.2: Service Description Analysis and Visualization 
Service description visualization helps the user comprehend its contents. Especially, the visualization of service 
dependencies, which are commonly documented in its description, helps gathering the big picture of service 
structures. Further functions help validating a service description from a semantic and syntactic viewpoint and allow 
simulating the effect of a description change (e.g., rearranging a dependency). 
Function group FG2: Service Modeling, Design and Implementation 
Function sub-group FSG2.1: Requirements Management 
Requirements denote a concretization of service ideas and are the basis for conception. Various functions help 
gathering, storing, tracking, evaluating and editing both business-related and technical requirements. 
Function sub-group FSG2.2: Service Configuration 
Service configuration is relevant in all SOA-based environments, as the economic viability of SOA is grounded in 
service re-use within business services and service clusters. Service configuration functions help composing and 
configuring services. Functions aiming at expert users tend to be more sophisticated than those aiming at end-users. 
Besides the core configuration functionality, this sub-group contains functions for configuration rules definition, 
maintenance and for the integration of systems, especially on a data-level, in order to consolidate all data required for 
service composition. 
Function sub-group FSG2.3: Service Programming 
The complexity of most programming tasks requires comprehensive IT support. Functions help the programmer by 
performing code conversions (e.g., from platform-neutral languages to platform-dependent ones), offering support 
for the creation of webservices (services, interfaces and stubs) and source code control (i.e., versioning) functions. 
Function sub-group FSG2.4: Service Testing 
Service testing is among the most important tasks prior to the operation phase. Proper IT support helps the 
responsible roles in choosing, planning, implementing, automating and analyzing different kinds of tests. These 
include response tests, availability tests, integrity tests, compatibility tests and many others. 
Function sub-group FSG2.5: Template Creation and Maintenance 
Templates are heavily used in practice to accelerate common tasks, including SLA creation, endpoint creation and 
the creation of registry sequences. For example, LGB maintains a dedicated template repository for recurring 
programmatic elements of services (e.g. WSDL skeletons). 
Function sub-group FSG2.6: Idea Management 
A service idea marks the beginning of a service’s lifecycle. Functions in this sub-group help organizing, storing, 
editing, tracking and evaluating ideas for new services or service enhancements. 
Table A 2-1: Function sub-group definitions. 
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Function group FG3: Service Valuation 
Function sub-group FSG3.1: Service Pricing 
The pricing of services is important for business services and service clusters that are offered on an external market. 
The contained functions help creating adequate pricing schemes and corresponding prices. 
Function sub-group FSG3.2: Service Costing and Controlling 
Functions in this sub-group help determining and tracking service-related costs. 
Function sub-group FSG3.3: Service Revenue Management 
Revenue management integrates service pricing and costing to maximize the service’s profitability. 
Function sub-group FSG3.4: Service Valuation Support 
These functions support during costing, pricing and revenue management by gathering and presenting related data. 
Some of the analyzed applications contain pre-configured adapters to common ERP systems (e.g., SAP) that allow 
gathering the respective data from these systems.  
Function group FG4: Service Exchange and Integration 
Function sub-group FSG4.1: Service Discovery 
To achieve high service re-use rates, means to identify suitable re-use candidates need to be in place. Besides plain 
text searching, semantic searching (e.g., ontology-based) increases the likelihood of finding a service candidate for 
re-use if it exists in the repository.  
Function sub-group FSG4.2: Service Contracting 
Service contracts are the basic instruments for a service provider and a consumer to agree the terms of service 
exchange. Functions in this sub-group help creating and administrating service contracts. 
Function sub-group FSG4.3: Message Creation 
Functions for the creation and configuration of messages that are being sent between two or more services. 
Function sub-group FSG4.4: Message Exchange and Management 
Communication between services is based on messages. Functions include buffering, delivering, browsing, 
broadcasting and subscribing to messages. 
Function sub-group FSG4.5: Complex Event Processing 
Processing events that originate from different sources with the objective of inferring suitable reactions is referred to 
as Complex Event Processing. Function support in creating, firing and analyzing complex events. 
Function sub-group FSG4.6: Service and Message Security 
Security in the context of service-architectures has two facets: message security and service security. Service 
security is concerned with securing services against unauthorized or otherwise improper usage, whereas message 
security focuses on encoding messages on potentially insecure communication channels. 
Function sub-group FSG4.7: Logging and Archiving 
Logging and archiving of messages and all kinds of repository events (changes to services, transactions, errors etc.). 
Function sub-group FSG4.8: Other 
Contains various other functions that do not fit into one of the other sub-groups. 
Function group FG5: Service Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting 
Function sub-group FSG5.1: Monitoring and Analysis 
Monitoring includes the tracking of service endpoints, service sequences, service operations, policies, invocation 
trends, applications and networks. The functions deliver and help analyzing data for dispositive decisions. 
Function sub-group FSG5.2: Service Reporting 
Functions to report the information that is collected during monitoring activities. 
Table A 2-1: Function sub-group definitions (cont.). 
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Function group FG6: Process Management 
Function sub-group FSG6.1: Process Administration 
Basic process management functions, including crude administration of process artifacts (creation, deletion) and 
functionality for storing processes, i.e., a process repository. 
Function sub-group FSG6.2: Process Development and Enhancement 
These functions support the process modeler during service development and enhancement. The sub-group contains 
modeling functions, conversion functions to automatically switch between process notations, versioning and means 
to update currently running process instances (called hot updates). 
Function sub-group FSG6.3: Process Deployment 
Functions to deploy the modeled processes into run-time environments, including the export of process descriptions 
into different formats (e.g. BPMN and BPEL). 
Function sub-group FSG6.4: Process Execution 
Process execution concerns with actually operating process instances. The main function is a workflow engine 
coordinating process execution. Further functions concern with instance data cleanup, process caching and process 
throttling (in case of bottlenecks). 
Function sub-group FSG6.5: Process Integration 
Various integration functions, e.g., import functions to import processes into the repository or the modeling 
environment. 
Function sub-group FSG6.6: Process Monitoring 
Monitoring of currently executing business process instances and related functions. 
Function group FG7: Cross Functions 
Function sub-group FSG7.1: SLM Integration 
Functions for the actual integration of SLM-related applications, especially for the maintenance of corresponding 
interfaces. 
Function sub-group FSG7.2: Business Intelligence 
Business Intelligence applications are an important, although optional, source of information for dispositive SLM-
related decisions. Functions help integrating data sources with SLM applications, visualizing and distributing results. 
Function sub-group FSG7.3: Ontology Management 
Functions for managing ontologies along their whole lifecycle, including visualization, editing, reasoning, 
consistency checking, satisfaction checking, ontology classification, realization and debugging. 
Function sub-group FSG7.4: SLM Security 
Various security-related functions specifically focusing the SLM application landscape. These include single-sign-on 
and user management functions. 
Function sub-group FSG7.5: Service Hosting 
Functions for hosting services, e.g., the actual hosting and automated host environment scaling. 
Function sub-group FSG7.6: Service Level Management 
Functions for the management of SLAs, including basic administrating functions, service level creation support and 
service level maintenance. 
Function sub-group FSG7.7: Service Structure Visualization 
Various visualization functions that help the user to manage complex service structures. 
Function sub-group FSG7.8: Team Coordination and Collaboration 
This FSG supports SLM employees in collaborating. While these functions are not specific to SLM they are 
nevertheless included into the model, as the consortium deemed them as being success-critical for SLM. 
Table A 2-1: Function sub-group definitions (cont.). 
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The following listing instantiates a function description sheet for each function in the reference 
model. The sheets are sorted in order of the functions’ identifiers. For readability reasons the 
tables’ captions are left out. 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service metadata management Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Creation and 
Maintenance) 
Description: General function for managing a service’s metadata. While the functional, non-functional and 
operational service description is also metadata, this function rather focuses on non-description-
related metadata (e.g. availability information that has been collected by a repository over time). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related service 
description):o; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):o; A1.5.5.2(Finalize technical 
service description):o; A1.6.6.1(Configuration (change) identification or 
adaption):o; A1.6.6.2(Configuration recording):o; A1.6.6.3(Configuration 
verification and refinement):o; A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM 
instance):o; A1.2.1.1.3(Record requirements):o; A1.2.1.2.3(Record 
requirements):o; A1.2.3.3(Provide detailed description for each requirement):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product 
Authority); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Description storage Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Creation and 
Maintenance) 
Description: Permanently stores service descriptions, commonly in a decentralized, accessible directory, e.g. a 
service repository. Applies to technical, business and operational service descriptions. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive 
required actions):r; A1.2.1.1.3(Record requirements):o; A1.2.1.2.3(Record 
requirements):o; A1.2.3.3(Provide detailed description for each requirement):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Non-functional service 
description 
Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Creation and 
Maintenance) 
Description: Supports the creation, reading, updating and deletion (CRUD) of non-functional service 
descriptions/description attributes. An example are SLA criteria. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):r; 
A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing services):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):o; A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.3.2.1(Identify alternative 
sources):o; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):o; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary 
customization):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related 
service description):o; A1.5.5.1(Document technical features):o; A1.5.5.2(Finalize 
technical service description):o; A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue):o; 
A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):o; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; 
A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.4.5.2(Document technical features):o; 
A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):o; A1.6.5.1(Determine current performance and 
capacity requirements):o; A1.6.6.1(Configuration (change) identification or 
adaption):o; A1.6.6.2(Configuration recording):o; A1.6.6.3(Configuration 
verification and refinement):o; A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):o; 
A1.7.6.5(Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation):o; 
A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive required actions):r; A1.2.1.1.3(Record 
requirements):o; A1.2.1.2.3(Record requirements):o; A1.2.3.3(Provide detailed 
description for each requirement):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Operational service description Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Creation and 
Maintenance) 
Description: Supports the creation, reading, updating and deletion (CRUD) of operational service 
descriptions/description attributes. Examples are access points (endpoints). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive 
required actions):r; A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):r; 
A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing services):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):o; A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.3.2.1(Identify alternative 
sources):o; A1.3.4.3(Design technical infrastructure):o; A1.4.1.1(Program 
service):o; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):o; A1.4.5.2(Document technical 
features):o; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary customization):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; 
A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related service description):o; A1.5.5.1(Document 
technical features):o; A1.5.5.2(Finalize technical service description):o; 
A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue):o; A2.2.6(Perform dependency 
screenings):o; A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):o; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process 
analysis):o; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical 
infrastructure):o; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):o; A1.6.6.1(Configuration 
(change) identification or adaption):o; A1.6.6.2(Configuration recording):o; 
A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and refinement):o; A1.7.1.3(Determine 
dependencies):o; A1.7.6.5(Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and 
documentation):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Functional service description Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Creation and 
Maintenance) 
Description: Supports the creation, reading, updating and deletion (CRUD) of functional service 
descriptions/description attributes. Functional description attributes specify the functionality a 
service offers, the required inputs and the outputs. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; 
A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):r; A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing 
services):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A1.3.2.1(Identify 
alternative sources):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary 
customization):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related 
service description):o; A1.5.5.2(Finalize technical service description):o; 
A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue):o; A2.3.2(Simulate technical 
impacts):o; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):o; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; 
A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):o; A1.6.6.1(Configuration (change) 
identification or adaption):o; A1.6.6.2(Configuration recording):o; 
A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and refinement):o; A1.7.6.5(Update 
interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation):o; A1.7.2.1(Construct 
additional functionality):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service description import Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.6 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Creation and 
Maintenance) 
Description: Enables the import of service descriptions from different standardized formats, including WSDL and 
USDL. It includes the corresponding conversion procedures. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; 
A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o; A1.5.3.2(Integrate into service 
catalogue):o; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual):o; A1.6.6.2(Configuration 
recording):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service versioning Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.1.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Creation and 
Maintenance) 
Description: Updating of the service version. Includes subfunctions for code archiving and version propagation. 
Further manages a service’s different addresses (endpoints) for each service version. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; 
A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance):o; A1.7.6.4(Maintain 
versioning):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); 
AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Description validation Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.2.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Analysis and 
Visualization) 
Description: Function for the validation of a service description, both syntactically and semantically. The former 
checks whether the syntax is correct and if the minimum contents are contained (e.g. at least one 
endpoint and one method in a WSDL description). The latter leverages semantic technologies (e.g. 
ontologies) to infer the semantic correctness of the description. For example, a plausibility check of 
each documented dependency by semantic interpretation of the dependency target's functions may 
reveal inconsistencies. Another example is checking the existence of the dependency targets to 
detect dead links. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.2.3(Customize):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry 
and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Dependency tracking (services, 
schemas, policies) 
Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.2.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Analysis and 
Visualization) 
Description: Tracks a service's dependencies, including dependencies to other services, dependencies to schemas 
(e.g. linked data schemas) and applicable SOA policies (e.g. stored in a governance repository). 
Offers CRUD operations on the respective parts of the service description. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):o; A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):o; 
A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A2.2.6(Perform dependency 
screenings):r; A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service description change 
preview 
Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.2.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Analysis and 
Visualization) 
Description: Previews the effects of changes in the service description. Especially simulates the effects of 
changed service dependencies. The function enables an assessment of the changes' effects prior to 
setting the service description live. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary customization):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services); AP03(IBM Websphere 
Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Description visualization Containing 
FG: 
FG1 (Service Description) 
Identifier: F1.2.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG1 (Service Description Analysis and 
Visualization) 
Description: Visualizes different aspects of a service description, especially dependencies to other services, to 
consumers and providers. This function fosters human readability of service descriptions by using 
graphical means. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):o; A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement 
subservices):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A2.2.6(Perform 
dependency screenings):o; A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; A1.5.4.1(Create enduser 
manual):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Requirements tracing Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.1.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Requirements Management) 
Description: Helps the user to keep track of requirements during the gathering and evaluation process, including 
requirements versioning and setting flags (e.g. „declined“). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.2.2.1(Identify contradictions):o; A1.2.2.2(Prioritize contradictory 
requirements):o; A1.2.3.2(Consolidate requirements):o; A1.2.2.3(Revise list 
according to prioritization):o; A1.2.3.1(Identify redundancies):o; A1.7.1.1(Work 
out details):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Requirements repository Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.1.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Requirements Management) 
Description: The repository stores requirements and lets the user create, read, update and delete requirements. 
Further contains functionality for restricting access rights and supports workflows for creating 
individual requirements management processes. Users can further consolidate or split requirements. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.2.1.1.3(Record requirements):o; A1.2.1.2.3(Record requirements):o; 
A1.2.3.2(Consolidate requirements):o; A1.2.3.3(Provide detailed description for 
each requirement):o; A1.2.1.1.1(Identify relevant stakeholders):o; 
A1.2.2.2(Prioritize contradictory requirements):o; A1.2.2.1(Identify 
contradictions):o; A1.2.1.2.1(Identify relevant stakeholders):o; A1.2.2.3(Revise 
list according to prioritization):o; A1.2.3.1(Identify redundancies):o; 
A1.2.4.1.1(Perform indicative assessment):o; A1.5.7.1(Gather migration 
requirements):o; A1.7.1.1(Work out details):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Requirements evaluation support Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.1.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Requirements Management) 
Description: Function for the evaluation of requirements. It allows the user to specify evaluation metrics, store 
and manipulate valuations for each requirement and compare/aggregate single valuations in order to 
come to a conclusion. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.2.4.1.1(Perform indicative assessment):o; A1.2.2.2(Prioritize contradictory 
requirements):o; A1.2.2.3(Revise list according to prioritization):o; 
A1.2.3.1(Identify redundancies):o; A1.7.1.1(Work out details):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping {} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (0) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: End user service configuration 
support 
Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.2.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Configuration) 
Description: Configuration and composition support for end-users, i.e. users not necessarily having deeper 
knowledge on the service’s technical and non-technical features. Offers the user configuration 
possibilities based on rule sets that have been constructed by experts. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices into service):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP24(jCatalog Product and Service Configurator); AP25(Camilion Solutions 
Product Authority); AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Expert service configuration 
support 
Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.2.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Configuration) 
Description: Configuration and composition support for expert users. It is assumed that users are aware of the 
technical service details and the required composition knowledge. Depending on the 
implementation, the function may offer additional functionality, e.g. for searching suitable services 
within a repository. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):o; 
A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices into service):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):o; A1.5.2.1(Derive 
necessary customization):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP24(jCatalog Product and Service Configurator); AP25(Camilion Solutions 
Product Authority); AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Configuration rules definition 
and maintenance 
Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.2.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Configuration) 
Description: Creation, reading, updating and deleting of configuration rules. The rules embody knowledge for 
both, enduser and expert service configuration. The specific rules language is determined by the 
implementing system and may vary in this respect. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):o; A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; 
A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices into service):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management); AP24(jCatalog 
Product and Service Configurator); AP15(OpenRules Rules Repository); 
AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority); AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Infrastructure integration Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.2.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Configuration) 
Description: A proxy-function for all functions related to SLM infrastructure integration. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; 
A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP24(jCatalog Product and Service Configurator); AP25(Camilion Solutions 
Product Authority); AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Data type definition Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: CRUD and storage for data types. Companies tend to maintain hundreds or thousands of individual 
data types. The function offers additional functionality for the detection of similar datatypes to avoid 
redundancies in the repository. A centralized data type maintenance fosters service re-use in the long 
run by increasing the likelihood of detecting service candidates based on the data types propagated 
by the service interface. Further speeds up development by the programmer not having to develop 
new data types each time, but rather allowing him to re-use existing data types (if suitable). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):r; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.7.3(ETL data):o; 
A1.5.8.4(Refine service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize 
services):o; A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Data type integration Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: Connectivity function to hook up arbitrary applications to the data type repository. The function 
usually is realized by means of standards, e.g. webservice standards, in order to ensure universal 
connectivity. All consumers can perform CRUD functions on the data types. For example, during 
webservice method definition, the modeler may re-use data types. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):r; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.7.3(ETL data):o; 
A1.5.8.4(Refine service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize 
services):o; A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Proxy service creation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: A proxy service is a service that accepts various service requests and depending of the request's 
nature and contents it invokes the suitable service. It is also commonly used to realize load 
balancing. The proxy service decides where to forward the service request, depending on the current 
load. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.8.4(Refine 
service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):o; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Code conversion Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: Converts arbitrary code snippets into another language. Which languages are supported depends on 
the specific implementation. Code generators are increasingly used for platform-independent 
programming of user-facing services, e.g. for different mobile devices. Further, companies 
commonly use the function to migrate to a different SOA model as part of architecture renewal. An 
example is the migration from CORBA to webservices. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.8.4(Refine 
service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):o; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Stub generation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: Stubs are prototypical implementations of a service that can be used for testing purposes within test 
environments. Three reasons for using stubs prevail: first, in case specific test data is needed the 
database does not need to be altered. Rather, the stub service catches data from a test database. 
Second, in case external providers charge for each service call, stub services may be used during the 
development phase to save costs. Third, during development of new services the interfaces might 
already exist (e.g. WSDL), while the actual service implementations do not yet exist. In this case it 
makes economic sense to use stubs. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.8.4(Refine 
service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):o; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Webservice creation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.6 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: The function offers basic support for creating webservices, including indicative modeling (e.g. 
method modeling, interface modeling) and conceptual integration of subservices. The exact 
functionality depends on the specific implementation. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.8.4(Refine 
service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):o; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Source control management Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: Helps managing the changes to source code. Includes file locking to avoid redundancies, versioning, 
tagging and branching. The function is especially useful in environments with multiple developers 
working on the same source code. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.8.4(Refine 
service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):o; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Automated code generation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.3.8 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Programming) 
Description: Automatically generates code artifacts, either based on pre-specified templates (so-called service 
plans) or from other artifacts, e.g., formal process models. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.4.4.2(Refine service):o; A1.5.8.4(Refine 
service):o; A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize services):o; 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change):r; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):r; 
A1.7.5.1(Implement change):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service test invocation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Invokes a technical service (e.g., a webservice) with the specified parameters. Commonly outputs 
the returned SOAP message and different statistics (e.g. response time, message size, message error 
code). Further extracts various information from the service description, including available 
endpoints and service methods. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):r; A1.5.8.1(Conduct enduser tests):o; 
A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server); 
AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Test specification Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Helps formally specifying tests. A formal test specification defines the types of test to be used, the 
location of the test data, a test schedule and anticipated test result analysis procedures and reports. In 
this sense it is commonly deeply integrated with the other test-related functions. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.2.1(Define test objectives):o; A1.4.2.3(Select test environment):o; 
A1.4.2.5(Specify test data):o; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):o; A1.4.2.2(Define test 
strategy):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Test implementation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Supports the implementation of specified tests. Besides the test itself it allows specifying all relevant 
metadata, including time-related issues and data sources for test-data. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.2.7(Prepare tests):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Test execution (remote or on-
site) 
Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Function for executing pre-specified tests, both automated and semi-automated. Optionally the tests 
can be scheduled and executed remotely. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional testing):o; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional 
testing):o; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):o; A1.5.8.1(Conduct enduser 
tests):o; A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Test result analysis Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Analysis of functional and non-functional testing results. Includes visualization and analysis 
methodologies and commonly comprises decision support functionality for issue resolution and 
service improvement. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive required actions):o; A1.5.8.3(Record 
feedback):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Test automation resp. scheduling Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.6 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Usually in combination with F2.4.6 this function allows creating formalized testing schedules and 
controls scheduled test execution. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.2.7(Prepare tests):o; A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Test case repository Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Usually the number of possible test cases is infinite. Therefore the tester needs to select those cases 
that are most likely to occur during productive usage and/or that are especially error-prone. A test 
case repository allows storing these test cases and the respective meta-data (test methods etc.). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.2.5(Specify test data):o; A1.4.2.4(Select tests):o; A1.4.3.1(Conduct 
functional testing):o; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional testing):o; 
A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):o; A1.5.8.1(Conduct enduser tests):o; 
A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Cross browser testing Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.8 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Helps testing a mobile-enabled service/application on different browser/mobile phone combinations 
in order to ensure cross-browser compatibility. Testing involves graphical appearance, functionality 
and speed. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional testing):o; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional 
testing):o; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):o; A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert 
tests):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Webload testing Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.4.9 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Service Testing) 
Description: Tests the responsiveness of a website and/or a webservice. The function sends a heavy load to the 
service/website, possibly from multiple (virtual) clients and measures QoS-metrics such as response 
time and latency. Depending on the sophistication of the function the results are broken down by its 
cause, including client-side bottlenecks, server-side problems and issues arising from the 
communication line. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional testing):o; A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-functional 
testing):o; A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing):o; A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert 
tests):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Registry sequency template 
creation 
Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.5.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Template Creation and Maintenance) 
Description: The function helps creating templates for registry sequences. These include, for example, mediation 
sequences. Templating allows to speed up the development process of new sequences. Further, it 
enables dynamic (rule-based) selection of sequences. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Endpoint template creation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.5.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Template Creation and Maintenance) 
Description: Creation of service endpoint templates. For example, most WSDL description generators provide 
standard templates for endpoints. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server); AP03(IBM 
Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: SLA template creation Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.5.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Template Creation and Maintenance) 
Description: Helps creating templates for Service Level Agreements. In service-oriented environments SLAs 
consist of standardized building blocks, with each block focusing a certain aspect of the service 
(resp. its quality). For example, a high-level distinction is functional vs. non-functional vs. 
operational SLA elements. As another example, ZKB maintains an SLA section that specifies all 
people that are responsible for the service, so that the consumer has contact details in case of an 
outage or a change request. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP12(BMC Software ITSM Suite); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and 
Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Idea repository Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.6.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Idea management) 
Description: Stores all ideas for new services and service enhancements alongside metadata. Metadata comprises, 
among others, valuation scores, idea descriptions and detailing artifacts (e.g., process models, 
service models etc.). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.3.1(Consolidate information):o; A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing 
services):o; A2.2.10(Prioritize suggestions):o; A2.2.4(Receive new service ideas 
or enhancement proposals from SLM):o; A2.2.8(Derive improvement 
suggestions):o; A2.2.9(Evaluate suggestions):o; A2.3.1(Conduct detailed 
assessment (conformance evaluation)):o; A1.1.1.1.5(Record ideas):r; 
A1.1.1.2.1(Check priority):o; A1.1.1.2.2(Check strategic conformance):o; 
A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):o; A1.1.1.3.1(Consolidate ideas):o; A1.1.1.3.2(Detail 
ideas):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping {} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (0) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Idea valuation support Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.6.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Idea management) 
Description: Supports human agents in the valuation of new service ideas and ideas for service enhancements. 
Commonly it offers comparison functionality to compare multiple ideas. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing services):o; A2.2.10(Prioritize suggestions):o; 
A2.2.4(Receive new service ideas or enhancement proposals from SLM):o; 
A2.2.9(Evaluate suggestions):o; A2.3.1(Conduct detailed assessment 
(conformance evaluation)):r; A1.1.1.2.1(Check priority):o; A1.1.1.2.2(Check 
strategic conformance):o; A1.1.1.2.3(Check feasibility):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping {} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (0) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Idea gathering process designing Containing 
FG: 
FG2 (Service Modeling, Design and 
Implementation) 
Identifier: F2.6.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG2 (Idea management) 
Description: Function that supports in designing the idea gathering process. This involves selecting appropriate 
gathering techniques, procedures for categorizing and filtering ideas and support for selecting 
suitable interview partners. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.4(Receive new service ideas or enhancement proposals from SLM):o; 
A2.3.1(Conduct detailed assessment (conformance evaluation)):o; 
A1.1.1.1.1(Conduct market analysis):o; A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application 
analysis):o; A1.1.1.1.3(Conduct portfolio analysis):o; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process 
analysis):o; A1.1.1.3.2(Detail ideas):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping {} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (0) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service pricing engine Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.1.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Pricing) 
Description: A pricing engine calculates appropriate service prices based on the inputs provided. Inputs comprise 
estimated sales quantities, return expectations, costs, sensitivities and others. Various different price 
calculation schemes exists, including competition-based pricing, discriminatory pricing, dumping 
pricing and premium pricing. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business case):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; 
A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business case):o; 
A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and 
perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP26(Zafin Labs miPricing); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: MIS pricing data integration Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.1.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Pricing) 
Description: Administers and provides interfaces for the integration of pricing data from MIS. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; 
A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business case):o; 
A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and 
perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP26(Zafin Labs miPricing); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service costing engine Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.2.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Costing and Controlling) 
Description: Determines the current costs of a service based on user inputs. As opposed to traditional costing 
functions this one targets services rather than cost centers. The function may be used within F3.2.2 
and F3.2.3. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business case):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; 
A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business case):o; 
A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and 
perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping {} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (0) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Cost planning Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.2.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Costing and Controlling) 
Description: Planning functionality for forecasting the costs associated with a service. In contrast to traditional 
forecasting functions that target processes or cost centers, this function focuses services. It relies on a 
number of inputs, especially user's expectations of future cost developments. In this sense the 
function does not exhibit substantial logic, but rather only offers the tools for calculation. The data 
from F3.2.1 can serve as input. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.2.2(Compare identified sources):o; A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business 
case):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of 
concepts and business case):o; A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update 
business case, analyze and perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping {} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (0) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Cost analysis Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.2.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Costing and Controlling) 
Description: Provides a range of cost analysis sub-functions, e.g., cost driver analyses and cost sensitivity 
analyses. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.2.2(Compare identified sources):o; A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business 
case):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):o; 
A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business case):o; 
A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and 
perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping {} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (0) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Revenue simulation Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.3.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Revenue Management) 
Description: In combination with F3.3.3 this function performs revenue-based simulations. In addition to the 
inputs from F3.3.3 it requires the user to identify the main uncertainties and estimate the 
corresponding future volatility of these uncertainties. It also allows to specify different scenarios. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business case):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; 
A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):o; A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business 
case):o; A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze 
and perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP26(Zafin Labs miPricing); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Scenario comparison Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.3.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Revenue Management) 
Description: Quantitative and qualitative comparison of cost and revenue scenarios, e.g., based on the results 
from F3.3.1. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.2.2(Compare identified sources):o; A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business 
case):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of 
concepts and business case):o; A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update 
business case, analyze and perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP26(Zafin Labs miPricing); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Revenue planning Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.3.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Revenue Management) 
Description: Planning function for revenue forecasting. The function takes relevant input (quantities, market-
related estimates, costs) and provides revenue estimates. In combination with F3.3.1, dynamic 
estimated are possible. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business case):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; 
A1.3.5.4(Budgeting):o; A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business 
case):o; A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze 
and perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP26(Zafin Labs miPricing); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Costing and pricing data 
gathering 
Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.4.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Valuation Support) 
Description: Function to gather data related to costing and pricing of services. It allows both, automatic gathering 
using interfaces to applications (e.g. a core banking application) and manual entry of the respective 
data. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; 
A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business case):o; 
A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and 
perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP26(Zafin Labs miPricing); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Costing and pricing data 
integration 
Containing 
FG: 
FG3 (Service Valuation) 
Identifier: F3.4.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG3 (Service Valuation Support) 
Description: Function for the integration of costing- and pricing-related data from different systems. Due to the 
lack of standards in this area the function needs to employ individual interfaces with each 
application. Takes the results from F3.4.1. Data integration includes consolidation and redundancy 
and contradiction elimination (cleansing). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):o; A1.3.4.4(Refine business case):o; 
A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business case):o; 
A1.4.5.3(Update business case):o; A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and 
perform corrective actions):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP26(Zafin Labs miPricing); AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Semantic repository search Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.1.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service Discovery) 
Description: Function to search a service repository using semantic search technologies, e.g., ontology-based 
searches. Semantic searches increase the likelihood of finding a re-usable service (if it exists), even 
if the specific search terms do not actually occur in the service descriptions. Depending on the 
knowledge base's sophistication, a semantically similar terminology also yields the desired results. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing services):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):o; A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):o; A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices 
into service):o; A1.3.2.1(Identify alternative sources):o; A2.3.2(Simulate technical 
impacts):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); 
AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority); AP24(jCatalog Product and Service 
Configurator);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Plain-text repository search Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.1.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service Discovery) 
Description: Allows plain-text searches in a service repository. As opposed to semantic searches, the search 
results from a plaintext search depend on an exact fit between the search terms and the contents of 
the service descriptions. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.2.1(Compare idea to existing services):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):o; A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):o; A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices 
into service):o; A1.3.2.1(Identify alternative sources):o; A2.3.2(Simulate technical 
impacts):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); 
AP25(Camilion Solutions Product Authority); AP24(jCatalog Product and Service 
Configurator);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service contract versioning Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.2.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service Contracting) 
Description: A service contract is a legally binding document between the service consumer and the service 
provider that specifies the relevant functional and non-functional (QoS) features of the service. 
Depending on the service type at hand the contract can take the form of a written document aimed at 
human readers or of a highly standardized document for automatic interpretation and exchange. This 
function primarily targets the latter. Service contracts may evolve over time as, e.g., SLAs change. 
This function keeps track of different versions and allows the user to specify which contract version 
applies to specific consumers. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):o; A1.3.6.5(Contract finalization and signing):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry 
and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service contract cloning Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.2.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service Contracting) 
Description: A service contract is a legally binding document between the service consumer and the service 
provider that specifies the relevant functional and non-functional (QoS) features of the service. 
Depending on the service type at hand the contract can take the form of a written document aimed at 
human readers or of a highly standardized document for automatic interpretation and exchange. This 
function primarily targets the latter. Contract cloning refers to the technical duplication of a contract 
in order to re-use it as a blueprint within another service. While this seems trivial, it involves a 
multitude of steps, including testing whether the contract metrics are applicable to the new service. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):o; A1.3.6.5(Contract finalization and signing):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry 
and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service contract deprecation Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.2.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service Contracting) 
Description: A service contract is a legally binding document between the service consumer and the service 
provider that specifies the relevant functional and non-functional (QoS) features of the service. 
Depending on the service type at hand the contract can take the form of a written document aimed at 
human readers or of a highly standardized document for automatic interpretation and exchange. This 
function primarily targets the latter. It allows the administrator (e.g., the Service Lifecycle Manager) 
to deprecate contracts, including notifying consumers. The function also invokes the service 
versioning function, which in turn tracks the status of the contract. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.7.6.5(Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry 
and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message format library Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.3.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Creation) 
Description: Stores and categorizes all message formats. On a general level this includes keeping track of all used 
standards throughout the company, e.g., SOAP. On a more detailed level it stores templates for 
general message structures and is linked to the data type repository. The function helps maximizing 
the re-use of parts of a service interface and ensures that for similar interfaces the same data types 
are re-used. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message configuration (rules, 
transformations, messages) 
Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.3.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Creation) 
Description: Supports in designing messages and related artifacts. The designing of messages includes the actual 
creation of a message. Rules comprise routing rules for certain messages or message types. 
Transformations are procedures to convert a message from one format (e.g., SOAP) to another 
format (e.g., an application-specific protocol). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message visualization Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: A convenience function for visualizing messages in order to enable easier and more intuitive editing. 
For example, the Eclipse IDE provides a graphical, graph-based, visualization of all methods and 
endpoints of a service and the corresponding message structure. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message storage and forwarding Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.10 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: A typical function of message brokers and ESBs. It stores messages in case the receiver is not 
available and forwards them at a later point in time. Depending on the specified settings the function 
also performs various escalation mechanisms after multiple unsuccessful delivery attempts. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message priority management Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.11 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: A function to prioritize messages in case of heavy infrastructure usage and resulting temporary 
bottlenecks. The prioritization criteria vary, including the topic a message belongs to and the sender 
it originates from (e.g., business-critical services need to be kept up an running, while a batch 
archiving service could be refused during peak hours). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message tracing (request and 
response) 
Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.12 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Documents message flows between services (including message contents and various metadata such 
as transfer time, delays, size), commonly for debugging purposes. The function is similar to logging-
related functions, but rather targets programmers instead of system administrators resp. service 
managers. Consequently, the tracelogs tend to be more detailed and technical than other logs. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server); 
AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service-based business events 
publication 
Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.13 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: This function publishes pre-specified business events using webservice standards. Services and/or 
human entities may subscribe to these event publications (push) and take corresponding actions. 
Depending on the deployed message broker type or ESB, instead of the subscription model a 
periodic pull for new published events may be necessary. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Topics publishing via WS 
standards 
Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Publishes certain topics to a larger number of recipients. As opposed to a normal message send-and-
receive procedure, this function enables multiple services to subscribe to a certain topic and receive 
all messages assigned to this topic once they are published (also referred to as publish-subscribe-
architecture). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Subscription to topics via WS 
standards 
Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Allows consumers (e.g., services) to subscribe to topics using WS Standards (e.g., SOAP). Once a 
message is broadcasted under the respective topic, all subscribers receive a copy of it. An example is 
the change of a service version: all consumers of the service need to be notified about the change 
and the rules according to which they decide whether to use the old version or to switch to the new 
one. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message box management Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: A function of most message brokers and ESBs to manage a service's message box. Message boxes 
are especially relevant for store-and-forward procedures in case the service is not reachable. 
Commonly the management functions also allow to publish and subscribe to certain message topics. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Add or remove new topic Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Function to add or remove a new message topic to the general directory of message topics. Adding 
or removing topics to specific consumers (e.g., services) is covered by the respective management 
function. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Browse topic Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.6 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Allows browsing and filtering the message topic directory. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Add or remove message box Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Adds a new or removes an existing message box of a service/an application. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Add or remove queue Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.8 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Message queues are important constructs in asynchronous service communication systems. Queues 
are the logical concept behind the store-and-forward procedure. Several protocols for message 
queueing exist, e.g., the AMQP and MQTT protocols. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message sending and receival Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.4.9 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Message Exchange and Management) 
Description: Function to issue and receive messages. This function is usually not directly visible in GUIs, but 
rather indirectly called during run-time by calling sub-services according to the service model that 
has been created at design-time. The passing of messages between two actors involves multiple 
parameters regarding security, durability, routing, batching and queueing (see also the corresponding 
function). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: XML event processing Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.5.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Complex Event Processing) 
Description: Handles events (e.g., complex events) that are based on an XML syntax. It triggers certain 
sequences (that are, e.g., stored as sequency templates) depending on the event processing results. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP23(TIBCO Business Events); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision 
Management); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: XML event production Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.5.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Complex Event Processing) 
Description: The function helps producing events (e.g., complex events). More precisely, it helps producing the 
generic events, not event instances. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP23(TIBCO Business Events); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Event stream definition Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.5.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Complex Event Processing) 
Description: Allows defining event streams. An example ist the checking of payments instructions for fraudulent 
purposes: the event stream defines the order of tests that need to be conducted. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP23(TIBCO Business Events); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision 
Management); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Event stream registry store Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.5.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Complex Event Processing) 
Description: Stores actually occured event streams in the registry for later reference and archiving purposes. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP23(TIBCO Business Events); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision 
Management); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: XML event filtering Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.5.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Complex Event Processing) 
Description: Allows defining rules (see also corresponding rule-related functions) that avoid multiple firing of 
events within a certain time interval and/or certain times. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP23(TIBCO Business Events); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); 
AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management); AP22(WSO2 
Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: CEP specification Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.5.6 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Complex Event Processing) 
Description: Helps specifying complex events. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP23(TIBCO Business Events); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision 
Management); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: CEP execution Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.5.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Complex Event Processing) 
Description: Engine for the execution of complex events for testing purposes. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP23(TIBCO Business Events); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Role based topic authorization Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.6.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service and Message Security) 
Description: Manages access authorization to certain message topics based on the requestor's permissions. This 
may for example be important in banks that have to enforce information separation between 
different bank units (so-called Chinese Walls). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services); AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Topics management and 
permission queueing 
Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.6.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service and Message Security) 
Description: Management function to administer the different message topics that are defined within the service 
systems. It also allows administrating the basic access rights (on a general basis, not on a single user 
level) for each topic and thus provides a central security layer. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: User based topic authorization Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.6.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service and Message Security) 
Description: Allows administrating access rights to message topics on a single consumer level (e.g., for a single 
service). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services); AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service access rights control Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.6.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service and Message Security) 
Description: Central security function for controlling service access rights. It specifies which services a certain 
actor is allowed to use. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services); AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message transport encryption Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.6.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Service and Message Security) 
Description: Encryption for messages. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Message collection and archival Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.7.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Logging and Archiving) 
Description: Collects messages sent between services and applications and archives them. Archiving may have 
several reasons, including regulatory and company-internal regulations. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); 
AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Repository activity logging and 
filtering 
Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.7.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Logging and Archiving) 
Description: Function for logging all activities within a service repository. Activities comprise service calls, 
service changes, deletions and uploads, policy changes, response times etc. Depending on the 
function breadth it also provides an interface for querying the data and filter it accordingly. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Endpoint metadata collection Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.8.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Other) 
Description: Collects endpoint metadata from technical service descriptions (e.g., WSDL). An example is the 
Endpoint URL. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP 
Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service registration Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.8.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Other) 
Description: Registration of a service instance during run-time, usually in a service registry. The service instance 
may be tracked, QoS measures gathered and by registering the services instance it can be better 
located by various actors (e.g., monitoring applications, consumers etc.). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o; A1.5.3.2(Integrate into service 
catalogue):o; A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide 
service):r; A1.7.6.5(Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and 
documentation):o; A1.7.2.3(Implement variation):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services); AP03(IBM Websphere 
Service Registry and Repository); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Mediation policy authoring Containing 
FG: 
FG4 (Service Exchange and Integration) 
Identifier: F4.8.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG4 (Other) 
Description: Mediation policies govern the behavior of service registries and repositories. Similar to a reasoner 
that is operating on rules, policies distinguish conditions and actions. For example, a mediation 
policy might specify that in case the number of messages per hour exceeds a certain amount, all 
excess messages are redirected to another message broker, rejected or queued. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository); AP06(WSO2 
DataServices Server); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Proxy service, endpoint and 
sequency monitoring 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: The monitoring of proxy services is special compared to that of common services. Proxy service 
constructs offer a single point of access to several other services, e.g., in order to realize load 
balancing. Exemplary monitored metrics are the average utilization rate, average response rate and 
more specialized metrics measuring the success of balancing. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate 
and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and 
capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA 
Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository); 
AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Synthetic monitoring and 
analysis 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.10 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitoring of applications, websites and webservices from an enduser perspective. Automated 
scripts periodically test the respective target for reachability, responsiveness and correctness of 
replies. The function does not, however, provide end-to-end testing of an entire customer process, 
but restricts to the testing of single, plain tasks. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate 
and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and 
capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP02(Predic8 
Membrane SOA Registry); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); 
AP13(Nagios XI); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Real user monitoring and 
analysis 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.11 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitoring from the real user's viewpoint. The function monitors all specified services and 
composite application as they are experienced by the end user. Metrics include, but are not limited 
to, perceived latency and overall availability. Depending on the specific implementation the function 
provides formatted reports of the results. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate 
and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.2(Forecast future performance and 
capacity requirements):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and 
capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP02(Predic8 
Membrane SOA Registry); AP13(Nagios XI); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational 
Decision Management);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Internet connection analysis Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.12 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Analyzes the internet connection for services provided over a network. For example, ENTB 
continuously analyzes the internet connection to the client bank's branches. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate 
and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and 
capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); 
AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Web site analysis Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.13 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Applies to services that are exposed as a webapp. The function provides various sub-functions for 
analyzing the webapp, ranging from aesthetic tests (usability) to functionality to efficiency of 
implementation. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate 
and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and 
capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Application monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.14 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitoring of all applications that affect the respective service. Monitoring mainly focuses on the 
availability, latency and, if applicable, quality of the provided results. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):r; A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; 
A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current 
availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Server monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.15 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitoring of all servers that are related to the provisioning of the respective service. Monitoring 
mainly focuses on the availability and the utilization rate. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):o; A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; 
A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current 
availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Database monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.16 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitoring of all databases that affect the respective service. Monitoring mainly focuses on the 
availability, latency and, if applicable, quality of the provided results. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):o; A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; 
A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current 
availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP13(Nagios XI); AP06(WSO2 DataServices 
Server);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Network monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.17 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitoring of all network infrastructures that affect the respective service. Monitoring mainly 
focuses on the availability and latency. In the case of ENTB, for example, the internet connection 
between ENTB and the client's bank branches is constantly monitored in order to detect connection 
problems that might affect service availability on the customer's site (e.g., real-time account balance 
checking). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):o; A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; 
A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current 
availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP13(Nagios XI); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP 
Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Incident management Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.18 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Function for storing, tracking and passing of incidents that have been reported by either human or 
electronic agents (may, for example, be integrated with F5.2.2). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.2(Provide initial support and define 
ownership):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.1.4(Resolute incident):o; 
A1.6.1.5(Close incident):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete); AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP12(BMC 
Software ITSM Suite); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Real-time service operation 
monitoring 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: This function consists of multiple sub-functions that allow monitoring service operation aspects in 
real-time. An example is ENTB’s end-to-end monitoring. The specific metrics may vary in each 
individual setting. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate 
and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and 
capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP02(Predic8 
Membrane SOA Registry); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); 
AP13(Nagios XI); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service invocation analysis 
(trend identification) 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Function to detect, track and analyze service invocations over a longer period of time in order to 
identify trends. For example, a steadily high delay of service response may point to a necessary up-
scaling of the infrastructure the service operates on. Further, the analysis results may provide 
indications on possible candidates for elimination (e.g., services that are never invoked). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application 
analysis):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.2(Forecast 
future performance and capacity requirements):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current 
performance and capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); 
AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); 
AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Activity correlation analysis Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Analyzes correlations between activities (especially service invocations) in order to derive measures 
for improving the overall availability and resource utilization within the service system (e.g., by 
improving load balancing). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A2.2.6(Perform dependency 
screenings):o; A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):o; A1.4.5.1(Document 
dependencies):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP08(WSO2 Message Broker);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: SOA policy monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitors the adherence to the imposed SOA policies (e.g., a general maximum response time, 
adherence to general modeling policies during service implementation etc.). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):o; 
A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.4.1(Determine resp. derive service-related 
security requirements):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry 
and Repository); AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA 
Registry); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Repository activity analysis Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.6 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Analyzes all activities in a repository along a service's lifecycle. These include new service 
deployments, service changes, contract changes, description changes, service disposals, policy 
changes and others. In case of important changes that affect the functioning of one or more services, 
the respective agents are notified by means of F5.2.3. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):o; A1.1.2.2(Identify 
re-usage opportunities):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and 
audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.2(Forecast future performance and capacity 
requirements):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); 
AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: SLA (compliance) monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Monitors SLA compliance of all currently active service instances and notifies human or electronic 
agents in case of breaches (escalation). Depending on the specific implementation of this function it 
includes automatic corrective actions based on pre-specified business rules. Also, depending on the 
electronic availability of SLAs it may be integrated with the corresponding SLA repository to 
automatically gather the defined metrics and boundaries. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):o; 
A1.1.1.1.4(Conduct application analysis):o; A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; 
A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services); AP11(Compuware Gomez); 
AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); 
AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository); AP04(Predic8 
Membrane SOAP Monitor); AP12(BMC Software ITSM Suite); AP13(Nagios 
XI); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Real-time service exchange 
monitoring 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.8 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: While F1.6 monitors and analyzes events within the repository itself, this function focuses on the 
exchange of services and thus rather is part of a service registry. It monitors service exchanges for 
QoS and billing purposes. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; A1.6.3.2(Evaluate 
and audit current availability):o; A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and 
capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP08(WSO2 Message Broker); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); 
AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); AP14(IBM Websphere Operational 
Decision Management);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Routing rules monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.1.9 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Monitoring and Analysis) 
Description: Routing rules for message flows ensure that messages are routed along the appropriate paths (e.g., 
paths may differ with respect to delivery speed, high-priority messages are routed over the faster 
paths). This function ensures that all routing rules can be obeyed without causing bottlenecks. In 
case bottlenecks are identified, an escalation mechanism notifies the responsible people (see 
respective function). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident):o; 
A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management); AP08(WSO2 
Message Broker); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); AP04(Predic8 
Membrane SOAP Monitor);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service monitoring results 
layouting 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.2.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Service Reporting) 
Description: A generic function applicable to the results of all monitoring functions that allows layouting result 
reports. This involves a) preparation of the results for human readers and b) formatting results in 
accordance to electronic standards (e.g., XBRL). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); 
AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository); AP04(Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor); 
AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service-related reporting Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.2.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Service Reporting) 
Description: Distribution of the results from function F5.2.1 to all relevant human and electronic agents. The 
function also allows specifying the recipients of each report. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide 
service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository); AP12(BMC Software ITSM Suite); AP02(Predic8 
Membrane SOA Registry); AP11(Compuware Gomez); AP13(Nagios XI);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Repository event notifications 
(email, webservice forwarding) 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.2.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Service Reporting) 
Description: General notification function that notifies agents (human and electronic) in case of important 
repository events. Important events are service outages (see also F5.2.5), general outages and delays 
due to maintenance activity. Depending on the specific function implementation it offers various 
ways of notification, including email, SMS, RSS (push) and a standardized webservice (pull). The 
functions gets the required data from F5.1.6. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA 
Registry); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Governance reporting Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.2.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Service Reporting) 
Description: Reporting of governance-related issues concerning the service system. This includes analyses on 
adherence to policies, general repository metrics (number of services etc.), and in-depth information 
on service re-use within the system. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide 
service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP13(Nagios XI); AP19(IBM Business 
Process Manager); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Automated outage user 
notification 
Containing 
FG: 
FG5 (Service Monitoring, Analysis and 
Reporting) 
Identifier: F5.2.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG5 (Service Reporting) 
Description: Function that automatically notifies the user of service outages in the service system. Not all users 
are notified, but only those that are related to the service (i.e., those that are using or managing it). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.1.1(Record incident):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP22(WSO2 Business Activity Monitor); AP13(Nagios XI); AP05(WSO2 
Governance Registry); AP02(Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process artifact management Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.1.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Administration) 
Description: Helps managing process artifacts. These include, among others, provisioning workflows, 
categorizations and associations of processes (or parts thereof). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.6.2.1(Conduct resp. refine business impact analysis 
(BIA) for service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager); 
AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process repository Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.1.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Administration) 
Description: Provides storage for process models. Usually handles both processes and their instances. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A2.2.6(Perform dependency screenings):r; 
A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):r; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):o; A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.6.2.1(Conduct resp. 
refine business impact analysis (BIA) for service):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA 
Architect); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Business process modeling Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.2.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Development and 
Enhancement) 
Description: Graphical and non-graphical modeling of process models. Commonly includes validation 
functionality to assess the processes validity. The user may test-execute processes and simulate the 
workflow. Additionally the function includes monitoring and measuring facilities for design-time 
analytics. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):r; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.3.1.1(Define service features):o; A1.4.1.1(Program 
service):o; A1.7.2.1(Construct additional functionality):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA 
Architect); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process notation conversion Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.2.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Development and 
Enhancement) 
Description: Conversion between different process notations, e.g., BPEL and BPMN. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); AP19(IBM Business Process 
Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process versioning Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.2.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Development and 
Enhancement) 
Description: Versioning function for processes. Allows to track and administer different versions of a process. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):r; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP19(IBM Business Process 
Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Hot process update Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.2.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Development and 
Enhancement) 
Description: Allows updating process instances while they are actually operating. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP19(IBM Business Process 
Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process service deployment Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.3.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Deployment) 
Description: Uploads process-related artifacts to the repository and allows scheduling the deployment of process 
services. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP19(IBM Business Process 
Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process description export Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.3.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Deployment) 
Description: Exports process descriptions from/to arbitrary formats, including BPEL and BPMN. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.5.3.1(Integrate into 
service repository):o; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA Architect); AP18(WSO2 Business Process 
Server); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process instance data cleanup Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.4.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Execution) 
Description: Runtime function for cleaning up process instance data after successful completion of the process or 
its early abortion. The clean up process frees memory and empties caches in order to avoid orphaned 
data. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP19(IBM Business Process 
Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Business process caching and 
throttling 
Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.4.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Execution) 
Description: Function to cache and throttle business processes in order to ensure smooth and frictionless 
execution. The function allows determining process priorities (per process and/or per customer) to 
prioritize critical processes. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP07(WSO2 Mashup Server); AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); 
AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Workflow management Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.4.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Execution) 
Description: This function especially relates to the management of SLM-related workflows. In today's 
heterogenous SLM application architectures workflows are seldom managed across application 
boundaries. However, an integrated SLM application needs to provide facilities for integrating these 
applications and managing the workflows across them. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP19(IBM Business Process 
Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Process import Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.5.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Integration) 
Description: Import function for process-related artifacts. Imports processes modeled in BPEL, e.g., into the 
process management application or the process repository. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA 
Architect); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: User integration for process tasks Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.5.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Integration) 
Description: A very specific function that helps the process modeler to define and integrate manual tasks within a 
business process model. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.4.1(Detail service features):o; A1.3.4.2(Design processes):o; 
A1.5.2.3(Customize):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP09(Software AG ARIS SOA 
Architect); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Business process monitoring Containing 
FG: 
FG6 (Process Management) 
Identifier: F6.6.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG6 (Process Monitoring) 
Description: Monitoring of active business process instances. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):r; A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage 
opportunities):o; A1.6.2.1(Conduct resp. refine business impact analysis (BIA) for 
service):o; A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP18(WSO2 Business Process Server); AP19(IBM Business Process 
Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: SLM interface maintenance Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.1.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (SLM Integration) 
Description: A general function referring to the maintenance of interfaces to other SOA-related applications. The 
function may use several other functions. For example, an integration between a Message Broker 
and a SOA Governance application may involve the use of a mediation policy authoring function. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service 
repository):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: SLM adapter maintenance Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.1.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (SLM Integration) 
Description: Maintenance of all SLM adapters between SLM-related applications. The function is a proxy for 
various sub-functions (e.g., adapter availability checking, stability checking, response time 
checking). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service 
repository):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP05(WSO2 Governance Registry); AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial 
Services); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: DWH run-time integration Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.2.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Business Intelligence) 
Description: The function is a proxy for all functions that help collecting real-time information from running 
systems in order to store them in a DWH. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.1.1.1(Conduct market analysis):o; A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process 
analysis):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP20(IBM InfoSphere Warehouse); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager); 
AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: DWH webservice and metadata 
integration 
Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.2.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Business Intelligence) 
Description: Encapsulates DWH access functionality and exposes it as a webservice in order to provide a 
standardized access point to SLM-relevant DWH information. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.1.1.1.2(Conduct process analysis):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP20(IBM InfoSphere Warehouse); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: DWH results visualization Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.2.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Business Intelligence) 
Description: Visualizes DWH query results. The types of visualization are manifold, ranging from simple tables 
to diagrams to complex graphical reports. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.2.3.3(Provide detailed description for each requirement):o; A1.3.3.1(Gather 
business case data):o; A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem 
records):o; A1.1.1.1.1(Conduct market analysis):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP21(Information Builders WebFOCUS); AP03(IBM Websphere Service 
Registry and Repository); AP20(IBM InfoSphere Warehouse);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Browser-based mobile BI Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.2.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Business Intelligence) 
Description: Distributes BI reports to mobile devices by means of a web-browser. The function allows the user to 
compose reports on the fly, while the extent depends on the DWH's capabilities and the available 
processing power. Usually the function is implemented in a browser-neutral way, relying on 
standards like JavaScript and HTML. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data):o; A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and 
problem records):o; A1.1.1.1.1(Conduct market analysis):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP21(Information Builders WebFOCUS); AP11(Compuware Gomez);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: BI data distribution Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.2.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Business Intelligence) 
Description: Distributes BI results to multiple heterogenous clients, including mobile devices, programmatic 
interfaces of reporting applications, email etc. This function only concerns with the actual 
distribution and, depending on its scope, with the device-specific presentation of the results. Metric 
calculations and automated results interpretation are not handled by the function. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A2.2.1(Gather and evaluate incident and problem records):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP21(Information Builders WebFOCUS); AP11(Compuware Gomez); 
AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository); AP20(IBM InfoSphere 
Warehouse);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Ontology visualization Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.3.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Ontology Management) 
Description: Visualizes the concepts and relationships within ontologies for design, management and searching. 
It is a convenience function to reduce complexity for human users. Different visualization methods 
exist, ranging from tabular to multi-dimensional hierarchies. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP16(Protege Protege);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Ontology editing Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.3.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Ontology Management) 
Description: CRUD for ontologies. Commonly the function is implemented by some kind of graphical modeling 
interface allowing the modeler to drag and drop concepts and relationships in order to build and edit 
the ontology. Usually integrates with concept satisfiability and consistency check functions (F7.3.4 
and F7.3.5) in order to provide realtime debugging. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP16(Protege Protege);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Reasoning Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.3.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Ontology Management) 
Description: Infers knowledge from ontological databases. A reasoning function checks if the statement at 
question does not violate the knowledge that is codified in the ontology. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP14(IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management); AP17(Clark and 
Parsia Pellet); AP24(jCatalog Product and Service Configurator);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Ontology consistency check Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.3.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Ontology Management) 
Description: Checks whether a given ontology is consistent. Consistency is given if no relation between concepts 
is contradictory to any of the other relations within the ontology. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP17(Clark and Parsia Pellet);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Concept satisfiability check Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.3.5 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Ontology Management) 
Description: A concept in an ontology is satisfied if it can theoretically become true without violating any 
relationships and other constraints. The function checks a concept's satisfiability. For example, an 
ontology might specify that a credit card can be added to any giro account. If there is another 
constraint specifying that all youth giro accounts are not allowed to have a credit card linked to it, 
the giro account concept is not satisfiable. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o; A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP17(Clark and Parsia Pellet);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Ontology classification and 
realization 
Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.3.6 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Ontology Management) 
Description: Calculates subsumption hierarchies for classes and properties within an ontology. The function is 
part of any reasoner. The embedded algortihms (e.g., the enhanced traversal algorithm) traverse the 
ontology and infer hierarchies. Usually the function is simultaneously run in conjunction with 
functions for validity testing (see, e.g., F7.3.5). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.4.1.1(Program service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP16(Protege Protege);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Ontology debugging Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.3.7 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Ontology Management) 
Description: Helps debugging the an ontology once inconsistencies have been identified. The function suggests 
alternative solutions to the problem and changes the ontology accordingly once the user takes a 
decision. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP17(Clark and Parsia Pellet);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Single-sign on Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.4.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (SLM Security) 
Description: The function targets the SLM applications themselves. In order to enhance the degree of integration 
between applications, some vendors provide Single-sign-on (SSO) functions for their solutions. For 
example, WSO2 offers an SSO for its entire SOA stack if licensed as a service (SaaS). However, 
currently SSO is not widely disseminated as there are only few vendors offering multiple 
complementing solutions. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Multifactor authentication Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.4.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (SLM Security) 
Description: This function does not apply to certain activities but rather allows users to login to the different 
SOA-related applications. The multi-factor feature combines several different login features in order 
to increase the security level. It distinguishes a possession factor, a knowledge factor and an 
inherence factor. The first refers to something that the user owns (e.g., a mobile phone); the second 
relates to something the user knows (e.g. a PIN); and the third is something that the user is or has 
inherited (e.g. fingerprint). Most multi-factor authentication systems apply two or three of these 
features. However, many SOA-related applications still rely on single-factor authentication by 
means of a password. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Identification key storage Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.4.4 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (SLM Security) 
Description: The function is usually present in combination with SSO (F7.4.1). It stores user credentials and 
makes them available in a decentralized environment. As such, it is an integrating function within 
best-of-breed application architectures. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP01(Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service hosting Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.5.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Service Hosting) 
Description: Hosts services. Depending on the hosting model this includes the actual sources and possibly the 
service interface descriptions. It may further offer additional functions to administer the host 
environment, e.g. manual scaling, and performance assessment. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):r;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP06(WSO2 DataServices Server); AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry 
and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Automatic host environment 
scaling 
Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.5.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Service Hosting) 
Description: Automatically scales the service hosting environment based on pre-specified rules. The main 
objective of this largely automated function is to ensure a frictionless and smooth service 
provisioning. Once the function detects bottlenecks (e.g., increasing latencies due to excessive 
request numbers) it tries to scale the host environment. In virtualized hosting environments this act 
of scaling involves adding new virtual computing units. For example, the hosting provider 
heroku.com automatically adds so-called Dynos, i.e., virtual blocks of computing power, once it 
detects a bottleneck. Thereby it obeys user-imposed rules and restrictions (e.g., maximum cost 
limitations and concurrency rules). 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.6.8.1(Provide service):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: SLA management Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.6.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Service Level Management) 
Description: Creation, updating and storage of SLAs. Operates on all sections of an SLA including customer-
specific metrics. The SLA may be in different formats, e.g. Word or formally structured, e.g., by 
means of the Web Service Level Agreement Standard. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):o; A1.3.6.6(SLA 
finalization and signing):o; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary customization):o; 
A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A1.6.3.1(Determine or derive 
availability requirements):o; A1.6.4.1(Determine resp. derive service-related 
security requirements):o; A1.6.5.1(Determine current performance and capacity 
requirements):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository); AP12(BMC Software 
ITSM Suite);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (1) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service level creation support Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.6.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Service Level Management) 
Description: Supports the service modeler in creating different service levels. The suggestions commonly base on 
different input factors, e.g., information on the future customers and their preferences, turnover, 
revenue and cost calculations. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):o; A1.3.6.6(SLA 
finalization and signing):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP12(BMC Software ITSM Suite);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service level maintenance Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.6.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Service Level Management) 
Description: Function for updating/deleting existing service levels for a given service and customer. Also allows 
editing service level templates that are independent of specific services and customers. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.6.2(SLA drafting):o; A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation):o; A1.3.6.6(SLA 
finalization and signing):o; A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary customization):o; 
A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A1.6.5.1(Determine current 
performance and capacity requirements):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP12(BMC Software ITSM Suite);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service provider and user 
visualization 
Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.7.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Service Structure Visualization) 
Description: Visualizes all providers and users of a given service as specified in the service description. The 
function helps the user dealing with the complexity inherent to large service systems with high re-
usage rates and possibly multiple providers for a given service. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BOTH Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):o; A1.3.2.1(Identify alternative sources):o; 
A1.3.2.2(Compare identified sources):o; A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):o; 
A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A1.3.6.1(Contract drafting):o; 
A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Service structure visualization Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.7.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Service Structure Visualization) 
Description: Visualizes dependencies between services. It covers all dependencies as specified in this thesis. The 
function either visualizes static structures as specified in the service descriptions (e.g., in USDL by 
means of the Dependency attribute) or restricts to currently existing instances. While the former is 
especially interesting for SLM, the latter allows specific run-time analyses. The user determines 
which type the function performs. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: TECHNICAL Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.2(Identify subservices):o; A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies):o; 
A1.1.2.2(Identify re-usage opportunities):o; A2.1.2(Define applicable portfolio 
metrics and thresholds):o; A2.3.2(Simulate technical impacts):o; A1.3.4.3(Design 
technical infrastructure):o; A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies):o; A1.7.3.1(Specify 
replacement subservices):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP03(IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (0) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Project management support Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.8.1 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Team Coordination and Collaboration) 
Description: Standard project management functionality. The exact functionality varies slightly between 
solutions. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.3(Derive working packets):o; A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time 
(scheduling)):o; A1.3.5.3(Derive and schedule actions):o; A1.4.2.6(Schedule 
tests):o; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; A1.5.1.2(Implement 
organizational infrastructure):o; A1.5.6.1(Plan user training):o; A1.5.7.2(Plan 
migration):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
 
Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Team collaboration tools Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.8.2 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Team Coordination and Collaboration) 
Description: This function subsumes several team collaboration functions, including chats, file exchanges, online 
meeting etc. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 1 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time (scheduling)):o; A1.3.5.3(Derive and schedule 
actions):o; A1.4.2.7(Prepare tests):o; A1.5.1.1(Implement technical 
infrastructure):o; A1.5.1.2(Implement organizational infrastructure):o; 
A1.5.7.2(Plan migration):o;} 
Function-/application-mapping { AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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Content dimension 
Description layer 
 Name: Change management support Containing 
FG: 
FG7 (Cross Functions) 
Identifier: F7.8.3 Containing 
FSG: 
FSG7 (Team Coordination and Collaboration) 
Description: Supports change teams during changes, including progress tracking, evaluation and measure 
tracking. 
Orientation-/integration layer 
 Business/technical: BUSINESS Integrating: 0 
Mapping layer 
 Addressed service type SC PS RS DS AS IS 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Activity-/function-mapping 
(r=required, o=optional) 
{ A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure):o; A1.5.1.2(Implement 
organizational infrastructure):o; A1.5.6.1(Plan user training):o;} 
Function-/application-
mapping 
{ AP12(BMC Software ITSM Suite); AP19(IBM Business Process Manager); 
AP10(SmartBear ALM Complete);} 
Construction dimension 
Derivation layer 
 (1) application analyses (1) case study (0) literature 
Keys: 0=no, 1=yes 
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A2.2 Model Changes During Evaluation 
Table A 2-2 lists the most important changes that were proposed during focus group meeting F 
and subsequently adapted. 
Change Description 
Shifting up service-related 
function groups 
All function groups directly related to services were shifted to the top of the 
model. Other function groups, e.g., process-related ones, have been shifted 
down. This is to emphasize the reference model’s focus on services. 
Higher degree of abstraction Some functions formerly related to specific technology. For example, the 
function Service description validation was named WSDL validation. However, 
the focus group participants argued that the model should abstract from specific 
technologies in order to foster its reference character. 
Re-naming of FG “Others” to 
„Cross functions“ 
The function group Cross functions has been renamed from Others, as most 
contained functions are mapped to more than one lifecycle phase (hence, the 
new naming is more concise). 
Further refinement of 
valuation-related functions 
The initial detailing of valuation-related function sub-groups was rather low, 
which is owed to the absence of respective applications. The focus group 
participants worked out a more detailed structure. 
Table A 2-2: Major model changes during focus group meeting F. 
 
A2.3 Function Derivation from Literature 
Table A 2-3 lists all functions that have been mentioned within the examined SLM approaches 
in literature. 
Identifier Function 
[Casati et al., 2003] 
[Treiber et al., 2008] 
[Raverdy, 2008]  
and [Yelm
o et al., 2007] 
[Berbner et al., 2005] 
[Chaves et al., 2006] 
F1.1.1 Service metadata management 4 4 4 
  F1.1.3 Non-functional service description 4 
 
4 
 
4 
F1.1.4 Operational service description 4 4 4 
 
4 
F1.1.5 Functional service description 4 4 4 
 
4 
F1.1.7 Service versioning 
  
4 
  F2.1.3 Requirements evaluation support 
   
4 
 F2.2.1 Enduser service configuration support 
  
4 
  F2.2.2 Expert service configuration support 4 
    F2.3.2 Data type integration 
   
4 
 F2.3.4 Code conversion 4 4 
   F2.4.4 Test execution (remote or on-site) 
  
4 
  F3.1.1 Service pricing engine 
   
4 
 F3.2.1 Service costing engine 
   
4 
 
Table A 2-3: Mentioned functions in examined literature. 
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Identifier Function 
[Casati et al., 2003] 
[Treiber et al., 2008] 
[Raverdy, 2008]  
and [Yelm
o et al., 2007] 
[Berbner et al., 2005] 
[Chaves et al., 2006] 
F4.1.1 Semantic repository search 
   
4 
 F4.1.2 Plain-text repository search 
   
4 
 F4.3.2 Message configuration (rules, transformations, messages) 4 4 
   F4.4.12 Message tracing (request and response) 4 
    F4.6.4 Service access rights control 
 
4 
   F4.6.4 Service access rights control 
 
4 
   F4.7.2 Repository activity logging and filtering 4 
   
4 
F5.1.14 Application monitoring 
 
4 
   F5.1.15 Server monitoring 
 
4 
   F5.1.7 SLA (compliance) monitoring 
 
4 4 4 4 
F5.1.8 Real-time service exchange monitoring 
 
4 4 
  F5.2.1 Service monitoring results layouting 4 4 
   F5.2.2 Service-related reporting 4 4 4 4 
 F5.2.5 Automated outage user notification 
 
4 
   F6.4.3 Workflow management 
   
4 
 F7.1.1 SLM interface maintenance 4 
    F7.1.2 SLM adapter maintenance 
   
4 
 F7.4.3 Multifactor authentication 
  
4 
  F7.4.4 Identification key storage 
  
4 
  F7.5.1 Service hosting 4 4 4 4 4 
F7.5.2 Automated host environment scaling 
 
4 
   F7.6.1 SLA management 
 
4 
 
4 
 
Table A 2-3: Mentioned function in examined literature (cont.). 
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Appendix 3 Application Details 
Table A 3-1 lists all identified applications. For those applications that were analyzed in 
detail (see rightmost column) the subsequent tables provide application description sheets. 
For each of the analyzed applications, Appendix A8.1 (Appendix for the statistical analyses) 
provides a statistical discussion detailing how the SLM process is addressed. 
Identifier Application name Vendor Category Sub-category 
Filtered out 
(y/n)?*  
A
nalyzed? 
(n=no,  
d=in detail, 
i=indicative) 
AP01 Service Bus for 
Financial Services 
Oracle Technical 
SOA 
ESBs n d 
AP02 SOA Registry Membrane Technical 
SOA 
Registries n d 
AP03 Websphere SR and 
Repository 
IBM Technical 
SOA 
Repositories n d 
AP04 Membrane SOAP 
Monitor 
Predic8 Technical 
SOA 
Monitors n d 
AP05 Active Matrix 
Governance 
Framework 
TIBCO Technical 
SOA 
SOA 
governance 
n d 
AP06 DataServices Server WSO2 Technical 
SOA 
Service 
wrappers 
n d 
AP07 Mashup Server WSO2 Technical 
SOA 
Service 
mashups 
n d 
AP08 Message Broker WSO2 Technical 
SOA 
Message 
brokers 
n d 
AP09 ARIS SOA Architect Software AG Technical 
SOA 
Architecture 
management 
n d 
AP10 ALM Complete SmartBear Application 
Management 
A. lifecycle 
management 
n d 
AP11 Gomez Compuware Application 
Management 
A. 
performance 
management 
n d 
AP12 Remedy IT Service 
Management 
BMC 
Software 
IT Service 
Management 
ITSM n d 
AP13 XI Nagios IT Service 
Management 
IT 
infrastructure 
monitoring 
n d 
AP14 Websphere 
Operational Decision 
Management 
IBM Business logic Rules engines n d 
AP15 Rules Repository OpenRules Business logic Rules 
repositories 
n d 
AP16 Protégé Protégé Business logic Ontology 
modeling 
suites 
n d 
Table A 3-1: Identified SLM-related applications. 
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Identifier Application name Vendor Category Sub-category 
Filtered out 
(y/n)?*  
A
nalyzed? 
(n=no,  
d=in detail, 
i=indicative) 
AP17 Pellet Clark & Parsia Business logic Reasoners n d 
AP18 Business Process 
Server 
WSO2 Processes Process 
repository 
n d 
AP19 Business Process 
Manager 
IBM Processes Business 
process 
management 
n d 
AP20 Infosphere 
Warehouse 
IBM Business 
information 
Data-
warehousing 
n d 
AP21 WebFOCUS Information 
Builders 
Business 
information 
Business 
intelligence 
n d 
AP22 Business Activity 
Monitor 
WSO2 Business 
information 
Business 
activity 
monitoring 
n d 
AP23 Business Events TIBCO Business 
information 
Complex 
event 
processing 
n d 
AP24 Product and Service 
Configurator 
jCatalog Service 
configuration 
Service 
configure-tors 
n d 
AP25 Product Authority Camilion Service 
configuration 
Configuration 
/ pricing / 
quoting 
n d 
AP26 miPricing ZafinLabs Service 
configuration 
Pricing 
engines 
n d 
Remark: all applications below this point have been excluded from the analysis and were only briefly screened, 
either because they focus another service management understanding (e.g., field service management) or they 
do not offer more functionality than the analyzed applications. 
- Business Rules 
Server WSO2 - n i 
- Enterprise Service 
Bus WSO2 - n i 
- Identity Server WSO2 - n i 
- Application Server WSO2 - n i 
- IBM  Rational Focal Point - n i 
- Frontrange IT-SM Heat - n i 
- PeregrineSystems (now HP) ServiceCenter - n i 
- clik Service Management - n i 
Table A 3-1: Identified SLM-related applications (cont.). 
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Identifier Application name Vendor Category Sub-category 
Filtered out 
(y/n)?*  
A
nalyzed? 
(n=no,  
d=in detail, 
i=indicative) 
- HP 
HP Service 
Manager 
Center 
- n i 
- Marval 
Integrated IT 
Service 
Management 
Software 
Solution 
- n i 
- EPICON (HP spin-off) 
Service 
Management 
Software 
- n i 
- IBM Tivoli - n i 
- SAManage IT Service Management - n i 
- Cherwell Software 
Service 
Management 
Software 
- n i 
- Beetil Service Management - n i 
- LANDesk Software 
LANDesk IT 
Service 
Management 
- n i 
- Datawatch QSM - n i 
- Eclipse 
Service 
Management 
Software 
- y n 
- High5Software 
Service 
Management 
Enterprise 
- y n 
- Prosite Business Solutions 
ProBusinessT
ools® - y n 
- Miracle Service Service Management - y n 
- Technisoft Service Manager - y n 
- Metrix 
Service 
Management 
Software Suite 
- y n 
- Ayanova 
work order & 
service 
management 
software 
- y n 
Table A 3-1: Identified SLM-related applications (cont.). 
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Identifier Application name Vendor Category Sub-category 
Filtered out 
(y/n)?*  
A
nalyzed? 
(n=no,  
d=in detail, 
i=indicative) 
- GEDYS IntraWare  
tach’les - 
Servicemanag
ement 
- y n 
- HP OpenView ServiceDesk - y n 
- Touchpaper Helpdesk Service Suite - y n 
- Zed-Service 
Customer 
Service 
Management 
Software 
- y n 
- Incotec Incoservice - y n 
- ticketxpert.net HelpDesk - y n 
- IRIS 
Field Service 
Management 
Software 
- y n 
- kyberna 
ky2help 
Facility 
Service 
Suppor 
- y n 
- fieldengineer.co.uk Complete Service - y n 
- JobLogic JobLogic Suite - y n 
- OpTier BTM Suite - y n 
- OTRS HelpDesk - y n 
- sunrise 
IT and 
Customer 
Service 
Software 
- y n 
- l-mobile Service Suite - y n 
- caTechnologies Infrastructure Management - y n 
- Quest Software Foglight - y n 
- eVATIC Service Management - y n 
- orologic New Way Service - y n 
- BlueFolder Service Management - y n 
- 
tesseract 
Service 
Management 
Software 
- y n 
Table A 3-1: Identified SLM-related applications (cont.). 
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Identifier Application name Vendor Category Sub-category 
Filtered out 
(y/n)?*  
A
nalyzed? 
(n=no,  
d=in detail, 
i=indicative) 
- TechExcel ServiceWise - y n 
- qms Olysses - y n 
- Mobilio Link Field Service System - y n 
- Evron ESP - y n 
- Q to be® GmbH & 
Co. KG Q-Board Suite - y n 
- c.a.p.e. IT GmbH OTRS::CiCS  - y n 
- c.a.p.e. IT GmbH KIXbox  - y n 
- 
HORNBILL 
IT Service 
Management 
Software 
- y n 
- Wendia POB - y n 
- HelpMatics HelpMatic Suite - y n 
- DRUWEKO RepV - y n 
- ManageEngine ServiceDesk Plus - y n 
- Abacus Aegis Service Desk - y n 
- 
Biomni Ltd. 
Biomni 
Service 
Catalog 
- y n 
- ICCM Solutions e-Service Desk - y n 
- Mproof B.V. Mproof - y n 
- Vector Asset Manager Pro - y n 
- Service Ledger Service Ledger SMS - y n 
* reason: regarded as not relevant for SLM, as the applications employ another S(L)M understanding (e.g., field 
service management). 
Table A 3-1: Identified SLM-related applications (cont.). 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Oracle Service Bus for Financial Services 
Identifier: AP01 
Examined version: 11gR1 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > ESBs 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 Oracle's Service Bus is tailor-made to serve the needs of financial institutions. Specifically it provides 
extensive coverage of the SWIFT protocol and various other financial messaging standards. An 
included message library from a third-party provider (Volante Technologies) offers templates for the 
most common financial messaging standards (SWIFT, FIX, SEPA...). The solution provides all 
functions a regular ESB offers. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 1 (3%,9%) FG5: S. monitoring, 
analysis & reporting 
1 (3%,4%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
1 (3%,3%) FG6: Process 
management 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 5 (17%,19%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
21 (72%,57%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.2.3(service description change preview); F2.3.3(proxy service creation); F4.3.1(message format 
library); F4.3.2(message configuration (rules, transformations, messages)); F4.4.10(message storage 
and forwarding); F4.4.11(message priority management); F4.4.12(message tracing (request and 
response)); F4.4.13(service-based business events publication); F4.4.2(topics publishing via WS 
standards); F4.4.3(subscription to topics via WS standards); F4.4.4(message box management); 
F4.4.5(add or remove new topic); F4.4.6(browse topic); F4.4.7(add or remove message box); 
F4.4.8(add or remove queue); F4.4.9(message sending and receival); F4.6.1(role based topic 
authorization); F4.6.2(topics management and permission queueing); F4.6.3(user based topic 
authorization); F4.6.4(service access rights control); F4.6.5(message transport encryption); 
F4.8.2(service registration); F4.8.3(mediation policy authoring); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) 
monitoring); F7.1.1(SLM interface maintenance); F7.1.2(SLM adapter maintenance); F7.4.1(single-
sign on); F7.4.3(multifactor authentication); F7.4.4(identification key storage);} 
Table A 3-2: Application description sheet for application AP01. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Predic8 Membrane SOA Registry 
Identifier: AP02 
Examined version: 1.4.0 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > Registries 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The application provides run-time monitoring and registry functions. Monitoring includes availability- and 
performance monitoring, change monitoring and dependency monitoring. An alerting mechanism fires real-time 
alerts and reports. Further functions for service test invocation and dependency management are included. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 2 (11%,18%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
13 (68%,57%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
2 (11%,7%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
2 (11%,5%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.1.7(service versioning); F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, schemas, policies)); F2.4.1(service test 
invocation); F2.5.1(registry sequency template creation); F4.8.1(endpoint metadata collection); F4.8.2(service 
registration); F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency monitoring); F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and 
analysis); F5.1.11(real user monitoring and analysis); F5.1.2(real-time service operation monitoring); 
F5.1.3(service invocation analysis (trend identification)); F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring); F5.1.7(SLA 
(compliance) monitoring); F5.1.8(real-time service exchange monitoring); F5.1.9(routing rules monitoring); 
F5.2.1(service monitoring results layouting); F5.2.2(service-related reporting); F5.2.3(repository event 
notifications (email, webservice forwarding)); F5.2.5(automated outage user notification);} 
Table A 3-3: Application description sheet for application AP02. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: IBM Websphere Service Registry and Repository 
Identifier: AP03 
Examined version: 8 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > Repositories 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 IBM's solution combines the functions of a service registry and repository. It claims to be lifecycle-focused, 
automatically discovering service changes and handling the resulting versioning requirements. The solution 
supports WSDL and REST webservice technologies. It is among the few offering visualization techniques for 
service consumers and providers. These, however, restrict to digrams rather tham graph-based visualizations. As 
a specialty it offers BI functions that allow generating reports from complex (e.g., nested) data queries. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 11 (30%,100%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
8 (22%,35%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
3 (8%,10%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 10 (27%,37%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
5 (14%,14%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.1.1(service metadata management); F1.1.2(description storage); F1.1.3(non-functional service description); 
F1.1.4(operational service description); F1.1.5(functional service description); F1.1.6(service description 
import); F1.1.7(service versioning); F1.2.1(description validation); F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, 
schemas, policies)); F1.2.3(service description change preview); F1.2.4(description visualization); 
F2.5.1(registry sequency template creation); F2.5.2(endpoint template creation); F2.5.3(SLA template creation); 
F4.2.1(service contract versioning); F4.2.2(service contract cloning); F4.2.3(service contract deprecation); 
F4.8.2(service registration); F4.8.3(mediation policy authoring); F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency 
monitoring); F5.1.2(real-time service operation monitoring); F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring); F5.1.7(SLA 
(compliance) monitoring); F5.2.1(service monitoring results layouting); F5.2.2(service-related reporting); 
F5.2.3(repository event notifications (email, webservice forwarding)); F5.2.4(governance reporting); 
F7.1.1(SLM interface maintenance); F7.1.2(SLM adapter maintenance); F7.2.1(dwh run-time integration); 
F7.2.3(dwh results visualization); F7.2.5(BI data distribution); F7.5.1(service hosting); F7.5.2(automatic host 
environment scaling); F7.6.1(SLA management); F7.7.1(service provider and user visualization); F7.7.2(service 
structure visualization);} 
Table A 3-4: Application description sheet for application AP03. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Predic8 Membrane SOAP Monitor 
Identifier: AP04 
Examined version: 3.2.2 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > Monitors 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 A simple and lightweight tool to capture, analyze and edit HTTP and SOAP messages (accepted data formats 
are XML, SOAP and JSON). The tool is commonly used during conception, development and implementation 
of a service. It allows the programmer to quickly create a SOAP or HTTP (GET or POST) message and send it 
to the specified webservice by entering its description location or endpoint address. By specifying rules the 
programmer can advise the tool to use custom proxies (e.g., a proxy service). 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
11 (73%,48%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
4 (27%,11%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F4.4.1(message visualization); F4.5.5(XML event filtering); F4.7.1(message collection and archival); 
F4.8.1(endpoint metadata collection); F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency monitoring); 
F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and analysis); F5.1.12(internet connection analysis); F5.1.17(network 
monitoring); F5.1.2(real-time service operation monitoring); F5.1.3(service invocation analysis (trend 
identification)); F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring); F5.1.8(real-time 
service exchange monitoring); F5.1.9(routing rules monitoring); F5.2.1(service monitoring results layouting);} 
Table A 3-5: Application description sheet for application AP04. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: WSO2 Governance Registry 
Identifier: AP05 
Examined version: 4.5.3 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > SOA governance 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The application provides an overview of all services in a SOA as well as their relationships between each other, 
to processes and to the responsible roles. In this sense it is similar to an Enterprise Architecture repository. It 
stores workflows, service descriptions, server configurations and service contracts. Comprehensive search 
functionalities and a tagging mechanism foster service-reuse. It supports different kinds of service 
communication protocols including REST, JSON and SOAP. Further offers logging functions for the most 
important activities in a SOA (transactions and changes). 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 2 (13%,18%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
5 (33%,22%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 2 (13%,7%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
6 (40%,16%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.1.1(service metadata management); F1.1.7(service versioning); F4.1.1(semantic repository search); 
F4.1.2(plain-text repository search); F4.2.1(service contract versioning); F4.2.2(service contract cloning); 
F4.2.3(service contract deprecation); F4.7.2(repository activity logging and filtering); F5.1.5(SOA policy 
monitoring); F5.1.6(repository activity analysis); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring); F5.2.4(governance 
reporting); F5.2.5(automated outage user notification); F7.1.1(SLM interface maintenance); F7.1.2(SLM 
adapter maintenance);} 
Table A 3-6: Application description sheet for application AP05. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: WSO2 DataServices Server 
Identifier: AP06 
Examined version: 3.0.1 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > Service wrappers 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The solution integrates heterogeneous datasources and exposes data as webservices. Data sources include 
relational databases, object-oriented databases, csv files and Google spreadsheets, among others. It virtually 
supports any JDBC-compatible datasource. The exposed webservices offer CRUD operations on the data 
alongside data validation mechanisms. The WSO2 DataServices Server is part of the WSO2 SOA stack that is 
available both as an onpremise and a cloud-based solution offered by WSO2. In conjunction with the WSO2 
ESB it supports multiple transport protocols, including HTTP(S), JMS, SMTP, FTP and TCP. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 2 (11%,18%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
6 (33%,26%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
7 (39%,23%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 1 (6%,4%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
2 (11%,5%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.1.1(service metadata management); F1.2.1(description validation); F2.3.1(data type definition); F2.3.2(data 
type integration); F2.3.4(code conversion); F2.3.6(webservice creation); F2.3.8(automated code generation); 
F2.4.1(service test invocation); F2.5.2(endpoint template creation); F4.4.12(message tracing (request and 
response)); F4.8.3(mediation policy authoring); F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and analysis); F5.1.11(real user 
monitoring and analysis); F5.1.16(database monitoring); F5.1.2(real-time service operation monitoring); 
F5.1.3(service invocation analysis (trend identification)); F5.2.1(service monitoring results layouting); 
F7.5.1(service hosting);} 
Table A 3-7: Application description sheet for application AP06. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: WSO2 Mashup Server 
Identifier: AP07 
Examined version: 1.0.2 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > Service mashups 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The Mashup Server allows creating and hosting JavaScript-based mashups. It integrates various sources 
including, but not limited to, webservices, emails and news feeds (e.g., Atom or RSS). Each mashup is exposed 
as a webservice, enabling an integration of various sources into a service-oriented environment. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
7 (78%,23%) FG6: Process management 1 (11%,7%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
1 (11%,3%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F2.2.1(end user service configuration support); F2.2.2(expert service configuration support); 
F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and maintenance); F2.2.4(infrastructure integration); F2.3.5(stub 
generation); F2.4.1(service test invocation); F2.5.2(endpoint template creation); F4.4.12(message tracing 
(request and response)); F6.4.2(business process caching and throttling);} 
Table A 3-8: Application description sheet for application AP07. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: WSO2 Message Broker 
Identifier: AP08 
Examined version: 2.0.1 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > Message brokers 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The application is based on the Abstract Message Queueing Protocol (AMQP) in order to achieve maximum 
message interoperability. Consequently, it supports multiple languages including C++, Ruby, Java and .Net, 
among others. The application may be used within different deployment settings ranging from multiple-node 
infrastructures to single-node operation. The automatic load balancing ensures smooth throughput. The reliable 
messaging policies ensure that all messages are delivered with minimum loss, whereas different delivery 
guarantees (strict/best effort) may be negotiated with senders. Using WS-Eventing, the tool offers a 
publish/subscribe model. A monitoring and logging module keeps track of all message exchanges and 
optionally pushes the data into a governance repository. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
5 (20%,22%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
20 (80%,54%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F4.3.1(message format library); F4.3.2(message configuration (rules, transformations, messages)); 
F4.4.10(message storage and forwarding); F4.4.11(message priority management); F4.4.12(message tracing 
(request and response)); F4.4.13(service-based business events publication); F4.4.2(topics publishing via WS 
standards); F4.4.3(subscription to topics via WS standards); F4.4.4(message box management); F4.4.5(add or 
remove new topic); F4.4.6(browse topic); F4.4.7(add or remove message box); F4.4.8(add or remove queue); 
F4.4.9(message sending and receival); F4.6.1(role based topic authorization); F4.6.2(topics management and 
permission queueing); F4.6.3(user based topic authorization); F4.6.4(service access rights control); 
F4.6.5(message transport encryption); F4.7.1(message collection and archival); F5.1.3(service invocation 
analysis (trend identification)); F5.1.4(activity correlation analysis); F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring); 
F5.1.8(real-time service exchange monitoring); F5.1.9(routing rules monitoring);} 
Table A 3-9: Application description sheet for application AP08. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Software AG ARIS SOA Architect 
Identifier: AP09 
Examined version: 7.1 
Category & sub-category: Technical SOA > Architecture management 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The ARIS SOA Architect is an Enterprise Architecture tool that specializes on SOA. It allows the user to model 
BPEL-based business processes and automatically convert them into technical processes, thus facilitating 
service conception and development efforts. A business process step (i.e., an activity in the terminology of this 
thesis) is directly mapped to a service (specifically, to its description) in order to keep track of service-reuse. 
The software is a design-time tool and offers no process execution support. However, it provides export 
functions to push the processes to execution tools, e.g., IBM's Websphere products. By offering an interface to 
the ARIS UML Designer modelers can store UML-based service description templates for re-usage. Semantic 
search technologies are leveraged to propose re-usage potentials and to determine possibly suitable services for 
the modeled processes. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 2 (15%,18%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
2 (15%,7%) FG6: Process management 7 (54%,50%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
2 (15%,5%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.1.6(service description import); F1.2.4(description visualization); F2.3.2(data type integration); 
F2.3.8(automated code generation); F4.1.1(semantic repository search); F4.1.2(plain-text repository search); 
F6.1.1(process artifact management); F6.1.2(process repository); F6.2.1(business process modeling); 
F6.2.2(process notation conversion); F6.3.2(process description export); F6.5.1(process import); F6.5.2(user 
integration for process tasks);} 
Table A 3-10: Application description sheet for application AP09. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: SmartBear ALM Complete 
Identifier: AP10 
Examined version: 2011 
Category & sub-category: Application Management > Application lifecycle management 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 1 
 
Description 
 SmartBear's solution, consisting of the QAComplete and the DevComplete modules, aims at managing entire 
application lifecycles, building on the concept of waterfall reporting. It especially focuses on fostering 
collaboration within development teams. The tool encompasses extensive requirements storing and tracing 
functionality, including mapping to the affected resources (if any), e.g., code snippets, classes and modules. An 
integrated test management suite helps planning, conducting and analyzing application tests. It further integrates 
functions for run-time incident management and thus overlaps with ITSM tools. SmartBear also offers its 
application as a cloud-based SaaS. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
1 (8%,4%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
9 (69%,30%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 3 (23%,11%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 {F2.1.1(requirements tracing); F2.1.2(requirements repository); F2.3.7(source control management); F2.4.2(test 
specification); F2.4.3(test implementation); F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-site)); F2.4.5(test result 
analysis); F2.4.6(test automation resp. scheduling); F2.4.7(test case repository); F5.1.18(Incident management); 
F7.8.1(project management support); F7.8.2(team collaboration tools); F7.8.3(change management support);} 
Table A 3-11: Application description sheet for application AP10. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Compuware Gomez 
Identifier: AP11 
Examined version: no version 
Category & sub-category: Application Management > Application performance management 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 A SaaS-based application performance monitoring and testing suite for native mobile, cloud and web-based 
applications. It allows to monitor almost any kind of application and produces results per user, location, device, 
browser or single transaction. The application is specialized on rapid incident detection in distributed 
environments. Among the examined solutions Gomez has the most extensive and sophisticated reporting 
capabilities. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
12 (75%,52%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
2 (13%,7%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 2 (13%,7%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F2.4.8(cross browser testing); F2.4.9(webload testing); F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and analysis); 
F5.1.11(real user monitoring and analysis); F5.1.12(internet connection analysis); F5.1.13(web site analysis); 
F5.1.14(application monitoring); F5.1.15(server monitoring); F5.1.16(database monitoring); F5.1.17(network 
monitoring); F5.1.18(Incident management); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring); F5.2.1(service monitoring 
results layouting); F5.2.2(service-related reporting); F7.2.4(browser-based mobile bi); F7.2.5(BI data 
distribution);} 
Table A 3-12: Application description sheet for application AP11. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: BMC Software ITSM Suite 
Identifier: AP12 
Examined version: 8 
Category & sub-category: IT Service Management > ITSM 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 1  D: 1 
 
Description 
 An ITIL-certified ITSM solution. It combines incident management (incl. helpdesk), service monitoring, change 
management and SLA management (including configuration management). The application is available both as 
an on-premise solution and SaaS. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
3 (38%,13%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
1 (13%,3%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 4 (50%,15%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F2.5.3(SLA template creation); F5.1.18(Incident management); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring); 
F5.2.2(service-related reporting); F7.6.1(SLA management); F7.6.2(service level creation support); 
F7.6.3(service level maintenance); F7.8.3(change management support);} 
Table A 3-13: Application description sheet for application AP12. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Nagios XI 
Identifier: AP13 
Examined version: no version 
Category & sub-category: IT Service Management > IT infrastructure monitoring 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 An open-source based infrastructure monitoring solution. Monitors applications, services, operating systems and 
network-related assets (infrastructures, protocols). Its forecasting features help uncovering future bottlenecks 
and designing IT infrastructures accordingly. Compared to Gomez it offers considerably less reporting features. 
The solution is completely web-based. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
17 (100%,74%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency monitoring); F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and analysis); 
F5.1.11(real user monitoring and analysis); F5.1.12(internet connection analysis); F5.1.13(web site analysis); 
F5.1.14(application monitoring); F5.1.15(server monitoring); F5.1.16(database monitoring); F5.1.17(network 
monitoring); F5.1.18(Incident management); F5.1.2(real-time service operation monitoring); F5.1.3(service 
invocation analysis (trend identification)); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring); F5.2.1(service monitoring 
results layouting); F5.2.2(service-related reporting); F5.2.4(governance reporting); F5.2.5(automated outage 
user notification);} 
Table A 3-14: Application description sheet for application AP13. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: IBM Websphere Operational Decision Management 
Identifier: AP14 
Examined version: 8 
Category & sub-category: Business Logic > Rules engines 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 IBM's decision support solution gathers and processes business events and business rules. Using an integrated 
reasoner, decisions are derived from the obtained data. It encompasses two main building blocks, the Decision 
Center and the Decision Server. The former allows storing data, managing rules and the corresponding logic. 
The latter integrates the solution with run-time environments in order to gather data and perform automated 
execution of decisions. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
7 (50%,30%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
1 (7%,3%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 1 (7%,4%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
5 (36%,14%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and maintenance); F4.5.1(XML event processing); F4.5.3(event stream 
definition); F4.5.4(event stream registry store); F4.5.5(XML event filtering); F4.5.6(CEP specification); 
F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and analysis); F5.1.11(real user monitoring and analysis); F5.1.2(real-time service 
operation monitoring); F5.1.6(repository activity analysis); F5.1.7(SLA (compliance) monitoring); F5.1.8(real-
time service exchange monitoring); F5.1.9(routing rules monitoring); F7.3.3(reasoning);} 
Table A 3-15: Application description sheet for application AP14. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: OpenRules Rules Repository 
Identifier: AP15 
Examined version: 6.2.4 
Category & sub-category: Business Logic > Rules repositories 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 A rules repository supporting lifecycle-wide rules management including version control, rule editing, rule 
distribution and rule testing. The solution completely relies on Excel-based spreadsheets but supports various 
internet protocols (file, http, ftp, db...) to integrate external rule sources. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
1 (100%,3%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and maintenance);} 
Table A 3-16: Application description sheet for application AP15. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Protege Protege 
Identifier: AP16 
Examined version: 4.3 
Category & sub-category: Business Logic > Ontology modeling suites 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 Stanford University's Protege ontology editor allows modeling and populating ontologies in different formats 
(OWL, RDF, XML Schema). It handles all possible features of an ontology, including classes, properties and 
class characteristics. Further, the application encompasses extensive ontology visualization features. A 
standardized interface connects to a variety of reasoners (e.g., Pellet). 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 3 (100%,11%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F7.3.1(ontology visualization); F7.3.2(ontology editing); F7.3.6(ontology classification and realization);} 
Table A 3-17: Application description sheet for application AP16. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Clark and Parsia Pellet 
Identifier: AP17 
Examined version: 2.3.0 
Category & sub-category: Business Logic > Reasoners 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 Pellet is an OWL2 reasoning system based on Java. The reasoner has the full expressivity of OWL-DL and thus 
covers almost all possible ontology structures. It checks the consistency of ontologies (no contradictory facts), 
concept satisfiability (for each class it must be possible to have instances without causing the ontology to 
become inconsistent), classification (logical relationship computation) and supports the realization (finding the 
most specific class for a given individual). Besides debugging capabilities, Pellet pro-actively suggests how to 
repair inconsistent ontologies. Pellet offers many interaction ways, including an API (e.g., to integrate with 
ontology editors such as Protege), a web-based graphical interface and a command-line tool. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 4 (100%,15%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F7.3.3(reasoning); F7.3.4(ontology consistency check); F7.3.5(concept satisfiability check); F7.3.7(ontology 
debugging);} 
Table A 3-18: Application description sheet for application AP17. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: WSO2 Business Process Server 
Identifier: AP18 
Examined version: 3.0.0 
Category & sub-category: Processes > Business process repository 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 A full-fledged BPM suite with special focus on service-oriented systems. It is based on BPEL, providing both 
stateful and stateless processes that are processed in-memory. It allows for human task inclusion including a 
multi-tier escalation mechanism and role-based access control. The application ships with a graphical designer 
for custom user interfaces. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 13 (81%,93%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
3 (19%,8%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F4.6.1(role based topic authorization); F4.6.3(user based topic authorization); F4.6.4(service access rights 
control); F6.1.1(process artifact management); F6.1.2(process repository); F6.2.1(business process modeling); 
F6.2.3(process versioning); F6.2.4(hot process update); F6.3.1(process service deployment); F6.3.2(process 
description export); F6.4.1(process instance data cleanup); F6.4.2(business process caching and throttling); 
F6.4.3(workflow management); F6.5.1(process import); F6.5.2(user integration for process tasks); 
F6.6.1(business process monitoring);} 
Table A 3-19: Application description sheet for application AP18. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: IBM Business Process Manager 
Identifier: AP19 
Examined version: Advanced 
Category & sub-category: Processes > Business process management 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 A BPM platform focusing on service-oriented architectures. In contrast to the ARIS SOA Architect focus is put 
on run-time support, i.e., process execution and run-time management. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
1 (5%,4%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 14 (70%,100%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 5 (25%,19%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F5.2.4(governance reporting); F6.1.1(process artifact management); F6.1.2(process repository); 
F6.2.1(business process modeling); F6.2.2(process notation conversion); F6.2.3(process versioning); F6.2.4(hot 
process update); F6.3.1(process service deployment); F6.3.2(process description export); F6.4.1(process 
instance data cleanup); F6.4.2(business process caching and throttling); F6.4.3(workflow management); 
F6.5.1(process import); F6.5.2(user integration for process tasks); F6.6.1(business process monitoring); 
F7.2.1(dwh run-time integration); F7.2.2(dwh webservice and metadata integration); F7.8.1(project 
management support); F7.8.2(team collaboration tools); F7.8.3(change management support);} 
Table A 3-20: Application description sheet for application AP19. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: IBM InfoSphere Warehouse 
Identifier: AP20 
Examined version: 10.5 
Category & sub-category: Business Information > Datawarehousing 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The IBM InfoSphere Warehouse is a data warehousing platform based on the IBM DB2 data server running a 
relational database. The solution offers data design and organization editors, helping the modeler to arrange data 
in a way most suitable for likely future BI needs. From version 10.5 it supports in-memory data processing. 
Besides mere data organization and storage, it embeds various BI functions. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 4 (100%,15%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F7.2.1(dwh run-time integration); F7.2.2(dwh webservice and metadata integration); F7.2.3(dwh results 
visualization); F7.2.5(BI data distribution);} 
Table A 3-21: Application description sheet for application AP20. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Information Builders WebFOCUS 
Identifier: AP21 
Examined version: 8 
Category & sub-category: Business Information > Business intelligence 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 WebFOCUS is a BI solution offering interactive BI reports. It focuses on providing an easy-to-use interface that 
can be used by experts and end-users to flexibly compose BI reports. To achieve this, it contains a guided query 
and analysis tool. All reports may be exported to Excel or PDF. Besides pull-reports WebFOCUS includes a 
push-engine that pushes reports periodically or event-driven. All major platforms are supported. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 3 (100%,11%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F7.2.3(dwh results visualization); F7.2.4(browser-based mobile bi); F7.2.5(BI data distribution);} 
Table A 3-22: Application description sheet for application AP21. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: WSO2 Business Activity Monitor 
Identifier: AP22 
Examined version: 2.2.0 
Category & sub-category: Business Information > Business activity monitoring 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 0  D: 0 
 
Description 
 Tool for the monitoring of most business activities in a SOA environment. It monitors both, metrics and key 
business indicators, thereby aiming to provide monitoring results that are meaningful from a business viewpoint. 
It logs and classifies all captured events. The application ships with a Java-based SDK that allows to write 
modules for sending events from virtually any Java based system. Further, a general publication mechanism 
based on webservices enables platform- and language-independent events publishing. The included GUI-based 
report designer lets users create reports without having to program. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
9 (50%,39%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
9 (50%,24%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F4.4.13(service-based business events publication); F4.5.1(XML event processing); F4.5.2(XML event 
production); F4.5.3(event stream definition); F4.5.4(event stream registry store); F4.5.5(XML event filtering); 
F4.5.6(CEP specification); F4.5.7(CEP execution); F4.7.1(message collection and archival); F5.1.1(proxy 
service, endpoint and sequency monitoring); F5.1.2(real-time service operation monitoring); F5.1.3(service 
invocation analysis (trend identification)); F5.1.4(activity correlation analysis); F5.1.6(repository activity 
analysis); F5.2.1(service monitoring results layouting); F5.2.2(service-related reporting); F5.2.3(repository 
event notifications (email, webservice forwarding)); F5.2.5(automated outage user notification);} 
Table A 3-23: Application description sheet for application AP22. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: TIBCO Business Events 
Identifier: AP23 
Examined version: no version 
Category & sub-category: Business Information > Complex event processing 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 The application captures and processes Complex Events. The integrated events SDK supports the modeler in 
creating custom event-firing code snippets for all major languages and platforms. Consequently, virtually any 
application, service and device throughout a system can fire business events. Based on a model-driven approach 
that allows including an arbitrary number of rules, formal decision logic is modeled. Based on the incoming 
business events, the tool performs appropriate actions (report generation, action release etc.). For example, 
Citibank Asia uses the tool to identify upsell potentials by evaluating user behavior (represented as a chain of 
different events, i.e., a Complex Event). 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
7 (100%,19%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F4.5.1(XML event processing); F4.5.2(XML event production); F4.5.3(event stream definition); F4.5.4(event 
stream registry store); F4.5.5(XML event filtering); F4.5.6(CEP specification); F4.5.7(CEP execution);} 
Table A 3-24: Application description sheet for application AP23. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: jCatalog Product and Service Configurator 
Identifier: AP24 
Examined version: no version 
Category & sub-category: Service Configuration > Service configurators 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 1 
 
Description 
 A suite to configure services. The tool has a clear business-bias, which is reflected in its service understanding: 
it does not specifically focus on technical services (e.g., webservices), but rather regards everything that can be 
sold to customers as services. A knowledge and rule repository allow storing configuration knowledge. This 
knowledge is used to suggest possible service configurations or service bundles. For example, it integrates with 
e-commerce websites to suggest upsell potentials and to let the customer configure products and services (e.g., a 
laptop and corresponding warranty options). 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
4 (57%,13%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 0 (0%,0%) FG7: Cross functions 1 (14%,4%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
2 (29%,5%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F2.2.1(end user service configuration support); F2.2.2(expert service configuration support); 
F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and maintenance); F2.2.4(infrastructure integration); F4.1.1(semantic 
repository search); F4.1.2(plain-text repository search); F7.3.3(reasoning);} 
Table A 3-25: Application description sheet for application AP24. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Camilion Solutions Product Authority 
Identifier: AP25 
Examined version: no version 
Category & sub-category: Service Configuration > Configuration/pricing/quoting 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 1  B: 1  C: 1  D: 1 
 
Description 
 Similar functionality as jCatalog's solution, but covers the whole process of configuring, pricing and quoting 
and also focuses technical services (e.g., webservices). It also follows the modularization approach, breaking 
services into standardized components and recording knowledge on permitted re-combinations. The solution 
integrates with various information sources, e.g., ERP systems, by means of standardized interfaces. Further, all 
codified configuration knowledge may be used within external systems (e.g., a service repository) to support 
configuration tasks. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 1 (7%,9%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
4 (29%,13%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 7 (50%,70%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
2 (14%,5%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F1.1.1(service metadata management); F2.2.1(end user service configuration support); F2.2.2(expert service 
configuration support); F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and maintenance); F2.2.4(infrastructure 
integration); F3.1.1(service pricing engine); F3.1.2(MIS pricing data integration); F3.3.1(revenue simulation); 
F3.3.2(scenario comparison); F3.3.3(revenue planning); F3.4.1(costing and pricing data gathering); 
F3.4.2(costing and pricing data integration); F4.1.1(semantic repository search); F4.1.2(plain-text repository 
search);} 
Table A 3-26: Application description sheet for application AP25. 
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Basic information 
 Vendor & Name: Zafin Labs miPricing 
Identifier: AP26 
Examined version: no version 
Category & sub-category: Service Configuration > Pricing engines 
Data sources for analysis 
 A=trial version; B=white papers/manuals; C=presentations; D=direct interaction 
A: 0  B: 1  C: 1  D: 0 
 
Description 
 Zafin Labs' miPricing solution is specialized on the financial services industry. It implements all major pricing 
techniques, including cost-based pricing, discriminatory pricing and penetration pricing, among others. The 
solution ships with a scenario simulation engine. Required information can be entered directly or pulled from 
ERP systems or from a database. The tool incorporates a so-called Active Product Catalogue that records all 
available banking products (i.e., customer-facing services), combination policies, regulatory restrictions (e.g., 
country-based selling restrictions) and user-specific data (currencies, residence, tax issues). All information can 
be included into the simulations. 
Function statistics Notation: „# of covered functions (% of application, % of function group)“ (remark: if % of 
application does not add up to 100 this is due to rounding errors) 
 FG1: Service description 0 (0%,0%) FG5: S. monitoring, analysis 
& reporting 
0 (0%,0%) 
FG2: Service modeling, 
design & implementation 
0 (0%,0%) FG6: Process management 0 (0%,0%) 
FG3: Service valuation 7 (100%,70%) FG7: Cross functions 0 (0%,0%) 
FG4: Service exchange and 
integration 
0 (0%,0%)  
Function listing (Function-/application-mapping) 
 { F3.1.1(service pricing engine); F3.1.2(MIS pricing data integration); F3.3.1(revenue simulation); 
F3.3.2(scenario comparison); F3.3.3(revenue planning); F3.4.1(costing and pricing data gathering); 
F3.4.2(costing and pricing data integration);} 
Table A 3-27: Application description sheet for application AP26. 
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Appendix 4 Focus Groups and Interviews 
A4.1 Focus Group Meeting Details 
Table A 4-1 lists all focus group meetings that led to relevant results for the SLM 
architecture. Table A 4-2 provides a detailed participants overview. 
Focus 
group 
meeting Venue Duration Date Main objectives 
A Gottlieben (CH) 135 min. 08th Oct 10 Reflection of SLM and SPM reference 
processes. 
B Wildhaus (CH) 285 min. 24th Feb 11 Second reflection of SLM and SPM reference 
processes; service valuation: selection and first 
discussion of relevant aspects. 
C Lugano (CH) 150 min. 26th May 11 Reflection of service valuation aspects and 
construction of case examples for prototype 
(valor data feed service and others). 
D Bregenz (AU) 150 min. 22nd Sep 11 Reflection and refinement of SLM role model. 
E Filzbach (CH) 360 min. 16th Feb 12 Reflection of current state of the architecture 
and first indicative of SLM software prototype. 
First discussions of the functional reference 
model and evaluation of identified application 
clusters. Final decision on the set of 
applications for detailed analysis. 
F Donaueschingen 
(GER) 
150 min. 01st Jun 12 Presentation and refinement of the SLM 
software prototype, presentation and 
refinement of the functional reference model 
and finalization of the reference architecture. 
G Zurich (CH) 180 min. 7th Feb. 11 Presentation and refinement of processes and 
service valuation results. First evaluation of the 
wireframes for the SLM software prototype. 
H Zurich (CH) 180 min. 10th May 11 Refinement of service valuation aspects 
(costing and pricing). 
Table A 4-1: Focus group meetings and objectives. 
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Company Type Participant (function) 
Focus group meeting attendance 
A B C D E F G H 
Avalog 
Evolution AG 
Software 
vendor 
Country Manager CH/FL " # " " # " # # 
Key Account Manager # " " " " # # # 
Community Manager " # # # # " # # 
Product Manager " " " " # # # # 
Bank zweiplus 
AG 
Bank Member of Executive 
Committee / Head of Banking 
Services 
" " # " " # # # 
BayernLB Bank IT Strategy / -Controlling / -
Group Manager " " # " # " # # 
IT Strategy / -Controlling / -
Group Manager # # " # # # # # 
BBP AG Interbank 
provider 
Head of Competence Center 
Reconciliation " " " " " # " " 
Head of ServiceBureau # " " " # # # # 
BSI SA Bank Senior Executive Vice President " " " " # " # # 
Business Marketing & Events 
Manager " " " " # " # # 
BSource SA BPO/ITO 
provider 
Senior Consultant " " " " " # # # 
Business Architect " " # # # # # # 
Senior Business Architect # # # " " " # # 
Member of Executive Board # # " # # # # # 
Member of Executive Board # # # # " # # # 
Head Strategy and PMO # " # # # # # # 
Clariden Leu 
AG 
Bank Outsourcing Manager " " " # # # # # 
Project Manager # " # # # # # # 
Head Business Technology 
Initiatives # " # " " # # # 
DZ Bank AG Bank Sales Manager " " " " " " # # 
Migration Manager # # " " # " # # 
ENTB 
(today Swisscom 
AG) 
BPO/ITO 
provider 
Head Business Development, 
Member of Executive Board " # " " " " # # 
Chief Architect " # " " " " # # 
Business Developer and 
Business Engineer " " " " # # " # 
Business Engineer # # # # " " # # 
Table A 4-2: Participants of focus group meetings. 
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Company Type Participant (function) 
Focus group meeting attendance 
A B C D E F G H 
Finaclear AG BSP 
provider 
CEO # " " " " # # " 
Finnova AG Software 
vendor 
Member of Executive Board & 
Head of Customer Care # # " " " " # # 
Member of Executive Board & 
Head of Application 
Development 
" " " " " # # # 
Head of Services # " " " " " # # 
Incore Bank 
AG 
BPO/ITO 
provider 
Head of Outsourcing Integration 
& Deputy CEO # " # # # # # # 
Director # " " " # # # # 
Cadres member # # # # " # # # 
Maerki 
Baumann AG 
Bank Head of Business Development " " # " # # " # 
Head of Investment Analysis # # " # " # # # 
SIX Group 
AG 
Interbank 
provider 
CEO SIC, Member of Executive 
Board Telekurs " " " # # " # # 
Head of Business Development 
SIX Telekurs " " " " # " # # 
Executive Member SIX SIS " " # " # # # # 
CEO SIX Systems # " " # " " # # 
Sourcag AG 
(today Swisscom 
AG) 
BPO 
provider 
Key Account Manager " " # # # # # # 
Member of the Executive Board " " " " # # " " 
Swisscom AG Consul-
tancy 
Director " # " " # # " " 
Director " " # # " " # " 
Director " " " " # # " " 
Head Customer Strategies & 
Performance # " " " # " # # 
Senior Consultant # # " # " # # # 
Director & Head Client Facing 
Solutions # # # # " " # # 
Temenos 
Group AG 
Software 
vendor 
Project Manager " # # # # # # # 
Senior Account Manager " # # # # # # # 
Table A 4-2: Participants of focus group meetings (cont.). 
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Company Type Participant (function) Focus group meeting attendance 
ZKB Bank Head Business Architecture 
Sales " " " " " # # # 
Senior Project Manager " " " # # # # # 
Head of Service Management 
and Process Management " # # # # # # # 
Controller # # " " " " # # 
Business Architect Sales # # # # " " # # 
Table A 4-2: Participants of focus group meetings (cont.). 
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A4.2 Case Study and Case Example Interviews 
The cases at ENTB and LGB have mainly been constructed from bilateral interviews. Table 
A 4-3 and Table A 4-4 provide details and Table A 4-5 lists the interviews that were 
conducted for the construction and validation of the valor data feed case example from 
section 6.5. 
Date 
Interview partners 
(function) 
Meeting type 
(physical/telephone/email) and 
topic 
#Parti-
cipants Duration 
22nd May 13 New Head of 
Service 
Management 
(t) Detailed discussion about 
changes in SLM-related processes. 
(e) Various document exchanges 
during the following weeks. 
1 90 min. 
29th April 13 New Head Service 
Management 
(e) Information about new 
developments at ENTB (now 
Swisscom). 
- - 
25th April 13 Business 
Developer & 
Business Engineer 
(e) New developments at ENTB 
(now Swisscom) and introduction 
to new Head of Service 
Management. 
- - 
13th Mar 12 Business Engineer (p) In-depth discussion and 
presentation ENTB SLM cockpit. 
1 120 min. 
17th Feb 12 Business Engineer (p) Discussion and presentation 
ENTB SLM cockpit. 
1 45 min. 
27th January 12 Head Market 
Service 
Management 
(t) Communication between SM 
and Market SLM (focus: value 
aspects). 
1 90 min. 
20th Nov 11 Business 
Developer & 
Business Engineer 
(t) Answers on remaining 
questions. 
1 60 min. 
02nd Nov 11 Business 
Developer & 
Business Engineer 
(p) Detailed Introduction to SLM at 
ENTB. 
1 90 min. 
02nd Nov 11 Former Head 
Service 
Management 
(p) Organizational and process 
structure of SLM at ENTB. 
1 90 min. 
02nd Nov 11 Business 
Developer & 
Business Engineer, 
Former Head 
Service 
Management 
(p) Organizational and process 
structure of SLM at ENTB. 
2 120 min. 
02nd Nov 11 Head of 
Configuration 
Management 
(p) Configuration Management and 
ITSM tooling support. 
1 60 min. 
Table A 4-3: Case study interviews at ENTB. 
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Date 
Individual 
(role/department) 
Meeting type 
(physical/telephone/email) and 
topic 
#Partici
-pants Duration 
21st May 13 A (Integration 
Architecture) 
(t) Case study reflection. 1 90 min. 
7th May 13 B (Integration 
Architecture),  
C (Integration 
Architecture) 
(t) SOA application valuation at 
LGB, focusing on message broker 
application valuation by means of 
real-options Monte Carlo 
simulation. 
2 120 min. 
22nd April 13 D (Integration 
Architecture) 
(e) SOA applications, specifically 
message broker 
2 180 min. 
6th September 12 D (Integration 
Architecture) 
(t) SOA at LGB: organization and 
structure. 
1 90 min. 
20th June 12 E (IT Architecture) 
and F (IT 
Architecture) 
(t) SLM applications at LGB. 2 120 min. 
Table A 4-4: Case study interviews at LGB. 
Date Organization 
Interview partners 
(function) 
Meeting type 
(physical/tele-
phone/email) 
and topic 
# parti-
cipants Duration 
06th May 11 SIX Telekurs Head of Business 
Development, 
CEO, Project 
Manager 
(p) basic 
construction of 
the case, 
determination of 
financials. 
1 each 3*60 min. 
17th May 11 BBP AG Head of 
reconciliation 
(t) refinement of 
case & 
financials. 
1 60 min. 
17th May 11 Swisscom Product Manager 
Valor Data Service 
(t) refinement of 
case & 
financials. 
1 60 min. 
17th May 11 SIX Telekurs Head of Business 
Development 
(t) refinement of 
case & 
financials. 
1 60 min. 
16th May 
2011 
COMIT Director, Director (t) refinement of 
case & 
financials. 
1 each 2*60 min. 
19th May 11 ENTB Business 
Developer & 
Business Engineer 
(t) refinement of 
case & 
financials. 
 60 min. 
19th May 11 Finaclear CEO (t) refinement of 
case & 
financials. 
1 60 min. 
20th May 11 Sourcag CEO (t) refinement of 
case & 
financials. 
1 60 min. 
Table A 4-5: Interviews for the valor data feed case example. 
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A4.3 Additional Interviews 
Table A 4-6 lists additional interviews. 
Date Organization 
Participants 
(function) 
Meeting type 
(physical/tele-
phone/email) 
and topic 
# parti-
cipants Duration 
01st Dec 11 BBP AG Head of 
reconciliation, 
CEO, Head of the 
ServiceBureau 
(p) 
Organizational 
structure of SM. 
3 300 min. 
17th Oct 11, 
11th Jan 11, 
17th Dec 10 
ZKB Head of SM (t) Reflection of 
reference 
processes. 
1 90 min. +     
30 min. +     
30 min. 
11th Oct 11, 
03rd Oct 11 
Danske Bank Process Manager, 
conducted by Jan 
Stamer 
(t) Reflection of 
reference 
processes. 
1 60 min. 
26th Oct 11 ZKB Head of Call 
Center 
(t) Reflection of 
reference 
processes. 
1 90 min. 
24th Oct 11 DKB Betriebs 
GmbH 
Process Manager, 
conducted by Jan 
Stamer 
(t) Reflection of 
reference 
processes. 
1 60 min. 
31st Aug 11, 
09th Aug 11 
Gartner Analyst (t) Overview 
SLM application 
solutions. 
1 60 min. +       
60 min. 
20th Oct 11, 
11th Apr 11 
Bank Austria Process Manager, 
conducted by Jan 
Stamer 
(t) Reflection of 
reference 
processes. 
1 60 min. +      
30 min. 
10th Mar 11, 
04th Mar 11 
St. Galler 
Kantonalbank 
CIO (t) Reflection of 
reference 
processes. 
1 75 min. +      
60 min. 
10th Feb 11 Sopheon CEO (t) Analysis of a 
service 
configuration 
application. 
1 90 min. 
Table A 4-6: Additional interviews. 
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Appendix 5 Additional Material for the LGB Case 
Table A 5-1 shows the results of the architecture configuration procedure after step 2. It lists 
all activities from the reference architecture that are actually covered by LGB. Depicting the 
result of step 3, Table A 5-2 lists all functions from the reference architecture that are 
mapped to the actual LGB activities. Table A 5-3 depicts the result from step 4, showing all 
actually covered functions at LGB. Table A 5-4 and Table A 5-5 show the function gap. 
Actually covered activities 
{ A1.2.4.1.2(Decide on release for conception); A1.2.4.1.3(Release for conception); A1.3.1.3(Derive working 
packets); A1.3.3.2(Conduct indicative business case); A1.3.3.3(Decide on further pursuance); A1.3.6.2(SLA 
drafting); A1.3.6.6(SLA finalization and signing); A1.3.7.1(Review and refinement of concepts and business 
case); A1.3.7.2(Release for development); A1.4.1.1(Program service); A1.4.1.2(Compose subservices into 
service); A1.4.2.2(Define test strategy); A1.4.2.5(Specify test data); A1.4.2.7(Prepare tests); A1.4.4.2(Refine 
service); A1.4.5.2(Document technical features); A1.4.5.3(Update business case); A1.4.6.1(Review 
documentations, test results and refinements); A1.4.6.2(Approve service for implementation); 
A1.5.5.1(Document technical features); A1.6.1.1(Record incident); A1.6.1.2(Provide initial support and define 
ownership); A1.6.1.3(Investigate incident); A1.6.1.4(Resolute incident); A1.6.1.5(Close incident); 
A1.6.2.1(Conduct resp. refine business impact analysis (BIA) for service); A1.6.2.2(Compare to other service‘s 
(BIA) results and assign priority ); A1.6.2.3(Identify and assess recvovery options); A1.6.2.4(Derive resp. refine 
and test recovery plan); A1.6.3.1(Determine or derive availability requirements); A1.6.3.2(Evaluate and audit 
current availability); A1.6.3.3(Perform corrective actions (e.g., increase redundancy)); A1.6.4.1(Determine resp. 
derive service-related security requirements); A1.6.4.3(Implement missing security features (people, processes, 
technical infrastructure)); A1.6.4.2(Evaluate and audit current security measures); A1.6.5.1(Determine current 
performance and capacity requirements); A1.6.5.2(Forecast future performance and capacity requirements); 
A1.6.5.3(Determine current performance and capacity); A1.6.5.4(Compare required and actual capacity and 
performance); A1.6.5.5(Perform corrective action); A1.6.6.1(Configuration (change) identification or adaption); 
A1.6.6.2(Configuration recording); A1.6.6.3(Configuration verification and refinement); A1.7.1.1(Work out 
details); A1.7.1.2(Check strategic conformance); A1.7.1.4(Ensure regulatory compliance); A1.7.1.5(Decide on 
change); A1.7.6.1(Notify active users); A1.7.6.2(Deactivate services and terminate SLM instance); 
A1.7.6.3(Keep old version running for a limited period); A1.7.6.4(Maintain versioning); A1.7.6.6(Reject 
change); A1.7.2.1(Construct additional functionality); A1.7.2.2(Instantiate new SLM processes and realize 
services); A1.7.3.1(Specify replacement subservices); A1.6.8.1(Provide service); A1.1.1.2.4(Suspend idea); 
A1.1.1.2.5(Discard idea); A1.1.3.2(Decide on idea); A1.1.3.3(Release idea for requirements analysis); 
A1.3.1.4(Plan realization time (scheduling)); A1.3.3.1(Gather business case data); A1.3.4.4(Refine business 
case); A1.3.6.4(SLA negotiation); A1.4.2.1(Define test objectives); A1.4.2.3(Select test environment); 
A1.4.2.4(Select tests); A1.4.2.6(Schedule tests); A1.4.3.1(Conduct functional testing); A1.4.3.2(Conduct non-
functional testing); A1.4.3.3(Conduct integration testing); A1.4.4.1(Evaluate test results and derive required 
actions); A1.4.5.1(Document dependencies); A1.5.1.1(Implement technical infrastructure); A1.5.1.2(Implement 
organizational infrastructure); A1.5.2.1(Derive necessary customization); A1.5.2.2(Determine feasibility); 
A1.5.2.3(Customize); A1.5.3.1(Integrate into service repository); A1.5.3.2(Integrate into service catalogue); 
A1.5.4.1(Create enduser manual); A1.5.4.2(Finalize buisness-related service description); A1.5.5.2(Finalize 
technical service description); A1.5.6.1(Plan user training); A1.5.6.2(Conduct user training); A1.5.7.1(Gather 
migration requirements); A1.5.7.2(Plan migration); A1.5.7.3(ETL data); A1.5.7.4(Investigate and resolute 
problems); A1.5.8.1(Conduct enduser tests); A1.5.8.2(Conduct expert tests); A1.5.8.3(Record feedback); 
A1.5.8.4(Refine service); A1.5.9.1(Publish in repository and catalogue); A1.5.9.2(Approve rollout); 
A1.6.7.1(Update business case, analyze and perform corrective actions); A1.7.1.3(Determine dependencies); 
A1.7.6.5(Update interfaces, repositories, catalogues and documentation); A1.7.2.3(Implement variation); 
A1.7.4.1(Implement change); A1.7.5.1(Implement change);}  
Note: Due to the separation of the cost- and revenue-management processes from the SLM process, activities 
related to cost management are subsumed within the business-case related activities. See also section 4.2. 
Table A 5-1: Actually covered activities at LGB, result after step 2.  
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Functions connected to the covered activities 
{ F7.8.1(project management support); F3.2.1(service costing engine); F3.2.2(cost planning); F3.2.3(cost 
analysis); F2.5.3(SLA template creation); F7.6.1(SLA management); F7.6.2(service level creation support); 
F7.6.3(service level maintenance); F1.1.5(functional service description); F1.1.3(non-functional service 
description); F1.1.4(operational service description); F1.2.4(description visualization); F3.4.2(costing and 
pricing data integration); F3.4.1(costing and pricing data gathering); F2.3.3(proxy service creation); F2.3.4(code 
conversion); F2.3.1(data type definition); F2.3.2(data type integration); F2.3.5(stub generation); 
F2.3.8(automated code generation); F2.3.7(source control management); F2.4.1(service test invocation); 
F2.5.1(registry sequency template creation); F2.5.2(endpoint template creation); F6.2.1(business process 
modeling); F6.2.2(process notation conversion); F6.2.3(process versioning); F1.1.7(service versioning); 
F2.3.6(webservice creation); F4.3.1(message format library); F4.3.2(message configuration (rules, 
transformations, messages)); F7.3.6(ontology classification and realization); F7.3.5(concept satisfiability check); 
F7.3.4(ontology consistency check); F2.2.1(end user service configuration support); F2.2.3(configuration rules 
definition and maintenance); F2.2.2(expert service configuration support); F4.1.1(semantic repository search); 
F4.1.2(plain-text repository search); F2.4.2(test specification); F2.4.7(test case repository); F2.4.3(test 
implementation); F2.4.6(test automation resp. scheduling); F7.8.2(team collaboration tools); F5.1.2(real-time 
service operation monitoring); F5.1.14(application monitoring); F5.1.15(server monitoring); F5.1.16(database 
monitoring); F5.1.17(network monitoring); F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and analysis); F5.1.11(real user 
monitoring and analysis); F5.1.12(internet connection analysis); F5.1.13(web site analysis); F5.1.7(SLA 
(compliance) monitoring); F5.1.9(routing rules monitoring); F5.1.8(real-time service exchange monitoring); 
F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency monitoring); F5.2.5(automated outage user notification); 
5.1.18(Incident management); F5.1.6(repository activity analysis); F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring); 
F6.1.2(process repository); F6.1.1(process artifact management); F6.6.1(business process monitoring); 
F5.1.3(service invocation analysis (trend identification)); F1.1.1(service metadata management); F1.1.6(service 
description import); F2.1.1(requirements tracing); F2.1.3(requirements evaluation support); F2.1.2(requirements 
repository); F1.2.2(dependency tracking (services, schemas, policies)); F7.7.2(service structure visualization); 
F4.7.1(message collection and archival); F4.7.2(repository activity logging and filtering); F4.4.13(service-based 
business events publication); F4.4.12(message tracing (request and response)); F4.4.11(message priority 
management); F4.4.10(message storage and forwarding); F4.4.9(message sending and receival); F4.4.8(add or 
remove queue); F4.4.6(browse topic); F4.4.5(add or remove new topic); F4.4.4(message box management); 
F4.4.3(subscription to topics via WS standards); F4.4.2(topics publishing via WS standards); F4.5.7(CEP 
execution); F4.5.5(XML event filtering); F4.5.4(event stream registry store); F4.5.3(event stream definition); 
F4.5.2(XML event production); F4.5.1(XML event processing); F4.8.1(endpoint metadata collection); 
F4.8.3(mediation policy authoring); F4.8.2(service registration); F4.6.4(service access rights control); 
F4.6.5(message transport encryption); F4.6.3(user based topic authorization); F4.6.2(topics management and 
permission queueing); F4.6.1(role based topic authorization); F7.5.1(service hosting); F7.4.1(single-sign on); 
F7.4.4(identification key storage); F7.4.3(multifactor authentication); F7.4.2(user profile creation and 
maintenance); F5.2.3(repository event notifications (email, webservice forwarding)); F5.2.2(service-related 
reporting); F5.2.4(governance reporting); F6.2.4(hot process update); F6.4.3(workflow management); 
F6.4.2(business process caching and throttling); F6.4.1(process instance data cleanup); F7.3.3(reasoning); 
F7.5.2(automatic host environment scaling); F7.2.4(browser-based mobile bi); F7.2.3(dwh results visualization); 
F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-site)); F2.4.8(cross browser testing); F2.4.9(webload testing); F2.4.5(test 
result analysis); F1.1.2(description storage); F5.1.4(activity correlation analysis); F7.7.1(service provider and 
user visualization); F4.5.6(CEP specification); F4.4.1(message visualization); F4.4.7(add or remove message 
box); F7.1.1(SLM interface maintenance); F7.1.2(SLM adapter maintenance); F7.8.3(change management 
support); F2.2.4(infrastructure integration); F1.2.3(service description change preview); F1.2.1(description 
validation); F6.3.2(process description export); F6.5.2(user integration for process tasks); F6.3.1(process service 
deployment); F7.3.2(ontology editing); F7.3.7(ontology debugging); F7.3.1(ontology visualization); 
F4.2.3(service contract deprecation);}  
Table A 5-2: Functions addressing LGB’s activities, result after step 3.  
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Actually covered functions 
{F6.1.2(process repository);F6.1.1(process artifact management);F6.3.1(process service 
deployment);F6.3.2(process description export);F6.2.1(business process modeling);F6.2.2(process notation 
conversion);F6.2.3(process versioning);F6.2.4(hot process update);F6.4.1(process instance data 
cleanup);F6.4.2(business process caching and throttling);F6.4.3(workflow management);F6.5.2(user 
integration for process tasks);F6.6.1(business process monitoring);F1.2.1(description validation);F1.1.1(service 
metadata management);F1.1.7(service versioning);F1.1.2(description storage);F1.1.4(operational service 
description);F1.1.5(functional service description);F1.1.6(service description import);F4.5.1(XML event 
processing);F4.5.2(XML event production);F4.5.3(event stream definition);F4.5.4(event stream registry 
store);F4.5.5(XML event filtering);F4.5.6(CEP specification);F4.5.7(CEP execution);F4.7.1(message 
collection and archival);F4.7.2(repository activity logging and filtering);F4.3.1(message format 
library);F4.3.2(message configuration (rules, transformations, messages));F4.4.2(topics publishing via WS 
standards);F4.4.3(subscription to topics via WS standards);F4.4.4(message box management);F4.4.5(add or 
remove new topic);F4.4.6(browse topic);F4.4.7(add or remove message box);F4.4.8(add or remove 
queue);F4.4.9(message sending and receival);F4.4.10(message storage and forwarding);F4.4.11(message 
priority management);F4.4.12(message tracing (request and response));F4.4.13(service-based business events 
publication);F4.8.1(endpoint metadata collection);F4.8.2(service registration);F4.8.3(mediation policy 
authoring);F4.2.3(service contract deprecation);F4.1.2(plain-text repository search);F4.6.1(role based topic 
authorization);F4.6.2(topics management and permission queueing);F4.6.3(user based topic 
authorization);F4.6.4(service access rights control);F4.6.5(message transport encryption);F2.2.2(expert service 
configuration support);F2.2.1(end user service configuration support);F2.2.3(configuration rules definition and 
maintenance);F2.2.4(infrastructure integration);F2.3.3(proxy service creation);F2.3.4(code 
conversion);F2.3.1(data type definition);F2.3.2(data type integration);F2.3.5(stub 
generation);F2.3.6(webservice creation);F2.3.8(automated code generation);F2.3.7(source control 
management);F2.4.1(service test invocation);F2.4.8(cross browser testing);F2.4.9(webload 
testing);F2.5.1(registry sequency template creation);F2.5.2(endpoint template creation);F2.4.3(test 
implementation);F2.4.4(test execution (remote or on-site));F5.1.1(proxy service, endpoint and sequency 
monitoring);F5.1.5(SOA policy monitoring);F5.1.9(routing rules monitoring);F5.1.10(synthetic monitoring and 
analysis);F5.1.12(internet connection analysis);F5.1.13(web site analysis);F5.1.14(application 
monitoring);F5.1.15(server monitoring);F5.1.16(database monitoring);F5.1.17(network 
monitoring);5.1.18(Incident management);F5.2.2(service-related reporting);F5.2.3(repository event 
notifications (email, webservice forwarding));F5.2.4(governance reporting);F5.2.5(automated outage user 
notification);F7.2.3(dwh results visualization);F7.3.1(ontology visualization);F7.3.2(ontology 
editing);F7.3.3(reasoning);F7.3.4(ontology consistency check);F7.3.5(concept satisfiability 
check);F7.3.6(ontology classification and realization);F7.3.7(ontology debugging);F7.5.1(service 
hosting);F7.6.1(SLA management);F7.4.1(single-sign on);F7.4.2(user profile creation and 
maintenance);F7.4.3(multifactor authentication);F7.4.4(identification key storage);F7.1.1(SLM interface 
maintenance);F7.1.2(SLM adapter maintenance);} 
Table A 5-3: Actually covered functions at LGB, result of step 4.  
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Name 
 
Number of mappings to SLM process phase (% rounded) 
  
 
Identifier 
Containing Functiongroup 
Identiication 
Requirem
ents analysis 
Conception 
D
evelopm
ent 
Im
plem
entation 
O
peration 
Enhancem
ent 
Total m
apping count 
O
rientation 
Relative priority  
(1 high, 5 low
) 243 
1.1 Non-functional service description Service D
escription 
2 (8%) 0 (0%) 4 (17%) 4 (17%) 7 (29%) 4 (17%) 3 (13%) 24 B&T 3 
1.2 Description visualization 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 5 B&T 3 
1.2 
Dependency tracking 
(services, schemas, 
policies) 
1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 5 T 3 
1.2 Service description change preview 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 B&T 3 
2.1 Requirements tracing 
Service M
odeling, D
esign and 
Im
plem
entation 
0 (0%) 5 (83%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 6 B&T 2 
2.1 Requirements evaluation support 0 (0%) 4 (80%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 5 B&T 2 
2.1 Requirements repository 0 (0%) 11 (85%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (8%) 0 (0%) 1 (8%) 13 B&T 2 
2.4 Test specification 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 T 1 
2.4 Test case repository 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (71%) 2 (29%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7 T 1 
2.4 Test automation resp. scheduling 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 T 1 
2.4 Test result analysis 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 B&T 1 
2.5 SLA template creation 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 B&T 1 
3.2 Service costing engine 
Service V
aluation 
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 5 B 5 
3.2 Cost planning 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (67%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 5 B 2 
3.2 Cost analysis 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (71%) 1 (14%) 0 (0%) 1 (14%) 0 (0%) 7 B 2 
3.3 Scenario comparison 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (67%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 6 B 2 
3.4 Costing and pricing data integration 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 5 B 5 
3.4 Costing and pricing data gathering 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 5 B 5 
Table A 5-4: Function gap: overview and analysis results (1/2). 
  
                                                            
243 Note that high priorities do not necessarily mean that the function is urgently needed. The prioritization only 
states the order in which the functions will be evaluated. 
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Name 
 
Number of mappings to SLM process phase 
  
 
Identifier 
Containing Functiongroup 
Identification 
Requirem
ents analysis 
Conception 
D
evelopm
ent 
Im
plem
entation 
O
peration 
Enhancem
ent 
Total m
apping count 
O
rientation 
Relative priority  
(1 high, 5 low
) 244 
4.1 Semantic repository search Service 
Exchange and 
Integration 
2 (40%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 B&T 2 
4.4 Message visualization 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 T 2 
5.1 Real-time service operation monitoring Service M
onitoring, A
nalysis and Reporting 
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (100%) 0 (0%) 4 B&T 2 
5.1 Real user monitoring and analysis 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (100%) 0 (0%) 5 B 5 
5.1 SLA (compliance) monitoring 1 (25%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (75%) 0 (0%) 4 B 2 
5.1 Real-time service exchange monitoring 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (100%) 0 (0%) 4 T 2 
5.1 Repository activity analysis 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (80%) 0 (0%) 5 T 2 
5.1 
Service invocation 
analysis (trend 
identification) 
2 (40%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (60%) 0 (0%) 5 T 2 
5.1 Activity correlation analysis 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 B&T 2 
7.2 Browser-based mobile bi 
Cross Functions 
1 (50%) 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 B 5 
7.5 Automatic host environment scaling 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 T 5 
7.6 Service level creation support 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 B&T 3 
7.6 Service level maintenance 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 3 (50%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 6 B&T 3 
7.7 Service structure visualization 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 2 (33%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (33%) 6 T 3 
7.7 Service provider and user visualization 1 (14%) 0 (0%) 4 (57%) 1 (14%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (14%) 7 B&T 3 
Table A 5-5: Function gap: overview and analysis results (2/2). 
  
                                                            
244 Note that high priorities do not necessarily mean that the function is urgently needed. The prioritization only 
states the order in which the functions will be evaluated. 
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Appendix 6 Procedure Models 
A6.1 Procedures for Architecture Usage 
The procedure in Figure A 6-1 determines the set of to-be-covered functions, given a certain 
SLM orientation, in order to derive recommendations for potential improvements of SLM 
IT support. It implements the composite configuration from section 6.1. Figure A 6-2 
depicts the procedure in more detail and Table A 6-1 describes each activity. 
 
Figure A 6-1: Procedure model: SLM IT support improvement. 
Keys 
1. Role coverage determination: specify SLM 
orientation 
2. Activity determination and manual 
adjustments: deduce covered activities 
3. Function determination (nominal): deduce 
mapped functions from model 
4. Actual function coverage determination: 
determine all covered functions in company 
5. Gap identification: compare results from 4 
and 5 and extract gap 
Activity 
Network role 
model 
Activity-/
function-mapping 
Functional 
reference model 
Role-/activity-
mapping 
Result 
6. Solution space identification: determine 
possible solutions to close the gap   
Input 
Modelled SLM 
orientation 
List with 
covered 
activities 
List of possible 
functions 
Solution 
is input for is input for 
generates 
List of actual 
functions 
Gaps 
Case-specific 
knowledge 
Procedure: SLM IT support improvement 
7. Solution space evaluation and investment 
decision: choose solution  
Function-/
application- 
mapping 
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Figure A 6-2: Procedure model in detail: SLM IT support improvement.  
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Step Description 
1 Role coverage determination 
1.1 Select all covered roles Selection of all roles the company covers. The selection is based on the modeler’s knowledge about the company’s SLM.  
2 Activity determination and manual adjustments 
2.1 Get all role-/activity-
mappings for each selected 
role 
Identification of all activities that are mapped to the selected roles, using the 
selection from 1.1 and the reference architecture’s role-/activity-mapping. 
2.2 Perform element selection 
on selected mappings 
(RASCI) 
Depending on the purpose of model application, a restriction to certain 
RASCI types may make sense. For example, restricting to type R yields all 
activities the company is responsible for. 
2.3 Get mapped activity for 
each mapping 
Determination of the corresponding activities by means of the reduced role-/ 
activity-mapping set. The result is a process architecture that fits to the 
modeled SLM orientation. It describes the SLM orientation in terms of SLM 
activities. 
2.4 Perform element selection 
on activity set as desired 
(applies to service type, 
business/technical, 
covered/uncovered)  
The SLM architecture is a reference. Naturally, real-world situations deviate 
from this reference. To account for the possibility that the company deviates 
from the reference process architecture, manual element selections need to be 
performed at this stage. Three selection possibilities exist: 1) only selecting 
activities that apply to the management of certain service types, 2) only 
selecting activities that are business-oriented/technical and 3) de-selecting 
activities not covered by the company. 
3 Function determination 
3.1 Get all activity-/function-
mappings for each activity 
Determination of all activity-/function-mappings for each activity from the 
selected set of activities. 
3.2 Perform element selection 
on selected mappings 
(required/optional) 
Optional filtering of the selected mappings to only include functions that are 
optional or required. 
3.3 Get mapped functions for 
each mapping 
Determination of all mapped functions based on the remaining activity-/ 
function-mappings from 3.2. 
3.4 Perform element selection 
on function set as desired 
(orientation, aligning, source, 
applies to service type)  
Element selection on the determined functions can be done according to four 
attributes: 1) only selecting functions that are either business-oriented or 
technical, 2) only selecting functions that were marked as being aligning, 3) 
select functions according to the source they were derived from (e.g., 
selecting functions that have only been derived from case studies yield those 
functions that are currently not covered by the analyzed applications) and 4) 
selecting functions that address the management of certain service types. 
Further criteria may be applicable, e.g., only selecting functions that are part 
of a certain function group; the corresponding configuration terms would 
need according adaptation. 
Table A 6-1: Procedure model: SLM IT support improvement, descriptions. 
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Step Description 
4 Actual function coverage determination 
4.1 Analyze SLM IT support 
in company 
Assessment of the SLM IT support within the company in order to be able to 
conduct a functional analysis. 
4.2 Identify functions Determination of all functions that are currently in place in the company. 
4.3 Perform add function 
procedure for each missing 
function 
If the company has functions in operation that are not yet captured by the 
reference architecture’s functional model, the function may be added to the 
model by means of the corresponding add function procedure. 
4.4 For each function, 
determine if optional or 
required 
For each new function (see 4.3), determination whether it is optional or 
required. 
4.5 Record results from 4.2 
and 4.3 Incorporation of the new functions into the reference model. 
5 Gap identification 
5.1 Compare nominal and 
actual function coverage 
A comparison between the functions that the company actually covers (4.5) 
and those that should be covered according to the reference architecture (3.4) 
reveals opportunities for improving the company’s SLM IT support. 
5.2 Derive gaps 
Recording of the gap (i.e., the list of functions that are not covered by the 
company although the reference architecture suggests they should be 
covered). 
6 Solution space identification 
6.1 Identify possible solution 
(e.g., by selecting suitable 
applications based on 
function-/application-
mapping) 
Identification of possible solutions to close the gaps. One possibility is to use 
the reference architecture’s function-/application-mapping in order to check 
whether one (or more) of the analyzed standard software solutions might be 
able to close the gap. A custom-development of the missing functions is an 
alternative to solve the problem. 
7 Solution space evaluation and investment decision 
7.1 Evaluate identified 
solutions Evaluation of the potential solutions from 6.1. 
7.2 Decide Based on the results from 7.1, selection of a solution to close the functional gaps in the company’s IT support of SLM. 
Table A 6-1: Procedure model: SLM IT support improvement, descriptions (cont.). 
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A6.2 Procedures for Architecture Adaptation 
The following procedures allow performing common tasks during adaptation of the 
architecture. Reasons for having to adapt the architecture are manifold. As the role model 
has been derived from multiple real-world cases that differ with respect to their SLM 
orientation, it should allow for a detailed depiction of most SLM orientations. However, 
there may be cases when one of the contained roles needs to be split up in order to enable a 
more-detailed depiction of a company’s SLM orientation. Figure A 6-3 provides the 
corresponding procedure for splitting up an existing role into two or more new roles. The 
same may be required on the process layer: While the processes are rather detailed 
compared to other works, depending on the model application context a punctual detailing 
may be necessary. For example, in order to discuss detailed IT support opportunities for 
service configuration activities, the respective activity may be specialized by a more detailed 
process. Figure A 6-4 describes the procedure. Further, SLM software applications are 
constantly evolving, both in terms of shape and functionality. New, hitherto unknown 
functions can be integrated into the architecture by means of the procedure in Figure A 6-5. 
The same holds for the applications themselves (Figure A 6-6). Figure A 6-7 describes a 
procedure for establishing new mappings within the architecture, covering all three kinds of 
mapping. Table A 6-2, Table A 6-3, Table A 6-4, Table A 6-5 and Table A 6-6 provide 
procedure descriptions. 
 
Figure A 6-3: Procedure model: split role. 
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Procedure purpose 
Occasionally the modeler might need to detail the reference role model by splitting up a role into two or more 
distinct roles. This procedure describes how to perform the role splitting. 
Step Description 
1 Insert and define new role 
elements Definition of the new roles that specialize the old role. 
2 Determine covered activities 
of old role 
Determination of all activities that are mapped to the old role, by means of 
the role-/activity-mapping. 
3 Decide on new activity 
coverage distribution 
Decision to which of the new roles each of the mapping from step 2 is 
redirected. Put differently, all activities formerly mapped to the old role need 
to be mapped to one (or possibly more than one) of the new roles. 
4 Update mapping types Mapping types (RASCI) eventually change. The mappings need corresponding updates. 
5 Redirect role-/activity-
mappings Redirection of all affected mappings based on the results from steps 3 and 4. 
6 Remove old role element Removal of the old role element after all mappings have been redirected. 
Table A 6-2: Procedure model: split role, descriptions. 
 
 
Figure A 6-4: Procedure model: specialize activity. 
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Procedure purpose 
Occasionally the modeler needs to detail the reference process model by splitting up an activity into two or 
more distinct activities. The following procedure guides this specialization. 
Step Description 
1 Insert and define new 
activity elements Definition of the new activities that specialize the old activity. 
2 Determine mapped 
role-/activity-mappings 
Determination of all roles that are mapped to the old activity, by means of the role-
/activity-mapping. 
3 Determine mapped 
activity-/function 
mappings 
Determination of all functions that are mapped to the old activity, by means of the 
activity-/function-mapping. 
4 Decide on RASCI 
responsibilities for new 
activities 
For each mapping from step 2, the modeler decides to which of the new activities 
each mapping is to be redirected. Put differently, for each of the new activities the 
responsibilities are determined. Possibly new mappings need to be created. 
5 Determine new IT 
support distribution 
Determination to which of the specialized activities the mapped activities from step 
3 are redirected. 
6 Redirect all affected 
mappings Implementation of steps 4 and 5. 
7 Remove old activity 
element Removal of the old activity element from the reference architecture. 
Table A 6-3: Procedure model: specialize activity, descriptions. 
 
 
Figure A 6-5: Procedure model: add function. 
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Procedure purpose 
Available software solutions for SLM constantly evolve; new functions come up frequently. This procedure 
describes how to add functions to the functional reference model and to integrate these into the SLM 
architecture by establishing the respective mappings. 
Step Description 
1 Insert and define new 
function element 
Definition of the new function element, insertion into the reference model and 
instantiation of a new function description sheet. 
2 Determine supported 
activities and respective 
mapping types 
Determination of all activities that are supported/enabled by the new function. 
3 Establish new 
activity-/function-
mapping 
Establishment of new mappings between the identified activities from step 2 and the 
new function. 
4 Perform add 
application procedure 
In case the function has been derived from an application that is not yet part of the 
architecture’s set of analyzed applications, it is added by following the respective 
add application procedure (see below). 
5 Establish new 
function-/application-
mapping 
Creation of the mapping between the new function and all applications that provide 
this function. 
Table A 6-4: Procedure model: add function, descriptions. 
 
 
Figure A 6-6: Procedure model: add application. 
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Procedure purpose 
This procedure describes how to add a new application to the set of analyzed applications. Adding a new 
application allows including it into searches for closing a functional gap.   
Step Description 
1 Insert and define new 
application element 
Insertion of the new application element and population of a new application 
description sheet. 
2 Determine provided 
functions 
Functional analysis of the application. The result is a list of all functions that the 
application provides. 
3 Perform add function 
procedure for new 
functions 
Each identified function that is not yet part of the functional reference model is 
added by following the add function procedure. 
4 Establish new 
function-/application-
mappings 
Creation of mappings between the new application and all functions provided by 
that application. 
Table A 6-5: Procedure model: add application, descriptions. 
 
 
Figure A 6-7: Procedure model: establish new mapping. 
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Procedure purpose 
This is the general procedure for adding a new mapping. The procedure applies to the role-/activity-mapping, 
the activity-/function-mapping and the function-/application-mapping. 
Step Description 
1 Specify target function 
and activity 
Specification of the function and the activity between which a new mapping is 
to be set up. 
2 Determine mapping type Determination of the mapping type for the new activity-/function-mapping (required/optional). 
3 Specify target function 
and application 
Specification of the function and the application between which a new mapping 
is to be set up. 
4 Specify target role and 
activity 
Specification of the role and the activity between which a new mapping is to be 
set up. 
5 Determine RASCI type Determination of the RASCI type for the new role-/activity-mapping. 
6 Create mapping entry Creation of the mapping, i.e., inserting it into the reference architecture’s mapping view. 
Table A 6-6: Procedure model: establish new mapping, descriptions. 
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Appendix 7 Software Prototypes Details 
A7.1 Architecture Application Prototype 
Figure A 7-1 depicts the prototype’s general architecture. Table A 7-1 further explains the 
architecture’s elements introduced in section 6.2.2. Figure A 7-2 sketches the prototype’s 
data model including all attributes and their respective data types. The notation of the 
cardinalities adheres to the Crow’s Foot notation. To avoid any kind of data inconsistency, 
the data model has been transferred to the NF5 normal form245. Table A 7-2 lists the main 
MySQL queries, which in turn provide the basis for the realization of the configuration 
terms (CTs, see section 6.1). Figure A 7-3 to Figure A 7-5 show exemplary screenshots of 
the prototype’s GUI.  
 
Figure A 7-1: The SLM prototype's architecture. 
                                                            
245 Normalization of a relational data scheme describes the partitioning of entities and relationships according to a set 
of pre-defined rules aiming at eliminating avoidable redundancies. Depending on the extent to which these rules 
are obeyed, the achieved normal form ranges between NF1 and NF5, with NF5 being highest. For details, see 
[Lewis et al., 2002]. 
Keys 
Client-side (data preparation, layouting, presentation and manipulation) 
Server side (data extraction and manipulation) 
Central Dispatcher (coordination of incoming and outgoing data/requests, 
management of object lifecycles), class: CentralDispatcher.php 
Database (data storage and management) 
Case-related 
operations 
Class: 
CaseOperations.php 
Data manipulation 
Classes:  
AddOperations.php, 
DatasetSetters.php, 
UpdateOperations.php, 
DeleteOperations.php 
Data fetching 
Class: 
DatasetGetters.php 
 
Architecture Case Study Analysis 
GUI Sub-GUI Architecture component 
Logical server-
side module 
Client-side operations (client side-manipulation stubs and presentation 
routines), object prototypes: main.js and casestudy.js 
Client-side 
operations 
Roles 
editing 
interactions 
Processes 
editing 
Functions 
editing 
Appl. 
editing 
Case data input  Functional analysis results 
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Prototype architecture’s  
element 
Description 
GUIs 
Architecture Super-GUI of architecture editing GUIs. This is the central GUI for 
adding, removing and changing elements to/from/of the architecture. 
Case study Super-GUI of the case study data input view. 
Analysis Super-GUI of the analysis view. 
Sub-GUIs 
Roles editing Supports adding, removing, changing and splitting up roles and the 
corresponding mapping to activities. 
Processes editing Allows manipulating the process architecture, including activity orders, 
mappings to roles and mappings to functions. 
Functions editing Main sub-GUI for the manipulation of the functional reference model 
and the functions’ mappings to applications and activities. 
Applications editing Add, remove and edit applications and function-/application-mappings. 
(Logical) server-side modules 
Central Dispatcher Handles all incoming requests from the client-side, instantiates required 
server-side objects and returns the results in XML/JSON format. 
Data manipulation Server-side implementations that perform the database actions induced 
by client-side manipulations. 
Data fetching Functions for querying data from the database and generating the 
XML/JSON result sets. 
Case-related operations Functions for the manipulation of the SLM architecture data. 
Other 
Client-side operations Client-side data preparation and manipulation operations. 
Table A 7-1: Descriptions of the prototype architecture’s elements. 
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Figure A 7-2: The prototype’s data model. 
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Operation MySQL query 
Get all roles SELECT Role.roleId, Role.roleName, Role.roleDescription, Role.roleIdentifier 
FROM Role 
Get all role-/ 
activity-mappings 
SELECT RoleActivityMapping.id, RoleActivityMapping.roleId, Role.roleIdentifier, 
Role.roleName, RoleActivityMapping.activityId,  Activity.activityIdentifier, 
Activity.activityName, RoleActivityMapping.type 
FROM RoleActivityMapping 
LEFT JOIN Role ON Role.roleId = RoleActivityMapping.roleId 
LEFT JOIN Activity ON Activity.activityId = RoleActivityMapping.activityId 
Get all activities This function is not depicted here, as it is recursive and thus cannot be displayed with a 
single MySQL statement. Technically, each activity dataset and subprocess dataset has a 
containedInProcess attribute, allowing to recursively build the process tree. 
Get all activity-/ 
function-mappings 
SELECT FunctionActivityMapping.id, FunctionActivityMapping.functionId, 
FunctionActivityMapping.activityId, FunctionActivityMapping.relationshipType, 
Function.identifier, Function.subfunctionId, Function.functionName, Activity.activityId, 
Activity.activityName, Activity.activityIdentifier 
FROM FunctionActivityMapping 
LEFT JOIN Activity ON FunctionActivityMapping.activityId  Activity.activityId 
LEFT JOIN Subfunction ON FunctionActivityMapping.functionId  = 
Function.functionId 
Get all functions SELECT Function.functionId, Function.functionName, Function.containedInFunction 
AS containedInSubgroup, Function.functionDefinition, Function.orientation, 
Function.aligning, Function.sourceApplication, Function.sourceCaseStudy, 
Function.sourceLiterature, Function.identifier, Function.appliesToSC, 
Function.appliesToPS, Subfunction.appliesToRS, Subfunction.appliesToDS, 
Subfunction.appliesToAS, Subfunction.appliesToIS, Function.functionId, 
Function.functionName, Function.containedInFunctiongroup, 
Functiongroup.functiongroupId, Functiongroup.functiongroupName 
FROM Function 
LEFT JOIN Function ON Function.functionId = Function.containedInFunction 
Get all function-
/application-
mappings 
SELECT ApplicationFunctionMapping.id, ApplicationFunctionMapping.applicationId, 
Application.identifier, Application.applicationName, Application.vendor, 
Application.applicationId, ApplicationFunctionMapping.functionId, Function.identifier, 
Function.functionId, Function.functionName 
FROM ApplicationFunctionMapping 
LEFT JOIN Application ON ApplicationFunctionMapping.applicationId 
=Application.applicationId 
LEFT JOIN Function ON Function.functionId = 
ApplicationFunctionMapping.functionId 
Get all 
applications 
SELECT Application.applicationId, Application.applicationName, Application.vendor, 
Application.identifier, Application.examinedVersion, Application.category, 
Application.subcategory, Application.sourceTrial, Application.sourcePaper, 
Application.sourcePresentation, Application.sourceInteraction, 
Application.applicationDescription 
FROM Application 
Note: these operations constitute the basics for implementing all configuration terms mentioned in section 6.1. 
Only get-operations are shown here, as the corresponding setters are straightforward. 
Table A 7-2: Exact MySQL queries for the configuration terms (CT). 
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The GUI allows updating, deleting and adding processes and activities in/from/to the reference 
architecture. Editing comprises manipulation of all relevant attributes. It further allows setting up, 
editing and deleting role-/acitvity-mappings and activity-/function-mappings. The upper left part 
represents the reference process architecture in a tree-based table. The right part encompasses the 
functional reference model. The reference role model is at the bottom. 
 
Figure A 7-3: Exemplary screenshot: the Edit Processes sub-GUI. 
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The GUI focuses on the maintenance of role-/activity-mappings. By clicking on a role, all covered 
activities are colored in yellow and the corresponding RASCI type shows up in the list. Mappings can be 
established, deleted and changed here. 
 
Figure A 7-4: Exemplary screenshot: the Edit Roles sub-GUI. 
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The GUI allows to enter case studies. It supports the respective steps from the composite configuration 
procedure presented from section 6.1, including manual element (de-)selection. 
 
Figure A 7-5: Exemplary screenshot: the Case Study sub-GUI (1). 
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The GUI partially uses the borwser’s console to output results. The data can be further processed for 
statistical analyses. While some analyses are directly performed in the application (e.g., percentage 
calculations), for more complex calculations the data is transferred to SPSS and Excel. 
 
Figure A 7-6: Exemplary screenshot: the Case Study sub-GUI (2). 
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A7.2 SLM Software Prototype 
A7.2.1 Case Example Details 
Table A 7-3 describes all sub-services from the VDS case example. 
Name: Corporate Action Type: process service 
Description: Announces, tracks and processes corporate events related to the ownership of company stock 
(denoted as corporate actions, e.g., stock splits, dividends). 
Name: Valor data consolidation Type: process service 
Description: Consolidates valor data from multiple raw data feeds into a unified database. The service is 
subsumed in 2.1.0.83 in geSAB. 
Name: Valor data consistency check and refinement Type: process service 
Description: Performs consistency checks on consolidated data and refines if necessary. The service is 
subsumed in 2.1.0.83 in geSAB. 
Name: Valor data enrichment Type: process service 
Description: Enriches raw financial data with further information, e.g., regulatory restrictions and tax-related 
information. The service is subsumed in 2.1.0.83 in geSAB. 
Name: Valor data individualization Type: process service 
Description: Individualizes a standard set of financial data according to a customer’s need. This includes 
changes of the data format as well as filtering of certain information. The service is subsumed in 2.1.0.83 in 
geSAB. 
Name: Valor data Type: data service 
Description: Provides raw valor data. The service is covered by 2.3.018 in geSAB. 
Name: CA Information cleansing Type: process service 
Description: Consolidates data from multiple CA sources. 
Name: CA Claims determination Type: rule service 
Description: Determines claims from a CA based on customer information. 
Name: CA information retrieval (raw data) Type: data service 
Description: Delivers raw (i.e., unprocessed) CA information. 
Name: Account updating Type: data service 
Description: Updates the customer’s account on behalf of the client bank after a CA has become effective. 
Name: CA event information communication Type: process service 
Description: Communicates CA event information (upcoming CAs, finalized bookings, rights to choose) to 
bank clients. 
Name: CA tracking Type: process service 
Description: Tracks the current state of a CA (announced, conducted, cancelled, changed) 
Name: CA-related title- and cash- settlement (internal 
and external) 
Type: process service 
Description: Conducts CA-related bookings. 
Table A 7-3: Services in the VDS example.  
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A7.2.2 Prototyping Process Detailing 
Figure A 7-7 provides an overview of the prototyping phases. 
 
Figure A 7-7: Prototyping phases. 
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A7.2.3 Function Selection Details 
Configuring the reference architecture to the case example yielded 43 functions that should 
be part of the SLM software prototype. Table A 7-4 lists all functions and indicates for each 
function if it has finally been included into the prototype. Table A 7-5 states reasons for 
including or excluding functions. 
 
Table A 7-4: The architecture configuration result. 
  
Containing 
funtiongroup
Process Management
F6.4.3
workflow management
F1.2.4 description visualization
F1.1.1 service metadata management
F1.1.2 description storage
F1.1.4 operational service description
F1.1.5 functional service description
F4.1.1 semantic repository search
F4.1.2 plain-text repository search
F2.1.1 requirements tracing
F2.1.2 requirments repository
F2.1.3 requirements evaluation support
F2.2.1 end user service configuration support
F2.2.2 expert service configuration support
F2.2.3 configuration rules definition and maintenance
F2.2.4 infrastructure integration
F2.5.3 SLA template creation
F2.6.1 idea repository
F2.6.2 idea valuation support
F2.6.3 idea gathering process designing
F5.1.4 activity correlation analysis
F5.1.7 SLA (compliance) monitoring
F5.1.11 real user monitoring and analysis
F5.2.2 service-related reporting
F5.2.4 governance reporting
F3.4.1 costing and pricing data gathering
F3.4.2 costing and pricing data integration
F3.2.1 service costing engine
F3.2.2 cost planning
F3.2.3 cost analysis
F7.3.1 ontology visualization
F7.3.2 ontology editing
F7.3.3 reasoning
F7.3.4 ontology consistency check
F7.3.5 concept satisfiability check
F7.3.6 ontology classification and realization
F7.3.7 ontology debugging
F7.5.2
automatic host environment scaling
F7.6.1 SLA management
F7.6.2 service level creation support
F7.6.3 service level maintenance
F7.7.1 service provider and user visualization
F7.7.2 service structure visualization
F7.8.2 team collaboration tools
Keys: Not covered by the prototype
Covered by the prototype
Cross Functions
Service Description
Service Exchange 
and Integration
Service Modeling, 
Design and 
Implementation
Service Monitoring, 
Analysis and 
Reporting
Service Valuation
Function Containing function sub-group
Process Execution
Template Creation and Maintenance
Service Hosting
Team Coordination and Collaboration
Service Costing and Controlling
Ontology Management
Service Level Management
Service Structure Visualization
Service Description Analysis and Visualization
Service Discovery
Requirements Management
Service Configuration
Idea management
Monitoring and Analysis
Service Reporting
Service Valuation Support
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Function sub-group Reasons for in-/exclusion of functions 
Process Execution The consortium decided not to build a complete tool focusing on workflows, 
but rather to concentrate on specific functions. 
Service Description Analysis 
and Visualization 
Service description is important for most activities within the SLM process. 
Consequently, it constitutes the application's (data) basis. 
Service Discovery Being able to efficiently and effectively search service repositories fosters 
service re-use. The prototype focuses on plain text searching in different 
service description attributes. Semantic searching has been implemented in a 
separate prototype, but is not integrated into the SLM prototype and hence not 
part of this thesis. 
Requirements Management Many specialized solutions for requirements management exist. Therefore, the 
sub-group has received lower priority and is not part of the cockpit. 
Service Configuration and 
Template Creation & 
Maintenance 
Service configuration is a current research topic in the CC Sourcing consortium 
and thus out of the scope of this research. 
Idea management Idea management is covered, while focus is put on the input, valuation and 
maintenance of service idea entries, whereas the prototype does not offer 
dedicated support for designing and conducting the idea finding process. 
Monitoring and Analysis Opportunities for operational monitoring and analysis largely depend on the 
company's ability to gather and extract the data from monitoring systems. 
These are, however, highly context-dependent and can only be standardized to 
a certain degree. Therefore, it is not covered. 
Service Reporting Although automated monitoring is not part of the prototype (see before), it 
includes means to manually enter and, analyze and report service-related KPIs. 
Consortium partners explicitly demanded to include a KPI data model and 
corresponding functions. 
Service Valuation Support 
As with the monitoring, the availability of costing and pricing data depends on 
the available information systems that are in place. Hence, automated data 
integration for costing and pricing is not covered. 
Service Costing and 
Controlling 
As a central constituent the prototype presents a concept to include costing-
related data into a service-description and to perform certain analyses on this 
data. 
Ontology Management The topic of ontologies is multi-faceted. To achieve a usable result the required 
efforts would have succeeded the available time budget. Further, none of the 
consortium partners is an expert in this field. 
Service Hosting See Ontology Management. 
Service Level Management The prototype allows defining different service levels for each service. 
Service Structure Visualization The visualization of service structures, including relationships to providers and 
users, is a central part of the prototype. It bases on graph-techniques. 
Team Coordination and 
Collaboration 
Multi-user collaboration is not part of the prototype, because many dedicated 
solutions exist. 
Table A 7-5: Reasons for including or excluding functions. 
A7.2.4 Wireframes 
Introduction 
The prototype concept distinguishes one permanently visible and five callable GUIs. The 
former contains general information, e.g., the currently logged in username and the currently 
opened service’s identifier. Each of the latter addresses a particular aspect of SLM: 
• GUI Idea generation: functions for the entry, storage assessment and filtering of 
ideas with respect to new service development and service enhancement. In line 
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with the SLM process, the filtered ideas serve as the basis for requirements 
derivation. Once the decision for further pursuance of an idea is taken, a new 
service description instance is created. 
• GUI Service administration: Provides all functions for the manipulation of the 
service description. This view contains five sub- GUIs. 
• GUI KPI entry: central screen for the management of KPIs. A centralized 
management helps avoiding the redundant definition of KPIs and hence fosters the 
consistency of portfolio analyses. 
• GUI Statistical portfolio analyses: Provides the user with various statistical 
analyses and illustrations of the company’s service portfolio. The GUI is integrated 
with the Service administration GUI in order to quickly switch between the 
portfolio and the single-service layers. 
• GUI Simulation: Offers graph-based visualization and simulation techniques. 
Among others, it enables dependency analyses and cost calculations within service 
structures. 
Subsequently, each GUI is described in more detail. The numbering in brackets relates to 
the numbering within the corresponding wireframe further down this section. 
View 1: Permanently visible elements 
Wireframe “Permanently visible elements” 
Pending tasks and status information (1): Informs the user of pending tasks and other status 
information related to the workflow, including: pending process tasks (e.g., pending 
approvals), incoming messages, information on the lifecycle stage and versioning of the 
currently selected service. Lifecycle status (2): The prototype concept is structured along the 
service lifecycle. At any given time, each service is in exactly one lifecycle phase. This 
screen area provides corresponding information. In case the service is under enhancement 
(technically, in this case a second service description instance in status enhancement is 
created), a second lifecycle is displayed (see section 4.2.3 for details). Versioning and 
lifecycle transition (3): Responsible actors are authorized to approve transition to the next 
lifecycle phase. Once the mouse is hovered over the field, additional information appears in 
a tooltip window, indicating which premises need to be fulfilled before transition to the next 
lifecycle phase is possible. Toolbar for common user actions (4): The toolbar’s icons 
provide quick access to common functions, including the creation of a new service 
description, saving, editing and undo operations. Main screen area (5): The main screen 
area contains the callable GUIs. The attached tab-bar is the central navigation element. 
Depending on the depth of the currently called GUI, a second navigation bar may appear. 
Figure A 7-8 shows the respective wireframe. 
View 2:  Idea generation 
Wireframe “Idea generation” 
Entry of new ideas (1): The service idea is the first artifact in a service’s life. The wireframe 
provides GUIs for the entry of ideas and allows uploading arbitrary files that help specifying 
the idea, e.g., BPMN process charts, market analyses and market potential assessments. 
Each idea is assigned a unique id. An idea title and a textual description are mandatory. All 
uploaded files are automatically archived and versioned. After entering, the user can publish 
the idea for review. Depending on the type of idea (new service or service enhancement) it 
is forwarded to the responsible person (service manager in the former case, service portfolio 
manager in the latter case). Proposed ideas (2): provides an overview of all currently 
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proposed ideas and allows filtering according to various criteria (e.g., only own ideas, only 
ideas that relate to a service that is under the current user’s responsibility etc.). Additional 
information for each idea indicates the current status. In case the idea is not yet published, 
the creator can edit or delete it here. Figure A 7-9 shows the respective wireframe. 
View 3: Service administration 
This GUI is the prototype’s core. It provides access to all relevant service description 
attributes, including service dependencies. A comprehensive service description comprises a 
multitude of description attributes. For example, services at LGB have more than 80 
attributes on average and the USDL specification offers several hundred attributes. 
Consequently, the screen design needs to achieve a trade-off between readability and 
information richness. While the prototype leverages the complete USDL data model, the 
visible screen areas restrict to those description attributes that are necessary for the 
realization of the specified functionalities. The service administration GUI contains six sub- 
GUIs: 
• wireframe Basic and functional service description 
• wireframe Dependencies 
• wireframe Pricing, revenues, costs, margins 
• wireframe KPIs 
• wireframe SLA 
• wireframe Technical service description 
Wire Frame „Basic and functional service description“: Basic description attributes (1): 
contains fundamental service description attributes including service id, name, description, 
service type assignment (based on geSAB), degree of automation and time constraints (e.g., 
if a service is eliminated and currently in its grace period). Functional description (2): 
maintains pre-conditions, post-conditions, capabilities, inputs and outputs. The attributes are 
based on an analysis of USDL and geSAB. Especially the input and output listings realize 
the interface-orientation of a service. Service-specific messaging center (3): a news-feed for 
service-specific news. These include, among others, notifications of new service 
enhancement ideas. Figure A 7-10 shows the respective wireframe. 
Wire Frame “Dependencies”: Overview, entry and editing of service dependencies (1): 
Several types of dependency exist, see section 6.5.5.2. This GUI enables the user to perform 
certain analyses and manipulations on service structures (for details refer to section 6.5.5). 
Besides inter-service dependencies, the view denotes dependencies to applications, to 
existing service variants and to service substitutes. Further, the user may input alternative 
service providers in order to re-use the information within re-evaluations of supplier 
relationships. Each of the mentioned categories is depicted in a separate table. Dependency 
tree (2): The previously described dependency types can be illustrated by means of a graph-
based visualization, which enables the user to perform certain operations (e.g., adding new 
service descriptions, analyzing the service structure and rearranging dependencies), as 
described in section 6.5.5.3. Figure A 7-11 shows the respective wireframe. 
Wireframe “Pricing, revenues, costs, margins”: This screen supports the management of 
valuation-related aspects including pricing, revenue management, costing and margin 
calculations. Participants in focus group meeting G agreed on the use of MS Excel for all 
related functionality, as it provides higher flexibility with respect to graphical analysis and 
calculations. Consequently, this GUI only allows storing the corresponding Excel artifacts 
alongside further meta-information. Figure A 7-12 shows the respective wireframe. 
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Wire Frame “KPIs”: The GUI contains information on all KPIs that are attached to the 
currently selected service. Area (1) lists all available KPIs and enables the user to filter 
certain KPIs. Once a specific KPI is selected, area (2) provides further information. A KPI is 
described by an id, a name, a nominal value, the current actual value, a frontier value for 
escalation, the responsible employee, the date of the last update and the updating interval. 
The diagram in (4) provides corresponding visualizations. In case the actual value of a KPI 
is deficient, area (3) allows entering actions, next steps and related meta-data. Figure A 7-13 
shows the respective wireframe. 
Wire Frame – “SLA”: Contains all SLAs that are attached to the service. Area (1) provides 
an overview of available SLAs, whereas area (2) displays details on the currently selected 
SLA. Area (3) keeps track of the version history for each SLA. Figure A 7-14 shows the 
respective wireframe. 
Wire Frame – “Technical service description”: Focuses important (as selected by 
consortium members) technical description attributes of a service. Given the multitude of 
possibilities for the instantiation of technical services, the prototype focuses on webservices. 
Service invocation (1): supports the discovery of services by full-text searches. The other 
two tables on the screen – endpoints and operations – are automatically derived from the 
WSDL files listed in the fourth table. The tables contain information on the operations that 
the technical service offers (e.g., an order data service could provide the operation 
getOrderDataForID(userId)). In addition to the operations, information on where the 
service can be reached is included (so-called endpoints). Test invocation (2): allows 
invoking the service via SOAP messaging for testing purposes and provides different 
statistics related to the latest test invocation (e.g., latency times). Figure A 7-15 shows the 
respective wireframe. 
View 4: KPI entry 
Wireframe “KPI entry”: A central KPI management GUI for service portfolio managers. 
The service portfolio manager centrally maintains all types of KPIs. In order to keep 
redundancies low, each new KPI needs to be accepted by the service portfolio manager (1). 
Area (2) lists all currently used KPIs per service and can run analyses using these KPIs. 
Area (3) is for the entry of new KPIs and allows attaching further information (e.g., KPI 
descriptions, calculation formulas and procedures). In (4) the service portfolio manager has 
an overview of all currently pending KPI requests. Figure A 7-16 shows the respective 
wireframe. 
View 5: Statistical portfolio analyses 
Wireframe “Statistical portfolio analyses”: Provides multi-dimensional portfolio analyses. 
In (1) all available KPIs are listed. The user can combine these into various types of 
diagrams and run the analyses. Figure A 7-17 shows the respective wireframe. 
View 6: Simulations 
Wireframe “Simulations”: Contains four basic simulations, as specified by the consortium 
members in focus group meeting G: replace a service (description), change a service 
(description), delete a service (description), add a service (description). The objective of this 
GUI is to simulate the effects of these actions on the service structure and certain variables, 
e.g., costs. (4) depicts the simulation results graphically and (5) contains a listing of all 
effects. Areas (1)-(3) allow parameterizing the simulations. Figure A 7-18 shows the 
respective wireframe. 
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Figure A 7-8: Wireframe - Permanently visible elements. 
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Figure A 7-9: Wireframe - Idea generation. 
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Figure A 7-10: Wireframe - Basic and functional service description. 
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Figure A 7-11: Wireframe - Dependencies. 
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Figure A 7-12: Wireframe - Pricing, revenues, costs, margins. 
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Figure A 7-13: Wire Frame - KPIs. 
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Figure A 7-14: Wire Frame - SLA. 
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Figure A 7-15: Wire Frame - Technical attributes. 
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Figure A 7-16: Wire Frame - KPI entry. 
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Figure A 7-17: Wire Frame - Statistical reporting on the portfolio layer. 
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Figure A 7-18: Wire Frame - Simulations. 
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A7.2.5 Function Detailing for Grouping 3 
Introduction and algorithm notation 
Figure A 7-19 to Figure A 7-22 depict visual representations of the graph algorithms246. The 
graphical representations adhere to the DIN66001/ISO5807 standard for flowcharts 
described in Table A 7-6. Figure A 7-23 provides an exemplary code snippet of the 
algorithms’ implementation. 
Modeling elements Explanation 
 
Start/End: denotes the beginning and the end of the algorithm. 
Input: an input provided by an external source, e.g., the user. 
Activity: something performed by the algorithm. 
Loop: Everything inside the loop is only executed if/as long the conditions 
hold. Head conditions are tested before the loop begins, foot conditions after 
its end. 
Boolean Decision: a Boolean decision point (true/false or right/wrong). 
Output: an output the algorithm provides, e.g., some screen notification or a 
text file. 
Table A 7-6: The DIN66001/ISO5807 notation. 
 
Algorithms 
Algorithm 1: Rearrange existing single dependencies between services 
The first algorithm changes a single dependency between two services by capturing the 
actions that the user performs on the graph tier and syncing the data model. Basically, two 
pieces of information are required: the vertex from which the edge moved away and the 
vertex where the edge moves to (OldVertex and NewVertex). The respective services are 
OldService and NewService and can be obtained by reading the vertices’ Value properties. 
Figure A 7-19 depicts the algorithm. 
Algorithms 2 and 3: Create and delete dependencies between two services 
The following two algorithms focus on dependency creation and deletion (see Figure A 
7-19): New dependency creation: The user initiates the creation of a new dependency. The 
algorithm creates the dependency between the two services on the description layer as well 
as on the graph layer. Dependency deletion: Upon deletion of a dependency, the algorithm 
searches for the respective dependency and deletes both, the dependency and the edge. 
Algorithm 4: Substitution of one service with another 
Substituting a service with another, e.g., for simulating potential outsourcing decisions, 
means redirecting relationships from the service that is to be substituted 
(ServiceToBeSubstituted) to the substituting service (SubstitutingService). For example, if a 
bank switches from an in-house payments processing service to an external provider, all 
                                                            
246 The algorithms have been published within the scientific community in [Fischbach et al., 2013d]. 
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services that have formerly required the in-house service now necessitate the external one. 
But the formerly in-house produced service still requires the same services as before. 
Importantly, not all incoming relationships are redirected (e.g., CAN_SUBSTITUTE 
relationships). For the graph view to be in sync with the model the algorithm performs the 
corresponding operations on both the graph level and the description level. Figure A 7-21 
shows the resulting algorithm. Table A 7-7 discusses which DependencyTypes to include in 
substitutions. 
DependencyType Include in substitutions? 
CAN_CONFLICT No, even after the substitution the SourceService can still conflict with the SubstitutedService.  
ENHANCES 
No, see before. MIRRORS 
CAN_SUBSTITUTE  
INCLUDES  Yes, if the service that is to be substituted is included in another service, after substitution the substituting service will be included instead. 
REQUIRES Yes, see before. 
OTHER Depends on the business semantics of the dependency. 
Table A 7-7: Dependency types to include in substitutions. 
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Figure A 7-19: Algorithm 1 - change single dependency. 
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Figure A 7-19: Algorithm 1 – change single dependency (cont.). 
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Create dependency Delete dependency 
 
 
Figure A 7-20: Algorithms 2 & 3 - create/delete dependency. 
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Figure A 7-21: Algorithm 4 - substitute one service with another. 
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Figure A 7-22: Algorithm 5 - graph analysis. 
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Figure A 7-23: Algorithm 5 - graph analysis (cont.). 
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private ArrayList<Service> doGraphTraversal( 
 Vector<DependencyType> dependencyTypes, //user specifies which types to include 
 Vector<GraphDirection> directions, Boolean doColouring, //...and in which direction(s) traversal goes  
 int maxLayers) { 
 String[] fontColor = { "red", "green", "blue", "yellow" }; 
 //determine start vertex 
 Object cell = graph.getSelectionCell(); 
  
 ArrayList<Service> completeArray = new ArrayList<Service>(); 
 int layer = 0; 
 if (cell != null) { 
  //determine which dependencyTypes should be included (based on user selection) 
  ArrayList<DependencyType> dependencyTypesToInclude = new ArrayList<DependencyType>(); 
  for (int i = 0; i < dependencyTypes.size(); i++)  
 dependencyTypesToInclude.add(dependencyTypes.get(i)); 
  graph.getModel().beginUpdate();  
  //for each selected direction 
  for (GraphDirection d : directions) { 
   ArrayList<mxCell> arrayList1 = new ArrayList<mxCell>(); 
   ArrayList<mxCell> arrayList2 = new ArrayList<mxCell>(); 
   ArrayList<mxCell> arrayList3 = new ArrayList<mxCell>(); 
   arrayList2.add(((mxCell) graph.getSelectionCell())); 
   while (!(arrayList2.isEmpty()) && layer < maxLayers) { 
    //for each vertex that is not further away than the specified depth 
    for (int i = 0; i < arrayList2.size(); i++) { 
     //for each edge of current vertex 
     for (int j = 0; j < arrayList2.get(i).getEdgeCount(); j++) { 
      mxCell edge = ((mxCell) arrayList2.get(i) 
      .getEdgeAt(j)); 
      mxCell edgeEnd; 
      //perform this if all incoming dependencies should be   
              evaluated... 
      if (d.equals(GraphDirection.UP)) edgeEnd = ((mxCell)   
               edge.getTarget()); 
      //and this for outgoing dependencies 
  else if (d.equals(GraphDirection.DOWN)) edgeEnd = ((mxCell) 
edge.getSource()); 
      else { 
       System.out.println("Error443"); 
       break; 
      } 
      if (arrayList2.get(i).equals(edgeEnd) 
      && dependencyTypesToInclude 
      .contains((DependencyType) edge 
      .getValue())) { 
       arrayList1.add(arrayList2.get(i)); arrayList1.add(edge); 
       if (d.equals(GraphDirection.UP)) { 
        arrayList1.add(((mxCell) edge.getSource())); 
        arrayList3.add(((mxCell) edge.getSource())); 
       } else if (d.equals(GraphDirection.DOWN)) { 
        arrayList1.add(((mxCell) edge.getTarget())); 
        arrayList3.add(((mxCell) edge.getTarget())); 
       } else { 
        System.out.println("Error444"); break; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    for (int m = 0; m < arrayList2.size(); m++) arrayList2.remove(m); 
    for (int k = 0; k < arrayList3.size(); k++) arrayList2.add(arrayList3.get(k)); 
    for (int l = 0; l < arrayList3.size(); l++) arrayList3.remove(l); 
    layer += 1; 
   } 
   // Colour all capture edges. This will visualize the dependency path. 
  if (doColouring) graph.setCellStyles(mxConstants.STYLE_FONTCOLOR, fontColor[0], 
arrayList1.toArray()); 
   // add results to completeArray (only SERVICES) 
   for (int p = 0; p < arrayList1.size(); p++){  
    if (arrayList1.get(p).isVertex()) completeArray.add(((Service) arrayList1.get(p) 
    .getValue())); layer = 0; 
   } 
  } 
  graph.getModel().endUpdate(); 
} 
Figure A 7-23: Source code of the “graph analysis” algorithm (simplified). 
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A7.2.6 Function Detailing for Grouping 4 
Additional case example material 
Figure A 7-24 depicts the initial Excel-based implementation of the costing sheet for the 
payments processing example. Figure A 7-25 shows the USDL costing extension modeled 
in UML and Table A 7-8 indicates how the extension incorporates the postulated features. 
Figure A 7-26 applies the costing model to the pre-operation costing sheet of the VDS 
service. An exemplary XML-based serialization in Figure A 7-27 demonstrates how the 
service description is stored.247 
                                                            
247 The figures, illustrations and source codes in this section have been published to the scientific community in 
[Fischbach et al., 2013a]. 
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Figure A 7-24: The costing sheet of the payments processing example. 
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Figure A 7-25:The USDL costing extension. 
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Figure A 7-26: Pre-operation costing sheet of the VDS example. 
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Figure A 7-27: XML-based serialization of the costing extension(excerpt). 
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Concept Postulated features 
CostingScheme 6,7,8 
AssociatedResource 3 
TimePeriod 1 
CostTimeSeries 1,2,3,4.1,4.2,4.3,4.4,4.5,4.8,9 
CostElement 4.6,4.7,4.8,5 
SimulationParameter 5 
Unit 4.3 
Table A 7-8: Mapping between model concepts and postulated features. 
 
A7.2.7 Selected Graphical User Interfaces 
The subsequent tables provide exemplary screenshots of the prototype. The first screen in 
Figure A 7-28 lists all service description attributes in a tree-based structure (left-hand side) 
and contains the five described sub-GUIs for the manipulation of the most important 
description elements (right-hand side). Figure A 7-29 depicts the various service 
dependency tables. Figure A 7-30 shows the graph-based service structure visualization 
(left-hand side) and the corresponding configuration options for parameterization of the 
described algorithms (right-hand side). 
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Figure A 7-28: Main service description manipulation screen. 
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2
1
2
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Figure A 7-29: Tabular dependency management screen. 
1
2
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Figure A 7-30: Graph visualization, manipulation and analysis screen. 
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A7.2.8 Comparison of Service Description Standards 
Necessary criteria and comparison 
Table A 7-9 depicts the analysis results. 30 service description approaches could be 
identified. The assessment is based on the following necessary criteria: 
• Industry-unspecificity: In order to be of use for the SLM prototype, the service 
description language should not restrict to services from a certain industry. 
• Type-independency: postulated by CR6. Service typologies aim at a consistent 
categorization of services of different kinds (see e.g., [Bell, 2008; Bonati et al., 
2006; Brown, 2007; Erl, 2007; Kohlmann & Alt, 2007; Lawler & Howell-Barber, 
2007; Marks & Bell, 2006; Rosen et al., 2008; Werth et al., 2006] and section 
2.2.2). The required description attributes vary with the service type. For example, 
in order for webservices to be automatically exchangeable, syntactically and 
semantically highly standardized service descriptions are required. In contrast, 
business services exchange between network partners often involves long-term 
decisions rather requiring soft-facts such as cultural fit and thus require many more 
degrees of freedom within the service description. Consequently, while some type-
dependent heterogeneity is absolutely necessary (see e.g., [Brown, 2007; Österle & 
Reichmayr, 2005]), especially when it comes to service management within type-
spanning service systems, definitional heterogeneity and consequently non-
uniform service descriptions become a serious problem. This in turn necessitates a 
consistent description of different types of service, while still preserving type-
specifics. These are contrary objectives hard to combine. 
• Implementations available: Numerous service description approaches are in a 
conceptional state. Consequently, no implementations are available yet. In order to 
be able to use it within an actual prototypical implementation (in real-world 
scenarios, CR2) and to minimize the risk of project failure, the service description 
approach needs to have a track record of successful implementations. 
Additionally, optional criteria were imposed to further narrow down the selection: 
• Standard: The description language should at least be considered a semi-standard. 
This increases the probability that it will further diffuse in future, which is 
important for usability and acceptance of the prototype, especially within inter-
organizational settings (CR7). 
• Concepts for valuation (qualitative and quantitative, both costing and pricing): 
CR10 stresses the absence of service valuation artifacts within current approaches. 
Besides demonstrating how the SLM architecture can be applied within Software 
Engineering, the SLM prototype aims at closing this gap. In case there are service 
descriptions available that already cover related aspects within their data model, 
these are preferable. 
Based on the analyses USDL is the most suitable service description approach. USDL aims 
at describing arbitrary types of service, which conforms to CR6 and it is not related to any 
specific industry. The creators of USDL implemented their model in Java and provide 
several case studies proving its applicability. Given its relatively high diffusion in science 
and (increasingly also) in practice, USDL may be considered a standard.  
Although it does not offer the full expressive power that is required for the SLM prototype, 
its expressiveness is unprecedented within the sample. Particularly in inter-organizational 
settings a service description has to combine both construction and evaluation aspects that 
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completely specify the object of transaction. Construction aspects address service-design, -
composition and -functionality issues [Lankhorst, 2005; Tang et al., 2008], whereas 
evaluation aspects in turn address objective as well as subjective metrics upon a defined, 
accepted and traceable set of criteria [Bakalov & Nanji, 2005; McIvor et al., 1997; Poppo & 
Zenger, 1998]. USDL provides comprehensive coverage of the former, e.g., by describing 
dependencies, functional attributes, technical interfaces etc. However, it offers only limited 
support for the latter: Arbitrary kinds of availability-, security- and other kinds of metrics 
can be described using USDL; USDL also includes a pricing module to flexibly define 
pricing schemes; however, costing issues are not yet part of it (see also section 6.5.5). 
Further, USDL lacks capabilities with respect to idea management and KPIs, which is also 
addressed by the SLM prototype. 
Approach 
Industry un-specificity 
Type-independency 
Im
plem
entations available 
Standard 
Concepts for qualitative 
valuation 
Concepts for quantitative 
valuation (pricing) 
Concepts for quantitative 
valuation (costing) 
Selected references 
USDL: Unified Service Description 
Language 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 [Barros & Oberle, 2012] 
Serviguration 4 4 4 0 4 4 0 [Baida, 2006; Baida et al., 2003; de Miranda et al., 2006] 
SML: Service Modeling Language 4 4 0 2 0 0 0 [Adams et al., 2008; Pandit et al., 2009] 
SNN: Service Network Notation 4 4 0 0 4 4 0 [Bitsaki et al., 2008] 
Alter 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 [Alter, 2008] 
O’Sullivan 4 4 0 0 4 4 0 [O’Sullivan, 2006] 
SoaML: Service Oriented 
Architecture Modeling Language 4 0 4 4 4 0 0 [OMG, 2012] 
UDDI: Universal Description, 
Discovery and Integration 4 0 4 4 4 4 0 
[Clement et al., 2004; Fensel et al., 
2011e; UDDI, 2001] 
WSDL: Web Services Description 
Language (incl. extensions) 4 0 4 4 4 4 0 
[Chinnici et al., 2007a, 2007b; Fensel et 
al., 2011e] 
OWL-S: Web Ontology Language for 
Services 4 0 4 2 0 0 0 
[Fensel et al., 2011b; Martin et al., 
2004, 2007a] 
SA-REST: Semantic Annotation of 
Web Resources 4 0 4 2 0 0 0 
[Gomadam et al., 2010; Ranabahu et 
al., 2011; Sheth & Gomadam, 2007] 
SAWSDL: Semantic Annotations to 
Web Services Description Language 4 0 4 2 0 0 0 
[Belouadha et al., 2010; Farrell & 
Lausen, 2007; Fensel et al., 2011a; 
Martin et al., 2007b] 
WADL: Web application description 
language 4 0 4 2 0 0 0 [Hadley, 2006] 
MicroWSMO 4 0 4 2 0 0 0 
[Fensel et al., 2011a; Kopecký et al., 
2008; Lampe et al., 2010; Maleshkova 
et al., 2009] 
Table A 7-9: Service description approaches, analysis results. 
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Approach 
Industry un-specificity 
Type-independency 
Im
plem
entations available 
Standard 
Concepts for qualitative 
valuation 
Concepts for quantitative 
valuation (pricing) 
Concepts for quantitative 
valuation (costing) 
Selected references 
RESTful Web Services 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 [Fensel et al., 2011e; Richardson & Ruby, 2007; Rodríguez, 2008] 
IRS-III: Internet Reasoning Service 
III 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 [Domingue et al., 2004, 2005] 
MSM: Minimal Service Model 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 [Pedrinaci & Domingue, 2010] 
SEMF: Service Evolution 
Management Framework 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 [Treiber et al., 2008] 
e3Service-Ontology 4 0 4 4 0 0 0 [de Kinderen & Gordijn, 2008] 
SaaS-DL: Software as a Service 
Description Language 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 [Sun et al., 2007] 
SOA-Ontology: Service Oriented 
Architecture Ontology  4 0 4 4 4 4 0 [Harding, 2008] 
SWSF: Semantic Web Services 
Framework (including FLOWS, 
SWSL, SWSO) 
4 0 4 2 4 0 0 
[Battle et al., 2005a] [Battle et al., 
2005b] [Battle et al., 2005c; Grüninger 
et al., 2008] 
WSML: Web Services Modeling 
Language AND WSMO: Web 
Services Modeling Ontology (normal 
& lite) 
4 0 4 2 4 0 0 
[de Bruijn et al., 2005b, 2006; Fensel et 
al., 2011c] [de Bruijn et al., 2005a; 
Fensel et al., 2011d; Roman et al., 
2005; Ruben et al., 2005] [Fensel et al., 
2010, 2011a, 2011d; Vitvar et al., 
2008] 
Service Design Model 4 0 4 0 4 4 0 [Dhanesha et al., 2009] 
e3Value-Ontology 4 0 4 4 4 4 0 [Gordijn, 2002] 
SOA-RM: Reference Model for 
Service Oriented Architecture 
(OASIS) 
4 0 0 4 0 0 0 [MacKenzie et al., 2006] 
RO-SOA: Reference Ontology for 
Semantic Service Oriented 
Architecture 
4 0 0 2 4 0 0 [Domingue & Zaremba, 2008] 
UISDL: User Interface Service 
Description Language 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 [Hübsch et al., 2010] 
FpML: Financial Products Mark-Up 
Language 0 0 4 2 4 4 0 
[Dui et al., 2003; International Swaps 
and Derivatives Association, 2012; 
Wallace, 2000] 
MDDL: Market Data Definition 
Language 0 0 4 2 4 4 0 
[Software & Information Industry 
Association, 2013] 
Table A 7-10: Service description approaches, analysis results (cont.). 
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USDL – Basics 
The objective of USDL is to provide a standardized approach to service description. It aims 
at fostering inter-organizational exchange by enhancing service searching, composition and 
integration [Kona et al., 2006]. The Foundation module’sconcepts are re-used within the 
other modules, e.g., descriptions, duration intervals and address items. The basic concept for 
all service descriptions is NetworkProvisionedEntity, an abstract supertype for services and 
service bundles. Each service description belongs to one service. A service description 
comprises multiple dimensions, each of which covers a differen description aspect. The 
USDL authors state that „the unification should be machine-processable, consider technical 
and business aspects of a service as well as functional and non-functional attributes, and 
should provide both a blueprint and means for extensibility“ [Barros et al., 2011d, p. 9]. 
USDL co-exists with other service description approaches, e.g., WSDL and acknowledges 
their sophistication and level of detail for their respective target domain (e.g., technical 
webservices). Consequently, USDL is not competing with these approaches, but rather 
positioning alongside them and referring their concepts. USDL currently comprises nine 
different modules. Figure A 7-31 shows the structure and depicts the added modules 
(costing, idea, and KPI) that are derived in the respective function implementation sections. 
Table A 7-10 briefly describes each module. 
 
Figure A 7-31: USDL modules. 
  
Legal Service 
Pricing 
Participants 
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Module Description 
Foundation Contains basic concepts re-used throughout the other modules. The foundation module 
is the main integration point for all other modules. 
Legal Description of legal issues with respect to services, including licensing and legal 
documentations. 
Service The basic service module, comprising basic description concepts, e.g., service name 
and identifier. 
Interaction Stores details for technical interaction between services, e.g., contracts and interaction 
schemata. 
Pricing A service pricing module to depict different pricing schemes and models. 
Function Functional description of a service. 
Participants Allows describing certain stakeholders associated with the service. Builds on the role 
model from Barros et al. introduced in section 3.2.3. 
Technical Technical description attributes, including endpoints and linking to technical 
description artifacts (e.g., WSDL files), among others. 
Service level Allows attaching different service levels to a service description. May be broken down 
to the single customer level. 
Idea (new) A module to attach service ideas to a service description. Also supports the evaluation 
and comparison of ideas as well as defining idea owners. 
Costing (new) A costing extension for USDL, allows attaching multi-periodic cost calculations to a 
USDL service description. 
KPIs (new) Concepts for attaching KPIs to a service description. 
Table A 7-10: USDL module descriptions. 
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Appendix 8 Statistical Analysis Details 
A8.1 Results for Hypotheses 1 and 2 
Table A 8-1 to Table A 8-19 depict the statistical analysis results for hypotheses 1 and 2. 
Applications AP13, AP15, AP16, AP17, AP20, AP21, AP23 and AP26 have been excluded 
because the number of mappings is too low to calculate meaningful statistics. For each 
application a brief verbal results interpretation encloses. Considering Table A 8-1 the data is 
interpreted in the following way (example): The mean of the operation phase is higher than 
the mean of the identification phase (upper part of the table). Further, the combined statistic 
is highly significant (lower part of the table). Consequently, the functions of AP01 address 
significantly more activities from the operation phase than from the conception phase. 
 
 
Table A 8-1: Application statistics for AP01. 
The application clearly focuses on the operation phase, as it addresses significantly more 
activities within this phase than within any other phase. The means also suggest partial 
focus on the implementation and enhancement phases. 
 
 
Table A 8-2: Application statistics for AP02. 
The registry application also focuses the operation phase, which is not surprising given the 
operational purpose a registry serves. 
Application:+Oracle+Service+Bus+for+Financial+Services Identifier: AP01
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.77 0.77 0.46
Std.2deviation 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.93 0.83 1.20
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 1 0 0 4 10 10 6
Number2of2unmapped2functions 28 29 29 26 19 7 27
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.02 0.02 0.16 2.51 9.82**** 0.38
Requirements2analysis 9 9 #DIV/0! 0.28 3.13* 11.37**** 0.56
Conception 9 9 9 0.28 3.13* 11.37**** 0.56
Development 9 9 9 9 1.17 6.4*** 0.04
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 2.19 0.73
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 5.11***
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.
Ba
sic
2st
at
ist
ic
s
Ch
i9s
qu
ar
ed
2st
at
ist
ic
s
Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
Application:+Predic8+Membrane+SOA+Registry Identifier: AP02
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.31 0.00 0.15 0.15 0.46 1.54 0.46
Std.2deviation 0.63 0.00 0.38 0.38 0.97 1.51 0.88
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 4 0 2 2 6 20 6
Number2of2unmapped2functions 16 19 17 16 16 5 16
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.43 0.1 0.1 0.07 15**** 0.07
Requirements2analysis 9 9 0.11 0.18 0.89 24.07**** 0.89
Conception 9 9 9 0 0.36 18.95**** 0.36
Development 9 9 9 9 0.36 18.95**** 0.36
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 12.32**** 0
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 12.32****
Ba
sic
2st
at
ist
ic
s
Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
hi
9s
qu
ar
ed
2st
at
ist
ic
s
Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
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Table A 8-3: Application statistics for AP03. 
In contrast to the standalone registry and repository solutions, this application also offers 
functions for the conception and implementation of services. However, this higher breadth 
of functionality comes at a price, as the application’s focus on the operations phase is less 
dominant. 
 
 
Table A 8-4: Application statistics for AP04. 
All identified monitoring applications specialize on run-time monitoring (i.e., during 
operation), while the other SLM phases are not addressed. 
 
 
Table A 8-5: Application statistics for AP05. 
Governance is a lifecycle-wide topic. While this seems to be reflected by current 
governance applications, the analyzed solution predominantly focuses on the operations 
phase. 
Application:+IBM+Websphere+Service+Registry+and+Repository Identifier: AP03
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.38 0.00 1.15 0.69 1.15 1.54 0.85
Std.2deviation 0.65 0.00 1.57 1.11 2.08 1.51 1.07
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 5 0 15 9 15 20 11
Number2of2unmapped2functions 26 36 22 26 23 20 26
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 1.69 3.63* 0.47 3.8* 6.68**** 0.99
Requirements2analysis 9 9 8.81**** 2.69 10.12**** 12.21**** 3.97**
Conception 9 9 9 1.26 0.01 0.64 0.72
Development 9 9 9 9 1.24 3.34* 0.08
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 0.87 0.66
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 2.52
Ba
sic
2st
at
ist
ic
s
Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
hi
9s
qu
ar
ed
2st
at
ist
ic
s
Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
Application:+Predic8+Membrane+SOAP+Monitor Identifier: AP04
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 2.54 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 1.66 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 2 0 0 0 1 33 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 12 15 15 15 14 2 15
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.08 26.88**** 0.32
Requirements2analysis 9 9 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0.03 31.61**** #DIV/0!
Conception 9 9 9 #DIV/0! 0.03 31.61**** #DIV/0!
Development 9 9 9 9 0.03 31.61**** #DIV/0!
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 28.89**** 0.03
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 31.61****
Ba
sic
2st
at
ist
ic
s
Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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s
Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
Application:+WSO2+Governance+Registry Identifier: AP05
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.46 0.00 0.69 0.31 0.23 1.23 0.31
Std.2deviation 0.78 0.00 0.95 0.48 0.83 1.42 0.63
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 6 0 9 4 3 16 4
Number2of2unmapped2functions 11 15 10 11 12 8 12
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 1.22 0.22 0.09 0.37 2.11 0.13
Requirements2analysis 9 9 2.56 0.62 0.78 6.96**** 0.56
Conception 9 9 9 0.58 1.29 0.94 0.69
Development 9 9 9 9 0.07 3.03* 0
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 4.75** 0.04
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 3.33*
Ba
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s
Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Table A 8-6: Application statistics for AP06. 
The DataServices Server software from WSO2 allows modeling, deploying and operating 
data services. It provides comprehensive support during development, implementation, 
operation and enhancement. However, the early lifecycle phases are not yet addressed. 
Consequently, the service designer has to have a precise concept for the planned service 
before she starts using the tool. 
 
 
Table A 8-7: Application statistics for AP07. 
The Mashup Server helps composing services and exposes the composite by means of a 
new service. The statistics reveal a clear focus on the implementation phase. The tool 
explicitly focuses on the composition process (which happened during implementation) and 
assumes the modeler has a clear concept of what the final service will look like. Further, no 
run-time support is provided. 
 
Application:+WSO2+DataServices+Server Identifier: AP06
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.15 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.62
Std.2deviation 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.91 1.00 1.41 1.98
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 2 0 0 13 13 13 21
Number2of2unmapped2functions 16 18 18 10 9 9 12
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.18 0.18 3.5* 4.13** 7.05**** 6.11***
Requirements2analysis 9 9 #DIV/0! 4.72** 5.52*** 10.24**** 8.02****
Conception 9 9 9 4.72** 5.52*** 10.24**** 8.02****
Development 9 9 9 9 0.02 0.03 0.17
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 0 0.07
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.1
Ba
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s
Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
Application:+WSO2+Mashup+Server Identifier: AP07
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.00 0.00 0.56 0.78 1.11 0.22 0.44
Std.2deviation 0.00 0.00 1.13 0.67 1.05 0.44 1.33
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 0 0 5 7 10 2 4
Number2of2unmapped2functions 9 9 7 3 3 7 8
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 #DIV/0! 1.17 3.68* 5.77*** 0.25 0.71
Requirements2analysis 9 9 1.17 3.68* 5.77*** 0.25 0.71
Conception 9 9 9 0.96 1.94 0.29 0.07
Development 9 9 9 9 0.1 2.05 1.47
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 3.5* 2.69
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.09
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Table A 8-8: Application statistics for AP08. 
Message Brokers are a SOA’s operational backbone. Not surprisingly, the statistics reveal a 
focus on the operation phase. However, this only relates to the service lifecycle. The 
message lifecycle is covered completely. 
 
 
Table A 8-9: Application statistics for AP09. 
The ARIS SOA Architect predominantly focuses the conception phase. This is not 
surprising, as architecture repository tools (especially those focusing on SOA) provide 
extensive means to conceptualize service models and integration plans. 
 
 
Table A 8-10: Application statistics for AP10. 
Application:+WSO2+Message+Broker Identifier: AP08
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.15 0.85 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.38 0.38 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 0 0 0 1 2 11 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 23 25 25 22 21 4 25
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0.13 0.32 19.99**** #DIV/0!
Requirements2analysis 9 9 #DIV/0! 0.07 0.19 18.33**** #DIV/0!
Conception 9 9 9 0.07 0.19 18.33**** #DIV/0!
Development 9 9 9 9 0.05 16.84**** 0.07
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 14.64**** 0.19
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 18.33****
Ba
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
Application:+Software+AG+ARIS+SOA+Architect Identifier: AP09
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.62 0.00 1.69 0.62 1.08 0.31 0.85
Std.2deviation 0.87 0.00 0.95 0.77 0.86 0.63 1.52
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 8 0 22 8 14 4 11
Number2of2unmapped2functions 8 13 2 7 3 10 9
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 2.48 6.67**** 0.02 2.59 0.57 0.05
Requirements2analysis 9 9 17.48**** 2.77* 9.37**** 0.65 3.58*
Conception 9 9 9 5.88*** 0.71 11.15**** 5.87***
Development 9 9 9 9 2.15 0.76 0.01
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 5.3*** 2.12
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 1.03
Ba
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Application:+SmartBear+ALM+Complete Identifier: AP10
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.00 1.23 0.38 1.62 1.31 0.38 0.46
Std.2deviation 0.00 3.24 0.96 1.76 1.38 1.39 1.13
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 0 16 5 21 17 5 6
Number2of2unmapped2functions 13 11 11 4 5 12 10
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 5.14*** 0.85 13.49**** 9.49**** 0.76 1.27
Requirements2analysis 9 9 1.54 2.75* 1.2 1.78 0.97
Conception 9 9 9 7.42**** 4.66** 0 0.05
Development 9 9 9 9 0.28 7.92**** 6.18***
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 5.04*** 3.71*
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.08
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Table A 8-11: Application statistics for AP11. 
The two foregoing applications both concern with application management. While the 
former supports the whole application lifecycle (and thus is relevant during most SLM 
phases), the latter especially specializes on operation monitoring. 
 
 
Table A 8-12: Application statistics for AP12. 
BMC’s ITSM suite reflects a dominating feature of most ITSM applications: their focus on 
the operation phase. Although most solutions are ITIL certified, they do not cover the whole 
service lifecycle, but rather specialize on supporting activities concerning availability 
management, incident management and other operational activities (see section 4.2.3 for 
process details). 
 
 
Table A 8-13: Application statistics for AP14. 
Application:+Compuware+Gomez Identifier: AP11
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.46 0.00 0.08 0.46 0.15 3.15 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.52 0.00 0.28 1.13 0.38 1.86 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 6 0 1 6 2 41 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 10 16 15 14 14 5 16
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 1.38 1 0.08 0.67 13.36**** 1.38
Requirements2analysis 9 9 0.03 0.96 0.13 28.52**** #DIV/0!
Conception 9 9 9 0.62 0.03 25.88**** 0.03
Development 9 9 9 9 0.35 17.29**** 0.96
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 23.28**** 0.13
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 28.52****
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Application:+BMC+Software+ITSM+Suite Identifier: AP12
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.38 0.00 1.25 0.13 0.63 1.63 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.52 0.00 1.49 0.35 1.06 1.85 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 3 0 10 1 5 13 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 5 8 4 7 5 3 8
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.69 1.43 0.33 0.13 3.06* 0.69
Requirements2analysis 9 9 4.76** 0.07 1.54 7.68**** #DIV/0!
Conception 9 9 9 3.54* 0.71 0.31 4.76**
Development 9 9 9 9 0.94 6.05*** 0.07
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 1.95 1.54
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 7.68****
Ba
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
Application:+IBM+Websphere+Operational+Decision+Management Identifier: AP14
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.15 0.00 0.15 0.08 0.23 2.08 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.38 0.00 0.55 0.28 0.44 1.61 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 2 0 2 1 3 27 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 12 14 13 13 11 2 14
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.15 0 0.04 0.04 21.12**** 0.15
Requirements2analysis 9 9 0.14 0.04 0.36 26.07**** #DIV/0!
Conception 9 9 9 0.03 0.06 21.64**** 0.14
Development 9 9 9 9 0.17 23.57**** 0.04
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 18.72**** 0.36
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 26.07****
Ba
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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As the name implies, IBM’s operational decision support solution predominantly supports 
decisions during service operation. 
 
 
Table A 8-14: Application statistics for AP18. 
 
 
Table A 8-15: Application statistics for AP19. 
Both solutions support in managing processes. Apparently, they predominantly focus on 
development, implementation, operation and enhancement. This is not surprising, as 
processes are a relevant topic in each service lifecycle phase. Nevertheless, similar to the 
service repositories and the Mashup application, the BPM tools do not address early stages 
of the service lifecycle, e.g., idea generation and requirements evaluation activities. 
 
 
Table A 8-16: Application statistics for AP22. 
Application:+WSO2+Business+Process+Server Identifier: AP18
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.38 0.00 1.38 0.15 0.69 0.69 0.08
Std.2deviation 0.77 0.00 1.12 0.38 0.63 0.75 0.28
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 5 0 18 2 9 9 1
Number2of2unmapped2functions 13 16 7 14 7 6 15
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.77 4.4** 0.25 1.25 1.79 0.48
Requirements2analysis 9 9 9.02**** 0.13 3.91** 5.24*** 0.03
Conception 9 9 9 6.74**** 0.74 0.46 7.86****
Development 9 9 9 9 2.55 3.45* 0.03
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 0.03 3.2*
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 4.29**
Ba
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Application:+IBM+Business+Process+Manager Identifier: AP19
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.23 0.00 1.54 0.23 0.77 0.54 0.08
Std.2deviation 0.60 0.00 1.05 0.44 0.60 0.66 0.28
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 3 0 20 3 10 7 1
Number2of2unmapped2functions 15 20 8 15 8 12 19
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.76 9.43**** 0 4.59** 0.93 0.32
Requirements2analysis 9 9 12.76**** 0.48 7.94**** 2.3 0.03
Conception 9 9 9 8.57**** 1.19 4.12** 11.33****
Development 9 9 9 9 4.1** 0.77 0.22
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 1.06 6.51***
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 1.71
Ba
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Application:+WSO2+Business+Activity+Monitor+ Identifier: AP22
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 1.77 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.28 1.48 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 4 0 0 1 1 23 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 15 18 18 17 16 3 18
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.46 0.46 0.26 0.29 14.32**** 0.46
Requirements2analysis 9 9 #DIV/0! 0.03 0.06 20.47**** #DIV/0!
Conception 9 9 9 0.03 0.06 20.47**** #DIV/0!
Development 9 9 9 9 0 18.76**** 0.03
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 19.17**** 0.06
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 20.47****
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Business activity monitoring is a dedicated run-time topic, which is reflected by the 
statistics. 
 
 
Table A 8-17: Application statistics for AP24. 
Surprisingly, the service configuration tool does not show a distinct profile. According to 
the author’s expectation the application would clearly focus on the conception, development 
and implementation phase. However, this cannot be inferred from the statistics. 
 
 
Table A 8-18: Application statistics for AP25. 
Compared to the previous application this one has a more precise profile. According to the 
statistics it slightly focuses the conception and development phases and thus is more in line 
with expectations. However, this finding might arise from the fact that the solution claims to 
be a service repository rather than just a service configurator. 
 
Application:+jCatalog+Product+and+Service+Configurator Identifier: AP24
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.57 0.00 1.29 0.71 1.00 0.14 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.98 0.00 1.25 0.49 1.15 0.38 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 4 0 9 5 7 1 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 5 7 3 2 3 6 7
Process2Phase Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 1.04 1.26 0.66 0.73 0.52 1.04
Requirements2analysis 9 9 4.73** 2.78* 3.43* 0.08 #DIV/0!
Conception 9 9 9 0.02 2 3.44* 4.73**
Development 9 9 9 9 2.41 2 2.78*
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 2.41 3.43*
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.08
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.
Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
Application:+Camilion+Solutions+Product+Authority Identifier: AP25
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.31 0.00 2.31 0.92 0.77 0.69 0.08
Std.2deviation 0.75 0.00 1.49 0.28 1.17 0.85 0.28
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 4 0 30 12 10 9 1
Number2of2unmapped2functions 12 14 3 1 9 6 13
Process2Phase Identification Requirements2
analysis
Conception Development Implemen9
tation
Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.54 16.64**** 7.7**** 1.11 1.76 0.29
Requirements2analysis 9 9 24.71**** 11.2**** 3.2* 4.2** 0.04
Conception 9 9 9 0.02 8.23**** 5.79*** 22.22****
Development 9 9 9 9 4.06** 3.18* 10.15****
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 0.11 2.5
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 3.4*
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.C
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Table A 8-19: Application statistics for the entire functional reference model. 
 
A8.2 Results for Hypothesis 3 
Table A 8-20 show the analysis results for hypothesis 3. The data does not allow for 
significant conclusions. 
Application identifier 
Orientation  
Chi-squared 
 
Asymp. sig. BUSINESS TECHNICAL 
AP01 3 27 19.200 0.000***** 
AP02 14 12 0.154 0.695 
AP03 26 27 0.019 0.891 
AP04 9 9 0.000 1.000 
AP05 9 11 0.200 0.655 
AP06 9 13 0.727 0.394 
AP07 9 9 0.818 0.366 
AP08 4 22 12.462 0.000***** 
AP09 12 5 0.288 0.090 
AP10 8 9 0.059 0.808 
AP11 9 11 0.200 0.655 
AP12 8 6 0.286 0.593 
AP13 12 11 0.043 0.835 
AP14 7 10 0.529 0.467 
AP15 1 1 excluded 
AP16 1 2 excluded 
AP17 1 3 excluded 
AP18 10 6 1.000 0.317 
AP19 14 6 3.200 0.074 
Table A 8-20: Statistics for hypothesis 3. 
Complete(functional(reference(model
Statistic Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Mean2(binary2mapping) 0.38 0.08 0.15 0.00 0.15 0.54 0.00
Std.2deviation 0.65 0.28 0.38 0.00 0.38 0.52 0.00
Number2of2mappings2to2phase 5 1 2 0 2 7 0
Number2of2unmapped2functions 123 148 108 98 94 74 129
Process2Phase Identification
Requirements2
analysis Conception Development
Implemen9
tation Operation Enhancement
Identification 9 0.92 0.63 2.37 0.42 1.91 2.24
Requirements2analysis 9 9 0.37 0.28 0.48 6.95**** 0.25
Conception 9 9 9 1.68 0.02 6.36*** 1.67
Development 9 9 9 9 1.96 10.98**** 1.23
Implementation 9 9 9 9 9 5.33*** 1.92
Operation 9 9 9 9 9 9 10.87****
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Keys2for2p9value:2*=0.05,2**=0.025,2***=0.01,2****0.005,2*****=2<0.005
Remark:2#DIV/0!2Indicates2that2the2statistic2could2not2be2computed2due2to2a2lack2of2mappings2in2both2phases.2Interpretation:2no2difference.
Included2relationship2types:2'optional'2and2'required'
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Application identifier Orientation 
 
Chi-squared 
 
Asymp. sig. 
AP20 2 2 excluded 
AP21 2 1 excluded 
AP22 9 15 1.500 0.221 
AP23 1 6 excluded 
AP24 6 5 0.091 0.763 
AP25 13 6 2.579 0.108 
AP26 7 0 excluded 
Table A 8-20: Statistics for hypothesis 3 (cont.). 
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Appendix 9 Details of the Architecture Extension 
Table A 9-1 depicts the results from the sensitivity analyses. Figure A 9-1 shows the effects 
of each influential factor on the overall costs for the three examined alternatives. Finally, 
Figure A 9-2 depicts the message number projection of the stated logarithmic equation. 
 
Table A 9-1: Sensitivity analysis results (ceteris paribus analysis). 
  
Base%Case base%case unit %.deviation%in%Tornado%diagramup down
Discount%rate 10% % 4% 10% 10%
size/message 400 kb 10% 440%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 360%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Annual%message%vola 25% % 10% 28% 23%
Fraction%of%undeliverable%messages 5% % 3% 5% 5%
Average%buffer%time%if%undeliverable 2 hour 3% 2%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Storage%demand%/%message 800 kb 10% 880%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 720%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Average%in.memory%time%per%message 500 ms 5% 525%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 475%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Memory%requirement%per%message 1,600 kb 10% 1,760%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1,440%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Average%processing%time%per%message 500 ms 3% 515%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 485%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Average%required%processing%power%per%message 30 trillion%calculations 3% 31%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 29%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Network%traffic%per%message 800 kb 3% 824%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 776%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Storage%demand 5,000,000 kb 3% 5,150,000%%%%%%%%%% 4,850,000%%%%%
Memory%demand 1,000,000 kb 3% 1,030,000%%%%%%%%%% 970,000%%%%%%%%
CPU%demand 200
trillion%
calculations 3% 206%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 194%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
License%cost 2,000 USD 20% 2,400%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1,600%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Message%broker%maintenance 2,000 USD 10% 2,200%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1,800%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Storage%costs%per%kb%per%year 0.00008000 USD 20% 0%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Memory%costs%per%kb%/%year 0.00080000 USD 20% 0%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CPU%costs%per%trillion%calculations%/year 0.00000008 USD 20% 0%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Migration%costs 70,000 USD 30% 91,000%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 49,000%%%%%%%%%%%
One.time%subscription%costs 6,000 USD 20% 7,200%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 4,800%%%%%%%%%%%%%
yearly%costs 4,000 USD 20% 4,800%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3,200%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Cost%per%100%mn%messages 70 USD 20% 84%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 56%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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A1: On-premise, non-staged A2: On-premise, staged 
  
A3: Cloud 
 
Figure A 9-1: Tornado diagrams, effects in USD. 
 
 
Figure A 9-2: Realized vs. projected demand of messages per day. 
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Figure A 9-3: Histograms. 
 
 
Figure A 9-4: Cumulative distribution functions. 
 
 
Figure A 9-5: Cumulative distribution functions with a message volatility of 5%. 
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Appendix 10 Publications and Further Works 
Supervised works 
Table A 10-1 lists the theses that have been supervised by the author. All theses have been 
handed in at the University of St. Gallen. Group works, semester assignments and other 
minor graded works are not included. 
Title Student’s name and thesis type Year 
Appstore business models: a comparison [working title] Andreas Kaufmann, master thesis 2013 
Überbetriebliches Service-Management am Beispiel des 
Retail-Banking in der Schweiz: Trends, Herausforderungen 
und Lösungsansätze [Inter-organizational Service-
Management at the Example of Retail Banking: Trends, 
Challenges and Solution Approaches] 
Roman Finsterwald, 
master thesis 2013 
Implikation regulatorischer Anforderungen auf das 
Management von Bankenservices im Kontext von 
Sourcingbeziehungen  
[Implications of regulatory requirements for the 
management of bank services in the context of sourcing 
relations] 
Martin Blumenthal, 
master thesis 2013 
Applications for Service Lifecycle Management in the 
Financial Services Industry 
Philipp Hubacher, 
master thesis 2013 
Service management: Approaches and Software Support in 
the Banking Industry 
Jan Stamer, master 
thesis 2011 
Table A 10-1: Supervised theses (University of St. Gallen). 
The following list provides an overview of published and non-published works. The latter 
include working reports. Presentations are not listed. In line with common academic 
practice the published works were utilized to gain feedback on parts of the SLM 
architecture. Consequently, the thesis draws from the paper’s contents. 
Published works 
1. Fischbach, M., Puschmann, T., Alt, R. (2013). Costing within Service Description 
Approaches – Shortcomings and Solution Approach. In: Proceedings of the 
19th Americas Conference on Information Systems. 
2. Fischbach, M., Puschmann, T., Alt, R. (2013). Towards Graph-based Service 
System Visualization, Manipulation and Analysis. In: Proceedings of the 
19th Americas Conference on Information Systems. 
3. Fischbach, M., Puschmann, T., Alt, R. (2013). „Enhancing SOA with Service 
Lifecycle Management – Towards a Functional Reference Model“. In: 
Proceedings of the 21st European Conference on Information Systems. 
4. Fischbach, M., Puschmann, T., Alt, R. (2013). “Service-Lifecycle-Management”. 
In: Wirtschaftsinformatik Journal, January 2013, pp. 51-55. 
5. Fischbach, M., Puschmann, T., Alt, R. (2013). “Service Lifecycle Management” 
(English version of the aforementioned paper). In: Business and Information 
Systems Engineering Journal (BISE), January 2013, pp. 45-49. 
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6. Fischbach, M. (2013), Various keywords, in: Gramlich, L, Gluchowski, P., 
Horsch, A., Schäfer, K., Waschbusch, G. (eds.), Gabler Bankenlexikon, 14th 
edition, Springer. 
7. Fischbach, M. (2012), „IT Support in Service Management – Developing an 
Integrated Architecture“, In: Beiträge zum 16. Interuniversitären 
Doktorandenseminar Wirtschaftsinformatik (IDS 2012) [Proceedings of the 16. 
inter-university doctoral seminar on business informatics], pp. 51-61. 
8. Fischbach, M., Puschmann, T., Alt, R. (2011). Towards an Interdisciplinary View 
on Service Science - The Case of the Financial Services Industry. In: Proceedings 
of the Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems - 
FEDCSIS11 (ISSS 2011), pp. 521-527. 
9. Pole, A., Puschmann, T., Fischbach, M. (2011). Web 2.0 Applications in Private 
Banking – Classification, Potentials and Application Fields. In: Proceedings of the 
European Conference on Information Systems 2011. 
10. Alt. et al. (2010). Market study “Transformation zur Bank 2015” [Transformation 
to the bank 2015]. University of St. Gallen. 
11. Fischbach, M. (2009): Monte Carlo Least Squares Applied to Swing Options: 
Efficiency Gains From Variance Reduction Techniques, Master Thesis, 
University of St. Gallen. 
12. Fischbach, M. (2007).  Management Buy-Out: Ein agency-theoretischer Ansatz 
zur Evaluation der Auswirkungen struktureller Merkmale privat-platzierter 
Mezzanine-Instrumente auf das Verhalten des Buy-Out Teams. [Management 
Buy-Out: An Agency-theoretic Approach to the Evaluation of the Effects of 
Privately Placed Mezzanine Instruments’ Structural Features on the Buy-out 
Team’s Behavior]. Saarbrücken: AkademikerVerlag. 
Non-published works 
13. Fischbach, M., Puschmann, T., Alt, R. (2012). Lessons from Web 2.0 in Private 
Banking – Transformation of Customer Relationships and Industry Structure. 
Working report, University of St. Gallen. 
14. Fischbach, M. (2012): Konzeption und prototypische Umsetzung eines USDL-
basierten Service Management Cockpits. Arbeitsbericht [Conception and 
Prototypical Implementation of a USDL-based Service Management Cockpit]. 
Working report, University of St. Gallen. 
15. Fischbach, M., Kutsch, O. (2011): Einführung eines Reifegrad-Assessments für 
das Service Management bei einer Schweizer Universalbank [Introduction of a 
Maturity Assessment for Service Management in a Swiss Universal Bank]. 
Project report, University of St. Gallen. 
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Abstract:  
Service-orientation and the underlying concept of service-oriented architectures are a means 
to successfully address the need for flexibility and interoperability of software applications, 
which in turn leads to improved IT support of business processes. With a growing level of 
diffusion, sophistication and maturity, the number of services and interdependencies is 
gradually rising. This increasingly requires companies to implement a systematic 
management of services along their entire lifecycle. Service lifecycle management (SLM), 
i.e., the management of services from the initiating idea to their disposal, is becoming a 
crucial success factor.  
Not surprisingly, the academic and practice communities increasingly postulate 
comprehensive IT support for SLM to counteract the inherent complexity. The topic is still 
in its infancy, with no comprehensive models available that help evaluating and designing 
IT support in SLM. This thesis presents a reference architecture for SLM and applies it to 
the evaluation and designing of SLM IT support in companies. The artifact, which largely 
resulted from consortium research efforts, draws from an extensive analysis of existing 
SLM applications, case studies, focus group discussions, bilateral interviews and existing 
literature. 
Formal procedure models and a configuration terminology allow adapting and applying the 
reference architecture to a company’s individual setting. Corresponding usage examples 
prove its applicability and demonstrate the arising benefits within various SLM IT support 
design and evaluation tasks. A statistical analysis of the knowledge embodied within the 
reference data leads to novel, highly significant findings. For example, contemporary 
standard applications do not yet emphasize the lifecycle concept but rather tend to focus on 
small parts of the lifecycle, especially on service operation. This forces user companies 
either into a best-of-breed or a custom-development strategy if they are to implement 
integrated IT support for their SLM activities. SLM software vendors and internal software 
development units need to undergo a paradigm shift in order to better reflect the numerous 
interdependencies and increasing intertwining within services’ lifecycles. The SLM 
architecture is a first step towards achieving this goal. 
